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CHILI PLANNING BOARD 
January 14, 1997 

A meeting of the Chili Planning Board was held on January 14, 1997 at the Chili Town Hall, 3235 
Chili Avenue, Rochester, New York 14624 at p.m. The meeting was called to order by 
Chairperson John Cross. 

PRESENT: Ray Bleier, Mitch Raklls, John Nowicki, John Limbeck, 
Dario Marchioni, John Hellaby and Chairperson John Cross. 

ALSO PRESENT: Keith O'Toole, Assistant Counsel for the To\vn; Larry Smith, Building 
Inspector; Larry Nissen, Town Engineer; Charles Robinson, Conservation 
Board member. 

Chairperson John Cross declared this to be a legally constituted meeting of the Chili Planning 
Board. He explained the meeting's procedures and introduced the Board and front table. He 
announced the fire safety exits. 

John Cross stated there are five applications on the agenda this evening for the public hearings. 
The last one is just for discussion only. 

PUBLIC HEARINGS: 

1. Application of IDT Properties, Inc., 14 Jet View Drive, Rochester, New York 14624 for 
renewal of conditional use permit for a construction business at property located at 14 Jet 
View Drive in L.I. zone. 

Jeff Taylor, one of the owners R.J. Taylor Construction, was present to represent the 
application. John Cross asked how long have they been on this location, a little background. Mr. 
Taylor stated they purchased the building in the fall of 1994 and they occupied it in January of'95. 
He stated they have been occupying it for two and that is why their conditional use permit 
has expired. He stated the building is used for office and a little bit of warehouse and shop space 
in the back. 

Mr. Taylor stated there is a fenced yard behind the building as well. He stated they run a quiet 
business and believe they're a good neighbor. He stated they're to renew the permit. 

Ray Bleier asked what are they using the trailer for behind the fenced closed in area. Mr. Taylor 
stated they have half a dozen construction trailers that are office trailers. He stated when they got 
the permit, they pointed out to the Board they would only be there on a short-term basis. He 
stated the trailer that is there now they adopted. He stated it was left on one of their construction 
sites and they have spent last 3 to 6 months tl)ring to gift or pay people to take it away. He stated 

it has become apparent to them that the only thing left is to cut it up and put it in a dumpster or 
bring it to Lyell Metals. He stated \Vith the exception of that one trailer, they're busy and their 
trailers are all on construction sites around Town. 

Ray Bleier stated it looks like they have a clean operation He stated everything looked in 
good shape to him. Mr. Taylor stated in their neighborhood everybody maintains the street well. 
He stated they are tl)ring to stay in that same tone. 

Mitch Rakus asked is the trailer a usable trailer. Mr. Taylor stated that is part of the problem. He 
stated when they delivered it to their site, the hauling firm pointed out it wasn't roadworthy, so it 
is not as easy to get rid of as they would like. Mitch Ralms stated \vith the construction business 
booming a little bit, he thought maybe they would be able to use it on a site. He stated it looks 
like they ought to consider getting rid of it. 
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John Nowicki stated the site is clean and neat. 

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE: 

Joan McBride - Chestnut Ridge Drive 
She stated she just moved to the area. She stated used to live in the of Rochester. She 
stated the Fire Department would pick things up or free, not trailers, but then they would take 
them and use them for scrap metal She stated she was talking about reftigerators, but she was 
sure there are some organizations perhaps that could take the trailer and use it. She stated they 
could donate that. 

Mr. Taylor stated they \vould .investigate that. He stated it is certainly cheaper putting it into a 
dumpster. 

John Nowicki stated he would like to make a condition that this be extended from two years to 
five years. Mitch Rakus stated seconded the motion. 

John Cross made a motion to be declare the Board lead agency as far as SEQR, found this to be a 
Type II action, and the Board all voted yes. 

DECISION: Unanimously approved a vote of 7 yes with the following conditions: 

l. Approved for a period of five years. 

Properly dispose of storage/freight trailer. 

2. Application of Jack Kurz, Walt Lisowski, L.S., 138 Union Street, Spencerport, 
New York 14559; for preliminary site plan approval for a change of use in portion of building 
to allow tliree tenant spaces, as per plans submitted, at property located at 114 l Scottsville 
Road in G.l zone. 

Walt Lisowski was present to represent application along with Mr. Kurz. Mr. Lisowski 
stated what they intend to do is take tile existing building that they already have that has two 
tenants in there. He stated the applicant wants to put tliree in the same space. 

John Cross stated there was a little description il1 a letter. He stated the indicates there 
would be 2,500 square feet for L.T. Automotive and 2,500 for Singer Floor, 5,000 square feet for 
Southwest Auto Brokering. He asked are they going to be putting up any new interior partitions. 
!\fr. Lisowski stated they are not. 

Ray Bleier stated when he was out there today, he tried to get down the side way there and tried 
to get to the back, but there was a car parked right in the middle of the driveway. He stated he 
could not get in the back area. He stated he did observe an unenclosed dumpster there as well as 
some other materials that were stored along the outside of the building. He stated it just didn't 
look very clean back in there. He stated he thought the whole building could stand a coat of 
paint. 

John Cross stated agreed. He stated he went by there and didn't think the dumpster was 
in a very safe location. He stated it is right nex1 to the building on their driveway. He stated their 
Town code requires that they be enclosed. fvk Kurz stated he could keep it inside. He stated 
there is no problem to keep it inside. John Cross stated they could work that out \\.ith their 
Building Inspector. 

John Cross stated it looked like the building could probably use a coat of paint on it, especially in 
the front Mr. Kurz stated they stopped the painting because the painter got sick. He stated when 
it started getting cold, they did not finish. He stated one side is painted. 

John Cross stated also in the rear of the building near the rear parking lot, it seemed lik~ the 
fence, existing chain link and barbed fence was in somewhat disrepair. Mr. Kurz stated that 
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does not belong to them. He stated it belongs to the County. 

Mitch Rakus stated he had a problem with the visual situation. He stated he thought the back 
parking, the pavement should be improved. He stated it is awful bumpy back there. He stated he 
was there earlier in the week and when lte went to drive into the rear, he couldn't go through 
because they were loading some kind of a disabled vehicle into the side door, so there wasn't an 
adequate tum around. He stated he walked back there, and if they're going to be using that 
parking area in the rear, he thought they ought to doll it up. Mr. Kurz stated that is no problem. 

Mitch Rakus asked just exactly what are the other two tenants going to be doing there. Mr. Kurz 
stated the floor man is just a wholesale floor man who :installs carpets. He stated he just keeps it 
for storage. He stated the other one dolls up cars. John Hellaby asked which one of the 
businesses is actually being added to the property. Mr. Lisowski stated Singer and the machine 
shop are no longer tenants. He stated the new ones will be the LT. Automotive, which is a doll 
up business; and the carpet place, which just stores carpet materials in there. He stated the other 
one is an auto importer. 

John Hellaby asked are all three tenants totally new tenants that are not presently operating there. 
Mr. Kurz stated they are in there now. John Hellaby stated he understands the wholesale part of 
the flooring. He asked does LT. Automotive sell automotive parts. Mr. Kurz stated no, they do 
doll up. 

John Hellaby asked what is the Southwest Auto Brokering. Mr. Kurz stated he buys old cars and 
he stores them. John Hellaby asked if he v.ill be selling cars from here. Mr. Kurz stated the 
selling would be all inside. John Hellaby asked if everything he is selling is inside the building. 
Mr. Kurz it is inside. He stated nothing would be outside of the building, no signing, 
nothing. 

John Hellaby asked are the doll up people doing any paint \vork. Mr. Kurz stated yes, very little. 
John Hellaby asked if there would be any major body work. Mr. Kurz stated very seldom. l\1r. 
Kurz stated he is a one-man operation, a young kid. 

John Hellaby stated he would assume these classifications are all reviewed by the Fire Marshal. 
He asked are they acceptable. Larry Smith stated that is how this all came about, a Fire Marshal's 
inspection. He stated it is covered. John Hellaby asked does he have additional problems other 
than the fact they're in there. Larry Smith stated they were in there. He stated any problems that 
he has are going to have to be taken care of John Nowicki asked if the Board had his comments. 
Larry Smith stated he was not sure the Fire Marshal finished the inspection when he f01md the 
tool shop was no longer there. 

John Nowicki asked if 20,000 square feet is for J & J 
he added just the back 10, 000 was changed. 

Mr. Kurz stated that is correct, and 

John Nowicki asked if Southwest Auto Brokering is doing doll up also on cars. Mr. Kurz stated 
he is not. He stated he just sells mouth to mouth to :friends. 

John Nmvicki asked tl1e carpet guy, is he storing carpets inside that area. Mr. Kurz stated he is. 
John Nowicki asked if he is an installer. Mr. Kurz stated he installs the carpets. John Nowicki 
asked if he has flammable materials inside the building. Mr. Kurz stated just maybe paste. 

John Limbeck stated there seems to be an a\.vful lot of different uses going there. He stated he 
just wants to make sure they have the fire walls and t11e code up to date. He asked how many 
more customers are coming in and out of there on a daily basis. Mr. Kurz stated none. He stated 
probably maybe one or two maybe a week or something like that. He stated this is strictly 
wholesale. 

John Limbeck asked are there adequate entrances. Larry Smith stated he has never been in the 
building. He stated maybe that should be a requirement. Mr. Lisowski stated if they look at the 
plan, there is an overhead door and side entrance for each one of the businesses. He stated the 

3 
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windows were not shown on the plans. John Limbeck stated so there are no personnel doors other 
than the big overhead doors. Mr. Kurz stated there is another door. John Limbeck stated they're 
showing overhead doors, but not the man doors. Mr. Lisowski stated the small doors are on 
there showing which direction they swing. John Limbeck stated they were not shown on the 
drawing he had. John Nowicki stated they were not shown on the drawing he had either. Mr. 
Lisowski stated they're correct; his draftsman missed them. 

Larry Smith stated he would like to make it a condition whatever is necessary to bring it up to 
code, that that be accomplished after an inspection. 

Charles Robinson stated the Conservation Board didn't have enough information to actually make 
a decision, and the second point that they noted, they would like to get a little bit more 
information on the tenant that is coming in. 

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE: 

Mrs. McBride - Chestnut Ridge Road 
She asked can they get a fire truck to their business. Mr. Kurz stated they can. Ms. McBride 
stated a lot of the problems seems to be ~vitb Mr. Rakus' driving arom1d in the back where it 
appears that the parking lot is not exactly suitable a car of his type, and if the fire truck can 
there and there is no problem there, she did uot see why the man should have such a problem 
She stated Mr. Rakus did not really have to drive around back of the business. 

Ray Bleier stated the eutrances to the new places are in the rear of the building. He stated they 
have to get back there to get into them Ms. McBride stated just the wholesaler, not the public 
has to get back there. Mitch Rakus stated he was only saying when he visited the site, there was 
an U.S. Postal breakdown that was being backed up to the door in that driveway, and he was not 
able to go through the driveway because the next door lot is a junk lot, and there is a fence there. 

Ms. McBride asked Mr. Rakus ifhe could get to the front of his business. Mr. Kurz stated next 
to them does not belong to him. Mitch Rakus stated he was saying he was not able to get back 
there because there was a tow truck there and they had a breakdown. Mr. Kurz stated they do 
work for the post office, doing transmissions. He stated truck, the driver went in the back 
He stated he knows where to go and he blows the horn, he backs in the truck onto the lift. 

Mitch Rakus stated the particular day he was there was nobody there. Mr. Kurz stated they just 
caught him at the .right time. Mitch Rakus stated it was a particular situation that he ran into, and 
also the back parking lot is not in good condition. Mr. Kurz stated it is a little rough over there. 
Ms. McBride suggested they then stay out of the back parking lot and go to the front door. 

Jerry Brixner - 14 Hartom Road 
Mr. Brixner stated he wanted to be sure of the location. asked 1141 Scottsville Road, is that 
immediately south of the convenience market off of the expressway. John Cross stated that is the 
Sugar Creek store, west of that. Mr. Brixner stated in the description it for a change of use 
in a G.I. zone. He asked would the new proposal mean that there is another type business that 
wouldn't fit in with a G.I. zone application. He stated it just seems to him that the legal 
description is off a tiny bit and he just wanted to be sure that it isn't something that would apply to 
a G.I. zone. 

Larry Smith stated if there is a change of use, they would have to come back to the Board for a 
change of use. He stated this has been classified as the same use that was in there before. He 
stated if they went to an office environment or some other environment, it would be a change of 
use and they would have to come in for a change of use. 

Mr. Brixner asked if in this case, the change of use means the identical type businesses. Larry 
Smith stated as long as they stay with the generally same type of business, it is not a change of 
use. Mr. Brixner stated the nomenclature bothers him a bit. Larry Smith stated he could see what 
Mr. Brixner was saying. 
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Ms. McBride stated she understood this is a meeting about the Sprint tower, and it was supposed 
to start at 7 o'clock. She asked when it would start, and was the Sprint representative present. 
John Cross stated he believed the representative was present. John Cross stated they have to talk 
about this specific application. Ms. McBride stated she wanted to talk about the Sprint tower so 
she could go home. Johu Cross stated it would be coming up on the agenda. 

Ms. McBride stated her telephoue has beeu out of order since they moved here. She stated she 
wanted to get to the Sprint tower application. John Cross stated they have to go according to the 
agenda. 

John Cross stated the County Comments approved of the application it \\ith just the typical 
comments. 

John Cross stated actually it has beeu recommended as far as the environmental review being a 
Type ll action, that no further environmental review is required. John Cross made a motion to 
declare the Board lead agency as far as SEQR, found this the application to be an unlisted action 
and of no significant environmental impact. 

John Nowicki stated he was not satisfied with this one and was not going to touch SEQR on this 
one, not until they got more infonnation. He stated he thought there could be a significant 
environmental impact. 

John Hellaby stated in light of the problem, his biggest concern is the code compliance. He stated 
he, for one, would not be willing to vote in the affinnative of this plan knovving that there are 
code violations do\vn there until they are addressed. He stated if he got a letter from the Fire 
Marshal's office and Larry Smith stating they were all corrected and it now complies, he would be 
more than happy to vote in favor of this. He stated he would also be willing to make a motion 
table it until such time as the items were addressed. 

John Nowicki stated he would seem to agree with that. He stated they need inspections by both 
the Building Department and the Fire Marshal. He stated the Conservation Board should also 
make an inspection of the site. John Nowicki stated he would also like to know when they do the 
inspection if there are no parking signs on the building impacting the fire line, if the fire lane 
is marked accordingly. He stated he would like to know if the fencing is County fencing for sure, 
if it is in disrepair. 

John Nm:vicki stated he would second tabling of the motion on the table \\ithout prejudice. 
Keith O'Toole asked if that would be a motion to table this until February. John Cross stated yes, 
they would table it until the next meeting, which is February 11th. John Nowicki stated he would 
not mind seeing the applicant address the cosmetic concerns the Board has about the property, the 
e:x1erior painting. 

John Nowicki there is a small parking area on the west side of the driveway. He stated they 
indicate there are seven parking spaces there. Mr. Kurz stated that was correct. John Cross stated 
the fencing around this parking area is of the type that looks like railroad ties. Mr. Kurz stated 
that is correct. 

John Cross asked does the land in the back belong to them Mr. Kurz stated in the back, no. 
John Cross asked if the seven parking spaces belong to them Mr. Kurz stated that belongs to 
them, yes, just the parking spaces. John Cross stated he thought they ought to make a note of it 
that the tax account 135030- 01-025, there is a great deal oflitter and trash in back of that 
seven-space parking area. He stated he saw a pickup truck body, a junk type body, several tires, a 
lawn mower in disrepair and a sink. Mr. Kurz stated that does not belong to him. 

John Cross stated the Building Inspector is going to come out to their neighborhood. He stated 
thought he should at least stop there and ta1k to the owner of that property. Mr. Kurz stated 

he has a lot of people throwing stuff over there. He stated it is an empty lot with a lot of people 
throwing stuff over there. 

--------------------------------' ,,,~~,~~, .. ,,, .. , •. 
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John Cross stated in the front of their property up near the road they have parking. Mr. Kurz 
stated that is correct. John Cross stated they indicate 11 parking spaces. John Cross stated he 
saw two cars parked up there that were unlicensed. Mr. Kurz stated they are the wholesaler's. 
He stated they do wholesale transmissions, so if they have no license, they drop them off. He 
stated Koerner Ford brought in today two cars without license plates. He stated they have dealer 
plates. He stated they bring them in and they drop the car off. 

John Limbeck stated he wants a condition that they get the right drawing back in here. John 
Hellaby stated he would like further detail as far as the exits. John Cross stated he doesn't think 
any landscaping plans were submitted. Charles Robinson stated that is why the Conservation 
Board was wiable to rule on the application, because they did not see any information at all. He 
stated they would like to see any information, the landscaping plans stamped, of course. 

DECISION: Unanimously tabled until Febmary 11, 1997 meeting by a vote of 7 yes to table 
for the following reasons: 

l. Prior to the February meeting, applicant to coITect all code violations cited 
by the Building Inspector and Fire Marshal. 

2. Provide a revised site plan showing personnel ingress/egress doors to all 
tenant spaces. 

3. Provide landscaping plans to the Conservation Board for review and 
approval. 

4. Petition the Tow11 Board (within 30 days of this letter) to include this 
parcel in the Chili Consolidated Drainage District. 

5. General conditions (i.e. painting ex1erior of building) of this site need 
to be improved. 

Ms. McBride stated she had to leave and she exJ>ressed an interest to hear the Sprint application 
now. John Cross stated they have to follow the agenda. John Cross stated the agenda was 
published in the Gates-Chili Neyys. Ms. McBride stated she was not concerned with the legal 
notice and just wanted to talk about the Sprint tower. John Cross tried to explain the meeting 
starts at 7 and the Sprint application is just one of the applications on the agenda. 

3. Application of Rochester Community Savings Bank, 40 Franklin Street, Rochester, New 
York 14604, property owner: F. Wesley Moffett; for preliminary site plan approval to erect 
a 2,850 sq. ft. addition at property located at 800 Paul Road in G.B. zone. 

Mark Costich from Costich Engineering was present to represent the application. He stated with 
him were Jim Keenan from Rochester Community Savings Bank and Bob Barkstrom from 
Barkstrom and LeCrois architects. 

Mr. Costich stated they were proposing an addition to the bank at intersection of Chili Center 
Coldwater Road and Chili Avenue. He stated it is an existing Rochester Community Savings 
Bank. He stated what they are proposing is a building expansion that will include roughly 2,800 
square foot addition as well as a new drive up tower and an automated tower. 

Mr. Costich stated they're asking tonight that the Board review the application for preliminary site 
plan approval as well as the recommendation to the Zoning Board of Appeals for relief from the 
front setback from Chili Avenue, as well as the front setback from Chili Center Coldwater Road. 
He stated both Mr. Barkstrom and Mr. Keenan are available to talk about the building and the 
actual use respectively. 

Mr. Costich stated the plan shows utilizing the existing means of ingress and egress from Town 
and State highway system He stated the traffic that is currently out there today, the traffic 
patterns are being maintained. He stated the parking for the K-Mart is shared with the bank, and 
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then drive up for the drive up teller is to the south and to the east. He stated the utilities for the 
bank would be remaining the same. He stated the utilities are provided. 

Mr. Costich stated one minor change that is necessary as a result of the addition is there is a 
hydrant within the proximity of the addition, so that would need to be relocated and would be 
maintained. He stated one key vvith the proposal is the proposed project \vill actually result in an 
increase in green space. He stated currently the parking lot actually goes right out to the property 
line along the Chili Avenue. He indicated where the pavement 
Mr. Costich stated as a result of discussions with staff, it \Vas felt that it would be desirable to 

provide an additional green space in that area for landscaping. He stated so what they have done 
is actually show11 the removing of asphalt in this area, reduction in the pavement. He stated they 
also show a reduction in the pavement along the eastern side along the Chili Center Coldwater 
Road. He stated the application also includes substantial landscaping which he would ex11Iain in a 
minute. 

Mr. Costich stated one part of their request tonight is a variance request that the Board make a 
recommendation to the ZBA on. He stated they feel that the 75 foot required setback in this area, 
as well as along the eastern side, they are requesting a relief from 75 to 38 feet on the southern 
side and to 9 feet on the eastern side. He stated they feel that this is not unreasonable since the 
Chili Avenue side is actually reduced as a result of the taking, New York State D.O.T. taking 
associated with Chili Avenue reconstruction. He stated the original right-of.. way would have 
allowed for a 75 foot setback. He stated the right-of-way was e>..1Janded to accommodate the 
road improvements, and in effect, they're increasing the green space as discussed earlier. He 
stated they're actually putting in a new strip of green area about roughly 10 feet \V:ide. He stated 
the net result of what is there today \vill be an additional green area, which he believes would be 
the intent of the setback in that area. 

Mr. Costich stated in addition, because it is a comer lot, they have two fronts, the Chili Avenue 
front and then the Chili Center Cold Water Road front. He stated they have a reduced setback in 
that area also, and that is mainly due to the canopy which is being exi>anded to allow for two 
drive-up towers and one automated drive-up. He stated they that this again is not significant 
due to the fact that they are increasing the green space in that area. 

Mr. Costich stated they're also adding green islands, reducing the pavement in this area, and the 
most important part is the construction of the Chili Center Coldwater Road intersection resulting 
in a substantial increase in the green area. He indicated on the plans where the landscaped area is 
the State has provided. He stated it has the flagpole on it He stated many times the State would 
have gone and rededicated or put that right-of.. way up for sale, but in this case apparently they 
decided not to. He stated the net result is a substantial green area, which again he thought results 
in the desired setback 

Mr. Costich stated with regards to landscaping, the original plans submitted for their review 
included landscaping along these green strips they provided as well as some foundation 
landscaping. He stated in front of the Board, they have a reduced plan which has been requested 
by their office to be done by Cambridge Associates. He stated this plan shows probably double 
the landscaping from the original application and they feel that that is all the more reason that this 
plan is going to be a substantial upgrade. He stated they do need to review the landscaping plan 
with the Conservation Board and they're hoping to meet with them early next month. 

Ray Bleier stated their is a 9 foot setback on the side there. He asked what is beyond there. He 
asked what is that green area for and who owns that. Mr. Costich stated that whole area there is 
State right-of-way. He indicated where the road actually used to be. 

Ray Bleier asked if it belongs to the State. Mr. Costich stated that's correct. Larry Smith stated 
the Town maintains it. He stated the State owns it, unless the bank would like to maintain it for 
them Mr. Costich stated they have discussed that issue, and the bank is looking at that. He 
stated there is a concern of entering into an agreement for unlimited maintenance and the liability 
issues. He stated they have tried to provide in every way and shape they can a substantial 
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landscape plan that they feel works well with what is out there. He stated it is a very nice 
intersection with a lot of landscaping that they will add to 

Ray Bleier stated when he looks at it, even though it is legally and technically a 9 foot setback, it 
looks like much more than that. Mr. Costich agreed. He stated the green in the maximum area, 
the peak area is on the order of 90 feet of green area. 

John Cross asked if they could point out the relocation the fire hydrant. Mr. Costich indicated 
where there is currently a hydrant. He stated they have not discussed the exact location with the 
Fire Marshal, which he thought is the key, but it is under easement to the Water Authority or to 
the Town, and it needs to be relocated to au approved location. 

John Hellaby asked for a comment on the architectural treatment of the proposed addition. Mr. 
Barkstrom explained on the drawing, the shaded area is the existing bnilding, and then theyre 
enveloping the addition around it, so theyre literally almost doubling the of the building. He 
showed the Board an aerial perspective of the building viewing from Chili Avenue right at the 
corner. He stated on the dra'Wing the light colored area is a stucco-like product. Mr. Barkstrom 
stated it will have a metal roof on the high areas. He stated there will be a banding of brick 
around the lower area of the building, all the way around. Mr. Barkstrom stated the off-white 
color would go all the way around the building. 

Mr. Barkstrom stated theyre relocating the existing signs. He stated theyre not asking for any 
more signage that is out there. He stated the signs were just replaced this last full and theyll just 
relocate them on the building. 

Mr. Barkstrom stated theyre proposiug a decorative band around the whole buildiug. He showed 
the Board the colors theyre proposing at this time. 

John Hellaby stated somewhere he read all their rooftop units would be housed. Mr. Barkstrom 
stated there are two furnaces inside the building now. He stated they will be inadequate to take 
the increased area, so theyre planning whatever additional equipment to up in areas that will 
not be seen. 

Johll Hellaby stated in a letter dated December l 3tll from apparently the property management 
corporation, it states that theyre still in negotiation. He asked wllere do they stand with that. Mr. 
Costich stated he thought what they have provided here is that the submission requirements 
require that there be proof the owner is aware of the application, and what theyre showing is they 
have that. He stated they just didn't want to commit that everything is negotiated and perfect in 
their mind. He stated they keep their options open. Johll Hellaby asked if they anticipate any 
problems. Mr. Costich stated they don1t. 

Mr. Keenan stated there appears to be some difficulty right now with that particular property. He 
stated they have been advised by the landlord there is a receiver that they are paying their rent to. 
He stated they talked to the existing landlord and the and everybody seems to feel this is 
a positive action and they should not have any problems. 

John Cross asked as far as the bank's need to increase the floor space in there, are they 
putting in some new departments or services. He asked what is the nature of the need for this. 
Mr. Keenan stated in other towns, they have been. going around and updating their facilities. He 
stated this particular one was done iu the '70s. He stated they are working out of a modular 
environment, and the business now pretty much dictates they have private offices. He stated he 
believes theyre adding one office more than they have in an open environment. He stated there 
are no new operations at time, and it is just upgrading the facility. 

Mr. Keenan stated there are quite a few ADA issues. He stated they have some two foot 
bathrooms and restrooms currently, so they have to increase the square footage for ADA reasons. 
He stated also the teller line would have one additional teller window. 

John Nowicki stated this has been a long time in coming. He stated he has been waiting for 
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somebody to get a canopy over the A TM machines for the sun in the morning. He stated he is 
sure they have had a number of complaints on that. Mr. Keenan stated they have. 

John Nowicki stated he hopes the canopy blocks the sun from the screens. He stated it is a great 
looking design. He stated it will be a great asset to Chili Center. He stated he knows their 
business is doing very well. He stated he knows it is crowded inside that bank. 

Mr. Costich stated the real goal of the project is to better serve the customers they have. John 
Nowicki stated it is definitely needed. 

John Limbeck asked what is their constrnction timetable right now. Mr. Keenan stated they 
would like to proceed with this as soon as possible. He stated pending approval, they w111 
authorize Barkstrom LeCrois to start the construction documents right away and start as soon as 
possible. He stated he would think now w1th the weather and the elements, theyll probably sta1t 
it March, April time frame. He stated the design is approximately 6 weeks. He stated they will 
need a couple weeks for bidding, and then they hope to build it in 12 to 14 weeks. 

John Limbeck asked if they will maintain operations at the bank. while the construction is under 
way. Mr. Keenan stated they are looking at a number of options, three different options. He 
stated they just completed one in the Town of Penfield where they did stay in operation. He 
stated the way some of the design was designed, it was designed arolllld the perimeter of the 
existing office so they did do it in phases. 

Mr. Keenan stated he is in charge of the construction and he is trying to get them to buy into a 
temporary relocation. He stated there is some vacant space in the complex, and he is going to 
propose also that they consider relocating that branch on a temporary basis. John Limbeck stated 
it is a nice concept. He stated with this envelope effect, they would be putting their customers at 
risk trying to maintain operations. 

Mr. Keen.an stated it is complex. He stated they have done it on a number of occasions. He 
stated safety for customers is of utmost importance, and employees. He stated they have done 
other branches he where they have done work at night so any potential for overhead problems 
would be eliminated. He stated at this time, this is a very costly project. He stated the architect 
told him they could probably build a new one for less money than it would take to renovate this, 
and if the dollars allow, theyll try to temporarily relocate it. 

Ray Bleier asked as one of their possible alternatives, they're not c011sidering operating out of any 
trailer type situation are they. Mr. Keenan stated on a temporary basis, that could be a possibility. 
He stated they o\.vn a small trailer, which in his opinion, would not adequately work during this 
construction. He stated if they did that, it would have to be a double wide trailer and that is not 
proposed at that time. He stated he would like to leave that option available for the 12 to 
14-week period. Larry Smith stated using a trailer would take a Town Board action, by the way. 

Larry Nissen asked are there any proposed revisions to the grading or existing drainage patterns. 
Mr. Costich stated the grading will be somewhat modified to accommodate the existing grades. 
He stated there is a change of grade throughout the parcel in the northern portion where it drops 
off. He stated theyll need to modif)1 the grade and the canopy area slightly. He stated as far as 
the drainage patterns, theyre maintaining the drainage patterns and \.\ith the reduction in the 
impervious area, they expect a net reduction in the rlllloff. 

Charles Robinson stated the Conservation Board would like to see their new plans and they had 
some considerable talk about the use of the drainage retention pond in there which was no longer 
in use. John Cross stated he had a letter from the Conservation Board dated of January 13th. He 
stated they indicate that the landscaping plan is acceptable except that the plan must be stamped 
by a landscape architect. He stated the letter further indicated also since the detention pond on 
the property is no longer necessary, the Conservation Board recommends that the excavation 
material be used to fill this pond. He stated the letter indicated all activities should be coordinated 
w1th the Town Department of Public Works. 

9 
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John Cross asked the applicant if they were familiar with that detention pond that would be down 
on the southwest side of that property. Mr. Costich stated he was not familiar with that. He 
stated it sounds like if there are suitable materials to be spoiled, that that would be a desirable 
place. John Cross stated he thought they should contact the Public Works Department through 
Mr. Carr and bring it to his attention, the Conseivation Board comment's. Mr. Costich stated 
they would be glad to. 

COl\fMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE: 

Jerry Brixner- 14 Hartom Road 
Mr. Brixner stated many of their retail outlets today have public toilet facilities. He asked is 
Rochester Community Savings Bank considering the possibility of having public toilet facilities in 
this renovation. Mr. Keenan stated not at this point. He stated from a security standpoint, all the 
restrooms are in the rear and they have to go behind secure areas. He stated the average 
transaction normally is like three or four minutes, so they do not make any restrooms available. 

John Cross stated the developmental revie\v respouse from the County was the standard 
comments, nothing unusual Larry Smith stated site plan will be signed by the Fire Marshal. 

John Cross made a motion to declare the Board lead agency as far as SEQR, found this to be an 
unlisted action and of no significant environmental impact, and the Board all voted yes on the 
motion. 

DECISION: Unanimously approved by a vote of7 with the following conditions: 

1. Pending approval of the Town Engineer. 

2. Pending approval of the Zoning Board of Appeals for the necessary variances. 

3. Landscaping plans (stamped by a licensed landscape architect) be submitted 
to the Conseivation Board for approval. 

4. Provide a plan of temporary operations (showing safety precautions) to the 
Building Department when construction commences. 

5. Contact the Commissioner of Public Works to discuss the possibility of 
redefining the scope of the existing detention pond. 

Note: Final site plan approval has been waived by the Planning Board. 

4. Application of Sprint Spectrum, L.P., 2165 Brighton Henrietta TL Road, Rochester, New 
York 14623, property owner: Tesch Trust; for preliminary site plan approval to erect a 150' 
high cellular tower at property located at 918 Chili Scottsville Road in AC. zone. 

5. Application of Sprint Spectrum, L.P., 2165 Brighton Henrietta TL Road, Rochester, New 
York 14623, property owner: Tesch Trust; for conditional use permit to erect a 150' 
high cellular tower at property located at 918 Chili Scottsville Road in AC. zone. 

Adam Lyons ·.vas present to represent the application. Mr. Lyons stated he would reiterate 
basically the generalities of Sprint and how it came to be and how they came to be in Chili, and 
then he would work down to the site specific issues just because they have probably new members 
in the audience, and the Board may also need to be refreshed on the issues. 

Mr. Lyons stated they're here seeking to erect a 150 foot monopole personal communications 
systems network off of Scottsville Chili Road. He stated he had with him tonight Gene Fasset, 
who is the Director of the Buffalo/Rochester MTA for Sprint. He stated Mr. Fasset was present 
to answer questions dealing with a lot of the project itself and also some of the radio frequency 
engineering issues that may come up. 
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Mr. Lyons stated Joe Montagna, the Sprint property specialist who can discuss a little bit about 
how the site was selected and some of the factors that may have come into consideration, was 
also present to represent the application. Mr. Lyons stated Rod Pitman. :from Erdman Anthony, 
consulting engineers, was also present to talk about the site plan issues and some of the civil 
engineering issues the Board may have. 

Mr. Lyons stated in the Telecommunications Act under Section 704, the government 
basically had decided by way of an auction to provide a way to provide more competition to the 
wireless cellular industry. He stated there were currently two providers at the time providing 
what is called analog service. He stated currently in the area, that is Cell One and Frontier. He 
stated Congress felt there needed to be competition and they began to auctioning off under the act 
several :frequencies to new competitors. 

Mr. Lyons stated Sprint was one of the first to bid and receive a license to provide PCS service at 
a cost of several billion dollars. He stated when Sprint acquired the license, it had to set up a 
network basically to set up the system. He stated when it bid, it acquired the right to set up a 
system in three or four MT As, major trading areas. 

Mr. Lyons stated the Rochester/Buffalo area is one of the areas that Gene Fasset directs. He 
stated that area includes :from Syracuse east to the State line at Ohio, past Buffalo, Lewiston, 
south to the Penn.sylvania border. He stated when Sprint acquired the license, it hired experts 
basically to set up a grid system in order to provide effective coverage. 

Mr. Lyons stated under the Telecommunications Act of 1986, tbe licensee who provided adequate 
service to all Americans in the area obtained the Jicense. He stated the local zoning authorities 
retained authority to regulate the placement of these towers that might have to be placed on these 
facilities, but they were limited in the way they could place the facilities in the sense they could 
not doing anything discriminating against the provider or limit their ability to provide adequate 
coverage. Mr. Lyons stated Sprint hired consultants when it tried to set up a grid to try to set up 
as many existing PCS systems on existing towers or buildings or structures. Mr. Lyons stated 
setting up a new tower can cause notice, aud the whole point is to minimize the number of towers 
that they have to set up. stated in this case Sprint has done that and been able to do that. 

Mr. Lyons stated in the of Rochester, for instance, many of the existing high-rise buildings 
are being used. He stated and in some cases throughout Monroe County they're using water 
towers where it is possible and existing towers to the ex1ent that collocation is possible. He 
stated in some cases though in order to set up the grid system, a new tower would have to be 
erected. 

Mr. Lyons stated to explain the technology a little bit, the grid is set up basically in hexagon 
shaped cells. He stated in order for the system to work, it is like walking under a parking lot with 
lights. He stated if the lights are spaced far enough apart but not too far apart, a person walking 
underneath the lights will go :from one light to another \Vithout into darkness. He stated if 

lights are placed too far apart, there will be He stated if they're placed too close 
together, they have interference. He stated that is sort of how the cellular system works. He 
stated they have to set up their towers and PCS systems in systems that provide coverage so 
that a call can from one cell so the other without having undue inte1ference. 

Mr. Lyons stated basically what is PCS is a good question for a lot of people. He stated the 
current cellular systems are based on analog or radio waves. He stated recently someone was able 
to get a call and find out what Gingrich was saying to another representative because it 
basically was a conversation over just simple radio waves. Mr. Lyons stated PCS service, 
personal communication system is a digitally based system that has an advantage over the existing 
technology. He stated that is another reason that Congress enacted Section 704; there were a lot 
of new technologies evolving and they wanted to create competition in the system. He stated they 
had a duopoly which provided a problem. 

Mr. Lyons stated the PCS offers several advantages over analog. He stated one of them is to 
avoid a situation like Newt Gingrich bad. He stated digital calls are automatically encoded 
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because they're digital, and it makes it impossible for people or outsiders to intercept these calls. 
He stated this is very useful for police authorities and others who are trying to make calls in 
confidence. He stated he believes a lot of manufacturers don't permit their employees to use 
cellular phones over the airways because of concerns about secrecy and basically interception. 

Mr. Lyons stated another part of the PCS system that Sprint is offering and original providers will 
be offering with PCS, it provides enhanced reception. He stated the object is to provide a second 
phone which is not just merely a mobile phone but a second phone in their house with better 
reception and coverage, and because of its lower power, it will also offer a smaller phone. 

Mr. Lyons stated the final thing that PCS ·will be providing is enhanced 911 service that will come 
along in a year or so. He stated if someone were to dial 911 now, they get a mobile carrier listing 
on the 911 switchboard. He stated each of the Sprint systems would have a GPS antenna, and the 
computers are going to use three of those to triangulate a call and probably be able to locate 
someone who makes a 911 call within 40 feet of where their location He stated that will help 
emergency authorities to a greater extent because then know where the calls are from. He stated 
a lot of times people don't k11ow where they are if they're not from the community and their car 
breaks dowu. 

Mr. Lyons stated AT&T also bid on oue of the licenses, and a company called Omnipoint also bid 
on one of the licenses issued by the federal government. He stated at this point AT&T is 
operating in some of the larger cities. He stated he hasul seen them in this area yet. He stated 
they made au inquiry some time ago and yet have not received any kind of information on that. 
He stated if they're coming, they're not really telling them. He stated Omnipoint, he hasn't heard 
anything on. He stated they must be operating in the city. He stated there is the potential that has 
been indicated for one or two more carriers to come on line, but the amount of frequency in which 
they are going to be allotted is a narrower frequency and it is likely they will be paging services. 

Mr. Lyons stated even though they have competition, if they have too many providers providing 
at the same area, they can also have a problem, so again, he did not believe that they're going to 
see more than maybe one or two more carriers coming in this area providing full PCS cellular 
phone service. 

Mr. Lyons stated in the Towu of Chili, Sprint came in and indicated that in order to make its 
system work, and this is based on the grid system set out throughout all New York, they are 
required basically to set up PCS communication facilities in the Town in five different 
locations using what is known as a monopole tower. He stated in rural areas where there are less 
users, they can use taller towers of up 250 feet, guyed towers or self-supporting towers. He 
stated the reason for that is there are less buildings creating problems with the interference and 
there is a smaller number of users. Mr. Lyons stated in the suburban areas they have been using 
monopoles which tend to be 150 feet or less depending on the height that is required and the 
terrain. He stated those have been used throughout the suburban areas, Ogden, Penfield, all the 
areas around Monroe County. He stated they tend to be a little bit more expensive, but they often 
look a little bit better than the guyed towers seen with the wires sticking out the side. He stated 
the monopole is just a metal pole without any guys. He stated the wires to the antenna on the top 
are inside the pole. 

Mr. Lyons stated the five that they have been looking at in Town basically are set up on a 
grid system. He stated the way it works, it1 order to make the system work so the calls will go 
out correctly, AT & T set up a formula where they have to place their towers within the central 
percent radius of each of their grid areas. He stated they have a central 25 percent of a search 
area that they use on all of their sites, and basically if they place the tower in the central 25 
percent, they can usually get the adequate coverage. He stated the best spot to put it would be in 
the exact center of the search area, but that is often not possible because they might have a huge 
suburban area there or something that just wouldn't pennit it, so again they have to look and try 
to find the best site in the search area they can find in order to provide that coverage. 

Mr. Lyons stated he would talk a little about Sprint and how they pick their sites. He; stated a lot 
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of Town laws have been changed and require them to show they are trying to go on sites that are 
going to be the best sites they can find in the area that they need. He stated usually they try to 
find a Town site in the search area that works. He stated they have done that in many, many 
communities where there happens to be a Town property. He stated the community benefits from 
that. He stated so the extent they know about To\\'Il sites, they'll look at them. He stated 
sometimes they don't kn.ow about a Town site, and once they have discovered there are Town 
sites, in those cases they have moved them to the Town sites. 

Mr. Lyons stated the second sites they usually look at, they try to find properties that are zoned 
Industrial in their search areas or commercially zoned. He stated the last area they try to go into 
is the residentially zoned areas, but sometimes they have no choice when their search areas ends 
up in a residential area, and that makes it some what difficult. He stated they have to place it in 
that central 25 percent in order to provide effective coverage. He stated if they start going 
outside the search area, tower height begins to go up dramatically. 

Mr. Lyons stated their object is not to create a high tower, but the lowest tower possible, if they 
have a tower. He stated also when theyre doing this search, they automatically look at existing 
water tanks and antennas that would provide coverage because, again, ifthere is an existing 
antenna, an existing tower or water tank, they don't have to build the tower assuming they can get 
on those structures. 

Mr. Lyons stated in some cases where competitors had towers, they found it becomes a difficult 
issue to get on the tower because it is their proprietary property. He stated it is the competitor's 
property and Sprint has to basically abide by what the competitor wants them to do. Mr. Lyons 
stated that the a good point about Sprint, is that Sprint recognizes this creates a burden on the 
communities because theyre going to need to put up these towers. He stated Sprint has a 
corporate policy of collocation. He stated what that means is that theyre saying to the boards, a 
condition of their approval up front is that they will permit collocation on the towers anti let the 
Board dictate that in any way they feel reasonable. He stated in a sense, they have done that in 
several ways. He stated in a sense they have allowed resolutions that allow pro rata sharing or 
other reasonable sharing arrangements but they agree up front there is no issue with the Board 
trying to force somebody in case of a tower that has been there for years trying to let Sprint or 
another competitors on the tower. He stated they automatically agree to permit that collocation 
so if in the future someone comes to this Town and it turns out they need to use their 
tower, like AT&T wants to use their tower to save money, they can go on their towers provided 
they don't interfere \vith their equipment, and also the Town gives the approval and there needs to 
be a certain amount of space between the antennas. 

Mr. Lyons stated a lot of times in the resolutions they work \\~th the To~'Il., so if the monopole 
can up to roughly 150, even if their tower does not need to be that high, they still build it 
strong enough at a lower height so it can converted in the foture if somebody needs 
collocation. He stated they don't care if the Tov.n dictates that, as long as they put their antenna 
back at the same height it was before. He stated there is no issue between competitors for getting 
on a tower. 

Mr. Lyons stated in some communities where Sprint has tried to do get on an existing tower, it 
becomes a very difficult issue. He stated in some cases, the tO\\'IlS end up letting Sprint build the 
to towers because their collocation policies are liberal enough that tO\\'IlS don't have the concern. 

l'v1r. Lyons stated if they have to go into a residential area, they try to find an isolated site. He 
stated they try to find a site that is basically going to be far from major suburban areas or major 
neighbors. He stated they try to use as many different structures as they can in order to try to 
limit the effect of the tower. 

Mr. Lyons stated aesthetically, they can't get rid of the tower during the day, but at least they 
don't see it at night as long as it doesn.'t have to be lighted. He stated the tower they are talking 
about tonight does not need to be lighted. 

Mr. Lyons stated they can't move towers from place to place easily among neighborhoods, 
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although they work with the communities to try to find isolated spots. He stated it becomes 
difficult when they have a lot of people coming in saying they don't want it and all they have are 
alternatives to try to move it to somebody else1s neighborhood. 

Mr. Lyons stated the site they picked, the Tesch site, essentially will be an area for the whole 
project itself of 20 by 30 feet. He stated it is a very small confined area. He stated it would be 
fenced with a galvanized steel fence. He stated normally they have three strands of barbed wire, 
but that would be up to the Town. He stated when boards have requested, they have provided 
adequate screening around the facility. He stated sometimes when they're in farmers fields, they 
don't particularly want trees near their field because it interferes with their farming. 

Mr. Lyons stated the site they picked has been chosen because it between two fields and they 
thought it would provide the least interference to the agricultural operations going on 011 the 
property. He stated \\lithin the compound or the fenced area they would have a monopole, which 
is a steel monopole, which is usually put 20 feet into the ground so it maintains stability. 

Mr. Lyons stated all the wires would be underground. He stated all the telephone and electrical 
services that run to the facility are usually underground, to the extent it can be done. He stated 
they use standard 110 electrical service like people use at home. He stated they also use existing 
telephone lines. 

Mr. Lyons stated some of the providers seen in community use round dishes. Mr. Lyons 
stated Sprint doesn't need those microwave dishes. He stated what their system will have at the 
top are six antenna which are basically used to send and receive the telephone signals. He stated 
they're run through a telephone line that runs up through the pole. He stated that is all they have 
other than the GPS whip antenna that runs on the side so they can calibrate it with the satellites. 

Mr. Lyons stated ifthere were a collocater on the tower, they can't say what they would have for 
antennas, but they would have to through the approval and the Board would have 
some say as to what is going on the tower. 

Mr. Lyons stated they also have nexi to the facility three base cabinets, usually three or 
four base cabinets that are metal He stated they're about the size of refrigerators. He stated they 
don't use the housing that people see with the current cellular providers with the air~conditioning. 
He stated their system uses three metal cabinets. He stated their system is digital. He stated there 
would be no noise, no odor, no sound. He stated they don't need the air-conditioning units that 
people see in the analog carrier systems. 

Mr. Lyons stated the WHAM tower is an actual radiating tower and people can't touch it. He 
stated if someone were to climb Sprint's fence and touch their cabinets or their pole, they would 
just touch them He stated there is nothing that is dangerous about them He stated they're not 
live. He stated, however, if someone were to break into their cabinets and touch some of the 
boards, it would be like touching a fuse box, the same type of electricities. He stated if someone 
were to climb the fence and touch the equipment, it wouldn't cause any damage or safety to them. 
He stated they put the barbed wire at the top to keep people out. He stated the Town basically in 
its regulations indicated they did not want barbed wire absent a variance. He stated if this Board 
wishes, they would be happy to put that on if the Board decides that this is an adequate site. 

Mr. Lyons stated they believe they have selected a site which is as isolated as they can He 
stated they're concerned if they start to move the site from one area of the search area to another, 
they may be creating a situation neighborhood versus neighborhood. He stated they tried with the 
Town and with other officials to locate if there is any Industrial zoned property, Town property, 
existing towers and water tanks, and they're prepared to talk about anything that the Board may 
have on those issues, as well, tonight 

John Cross asked the applicant to put up a dra~iing of the grid area. Mr. Fasset stated the yellow 
area shows the Town of Chili, and the green circle shows the entire search area, the area in which 
the site had to be located. He stated the coverage areas are the hexagons around the 
outside. He stated they are all three-mile cell areas, three-mile coverage areas. He stated the 
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search area is percent of that, so it is a little less than a mile. 

John Cross stated the circle that they have drawn around the subject application site is over the 
Thruway just barely. Mr. Fasset stated that's right, the south end of the search area. John Cross 
asked can they reduce th.e height of the tower that they are proposing and still be effective. Mr. 
Fasset stated they cannot. He stated they want to build the minimum size structure they can build. 
He stated it makes no sense to build a taller structure. He stated it costs more money, it is 
unnecessary and it is more visible. 

Mr. Fasset stated the way that they determine the height of the towers is that once a candidate 
location has been selected \\:ithin the search area, they use a computer model that was developed 
by AT&T, now Lucent Technologies, that takes into account the terrain, the actually database of 
elevation, takes into account the frequency they are using, the power level of this system which is 
determined by the FCC, take all the factors in and allows them to do what-if scenarios. He stated 
the engineers start in lO foot increments. He stated they start at 160 or 170 feet and work down 
in 10 foot increments. He stated they will get to a point where the coverage of this three-mile cell 
now no longer is adequate, and so they have to go the next bump above that. 

Mr. Fasset stated throughout their system, it is very quantified. He stated they have to cover at 
least 97 percent of the whole three-mile coverage area in order for that to be considered 
acceptable, so they come down to a height. He stated where they match that, 97 percent or better 
coverage, somewhere between 97 and a l 00, they lock the height in there. He stated so a 150 
foot tower would serve their purposes and they couldn't any lower. 

Mr. Fasset stated when they talk about some of the other applications, they're talking about 90 
feet or 100 feet. He stated in this case it had to be at 150 feet in order to provide that 97 percent 
or better coverage. 

John Cross asked if they were to locate this tower south of the Thmway, are there any water 
towers that they could go onto. Mr. Fasset stated the only water tower that is anywhere near is 
the Union Street water tower. He stated that water tower is not terribly tall. He stated even if 
they put the monopole next to it at l 00 what happens is because that water tank is in the 
southwest area of the coverage area, it is outside of the search area. He stated it is in the 
southwest comer of the coverage area. stated what it means is the northeast area of the 
coverage area becomes uncovered, and it is uncovered to an extent greater than 97 percent of the 
\:vhole area, so it can1t be used. 

John Cross asked is the actual site location on the Tesch property fixed in concrete more or less. 
He asked could they move that closer to Thruway. Mr. Fasset stated there are a number of 
factors there. He stated they don't have complete control over where a landlord wants them. He 
stated the other issue on this property, if it was a totally flat piece of property and the landlord 
didn't care, they would have quite a bit oflatitude. He stated this piece of property is a bit hilly. 
He stated if they moved the site off of the higher teITain, they would have to make that up in 
tower height. 

John Hellaby asked does this application still reflect the drawing date of 5/20/96, the original site 
drawings. Mr. Lyons stated he believes those are still the site dra\\ings. John Nowicki stated 
they have been working on this for six or seven months, so this is information they have heard 
before. 

John Limbeck stated back in September they got into quite a bit of detail on their full 
environmental assessment form and he himself went on for about a half-hour, 45 minutes about 
inconsistencies he saw on the answers they provided on the environmental assessment form He 
stated he has never really received any satisfactory responses as to how those answers were 
anived at. He stated he didn1t know if they want to get back into that whole question again now. 

Mr. Lyons stated he would not mind getting the questions from Mr. Limbeck because again 
they're starting the proceeding. John Limbeck stated on this particular parcel, on environmental 
Section 814, it asks, "Does this include scenic views important to the community?" John Limbeck 
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stated there are views people consider imp01tant and the answer was definitively, "no." 

John Limbeck stated Section C6 "Is the proposed action consistent with recommended uses 
in adopted local use plans, 11 and again the applicant said it was consistent with the plans. He stated 
he didn't know what plans they said this was consistent with. 

John Limbeck stated Section C8 asks, "Is the proposed action compatible with adjacent 
surrounding land using within a quarter mile," and again the answer was " 

John Limbe(:k stated Section C 11 asks, "Will the proposed action create a demand for community 
provided services?" He stated he thought that one is kind of up in the air. He stated that is tough 
for any applicant to go through and it is not as big an issue. 

John Limbeck stated the Sprint Spectrum letter to the Planning Board dated August 12th, 1996, 
page 13, Section F, Paragraph 3, indicates the locations that are proposed for the Town of Chili 
have been carefully chosen with consideration to community land use, planning needs and 
neighborhood acceptance receiving the highest attention. He stated it indicated locations that 
provide distance buffering to neighborhood residents and visual buffering receive the highest 
prio1ity. He stated the letter indicates these requirements were coupled with the geographic 
limitations of the search ring and available parcels to arrive at the sites that have been proposed. 
John Limbeck stated they had a lot of documentation on the limitations of the search ring. He 
asked where the documentation was of the study done on the community land use and 
neighborhood acceptance. 

John Limbeck stated in a letter from Chamberlain, D1Amanda, Oppenheimer & Greenfield to the 
Plalllling Board dated June 7th of'96, under, 11Conditional Use Section C,11 it indicates, "The 
proposed use will not affect the harmonious development of the neighborhood and will not 
discourage the appropriate development and use of adjacent land and buildings or impair of value 
thereof" John Limbeck stated in a previous meeting he asked the applicant if they would be 
\Villing to set up a fund that would guarantee these people's property values. He stated obviously 
if Sp1int is going to spend 2 billion for a license, it has to be a fairly profitable enterprise. He 
stated if Sprint will sit here and tell people these towers will not affect their property values, he 
would say back it up. He stated it has been done by other businesses in the community where 
they have put up a fund so if a homeowner cannot get the market value for his property, that 
business will make up the difference. He stated if indeed they're not affecting that value, the fund 
won't be touched. 

Mr. Lyons stated as far as talking about the community, there have been cases dealing with that. 
He stated they dealt with issues such as scenic views, dealing with what is scenic and what isn't. 
He stated those issues have come up a lot in the case law, and they usually are looking for things 
such as historical sites, things of that nature. He stated he would address that in a response. 

Mr. Lyons stated as far as property values, he has an appraisal report that they do on these things 
that basically shows that while some people don't want to buy near towers, where towers are, 
there are still that many more people who are willing to buy because of their locality, the location, 
where the site is, whether it is near their schools, near their work, et cetera. He stated in several 
towns they have an appraiser come in and discuss the issues so they can make a judgment, 
question him and b1ing those issues forward. He stated they're happy to do that because that's a 
fair question. He stated that bas been asked in most towns. 

Mr. Lyons stated as far as some of the issues, he is going to give some answers they're going to 
like and some they may not like as much, but they try to pick sites that are more isolated. He 
stated if they were to move this closer to an existing dense neighborhood, that would clearly be 
more of a problematic situation. He stated they don't want to put the tower in an area where 
there are residential neighborhoods unless they actual have to. He stated even if the Union Street 
tower worked and they had to put a tower there, there is a very dense neighborhood in that area 
and putting a tower next to the water tank would create a lot more issues for a lot of people. 

! 
; 

Mr. Lyons stated they try to find spots in woods or where there are tall trees and woods behind at 
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least some of it. He stated Chili has a lot of agricultural land, so it makes it more 
difficult. Mr. Lyons stated the questions raised have to be addressed. 

Larry Nissen stated he would just like to alert everyone to the fact he is going to be looking for 
some more information on the roadway with regard to cut and fills, impacts on existing drainage 
patterns, things of that sort. He stated it doesn1t appear to be a serious concern, but he wants 
some more verification on that. 

Larry Nissen stated he had a question with regard to what appears to be a tapered monol'ole. He 
asked what is the diameter of the tower. He asked what sort of cross-section would it present. 
Mx-. Lyons stated he believes a standard monopole is inches at the base. Larry Nissen asked if 
the tower would be smaller at the top. Mr. Lyons stated that was correct, and he added it would 
be, put in in at sections. 

Jolm Cross asked in a 150-foot tower, how many sections would that consist of Mr. Fasset 
stated they should really bring in the exact engineering drawings, because he would be just 
speaking off the top of his head. He stated he believes it is three sections, the base section, a slip 
joint and then a 10 foot flange mount piece on top. 

Larry Nissen stated he has one other question \vith regard to collocation. He stated he assumes 
each of these towers has some sort oflive load capacity. Mr. Fasset stated that's right. Larry 
Nissen asked do they know what percentage of that live load capacity would be made available to 
collocaters. Mr. Fasset stated their standard spec, and tl1eyre open to modifying that ifthe To\\'ll 
thinks it is necessary, but the standard is a default. He stated it is designed for their load with 
some additional antennas thrown in just in case it was ever needed and a second carrier with an 
identical load. He stated their proposal is designed for six antennas, plus three for the future, and 
the second carrier with the same antenna, plus three future. He stated it is designed to the 
ANSI tower standard for this area. Larry Nissen asked if they would consuming 50 
percent of the allowable load. Mr. Fasset stated that was conect, as a default. 

John Cross asked if then they would provide adequate room or space on their monopole for only 
one additional provider. Mr. Fasset stated that's correct. Jolm Cross asked if they could handle 
any more than that. Mr. Fasset stated it is hard to predict how many there would be in a given 
site. He stated where there has been a general feeling and a desire on the part of a To\\'11 Plaiming 
Board or To\\'11 Board that they feel there were going to be more than t\vo providers, they have 
built these things to accommodate three. He stated once they get beyond three, once they get into 
the realm of four or five, then the structure starts to get to very large. He stated a third 
provider would make the pole bigger and higher, though. 

Mr. Fasset stated if someone came in and wanted a higher structure, probably the better thing to 
do would be to replace the pole. He stated in one case he could think of, they have built a higher 
strncture than they needed per the desires of a board because they thought that if somebody wants 
to be at the same height or greater than they they would care of the situation up front. 
He stated theyre open for input on that. 

John Cross asked other than the cellular phone service that obviously is their main purpose for 
wanting to instaU these towers, what other technologies they will be able to use with it and what 
other services can be provided off the PCS service. Mr. Fasset stated any mobile radio based 
technology could use the system. He stated a paging company that wanted to mount an antenna 
could use the system Mr. Fasset stated a use theyre seeing a lot of, especially since they make 
these available free of charge, is 911, she~ state police, To\\'11 DPW, those kind of antennas for 
their OV\'11 internal two-way mobile systems that could typically be mounted. Mr. Fasset stated the 
kind of service they wouldn't: find on these is television, radio. He stated those kind of services 
need bigger, higher structures than these. 

Jolm Cross asked if there would be any video use. Mr. Fasset stated no, there would not. He 
stated at this point there is no technology that distributes video off of something like that. 

Larry Smith asked if in the future, would this accommodate HTV. Mr. Fasset stated the HTV is 
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digital, but they -will look to broadcast over a large area from a single 
be on a pinnacle or something like that, not on these smaller sites. 

so they typically would 

John Cross asked does Sprint, their local division, offer paging services. Mr. Fasset stated they 
offer paging, but it is through another company that is already existing, Page Net. He stated they 
already have a system in place. 

Ray Bleier asked what is the approximate cost of one of these monopoles, this one here, at 150 
feet. Mr. Fasset stated they're less than $100,000, typically $50,000, $60,000 installed. Ray 
Bleier stated he was wondering about the cost of replacement if it became necessary to collocate 
with more than one other provider. Mr. Fasset stated typically if another carrier comes in and this 
is the site they want to use, that is a cost that they would be willing to pay if it avoids a long 
approval process, because long approval processes are expensive. 

Larry Smith asked if the five companies are licensed to use the honeycomb cells. Mr. Fasset 
stated that's correct. Larry Smith stated so there is a potential for five being in each cell. 
Mr. Fasset stated one thing that they should make clear, is their honeycomb is not set up by the 
FCC. He stated it is Sprint's honeycomb. 

Mr. Fasset stated so the other honeycomb cells for cellular are bigger because the frequency they 
use goes a little :further, so they're typically five miles instead of three miles. l\1r. Fasset stated the 
other PCS carriers will be three miles, but there is nothing to say it won't be slightly shifted. 

Mitch Rakus asked right at this time, how many phones have they in use in Monroe County. Mr. 
Fasset stated about three. He stated they just have a few sites up in testing right now. He stated 
this is a new service and it hasn't gone commercial yet. Mitch Ra.l"Us asked through their 
ex"{Jerience, how many phones are being used in Monroe County by all the users. Mr. Fasset 
stated well right now there are two providers, and the industry association estimates that a total 
population, all heads in Monroe Collllty, that about 13 percent have phones, so whatever the 
population ofMonroe County multiply it times .13. He stated it is expected that in five years, 
that number is going to at least double. 

Mitch Ralms stated he heard some information on the radio that there are now 42 million cellular 
phones in the United States. Mr. Fasset stated that is probably about right. Mitch Rakus stated 
and the sale of these phones, there is one every three seconds. He stated so what he was 
concerned about, if they cannot cover the area when they put up their poles and there are five 
other companies in the area, what is going to happen. He asked are they going to have poles all 
over the County. 

Mr. Fasset stated their design is to totally cover the area they're serving so there are no holes. He 
stated now the people that come after them, it will benenfit them to jump on existing towers 
because that will be the quickest way for them to go to service. Larry Smith commented unless 
their grid doesn't agree with Sprint's grid. Mr. Fasset stated but they designed their grid around 
existing structures. He stated he did not know why anybody else wouldn't do a similar thing. 

Mitch Rakus asked if they sell a lot of phones in this connnunity, don1t they hit a point where 
they're overloaded and then all of a sudden the persons can't talk to one another. Mr. Fasset 
stated that is what started to happen on cellular right now. He stated one of the reasons FCC 
auctioned off the spectrum was the existing cellular carriers were having a hard time keeping up 
with the demand. He stated the digital system is designed to handle the predicted load for ten 
years. He stated now, it is really hard to predict out ten years, but for at least the next five years, 
the system as it is vvithout any additional towers \vlll handle the load without blocking any calls. 

Mitch Rakus stated the computer end of the business with Internet sezvers, there were so many 
computers sold all of a sudden, people were unable to talk to one another. He stated he is afraid 
theyre going to have the same problem here. Mr. Fasset stated here they won't because the 
digital technology has a lot ofinherent capacity. He stated that is one of the great things about it. 
He stated it can process simultaneously many more calls than the current analog te$ology. 

; 
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John Cross asked could they provide Internet service eventually. Mr. Fasset stated absolutely. 
He stated th.at service \\-ill be provided in the near future, near after launch, because the system is 
a packet data system, and the voice is just an application on top of that packet data system. He 
stated there is no reason that packet data system can1t be used for Internet or any other data 
activity. 

John Cross asked if they were saying that fiberoptics will be part of this system Mr. Fasset stated 
fiberoptics are part of the system from connecting the site back to the switching location and the 
S\:vitching location out to the natiomvide network. 

Charles Robinson stated the Conservation Board did not get any infonnation. John Cross stated 
basically the information is the same application as the original 

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE: 

Dan Wopperer - 551 Morgan Road 
He stated he lives on the property that directly adjoins this site location for the placement of this 
tower. Dr. Wopperer stated he feels like a local resident versus the mighty FCC, as well as the 
big Sprint company. He stated he was not here to complain. He stated he was present to 
hopefully discuss in a logical manner how they can come up with a logical alternative to the siting 
of this tower. 

Dr. Wopperer stated the Sprint people have stated that they have carefully researched this. He 
stated he didn't know iftheyre familiar with his property. He stated he has a beautiful house. He 
stated most people who live in the Chili area are very familiar with his property. He stated it is a 
beautiful house on a hill with rolling lawns and a beautifill wildlife pond. He stated the Tesch 
property frames his property. He stated it forms a backdrop to his property. He stated their 
tower would be like painting a tack-y TV aerial behind the Mona Lisa's head. He stated he 
thought the effect there would be a tremendous negative visual impact on a work of art. 

Dr. Wopperer stated the way that the neighborhood has learned about this has been rather 
clandestined. He stated he thought Mr. Limbeck was coming up with some tremendous points. 
Dr. Wopperer stated he just found out about the final plan and he is a very active member of this 
community. He stated he is a very busy physician. He stated he does read the paper and he does 
read his mail. He stated he did not get a call at any point from Mr. Tesch, from his To\vn Board, 
from the Sprint Company certainly. Dr. Wopperer stated no one discussed the visual impact of 
the placement of this tower \Vith himself or any of the neighbors. 

Dr. Wopperer stated there was another point, another misstatement that was made about the 
number of people that live around Teddy's Hill. He stated this is a very concentrated 
neighborhood actually, and the neighborhood around the water tower actually has many fewer 
residents. He stated he thought they haven't really done their homework and some of the 
comments theyre making are not correct. He stated he thought they need to go back and look at 
this. 

Dr. Wopperer stated he thought there has to be more than one answer to this problem. He stated 
he does his best to weigh all the variables before makes decision. He stated he was not so sure 
the applicant has done that. He stated he was not so sure that process has taken place here. 

Dr. Wopperer stated he is all for high tech. He stated as a radiologist, he does MRis and CTs, so 
he knows all about high tech. He stated his high tech equipment is shielded. He stated his high 
tech equipment is placed far away from natural settings. He stated he was not so sure he was on 
the same page as Sprint, or else Sprint is not on the same page as this community. 

Dr. Wopperer stated when the neighborhood found out about what was going on here, and it 
actually all came to light last Saturday when he received a letter in the mail from the Town Board 
talking about the final siting, he blew his stack and reacted. He stated they went around and 
spoke to many of their neighbors. He stated they have a lot of neighbors that are concerned about 
this and who did not know anything about it. He stated he has circulated a petition and has three 
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pages full of signatures of people up and down Morgan Road and Chili Scottsville Road who are 
very much against the siting of this landscape eyesore. 

Dr. Wopperer stated he bought his home six years ago and spent thousands of dollars and 
thousands of his own hours improving his property. He stated the last thing he wants right now is 
a 150-pole going up behind his house. He stated they have a lot of neighbors who are not 
interested in looking out their front window and seeing this aerial on Tesch's Hill. 

Dr. Wopperer stated he spoke to Mr. Tesch the other day on the phone. He stated Mr. Tesch 
does not live on that property. He stated Mr. Tesch's his address is in Churchville. Dr. Wopperer 
stated the tower will have little or no impact on Mr. Tesch other than providing him his monthly 
check from Sprint for siting the tower. 

Dr. Wopperer stated Mr. Tesch told him that Sprint told him that the height of this tower, the 
final height of this tower would be l l 0 He stated he thought he would like to have that 
cleared up at least. 

Dr. Wopperer stated the issue of an alternate site, this is something they're concerned about, as 
well. He stated the idea of putting this particular aerial as close as possible to a public land such 
as the Thruway would obviously be much more desirable. He stated they're not against what they 
are trying to do. He stated many of the residents of the area use cellular phones. He stated they're 
against the site location. 

Dr. Wopperer stated he was against the fact that he was not consulted or it was not discussed 
with him He stated that behavior tells him or infers to him that Sprint knew what his reaction 
was going to be. He stated if they all work together as a team on this thing, they can come up 
\\1.th a creative solution. 

Christy Wopperer - 5 51 Morgan Road 
Mrs. W opperer asked how many years have monopoles been use, and have they been tested for 
high winds. She stated on that hill, the ·winds below the trees right over. 

Mr. Lyons stated they realize there is going to be an impact and the Board needs to realize the 
impact. He stated the 150 foot pole possibly next to the water tank wouldn't work there. He 
stated it would have to be even higher, which means they're getting away from a monopole size 
and they're talking about self-support lattice work towers. He stated those structures are highly 
objectionable to neighbors. 

Mr. Lyons stated he did not know about there being a 110 foot tower at this site. He stated but 
he believes that Sprint and Lucent Technologies has from the beginning of this application, six 
months ago, told the Town it is 150 feet. He stated they posted signs six months ago. He stated 
they posted signs recently. He stated they tried to work with the Town. 

Mr. Lyons stated they don't want to bring the tower down the hill and have to have a guyed 
tower. He stated they're trying to keep to monopole design. He stated even if they could move it 
down, and normally they don't care if the topography is fine, but the property owner has to let 
them, too. He stated the topography is an issue. He stated he thought they have been up front 
with what they're trying to do, with the Town. 

Mr. Lyons stated the monopoles are capable of withstanding an 80-mile-an-hour wind with a half 
inch of ice on it, and they generally will bend. He stated the highest reported wind is 5 5 miles per 
hour sustained over a 20-minute period in the history of the County, at least since the speed has 
been recorded. 

Ray Bleier asked how many public hearings have been advertised that they have conducted on 
Sprint. Larry Smith stated there has been at least three. Ray Bleier stated this is not the first 
public hearing. Dr. Wopperer stated that may be his problem. Larry Smith stated all the agendas 
are published in the Qat~a:Chili News. Dr. Wopperer stated maybe that is his fault, bpt as a busy 
person, and he is sure they all are, reading the local papers usually is as far as he can get. 
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Larry Smith stated the property is posted before each meeting. John Nmvicki stated there were 
major articles in the D&C in June or July. Dr. Wopperer stated not about this site. He stated he 
is objecting to the site location. John Cross stated in their miginal application, they indicated all 
five sites that they wanted to place towers in in Chili. He stated it was advertised. 

Dr. Wopperer asked if there would be a light on the Mr. Fasset stated at the current 
location, the FAA does not require a light. Dr. Wopperer 
are any of the alternate sites monopole sites. l\.fr stated saying the water tank 
would have to be higher than 150 feet, which would mean they're looking at self-supporting 
tower. He stated if a went over 250 feet, it vvould have to be lit. 

Dr. Wopperer asked ifthe site down by Sheffer Road is a monopole possibility. Mr. Montagna 
stated he was, too, a Chili resident for eight years, also spent thousands of dollars on his property 
and also has a tower going in his backyard. He stated one of the reasons they selected this site 
was to stay away from the Wopperers1 property. He stated the first two sites were on the golf 
course across from their property and one also to the south on another person's property. Mr. 
Montagna stated looking at their property, they felt those would not be very nice and there would 
be objection to those sites. 

John Cross stated they would be getting a front view of this proposed tower. Dr. Wopperer 
asked ifthe alternate site would be a monopole design. Mr. Montagna stated on Sheffer Road 
they never did a swvey, but, yes, that would have been a monopole. Dr. Wopperer stated that 

is in the trees and not around residential area. He stated that site to him is a consideration 
since that is not a site that is as close to a grouping of houses. 

Ms. Fasset stated remember, one of the other issues is the property has to be available. He stated 
they cannot go out and condemn property, so they're limited to the search area and property that 
is available. Dr. Wopperer stated that property was in search area. Mrs. Wopperer stated 
they talked to their neighbors and they said it would be available. 

Mr. Fasset stated the other point is if there is a consensus there is a better site, they will always 
move, but typically what happens is, it is very difficult to get a neighborhood together to get a 
consensus. Dr. Wopperer stated this is pretty close to a consensus. Mr. Fasset asked if everyone 
was saying they would prefer the alternate site. Dr. Wopperer stated everyone is just objecting to 
the currently proposed 

Mr. Fasset stated this is not a discretionary project. He stated it is a public utility project. Mr. 
Fasset stated it has to be located within the search area. 

Mrs. Wopperer submitted her petition to the Board. John Cross stated if there is anyone else in 
the audience who wanted to sign the petition, they should feel free to come up and do so. John 
Cross asked everyone to be sure to read the petition. People came up to sign the petition. 

Jim Kilmita - l 0 Glenlivet Drive 
He stated he hasn't heard anything about other four sites proposed. He stated he was 
wondering if they could have a brief description of those sites. John Cross stated the Board was 
not going to address those tonight, only because there are several changes that have been 
proposed in those other sites, and they're not ready to come back with a formal application on 
those at this point. He stated they're just doing this particular Chili Scottsville Road application 
this eveuing. 

Jimmy Steck - 24 Gary Drive 
He asked is there some law or something that says that Sprint has to put these things in. Keith 
O'Toole stated Congress passed a law in February giving the Utilities, these communications 
companies, the right to come in and build the towers. He stated there is a Court of Appeals case 
in New York State that says t11ese companies are public utilities, and therefore, they can come in. 
Keith O'Toole stated they don't get a total free ride on the site plan, and other Planning Board 
issues as well as zoning issues. He stated they do get a presumption basically they can come 
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in and they can build where they want to build unless the Town can show that there are 
alternatives that work and that are available. He stated there are a few other fine points regarding 
safety. 

Mr. Steck asked what is Mr. Tesch going to get for rent or whatever compensation for having this 
tower there. Keith O'Toole stated that is subject to negotiation between the property owner and 
the applicant. Keith O'Toole stated they have heard various rents. He stated that has no bearing 
on the application whether it is IO cents or $1 O million. 

Ms. McBride stated they did this out in Groveland, and she was told the rent is something like 
$600 a month for a few acres. She stated the trouble was when they put the red lights on it, the 
person said that \Vherever he looked out of his window at night, that is all he could see, the red 
lights because theyre so high up. 

John Cross stated he knew the lights are only placed iftheyre required by the FAA or the airpon. 
Ms. McBride stated the same person said that during the day, it ruined his view. She stated it 
brought his property values down. She asked don't they have enough towers now to 
accommodate the existing telephones. John Cross stated basically, no, for the type of technology 
that the FCC has approved the providers to offer, there are no towers available in the Town for 
them to use. He stated they have researched several different avenues to date, and they really 
have to install towers. He stated the Town is required by the law to allow them to do that. He 
stated they can mitigate with them on the site location, actual placement of them and some 
conditions that might go with it, but they cannot prevent them from placing the tower in the 
Town, so they try to work closely together with the residents and the applicant and the Town 
officials to make it work for the best of everyone. 

Ms. McBride stated no one has asked her what she feels about this. She stated she has only been 
in Town since December 29th. She stated she has a Vietnam Vet in Canandaigua Hospital. She 
stated maybe the Sprint people could help her out with a ponable cell phone. She stated and as 
of December 29th, she has not bad telephoue service and her Vietnam Vet is going out of his 
mind because she cau1t call him. 

John Cross asked Ms. McBride ifber service is provided by Rochester Tel. Ms. McBride stated 
she hasn't had any service. John Cross recommended Ms. McBride see Supervisor Bill Kelly 
about that tomorrow. 

Sharon Hodownes - 9 Glenlivet Drive 
She stated she was a spokesperson for the residents in the area of the railroad bed. She stated she 
would like assurance from the Board theyll be notified when the discussion is for actual Golden 
Road siting so they don1t end up like the Wopperers, having two days to prepare their questions. 
John Cross stated the Town keeps the agenda posted in the front vestibule of the Town Hall, and 
the Gates-Chili News, it is always published in there. He stated the local newspapers have been 
doing a good job of communicating the applications to the public. He stated anyone should also 
feel free to call the Building Department to ask them when it might be coming up. John Cross 
stated the Planning Board always meets on the second Tuesday oftbe month. 

Ed Kowalski - 569 Morgan Road 
He stated he has to agree with Dr. Wopperer 100 percent. He stated he does think theyre right 
about devaluation of the property. 

Dan Farley - Scottsville Chili Road, at Stottle Road 
He asked are there any photographs or pictures of this tower that is being put up. Mr. Montagna 
showed him pictures of similar sites with the same height antenna and same cabinets that theyre 
planning on building here. Mr. Montagna stated the closest one would be on the Riverton golf 
course, the easiest one to find. He stated it is located on the driving range along the river. 

Mr. Farley asked if there would be any kind of disruption of his home telephone, television or his 
cellular phones from this equipment being put up. Mr. Lyons stated theyre required by their 
license not to interfere with any other communication, TV, radio or other cellular pr6viders and it 
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won't. Mr. Farley asked if this happens, what are their alternatives. He asked do they have any 
history of this equipment affecting the neighbors around it. Mr. Fasset stated there are already 
systems like this deployed in the United States, and when the FCC set up this frequency band and 
they auctioned it off: there was particular concern that it did not interfere with other services and 
so far there have been no complaints of that. Mr. Fasset stated if they actually did cause any 
interference, then by law the FCC would have to resolve 

Mr. Farley asked would th.ere by any micrO\vave transmissions coming off of this equipment. Mr. 
Fasset stated this is a band of frequencies that is generically called microwave. He stated it 
doesn't mean anything other than it is called a frequency band. 

Mr. Farley stated one of the neighbors was afraid there would be some health effects from this 
equipment. Mr. Fasset stated there are a number of answers to that question. He stated this 
technology is very low power. He stated the antennas radiate at watts. He stated people 
should think of the 200 watt light bulb and contrast that to a TV station, a million watts. He 
stated this technology is so low-powered, the bottom line is that the FCC has pre-empted any 
local involvement and local boards can't address that issue because the FCC has just said this is so 
low-powered and so below any thresh.olds, there is no chance of any health effects even if 
someone were right up against the antenna. 

Mr. Lyons stated people have said there are some health effects. He stated the phone itself is 
many more times powerful than the antenna. He stated occasionally there have been issues 
regarding pacemakers and things like that, but the power on the cell phone is greater. He stated 
they have a health expert in the Town. He stated a baby monitor nexi to a baby has more of that 
than a cell tower would have. 

Mr. Farley asked what can be added to this tower in the nex1 5 to 15 years. He asked are they 
allowed to add more equipment to this tower once it is up. Mr. Fasset stated they wouldn't have 
any plans to add anything. He stated he would suspect that before they are allowed to build this, 
that this Board would probably have a condition that if any changes were made, they would have 
to come back and go through a hearing process. 

Mr. Farley asked if Mr. Tesch is actually giving money monthly for this site to be used. Mr. 
Fasset stated this is a lease of parcel ofland. Mr. Farley asked is any money given to To\\n. Mr. 
Fasset stated this site is not on Tovvn land. He stated if it were on Town land, then yes. 

Mr. Farley stated they keep saying this is an isolated site. He stated this is not barren property. 
He stated there are people all around this area. He stated that is one nice thing about being out 
there, it is nice and rural 

Mr. Fasset stated if they could cover this area from Mars, they would. He stated the problem is 
they have to be within the search area. He stated again, ifthere is a better location in the search 
area, they would always go there, but the problem is trying to find a definition of what a better 
location is. 

l\1r. Farley asked when they come into neighborhoods to put these up, do they feel that the 
newspaper is the way to notify the neighbors around the area. Mr. Fasset stated the leg?l process 
they're in right now is the way that the information is exchanged. Mr. Farley stated he would not 
be present if Dr. Wopperer didn't call him Sunday morning. He stated he did not read the 
newspaper. He stated he was curious why they weren't notified either by mail or door to door. 
l\.'1r. Fasset stated they follow the law as far as notification. 

John Cross stated the Town does notify the adjacent property ovvners. Mr. Farley stated there are 
only three or four adjacent neighbors. John Cross stated they also post a sign on the front of their 
property. Mr. Farley asked the other day the sign was half over. Mr. Lyons stated they had to 
put four signs on that site because of the nde. 

Mr. Farley asked if Mr. Tesch was present. Mr. Tesch was present in the audience. Mr. Farley 
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stated he took around some of the petitions on Scottsville Chili Road and a lot of the neighbors 
that know Mr. Tesch say shame on him for doing what he is doing. Mr. Farley stated the other 
residents want to know why Mr. Tesch is not putting the cell site on his front lawn. John Cross 
stated they're getting into areas that are sensitive to personalities, and they shouldn1 do that at this 
meeting. 

Jerry Brixner - 14 Hartom Road 
Mr. Brixner stated he has been reading about application points at other sites, but not this 
particular site. He stated he had thought there were other sites being proposed. He stated he 
would be opposed to this site anyway. 

John Cross stated they're applying ouly for the Chili Scottsville Road site tonight. Mr. Brixner 
stated he thought the newspapers had a couple of other sites in publication. John Cross stated in 
their original application, they proposed five sites in the Town, but they're reviewing most of 
those for various reasons. John Limbeck stated two of them have been moved. John Cross stated 
a couple of them have been moved. John Cross stated they will be coming in separately with 
separate applications in the future. 

Ms. McBride stated she did not want it in her backyard on Golden Road because she would look 
out her window and see it. John Cross stated when Sprint comes in for their application for 
Golden Road, she could come to speak on that application. 

Ms. McBride asked what would the tower do to the dogs and the cats and their kids. Ms. 
McBride stated she thought if anybody has a ham radio, the tower is going to interfere with it. 
John Cross stated the FCC will take care of that. 

John Cross stated all the photographs and pictures were being circulated around the audience if 
anyone wanted to look at them. 

Mr. Lyons stated they need five sites in the Tovvn of Chili. He stated they have some new sites 
that are not ready to be filed yet He stated when that happens, there will be notices put out and it 
will be done correctly. He stated at this point this is really the only site they feel they're ready to 
move forward with and they hope it1 the future they will have two more. He stated it takes time. 
He stated it takes 30 days just for a Board to review the application once it comes in. He stated 
some sites have changed due to input they're receiving from various sources. He stated he 
thought it would be premature to start discussing other sites until they finalized those plans. 

Ms. McBride stated the paper said Sprint is continuing to look at Fisher Road, 700 Ballantyne 
Road and they're also looking at property on Union Street and Chili Avenue and another 
Town-owned site under consideration a half mile southeast ofWestside Drive and Golden Road. 
John Cross stated when the applications are prepared by the applicant to come in for Golden 
Road or Union Street, whichever one, the To\vn will publish that in the GateS:Chili News and 
there will be a notice on the front bulletin Board of the To\Vn Hall. 

Terry Riley " 19 Creekview Drive 
He stated he has five years of cellular experience. He stated as a utility company, they will put 
their sites up. He stated there are no health issues. He stated the only problem is their property 
value issues and the fact the monopoles are ugly. 

Mr. Riley stated the strongest step they can take is what other Towns have taken. He stated they 
should mandate shared cell sites. He stated not only is Sprint coming in, there is a timetable for 
Rochester Tel to go digital and they're doing it shortly. He stated there is also a timetable for 
SBC Cell One to go digital. 

Mr. Riley stated it may be in the Town's best interest to try to take a look and mandate a policy as 
other Towns have done and actually mandate that they share sites. He stated what has happened 
around the area is the Town actually mandates it, the companies become more willing to work 
together because they have to trade space on different cell sites. He stated they won't they able to 
get away without the towers, but they may be able to limit it to five or ten instead of many more. 
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Beverly Neder - 82 Attridge Road 
Ms. Neder stated she would like to know how long the leases are and what their renewal options 
are. Mr. Fasset stated they're individually negotiated, but typically they're a long-term lease, 
long-term meaning 20 years or more. 

Ms. Neder asked how long before this personal communication system becomes obsolete and is 
replaced by another system Mr. Fasset stated there is nothing else on the dra\\ing board, so he 
thought they can safely say this is the technology for at least the next ten years. Ms. Neder asked 
if and when the equipment becomes obsolete, will the monopoles be taken do\Vn and the property 
restored to its original condition. Mr. Fasset stated that is a condition of many of their leases. He 
stated it is also a condition of approval in many to\Vlls. He stated some to\Vlls go as far as to 
require them to secure a bond that would be used for removal of the site should they vaporize or 
something. 

Ms. Neder stated Mr. Limbeck1s comments on SEQR should be well taken. She stated Frontier in 
Ogden is in a lawsuit now because oflack of attention to the SEQR questions, so she thought 
those are really questions that need to addressed. 

Karen Hebroe - 560 Scottsville Chili Road 
She stated they are not receiving neighborhood acceptance. She stated the quality criteria that 
they were describing in the trying to get within a 25 percent of center was that they can usually 
get adequate coverage. She stated they should keep the dialogue open about the possibility of the 
water tower. She stated maybe they could usually get adequate coverage from that location as 
well. 

Mr. Fasset stated it would take a much taller structure at the water tank so the question is, what is 
a better use and balance, a sh.orter structure at this or a very tall structure there. He stated 
typically to\Vlls want to limit the height. Mrs. Wopperer asked how much taller. 

Mr. Fasset stated if the consensus is a taller structure is better there, they would certainly do that. 
He stated the tower would have to be over 100 feet. He stated they stopped analysis over 150 
feet because that is as high as they can \vi.th a monopole. 

Nancy Austin - 4 7 5 Morgan Road 
She stated she agrees with Dr. Wopperets comments. She stated the tower will be right in their 
backyard and their sight. She stated that is beautiful up there, especially since Dan has been 
there the last five or six: years. She stated he has put a lot of time and effmt in. She stat~d both 
him and his wife have been out there doing landscaping and that type of thing. She stated they 
have a very beautiful piece of property there with pond and conservation, that type of thing. She 
stated there is a lot of\vildlife there as well and was sure that would be affected. 

Ms. Austin stated she was also concerned about drainage. She stated there was a glen back 
through there, but since the Ice Storm, a lot of storms they had, the trees have gone dovvn into 
that glen and there is not a of drainage for their farm property. 

Ms. Austin stated also Sprint did approach them on some property behind them She stated they 
have 30 acres. She stated there is a piece ofland back there that is not being fanned. She stated 
there is nothing being done with it, and it is just a little ways from the Thruway, and there are no 
homes right armmd there that it would affect. She stated it would not affect the scenery and the 
landscape in that particular area as it would up by the W opperers. 

Kyle Phillips - 385 Morgan Road 
Mr. Phillips stated moving it on the Austin property would make it closer to his property, so he is 
obviously opposed to that He stated he has a hill that is opposite Dr. Wopperer1s, and with the 
site of his house that he wants to build, which is his dream, he would be looking like right at this 
tower. He stated he was also very dissatisfied to hear about this issue yesterday from Mrs. 
Wopperer. He stated this is something that is getting close to tied up, where he might not 
even have any say. 
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John Cross stated they have to widerstand, it is really just getting started. He stated it is not a 
final type of situation at all tonight. He stated it is a preliminary review of their application. 

Mr. Phillips stated there was a balloon that was flown. He stated it would have been nice if 
everybody from the neighborhood would have been able to see the balloon or were notified of 
that. Mr. Fasset stated the purpose of the balloon was so that accurate computer simulations 
could be done. He stated they are the best way of getting a sense what it will look like. 

Larry Smith stated by the way, when they did do that balloon, he was the one that chose the 
location of where they took the photos from, and he did try to find the worst location that he 
could. 

Mr. Phillips stated if he were standing on the Scottsville Chili Road site along the Thruway and 
were to look through the water tower, he would have to say the elevation is higher. Mr. Fasset 
stated the issue with the water tank site is it is totally outside the search ring. He stated it is not 
just finding a high spot. He stated it is finding a spot in the search ring of sufficient elevation. 

Mr. Phillips stated they touched on the issue where maybe the residents for this particular site 
might get together and have a spokesperson. He stated maybe they can all do that, put their 
names and numbers on a list and dedicate a spokesperson so if they come back to another 
meeting, they won't all have to sit around until 10 o'clock and they can have their act together. 

Anthony Carpenter - 36 Shrubbery Lane 
He asked is this cell site determined based on the other four cell sites. Mr. Fasset stated it is 
placed by the overall grid. He stated when they designed the coverage area for the whole area, 
the whole greater Monroe County area, they laid out a grid. He stated ob\iously, the grid has to 
all fit together. He stated where this cell is and where the search area is and where the site is is 
all determined by all the other cells, not just the ones surrounding tl1e Town of Chili but all the 
cells in the greater Rochester Monroe Cowity area. 

Mr. Carpenter asked if one of the other cells in Chili moves, is that going to affect the centralized 
25 percent. Mr. Fasset stated the alternative locations the)he looking at for the other locations 
are still within the search ring. 

Dorothy Borgus - 31 Stuart Road 
Ms. Borgus stated she is a regular at the Planning Board, the Zoning Board and the Town Board. 
She stated she he has noticed in the past it has happened that there has been a preliminary hearing 
such as they're having tonight, questions were posed, people thought that they were going to have 
another chance to come back and ask more questions or make comments, but once it got past the 
preliminary point and they went into a final hearing, the Chairman has made it very clear that the 
public was not intended to comment and they wouldn1t be able to. She told everyone to bear in 
mind that that might happen again and everyone may be having their only say tonight. 

Mr. Phillips asked is this going to be tabled for another meeting. John Cross stated they're going 
to continue '\\ith some dialogue about that. He stated he didn't know right now if that will happen 
or not. He stated chances are good tl1at it probably will be coming back. 

Mr. Phillips stated he opposes the application and would suggest a tabling. John Cross stated 
they '\\ill have another opportunity to speak 

Bill Steimer - l 060 Reed Road 
Mr. Steimer stated he did not want to be redundant but numbers do count. He thanked John 
Limbeck for being specific on some items. He stated he has sympathy for the Wopperers. He 
stated he would not be as calm as they are with the proximity of this project to his residence. He 
stated by the same token, he thought they all have a problem here, and certainly there is no easy 
solution. He stated he sees one real problem in that he thought the Board needs to do more for 
advertisement of the application than what they have done this time. He stated and that goes for a 
lot of different projects. He stated the impact is greater than what they perceive. 
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Mr. Steimer stated the other thing, in looking at their organization, the specific points that John 
Limbeck brought up, they would add a lot more credibility to what theyre trying to do if they had 
just answered those questions honestly. He stated theyre not high tech questions. He stated the 
reason that there are people that \vill still move next to a tower is because the price has been 
compromised because of the tower and theyre taking advantage of the tower. 

Mr. Fasset stated they have a certified appraisal report, and he added a certified appraiser is more 
than a real estate person or more than a passerby. He stated all the data that has been taken over 
a number of sites shows there is no effect on property value. He stated no one has come up with 
data to show there is not an effect on property value. 

Dr. W opperer stated the computer-generated photograph shows clearly that this tower is 
going to tower over his property. He stated it is going to have a major effect on the visual 
imagery of his property, no matter what they say. 

Mr. Fasset stated there are also power lines and telephone lines in the area. Mrs. Wopperer stated 
theyre all buried underground. Mr. Montagna stated there are some across the street. Mrs. 
Wopperer stated everybody across Western New York has those. She stated everybody has 
telephone poles and \Wes. 

Mr. Lyons stated when some person suggested they didn't answer some of the questions that 
came up that Mr. Limbeck gave. they are fair questions, and those usually come up in the context 
of the environmental review. He stated he promised ~1r. Limbeck he would get those answers. 
Mr. Lyons he has been holding back because the Board requested they hold back. He stated there 
are a lot of things that the people on the Board will not find satisfactory. 

Mr. Lyons stated he was hearing neighbor-versus-neighbor disputes. He stated he did not expect 
people will be happy, but theyre trying to find the best spot they can. He stated they tried to put 
it back to limit the tower height and avoid anything about the monopole design. 

Mr. Lyons stated they have heard about moving it to the North Union water tank requiring 
something other than monopole design. He stated he agrees \vi.th Mr. Fasset, theyll see another 
set of neighbors here. He stated he wants to look at this site. He stated he wants to try to answer 
Mr. Limbeck's questions and theyre happy to bring the appraiser in. He stated he would bring in 
a health expert at some point if the Board wants one to try to answer questions. He stated some 
questions they just won't answer and the Board \vill have to look at those issues individually and 
decide on. He stated he was not saying he is going to have the answer to every question to the 
satisfaction of this Board completely, but he will have will an answer one way or another. 

John Cross stated if they can keep the dialogue continuing and can get answers, everybody 
will hopefully be satisfied they're answers. 

Karen Hebroe stated she understands that the Board did the minimum legally required to inform 
people. She stated she was also hearing repeatedly the environmental questions being referred to. 
She stated her name and address is on the petition. She stated she would appreciate Sprint 
sending her the requested information directly. 

John Cross stated the typical procedure is they would have all of that information in the Town 
Hall, the Building Department, and anyone could come up and use it, review it and sit down. 
Karen Hebroe stated if Sprint wants to engage the community, it might be a nice gesture if they 
were to send her the information directly. 

Keith O'Toole stated inasmuch as the applicant originally came in with ten separate applications 
relating to five separate sites and one of those sites has since been 'vithdrawn on Fisher Road and 
a couple other sites are proposed to be moved, it would be his opinion that for purposes of SEQR 
the coordinated review that they initially commenced as to the five original sites is now moot. He 
stated also, in terms of the coordinated review, the feedback they got from the other involved 
agencies was extremely limited and frankly not significant. He stated the County of Monroe has 
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since responded to the Planning Board's request for input to the effect that they believe that the 
Supervisors' Association is coordinating that, and they have met with the supervisors and have 
gotten feedback in terms of how to deal with these issues. He stated from a SEQR point of view, 
the coordinated review effectively had no benefit to the Town. 

Keith O'Toole stated he would suggest in light of that, that the Board make a motion rescinding 
the coordinated review and restarting the SEQR process as to the individual applications rather 
than to the combined applications, particularly since they don't know what the final sites are going 
to be. He stated the applicant has a right to move along with the site he has in front of the Board 
at the moment, which is this particular site. He stated there are time lines in the law that require 
them to review that application \vith an approval or a denial within 62 days, so they can't keep 
putting this on hold forever. He stated while they agreed to delay the action for a time, they have 
now restored the application, so they have to restart the clock 

Keith O'Toole stated so basically he would suggest the Board make a motion rescinding the 
coordinated review, classif}ing this site as unlisted, declaring the Planning Board as lead agency, 
requesting a long form EAF, a visual EAF, requesting responses to John Limbeck's questions to 
amplify the material already in the Tow11 file. Keith O'Toole stated he has spoken with Mr. Lyons 
and suggested that he submit a draft negative declaration as well. He stated obviously if the 
Board was of a mind they want to pass a positive declaration, it is certainly in their interest to 
draft that themselves. He stated he would not expect the applicant to give them a clear positive 
declaration. 

Keith O'Toole stated they should adjourn the application until the next meeting on February 11th 
for purposes of making a SEQR determination of some sort. 

Ms. McBride suggested the Town have a split session, one in the afternoon for the retired people, 
and one in the evening for the people who work. Larry Smith suggested she talk to the 
Councilmen about that. 

John Hellaby moved the motion suggested by Keith O'Toole, and John Limbeck seconded the 
motion as previously stated. 

John Cross moved to adjourn this meeting until the February 11th meeting, at which time they 
would hope to have received the answers to the SEQR questions and they'll proceed from there. 

Larry Smith stated the only other information the residents would would be from the 
Gates-Chili News. He stated the agenda ·will be in there for the February meeting. 

John No"Y\<icki asked if each site that comes in now will be doing a SEQR Keith O'Toole stated 
that is right. John Cross asked Keith O'Toole if he could depend on him to provide the 
information to Mr. Lyons exactly as they related it for everything that they want for SEQR Keith 
O'Toole stated he could rely 011 him for that. 

John Cross made a motion to rescind the original coordinated review. John No\\icki asked if they 
were saying that the original SEQR information ended up being zilch. Keith O'Toole stated not 
exactly. He stated they have the information on file which the applicant has submitted. He stated 
they can receive that and it was timely filed. John Nowicki asked if people have responded back to 
them. Keith O'Toole stated they have not received the type of response he had hoped for. He 
stated they can simply say they can be lead agency and that is great, but part of the coordinated 
review is getting some feedback as to maybe the D.O.T. wants a traffic ~tudy or something like 
that, but they have not gotten anything like that. 

The Board was unanimously in favor of the motion in its entirety. 

Just to be clear, Keith O'Toole asked if the Board just they voted on the entire thing he had 
mentioned, or were they just voting on rescinding the coordinated review and classifying 
themselves as lead agency for the unlisted action and so on. John Cross stated they vot~d on 
rescinding the coordinated review, as well as moving the suggested motion as Keith O'Toole had 
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previously stated. 

DECISION ON APPLICATION NO.S 4 AND 5: The Planning Board, by motion seconded and 
unanimously approved, adopted the 
following action as to the above-described 
applications: 

1. Rescinded the prior motion to require a Coordinated Review pursuant to 
SEQR. 

2. Classified the combined Tesch Site Applications as Unlisted. 

3. Declared the Planning Board to be Lead Agency. 

4. Required the applicant to submit a completed Long Form EAF with Visual 
EAF addendum an.d respond to questions posed by Planning Board member 
John Limbeck at the January 14, 1997 public hearing. 

5. Required the applicant to submit Draft Negative Declaration in format 
provided at 6 NYCRR 617-Appendix F. 

6. Tabled the application to February 11, 1997 at 7:00 p.m. 

There was a recess in the proceedings. 

FOR DISCUSSION: 

1. One Step Lawncare, 4343 Buffalo Road, North Chili, New York 14514 for future expansion 
of business to properties located at 4339 & 4347 Buffalo Road in G.B. zone. 

Bob Ottly was present to represent the application. He stated there are three parcels involved 
here: 4347, 4343 and 4339 Buffalo Road, which is a parcel he has an option to buy contingent 
upon gaining approval for this project. He stated he was the owner of the property as well as the 
owner of the company. 

Mr. Ottly stated they have been growing in the community and have been working out of their 
location for about 18 years. He stated they are at a point where they need some more room. He 
stated their office space is ex'tremely cramped at the present He stated they're also in need 
of some additional parking. 

Mr. Ottly stated his business is a lawn care service. He stated they provide fertilization and insect 
and weed controls to residential and commercial properties throughout Monroe, Genesee, Orleans 
and Livingston Counties. 

Mr. Ottly stated Phase 1 would be to purchase the property adjacent to them at 4343 which is 
currently owned by Roberts Wesleyan College. He stated it is ctUTently used as a six-family 
dwelling. He stated their offices are now at 4343, which is the blue house that sits right next to 
the road there. He stated they would be joining the properties only through like an outdoor deck 
walkway type situation. He stated it would not be an enclosed structure, to adjoin the 
two buildings. 

Mr. Ottly stated the property that they would purchase, the inside would need some major 
renovation work. He stated they'll be installing bathrooms which will meet the ADA standards. 
He stated there will be shower facilities and a conference room and as well as offices for his 
employees. He stated the additional parking will be picking up a few spots on the new parcel that 
they propose to purchase, as well as using some of the backyard of the three-family residence at 
434 7 Buffalo Road. He stated that is Phase 1. 

He st.ated Phase 2 would be to construct a new shop facility adjacent in line with the frontage of 
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the existing buildings on Buffalo Road, and this would be basically to take the place of most of 
what they already are working out of now. He stated he is looking down the road as far as ten 
years with this plan. 

Mr. Ottly stated at the present time their existing building for their shop and mixing area 
and storage area is adequate and will be for a couple of years, but he could see that with 
continued growth, they will need additional space. He stated the reason he would move it out to 
the front is so he could build a much more attractive building when coming up Buffalo Road. He 
stated the idea for this building is one which will blend with the neighborhood, not just be a 
structure that is all stiff and four comers, but something that will blend and take on more of an 
appearance like a professional building which would contain offices or something. Mr. Ottly 
stated, however, from the back of it would be where they could service their trucks and load them 
and maneuver them in the parking lot. 

Mr. Ottly stated the final phase would be when they do require some additional parking, he would 
be willing to remove the existing building that is back there, at least a good portion ofit, to enable 
them to have a few more parking spots. He stated he has gotten along very well \vith the 
neighbors in the area there. He stated he did take this plan around to them, to the adjacent ones 
ii1 back. He stated it is residential behind his property. He stated he tries to be sensitive to them, 
because he understands that they're living adjacent to Commercial. Mr. Ottly stated he was able to 
speak with three of the adjacent residents, actually four, and they had no real comments other 
than they hope it looks better than it does now. 

Mr. Ottly stated after walking back there, he has to admit he has done kind of a poor job. He 
stated the little piece that goes back was pa1t of what was a church on the property at one time. 
He stated they had an entrance that came back onto Springbrook. Mr. Ottly stated when he 
moved into this property 18 years ago, he agreed to not use it as a driveway, and they blocked it 
off, which is fine. 

Mr. Ottly stated, however, in that time, they have stored equipment and things out there that they 
use in their business, and it doesn't look tllat good. He stated what he would like to do when 
this new building is built, is to keep the existing building, rather than tear it down, and use it to 
store the stuff that is generally stored out there in that building. He stated they could still have 
maybe employee parking back in that area so that wouldn't look the way it does now and it would 
be acceptable to the residents. He stated he plans to talk with the neighbors about that before he 
comes in with final plans. 

John Cross asked if most of their parking requirements would be for their employees. He asked 
how much customer traffic do they have coming in on a daily basis. Mr. Ottly stated they get 
very little customer traffic. He stated he didn't know the exact number, but lie would say about 
one customer a day actually stops in. John Cross asked if there would be salespeople coming to 
the site. Mr. Ottly stated they get the usual salespeople, yes. He stated but as far as customers, it 
is usually somebody that lives in T O\vn and they just want to drop a check off or 
something like that, short term Mr. Ottly stated one customer a day would be normal. 

Mr. Ottly stated one of the problems he has, llis employees all drive to work and when they get in 
his trucks and drive away, they leave their cars on the property. He stated he really needs twice 
the parking than most businesses. 

Mr. Ottly stated he would have 15 full~time employees and about 7 parHime employees. He 
stated they operate 18 trucks. He stated he is projecting that they \\.ill be increasing employees 
probably about one a year over the next ten years, and that \vill equate to about seven vehicles 
over the next ten years also. 

Ray Bleier asked Mr. Ottly if he would be using 4343 for any oilier purpose than just their 
businessman. Mr. Ottly stated that is just their business at that location. Ray Bleier asked did 
they at one time use it for an apartment. Mr. Ottly stated when he bought the property, the house 
they're in now was a two· family house. He stated when they put the addition on the building, they 
converted that to office space in that building. 
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Ray Bleier stated the last time they were in, there was a lot of concern by the Board members at 
that time about any possible future expansion here. He stated he thought they made it pretty clear 
at that time that they really did not want to see this business expanded any further on this 
particular site, that they should consider some other site other than this here for this kind of 
business. 

Mr. Ottly stated he would like to address that He stated that was when he owned strictly the 
4343 parcel. He stated since then he has purchased the adjoining property, and he does have an 
option on the other, w11ich he feels would give him more space. He stated as far as the type of 
business that is operating there, he and the Building Inspector have gone through the books, and 
they fall in a gray area on a lot of cases. He stated they1re not permitted in Industrial or 
Light Industrial. He stated they are permitted in General Business; however, he was not really 
sure they should be in General Business. He stated he feels he could operate the business in such 
a way that it w:ill enhance the General Business zoned area. 

Mr. Ottly stated he is also looking ahead a little bit here, that some day he may not be running 
One Step Lawncare. He stated he may not O\vn the business, and this property will then need to 
be used for something else. He stated he plans to own it, and be is kind oflooking abead to have 
a building that could be converted easily into retail shops or offices or something that is 
permitted in General Business. 

Ray Bleier asked at 4347, are they just using it as a multiple residence. Mr. Ottly stated that is 
multiple residence, right. Ray Bleier asked if that is involved with the operation of the business at 
all. Mr. Ottly stated it is not. John Cross stated they do pick up parking there. Mr. Ottly stated 
that is correct. He stated on the plan they'll pick up some additional parking in the backyard and 
the side yard also. 

Ray Bleier stated their larger proposed addition right along close to Buffalo Road would have to 
be something very special before h.e would give it a second look, but his first impression is he did 
not think he would like it there that close to the road. He stated there is somewhat a residential 
flavor there \vith the three houses, but the minute they put that building there, it will change the 
whole picture there. Mr. Ottly stated he is open to ideas. 

John Cross stated he thought everybody would feel the same way, that ultimately if they come in 
for a format site application, that they're going to have to do some excellent architectural sketches 
of how the front of the building \vill look do\\n the road if it is converted into shops or something 
so that it would fit into that area of North Chili. He stated he thought the architecture is probably 
going to be the most critical aspect because it is close to the road. 

Mr. Ottly stated by putting this new addition building right up to the blue house, he thought they 
may lose some of the architectural character, and he may not be opposed to proposing that the 
blue house be moved and the new building be put in its place. John Cross stated that is an idea. 
Mr. Ottly stated that might look better, and it will also most likely serve his purposes to do that 
also. 

John Nowicki asked if the neighbors that the applicant talked to, were they in general agreement. 
Mr. Ottly stated he had one woman that was opposed, and there are problems that he didn't create 
that he was sure he would have to get involved in helping to fix them. He stated the people in one 
of the residences have a very wet backyard. He stated the drainage comes, he believes, across 
Buffalo Road up, under College Drive, behind the phone company and their house, and then it 
comes down into Hubbard Park He stated there is a pipe from the property all the way over to 
their park, so some of the people are pretty dry. He stated the one man doesn't have the pipe, and 
he has got a wet backyard. He stated he wants his drainage fixed. He stated that man has had 
Town Board members and everybody down there. 

Mr. Ottly stated the other concern that they had is that nobody wants anything in their backyard. 
He stated right at the present time, the College has parking right across the road, and then it goes 
downhill a little bit and there is grass on that h.ill. He stated one woman was quite concerned she 
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wasn't going to have a view of the grassy l1ill when they ex1rnnd the parking in there. He stated 
they do have some beautiful trees right along their fence, and they were also concerned about 
those. He stated they do not show on the plans. Mr. Ottly stated he could assure they won't 
touch those trees. He stated they are a mature, perfect screen. He stated, however, they're 
deciduous. He stated because of that, iI1 the wintertime they use their leaves and the people 
can see through there to Buffalo Road. Mr. Ottly stated he proposes to move some conifers or 
pine trees in there so that in the wmtertime when they lose their leaves, they will still have a screen 
there. He stated he thought that that will be acceptable to them 

John Nowicki asked the applicant has he talked to Roberts Wesleyan. Mr. Ottly stated they have 
accepted the offer on the property there. John Nowicki stated he was concerned. He stated the 
College was in before this Board, too, because they have a parking problem at the church. He 
stated he didn't know how they're goiI1g to address that, but they're working on that particular 
situation. He stated they have a pretty good investment in their architectural buildings, so not 
only does he agree with the other Board members as far as the architecture and how they treat 
this site, the landscaping would be critical also. He stated they have to be creative. 

Mr. Ottly stated he is in the business of making properties look good, and it doesn't do him any 
good to have one that doesn't look good. He stated he thought that will probably take a little 
more attention to the landscaping. 

Larry Smith asked the applicant has he talked to the State about the two road cuts. Mr. Ottly 
stated he hasn't. Larry Smith stated he doesn't think they will allow that. Larry Smith stated they 
won't go for two commercial cuts. Larry Nissen stated he tended to agree with that statement. 
He stated they may go for two, but he doubted it. Larry Smith stated the less cuts on their road, 
the better they like it. John Nowicki stated the County likes to do that, too, but he thought within 
reason. 

Mr. Ottly stated he could certainly with one cut, but they also need to look into the future, 
if that wasn't his business and it was another business, is that going to serve that parcel best. John 
Nowicki stated that is a good point. John Cross stated that is something he thought they're going 
to have to work with the D.0.T. on that. 

John Cross stated on their Planning Board application that was submitted, Item Number l 0, it is 
indicated the property is not in a drainage district. Larry Smith stated he hasn't come in in quite a 
few years. He suggested since this is only sketch, that they wait until preliminary site plan for 
that. John Cross stated the applicant could either it started now or they would make it a 
condition of approval that the applicant petition the To\vn Board to join the drainage district. 
Keith O'Toole explained it is an assessment. 

John Nowicki asked if the proposed gravel parking area is something they want because of their 
trucks, or is that something they look at from a paving standpoint. Mr. Ottly stated in one case it 
is drainage, but also for the trucks, because they do a lot of maneuvering. He stated the entrances 
would be paved as required by the To\e\'ll and perhaps back a little ways further. He stated the 
handicapped areas need to be paved. 

Mitch Rakus stated they are going to have to do a lot with the visual situation. He stated they're 
trying to stuff ten pounds in a five pound bag. He stated even with their expansion, he did not 
think they're going to cover themselves for the nexi five or ten years. 

John Hellaby stated he agrees with the rest of them. He stated it is basically the architecture that 
\vill make it or break it, he thought. 

Dario Marchioni stated they said that they might consider removing the house at 4343 and 
extending that building a little bigger. He stated he though that is a step in the right direction. He 
asked is there anything they could do with the other house, at least the front, so that they don't 
have an old house attached to a new building. He stated he thought it would be better to see, as 
one drives do\\lll Buffalo Road, one continuous building rather th.an having an old hoqse attached 
to it. He stated he was just wondering if they were considering anything like that Mr. Ottly 
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stated he would love to. He stated he thought that he needs to work with his architect on that. 
Dario Marchioni stated then when they're done with the front, they can do something with the 
side, too. 

Mr. Ottly stated he thought it will be easier to get that house to look more like the building he has 
in mind than it would be to take the blue house that is there because of the peaks and stuff. Dario 
Marchioni asked is there any chance of moving it back a few feet. He asked what is the setback 
they're proposing now. Mr. Fraser, also present to represent the application, stated it is pretty 
close to 25 feet. Dario Marchioni asked will they have to get a variance. Larry Smith stated they 
will not because it is right in line with the other structures, so they take averages. 

Charles Robinson stated the Conservation Board would just be interested in any DEC reports that 
might be issued. Mr. Ottly stated he did have a Phase 1 environmental site assessment done on 
both of the properties he mvns and they're having one done on the one the College owns. He 
stated his sites came in clean. He stated when they built the addition there, that addition was a 
containment facility for storage and mixing of fertilizers and pest controls. He stated that was 
designed and built to DEC guidelines. John Cross stated the applicant should give Larry Smith 
copies of the documentation from the DEC to keep on file. 

Ray Bleier stated in a GB they have to have foot setbacks. He asked why that is not the case 
here. Larry Smith stated they have two structures there novv. He stated they have a clause in their 
code that says they can take the of the two preexisting, nonconforming structures. Ray 
Bleier asked do they have to be on their property or adjacent. Larry Smith stated the adjacent 
properties. 

The meeting ended at 10:48 p.m. 
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CHILI PLAi~NING BOARD 
February 11, 1 

A meeting of the Chili Planning Board was held on 11, 1 at the Chili Tm.vu Hall, 
3235 Chili Avenue, Rochester, Ne\v York at p.m. 'fl1e meeting was called to order by 
Chairperson John Cross. 

PRESENT: Ray Bleier, Mitch Rakus, John Nowicki, John Lin1beck, John Hellaby 
and Chairperson John Cross. 

ALSO PRESENT: Keith O'Toole, Assistant Counsel for the Town; Smith, Building 
Inspector; Lan-y Nissen, Town , Charles Robinson, Conservation 
Board member. 

Chairperson John Cross declared 
Board. He ex'})lai.ned the meeting's 
am1mmced the fire safety exits. 

OLD BUSINESS: 

constituted """''"tt" 

introduced the Board 
Chili Planning 

front table. He 

1. Application of Jack Kurz, ow11er; Walt Lisowski, S. Union Street, Spencerpo1t, 
New York 14559 for preliminary site plan approval for a of use in portion of building 
to allow three tenant spaces, as per plans submitted, at prope1ty located at 1141 Scottsville 
Road .in G.I. zone. 

Walt Lisowski was present to represent the application. He stated all comments brought up at 
last meeting have been addressed. He stated one comment related to the water service. He 
the people from Monroe County Water inspected that said it was okay. He stated 
landscaping was addressed. He stated it is not feasible to do additional landscaping out there. He 
stated they put the note on the plans that this parcel is to in the Chili Consolidated Drainage 
District and the application has submitted \vith the to that. 

Mr. Lisowski stated the Building Inspector has the building. He stated the Fire Marshal 
has inspected the building. He stated they have to replace or repair one sprinkler head. 

Ray Bleier asked if the outside dumpster is in accordance with the Town law. Lan-y Smith stated 
it is in violation. He said the applicant is going to move it to the inside of the building. Ray Bleier 
stated at the last meeting he cited three different things he observed out there. He stated one was 
the dumpster and one was a bunch of material lying the building. He stated he couldn't 
get around the back the last time, but he did ou Sm1day. He stated there was some material on 
the outside of the building on the rear. He stated they have had a month to con-ect these 
conditions. He stated he doesn't understand why the dumpster wasn't moved inside over the 
month. He asked is it up to the Building Inspector to verify all these conditions are met. He asked 
can they honestly check on all these couditions that theyre imposing. Larry Smith stated when 
was out there, he talked to Mr. Kurz and he said that the dumpster was going to be moved 
inside. Larry Smith stated there any carpet back there when be \Vas there. He 
stated they didn't find any code violations other than one of the sprinkler heads. He stated that 
was the only violation they found. Larry Smith stated Mr. said he would move the dumpster 
on the inside and paint the building in the sp1ing. He stated he said he would have someone do 
some general clean up around the building, but that was a week after the last meeting. He 
apparently he hasn't moved the dumpster inside 

Ray Bleier stated as of Sunday, it was still outside. 
applicant a notice of violation on that then. 

he would send the 

John Cross asked if there was a comment from the Conservation Board on this application. 
Charles Robinson stated the Conservation Board looked at the pla11s. He stated the Conservation 
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Board did feel that in the front of the right-of-way, that perhaps four trees could be planted there, 
shade master trees. 

Mr. Lisowski stated he didn't know if they notice, there was a sign out there that the Town snow 
plows have knocked over and they have had a mild winter. Mr. Lisowski stated when they come 
with the wing, it just blows the snow right across that area. Charles Robinson asked the applicant 
if they are saying based on that, they feel if the trees are put there, the Town would take the trees 
out. Mr. Lisowski stated that's correct. Charles Robinson stated he could not address that. Mr. 
Lisowski stated they have seen the snowplow just blow th.e snow on that area. He stated that will 
kill the trees unless they want plastic trees there. Charles Robinson stated the applicant should 
not do that. 

Larry Smith asked where was the sign knocked down. Mr. Lisowski stated it was just a little sign 
not shown on the drawing. Larry Smith asked the area that they call the grass area, what is the 
width of that. Mr. Lisowski stated just looking at it roughly, the total width is about 22 foot. 
Larry Smith asked if that is caused by the wing. Mr. Lisowski stated it is just from the force of 
the snow. 

Mr. Lisowski stated they're five foot from the property line to the parking lot. Larry Smith stated 
in that five foot area they could plant four trees. Mr. Lisowski stated they could do that. Mr. 
Lisowski asked if the Conservation Board would specify the caliper. Charles Robinson stated 
they would recommend shade master honey locust trees, 2 112 to 3 inches. 

John Cross asked this parcel that they would plant the trees in, is that in a State highway 
right-of-way. Keith O'Toole stated there would be appear to be a strip where they could plant the 
trees between the boundary line and the actual parking lot area. Charles Robinson statt.,d that is 
the area they're referring to as the right-of-way. John Cross st.ated so it would not be in the 
right-of-way. Larry Smith stated they don't want it on the right-of-way. He stated they want it 
behind the right-of-way, on the applicant's property. Charles Robinson stated that's correct. John 
Cross stated that would be benveen the south highway boundary line and the edge of the asphalt 
parking area. Larry Nissen stated the north boundary line. Charles Robinson stated north of the 
boundary line. 

Mitch Rakus stated he agrees that the place should get cleaned up. He stated if the applicant 
promises to paint the building in the spring, that is fine with him. He stated he would like to see 
something done with planting trees or something in front to doll up Scottsville Road. 

John N m,vicki asked did the Fire Marshal visit the site and go through the building. Larry Smith 
stated he did. He stated it was actually in pretty good shape, the building. John Nowicki asked if 
the Fire Marshal was aware of the type of businesses going in there. Larry Smith stated they went 
in every location. He stated they went through the whole strncture, every tenant space. Larry 
Smith stated the Fire Marshal knew \vhat was going in there. 

John Nowicki stated he assumed that the little rectangles added to the dra\\ing answer number 
two, to provide ingress/egress doors to all tenant spaces. Mr. Lisowski stated that is correct. 

John Nowicki stated the landscaping plans still should be provided to the Conservation Board. 
Larry Smith stated that was one of the conditions, that they receive approval from the 
Conservation Board. John Nowicki stated they should stick to it. He stated if they're going to 
see trees there, they should see how and when they're going to plant them. John Nowicki stated 
he would suggest that a letter of credit be posted lmtil the trees are planted. 

John Umbeck stated the only thing he would like to add is instead of saying there \\ill be a general 
clean up and the building will be painted by the spring, he would like a date put on that condition 
so it doesn1t get beyond the spring into the summer and the fall. John Cross asked if the Board 
had any suggestions for a date. John Limbeck stated the 1st of June at the very latest. Larry 
Smith stated he would like to see it July 1st for a strncture that big. John Limbeck suggested the 
clean up be done by June and the painting be done by July. Larry Smith agreed with that. 
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Keith O'Toole stated in terms of an alternative to a letter of credit, if all they're talking about is 
securing the landscaping, they could give the applicant the ability to post cash as an alternative or 
another acceptable security arrangement. John Cross asked if a bank certified check or official 
bank check would be good. Keith O'Toole stated or cash is always good. John Nowicki 
suggested it be cash in the amount of the work. He stated the applicant should submit a drawing 
to the Conservation Board with an estimate of the work to be done and the applicant could submit 
a cash deposit with the Town until that work is done. 

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE: No one. 

John Cross stated the County Comments suggested this be classified as a Type II as far as SEQR. 
He stated there will basically be no change in the use of the building. 

John Cross asked the applicant if they got a copy of tl1e Conservation Board's co1mnents. Mr. 
Lisowski stated they did not receive anything yet. John Cross stated the Conservation Board feels 
that shade trees should be planted in the front of the building in the area that has already been 
described. He stated they reco1mnend four shade master honey locust, 2 111 inch to 3 inch. He 
stated the applicant should put something on a drawing and should have that submitted to the 
Conservation Board. Mr. Lisowski stated they would have done that if tlley were aware they had 
to. 

Charles Robinson stated when they came back as old business, this came back up in front of them. 
He stated they ruled on it last Monday. He stated :it1 the future ifthe applicant wants to ex-pedite 
the process or go ahead a little fiuther, they should get in contact with Glenn Schneider and he 
could talk it over with them and get the plans if they're in a rnsh. 

John Cross stated they should also read the application process, and in there it states what is 
needed for preliminary approval. Smith stated the letter sent to the applicant on January 
17th, condition number three said they were to provide landscaping plans to the Conservation 
Board for review and approval. Larry Smith stated the applicant never got any approvals for 
landscaping. Mr. Lisowski stated he did send them the plans. Larry Smith stated it said to 
provide landscaping plans to the Conservation Board for review and approval Mr. Lisowski 
stated he did submit them but they never sent him an approval or anything. Larry Smith stated so 
the applicant didn't get an approval. John Cross stated they're going to make it one of the 
conditions that tlley do get the Conservation Board's approval. He stated that is generally what 
tlle Board does. John Cross stated the Board could consider waiving final. 

DECISION: Approved by a vote of 5 yes to l no (Ray Bleier) witll the following conditions: 

l. Per tlle recommendation of the Conservation Board, applicant is to submit a 
landscaping plan showing tree plantings on the north boundary line of the 
property. Based on tlle recommendation of the Conservation Board, four 
shade trees should be planted (shade master honey locust, 2 11211 to 311 in 
diameter) on the north boundary oftl1e property. Upon approval of the 
landscaping plans by the Conservation Board, applicant is to make a cash 
deposit (based on estimated cost of the trees and installation) witll tlle Town 
Clerk's Office which ·will be held until plantings are finalized. 

2. Applicant to paint building front and sides by July 1, 1997. 

3. Applicant to do a general clean up of property by June 1, 1997, including 
placement of dumpster(s) inside of building. 

4. Applicant to follow up on tlle petition to the Town Board to have tlris parcel 
included in tlle Chili Consolidated Drainage District (to be done within 30 days 
of the date oftlle decision letter). 

Note: Final site plan approval has been waived by the Planning Board. 
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2. Application of Sprint Spectrum, L.P., 2165 Brighton Henrietta TL Road, Rochester, New 
York 14623, property owner: Tesch Trust; for preliminary site plan approval to erect a 150' 
high cellular tower at property located at 918 Chili Scottsville Road in AC. zone. 

3. Application of Sprint Spectru~ L.P., 2165 Brighton Henrietta TL Road, Rochester, New 
York 14623, property o\vner: Tesch Trust; for conditional use permit to erect a 150' high 
cellular tower at property located at 918 Chili Scottsville Road in AC. zone. 

Adam Leyens was present to represent tile application. He introduced Frank Sciremammano with 
FES Associates of Rochester. Mr. Leyens also introduced Michael Wicker of Wicker Appraisal 
Associates. 

Mr. Leyens stated tile last time he was tile Board and members of the audience had 
questions regarding some potential sites and possibly alternative sites. He stated that is still in tile 
process and he stated they have a representative going out with one member of the public to talk 
about potential alternatives. He stated he wanted to tell tile Board what they have done in 
looking at alternatives. 

Mr. Leyens stated originally they go out and look at sites. He stated they take readings where a 
site is on a map. He stated that is put into a computer, combined with the topography and then 
they determine by some formula what kind of power they're going to need to get coverage in their 
area. He stated a lot of the tower height has something to do with tile topography, whether there 
are hills and also where it is located in tile search area. He stated as they move outside the center 
of the search area, unless there is some topographic issue, sometimes tile tower height tends to 
increase going outside the search ring. 

Mr. Leyens stated tile Tesch site, they're on the side of a hill. He stated they're looking at a 
monopole 150 feet in height. He stated tile last time he was here tile Board and audience asked 
them if they could move it to tile bottom oftlle hill. He stated Sprint has no objection to moving it 
around on tile site iftlle o\vner doesn't mind. He stated they found out that they need basically 
around a 17 5 foot tower. 

Mr. Leyens stated he wanted to make a statement where he was -vvrong last time. He stated 
actually they could keep a monopole design at l He stated don't have to go to a guyed 
tower at that height. He stated at 180 feet they start the guys. 

Mr. Leyens stated collocation has been a concern. He stated unless someone goes below 
the~ if they want to go up higher, they have to change the tower design. He stated Sprint 
doesn't care what the TO\vn wants to do unless their antennas are at the same height. 

l\fr Leyens stated they have looked at two different sites on tile Austin property. He stated the 
readings tonight show tile site is near neighbors and it is off the scale, way above 180. He stated 
there is a site on their property that is sort of to the edge of the search ring, a quarter of the way 
in. He stated they found out tonight that would be a 180 foot tower 011 that property, a guyed 
tower. He stated he was not saying what the Board has to do. He stated they have to determine 
where the best site is for the facility and how it affects future plans. 

Mr. Leyens stated they also looked at two different sites on tile Tesch property that weren't 
necessarily at the bottom oftlle hill. He stated the hill goes dO\vn a little bit towards the highway. 
He stated both of those were about 170 feet. He stated that is still a monopole. He stated that is 
up to the owner, whether he would let them do it. He stated he has no objection to go anywhere 
011 the Tesch site as long as the o'"'ner let's them do it. He stated that is an mvner issue. He 
stated they're happy to deal with that. 

Mr. Leyens stated they're trying to work with Dr. Wopperer as well and they're going out to the 
site tomorrow to deal with some of tile issues. He stated ultimately it may come down to a 
decision by the Board what is the best and how it fits into the community plans. He stated 
Sprint wants to get up and running, but they're also trying to find the best site. He stated they're 
going to talk tonight about tile Tesch site. He stated iftlle Board wants them to move off the hill, 
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that would be fine; the same environmental problems would apply. He stated environmental 
concern is present with raising the height of the tower. He stated the higher they go with tower 
height, it doesn't tend to mitigate environment impact. 

Mr. Leyens stated because he did not get this environmental review in on a timely basis for this 
Board, he is asking that it be adjourned over and if there is any decision to be made on the 
environment SEQR process, it be made at the next meeting, if that is okay with the permission of 
the Board. 

Ray Bleier stated when they said they were considering moving the tower down the hill, would 
there be a change in elevation that they're actually undergoing there. Mr. Leyens stated it didn't 
seem like a big jump down on the one going to l 70, but the one at the bottom of the hill is almost 
100 feet. He stated he could be wrong. Ray Bleier asked if the tower would still just be 175 feet 
Mr. Leyens stated yes. He stated that is what the radio frequency people are telling him. He 
stated if Sprint has to come in at l do\VIl there, they could do it and they could do it \\~th a 
monopole. He stated the last time he was present, the O\Vl1ers seemed to be up for it. He stated 
he didn't know if the owner was present tonight. He stated Sprint has no objection if the o\Vl1er 
doesn't. He stated they just have to see how the Board and audience feels. He stated it is not 
unusual to move a tower around a site to get away from trees and things. 

~Mr. Leyens stated for the audience to understand what they're dealing with, it is not that they're 
just picking one site and tl)~g to get that site. He stated they have a search area that is 
three-quarters of a mile in diameter and they have lots of hills. He stated they have to cover over 
the hills. He stated the Tesch property is actually 011 a hill and that is why it makes it work. He 
stated the Austin property is on a hill, the Austin property moves to the edge of the search area, 
so they would have to provide coverage all the way to the other end of the search area aud the 
coverage cell, making the tower height go up. He stated that is sort of what they're working with. 
He stated there are a lot of fonnulas and they're still working on that issue. He stated ultimately it 
\Vill come down to a decision by the Board what they feel is the best location. 

Mitch Rakus asked if for instance their To\Vll decided not to go along with them on this site, does 
that mean they're going to sue the Town. He stated he would like to know that because he read 
an article about Sprint suing the Town of Penfield. Mr. Leyens stated that's correct. Mitch Rakus 
stated he was not happy with getting things thro\Vll at them. He stated the government has the 
jurisdiction, the Federal Communications Department. He stated ift11e Board refuses them, they 
take the To\Vll to court and they eventually get to place the tower regardless of what they decide. 

Mr. Leyens stated in Penfield the issue was they were not allowed to play. He stated the issue 
was a moratorium. He stated the issue became a moratorium particularly after they had been in 
the process. He stated that is all it was. He stated as far as their legal rights, they do have legal 
rights, but it is still subject to the Town's zoning rights. He stated there are differing views on it, 
but he thought he has a very good legal position if he fow1d a site that the Town feels is the best 
site within what they need to provide effective service and coverage, and then they were turned 
down. He stated that is what he has been trying to do with the To\Vll. He stated Sprint has legal 
rights, but the Town can help Sprint decide what is the bes1 site. He stated if the To\Vll refuses to 
give Sprint the best site, they probably would sue the TO\VIl, but that is not going on here. He 
stated Sprint does not have a foot to stand on m1til there is a best site. He stated he can't go back 
and forth if there is no preference by the Town. He stated if there is a better site for one reason or 
another, whether it is a lower tower height or type of tower or hldden in trees, if the To\Vll 
articulates that, then Sprint has to pay attention. He stated if there is a better site and then the 
To\Vll turns Sprint down and they are unable to provide effective coverage for their area, then 
they probably have a legal argument. He stated they are not out to sue the To\Vl1. 

Mr. Leyens stated they are trying to find a site, as they have been doing for six or eight mouths. 
He stated there are not going to be pleasant sites in the Town. He stated there are going to be 
some hard decisions here. He stated they have to work \\ithin the To\Vll's parameters in order to 
try to do this. He stated the law does provide some funits. He stated he is trying to find the best 
site. He stated the To\Vll is going to have to make some of these hard decisions. He stated the 
federal government has given them a right and shifted the burden to the To\Vll members to help 
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them determine what the best site. 

John Nowicki asked if Sprint is saying that the Austin property is not out of the question yet. Mr. 
Levens stated if the Town wants a 180 foot guyed tower, they could do that. John Nowicki asked 
if that would have to be a guyed tower. M:r. Leyens stated yes. He stated if the Town decides for 
reasons that that is a better site issue, then Sprint has to pay attention to that issue from a Town 
perspective. 

Larry Smith asked Mr. Leyens for a copy of the map indicating where the tower would have to be 
on the Austin property. M:r. Leyens stated he has coordinates for that. He stated he could 
provide that to the Town. 

John Nowicki stated Sprint's team has been very cooperative. He stated he wanted to explore 
their conversations with Dr. Wopperer and the Tesch property in trying to relocate on the Tesch 
property. He asked has Dr. Wopperer been appraised of these locations and what have his 
feelings been in regard to that. Mr. Leyens stated he went out to his house. He stated they 
walked the spots. He stated they're going out tomorrow to see what they can do. 

John Nowicki stated in their best judgment at this point based on all the evidence they have in 
front of the Board it appears the Tesch property seems to be their choice. M:r. Leyens stated it is 
his choice for several reasons. He stated they would have a lower tower height as far as 
environmental impact and mitigation. He stated as far as the concern about collocation, 
somebody might want to go lower, but if they had to go higher, they would have to change it to a 
guyed tower. He stated based on where it is located, he believes it is somewhat isolated. He 
stated there are homes by. M:r. Leyens stated the Austin site is isolated, but theyre talking about a 
guyed tower, so even if there are trees, they have to tear them out to put in the guys. He stated in 
his opinion, he thought guyed towers show more. He stated there is one guyed tower on 531. He 
stated that becomes an issue. 

Mr. Leyens stated they have a situation in one town where they could have a monopole at 160 or 
110. He stated they went with the 110 foot monopole because of the environment impacts and 
the possible challenges. He stated their duty in SEQR is to mitigate as much as possible. He 
stated that is the best cite in their opinion so far. 

John Nowicki stated the other question has for Sprint is if a condition was imposed where they 
had to provide access to public safety on these towers, has that been presented to them before, 
and if so, what kind of a problem does that provide with collocation. He stated by public safety, 
he meant, for example, if it was 911 or for safety reasons the Monroe County Fire Department 
agencies or other civil or governmental agencies wanting to get on the tower. M:r. Leyens stated 
they can on there \\iith no trouble for free. He stated they just allow it as long as it doesn't 
overload the tower. John Nowicki asked they vvill allow public safety to the tower. M:r. Leyens 
stated wherever they stick a tower, that is correct. 

John Limbeck stated for several months he has been suggesting that Sprint consider a fund to help 
with homeowner property values, and since their last meeting he has had the opportunity to talk 
\\ith counsel. He stated he now understands they don't have the availability of that remedy in the 
Tow1l. He stated the model he was looking at was done in conjunction with a consent order with 
DEC, and they don't have the power oflaw to enforce that. He stated it doesn1t mean Sprint 
couldn't offer it themselves, but it is not a remedy the Town could include as a condition. He 
stated unfortunately he \Vill have to drop that as a request. Keith O'Toole stated that's correct. 

John NO\vicki stated a whole bunch of stuff came at them, letters, technical information and they 
try to digest a lot of this stuff He stated some of this information coming to the Board is 
indicating that vvithin a period of approximately five years they could well see satellite systems 
that would pretty much knock out these towers. He asked is that true or not true. Mr. Leyens 
stated he would have to reserve that question for the RF engineer when he comes next time. M:r. 
Leyens stated satellite covers a 20 million square mile area and it is just not the technology to do 
this. He stated there is technology for individual company calls that might go through, a minimum 
number of calls. He stated to do this, a million mile square foot area of phones going up into 

37 
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the sky and coming back down, there is no capability that exists today or in the near future that 
would permit that volume over the area. He stated he can't say it won't in the future. He stated in 
the future when prices and equipment drop and technology advances, they may see lower towers 
before they would see the satellite sites. He stated they might have them every few miles or 
something. 

Jolm Nowicki stated this may not be a permanent situation. Mr. Leyens stated the tO\vns all want 
them to have in the lease with the landlord a clause that they would remove the tower and restore 
the land to the previous condition if the tower is not i:t1 use. He stated they also have bonding, 
that all towns require a letter of credit or something that just says if they don't remove it or 
discontinue it or refuse to move it, they can go to the compm1y and get it removed. He stated that 
is a way to remedy the future. He stated they won't keep the towers if they don't need them. 

Mitch Rak11s stated just the other day in the Wall Street Journal there was mention of a local 
company in Gates that is getting involved in orbital systems. He stated theyre going to have one 
that only weighs 1,800 pmmds. He stated the paper says they're going to be ready in two years. 
He stated so if that is available in two years, that should overtake the system they're putting in. 
He asked if that was conect. Mr. Leyens stated that is not conect. He stated that system is 
intercompany communication systems. He stated they do tlle same thing, but they don't do the 
volume. 

John Cross stated he has read articles that indicate the future of the satellites is to provide access 
to the very remote areas of the world like Africa, South America, and where there are urban 
developed areas, these towers would still have to be in place. He stated that has to do with 
something with the volume of usage in the urban areas. He stated so theyre probably going to 
have to work together for several years before the satellite technology actually takes over. 

John Hellaby stated he knows that the Town can say they want collocation on the towers. He 
stated it is feasible that they can put the papenvork in place and it can. be done. He asked how 
realistic is it, though, that another group would come in the Town and offers up a complete 
laundry list saying they have worked out their search rings and the way they fall won't work with 
the way Sprint's system is. He asked what Sprint's response would be to that, and he stated he 
wanted to know what is the Town's legal recourse in saying these are the towers in the Town and 
they have to be used. 

Keith O'Toole stated if they can show there is an alternative site that would have a lesser i:tnpact 
and the site is available, the property owner makes it available, then the Town could basically tum 
them down or tell them to go back to the site and make a deal. He stated it was his understanding 
that Sprint has offered standardized language making a continuing offer of collocation to other 
cell providers that want to use their towers as long as they strengthen the towers to carry the load 
and as long as they maintain expenses for taking care of the tower. 

Mr. Leyens stated they have the collocation policy. He stated others will be in using their towers. 
He stated they have an agreement with a competitor on one of their towers where they could get 
on their tower. He stated Sprint has a more liberal policy for collocation. He stated it is a 
problem to make somebody do collocation if they have a tower already. He stated Sprint is doing 
it up front. He stated their system is easily set out, the grid system. He stated it is easy to be 
seen. He stated there are several that have built towers ahead of time and they don't want 
collocation. He stated they do To\vn for To\vn trades, but iftheyre new, they don't have a tower 
to trade. He stated their license and approvals are subject to collocation. He stated the terms are 
\Vritten in the Board resolutions. He stated that will be on each and every tower that is looked at 

John. Hellaby stated he did not pretend to understand tl1e engineering behind the whole system, 
but it was brought to his attention they're going to be basically operating on the same or close 
frequency. He stated there are literally thousands of switches or communications coming i:t1 
constantly getting kicked off other towers. He asked what keeps the systems from getting 
jammed into each other. Mr. Leyens stated when they have collocators, they actually have to be 
spread out 15 or 20 feet on a tower. He stated for a cellular provider, each call is a separate 
channel. He stated the digital providers use one channel and every call is on that channel because 
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theyre digitally encoded. 

John Limbeck stated they keep hearing if those towers become obsolete, it will fall back on 
Sprint to remove them He asked how is obsolescence determined. He stated there could be two 
people that don't want to switch to the new technology. He asked at what point in time are the 
towers obsolete. Mr. Leyens stated that was a good question. John Cross commented especially 
if there is collocation with another company. Mr. Leyens stated that becomes an issue, too. He 
stated they have to make an agreement written so the collocator has the bonding and all that, as 
well. He stated iftheyre still using these towers, actively, he was not sure that that would 
constitute obsolescence. He stated if there is satellite technology, he questioned how could the 
Tovvn force them to use that. He stated that is the first time he has heard that question. He stated 
it is a business issue, as well. He stated it becomes a bigger issue if a municipality were to take an 
operating business and say they're obsolete, they don't want this type of structure any more. He 
stated the same goes for other public utilities which may have the big huge generators sitting out 
in people yards, and they might want to do it in a smaller way. He questioned whether tuey could 
tell them to take their capital and equipment and tear up the equipment. He stated that becomes a 
big issue. He stated he wouldn't have a good answer on that. 

John Cross stated he would like to bring to everyone's attention since the last Planning Board 
meeting they have received three correspondence: A January 30th correspondence from James 
Calamita, of Number 10 Glenlivet Drive, Rochester l 4624; January 30th, a correspondence from 
Frank, Nancy and Chris Austin; and February 1st, correspondence from Dan and Christy 
W opperer. All correspondence will be on file with the Building Department. 

Charles Robinson stated the Conservation Board would just like to see any landscaping plans 
before any decision is made. 

Dr. Sciremammano stated Sprint has asked him to look into the environmental issues and 
especially as they relate to a SEQR detennination. He stated he has been engaged in a number of 
locations to deal with cell towers as well as PCS towers. He stated the long and the short is when 
they go through the whole list, assuming there is no unusual construction involved, it really boils 
do\v11 to a visual impact. He stated the question is always what is a significant visual impact. 

Dr. Sciremammano stated they really need to go to the SEQR handbook to start looking at that 
issue. Dr. Sciremanunano stated they deal with whether or not it's going to be a significant 
impact, a significant change to areas that have been identified as having some kind of significant 
or unusual public viewpoint. He stated generally that is things like state parks, known areas of 
scenic beauty as previously identified in Tovvn plans of some sort of areas that by virtue of their 
location are viewed by many thousands of people a day on a routine basis. 

Dr. Sciremammano stated generally with the visual impacts, the other measures that they look at 
is the new element they're introducing to the landscape. He stated they ask is it dominating, the 
first tl1ing their eye is drawn to, does it stand out. He stated they ask is it in contrast with the 
surroundings, and is it something so unusual they would not expect to see it in the landscape. He 
stated generally if they use those kinds of yard sticks and look at the setbacks that are proposed 
for these sites, usually it is not a determination that it is a significant impact. 

Dr. Sciremammano stated they usually find there is a visual impact because theyre introducing a 
new element, but that new element usually blends into the landscape. He stated with time people 
get used to it and usually it is setback enough from the public thoroughfares theyre not 
significant impacts. He stated usually they end up being an unmitigated small impact. He stated 
the mitigation available is to set them back from the roads, set them back from the residents and 
also the type of tower they use. 

Dr. Sciremammano stated generally the monopoles are a little less imposiug than the 
self-supporting lattice towers. He stated the guyed towers, in his opinion, are the worse 
altemative in terms of visual impact because the guy wires are visible, and they tend to give it a 
cluttered look. He stated they tend to look like it is bigger than it is. He stated the 
self-supporting steel towers and the guyed towers are clearly more obtrusive than the monopoles. 

L/j 
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He stated so if they can get away with monopole, usually that is what people want to do. 

Dr. Sciremammano stated in terms of other impacts, they haven't seen any others. Dr. 
Sciremammano stated he thought Mr. Wicker v.ill talk about the property value issue, and the 
SEQR handbook actually talks about the fact that potential reduction in property values, even if it 
is reaL is a zoning issue, according to SEQR 

Dr. Sciremammano stated tonight he wanted to get firsthand notes on the concerns of the Board. 
He stated he wants to try and hear firsthand what the concerns are as he \\rites up his material. 

Dr. Sciremammano stated he could shed a little light about the satellite systems. He stated 
Pyridium is the first system going up. He stated they launched their first few satellites few weeks 
ago. He stated it was announced ten years ago. He stated since that time the price has tripled the 
estimate. He stated they're aiming at the high end of the market for people that have to be in 
constant touch. He stated it will be still about ten years before their system is in place, but then 
they'll be dealing with people willing to pay a steep premium in order to have the global access. 
He stated it is not the same market as cellular and not PCS, which is aiming at replacing the wire 
phones. 

Dr. Sciremammano stated in tenns obsolescence, what they're probably going to have to deal 
with first before the towers become obsolete is all the telephone poles, because this PCS is one of 
the first steps to replacing the laud line monopoly telephone system. Dr. Sciremammano stated 
the idea is people will use these in residents. He stated he thought what they're going to 
looking at first is how will they get the telephone company to take do\\n the poles when nobody 
is using the wires any more. John Nowicki stated they're co~hosting on a utility pole with electric. 
Dr. Sciremammano stated in many places that is true. 

John No,vicki stated as he looks around the globe and their local area, it seems as they trash their 
planet and their space. John Nowicki stated they can look at this city and county and see many 
things that should have been blown up or tom down a long, long time ago. 

Mr. Wicker stated he holds au MAI designation with The Appraisal Institute and is a State 
certified general real estate appraiser and is also a licensed real estate broker within New York. 
He stated his business routinely analyzes and appraises real property to determine any possible 
impact that a particular factor may have upon an individual property or a group of properties. He 
stated over the past several years, he has had the opportunity to analyze numerous tower 
installations, similar to what is proposed for the subject site, throughout the State to determine 
what type of effect these installations have upon real estate. He stated he has looked at tower 
installations that are in rural agricultural communities. He stated he has looked at some in newer 
developing upscale residential areas, those in densely populated established residential 
communities, as well as tower installations in commercial and industrial locations. 

Mr. Wicker stated when they look at a tower site and perforu1 their study, what they do is do a 
match pair analysis. He stated they look at property sales in the '1cinity of a tower installation. 
He stated they then compare those sales to the sales of substantially similar properties in an area 
completely removed from the tower installation. He stated after making minor adjustments to the 
sales for small physical dissimilarities, any remaining difference in the sale price should be 
attributable to the existence or non-existence of a nearby tower installation. 

Mr. Wicker stated overwhelmingly the data indicates these type of installations have no bearing 
on real property values, no negative impacts. He stated they can attribute this to basic supply and 
demand factors within the market. He stated he would not say that a potential buyer won't come 
up to their property and say there is a tower behind their property and he/she does not wish to buy 
their property. He stated they may do that because of the color of their house, the floor layout or 
because of the way their neighbor keeps his property up, too. He stated but the data \\ill show 
there is a ~ubstantial number of buyers, adequate number of buyers who give this issue no 
consideration in implementing a purchase. 

Mr. Wicker stated the prior example locally would be a 40-unit townhouse communitv that was 
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developed in Deer Run, the To\\n of Perinton. He stated that was developed by Mark IV 
Construction in 1995. He stated there are townhomes ranging from $160,000-230,000 in value 
and the property lies directly adjacent to 300-foot Time-Warner cable vision tower installation. 
He stated since 1995, of the 40 units have been sold, absorbed into the market. He stated in 
discussion with the sales rep for Mark IV, they learned this is the fastest absorption time which 
they have experienced to date for a similar townhouse development throughout the Rochester 
market, and that is despite right now being a fairly poor residential market. He stated in addition, 
in that particular subdivision, the end townhouse units which are actually the closest to and have 
the best views of the tower installation are realizing a $6,000 premium because the tower happens 
to be located in a forever green area. 

Mr. Wicker stated in addition to analyzing the effect of these towers on existing property values, 
they have done extensive analysis to detennine i( in fact, the tower installation similar to this 
would have an impact on future appreciation of real property values. He stated the data will 
conclusively demonstrate the properties in the vicinity of a tower installation historically 
appreciate at levels which are consistent with those experienced by properties located in areas 
completely removed from the tower installation. 

Mr. Wicker stated the final point that their data looks at is whether or not the tower may impact 
on future development of surrounding lands. He stated if they look at the analysis the Board has 
been supplied with, many of the match pairs of vacant lots purchased for new residential 
development or newly constructed residences, the fact that a nearby tower installation has not 
impacted the values or marketability of these vacant lots or new residences demonstrates that the 
existence of the tower facility will not impact the developer and surrounding lands to the highest 
and best use. 

Mr. Wicker stated he was sure the results certainly are not what surrounding neighbors would 
vvish to hear, but he could assure them that they're supported by significant research and market 
evidence. He stated this is not only his opinion. He stated numerous experts, other qualified 
analysts throughout the State and other states have done similar studies for Sprint, as well as 
other similar type companies, and pretty much they1re all arriving at the same results. 

John Limbeck asked how did they get a tower in a forever green area. Mr. Wicker stated the area 
around the tower is going to be forever green area as part of the subdivision plan. John Limbeck 
asked have any citizens groups hired anybody to do the study and would the numbers be the 
same. Mr. Wicker stated the first time he was hired was in Ithaca to represent a citizens group. 
He stated he spent two weeks and didn't bill them. He stated he couldn't prove what they wanted. 
He stated to be honest, the first time he was asked to do it, he thought his results would be 
different. 

John Cross asked on the Deer Run project, was it a Time-Warner tower. Mr. Wicker stated it 
was a 300-foot Time-Warner tower. John Cross asked how close was that tower to the 
tO\v1lbouse units. Mr. Wicker stated it is the exact adjacent property. He stated if he had to 
guesstimate footage, he is sure it is within 1,000 feet, probably closer to 500 or 600 feet. 

Ray Bleier asked if these observations and findings were in published form. Larry Smith stated 
the Town received the appraisal and it is on file. John Cross stated it \:vill be in the Building 
Department. 

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE: 

Dan Wopperer- 551 Morgan Road, Scottsville 
He stated Mr. Leyens did come out to his house the other day and they had a very creative and 
positive discussion. He stated they looked at the map, and they realized based upon the citing of 
this search area, that ground zero is his property and right next to the center of the search area is 
Tesch's property. He stated that is the first strike obviously from a visual impact standpoint. 

Dr. W opperer stated number two is he lives on a hilL and the hill attracts beautiful views, but also 
attracts towers as is the case with Cobbs Hill and some of the other high elevations in the area. 
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He stated it is a tough predicament to be in. He stated originally he thought they're looking for a 
positive outcome to this whole thing. He stated the push that he has been going for all the way 
through this is to try to look at remote areas, trying to come up with a w:i:nfwin result here. He 
stated in other words, the neighborhood is satisfied with where the tower is located because they 
all realize the tower is going to be located and also the Sprint company is relatively satisfied \cvith 
the location, so he thought that is where they're trying to right now. 

Dr. Wopperer stated he is going to meet with Joe Montagna of Sprint tomorrow to try to find the 
most remote location within the search area that is as far as away from his prope1ty as well as the 
neighborhood properties that go along Morgan and Chili Scottsville Road. He stated the problem 
that Mr. Leyens alluded to is they live in a very beautiful scenic area and there is a problem with 
changes in elevation. 

Dr. Wop;ierer stated the site that Mr. Montagna had picked originally is obviously on a very ideal 
spot because it is up in the air. He stated it goes towards the monopole design. He stated they 
would stay away from a lattice tower with guyed wires because those are uglier than the 
monopole to begin with. 

Dr. Wopperer stated he is still interested in working with Sprint tryfog to find a remote site, a site 
that is reasonable to himself and the neighborhood. He stated that is what they're trying to do. 
He stated there is a two phase problem: Not only the citing of the tower, but also the problem 
that occurs afterwards, which is what he alluded to earlier, putting the ae.rial behind the Mona 
Lisa's head. 

Dr. Wopperer stated every single example Mr. Wicker gave were townhouses and situations that 
don't actually fit with the topography of what they're dealing with here. He stated his property is 
a 25-acre piece ofland with a house designed by a prominent architect. He stated setting a tower 
on the hill directly behind it is an abomination no matter how they look at it. He stated it doesn't 
fit at all. He stated it has a major visual impact upon his particular property, and that is what goes 
to his soul and heart the most, is the fact that a piece of modem technology could be cited that 
close to an almost a park-like setting. He stated it is a beautiful natural scene, so that bothers him 
a lot. Dr. Wopperer stated it also bothers him that the neighbors that live along Chili Scottsville 
Road will have to be looking at this tower, as well. 

Dr. Wopperer stated the collocation part of this bothers him a lot because ifthe tower goes up 
directly behind his property and it begins to grow not only in height but in stature with other 
dishes and other creative devices that collect radio signals, it will look even uglier over time. He 
stated he would like to continue to look at the Austin site, even though it is on an elevation lower 
than the Tesch property. He stated they should keep looking at ot11er alternative sites. 

Dr. Wopperer stated his property is a site viewed by hundreds of thousands of people that drive 
down Morgan Road. He stated people slow down and enjoy the view, look at the wildlife pond 
and some gardens and other things that he has there. Dr. Wopperer corrm1ented statistics are 
interesting. He stated anybody can quote statistics and come up with some interesting thoughts. 
He stated he was not so sure that his situation fits into all the statistics in the townhouse 
situations. He stated he remains optimistic they'll come up with an answer to this situation. He 
stated he would continue to work \\ith the gentlemen from Sprint. 

Kyle Phillips - 385 Morgan Road 
Mr. Phillips stated they stated the law that the Sprint company has to work with as far as the 
FCC. He asked does anybody know that law. Keith O'Toole stated he does. John Cross stated 
their Town attomey is very familiar with that. Mr. Phillips stated that is good. 

Mr. Phillips stated when they provide like these maps to show where the site might be, they never 
show the houses on the map. He stated it would be nice to put the houses on the map 
according to where they plan on putting the tower. 

l\.1r. Phillips stated as far as the property value, he found that to be very insulting that for the value 
of his property to go dO\vn, it must be viewed by thousands of people. He stated pays a generous 
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amount of taxes. He stated just as far as the personal value, it makes a huge impact. 

Mr. Phillips stated while one person might come up and not like the tower and might not buy his 
house, to him, just general logic is that that is a loss. He asked what happens if five people come 
up and say they do not like his house because of the tower. He stated the more people wanting to 
buv his house will determine the value of his house. He stated if people aren't interested, they 
would have to lower the value. 

Jerry Brixner - 14 Hartom Road 
Mr. Brixner stated a few moments ago the Board introduced into the record correspondences 
from three different individuals. He asked "Wnat their names and address are and whether their 
input was positive or against this particular proposal. 

John Cross stated the first one received on January 30th was from a James Calam.ita, basically 
giving some technical insight on the PCS technology that he obtained from his computer. John 
Cross stated the second one was from Frank, Nancy and Chris Austin of 4 7 5 Morgan Road, and 
their comments were basically to note to them that there is an option from Sprint to them to place 
a tower on their property and that they would like to have that looked at further. John Cross 
stated and the third letter was dated February 1st from Dan and Christy Wopperer of 551 Morgan 
Road basically stating the concerns that the doctor referred to this evening and that they would 
like to work with the Sprint company in making a concerned accommodation to the neighborhood 
to make it work for everyone. 

John Limbeck made a motion that the Board table Applications Number 2 and 3 until the March 
11th, 1997 Planning Board meeting. Mitch Rakus seconded the motion. 

DECISION ON OLD BUSINESS APPLICATION #2: Unanimously adjourned by a vote of6 
yes to adjourn until the 3/11/97 
Planning Board meeting for the 
following reason: 

1. All information requested at the January Planning Board meeting be provided 
in writing. Information is to be submitted at least two weeks prior to the 

March 11, meeting. 

DECISION ON OLD BUSINESS APPLICATION Unanimously adjourned by a vote of 6 
yes to adjourn until the 3/11/97 
Planning Board meeting for the 
following reason: 

1. All information requested at the January Planning Board meeting be provided 
in \\Titing. Inforn1ation is to be submitted at least two weeks prior to the 
March 11. 1997 meeting. 

PUBLIC HEARINGS: 

1. Application of Monro Muffier & Brake, 200 Holleder Parkway, Rochester, New York 14615, 
property O\vner: Chili Plaza Associates; for renewal of conditional use permit to allow a minor 
automotive repair business at property located at 3240 Chili Avenue in G.B. zone. 

Mark Donahoe, Project Manager \Vith Monro Muffler Brake, was present to represent the 
application. He stated he was present to ask for the renewal of a conditional use permit for their 
use to allow a minor automotive repair facility at the Chili Paul Plaza at 3240 Chili Avenue. He 
stated the approval was originally granted to them on October 11th of 1994 by this Planning 
Board. 

Ray Bleier asked if there has been any change at all in the scope of the business or operation 
there. Mr. Donahoe stated there have been no changes. Ray Bleier stated they have a nice 
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operation over there. He stated he has utilized the facility several times. 

John Nowicki asked how is business. Mr. Donahoe stated very good. John No\\licki stated they 
have to get the landscaping question addressed. John Limbeck stated this business is a great 
boom to the Town. 

Charles Robinson stated the Conservation Board had just a minor issue, and it is that when they 
were initially opened up, there were plans drawn up and they would like the landscaping restored 
to those original plans and maintained. He stated it has just kind oflapsed off a little bit. Mr. 
Donahoe stated he was sure that when the spring comes, it will allow them to get in there to do 
some replanting and remulching. Charles Robinson stated they just wanted to make a mention of 
it. He stated generally overall they felt the place was all maintained and clean. 

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM TIIE AUDIENCE: None. 

John Cross stated Mr. Iacovangelo, the plaza owner, was present. Mr. Iacovangelo stated they 
have a great relationship. He stated he would like to mention to the Board if they think it would 
be appropriate, since they have been complying, to maybe increase the length of time rather than 
two years for conditional use, maybe longer so they don't have to come in as frequently. 

Keith O'Toole suggested the Board make a motion to classify it as a Type II, a renewal and not a 
substantial change in conditions. John Cross made a motion to classify this as a II with no 
significant euviroumental changes and the Board all voted John Cross stated they would 
consider a renewal of the conditional use for a three-year period. 

DECISION: Unanimously approved by a vote of 6 with the following conditions: 

l. Approved for a period of three to ex"])ire February 11, 2000. 

2. Applicant to restore landscaping to original condition by June 15, 1997. 

2. Application of Michael Lambe1t, owner; Morgan Road, Scottsville, New York l 4546 
for preliminary subdivision approval of two lots to be known as M. Lambert Subdivision at 
property located at 621 & 627 Morgan Road in AC. zone. 

Dan Walters was present to represent the application behalf of Michael Lambert. Mr. Walters 
stated Mr. Lambert he owns a little over two acres of land on Morgan Road he bought two or 
tlrree years ago. Mr. Walters stated the applicant desires to sell a little under one acre to Mr. and 
Mrs. Link, his neighbors, who were also present. Mr. Walters there is no development planned. 
He stated the applicant just wants to sell off part of his land in exchange for cash since he is 
recently 1narried. 

Steve Link, also present, stated basically he had expressed an interest several years ago to Mike's 
father that he would be interested in obtaining that land because it would round out his property. 

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM TIIE AUDIENCE: 

Jerry Brixner - 14 Hartom Road 
He stated he was in favor of this. 

John Cross made a motion to declare the Board lead agency as to SEQR, found the application to 
be an unlisted action and of no significant environmental impact and the Board all voted yes. 

DECISION: Unanimously approved by a vote of 6 yes with no conditions. 

Note: Final subdivision approval has been waived by the Planning Board. 

INFORMAL: 
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L Application of Bernard Iacovangelo, 3240 Chili Avenue, Rochester, New York 14624 for 
sketch plan. approval for a four lot subdivision at property located at 3260 Chili Avenue in 
G.B. zone. 

Bernard Iacovangelo was present to represent the application. Mr. Iacovangelo stated he and 
three other partners are the owners of the parcel in question, acres that used to formerly 
house the homestead for the Meister Estate. He stated it was probably the remaining parcel from 
the large farm that they once had. He stated part of that parcel right now is occupied by the Chili 
Paul Plaza. He stated they purchased the parcel about five years ago, six years ago with the 
intention of turning it into a commercial use. 

Mr. Iacovangelo stated the property is zoned for general business, as is the plaza, and since 1989 
they have been trying to market it. He stated they have been operating the plaza and trying to 
lease up portions of the property and have come upon a couple of prospects for the front parcel. 

Mr. Iacovangelo stated as the drawing indicates, what they have currently is a contingent lease for 
a Valvo line quick lube facility on a quarter of an acre ofland. Mr. lacovangelo stated he is also 
right now in the midst of negotiating draft lease agreements for a Kentucky Fried Chicken 
immediately adjacent to the Grover property. 

Mr. Iacovangelo stated he has been contacted by one of the principals for the field house indoor 
soccer field development that was going to go next to Case Hoyt He stated they came to them 
and asked whether or not there would be a possibility of being able to put a facility on this land 
and doing a land lease. Mr. Iacovangelo stated they thought that there might be. He stated the 
proposal is different than they originally planned and originally submitted to the Board. He stated 

original submission. showed a building that was very close to the lot lines, and they had a 
change of configuration as a result of a meeting that they held with the residents adjacent to the 
property. 

Mr. Iacovangelo stated they sent out letters to all area residents. He stated they had four 
residents show up. 

Mr. Iacovangelo stated the soccer facility would be totally different than it was before. He stated 
there would be no restaurants in there and there would be no facility for selling of sporting 
equipment. 

Mr. Iacovangelo stated the residents indicated they preferred a full buffer around their building 
between their property line and the building. He stated the residents indicated they would like to 
have a fence, a white vinyl fence along the property line with landscaping. 

Mr. Iacovangelo stated what they're asking for this evening is a four-lot subdivision. He stated 
one lot would be for the Valvoline site, one for the KFC site, one for the indoor soccer arena and 
the fourth would be for the common area parcel for the drive through. He stated the common 
area drive through would be used by all the parcels. He stated they would provide parking along 
the grassy area bet\veen the property and their plaza for at least automobiles. 

Mr. Iacovangelo stated they have already gone to the New York State Department of 
Transportation and talked to them about a curb cut, and they have designed in the changes that 
they originally talked to them about. He stated D.O.T. had some concerns about the curb cut as 
they designed it originally. He stated they made those changes and augmented it. 

Mr. Iacovangelo stated they have done some preliminary calculations for drainage and so forth 
and there would be a need for a detention pond at the front of the parcel. He stated currently 
there is an outlet that comes across the road here, Chili Avenue, and then flows down in the 
direction he indicated on the map. 

Mr. Iacovangelo stated this is coming in as a result of years of making telephone calls trying to 
get some large corporate companies to come into Chili. He stated Valvoline and KFC have made 
a commitment. He stated Valvoline has signed a lease contingent on approvals. He stated KFC 
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they're still working on some of the lease language. Mr. Iacovangelo stated and 'With regards to 
the field house, Mr. Norcross was present. 

Mr. Iacovangelo stated the look of the field house, it's a large building. He stated it would have 
the same look as they had proposed over on Paul Road, and they would try to set it up so that the 
neighbors wouldn't have any concerns. He stated they have talked to them about lighting and so 
on. 

Mr. Iacovangelo stated they're here this evening for sketch plan approval for a four-lot 
subdivision for this parcel. 

Ray Bleier stated it looks like maybe some of their variances are going to be changed then. MI. 
Iacovangelo stated that's correct. He stated basically the way they have established it now is that 
they would only need a variance for the front setback and that is the only one that he knew they 
need. He stated all the setbacks have been pulled back over 40 feet in the back. 

Mr. Iacovangelo stated there would be two variances, one for the front setbacks on the KFC 
building and the amount of square footage on the three-acre parcel. Larry Smith stated there are 
more variances than that, numerous ones. 

Ray Bleier stated he has a little concern with the detention pond being so close to Chili Avenue. 
Mr. Iacovangelo stated Bill SzawranskY.j is their Project Engineer. Mr. Szawranskyj stated the 
area with the proposed detention pond is a low area where the swale goes through. He stated it 
would be designed with maximum slope of I on 3 so it would be a mowable slope, safe in that 
area. He stated they would be keeping it away from the sidevv·alks probably about 10, 15 feet. 
Ray Bleier stated that is still close. 

Mr. SzawranskY.j stated if need be, they could have a small fence around it or whatever the Board 
decides is appropriate. Mr. Iacovangelo stated that is not really designed to hold water, though. 
Mr. SzawranskY.j stated no, it is not Mr. Iacovangelo stated that would be a detention, not 
retention. John Nowicki stated they have had detention ponds in this Town before and they're 
ugly as sin and never look good. He stated there will be weeds and it will be a trash collector. 

Mr. Iacovangelo stated that is one of the common parcels. John Nowicki stated the detention 
pond behind the bowling alley still collects garbage and trash. He stated there was one by K-Mart 
that was always a mess. He stated they never had anybody to clean them up. He questioned why 
do they need a detention pond. He asked why don't they put the storm sewer in there to it 
down to the creek. Larry Nissen stated they're trying to mitigate post developed flow rates off a 
site. 

John Nowicki stated he has several other problems because the scale of this is huge. He stated he 
has a real problem with the scale of that building. He stated he likes the two front buildings but 
the scale of the other one is too big and he does not like the detention pond at all. 

Mr. Iacovangelo stated the only thing he could say is that the pond is going to be in a common 
area. He stated it will still be maintained by them. John No\\ricki stated it is right up on Chili 
Avenue. He stated it ·will be an eyesore forever and ever. Mr. Iacovangelo stated they'll work on 
that. 

Ray Bleier stated he was curious about the Grovers since they will now be completely surrounded 
by commercial development. He asked is there any emotion on their part to try to sell their 
property to the plaza. Mr. Iacovangelo stated he has chatted with Mrs. Grover from time to time. 
He stated they plan on staying there until they leave this earth, and that is their home. Mr. 
Iacovangelo stated they moved out to Chili in the early 1950s from the 19th Ward area, and they 
plan on staying right there. 

Ray Bleier asked if the density of the site changes now that the scope of the field house is reduced 
in size. Mr. SzawranskY.j stated it is about a 2 percent difference now less than they're requesting. 
Mr. SzawranskY.j stated they would increase the green areas on the site and they have reduced the 
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size of the building. 

Ray Bleier asked if Pepsi is a parent company ofKFC. Mr. lacovangelo stated Pepsico still is the 
parent company but all they're doing is spinning it off into a different entity. Ray Bleier stated he 
heard they were trying to divest themselves. Mr. lacovangelo stated they are trying to clean up 
their balance sheet. Ray Bleier stated he heard Taco Bell is part of them. Mr. Iacovangelo stated 
they are; so is Pizza Hut. Ray Bleier stated they would make a lot of people happy if they could 
get a Taco Bell in Chili. 

Mr. Iacovangelo stated he has made a number of calls to Taco Bell. He stated in the 
categorization of sites, Chili Center is classified as a B location. He stated A locations are like 
Greece, Penfield, Henrietta, et cetera. He stated Taco Bell needs an A classification. Mr. 
lacovangelo stated he has talked to Boston Market. He stated they had a letter of intent with 
Boston Market at one time, but they were primarily concentrating on A locations, and as retail has 
changed, it's affected them. He stated they're concentrating on A markets and not B markets 
because they don't want to get in B markets that won't give them the kind of return they need. 

Ray Bleier asked have they tried to sell these two prospective tenants on using available space 
within the plaza now. Mr. Iacovangelo stated they don't want to go in line. He stated they tried 
to get Dunkin' Donuts in line because they don't have a pad site and they didn't want to go further 
west than the plaza. He stated where they used to go in line, they don't want to go in line. He 
stated with banks, for example like M & T, they will never get anybody to go in line like that 
again. Mr. Iacovangelo stated everybody wants freestanding buildings on pad sites. 

Ray Bleier asked is there any possibility ofM & T moving to the First Federal if Marine Midland 
ever gets going. Mr. Iacovangelo stated they're working on that. He stated they're in lease 
negotiations on that now. 

Mr. Iacovangelo stated with the closing of Big M, they haven't been able to get another grocer in 
there. He stated no one wants to compete with Wegmans. He stated the liquor store next to 
Wegmans has not made it. Larry Smith stated their prices were twice as much as Chili Liquor. 
Mr. lacovangelo stated the problem is the rent they have to pay; it is all driven by what their 
overhead is. 

Mr. Iacovangelo stated the difficulty they're having is like any other place, any other shopping 
mall of the neighborhood style, the retail is off: and they can see that even with their big spaces. 
He stated TJ Maxx is closing, Marshalls only has their Pittsford store left. Mr. lacovangelo stated 
he had tried on this parcel to get a larger box retailer, and it is just difficult. 

Ray Bleier stated he thinks it is time for the Big M sign to come down. Mr. Iacovangelo stated 
they're working on that. Ray Bleier stated he thought it is overdue. 

Larry Smith stated the Town is going through a dumpster inventory. He stated now they're 
starting to do a sign inventory. Larry Smith stated within the month or so the applicant would 

gotten a notice on it anyway. 

Mitch Rakus asked when are they going to start with the Marine Midland Bank. Mr. lacovangelo 
stated they had a meeting scheduled for Monday for pre-construction, final details and analysis. 
He stated they're hoping to start within a week or two. He stated one of the parties couldn't make 
it so they had to reschedule it. He stated they're hoping within the next couple of weeks. He 
stated the problem he has is their site contractor says that the amount of frost now in the parking 
lot will impact them going forward because recently without any snow cover or anything like that, 
frost has driven down 3 feet into the parking lot and they're concerned about opening it up. He 
stated they have to into the sewer lines and make some changes. 

John Cross asked will the building for Marine Midland change in any way with this merger 
with First Federal. Mr. Iacovangelo stated they will not He stated it \vill be the same size. 

John Hellaby stated he did not really have a problem \Vith the Valvoline and the Kentucky Fried 
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Chicken, but he thought the sports complex is just too overwhelming for that site. He stated the 
parking situation probably encompasses the whole plaza as they discussed once before, but he 
can't envision people parking clear across the plaza to walk over to that sports complex when 
people won't park four aisles away to go into M & T Savings Bank. He stated there are always 
four cars on that curb going into the bank. He stated theyre adding to a bad parking situation 
with the layout they have, and he would highly advise them to rethink the parking situation and 
try to scale the building down somehow. He stated he thought it is a bad situation trying to cram 
all that in that comer. 

Mr. Iacovangelo stated tl1e only difficulty is no matter where they put the parking, if they put it 
right in front of it, the first five slots, everybody wants to park there. He stated in front of the 
laundromat, people want to park there to carry their laundry in and then they want to leave the 
vehicle so when they have to load up they don't have to go get it and bring it back. He stated they 
have provided 96 parking spaces to accormnodate the requirements for that type of building, but a 
lot of the kids are dropped off at the practice and so forth, and there is not that much use of the 
parking as it is like at Davis Park where theyre watching games and so on. 

John Hellaby asked are there intentions to fom1 leagues. Mr. lacovangelo stated he thought 
will do that, too. John Hellaby stated the only thing that comes back to mind is the skating 
rink up in Scottsville where they have leagues and they bus kids in for tournaments and there are 
times there are 200 and 300 cars in that parking lot Mr. Iacovangelo stated he hasn't been out 
there that much. He stated he couldn't attest to that. John Hellaby stated he picks his son up 
from work out there every day and there are days it is mobbed. Mr. Iacovangelo stated it is 
it got built, it shows there is a tremendous need for these type of facilities. John Cross 
cormnented it was in financial trouble for years. 

Jolm CrosJ asked Mr. Norcross to come up to the podium and tell them a little bit about their 
market plan for the site. Mr. Norcross stated it has been a year and a half since he was before the 
Board. He stated he thought from a market standpoint, this location made a lot of sense, Chili, 
the Town of Chili. Mr. Norcross stated when he met with Mr. Iacovangelo, he was excited that 
they were able to stay in the same proximity as the first project. 

Mr. Norcross stated what is unique and different in what he finds appealing about this project is it 
is scaled down a lot from the previous project that they had. He stated the building is 14,000 
square foot smaller than the original building, so this building is quite a bit smaller than the 
original project, but the size of the building right now, it might be hard to make it smaller and still 
provide the same facilities that the two larger fields do for the older kids and the smaller one does 
for the younger kids. He stated it does house three fields in there. He stated they took out the 
3,000 square foot restaurant and the 3,000 square foot pro shop. He stated they took out the 
4,000 square foot game room, so it is scaled back considerably. 

Mr. Norcross stated the parking in front of the building and around to the side a bit for the 
handicapped they feel is adequate because there is a reduction in the number of fields. He stated 
they won't have as many kids there as to what the original prospect showed. John Cross asked 
would there be an entrance off of the plaza side of the parking lot area. Mr. Norcross stated 
theyre really not sure where the entrance would be. He stated they have a 40-foot green buffer 
all the way around the building that is actually 40 plus feet in some of the locations. 

Ray Bleier stated he thought if they have that entrance more towards the front, they will find 
some of these people will be parking in the KFC area as well as Valvoline. Mr. Norcross stated 
the building has been reduced down to fit all the regulations that they need for cormnon walk 
areas between the fields and that. He stated he was not really sure if they could reduce it a lot 
more than what it is unless they reduce the offering, too. He stated he thought the population 
base here warrants the number of fields they have in there and their studies and their hopes are 
that they will meet the needs of the people in Chili and the surrounding areas. 

Ray Bleier asked approximately how high is that building. Mr. Norcross stated he believes it is 12 
foot at the outside edges, 12 to 15 feet at the eaves and then whatever slope they would need to 
maintain for the rigidity of the building. John Cross asked do they have any further comment to 
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make about the height of the building. Mr. Iacovangelo stated he thought the height will not be 
any more than between 32 and 34 feet in the center. Mr. Norcross stated he did not even think it 
was that high. He stated he thought it would be 25 feet. 

John Limbeck asked will there be air handling equipment on top of the roof. Mr. Norcross stated 
no; everything would be inside as far as air handling. John Nmvicki asked if this would be a metal 
building. Mr. Norcross stated it would be metal. 

Mr. Norcross stated in his community there are three of these. He stated two of them have 
houses on both sides of them, and one of them is just being built right now. He stated it will open 
up the end of February, right in the middle of a residential area. He stated the one that has been 
operating for 15 years in the Syracuse area is right in the middle of a residential area and the third 
facility they really went outbound. He stated they're out in the middle of a farmer's field 
southwest of the Syracuse area. He stated two out of the three facilities are right in residential 
areas. 

John Nowicki stated he has some serious concerns over the vacancy rates. He referred to the 
Henrietta moratorium they're placing on retail space. He stated they have their own problems in 
Chili. He stated the plaza has vacancy problems and Wegmans has vacancy problems. He stated 
the store next door to K-Mart has been vacant for years. 

John Nowicki asked why did they leave the Case Hoyt site. Mr. Norcross stated they were ready 
to go in the fall of'95. He stated Bell Canada was the mortgagor, and what should have been a 
two to five-week process turned out to be an eight-month process which Case Hoyt resolved by 
remortgaging and taking Bell Canada out of the picture. He stated they moved on in the spring of 
'96 and literally days before the closing, his partner's wife was in an automobile/bicycle accident in 
Green Lakes State Park and she was killed, and he just had to pull out. 

Mr. Norcross stated this site and this plan are about half of the scope financially of the other 
project, and his plan is to do it through private funding totally. He stated there will be no 
mottgage on the building. 

John Nowicki stated his personal feeling is metal buildings belong in industrial parks. He stated 
they have industrial parks that are in the Town of Chili that he thought are appropriately located 
for a project like this, such as Rochester International Commerce Center on Paul Road. He stated 
there is also the property that Wegmans is trying to sell next to Blueberry Hill apartments. He 
stated he thought there are other parcels that would take the ofthis metal building a lot 
easier than jamming it into the Chili Center area. He stated he has problem with access around 
the building for emergency access, fire trucks or ambulan.ce. Mr. Norcross stated there is 40 foot 
access around the building. John Nowicki stated that is not paved access. He stated he was 
talking about big fire trucks and emergency vehicles that have get out of there. He stated the 
height of the building squares the living beck out ofbim. He stated the vacancy rate scares him 
that is going on in this County and the whole area. He. questioned if they didn1t make it, what 
\vould they do with a 58,000 square foot vacant building in Cl1ili Center. John Nowicki stated he 
thought the drainage is a real serious problem. 

John Limbeck asked do they have commitments for soccer teams right now. Mr. Norcross stated 
no, there hasn't been any commitments made. He stated but the experience and trend is, from a 
population standpoint, Monroe County within a 25-minute circle of this facility is almost double 
what a three-hour circle in the Syracuse area maintains. John Limbeck asked have they had any 
discussions with Chili Recreation or the Section 5 organization. Mr. Norcross stated he has had 
some casual conversation with folks, and it's a matter of what there is available right now, the 
gymnasium routine and that this is a class facility. He stated there is over 13,000 kids playing 
indoor soccer in the Onondaga County area between the three buildings, and the demand is over 
t\vice that in a 25-minute circle of the proposed building. He stated there is over 25,000 kids 
registered to play soccer in Monroe County. 

John Limbeck asked would they be seeking relief from the ten contiguous parking spaces along 
that strip there without some sort of a break. Mr. Iacovangelo stated they are at just sketch plan 
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now. John Limbeck asked how do the rest of the tenants feel about this. He asked "'ill this cause 
more hard feelings with putting another restaurant in there. He stated they have Monro who is 
doing oil changes and now they will be bringing in Valvoline to compete against them 

Mr. Iacovangelo stated Monro is in the under car business. He stated theyre doing oil v~""''"''"~ 
but Valvoline does strictly oil changes. John Limbeck stated they had problems with the two 
restaurants over there now that brought some bad publicity. He asked l\1r. Iacovangelo ifhe has 
talked vvith the other tenants. Mr. Iacovangelo stated he has not. He stated they can't sit do\VIl 
and try to get everyone's approval because theyre never going to do that when theyre running a 
commercial business. He stated he thought that the type of food KFC offers is quite 
distinct than everybody else's. He stated this is a mostly drive through, take home, fast food type 
of operation. 

Mr. Iacovangelo stated he doesn't think Valvoline will impact the Monro Muffler because 
Monro Muffler's predominant business is the under car care rather than oil change. 

Mr. Iacovangelo stated he m1derstands the concerns about the building size and what happens 
they don't succeed. He stated right now Ed Merante's group is getting ready to go to Italy for the 
Chili International Soccer Tournament. He stated they can't even get times at the one place over 
at Salmon Creek, at the Armory or at the Sports Garden. He stated the need is tremendous for 
these kinds of facilities, and there are just none right now are being proposed or presented. 

Mr. Iacovangelo stated he could understand tl1e concerns over the of it and everything 
He stated every time they open a business, somebody else will be concerned about it, whether it is 
in the plaza or across the street, so be hasn1t discussed it with the tenants. He stated he thought 
that these are distinctive uses. He stated unless this To'Wll gets some of these additional franchises 
in and starts showing some good numbers to the International Counsel of Shopping Centers, 
without those kind of demographics coming in from the Valvoline type store or KFC, theyll 
always continue to be viewed as a B market, and they will never get the other spaces filled up. 

Mr. Iacovangelo stated there are empty spaces in the plaza, but it is not for lack of trying on 
everyone's part. He stated the 35,000 square feet next to the K-Mart, that has been empty for a 
long time, but he did not even know what they have been trying to do other than trying to get 
another grocer in there. He stated his understanding is K-Mart will expand, that this is one of 
their better stores and they will finally consider in 1997 maybe expanding that whole store. 

Mr. Iacovangelo stated what happened at Wegmans demonstrates people are just going there 
right now because of the fact that that is destination shopping. He stated theyre going to 
Wegmans for Wegmans only. 

Mr. Iacovangelo stated they have attempted to fill out some of the plaza space even through the 
needs of their own community here, their own Town, their own library even on an interim basis 
and they can1t get them to consider taking up some of the empty spaces. He stated it is not for 
lack of trying theyre not filled and it is not for lack that people haven't tried putting in businesses 
or things like that. He stated he thought what has to happen is in concert developers and 
municipalities have to seek these companies to come in and then they have to support them. 

John Nowicki stated if they're talking about Valvoline and KFC, he did not have a problem with 
those types of businesses, but when they start to get vacant space like they have around these 
towns like at Westgate, at Westmar and the other areas of Chili, that has a psychological impact 
on the community. He stated it doesn1t look good and people don1t feel good. He stated that is 
what is happening to Henrietta. He stated for them to throw another 58,000 square feet in Chili 
Center and have it vacant two or three years down the road when there are other sites in the 
community that would lend itself better to this particular application, he just finds it difficult to 
accept it. He stated he thought the scale is not right. 

Mr. Norcross stated one of the problems 'vith the preexisting buildings are the support posts. He 
stated many of the existing facilities have flat roofs. He stated they don't get the open span for the 
fields. John Nowicki stated there are other sites in this Town that would accommodate that 
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building in an area that is not in the center of the community. He stated to him the use of that 
building is not proper for that site and the size of that building is not proper for that site. He 
stated he has a problem with that when he knows there are other sites in the community that 
would accept the metal building very nicely and would accommodate their needs. 

Mr. Norcross stated one of his largest expenses is trying to reduce the cost of the entire property. 
He stated the property over Case Hoyt was over $300,000. John No,vicki asked how many acres 
was that. Mr. Norcross stated that was 20 acres, which was handling the indoor and outdoor. He 
stated this proposal gave him an alternative where he didn't have to put up the purchase price of 
the property up front; it would be a rental basis. 

John N mvicki stated at this point in time he was not finding himself supporting this project. Mr. 
Iacovangelo asked if that comment was all encompassing. John Nowicki stated that is directed at 
the soccer building. Mr. Iacovangelo asked if the question is one of the lots and their putting a 
soccer building on it. John Nowicki stated that's correct. He stated it is too big, too awl-ward 
and presents too many problems for him. 

John Cross stated he would like to read some comments from the Drainage Committee. He 
stated the Drainage Committee has reviewed the submitted plans and while they recognize these 
are informal at this stage, there are many questions as to the size of the pond, the width, length 
and depth; impact on the storm sewer system; whether there would be a retention or detention 
pond; whether there will be a safety fence aroun.d the pond; wno will maintain the pond; how 
much water will it hold; are they designing the pond for a 25-, 50- or l 00-year storm. 

John Cross stated he would read the comments from the Conservation Board. John Cross stated 
the Conservation Board wanted complete landscaping plans; is concerned about the detention 
pond adjacent to Chili Avenue; and feels residential property should be properly screened. 

John Cross stated he agrees it is probably not the best location for the soccer facility, but for the 
interest of the community, the soccer teams, he would like to try to see them make it work. He 
stated his concern is that it would be a metal building. He stated he would really want to see 
architectural drawings of how this building will blend in, as best a metal building can, in the Chili 
Center community. He stated they already have made a similar decision a few years ago on the 
Ray Sands Glass facility, and they did a real nice job considering the type of facility that they are 
operating there, and they have it beautifully landscaped. John Cross stated he thought the height 
of the building is probably higher than what this might even be. 

John Cross stated he does appreciate the fact they have had meetings with the residential 
neighbors. He asked other than the concerns of screening, were there any major concerns about 
the type of facility. Mr. Iacovangelo stated they had no problem with the facility. He stated he 
thought that the comments were they wanted screening, a buffer between them. He stated the 
residents were concerned with regards to lights that might come off of the buildings. Mr. 
Iacovangelo stated they indicated that there wouldn't be any lights shining on their properties and 
that they would use emergency lights if they had to come out of the doors or anything like that. 
l\1r. Iacovangelo stated they talked about the air handlers. He stated the residents didn't want 
loud air handlers on the outside of the building for air exchange. He stated a lot of the things that 
the residents were concerned about could be resolved in the architectural process. Mr. 
lacovangelo stated the residents indicated that they would like to see the entrance on the building 
towards the parking lot. 

Mr. Iacovangelo stated the residents also indicated that they know that something is going to go 
there, that this would probably be a buffer between them and the plaza. He stated a couple 
comments were at least with this in place, it will cut off a lot of the kids that cut through the 
plaza, through their yards because right now it is wide open, and it has been a chronic problem 
with them for a long time. 

John Cross stated talking about air handling equipment and so forth, he believes it was indicated 
that there would be none on top of the building. Mr. Iacovangelo stated according to Mr. 
Norcross, it would be inside. Mr. Norcross stated it would be all internal. Mr. Iacovangelo 
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stated heat and everything would be inside the building. 

Keith O'Toole stated at some point as a condition of approval, there should be a common access 
and maintenance agreement. He stated he assumes their tenants will want that anyway but there 
should be a provision in the agreement that would allow the Town of Chili to sign off on any 
revisions to the agreements because they want to tie the whole site together. 

Larry Nissen stated he thought there is a possibility that a detention pond could be placed behind 
Valvoline, between Valvoline and the soccer building, and that might help the situation somewhat. 

Larry Nissen stated John Nmvicki brought up a good point about the parking, and he commented 
if spectators start arriving in buses, it doesn't appear at least at this point there is any place where 
buses could park. He stated parking to him is he thought one of the main concerns here. He 
stated if it does really take off and they generate a lot of spectators and participants, it doesn't 
look like that the area to the north is really wide enough to officially accommodate a couple more 
lanes of parking. He stated it is a tight squeeze. He stated where the parking is proposed at this 
point stretching out to the north, that green space to the west sho\W as a landscaped area, it 
doesn't look like it is wide enough to say put a couple more lanes of parking in that area. He 
stated it may fit, it may not. He stated it is a little tight. 

Larry Smith stated there are a lot of variances needed. He stated they have two landlocked 
parcels. He stated they need a lot coverage variance. He stated they need setback variances. 
coverage variances, et cetera. 

John Nowicki asked if the soccer facility would have to be a sprinklered building. Larry Smith 
stated yes, it will have to be sprinklered. 

John Cross asked Mr. Norcross if they have actually set do\W with a general contractor, a builder 
of this type of facility to talk about cost estimates. Mr. Norcross stated not for this specific 
building, but he sat do\Vn with a lot of them with the other building. He stated they had steel 
ordered for the building at Case Hoyt. He stated they were just waiting for the deal to go 
through. He stated this building would be smaller and doesn1t have the same amenities to it, so it 
should be considerably less expensive. 

John Cross asked if there was anyone in the audience from the direct neighborhood that would be 
directly affected by this project that is before them this evening. There was no response. John 
Cross stated they don't have to do any official action this evening, but it seemed to him like they 
have several varying degrees of thoughts on it. He stated he thought a lot of work needs to be 
done. 

John Nowicki asked the applicant if they want a polling of the Board. Mr. Iacovangelo stated he 
thought this was on the agenda for sketch plan approval. John Cross stated this was on as an 
informal presentation. 

Ray Bleier stated the nature of the use of that field is going to impact a lot of people there. He 
stated their not having any restaurant facility in there, is going to create sort of a business influx to 
the existing restaurants that are in that plaza, so he thought that is certainly a plus. 

Ray Bleier stated he is concerned about the drainage. He stated he is also concerned about what 
that building is going to look like. He stated if he could be satisfied on those two counts, he 
would probably generally go along with the concept. 

Mitch Rakus stated he feels pretty much the same. He stated he has talked to many people and 
they indicate Chili needs something like this in the community. He stated he agrees they have a 
parking problem, a bus parking problent He stated the building is kind of big for the area, and 
they have to address the drainage. He stated he was not opposed to a project going there, but it 
has to be handled properly. 

John Hellaby stated if he were to vote on it this evening, he would definitely vote no. He stated 
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he was concerned about the size of the project, and he added the architectural treatment \Vill have 
to be exceptional. He stated he didn't know how much they can do with a metal building. He 
stated it is just that it is so overcumbersome for that site and with the parking situation, they're 
just compounding a whole bunch of problems. He stated if they went back and rethought the 
layout and possibly came up with another concept, it might be okay. He stated he did not have a 
problem \vith the two front businesses, but the sports complex be has a real uneasy feeling about 
it. 

John Nowicki stated he was not in favor ofit. John Limbeck stated he was not in favor ofit. He 
stated there are an awful lot of concerns about it. 

John Cross stated there are probably better locations for it. He stated he didn't know that they 
could financially afford to buy land, though. He stated here they are talking about a land lease, so 
it would prevent them from having to spend a lot of money on raw land. 

John Nowicki stated when they look at this, they ought to look at the length of the lease and 
where the financing would come to pay for this thing before they come to vote on it. John Cross 
stated if this facility doesn1t make it, then they have a problem. Mr. Iacovangelo stated there is no 
question about that. 

Mr. Iacovangelo stated if this project were approved, he would not want it to be built with a 
mortgage. Mr. Iacovangelo stated Mr. Norcross has assured him he could obtain the investors to 
do that because the scope has been scaled down so much. 

Mr. Iacovangelo stated he thought this was put do\vn for sketch plan approval for a four-lot 
subdivision. John Cross stated it wasn't advertised like that. Mr. Iacovangelo stated the 
application was submitted back on January 3rd. John Cross stated the Board had it down as an 
informal discussion. John Nowicki stated without advertising that, there is not much they can do 
about it. 

John Cross stated he thought based on what everyone mentioned tonight, the applicant would 
probably not want to chance a vote anyway. John Cross stated it is something they'll have to 
work out with the Building Department. Mr. Iacovangelo stated he paid all the application fees 
and everything. John Cross stated Larry Smith would re\iew that tomorrow with the secretary. 
Larry Smith stated he would review that. 

John Cross recognized Jerry Brixner of 14 Hartom Road. He stated he wondered whether or not 
if they did have a project that was successful in the plaza, if that might draw other interests to the 
adjoining facilities. He stated maybe a sports complex might draw patrons to some of the 
restaurants and that sort of a thing. He suggested maybe at the next meeting they might have an 
easel to make it easier for the public to view the presentation. 

Mr. Brixner stated the Grovers were not present in the room, so anyone could say anything they 
might v.·ish to. He stated he thought should receive consideration because they still are Chili 
residents. 

Ray Bleier stated he wanted to find out if there was a possibility in light of the fact they're going 
to be surrounded by commercial development, if the Grovers, in tum, might wish to sell so that it 
would allow for perhaps a little better overall site plan for this area. 

Mr. Iacovangelo stated he has had numerous conversations with Mrs. Grover. He stated she is 
not prepared to sell. He stated she fully recognizes that she is surrounded by commercial 
development. He stated they have kno\vn that for years and they understand that. He stated they 
just want to be left alone on their property, and they just don't want any of their rights violated. 
He stated when they survey something, she just wants to make sure they leave her property alone. 
He stated the Grovers are going to enjoy their homestead for the remainder of their years, and 
Mrs. Grover is fully cognizant of the fact she is surrounded by commercial and she is fully 
cognizant the plaza mvners would like to buy her property, but that is not going to take place. He 
stated he didn't know why she wouldn1t come to a meeting or not 
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John Cross stated if the application proceeds and it comes back for a preliminary site plan or 
subdivision, it will be advertised in the paper and Mrs. Grover will be welcome to come and make 
comments. 

FOR DISCUSSION: 

L Don Avery, Avery Engineering - proposed driving range at 420 Ballantyne Road in AC. & 
FPO zone. 

Don Avery was present to represent the application along Rohn Wallace. He stated Rohn 
Wallace would be the person that would operate this facility. Mr. Avery stated it is the intent of 
the owner to develop 30 acres of this property to use as driving range golf pro shop. He stated he 
would have golf equipment and clothing for sales. He stated the hours of operation would be 8 
a.m to 11 p.m, Monday through Saturday, and 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. on Sunday. He stated this would 
operate during the months of May through October. He stated from November to April, the pro 
shop would be open from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m., averaging 6 days a week. 

Mr. Wallace stated he has been a golf professional for three previous to the last few. He 
stated he O\VllS his own business now. He stated be is a graduate of SUNY Brockport ~ith a 
degree in physical education and concentration in &-ports management. He stated he has been a 
resident of Chili for 20 years plus. He stated he has been past this piece of property countless 
times. He stated it is between Chili and Henrietta and just seems like an obvious location this 
type of venture. 

Mr. Wallace stated the piece of prope11y as it sits now and has sat for since God created it is 
pretty limited to its uses. He stated the proposed use would be a very viable option without really 
altering the land too much, but cleaning it up and beautif}'ing it as far as the landscaping and the 
overall aesthetic value of the property. He stated they have kind of been fortunate that the VFW 
kind of broke some ground for them and opened up some doors regarding building a facility in 
that area. 

Mr. Wallace stated what theyre looking at is roughly a 2,500 to 3,000 square foot pro shop. He 
stated it would be a split face block building. He stated it would house the merchandise which 
would be found in a full line pro shop. He stated this type of facility is predominantly on the east 
side of Rochester. He stated people flock to the east side to purchase this type of merchandise as 
well as to hit balls or practice their game. He stated he is proposing to keep some of that money 
in their Town instead of everybody just running to the east side. 

Mr. Wallac" stated as people come do\Vn Ballantyne Road, there is not a whole lot on that road 
that is attractive. Mr. Wallace stated they spoke with Mr. Gamble today and he is very much in 
favor of a project of this nature. Mr. Wallace stated as one enters Chili, this isn't going to just be 
a field to hit balls. He stated this is going to be a state of the art hitting facility, practice facility. 
He stated aesthetically there will be no comparison to any facility that they have ever seen. He 
stated he has been to play golf in 20 states. He stated he has been to different countries to play 
golf He stated he has still not seen a facility that is going to take into consideration all the criteria 
that he is going to enroll in this facility. 

Mr. Wallace stated he is trying to take into consideration some of the zoning and is trying to 
comply. He stated the parking lot has been moved l 00 feet off the road. He stated they have a 
benn out in front. 

Mr. Wallace stated it would be much more advantageous if everything was moved a little bit to 
the left so the parking lot would be kind of built arowid the shop. He stated they showed it the 
way they have on the plans because that seems to be the code. 

Mr. Avery stated theyll have to set the building up at 100-year flood elevation, which could be 6 
feet above the elevations there. He stated they want to build it so they can maybe have not so 
much space between the building. He stated they would have a berm that would protect the 
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parking. He stated the row of trees there, they would have to lose the first two trees at either side. 

Mr. Avery stated they decided it was better to bring the road in, have some parking on each side 
of the building, but what they want to do now is condense it closer, so they're closer to the 
building. He stated Mr. Wallace wants the parking behind as people go by. He stated they don't 
want to hide the view of the golf course. 

1\.fr Avery indicated on the plans where there would be a grass tee and a practice green. He 
stated on way back there would be a maintenance building, and there would be ponds. Mr. 
Wallace stated there is some wetness on the property. 

John Cross commented they're going to have floating golfballs. Mr. Wallace stated they're going 
to bring some fill in to raise some of the key areas, like the tee, the parking, areas like that, as well 
as putting in some ponds to help with the drainage. He stated he was not proposing any radical 
changes to the property, but what he is trying to do is bring something to this community which 
can definitely aesthetically enhance Chili and that road into Chili. 

Mr. Wallace stated golf is growing at an incredible pace. He stated a survey was done that 
indicates that one golf course a day for the nex1 ten years would have to be built to accommodate 
the number of players taking up the game, an average of 2 million a year. He stated and with 
Rochestds commitment to golf which is evident by Oak I-fill's excellence and their availability to 
attract next year the U.S. Amateur; and 2002, the PGA; and by 2010, trying to have the Ryder 
Cup back again is just proof that their community can support a venture like this. 

John Nowicki asked the applicant where he was a pro. Mr. Wallace stated he was at Chili for two 

years and Churchville for one year. 

John Nov.-icki asked what one of the pictures was supposed to represent. Mr. Wallace stated it 
indicated or depicted target greens. John Nowicki asked if the pictures are indicative of what the 
applicant hopes to have this land look like. Mr. Wallace stated exactly, with a little less contours. 
He stated it will be a little flatter than that. He stated the greens, target greens will not have just 
bicycle reflectors out there with people whacking balls out there. 

John Nowicki asked the applicant is he going to be the sole O\vner ofthis project. Mr. Wallace 
stated no, he is not. John Nowicki asked the applicant does he have backers. Mr. Wallace stated 
yes, he does. John Nowicki asked who are the backers. Bill Howard present in the audience, 
stated he is with Prudential King Arthur Real Estate and does have an interest in this. He stated 
he is helping fund it, back it. Mr. Howard stated Joe Fallone will probably be a partner, too. Mr. 
Howard stated Rohn is the pro, and would be running the facility, giving the lessons. John 
NO\.vicki asked would Mr. Wallace be working for Mr. Howard, or would he be an oVvner. Mr. 
Wallace stated he would have an interest, too. 

John Cross asked how much this would cost to build this. Mr. Howard stated it will cost $40 a 
square foot. John Nowicki asked if that was inch1ding landscaping, buildings and parking lots. 
Mr. Howard stated it would cost $40 a square foot for a total of $100, 000, not counting the land 
cost. 

John Nowicki asked what something on the drawing was supposed to represent. Mr. Wallace 
ex1Jlained where there would a sign, some landscaping around the pond and a backboarder. He 
stated there is going to be stone around the pond. He stated the flower boxes and beds will be 
built and landscaped with the same type of stone around as well as the sign. 

John Nowicki asked is the existing lane part of their parcel. Mr. Wallace stated it is. John 
NO\vick:i asked does the parcel go over to the left. Mr. Howard stated it is 120 acres. John 
Nowicki commented so they have plenty ofland to work with so they don't have to jam anything 
in there. He stated they have plenty of room to move the building around. Mr. Howard stated 
they have a total of 120 acres there. 
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John Novvicki asked the applicant if they're aware of the requirement for the elevation of the 
buildings, the septic systems and all that. Mr. Wallace stated they are. 

Mr. Wallace stated ill researchiug this project, they found out some potential owners stripped the 
topsoil off the property and then the deal fell through. Mr. Howard stated that happened 15, 16 
years ago. He stated they were told it was for a racetrack. John Hellaby stated someone did strip 
the top soil out of Amateur Sports Park to fill the War Memorial several times when there were 
truck races, but it was always brought back when that was done. He stated he did not think the 
property was stripped. 

Mr. Howard stated they have done the perks. Mr. Avery stated they have done some perks. 

John Hellaby stated his only big concern is who is backing this thing. He stated he does not want 
another one of these Amateur Sports Park situations down there. He stated he vvill be watching 
this like a hawk. Mr. Howard stated Amateur Sports Park is for 

Mr. Wallace stated this is more for him than a busiuess venture; this is a passion. He stated this is 
something that he was ready to dedicate his livelihood to. He stated he could assure the Board 
that this will be maintained. 

John Novvicki stated he was not a supporter of the VFW's application. He stated be vvill have to 
wait and see if he is proven vvrong on that. 

John Hellaby asked would the greens survive being under water for numerous weeks at a time, 
because they vvill be flooded down there. Mr. Wallace stated that grass is pretty resilient. Mr. 
Howard stated they're hoping to have a fill permit to be able to fill that. John Hellaby asked if 
they want to elevate the green areas above flood plaiu areas. Mr. Howard stated absolutely. John 
Nowicki asked why don't they use on-site material. He commented they're proposing to put a big 
pond in. John Nowicki stated they're going to do some shaping of this land area. He stated right 
now the property is flat and ugly. He stated they should creative in creating the ponds to get 
his iuterest. 

Mr. Avery indicated on the plans where the old house used to be. He indicated where there is 
kind of a nice little knoll that they don't want to take away either. He stated there are some nice 
trees there. Mr. Howard stated they're hoping to bring fill in. 

Mr. Wallace stated there vvill be fow1taius in the back pond. He stated he would like reflective 
lighting on that all night along. He stated they would like to hide the parking with a berm that is 
not too high so they will still be able to see the aesthetic changes of the land. 

Larry Smith questioned where are they gettiug the 100 foot figure from. Mr. Avery stated the 
Town wants a 100 foot setback Larry Smith stated it is a 75 foot setback He stated no matter 
where they put the parking, if it is in the front, they need a variance. 

Mr. Avery stated 100 feet back they start the parking. He stated they would like to know what 
the Board feels about that. John Cross stated his first thought would be regardiug the size of the 
clubhouse. He stated if they're business is very successful, and they want to expand in three or 
five years, he questioned how that is going to affect the whole layout of the present site and 
parking. Mr. Avery stated if they ex'}land, they would probably expand the building out to the 
side of it. 

Mr. Wallace stated this industry vvill not stay static, but there are only so many sets of clubs and 
so many golf balls that can be sold. He stated what they're dealing with now is going to be the 
same as ten years from now. He stated the clubs vvill change, but the number of sets of clubs on 
the market or shoes, they just replace each otber. He stated as far as expandiug, the facility is 
going to be the same. He stated it is going to be the same IO, 15, 20 years from now. He stated 
using Big Oak or Chili Country Club as examples of pro shops, they may change their displays 
and they may change what the inside looks like, but the equipment is going to remain pretty 
consistent. 
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John Cross stated that would be his only concern, is if they had future plans to make room for 
additions. John Nowicki asked would their grass tee area be elevated. Mr. Wallace stated it 
would. He stated 90 percent of the project is going to be grass tee. He stated theyre not going 
to be stations. John Nowicki asked why are they doing that. Mr. Wallace stated for asthetic 
value, and people prefer to practice on the surface that they play on. He stated also the mats are 
very unhealthy for people's wrists and tendons, as well as clubs. He stated mats bend their clubs. 
He stated that is why this the would be so large, so it can be moved back and reseeded throughout 
the year. Mr. Wallace stated the only place one can find a grass tee now is out in Webster right, 
and that is quite a drive. 

Larry Smith asked will they have a snack bar. Mr. Wallace stated theyll operate with vending 
machines and bottled water. He stated it's going to be more of a steady business, people will be in 
and out. He stated they depict 50 parking spots and 50 hitting areas. 

John Cross asked how high a berm are they talking about. Mr. Wallace stated he thought theyre 
looking at around 3 or 4 feet. Mr. Avery stated it will block view of the cars. 

John Cross stated he did not have any problem with it. John Nowicki asked are they looking to 
subdivide this piece. Mr. Howard stated not at this time. Mr. Wallace stated their only immediate 
neighbor is Jim Gamble and they met no resistance from him 

Mr. Wallace stated they would like to apply for a fill permit because time is of the essence and 
they have a lot of work to do if they \vould like to get it graded and plant it before they lose too 
much of the summer. 

John Cross asked Larry Smith if they have to have preliminary approval to have a fill permit or 
could they go ahead without it. Larry Smith stated they could come in and fill out a fill permit. 

Charles Robinson stated the Conservation Board was concerned about the pesticides runoff into 
Black Creek and the adjacent wetlands. Mr. Wallace stated there not only pesticides but 
fertilizers that are non-toxic and totally comply \vith health concerns. He stated as far as wetlands 
are concerned, the majority of courses are built on wetlands because there are few uses for 
wetland areas. 

Charles Robinson asked would they have the grass taken care of professionally. Mr. Wallace 
stated they would. He stated the treatments would all comply totally with environmental issnes. 

John Cross stated the applicant is going to have present a whole set oflandscaping plans to the 
Conservation Board, as well as a list of the fertilizers and pesticides that will be used. Mr. 
Wallace stated that would be fine. 

John Nowicki asked are they proposing a metal building. Mr. Wallace stated it will be a split face 
block with like a siding. 

Mitch Rakus stated he is concerned about the septic tank, too. 

The meeting ended at 10: 10 p.m. 
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CH1LI PLANNING BOARD 
March 11. I 

at the Chili T mvn HalL A meeting of the Chili Planning Board was 
Chili Avenue, Rochester, New York p.m. meeting was called to by 
Chairperson John Cross. 

PRESENT: Ray Bleier, Mitch Rakus, John John 
Dalio Marchioni, John Hellaby and Chairperson John 

ALSO PRESENT: Keith O'Too1e. Assistant Counsel for 
inspector: Larry Nissen, Town .__,.,,,,, ..... , 
Board member. 

Smith, Building 
Robinson. 

Chairperson Jolm Cross declared this to be a constituted meeting Chili 
Board. He explained the meeting's procedures and introduced the Board and front table. He 
announced the fire safety exits. 

John Cross stated the Board bad a agenda because learned one of their recent 
applicants failed to act on a conditional use permit for their application, so the Board 
address an old business item first, which is the application VFW Post 412 in care 
Dachille. 

OLD BUSINESS: 

1. Application of VFW Post 12, c/o Lany DachiUe, 447 Ballantyne Road, Scottsville, New 
York 14546 for conditional use permit to erect a recreational building with ball fields at 
property located at 360 Ballantyne Road in AC., FPO, FW zone. 

5 

John Cross stated the item tabled was the bingo provision original use permit he 
had a letter from the Commander stating that they do not at this time plan to have bingo 
operations at the VFW Post at all and do not feel the1~ll have any at any time in the foture at this 
point 

Charlie Pallela was present to represent the application. John Cross when they did their 
John Cross stated he application for final approval of site plan, they discussed 

recalled their intention is not to build ball fields in the near He asked is that 
Mr. Pallela stated actually theyre focusing on the building and site at present 
stated ball fields are in the plan somewhere down the road. He stated the Chili are 
discussing in the foture of possibly financing the first one they put in, but now they're 
tiying to get the building up. 

John Cross asked Lany Smith if the conditional use pennit is for the actual recreation building 
also. Lany Smith stated the whole site as approved by the Planning Board. 

John Nowicki asked what is the reason for the conditional use. Lany Smith stated it's a 
conditional use for that use in that zone and it was something that was tabled until they heard 
about the bingo, and it was never reheard at the last meeting because they didn't bring it up. John 
Nowicki asked will this conditional use be like a typical one in the past where they set a time limit 
and b1ing them in on a reviewed basis. Larry Smith stated the Board could if it likes. 

John Cross asked how the Board about conditions. Ray Bleier stated the initial conditions on 
the site plan approval should noted as pait of this conditional use approval. He stated as far as 
time frame, he didn't know if be wanted to get up in that or not. He stated he had no 
preference at all. 

Mitch Raklls stated tlu:ee years would be fine with him John Hellaby two or 
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would be fine with him. John No\\iicl<l stated two or three years would be fine. John Limbeck 
stated that would be fine with him. Dario Marchioni stated three years would be fine with him. 
John Cross stated he thought he would feel more comfortable for the first time to do it for two 
years. He stated that way they can see what progress has been made, so he would suggest two 

years. 

John Limbeck made a motion to approve it for two years. Mitch Rakus seconded the motion. 

Keith O'Toole stated SEQRhas already been done. 

DECISION: Unanimously approved by a vote of7 yes with the following conditions: 

L Approved for a period of two years. 

2. Applicant to adhere to all prior conditions placed on final site plan 
approval. 

PUBLIC HEARINGS: 

1. Application of Forest Creek Equity, O\Wer; 3240 Chili Avenue, Rochester, New York 14624 
for final subdivision approval of 48 lots to be known as Wellington Section 7 at property 
located at 1 Dover Court in R-1-15 zone. 

Don A very was present to represent the application. Larry Nissen stated there are a number of 
engineering features he would generally check on in his review and that information wasn't 
available. He stated all the other issues that may be outstanding of course they could address at 
this time. 

Ray Bleier stated the way he feels is this is final. He stated this is not a preliminary, so ifthere is a 
lack of engineering information, he thought this application will end up being tabled anyway. 

John Cross asked the applicant if they brought any additional infommtion. Mr. Avery stated he 
wanted to take a few minutes to go through this. He stated they had preliminary on one section. 
He stated what the owner wants to do is file the entire subdivision, realizing there are some details 
that they will be providing. 

Mr. A very stated another thing that was different from the preliminary is that they have eliminated 
in one section the common areas. He stated most of the common area was involved in the 
drainage area. He stated they had 47 lots. He stated now they will have 45 lots, two less lots. 

Mr. Avery stated what they would like to do is build this in phases. He stated Phase A which 
would be 15 lots. He stated the nex1 phase would be 19 lots and the last phase would be 11 lots, 
making a total of 45 lots. 

Mr. Avery stated they have checked their street names out. He stated they have to have new 
names according to 911. He stated when these names were first chosen, they were okay but now 
somebody else has taken them 

Mr. Avery stated their sanitary all goes down to Paul Road. He stated all the drainage from the 
first section is already calculated and goes to the pond in Paul Road. He stated this section goes 
to an l 8~inch pipe and they have detention in the back of the lots. He stated the water main \\ill 
be looped up and ·will connect onto Toni Terrace. He stated that is the only connection theyll 
make besides what RG&E will do. 

Mr. Avery stated this project was originally approved by the Planning Board when they had it a 
number of years ago. Mr. Avery stated he had a map which is filed in the Monroe CoUllty Clerk's 
Office, but they changed the layout on the lots since then. He stated they are larger than what 
they had before. He stated this has been filed as lots since 1987 and they have been paying taxes 
for the tax account numbers for the lots. 

&/ 
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Mr. Avery stated they had a drainage report at that time that they have to revise. He stated they 
had a drainage report that showed the area which they would have their detention in and it would 
go to the existing 18-inch pipe. 

John Cross stated the Board had a lot of concem about the lack of details that they need to have 
for a final approval. John Cross stated his recommendation would be that the applicant's engineer 
and Larry Nissen talk about what they need to move on this in the future. He stated the applicant 
should address Larry Nissen's comments. 

John Cross asked if the applicant received a copy of the letter from the Drainage Committee. Mr. 
Avery stated they did not. John Cross stated he could provide the applicant with that. He stated 
there was some concern about the drainage ou the lots adjacent to Red Bud Road, the existing 
lots. 

John Nowicki questioned where the pond is indicated on the plans, where is the outline of it 
and what does it do. Mr. Avery stated it is not a detention pond. He stated it is a detention area. 
He stated they intend it to be an overflow area. He stated they want to leave the trees in the area. 

John Nowicki asked who will it overflow on. Mr. Avery stated right now there is an 18-inch pipe 
and it overflows in that area. He stated it does not overflow into the lots. He indicated on the 
plans where they would have their detention area. John Nowicki asked \Vill the detention area be a 
specific area where the water will come up to. 

Mr. Avery stated there are two streams. He stated one comes from the south and comes into the 
18-inch pipe. He stated the other one comes from the north. He stated, in fact, they even drain 
some of the lots up in another section. John Nowicki asked what is the size of the storm theyre 
designing it for. Mr. Avery stated probably a 25-year storm. He stated mostly they design their 
:.)'stems for ten years for pipes and then they design their ponds usually to 25-year storms. He 
stated they also show what the effect is at 50. 

John NO'\vicki stated he would have trouble with that one. Mr. Avery stated the intent was to not 
have ponds like they did in the other sections because they would lose so many trees. John Cross 
stated there are a lot of nice trees back there, but he questioned is that going to assist the residents 
on Red Bud Road in any way. Mr. Avery stated it will. He stated there would be a catch basin 
that would take some of the drainage for those lots up there. He indicated where there is a low 
area. He indicated where the pipe would take it down to another area. He stated there are two 
pipes that would take everything on the north side of the road dmvn to the pond. He stated those 
have been calculated. He indicated where the existing drainage is. 

John Cross stated Larry Nissen has indicated a number of things that are needed such as utilities 
that are not labeled, contouring not being indicated on tbe grading plan, the drainage report 
has not been submitted. He stated there are just too many things that need to be buttoned up with 
Larry Nissen. He suggested the applicant's engineer give him a call. Mr. Avery stated he would 
do that. 

John Cross asked Larry Smith to make sure Mr. Avery received the comments that were made by 
the Drainage Committee. Larry Smith stated he would do that. Larry Smith stated he thought it 
is really important that the contours off this site are shown, especially along Red Bud. He stated 
there are only a couple scratches on the drawing. He stated they need to see more detail along 
that road, in the backyards. He stated they are having trouble there. Mr. Avery asked are they 
having trouble up on Toni Terrace. Larry Smith stated he thought they should go out and talk to 
the people along there. 

John Crose stated the Conservation Board bas indicated tbat a street planting plan must be 
submitted to them for their approval. 

John Limbeck stated made a motion to table the application, and Mitch Rakus seconded the 
motion. 
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Larry Smith stated seven years ago there were problems on Red Bud, and if he remembered 
correctly, they were talking about putting a pond back there. John Nmvicki stated they'll have to 
pull the notes out on that area. 

John Cross asked if there was anyone in the audience who wanted to make a comment on this 
application. 

CO:MMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE: 

Nick Barbata - 109 Hillary Drive 
He stated he wanted to make sure between the Building Inspector and the Town Engineer, that 
they do not use the backyards as a drainage swale because that's going to stay wet as it is right 
now. He stated he would like to see that if at all possible, either a concrete swale or that area be 
piped so that the backyards will be dry. He stated it is over ten years that those people have had 
wet backyards along there. 

William Wilcox - Stuart Road 
He stated he was down there today aud in back of the second house on Red Bud, there is a pond 
today. He stated the land where that road comes out onto Red Bud, that land is five foot higher 
than the other part. He stated the water was running down the gutter into the catch basin, down 
that short stub into the catch basin running about 5 gallons a minute. 

Mr. Wilcox stated in back of the second house from the street, there was a pond in the woods. 
He stated with the water staying in there, it will kill all the old trees right off 

Bill Wilcox stated pointed out a problem 011 the map. He stated Mr. Buttarazzi never owned the 
property that is listed as his. John Cross stated Mr. Wilcox is a member of the Town's Drainage 
Committee. 

Beverly Griebel - 9 Springflower Drive 
She stated she used to live at 31 Red Bud. She stated the property, the pond Mr. Wilcox was 
speaking off is outside Wellington. She stated that 18-inch pipe is between Numbers 27 and 29, 
and that used to be at capacity with not very big rain storms. She stated it would flood and it 
vvould flood the backyards many, many times over there. 

She stated the plans originally were for a detention pond at Number 27 and northward for a 
couple of houses. She stated then it suddenly changed to a retention pond and became bigger at 
one meeting. She stated she had asked about that in the past and they said it had not changed. 
She stated it did change :from a detintion to a retention pond and now they're not putting in 
anything. She stated that has her perplexed. 

John Cross stated that is why the Board is going to need the Town Engineer to have some good 
information. Beverly Griebel stated former neighbors are asking her questions and now they 
realize the situation she was talking about at every meeting where this development came up. 

Larry Nissen stated when this comes back, he would like to see a topo around the perimeter of 
this entire section so that they can ensure that they're not backing any water up on adjacent 
properties from lower areas. Larry Smith stated he thought there is a requirement in their code 
that it be shown for 100 feet beyond the boundary of the property. 

DECISION: Unanimously tabled until the April 8, 1997 meeting by a vote of 7 yes to table for 
resubmission of a more complete plan to include the follmving: 

1. Label proposed utilities. 

2. Indicate proposed contours on grading plan. 

3. Submit a drainage report. 
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4. Review Drainage Committee comments dated 3/11/97. 

5. Submit a street tree plan to the Conservation Board for final approval. 

2. Application of Sprint Spectrum, L.P., 2165 Biighton Henrietta TL Road, Rochester. New 
York 14623, property owner: Tesch Trust; for conditional use permit to erect a 150' high 
cellular tower at property located at 918 Chili Scottsville Road in AC. zone. 

3. Application of Sprint Spectrum, L.P., 2165 Brighton Henrietta TL Road, Rochester, New 
York 14623, property owner: Tesch Trust; for preliminary plan approval to erect a 150' 
high cellular tower at property located at 918 Chili Scottsville Road iI1 AC. zone. 

Adam Leyens was present to represent the applications. He introduced Dave Olek, who is an 
engineering and radio frequency consultant for Sprint. He introduced Jim Sprague from Erdman 
& Anthony who was present to talk about site plan issues. 

Mr. Leyens apologized it took a while to get the new infonuation to the Board. He stated one of 
the jobs they were asked to do between this month and last month was to make revisions and to 
try to work with the neighbors. 

Mr. Leyens stated Frank Sciremammano was also present to represent the application. Mr. 
Leyens stated Mr. Sciremammano needed to see the site plans to get to the Board the review it 
wanted on the envirollIUent issues. 

John Cross asked Mr. Leyens to review the site plan, the original site of the tower location and 
what their proposal is tonight. Mr. Leyens stated essentially they looked at various alternative 
areas. He stated at the alternative site, the tower height went up significantly. He stated they 
tried to find a suitable location. He stated originally it was almost at the top of the hill, being a 
150-foot monopole tower. Mr. Leyens stated originally their concern was if they move do\Vl1 
toward the interstate, which is what the Board and several residents requested, they believed it 
would go up in height. 

Mr. Leyens stated when the plans came out, he spoke to Sprint, and it turns out they're going to 
compromise their coverage and they will be able to contmue to have a 150-foot pole at the 
bottom of the hill where the Board had requested them to go. He stated that is good for several 
reasons. He stated one reason is at that height, they could use a monopole design, which is a more 
sleeker design that can be used for collocation. He stated it does do what the Board and 
neighbors were asking; it will hide it somewhat behind the hill with the compromised the 20 feet 
of coverage there. 

John Cross asked if the owner of the property has agreed to all of this. Mr. Leyens stated yes, he 
has. John Cross stated the Board would have to take a little time to read the infonuation 
presented. He stated the infonuation was just provided this evening. 

Ray Bleier stated he is glad to see that it has been relocated to a more favorable position. Ray 
Bleier stated it seems like most of the tower heights they're seeing are in increments of25 feet. 
He asked is there something magic about feet. Mr. Leyens stated he has seen them at all 
heights. 

Mr. Olek stated there is nothing magical about the 25 foot increments. He stated they generally 
try to keep the sites as low as possible. He stated it just turns out for this particular type of cell 
they're constructing, 150 is a typical number that the system was designed to because it gives 
them an area of coverage that basically fills one of their suburban cells. He stated they have 
suburban cells that in one area only have to be 75 80 feet and/or 105 feet, so it is really all 
over the scale. He stated it may just be a matter of coincidence in terms of the numbers here. He 
stated the lowest that he knows of is 85 feet. He stated the tallest he knows of is feet 

Mitch Rakus stated he is glad they moved it around and put it m a more favorable location. Mitch 
Rakus asked have they addressed safety. He stated by "safety," he meant when a person is driving 
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along, what safety features do they have so that they don't have accidents on the highway. He 
stated the reason he is asking that is he had two close calls. He stated he was driving along and 
all of a sudden he had to avoid an accident because a person was talking on the phone. He stated 
he doesn't see any New York State laws or any laws by the FCC or anybody that addresses safety. 
He related another similar incident he was involved in. Mitch Rakus stated he knew there were 
some Assembly people that wanted to put some laws into effect concerning this situation. He 
stated he would like to see some safety rules or laws so that when somebody is driving along and 
wants to use the phone, they have to pull off to the side of the highway and not endanger the rest 
of the public. 

John Cross recommended Mitch Rakus bring that to the attention of his Legislator. He stated the 
applicant will not be concerned about that so much as the Legislator. John Nowicki stated they 
already have legislation working on that. 

John Hellaby asked if the applicant could walk the Board through all information it received this 
evening. 

John Cross stated from what he calculates of the movement of the site from the original location 
to its present site, it's lowered by about 60 feet down th.e hill. Mr. Olek stated it is lowered a 
great deal. John Cross commented but the height of the tower is still going to be the original 
height. Mr. Leyens stated that's correct. 

John Nmvicki stated he had sufficient information, sufficient data in front of him He stated they 
have been working on this a long time. He stated he was ready to get into conditions on the 
applications. 

John Limbeck stated the information received was not timely but was very thorough. He stated it 
answers most ofhis questions. John Limbeck stated the second-to-last page on the faxed 
document talks about removal upon abandonment. He asked Keith O'Toole if he was happy with 
the 180 consecutive days and the way it was worded. Keith O'Toole stated that was his own 
language. Keith O'Toole stated the second half of the findings and conditions he drafted for the 
Board's approval. 

Lat1)' Nissen stated this site will need a New York State D.O.T. permit for curb cut. He stated 
the Board may want to make that a contingency of approval. He stated other than that, the 
revisions to the site are fairly minor. He stated he would want to see proposed contours shown 
on the plan. He stated he will the want to see how the existing contours will be modified for the 
sections of the roadway. Larry Nissen stated he would want engineer's approval on the final 
approval. 

John Cross stated there is an existing dirt road that comes off the Old Chili Scottsville Road onto 
this property. He asked if anyone knew if that was an approved road cut. Mr. Leyens stated he 
did not know. He stated if it isn't, they would go to the D.O.T Larry Nissen stated that can take 
a while, like from 30 to 60 days. Mr. Olek stated when they need to do curb cuts, they build 
something to go over the curb and they do the cut when they the permit. He stated they don't 
do the cut until they get the permit. 

Charles Robinson stated the Conservation Board didn't make a decision because they were not 
able to see any plans at all, so before any final decision is made, they would like an opportunity to 
look at what is going to be proposed. 

John Cross stated he noted in the attorneys submission if they do vote on this in the affirmative 
tonight, there are a number of conditions that should be imposed, and some of them would deal 
\\1th the landscaping. He stated it is only fair when they get to the landscaping, the Conservation 
Board does like to review the applicant's plan and have something presented to them for their 
revie\v. Mr. Leyens stated that was not a problem. 

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE: 
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Dan Wopperer - 551 Morgan Road 
He stated there has been some very good cooperation instead of confrontation going on. Dr. 
Wopperer stated since the original discussion, the neighbors have worked to come up with a 
decent solution. He stated theyre closer to the win/win situation they looked for. He stated the 
location they have now is more acceptable to the neighborhood, the neighbors along Scottsville 
Chili Road. 

Dr. Wopperer stated the new position of the tower is fiuther away from the rear view of his house 
and his property. Dr. Wopperer stated the new position was chosen by a Joe Montagna, the site 
planner; Adam Leyens; and a group of the neighbors, several who were present in the audience. 
He stated they went out on Tesch's property and looked at specific locations. He stated this isn't 
the best location. He stated the best location would be nowhere near their properties. He stated 
the best location they had decided upon was actually closer to the interstate on Art Bum's 
property, but the tower height would have still been even higher. 

Dr. Wopperer stated so the present location that they see on the map is the one that they had all 
agreed upon that day, so he thought \vith some modifications, tl1eyre in good shape. Dr. 
Wopperer stated he could not speak for all of his neighbors, but he was hoping because he is still 
going to see this tower from numerous positions on Iris property, that there be some landscaping 
improvements, maybe a few trees to form a natural screen so does not have to look at the top 
of this tower out Iris kitchen \\i.ndow or by his side terrace. 

John Cross thanked the residents for cooperating with the Sprint people. He stated knew 
when they first started, it was very upsetting to everybody. He stated this is their first application 
for a tower, and so it was new to all of them. He stated he could understand and appreciate the 
neighbors concerns, but he thought they have come a long way. He stated they could work 
together with Sprint on the landscaping concerns. 

Dr. Wopperer stated there are specific tree species that would be reasonable in that area. He 
stated these are trees that would reach mature heights of about 100 feet. He stated judging from 
the angles where he would be seeing the top of the tower, such trees within a few years should 
shield that view. He stated he thought they can work that out also. 

Kyle Phillips - 385 Morgan Road 
He stated after going to the site with the Sprint company and Dr. Wopperer and some other 
neighbors, he decided he is more sympathetic with the Wopperer family. He stated the tower is 
far enough away from him, so he is going to back out of the situation and accept it. 

Mr. Phillips asked if he could get a copy of the FCC law that states these things have to go in. Mr. 
Leyens provided lrim with that. 

Kathleen Setzer - 5 Sunset Hill 
She asked if the Board was just limiting the comments to this particular site or all of the sites that 
are listed to be discussed tonight for Sprint. John Cross stated the only other one they have is 
Golden Road. He stated they would deal with that after they finish the Tesch site. 

Dr. Sciremammano apologized for the late submission of Iris report. He stated the site plan was 
dated the 10th, and they turned it around as quickly as they could. 

Dr. Sciremammauo stated he has documented the environmental assessment, where he tried to 
bring together the environmental issues as it concerns cell towers and PCS towers. He stated 
what it really boils down to are two primary issues that surface many times. He stated one issue is 
the potential impact on the community character, as well as property values. He stated those are 
really intertwined. Dr. Sciremammano stated the second issue is visual impacts, which is also 
intertwined with the first issue, but he tried to separate it out. He stated he tried to rely on the 
SEQR documentation to define some of these things. 

Dr. Sciremammano stated community character is kind of nebulous, but SEQR gives them some 
guidance on that. Dr. Sciremammano stated basically it talks about community character in 
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terms of major land use patterns, as well as things like historic structures and architectural 
elements that are common to an area. He stated a significant impact is a major modification to 
one of those. Dr. Sciremammano stated when one looks at the subject area, and in particular this 
site1s relation to the Thruway, one notices it is a rural residential area with houses along the road 
frontage and is basically open fields otherwise. He stated in terms of that general land use pattern, 
the presence of the tower is not going to affect that He stated there won't be any major shifts in 
terms ofland use patterns due to that. 

Dr. Sciremammano stated in addition, in terms of the tower being out of character with the area, 
they have to look a little wider, but the presence oftl1e Thruway, the presence of the radio 
broadcast towers to the north as well as the power lines and the large steel towers that go along 
with them just to the north indicate that that particular structure is not completely out of character 
with the vicinity. 

Dr. Sciremammano stated in addition, terms of the primary impact in terms of people seeing it, 
the large number of people would be from the Thruway. He stated if anyone hasn't been on the 
'Thruway recently, they \\ill be surprised to see a lot of cell towers up and down the lbruway. He 
stated this is now a common scene along the TI1ruway. 

Dr. Sciremammano stated a related concern that was brought up is property values. He stated 
that is always brought up. He stated one of the things he wanted to point out is SEQR is very 
explicit. He stated the handbook has a very explicit discussion on page 44 that a determination of 
significance in terms of environmental impact cannot consider property values. He stated they 
don't consider that an environmental impact. Dr. Sciremammano stated that doesn't mean they 
don't want to address it, and he did address it. 

Dr. Sciremammano stated there was report submitted by Wicker Associates where they did the 
best quantitative analysis they can do, which is to compare sites near towers and away from 
towers. He stated the report basically shows they cannot see a measurable effect in terms of 
property values. He stated there is also no measurable effect in terms of development of vacant 
land. He stated this is not a new result. He stated he reviewed reports from all over New York 
State, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and time there is comparative analysis done, the same 
conclusion is made; they cannot see a change in property value. He stated Mr. Wicker addressed 
that the last time they were here. 

Dr. Sciremammano stated on the basis ofbot.h of those items, his judgment is that there would not 
be a significant impact in terms of community character. He stated the community is basically 
going to say the same. He stated it \vill have the additional element, but it \vill not change the 
major land use plans. He stated they won't have major shopping centers or industrial development 
all of a sudden because of the tower. 

Dr. Sciremammano stated the first thing to note is visual impact is somewhat subjective. He 
stated it is in the eye of the beholder. He stated there are a couple things they can look for. He 
stated SEQR talks about visual impact in terms of designated scenic view points or designated 
vistas, things like national parks, historic structure, things that have been previously designated of 
significance in terms of their and then it looks in terms of changes to those. He stated they 
can also look to scale. He stated they have to ask does this structure dominate the landscape, is 
this the first thing the landscape that dominates and holds one's eye. He stated they have to ask 
does it contrast with everybody around it. 

Dr. Sciremammano stated as they get up close to the tower in that setting, it does contrast and it 
does dominate. He stated however as one steps back from it, it does not dominate. He stated 
one of the primary mitigation measures for this is to set the towers back from the road and 
residences. He stated this particular location it is set back approximately 800 feet from a 
residence, 750 feet from the Thruway right-of-way and 800 feet from the road frontage. He 
stated at that kind of scale, theyre still going to see it. He stated that is unavoidable, but the 
impact he did not believe can classified as large or significant. 

Dr. Sciremammano stated, in fact, in general what happens with the cell sites is there is an 
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tmavoidablf\ non-mitigatable visual impact and the question is whether it is significant or not Dr. 
Sciremammano stated in this case he would not judge it as significant, but that is the Board's 
judgment to make. 

Dr. Sciremammano stated the reduction in grade is in excess of 50 feet He stated he thought that 
the coverage is probably still minimally acceptable because it is closer to the Thruway, and that is 
always a target for them 

Jolm Cross asked if copies of the SEQR negative declaration that was provided to them have been 
forwarded to planning and environmental bulletin publications. Keith O'Toole stated they will be 
if the Board adopts the neg dee. Keith O'Toole stated the Board could make a motion to make a 
negative declaration and adopt the neg. dee. in the form presented. John Nowicki made a motion 
that they accept a neg. dee. as presented to the Board. John Limbeck seconded the motion. 

John Cross stated the Board had a document for SEQR, negative declaration with a notice of 
determination of non-significance. He stated the notice was prepared accordance with Article 8 
of the Environmental Conservation Law and the implementing regulations under 6 NYCRK Part 
617, effective the l st of January, 1996. He stated the notice is dated March 11th, '97 and was 
addressed to the T0\\'11 Planning Board as lead agency. 

John Cross stated the notice indicates the Board has determined that the proposed action will not 
have a significant effect on the environment and a draft environmental impact statement will not 
be prepared. He stated the name of the action is Sprint Spectrum base station facility, Scottsville 
Chili Road, facility site with the corresponding tax Ld. number. He stated the SEQR status is 
unlisted. He stated it was conditioned negative declaration, no. He stated the description of the 
action is the pending action of the approval of a conditional use permit, variances and site plan 
approval for the installation and operation of a personal communications systems, PCS, base 
station facility consisting of a 150-foot high monopole tower with antenna array on top, 
associated equipment cabinets at the tower base and an approximately 1,300 foot long, 12 foot 
wide gravel access drive. John Cross stated the location the project will occupy is an 
approximately 4,000 square foot, 80 by 50 leased parcel on approximately a 68. 73 acre parcel 
located an Chili Scottsville Road in the Town of Chili, Monroe County, \Vith the related tax 
number. He stated the document indicates the leased parcel is located approximately 900 feet east 
from the Scottsville Chili Road frontage and is approximately 750 feet north of Interstate 90. 

John Cross stated then the Board has listed reasons supporting the document and determination. 
John Cross asked if it was necessary to read page for page the listed reasons. Keith O'Toole 
stated he thought it was sufficient that the Board has reviewed the draft and adopts it in its fonn. 

Jolm Nowicki asked if he was to assume correctly that the conditions associated with this neg. 
dee. will become the conditions that they're going to be addressing on the conditional use also. 
Keith O'Toole stated the attachment that is entitled Addendum A, findings and thereafter, that is 
separate and that actually will be attached to the Board's approval letter should the Board adopt it 
in that form, but the neg. dee. is separate from that. John Nowicki stated his assumption is Keith 
O'Toole has taken not only the findings, but comments from this Board, from around the area and 
around the County and came up with these conditions. Keith O'Toole stated that's correct. John 
Nowicki stated they're sort of matching pretty close to most of the ones that they have discussed 
on this Board, except a couple were missing. Keith O'Toole stated as always, the draft is subject 
to the Board's review. 

Jolm Cross stated there were 20 findings in Addendum A He stated the document will be on file 
in the Building Department. 

Jolm Cross made a motion to declare the Board lead agency as far as SEQR, found this to be an 
unlisted action and made a determination of no significant environmental impact. The Board all 
voted in favor of the motion. 

John Cross stated they have 20 proposed conditions that were submitted by the Board's counsel. 
He stated the other conditions he had that he made note of earlier in the meeting is that the Board 
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will want engineer's approval and ZBA approval. 

John Nowicki asked for a review of the conditions. John Nowicki stated it is important that the 
community knows what theyre going to be looking at. He read the following summruy of 
the proposed conditions on these projects: Modifications, the tower shall not hereafter be moved, 
reconstructed, changed or altered except after approval or modifications to this permit; no 
additional equipment, that is equipment not contained in the applications which lead to the 
issuance of this permit, shall be added to the tower without approval of the Town; the Board 
accepts the offer and representations of applicant regarding shared use, so the applicant shall 
make the tower available for shared use by other utility service providers and all as subject to the 
applicable review and approval of the Town. John Nowicki stated there were some technical 
details regarding shared use that he would not read. 

John Nowicki continued the following summary of the proposed conditions: At all times this site 
shall be maintained free of litter and debris; no overnight parking is permitted; no storage of 
equipment or materials not appearing on the approved site plan is permitted; applicant shall be 
required to inspect the structure's integrity and grounding of its monopole and PCS facility at least 
once a year; no lighting is permitted on the tower, its accessory structures and/or the site unless 
mandated by the FAA; the tower, all attachments, antenna, equipment and the related man made 
site improvements shall be a galvanized finish or painted gray above the surrounding tree line and 
painted gray, green, black or similar colors to blend into the natural surroundings below the 
surrounding tree line unless other standards are mandated by the FAA; all man made site 
im1JTovements shall be maintained free of rust or other forms of corrosion; all finishes shall be 
maintained free of chips, cracks, peeling, chalking or other surface deficiencies including graffiti. 

John Nowicki continued the following summary of the proposed conditions: The tower shall be a 
monopole design as per plan; existing on-site vegetation shall be preserved to the maximum ex'tent 
possible particularly with regard to trees exceeding four inches in diameter, measured at a height 
of 4 feet off the ground; clear cutting of all trees in a single contiguous area beyond what is 
actually necessary to install the site improvements, construction cost notwithstanding, shall be 
prohibited; the site shall at all times be maintained in a safe and secure manner; except when 
authorized personnel are present on the site, all equipment cabinets, structures and the gate and 
related fencing shall be locked; all perimeter fencing and barbed vvire shall be well maintained and 
immediately repaired in a workmanlike manner when damaged; the applicant shall actively and 
continually take all reasonable precautions to deter children and/or vandals from entering upon, 
climbing in, through, over or under any and all site improvements; except when authorized 
personnel are on the site, no vehicles, ladders or any gear or device adaptable to climbing 
purposes shall be stored or otherwise left on or near the site or attached to its improvements. 

Jolm Limbeck continued reading the following the proposed conditions: Evergreen tree plantings 
are required to screen the tower and related site improvements from nearby property; at least one 
row of native evergreen shrubs capable of forming a continuous hedge at least 10 feet in height, 
\:vithin two years of planting shall be provided, and forever maintained, including immediate 
replacement of dead and/or diseased plantings, to effectively screen the tower base and accessory 
strnctures; in the case of poor soil conditions, planting shall be required on soil berms to assure 
plant survival; plant height in these cases shall include the height of any berm. 

Joh11 Limbeck continued to read the following summary of proposed conditions: In. addition to 
the aforesaid evergreen hedge, additional planting of deciduous trees shall be required to encircle 
the site improvements and the aforesaid evergreen hedge; the purpose of this perimeter planting of 
deciduous trees shall be to provide eventual screening of as much of the upper reaches of the 
tO\ver as nature allows. Such deciduous tree plantings shall be forever maintained; it is envisioned 
that the combined evergreen and deciduous plantings shall provide a unified screen 
of the improvements from grmmd levell to the upper reaches of the tower to the extent that 
nature pennits. 

John Limbeck continued to read the following summary of proposed conditions: Approval of the 
type, caliper and location of the plantings constituting the aforesaid screening shall take the form 
of a landscaping plan subject to the approval of the Conservation Board; the Conservation Board 
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is authorized to waive all or part of the plantings to the extent that site conditions require it to do 
so. 

John Limbeck continued to read the following sunm1ary of proposed conditions: Road 
constrnction shall be consistent with standards for private roads and shall at all times minimize 
ground disturbance and vegetative cutting to within the toe of fill, the top of cuts, or no more than 
ten feet beyond the edge of any pavement with the purpose to assure minimal visual disturbance 
and reduce soil erosion potential; top soil shall be required around all improvements and shall be 
finely graded and york raked; all distmbed soils shall be planted as per the landscaping plan 
subject to the approval of the Conservation Board; notwithstanding any other provision of law, 
signs are prohlbited on the tower, its sites or accessory strnctures. 

John Limbeck continued to read the following summary of proposed conditions: All utility 
connections to the site, shall, to the greatest extent practical, be buried; this requirement may be 
wavied by the Town Engineer, if, in his sole opinion, such burial would be impractical due to 
natural conditions; thls is approval is subject to engineer's approval; the applicant shall comply 
with Federal Communication Commission regulations; any determination by the FCC that radio 
emissions exceed permitted FCC thresholds shall immediately terminate this pem1it~ where the 
tower is not employed for a period of more than 180 consecutive days, for the 
telecommunications use as described by the applicant when the permit was granted, said 
telecommunications tower shall be deemed abandoned; upon abandonment the applicant shall 
remove any equipment, antennas, equipment cabinets, roads or driveways, the tower, the base pad 
or other man made improvements; the applicant shall be required to restore the site to the 
condition then existing on the approval date of the permit, absent grading and plantings required 
under the approved landscaping plan. 

John Limb<;.ck continued to read the following summary of proposed conditions: Applicant's 
failure to keep the letter of credit, described in the paragraph entitled security, in full force and 
effect, whlch includes providing for its renewal prior to expiration, shall be deemed abandonment; 
the applicant shall provide an automatically rene\ving letter of credit to the Town of Chili whlch 
shall be in an amount adequate to guarantee that the tower and related and site improvements are 
built, maintained and removed in accordance with the conditions imposed by the Town of Chili in 
thls permit; said letter of credit shall be in the form and of a sufficient amount which is subject to 
the approval of the Town Attorney; the Town Attorney shall establish amount of security upon 
consultation with the Town Engineer and in furtherance of the terms and conditions of this permit 
and the code of the Town of Chili; at all times the applicant shall forward the following up-to-date 
information and any amendments thereto with the Town of Chili Building Inspector: Name, 
address and phone number of an authorized person whlch the Town Building Inspector may 
contact in the event there are violations of the terms or conditions ofthls permit, other violations 
of the code of the Town of Chili or other issues relating to the site, and a copy of the applicant's 
current lease for the site. 

John Limbeck continued to read the following summary of proposed conditions: Applicant shall 
allow shared use of any municipal or emergency services communications equipment on its 
monopole tower, at no charge, provided that the equipment and antennas to be added do not 
interfere with the applicant's existing equipment or antennas and do not overload the monopole; 
the term "applicant" shall be deemed to include the successors and/or assigns of the applicant; 
"permit" shall include all relief and approvals sought by the applicant as granted by the Board and 
subject to conditions imposed by the Board. 

John Nowicki asked if condition number 19 regardiug municipal equipment is inteuded to include 
public safety for example, 911 or other county agencies. Keith O'Toole stated it is. He stated it is 
his understanding it is the applicant's offer to the Town. John Nowicki asked does that include 
public safety. Keith O'Toole stated it does. 

John Nowicki asked if there was somethlng in the conditions to hold the Town harmless. Mr. 
Leyens stated the Town is not a property owner on the site, so it is automatically indemnified. 

John Nowicki asked if the applicant's petitioning the Tovm Board to be included in a drainage 
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district is a condition. Keith O'Toole stated he did not list that, but the Board has the opportunity 
to ask for that. John Nowicki stated the next condition should be they petition the Town Board to 

be included in a drainage district. 

John Nowicki asked if the Town will share in some kind of a program where it would pick up 
some equipment or material; either th.at, or is the Town going to get into gross receipts or an 
annual fee charge. Keith O'Toole stated there have been some suggestions with municipalities on 
leases for that but, the Town doesn't have that authority as part of this package. 

John Cross suggested the next condition be that the approval is subject to ZBA approval. He 
stated the next condition could be New York State D.0.T. curb cut approval. 

John Hellaby asked on condition Number 16, on the removal and abandonment, what if there is a 
lease agreement in effect and Sprint Spectrum decides to pull the plug on the operation but they 
have a lease agreement that it is still operationa~ how will that affect them. Keith O'Toole stated 
section 20 refers to the applicant, and that is going to include the successor or assigns of the 
applicant. 

John Hellaby stated looking at the site drawings it doesn't show any type of barrier gate or 
anything at the road. He asked is there any concern as far as vehicular traffic in and out of the site 
to get back to the tower location. Mr. Olek stated they would typically add those gates upon 
review with the Building Inspector at the time of the application for the building permit. He stated 
sometimes there is a natural spot in the road where they would like to put the gate, maybe not up 
by the road but further set back 

Mr. Olek stated on Item 1, on modifications, where it says, "no additional equipment11 he would 
appreciate if they could add other than replacement equipment, because antennas go bad and 
cables go bad on the tower. He stated they do make repairs and they may find they could put 
smaller antennas up there in the future that would be smaller at the top that would give just as 
good, if not better, coverage. He stated he would certainly like to be able to replace the cables 
and antenna on that tower on an as-needed basis for repair. 

John stated he did not have a problem with that. Keith O'Toole stated that was fine ·with 
him. 

John Cross asked if they need something put in as a condition to address Sprint's adding a 
collocator to the tower. He asked would they have to come back for approval for that. John 
Cross stated they \vill build a 150-foot tower, but theyre expecting that sometime in the next year 
or two another provider may come up and want to collocate on their tower. He stated there 
could be two more providers that come by, so this tower has to be built to the right strength at the 
base. 

rvlr. Leyens stated the monopoles are built for two entities right now. Mr. Olek stated if they 
don't construct it to be extendable, it cannot be extendable because it is a pole. He stated they 
would be talking about a complete tower replacement if another collocator needed an ex1ension in 
the foture, \vhlch means a rip up of the entire site. 

John Cross asked if they should perhaps get some specifications on that and make an additional 
condition that this tower be built for collocation. Keith O'Toole stated it is the Board's pleasure. 
He asked what is the addition to the diameter. Mr. Olek stated it would be an additional 10 
inches in diameter tapered up. He stated the additional section would be a 20-foot section. He 
stated the maximum height of the poles is 150 feet anyway, so theyre talking a 20-foot extension. 

Keith O'Toole asked if the extension would be added at this point. Mr. Olek stated it would not 
be. He stated the pole would be 150 feet and if they need to add a section, the 20 feet would be 
slip fit over the top. Keith OToole stated the Board has to decide if it wants a tower that is 10 
inches wider. 

John Nowicki stated on their drawings they show 150 feet and they also show 20 feet for future 

// 
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location of a wireless vendor. He asked why are they talking about extending the height. Mr. 
Olek stated they could have a third colocator that needed the tower, and they need a 20-foot 
separation for a third colocator. He stated if they go dOV\'ll feet, theyre do'Wn pretty far and 
the odds are it would be too low to work. He stated secondly, a colocator may need 160 or 170 
feet to operate. He stated they may not be happy at 150 at this particular site. He stated it all 
depends on the RF design and what their grid system looks like in the area. 

Mr. Olek stated, for example, if Cell One or Frontier wanted to come on the site, theyre not PCS 
and they could collocate at the same level as Sprint, but they may want to be 10 feet higher or 
something like that, so they would be \Yilling to construct it to be extendable. John No\vicki 
asked how do they spread the cost of that. Mr. Olek stated they would pay a pro-rata share of 
the cost of the existing structure and then they would pay for the extension, the incremental cost 
for the ex'tension fees for that section. 

John Nowicki stated the problem is when they get into all these ex1ensions, theyll have to have 
consultants talk about the technicality of the additional towers. John Cross ~1ated he thought 
what they should do now is ask that the monopole be constructed to be built for possible future 
collocation. Mr. Olek stated that is typically the way all the other towns are going on the poles, 
to be extended an additional 20 feet. He stated it is up to this Board to make that as a condition 
of approval. 

John Cross stated everyone knows that is a very good possibility that that could happen. Mr. 
Olek stated there is a good possibility that the other two PCS providers will have the exact same 
grid as Sprint. John Cross asked is that what theyre finding so far. Mr. Olek stated he thought 
they would be crazy if they did111t. Mr. Olek stated he had interaction with Omnipoint people, and 
theyre probably going to use the same grid. 

Dr. Wopperer asked if the tower goes up to 170 feet, are they talking about a maximum of three 
users on that tower. Mr. Olek stated Sprint would not move its location on the tower. He stated 
a section would be added and another mushroom array would go at the next height up. Dr. 
Wopperer asked is the maximum three at this point with the 170-foot tower. Mr. Leyens stated 
the maximum is three, plus maybe a municipal provider. He stated they construct it for two, but 
once again, the visual impact would have to come in front of this Board for anybody else that 
comes up. Mr. Leyens stated they would have to go back through the whole process. 

Dr. Wopperer stated the residents of the area feel the galvanized finish for this tower would be the 
most reasonable one since that weathers to a gray. Mr. Olek stated they prefer that. Dr. 
Wopperer stated they'll be able to see the appearance of this tower as its continues to 
mutate into a larger, more imposing structure. 

John Cross stated the Board is going to waive final on this application. 

Ray Bleier stated he was nervous about condition Number I 0, where it indicates the Conservation 
Board is authorized to waive all or part of the plantings to the extent that site conditions require 
them to do so. John Nowicki stated he thought the Planning Board should see it before it is 
granted approval by them. Ray Bleier stated he thought so, too. John Cross stated the Board 
would amend that to include Planning Board approval. 

DECISION ON APPLICATION #3: Unanimously approved by a vote of7 
findi:ugs and conditions: 

Findings: 

with the following 

1. SEQR. This matter was classified as an Unlisted action on January 14, 1997. 
The Planning Board declared itself Lead Agency pursuant to SEQR and on 
March 11, 1997 a Negative Declaration was adopted. Therefore, the 
application before this Board is deemed complete and the Board renews its 
findings contained in said Negative Declaration. This shall not prohibit repair 
of existing equipment or replacement with equipment of smaller dimensions. 
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2. Utility. \Vhile the Applicant's PCS technology is not identical to the more 
common cellular technology, it is sufficiently analogous as to come within the 
scope of Cellular Tel. Co v Rosenberg, 82 N.Y. 2d 364 (1993) and thus be 
considered a utility improvement for municipal land use approval purposes. 

3. Federal Requirements. The Board is aware of the Federal Telecommunications 
Act enacted in February of 1996 and the requirements it imposes upon the 
To\vn and its land use Boards. 

4. Beyond SEQR. SEQR is only part of the review. A 150 foot man made 
structure does not fit in with the character of the neighborhood adjacent to the 
Tesch Trust property or the Town and is in no way desirable from an aesthetic 
point of view, particularly when you consider that the Town's "sk:ylineu 
essentially consists of trees, not man made or commercial type structures as is 
the case with the Applicant1s proposed tower and related site improvements. 
Lighting and signage can only create additional negative impacts in that they 
aren't typically found amidst the aforesaid 11skyli11e11 in our Town. Maintaining 
and enhancing existing vegetative conditions must be required to camouflage 
the site to the greatest ex1ent possible. The subject parcel's location, on the 
edge of a 68. 73 acre parcel in and near Interstate 90, mitigates this problem to 
some degree as does the requirement to bury any utility connections. 
Requiring finishes which help camouflage the improvements against the 
backdrop of both vegetation and the sky are of additional mitigative assistance. 

The Board takes notice of the attraction that such tall and generally 
tmsupervised sites (like water towers) bring to children and vandals. Security 
and site maintenance standards can be imposed without impairing the service 
proposed by the Applicant. As the Applicant is a large organizational entity, 
further requirements should be imposed to streamline notification of proper 
parties regarding site matters and to thereby remove unnecessary impediments 
to the code enforcement responsibilities of the Town relating to this site. 

The record shows that the Applicant's competitors may also wish to build their 
O\Vll network of tall towers and that elimination of unnecessary towers 
complements both Rosenberg and the general laud use powers authorized by 
State Law and those still left unrestricted lmder Federal Law. Shared use is 
the first, best way of eliminating such duplication. Applicant's offer to locate 
municipal and emergency equipment on the tower is in furtherance of this 
purpose. 

In light of the aforesaid utility determination pursuant to Rosenberg and upon 
review of the complete application and record, the Board finds that safe and 
necessary utility service can be provided if the Permit is granted subject to the 
follmving conditions: 

Conditions: 

L Modifications. The tower shall not hereafter be moved, reconstructed, 
changed or altered except after approval or modifications to this Permit. No 
"additional equipment" (i.e. equipment not contained in the application which 
lead to the issuance of this Permit) sha11 be added to the tower without an 
approved modification to the Pennit by the To\\11. 

2. Shared Use. The Board accepts the offer and representations of the Applicant 
regarding shared use, so the Applicant shall make the tower available for 
shared use by other utility service providers and all as subject to the applicable 
review and subject to the applicable review and approval of the Town. 

Such shared use shall be required provided that: 
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a. 111ere is no interference \Vith Applicant's existing equipment and 
antem1as on the monopole; 

b. The utility or company \\fishing to obtain shared use pays its pro-rata 
share for all of the ongoing cost of operating the site (including 
applicable lease expenses, upkeep, inspections and financial security 
costs) and its pro-rata share of the current valuation of the monopole 
site, and also pays for the cost of shared use on the site (including any 
costs to place its equipment on the tower and all of its own costs to 
reinforce, extend, or replace the then-existing tower, if necessary}; 

c. The utility or company wishing to obtain shared use provides a load 
study acceptable to the Tov.'ll and the Applicant showing that the to\ver 
can safely accommodate the shared user's equipment; 

d. The utility or company wishing to obtain shared use provides evidence 
of adequate liability insurance coverage; 

e. The utility or company wishing to obtain shared use that upon the 
termination ofits use of the tower that it will remove all of the 
equipment and improvements on the site (including the tower and base 
pad if it is the last remaining party utilizing the tower site) and will 
restore the site to the condition then existing on the approval date of 
the tower, ordinary wear and tear excepted; 

f The utility or company wishing to obtain shared use receives appropriate 
federa4 state and local government approvals for its installation. 

3. General Site Aesthetics. At all times, the site shall be maintained free oflitter 
and debris. No overnight parking is permitted. No storage of equipment or 
materials not appearing on the approved site plan is permitted. 

4. Ammal Engineering fuspection. Applicant shall be required to inspect the 
structural integrity and grounding of its monopole and its PCS facility at least 
once a year. 

5. Lighting. No lighting is permitted on the tower, its accessory structures and/or 
the site unless mandated by the FAA 

6. Finish. TI1e tower, all attachments, antennae, equipment and their related man 
made site improvements shall be a galvanized finish or painted gray above the 
surrounding tree line and painted gray, green, black or similar colors designed 
to blend into the natural surroundings below the surrounding tree line unless 
other standards are mandated by the FAA. 

All man made site improvements shall maintained free of rust or other forms 
of corrosion. All finishes shall be maintained free of chips, cracks, peeling, 
chalking or other surface deficiencies, including graffiti. 

7. Design of Tower. Tower shall be a monopole design as per plan. 

8. Existing Vegetation. Existing on-site vegetation shall be preserved to the 
maximum extent possible particularly with regard to trees exceeding four ( 4) 
inches in diameter (measured at a height of four (4) feet off the ground). 
Clear cutting of all trees in a single contiguous area beyond what is actually 
necessary to install the site improvements, construction cost notwithstanding, 
shall be prohibited. 

9. Safety. The site shall at all times be maintained in a safe and secure manner. 
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Except when authorized personnel are present on the site, all equipment 
cabinets, structures and the gate and related fencing shall be locked; all 
perimeter fencing and barbed wire shall be well maintained and immediately 
repaired in a workmanlike manner when damaged. 

The applicant shall actively and continually take all reasonable precautions to 
deter children and/ or vandals from entering upon, climbing in, through, over or 
under any and all site improvements. Except when authorized personnel are on 
the site, no vehicles, ladders or any gear or device adaptable to climbing 
purposes shall be stored or otherwise left on (or near) the site or attached to its 
improvements. 

1 O. Screening. Evergreen tree plantings are required to screen the tower and 
related site improvements from nearby property. At least one row of native 
evergreen shrubs capable of forming a continuous hedge at least ten feet in 
height, within two years of planting shall be provided, and forever maintained 
(including immediate replacement of dead and/or diseased plantings), to 
effectively screen the tower base and accessory structures. In the case of poor 
soil conditions, planting shall be required on soil berms to assure plant 
survival. Plant height in these cases shall include the height of any berm 

In addition to the aforesaid evergreen hedge, additional planting of deciduous 
trees shall be required to encircle the site improvements and the aforesaid 
evergreen hedge. The purpose of this perimeter planting of deciduous trees 
shall be to provide eventual screening of as much of the upper reaches of the 
tower as nature allows. Such deciduous tree plantings shall be forever 
maintained. 

It is envisioned that the combined evergreen and deciduous plantings shall 
provide a lmified screen of the site improvements from ground level to the 
upper reaches of the tower to the extent that nature permits. 

Approval of the type, caliper and location of the plantings constituting the 
aforesaid screening shall take the form of a landscaping plan subject to the 
approval of the Conservation Board. The Conservation Board is authorized 

to all or part of the plantings to the extent that site conditions require 
it to do so. Any such \Vaiver shall be subject to Planning Board approval. 

1 I . and Parking. Road construction shall be consistent with standards for 
private roads and shall at all times minimize ground disturbance and vegetative 
cutting to within the toe of fill, the top of cuts, or no more than ten feet 
beyond the of any pavement and with the purpose to assure minimal 
visual disturbance and reduce soil erosion potential. Top soil shall be required 
around all improvements and shall be finely graded and york raked. All 
disturbed soils shall be planted as per the landscaping plan subject to the 
approval of the Conservation Board. 

Sign. Notvvitbstanding any other provision oflaw, signs are prohibited on the 
tower, its sites or accessory structures. 

13. Utility Connections. All utility connections to the site, shall, to the greatest 
extent practical, be buried. This requirement may be waived, in whole or in 
part, by the To\vn Engineer, if, in his sole opinion, such burial would be 
impractical due to natural conditions. 

14. Engineer's Approval. Subject to engineer's approval. 

15. Radio Emissions. applicant shall comply with Federal Communication 
Commission (FCC) regulations. Any detennination by the FCC that radio 
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emissions exceed permitted FCC thresholds shall immediately tenninate this 
Permit. 

16. Removal Upon Abandonment. \Vhere the tower is not employed, for a period 
of One Hundred Eighty consecutive days, for the telecommunications use as 
described by the Applicant when the Pennit was granted, said 
telecommunications tower shall be deemed abandoned. 

Upon abandonment the Applicant shall remove any equipment, antennas, 
equipment cabinets, roads or dtiveways, the tower, the base pad or other man 
made improvements. The applicant shall be required to restore the to the 
condition then existi11g on the approval date of the Permit, absent grading and 
plantings required under the approved landscaping plan. 

Applicant's failure to keep the letter of credit (described in the paragraph e 
entitled 11 Security11

) in full force and effect, which includes providing 
renewal prior to expiration, shall be deemed abandonment. 

17. Security. The Applicant shall provide au automatically renewing letter of 
credit to the Town of Chili which shall be in an amount adequate to guarantee 
that the tower (and related and site improvements) is built, maintained 
removed in accordance with the conditions imposed by the Town Chili in 
this Permit. Said letter of credit shall be in a form and of a sufficient amount 
which is subject to the approval of the Town Attorney. TI1e Town Attorney 
shall establish amount of security upon consultation with the Town ,_,..,!",'"'"' 

and in fintherance of the tenns and conditions of this Permit and the Code of 
the To\\-'Il of Chili. 

18. Notice. At all times the Applicant shall forward the following up-to-date 
infonnation (and any amendments thereto) with the Town of Chili Building 
Inspector: 

a. Name, address and phone number of an authorized person which the 
Town Building Inspector may contact in the event there are violations 
of terms or conditions ofthis Permit, other violations of the Code of 
the Town of Chili or other issues relating to the site~ 

b. A copy of the Applicant's current lease for the site. 

19. Municipal Equipment. Applicant shall allow shared use of any municipal or 
emergency services communications equipment on its monopole tower, at no 
charge, provided that the equipment and anteunas to be added do not interfere 
with the Applicant1s existing equipment or anteunas and do not overload the 
monopole. 

20. Construction. The term 11Applicant11 shall be deemed to include the successors 
and/or assigns of the Applicant. 11Permit 11 shall include all re.lief and approvals 
sought by the Applicant as granted by the Board and subject to conditions 
imposed by the Board. 

2 L Applicant shall petition Town Board to include subject parcel within To\¥11 
Consolidated Drainage District within 30 days of this Permit. 

22. Subject to Zoning Board of Appeals approval. 

23. Applicant shall obtain curb cut pennit from NYS Department of 
Transportation. 

24. As per request of Applicant, Applicant shall build tower so it can structurally 
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accommodate three (3) telecommunications providers. The tower shall be no 
more than 150' high; however, the tower may be up to twelve (12) inches 
wider than the design included in the site plan. 

Note: Final site plan approval has been waived. 

DECISION ON APPLICATION Unanimously approved by a vote of 7 yes 'With the following 
condition: 

1. Approved for a period of two years. 

4. Application of Sprint Spectrum, L.P., 2165 Brighton Henrietta TL Road, Rochester, New 
York 14623, property owner: E. Wehle & R. Graham; for conditional use permit to erect a 
1501 high cellular tower at property located at 60 Golden Road in R-1-20 zone. 

5. Application of Sprint Spectrum, L.P., 2165 Brighton Henrietta TL Road, Rochester, New 
York 14623, property owner: Wehle & R. Graham; for preliminary site plan approval to 
erect a 150' cellular tower at property located at 60 Golden Road in R-1-20 zone. 

Adam Leyens was present to represent the application. He stated he had site plans for Golden 
Road. He asked ifit was okay with the Board at this point to go forward on this site on some of 
the issues. John Cross stated the Board did not have the environmental information tonight. Mr. 
Leyens stated the Board would have that in before the next meeting. John Cross suggested they 
go ahead and inform the Board of the recent actions that they have been discussing. 

Mr. Leyens stated last September this application was adjourned along with several others in 
order to try to find sites that might be a little bit more preferable from the community perspective. 
He stated they have to look at alternatives. He stated the Tesch site was one that went forward 
and they actually had to make adjustments there. He stated there are three sites they are looking 
at. 

Mr. Leyens introduced David Olek, their RF Engineer; Andrew Caverly, their liaison with the 
Tov,11 to try to find solutions to the problems; Dan MacCubbin, who is their property specialist 

this site; and Frank Sciremammano, who was present for questions relating to environmental 
or health related issues. 

fv1r. Leyens stated they met writh the T O\VIl after September and they identified this site. He stated 
Sprint actually went ahead with the understanding they could use this site hopefully, and they have 
prepared site plans. He stated they really don't need an area more than 25 feet by 30 feet 
generally for a PCS facility and monopole. He stated the site would work. 

fv1r. Leyens stated the problem that occurred was several fold. He stated the Board, the Town 
and particularly representatives of the Planning Board have tried with steadfast eamestness to try 
to use the railroad site. He stated the first problem \vith the railroad site is the 
Ogden-Gates-Parma sewer lines and water lines run right underneath the facility. He stated and 
Sprint has to place a monopole like 20 to 30 feet into the ground in order to get the stability for 
the tower site. He stated also the sewer representatives need to have some access to the site in 
order to service the sewer line if it were to break. 

f\.1.r. Leyens stated the easy thing to do that the TO\\.'n gave them approval for was to try to get 
on the adjoining property to give them more room so they could stick the monopole in the 

ground and they would get off the right-of-way and they could continue to use the Town access 
road to get access to their site. Mr. Leyeus stated the property owners, however, just have not 
been willing. He stated they have said they 'Will not let them go 011 their property in order to do 
this. 

Mr Leyens stated they met \vith the Town as recently as yesterday to try to work out some of the 
engineering logistical problems. He stated there are some real problems dealing with the water 
way there. He stated they cau1t just build over the creek He stated it would become au erosion 
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problem, as well. He stated essentially in order to constrnct this site, even if they got around the 
logistics and still did it, in order to constrnct on the site, they have to have an easement from that 
property owner for a short period of time in order to do their co11strnctio11. 

Mr. Leyens stated now if they can get an easement from the property owner, they probably could 
go ahead and get the site built. He stated the property is very low. He stated right now it is 
actually flooded. Mr. Leyens stated it could be a good use for that O\vner's property. Mr. Leyens 
stated Sprint has a lot of rights as a public utility, but they don't have a right to tell the anyone 
they can go on their property. He stated they don't have a right to tell landowner they want their 
property. He stated they have to take the property they can 

Mr. Leyens stated tonight they brought back to the table the Golden Road site. He stated they do 
believe they have a right to provide adequate coverage to the area, but secondly, they want the 
community to understand what they're trying to do. He stated people in the audience may know 
these the people that are unwilling to grant the easement. He stated he would not name their 
name. 

John Cross stated they have met with the Town and tried to identify areas \vhere they could put 
the tower. He stated there are some issues with the Golden Road site. He stated they could try 
to move it around nearer to the highway, but there are issues there as well with some wetlands. 

Mr. Leyens stated he wanted to preface his comments that they're not done with the Westside 
Drive. He stated the property owners have said they are not interested over there, but the Town 
is trying to work \vith them to see if they can get some resolve on this issue. He stated the point 
is Sprint has to be able to provide coverage in area. He stated in the search area they have to 
have a cite in that search area in order to provide coverage for this part of Town. 

Mr. Leyens stated they're willing to try to figure out a solution like they did on Tesch. Mr. 
Leyens stated the solution may be on that site if they can get the property owners to work with 
them 

John Cross stated he would suggest they need to have some dialogne with the audience. Mr. 
Olek stated just to be a little more specific, they were fairly discouraged as to their ability to 
obtain an easement for the site in the railroad bed. He stated not only do they need au easement 
to get back there, they would have to construct a road through that easement to do it. He stated 
they need an area big enough to do assembly of the tower in order to put it together. 

Mr. Olek stated because of the fact they think they'll have trouble obtaining that, they have 
decided to move ahead ·with the Golden Road application. He stated, however, in this process up 
to the point where they would get approval, they would be willing to substitute the railroad bed 
site if that easement came through in the course of the next meeting or so. Mr. Olek stated they 
feel it is time to move ahead with the Golden Road site at least at this point and they would be 
willing to make that substitution if they were able to obtain an easement ·with the landowner. 

Mr. Olek stated he believes people from the Town will contact that landowner \vi.th to the 
easement, specifically at their request. John Cross stated the Board needed to hear the comments 
from the audience, because the application was advertised for the Graham property. 

Mr. Olek stated because the whole site is flooded right now, the railroad bed site is not the 
favorite site of their engineering group from the standpoint of constructing in water and 
everything else. John Cross commented by the time they get this up and running, hopefully it will 
be dry. Mr. Olek stated they'll be able to force the engineers to work in the wet conditions ifthev 
have to. He stated it is just not their favorite choice. 

Ray Bleier stated he would like to know exactly where this tower is on the Graham property, and 
he asked ifthere is a stream nearby. Mr. Olek stated there is a designated wetland to the 
northwest of the proposed site. Ray Bleier stated it looked like there was drainage out towards 
Golden Road. He asked is there a tree line close to the property. 
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Mr. MacCubbin stated he has worked with Bob and Evelyn Graham on the property. He stated 
to his knowledge, there is a tree line that is to the north of the property, but there is no stream 
that runs along the tree line at all. Mr. MacCubbin stated it might dip dO\vn a little bit and end at 
Golden Road, but there is no water actually flowing through there. 

Ray Bleier asked where would the tower be in relationship to that tree line. Mr. MacCubbin 
stated it would virtually abut the tree line. He stated it will go as close to the property line as 
possible. Ray Bleier stated so the tower is going to be located right at the tree line. Mr. 
MacCubbin stated the road will follow the tree line and then when it gets to the tower site, it will 
end, so it will be as far to the north of the property as possible. 

John Cross stated he saw a stake out there. Dario Marchloni asked is there a subdivision 
approved just to the south of this. John Cross stated that's true. He stated he seemed to recall as 
long as seven or eight years ago there was application in for a subdivision on Golden Road. Larry 
Smith stated there was a subdivision approved, a seven or eight-lot subdivision at the end of 
Golden Road and Chestnut. John Cross stated there are some homes that have been built there 
now since that approval. Larry Smith stated there are seven or eight lots, not many. 

John Cross stated there is a piece of property behind that area on Golden Road and behind 
Chestnut Ridge. He stated he seemed to recall they went back further into that property with a 
site plan review. Ray Bleier stated he thought they were all frontage lots in that area. 

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE: 

Kathleen Setzer - 5 Sunset Hill 
She stated she was disappointed to see this site is back to one of the ones that Sprint would like 
to develop on with their poles. She stated she would rather they choose the other site by the 
railroad. She stated it may not be easy for them to do it there, but since this is something they 
want to do and the towns really can't do much to prevent it from happening, perhaps a less 
favorable site on their part might be a better one to go to. 

Ms. Setzer stated this pole is in her backyard. She stated her property abuts the Graham-Wehle 
farm. She stated she would see this poJe from any point in her back)'ard. She stated she was told 
at the end oflast summer by one of the people from Sprint that she would not see it from her 
backyard. She stated a year ago she could see where they had people out surveying or looking 
over the property in that far corner. She stated she be could see them from her yard. She stated 
an average man is perhaps 5' l 011 to 6 feet tall. She stated if she could see an average man from her 
backyard, she is going to see a 150 or l 70 foot pole. 

Ms. Setzer stated if there are other sites involved, they should pursue them. She stated there are 
houses along Chestnut Hill that would see this. She stated the property drops down and is low 
from Chestnut Ridge. She stated it would be visible by all the homes there. 

Ms. Setzer stated none of those people ever get communications or letters to tell them that they 
were going to again discuss this particular site because their properties do not or are not adjacent 
to the property involved here. She stated these people aren't aware that theyre again doing this, 
\vhich she thought is a bit unfair. 

Ms. Setzer stated she would also like to think perhaps there might be a third site involved. She 
stated if this has to be in the area where Graham's property is, maybe it should go on the east side 
of Golden Road. She stated they do own property there. She stated perhaps it can be pushed 
back in there. She stated there are a lot more trees back in that area also. 

John Cross stated everyone was hoping that they would get some other suggestions tonight. John 
Cross asked if the east side of Golden Road is the Graham property also. Mr. MacCubbin stated 
that was a site considered; however, Mr. Graham decided he wanted it on the west side of the 
road. Mr. MacCubbin stated since Sprint works with the landowners to do with what they would 
like \v1th their lands, they, of course, went to the west side of the road. 
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John Cross stated if anyone in the audience would like to look at the railroad bed/Town 
right-of-way property, the Sprint people could try to show where it is on the plans. 

Mr. Olek stated the railroad bed property is closer to residential lots to the west and southwest 
than on the Graham property. He stated in terms of potential visual impact to a cluster of 
neighbors on this site, clearly more people would be closer in the case of the railroad bed 
property. John Cross stated there are also many more trees back there on the Town property site. 
Mr. Olek stated absolutely. He stated he was just dealing with the proximity issue, not necessarily 
any landscape issues in terms of the tree lines. 

John Cross stated they're talking about the Town property that runs between Golden Road and 
Westside Drive, and the applicant's problem is that the Tow11 right-of-way is like 30 feet wide and 
they need a piece of property from the adjacent landowner. Mr. Leyens stated they would need 
an area by 60 or 80 feet. Mr. Olek stated they would also have to constrnct a road over that 
landowner's property in order to haul the tower and cement trucks back there, which means they 
would cut up a portion of that landow11er's property for the easement to get back there to do the 
construction. He stated, of course, they would have to repair that after they were done. 

Ms. Setzer asked as far as accessibility to that area, would they able to use the road along 
the railroad. She stated there has to areas where they could get into the area that runs along a 
railroad bed, very close to that area. John Cross stated the problem is there is a ditch between the 
Town right-of-way and the railroad bed. Ms. Setzer stated but there is usually quite a wide area 
from the railroad bed that they do fill with gravel and whatnot. She asked couldn1t that be used as 
an accessible route to have them get their equipment into the site. John Cross stated there is quite 
a wide ditch between the Town right-of-way and that railroad bed gravel road, so he did not think 
that that would be easy to use. 

Mr. Olek stated there are pipes under the right-of-way and with heavy cement trncks, they would 
be afraid of damage to the pipes underneath bringing construction vehicles along the right-of-way. 
He stated they wouldn1 want to do that. He stated they have to approach the site from a different 
route other than the right-of-way. He stated for maintenance veltlcles, they could run a vehicle on 
the right-of-way, but for construction vehicles, heavy trucks loaded with cement, they would be 
very cautioned to use the right-of-way with the pipes underneath there. 

John Cross asked could they use the railroad gravel bed road that they have nex1 to the tracks to 
get their heavy equipment in there and then drive them over the ditch. Mr. Olek stated that is 
another hurdle to overcome. He stated they would have to get an easement from the owner of the 
railroad property to do that. He stated they weren't looking at approaching it from that direction. 
He stated he believes there is a creek running through there also that would present a problem. 

Mr. Olek stated they thought the most straight forward method \vould be to get au easement in 
the construction area from the landoW'lier immediately adjacent to the site. He stated, therefore, 
they could get it constructed and cleaned out when they were done. 

John Cross stated the property owners' names were listed on the map. He stated if anybody 
present knows them and could help Sprint to start a communication with them, that would be an 
option. He stated obviously the landowner who signs a lease with the cell provider is going to 
earn a nice income :from it, so it is in their benefit to talk about it. He stated the needed easement 
would be on a piece of property that is a pretty wet area. He stated chances are that it would be 
very difficult to build any type of construction 011 it. 

John Cross stated the property owners that Sprint would need the easement from are Jean C. 
Spring and Ruth F. Russell He stated he knew the representatives from the Real Estate Division 
of Sprint have tried to have dialogue with the owners of the property and they're just not 
interested in pursuing it. John Cross stated if anyone wanted to get the tower off the Graham 
property, the railroad site is another alternative if they could get the easement. 

John Cross stated tonight the Board could not really take any legal action on Golden Road. He 
stated he thought what they need to do is keep some dialogue going. 
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Mr. Olek stated on the east side of Golden Road they have Davinchey Drive, which is a residential 
area. He stated ifth.ey move the site back the same distance from Golden Road, they will have a 
visual impact on Davinchey Drive. 

Mr. Olek asked the Board what it would need Sprint to supply to the Board so they could make 
decision on Golden Road at next meeting iftheyre unable to obtain an easement with the owner 
of the land next to railroad bed. 

Keith 01Toole stated originally what they had done when the batch of applications was first put 
before the Board was a global coordinated review with a long form EAF and visual EAF 
referencing not just individual sites, but how they all interrelated to the Town, basically a Jeneric 
EAF. He stated they separated that at the applicant's request, and that's why they were able to 
approve the Tesch Trust site this evening. He stated the Board is looking for a revised long form 
EAF and visual EAF addressing the Graham site. He stated he would suspect it would not 
require much in revision. 

Mr. Olek :.1ated the problem they have with the site in the general area is theyre going to impact 
some residents. He stated the question is where is the impact mitigated the most. 

John Nowicki stated obviously technically they can't locate too much farther away from what 
theyre looking at. Mr. Olek stated that was correct. John Nowicki stated they have obviously 
looked at all the areas around that area that they can probably get themselves into. He stated he 
thought they have to become specific with two sites next month with all the back-up information 
necessary. He stated it is going to be a question of this Board making a decision which site, and 
then theyll have to vote on it. 

Mr. Olek commented the site plans involve a fair amount of expense on Sprint's part. He stated if 
they go to the east side, could they give the Board a hand sketch on a zoning map showing the 
adjoining property, where the road would go and some dimensional indications. He stated they 
could have Dr. Sciremammano work on an environmental report that would address all three sites 
in the case that the Town site on the railroad bed came through for them. 

Bob Graham was also present to represent the application. He stated his parents own Golden 
Road. He stated the reason don't want the tower on the east side is there are tvvo homes that 
would then be facing the tower. He stated their thinking was rather than people on Golden Road 

looking out their front window at the tower, it is better to look out their back \Vindow at a 
tower. He stated he knows it will be an eyesore, but it would be to the back of Davinchey Drive. 

Dario Marchioni asked on the right side of Golden Road on Graham's property, is that \Vhere 
there is a big huge sign there that says Graham. Mr. Olek stated it is. Dario Marchioni suggested 

remove the big sign and put the tower there. Mr. Olek stated there are empty oil tanks there. 

Ms. Setzer stated she know they have to incorporate where they put these poles in strategic 
locations. She asked have they done any commtmication at all with the to\v11s of Ogden or Gates. 
She stated theyre on the boundary lines of those other two towns. She stated maybe they could 
move one of the sites in those tov.ns in a more strategic position that would be maybe close to 
this area. She stated there is a lot of wooded area around there. She stated maybe they could get 
onto some properties in Gates or Ogden and still be able to service the area theyre trying to 

Mr. Olek stated they have a fixed grid, and in all the sites they're proposing, over 200 sites, they 
have not deviated from the grid anywhere. He stated the grid was designed is to take advantage 
of existing towers and structures. He stated they really can1t deviate from the search area. He 
stated they like to find sites in the search area. 

Mr. Leyens stated he has been working with the Town of Ogden. He stated from the beginning 
they told them where their towers would be. He stated he didn't know why they didn't choose 
those tO\VIls that boarder the edge of the search area, but he does know they look at population 

01 
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and area. He stated he knew some of it is landlocked up there. He stated in Ogden, from day one 
he has been telling them how many towers they would need, just like he told the Tovvn of Chili 
and Wheatland. 

John Cross stated Sprint approached the Town of Chili in the manner whereby they were looking 
for land owned by the To\vn of Chili because that would benefit the Town's taxpayers from the 
income the Town would receive from Sprint. He stated the railroad bed property in question is 
the only piece of property O\vned by the To\Vll in that area. 

Mr. Olek stated the greater part of the search area is certainly in Chili. He stated there is a small 
portion that is to the north in Ogden and in Gates. 

Ms. Setzer stated she would not be happy looking at the tO\ver in her backyard the rest of her life. 

Mr. MacCubbin explained essentially they work with the center of the ring, and there were 
sufficient properties within the center of the ring. He stated most notably the Grahams ow11 a 
considerable amount of the center and it wasn't necessary to go any further out. 

John Cross stated they need to continue to work with people who might be able to get some 
communication going -with the Springs and the Russells. He stated hopefully that will solve the 
problem. He stated if Sprint wanted to take a look at the east side of the Graham property, that 
would be okay. 

Mr. Olek stated they'll look at a number of properties on the east side to give the Board a count at 
the nexi meeting as to distance away and who would be impacted. 

John Cross asked if Sprint wanted to withdraw the application tonight or table it. Mr. Olek stated 
they would like to table it and be prepared at the next meeting to present this and possibly an 
alternative across the street, if they find it is necessary, or a third alternative being the railroad site 
at the Town. 

John Cross made a motion to table this until the nex1 meeting in April. The Board all voted yes 
on the motion. 

DECISION: Unanimously adjourned by a vote of7 yes to adjourn, at the applicant's request, 
until April 8, 1997. Applicant is requested to continue possible sighting of 
proposed tower on tl1e To"\\'n right-of.. way property located between Golden Road 
and Westside Drive, along the Conrail railroad tracks. 

Applicant is also requested to consider, as an alternative, the property to the east 
of Golden Road O\\ned by Mrs. E. Wehle and Mr. R. Graham. 

Applicant is requested to provide the required environmental studies necessary for 
a SEQR determination prior to the April meeting. 

FOR DISCUSSION: 

1. DePaul - proposed group home in the Union Square Development at Attridge Road/Union 
Street. 

Ed Parrone was present to represent the application. He stated the formal name of the project is 
called Westwood Commons, which is a part of the Union Square development. He stated there 
was misconception whether this would be group home or not. 

Mr. Parrone introduced the representatives ofDePaul: Mr. Pat Tobin, Vice President; and Ms. 
Judy Simms, who is the Director of Operations and Quality Assurance. 

Mr. Tobin stated as a clarification, that's true that it indicated in the agenda it was a proposed 
group home and it is not that. He stated a group home would be in a residence type setting. He 
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stated this is an adult care facility for elderly folks. 

Mr. Tobin stated the DePaul organization is 40 years old. He stated it has been in existence since 
the '50s and in 1988, it was primarily a mental health agency and still is a significant part of that. 
He stated in 1988, although, they moved into the adult care facility type projects with their first 
one in East Rochester. He stated currently they have seven homes that they operate and 
approximately 1,000 beds that they operate in 9 counties in New York, as well as in North 
Carolina. He stated they are very expert at the projects that they operate currently. 

Mr. Tobin stated DePaul does provide mental health services, as well. He stated they do the 
group home situations and they currently have approximately 3,000 people that they take care of 
on an annual basis, and including the 1,000 folks he had mentioned previously. He stated they 
employ over 800 people. 

Mr. Tobin stated the adult care type facilities are the facilities that theyre moving towards in the 
future for future development because is obviously an established need and they see the 
need, as wel~ in Chili. 

John Cross asked if the frail, elderly adults that would live in this facility are necessarily 
handicapped. Mr. Tobin stated handicapped is kind of broad term. He stated they would not be 
handicapped other than. the fact they are frail. He stated adult care is defined and is regulated by 
the Department of Social Services as a type of care for adults, and it is independent living with 
24-hour supervision, which is important to understand. He stated they have round the clock 
supervision for these individuals. He stated he would not classify them as handicapped; they are 
frail. 

John Nowicki asked is this like the old proprietary homes like Grandville and Grand.vie. Mr. Tobin 
stated it is the same line as those. He stated those are generally on the for-profit side, this being 
the not-for-profit side. John Nowicki asked if they would offer the same services. Mr. Tobin 
stated they would. 

Dario Marchioni asked is this the type ofhome where if they.can still take care of themselves a 
little bit, they're eligible to be in there. Mr. Tobin stated that's correct. John Nowicki asked if the 
residents can drive cars, too. Mr. Tobin stated they can. John NO\vicki commented most of 
them don1t. Mr. Tobin stated most of them don't John NO\vicki asked if the residents have to be 
ambulatory. Mr. Tobin stated they do. 

Ms. Simms stated the Westwood Commons facility will be an adult home operated by them, 
regulated and certified by the Department of Social Services, Division of Adult Services. She 
stated adult homes provide housing supervision and support services to frail, elderly individuals 
who primarily have decided that they can't or don't choose to live independently in the community 
any longer. She stated she would anticipate these individuals would have diagnoses similar to 
diabetes, high blood pressure, arthritis and would require assistance \\'1.th medication management. 
She stated that is a big responsibility, making sure they get their meds on time. 

Ms. Simms stated they would provide coordination of medical appointments, transportation to 
and from doctor's offices in addition to family supports that are available to the clients. She stated 
there would be 24-hour supervision around the clock at all times, minimal assistance with 
activities of daily living, bathing, grooming. She stated there would be assistance \vi.th shopping, 
meal preparation, service, housekeeping, linen, personal laundry service, that type of thing. 

John Cross asked would there be a kitchen facility in each unit. Ms. Simms stated there would 
not. John Cross asked if all the meals are prepared for the residents. Ms. Simms stated there 
\vould be a central dining area \vi.th waitress service style service, so that the residents would 
come to the dining room and be served waitresses their meals. 

John Nowicki stated the one he is familiar with they had an in-house all faith chapel. He stated 
they also had a cocktail lounge, which was rather nice to have inside. Ms. Simms stated there 
would be recreational services both in the facility as well as participation in community events, 
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which is a large part of the adult home program She stated it is very important to keep the 
individuals participating in the community and whatever is going on, whether it local fireman's 
parade or taking them to a movie theater, shopping at the mall, et cetera. John Nowicki stated 
theyre great operations. 

John Cross stated they may also be aware that the Roberts Wesleyan College has a Life 
Center that they may want to try to work on a group arrangement with them to try to have the 
people use that facility. Ms. Simms stated that was a great idea. 

Dario Marchloni asked what is the cost. John Nowicki stated he was just curious of their ratio 
private pay versus assisted. Mr. Tobin stated primarily they will be private paying clientele. He 
stated there probably will be some level of public assistance because being who they are, they 
don't shut the doors, but iits primarily going to be a private pay environment. 

Dario Marchioni stated his father-in-law pays $55 a day or something. Ms. Simms stated the 
public assistance or SSI rate, which would be the subsidized is approximately $26 a day. 
She stated private pay rates can average anything above that basically because all facilities are 
different. She stated she could not answer specifically to the room rates for Westwood 
Commons. She stated she didn't know if they have been set. Mr. Tobin stated theyre in the ball 
park there, $55, $60 a day. 

Mr. Parrone explained on the plans, there is a light shaded brown area behind the building which 
would be for expansion. He stated this facility will only provide for 120 residents. He stated right 
now theyll have 60 beds, and then if as time permits and DePaul sees fit that this expansion may 
just may go forward, there will always only be only 120. He stated in other words, they would be 
single beds at this point in time. Mr. Parrone stated there would be common facilities for 
restaurant facilities, cafeteria, laundry, recreation within the building itself 

Mr. Parrone stated the site is a five-acre piece, very much in the same location as the original 
overall concept plan of Union Square as originally developed. He stated they will need to 
construct at least 1,000 feet of what is known as Union Square Boulevard from Phase 1 that was 
approved by the Planning Board last year actually and now presently has started to be under 
construction. He stated they have had discussions about whether or not the roadway can be 
placed in a position or such a fashion constructed not as to full pavement but in au area where it 
can be used for emergency access. He stated that is something theyre discnssing still with the 
Town. 

Mr. Parrone stated there is another development that is being proposed within the complex at this 
point in time. He stated he knew theyre in negotiations. He stated he could not really divulge 
how much and how far along they are. He stated that is part of why theyre requesting there is 
some relief on that roadway system 

Mr. Parrone stated originally this was planned to be a little bigger facility when they were 
discussing it in the conceptual planning. He stated it has been pulled back as a smaller project. 
He stated they hope to go forward as far as schedule is concerned. He stated they would like to 
come back to the Planning Board in April for preliminary plans at that time. He stated obviously 
there is a question as it relates to the road that needs to be answered. 

Mr. Parrone stated they have to have a special permit or conditional permit, as well as there needs 
to be a subdivision of this parcel of laud subdivided off of the overall project. Keith O'Toole 
stated that is his recollection. He stated it will be a conditional use permit. 

John Limbeck asked are there agreements with staff of the Town of Chili that the rest of the 
Board should know about regarding the road. Mr. Parrone stated the agreements are not settled. 
John Limbeck stated there have been discussions. He asked have there been agreements made 
that the rest of the Board should know about. 

Mr. Parrone stated as it relates to the road, the Department of Transportation made a resolution 
or stated that the road did not have to be built out to Union Street with the development of the 
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first 50 lots plus the Union Meadows and DePaul He stated the TO\:vn, however, stated that they 
felt that norntithstanding the D. 0. T., that the road should be constructed out to Union Square 
when DePaul was brought forward. He stated the request on behalf of the developer along with 
this particular applicant is, they wilJ build the road up to and including for DePaul, and then build 
the roadway to a level, stone base for the allowance of emergency access to get to DePaul. He 
stated that is the main concern at this point in time. He stated it wasn't the concern so much from 
traffic, but it was concern for emergency access. He stated so that is what is on the table. He 
stated that is the only issue that is really on the table. 

John Cross asked wasn't that road issue part of the conditions that the Town Board implemented. 
Mr. Parrone stated he was not sure if it was the Town Board or Planning Board, but one of the 
two boards made that as a condition. John Cross stated there are a lot of concerns about that. 
He stated the Fire Marshal and Joe Carr are basically the key people to try to work out an 
agreement with, if there is going to be an agreement. Mr. Parrone stated he could almost tell the 
Board that the applications for an additional facility that is coming into the project are almost 
eminent, and by the time in which all of this will be implemented, actually built, that that other 
facility \\ill be on board, so then it will be a moot point at that point in time. He stated then it \Vill 

have to be built. 

Dario Marchioni asked if the drainage channel there will be in progress also. Mr. Parrone stated 
that is part of the approval process. He stated they have to do that improvement. 

John Nowicki stated he was just sort of excited to see these types of projects advancing because 
do serve a nice purpose. He stated they're quiet projects. He stated it is nice living for people 
that have some health problems. He stated they are usually one story, slab on grade, well 
landscaped, well maintained, nothing complicated about them projects. 

Dario Marchioni asked what property tax they will be paying on this project. Mr. Tobin stated 
that hasn't been approached at this point, but as a non-for-profit 501-C, there would be a tax 
exempt application and that would be something that would have to be discussed. John Cross 
stated what they did on Providence Housing's application is they had a PILOT agreement with the 
TO\:vn. 

Mitch Rakus asked under what tax code are they. Mr. Tobin stated 50 l John Nowicki asked 
if where they stand right now is April for plan approval. Mr. Parrone stated preliminary site 
plan approval in April. John Nowicki asked if the architectural would follow that. Mr. Parrone 
stated that was correct. John Nowicki asked if then they would come in for final on everything. 
Mr. Pan·one stated that's right 

John Hellaby asked do they feel the parking will be adequate. Mr. Parrone stated that was a good 
question. He stated in their discussion \vith Larry Smith back in January, they felt that the parking 
was adequate with one exception, and that is the amount of people that are going to be on staff 
here. He stated they will have to increase the parking lot by about ten spaces. He stated the 
requirement under the code for the facility that they have proposed needs 40, and then they need 
one space for eve1y two employees. He stated they may have to provide ten more spaces. 

Mr. Parrone stated they had the discussion that they would probably approach the Board showing 
the design of the actual total number of spaces, but implementation of only the spaces that they, in 

need because statistically the amount of spaces that they need is really not necessary, for in 
actuality, a very small percentile of the residents would drive. John Nowicki stated he could back 
them up on that. He stated at Grandville in Greece the parking was very small, the requirements 
for the residents. He stated it has been there for some years. 

Mr. Parrone stated theyre not applying for variances. He stated theyre make sure the parking is 
adequate but they will request the Board defer building that portion until such time as it may be 
required for them to do it. He stated they want to keep this as green as possible. 

Ray Bleier asked on a typical day \Vitb 120 people occupying the facility, how many visitors do 
they exlJect to come on daily basis. Ms. Simms stated that honestly, it depends on family support 
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and that kind of thing. She stated it is really difficult for her to say. She guessed maybe five or 
six a day, truly not a lot. She stated typically family visits are once a week, or once every couple 
of weeks is pretty typical of a family member coming to She stated many of the residents 
because of their age have no family left or little family left. 

Dario Marchioni asked Vvill they have fencing up for wanderers. Mr. Parrone stated no, they will 
not. Dario Marchioni stated where his father-in-law was, they misplaced a couple of people. 

John Cross asked what is their e>q:ierience at their present facilities vvith the occupants and false 
alarms to the fire departments and so forth. He stated he understood that can be a problem in 
these facilities. Mr. Tobin stated it has been true, absolutely. He stated it depends on the type 
facility that they're talking about, though. He stated they have a tendency to have more types of 
nuisance calls to the Fire Department from a mental health type of facility. He stated they have a 
facility in Canandaigua which is very similar to this, which would be a facility to take a look at, 
which is all frail, elderly and private pay, and they have minimal type calls like that. John 
Limbeck stated they have eliminated a lot of that since allowed two false alarms and then 
they start getting fined. Mr. Tobin stated that's true. John NoVvicki stated many times the Fire 
Department they will start a truck on the way, but they will respond by phone to see what is going 
on in the facility to try to prevent that. 

Mr. Parrone stated DePaul contracts Vvith National Ambulance, so there is not going to be a 
burden on the Chili Ambulance facility as a norrnal rule because they contract directly from 
National. He stated National does all of their emergency pickup if there is a requirement for folks 
to go to tl1e hospital for a medical emergency. Johu Nowicki asked if generally these places are 
fully sprinklered. Mr. Parrone stated they are. John Nowicki stated they want to stay in early 
contact with their Fire Marshal. Mr. Parrone stated they have already had a meeting Vvith him. 
He stated they're going to have to build an access road around the facility. He stated they have to 
provide hydrants around the facility. He stated there is no deviation on that; there is uo relief 

Dario Marchioni asked if they mentioned anything about lighting on this site. Mr. Parrone stated 
there will be site lighting for the parking facility. He stated it will probably be low. He stated 
they don't have a great need for an awful lot oflighting at night other than for security purposes. 

John Nowicki stated going back to what Dario Marchioni said about wanderers, they do have on 
the door systems when the doors open, at the main desk the lights go on so everybody knows 
what is happening. Mr. Tobin stated this "vill be state of the art. 

John Limbeck stated the Conservation Board \vill be real interested in the site planting. Mr. 
Parrone stated they go to the Couservation Board meetings. John Cross commented they should 
not forget the drainage people. Mr. Parrone stated coustructiou on their big drainage facility has 
akeady begun. 

John Hellaby asked what would the outside treatment of this building be. Mr. Parrone stated 
it will be a wood exterior. He stated it vvill be wood frame construction, wood exterior. John 
Hellaby asked if they would use cedar. Mr. Parrone stated they're not sure. He stated SWBR is 
working on schematic designs right now. 

DECISION: The Chili Planning Board reviewed the above-described application. The 
preseutation regarding the proposed adult care facility for frail elderly was generally 
well received by the Planning Board members. DePaul may proceed with formal 
applications for subdivision and site plan approvals, as well as a conditional use 
permit for this facility. 

Also, DePaul should prepare a presentation for a PILOT agreement to the ToWJ1 of 
Chili administration for their consideration and review. 

The meeting ended at 10:03 p.m. 



CHILI PLANNING BOARD 
April 8, 

A meeting of the Chili Planning Board was held on April 8, 1997 at the Chili Town Hall, 3235 
Chili Avenue, Rochester, New at p.m The meeting \vas called to order by 
Vice-Chairperson Ray Bleier. 

PRESENT: Mitch Rakus, John Nm.:vicki, John Limbeck, Dario Marchioni and 
Vice-Chairperson John Cross. 

ALSO PRESENT: Keith 0 1Toole, Counsel for the Town; Anthony Knope, Assistant 
Building Inspector; Lan-y Nissen, Town Engineer; Charles Robinson, 
Conservation Board member; Nick Barbata, Drainage Committee member. 

Vice-Chairperson Ray Bleier declared this to be a legally constituted meeting of the Chili Planning 
Board. He explained the meeting's procedures and introduced the Board and front table. He 
announced the 

OLD BUSil'·'il~SS: 

1. Application of Forest Equity, owner; 3240 Chili Avenue, Rochester, New York 14624 
for final subdivision approval of 48 lots to be kno\:vn as Wellington Section 7 at prope1ty 
located at l Dover Court in R-1-15 zone. 

Don Avery was present to represent application. Mr. Avery requested they reappear in one 
week at the nex1 meeting. He stated they have presented the drainage report and information 
requested the letter by the Town Engineer, and it does not give the Town Engineer enough 
time to have a full review of it. He stated they have presented plans to the Conservation Board on 
the tree planting, which they may comment on. 

Mr. A ve1-y stated he is taking one project off the nex1 agenda and he would just replace that 
one under old 

Ray Bleier stated this particular application did some serious questions regarding 
drainage, really are going to rely heavily on the Town to cover all the important 
issues on that application. He stated he concuned that should delay this application and table 
it He stated he was concerned that one week would for appropriate problems 
to be addressed and solutions to be presented. 

Jolm No\vicki asked the applicant if they \\'Ould be able to comply with all the requests stated in 
the letter they received from Lan-y Nissen, their Tmw Mr. Avery stated he did comply 
\vi th all of them, but he did not have enough time to do it in a complete way. John Nowicki asked 
if it will be completed by next week, those requests. Lan-y stated he received a package 
from Don Avery yesterday and could not attest to its adequacy at this tin1e, but apparently he 
addressed all the items that were in his comment letter. Larry Nissen stated he knew Joe Carr 
\Vould like to review it also. He stated he is taking quite an role in reviewing these 
applications. 

Barbata, from the Drainage Committee, was present in the audience. He stated they are 
aware of the comments that \Vere made by the Drainage Committee. Mr. Avery stated they'll be 
putting that pond in the first phase of the project, as one of recommendations of the Drainage 
Board. 

Ray Bleier stated Don had were immediate neighbors perhaps from 
Red Bud area that have concerning some of the drainage situations, he would be 

glad to talk to them in the rear of the room. 
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John Limbeck made a motion to table the application, and Mitch Rakus seconded it. TI1e Board 
all voted in favor of tabling the application for one week from tonight 

DECISION: Unanimously tabled by a vote of 5 yes at the applicant's request until the April 15. 
1997 meeting for resubmission of a more complete plan to include the follo\\ing: 

L Label proposed utilities. 

2. Indicate proposed contours on grading 

3. Submit a drainage report. 

4. Review Drainage Committee comments dated 

5. Submit a street tree plan to the Conservation Board for final approval. 

6. Address Tow11 Engineer's comments dated 

2. Application of Sprint Spectrum, 2165 Brighton Henrietta TL Road, Rochester, York 
14623, property owner: E. Wehle & R. Graham; for conditional use permit to erect a l 
high cellular tower at propetty located at 60 Golden Road in R-1 zone. 

3. Application of Sprint Spectrum, 2165 Brighton Hemietta TL Road, Rochester, New York 
14623, property o\vner: E. Wehle & R. Graham; for preliminary site plan approval to erect a 
150' high cellular tower at propeity located at 60 Golden Road in R-1-20 zone. 

MI. Essler was present to represent the applicant Sprint PCS. He stated they were present 
an application for conditional use pennit and also for site plan approval for the construction 
telecommunications tower and related equipment on the Graham property located on Golden 
Road. 

1'1r. Essler stated he and Sprint ex1end their best \\ishes to John Cross and they hope he comes 
along well and soon. 

Mr. Essler stated this would be a continuation of the public hearing that has been held in the past 
He stated they would not repeat the entire presentation tonight regarding this site. He stated 
would like to just bring to the Board's attention a few additional items for its consideration at this 
time. 

Mr. Essler stated the Board should all have received an additional enviromnental repmt prepared 
by Dr. Frank Sciremammano. He stated it addresses some of the questions raised previously 
regarding some of the aesthetic impacts of this proposal as well as alternative sites they were 
asked to look at 

Mr. Essler stated as of today they were finally able to get confirmation of the fact that the;~re 
going to be able to amend this application to bring the tower height dow11 to 130 feet from the 
proposal of 150. He stated they think that will help any visual concerns the neighbors \Vill have. 

Mr. Essler stated at the earlier meetings there was a question oflooking at a couple other 
potential alternative locations for this tower. He stated one of them was on some prope1ty the 
Town owned over on Westside Drive across the railroad track. Mr. Essler stated from their 
standpoint, they definitely needed an easement from the adjoining property O\v11er in order to be 
able to accommodate that site. He stated they have been undertaking some pretty ex1ensive 
efforts to try to get that with the help of Jim Powers, who has been involved with some 
discussions with that property owner. He stated they have received a written response from the 
O\vner indicating they are unwilling to enter into any contractual arrangement for that easement 
Mr. Essler handed a copy of that in for the record to the Board. The letter will be on file with the 
Building Department. Mr. Essler stated that now limits their ability to go to that particular site. 
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Mr. Essler stated they were also asked to look at the possibility of relocating the tower to another 
piece of property owned by the Grahams that would be across Golden Road. Mr. Essler stated 
their environmental report addresses in some detail some of the reasons why they did not think 
that was appropriate. He stated one of the principal reasons was from the standpoint of 
protecting the people that live on Golden Road as well as those that live in the subdivision on Da 
Vinci. He stated if they move the tower over to the other side on Golden Road, they would put 
that tower much closer in proximity to the homes in the subdivision; whereas, in addition if they 
did that, the people who live on Golden Road who all pretty much face in that direction would be 
looking out at tower from their front windows. He stated the sense was if they leave it in the spot 
they're proposing it, it -vvill s.till be visible, but that it is probably the best location in terms of 
minimizing the amount people that will see this. He stated they feel very strongly the location 
they have is the best one. 

Mr. Essler stated when they looked at one of their other sites, the Board had some conditions on 
approval that included some landscaping. He stated they're ce11ainly happy to do that here. He 
stated it is not depicted on these plans, but if the Board were to make landscaping a condition of 
approval, they have absolutely no problem with that. He stated their sense would be that some 
sort of screen around the fenced area, an evergreen screen could be planted very easily. 

Dave Olek, also present to represent the application, stated l 0 to 15 Austrian pines are typical of 
what they put around the base. Mr. Essler stated they are planted at 6 feet high originally, but 
they plan to be grown to 10 foot in height. He stated he knew in the other approval there was 
some discussion about deciduous plantings further out away from the tower site. He stated this 
site did not think lends itself to that additional planting for a couple of reasons. He stated 
one, the actual leased parcel they have from the owners is small, only 3,500 square feet. He 
stated Sprint PCS doesn1t have the ability to tell the property owner where they have to let them 
plant some other trees. He stated he knew there has been some concern on the part of the 
property owner with encumbering any more of their land in that location, so that is something 
they're pretty sure that they would a problem with from the standpoint of being able to have 
a legal right to did that. 

Mr. Essler stated more to the point, having gone dovvn and taken a good look at the site, he was 
not sure if in this particular instance that a deciduous screen would have a practical effect or 
benefit compared to the cost involved. lle stated that is a fairly open parcel ofland, that whole 
area. He stated it is right by the ex'PresS\vay, so there is a certain visual ambiance from being in 
that pa1ticular area to begin \Vith. He stated and in addition, any trees they could plant will get up 
to 50, 60 foot in height. lle stated they will not screen the top of this tower. He stated that \:vill 
never be practical from standpoint of using that kind of tree for screening. 

Mr. Essler stated they think that the evergreen screen around the base will completely be able to 
screen the base so people wouldn't see the fence or the equipment or the base of the tower. He 
stated that probably does about as much as they can legitimately ex-pect to do with this location. 

Mr. Olek stated he is an RF Engineer for Sprint Spectmm. He stated he was at the last meeting 
on the issues of the location of the site. He asked if there were any questions on why the other 
t\vo alternative sites basically at this point were taken out of consideration by them. 

Mr. Olek stated they did the RF analysis on the site. He stated in relation to some of the concerns 
that some of the neighbors raised at the last meeting, they took another hard look at the coverage 
from site and they realized they could take the tower doM1 and make it work basically at 130 

He indicated on some diagrams an area where they start getting into some trouble with 
coverage, but stated what they're hoping is the site to the northeast and the east will be able to 
make that up, so they're able to make that accommodation and lower the tower by 20 feet. He 
stated can't go lower than that. He stated they would love to bring it in at 100 feet if they 
could. like the railroad site would have been, but this site is further south and west of the search 
area, and therefore, they need the 130 feet for coverage to the nmtheast. 

John Nowicki stated when they passed the first one, the Tesch property, he thought one of the 
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requirements they made was that the tmver be so designed to a that it accommodates 
co-hosting. Mr. Olek stated that's conect. John Nowicki asked at this height, how many other 
co-hosts could they accommodate on this tower. Mr. Olek stated he believed did they design the 
Tesch tower to be extendable by 20 feet. John Nowicki stated they did. Mr. Olek stated that was 
for three collocators besides themselves. John Nowicki that is right because they sized it 
larger. Mr. Olek stated they would do the same here, a foot extension and three collocators 
besides themselves. Mr. Olek stated, in fact, they're being contacted right now by Omnipoint and 
several other people, so it has already started. 

John Nowicki asked if it was conceivable then they could an additional on Mr. 
Olek stated it is conceivable, but it would be up to this Board and Zoning Board of Appeals to 
make that determination. He stated as a standard rule, willing to do that on all the sites, so 
they would make that assumption unless the Board tells them differently for the remaining 
they would have three additional collocators and an additional of extension. 

Ms. Essler stated the height question has to before the Zoning Board of Appeals yet. He 
stated they expect to make the same presentation to the ZBA and hope they receive it 

Da1io Marchioni stated they said the other location on the n01th side was not as adaptable 
because the neighbors would view it through the window. He asked have they talked to some of 
the neighbors. Mr. Essler stated he believes the Grahams did, and the reaction from their 
neighbors was they would prefer not to see it out of the front. Mr. Essler stated it was a concern 
that the Grahams had for the neighbors. Ray Bleier stated Mr. Graham did indicate that at the last 
meeting. 

Keith O'Toole asked what are the total dimensions of the site. Mr. Essler stated about 
square feet. He stated that encompasses the road that is designed as a 12 foot wide 
and a small enclosure for the equipment panels. Dr. Sciremammano stated the site would 
4,000 square feet, 50 by 80 for the leased parcel and access parcel. 

Ray Bleier asked the applicant to point out the layout on the drawing. rvir. Essler stated 
down Golden Road, the site is a little bit south of the expresS\vay. He stated then they would 
have a gravel drive that would run along the prope.rty boundary 430 feet approximately set back 
from the wad to the gravel and fenced enclosure where the tower \viii sit. 

Mr. Olek stated to the north of the site there is sufficient screening. He stated as Dr. 
Sciremammano pointed out in his environmental report, they thought it would be appropriate to 
move the site closer to the screening to take that into account so that the site itself would be 
screened by the tree line to the north of the site. Mr. Essler stated on the Deviance Road there is 
a farrly substantial line of trees by those homes and it would provide a good visual buffer for the 
people looking out the back of those houses. 

Charles Robinson stated the Conservation Board did not render a decision based on the fact that 
they did not see the laudscaping plau. He stated they would request to see that before a decision 
is rendered. Mr. Essler stated he believes the prior approval was conditioned upo11 "'""""~'"" 
Conservation Board approval as well, so they would expect to do the same thing. 

Ray Bleier asked for the record, for the Tesch site, was the Co11servatio11 Board set on the 
planting that they suggest there. Mr. Essler stated he has uot seen a sign-off yet. Charles 
Robinson stated they have not really actua.lly seen the plans yet. Mr. Olek stated it takes them a 
week or two to get the plans changed as a result of what the conditions were and those plans are 
being drawn up now, including the landscaping. He stated as soon as they have them, they'll be in 
to meet with the Conservation Board and also to apply for the permit. Ray Bleier suggested 
perhaps they might want to get together with the Couservation Board ahead of time before they 
draw up some plaus. Mr. Olek stated the problem with that is because until about two days ago, 
there were three sites in the running. He stated it would be hard for them to do three separate 
sets oflandscaping plaus not knowing where they might be, and he commented they all thought 
they might be at the railroad track site a couple of weeks ago. He stated until they know, they 
would much rather condition the approval aud then work with the Conservation Board if that is 
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okay vvith the Planning Board. Ray Bleier stated that ~ill not be a problem 

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE: 

Kathleen Setzer - 5 Sunset Htll 
Ms. Setzer stated her intentions were not to deprive or to take anything or keep anything from the 
Grahams. She stated she did not want to interfere or block any kind of a :financial gain that they 
aright from this, but she is opposed to looking at this particular object. She stated it would be 
in her view in her backyard constantly. She stated she had also about 75 signatures of oth~r 
residents in the area that the same 

Ms. stated she realizes that they did take a look at the railroad site and it does sound like 
that is an area that they aren't going to able to handle or to deal with, but there may be some 
other sites in the area, too, that she would like people to take a look at. She stated there are an 
avvfol lot of treed areas on the north side of the expressway. She stated she does realize at 130 

or 150 it would still come above the tree line, but it would put it further away and in an 
area \vhere there are not many houses and it would help to camouflage the tower. 

Bleier stated it is all flat open land their development to the proposed site. He 
stated there are some other considerations, though. He stated it seems like if they start to try to 
move this thing armmd, they're going to have a different set of neighbors objecting once they get 
closer somewhere else. He stated it was mentioned at the last meeting the Sprint people have to 

approval from landowners to have the facility on their site and easements to it, and as they 
found the Russells did not want to an easement to Sprint to enable them to use the 
railroad property. 

Ms. Setzer stated even if they come from Westside Drive, down Golden Road on that side ofit, 
on the \Vest side, there is a small dirt road in that area that would go in a westerly direction and 

is an access road that follows Conrail or the tracks on that side, too, that is very heavily 
treed. She stated between Golden and maybe Brian Drive would be the next one along the road 
there going in a westerly direction. She stated that whole area doesn't look like there is anything 
in there except trees. She stated it is probably a wetland. She stated perhaps it is proclaimed a 
wetland and is an unusable parcel. She stated since they have to live \\1ith these things, maybe 

could park them in places where don't have such a negative visual impact. 

John Nowicki stated they are really trying to accomplish that. He stated he thought Sprint has 
tried to accomplish that. He stated they have looked at many He stated theyre restricted in 
many by the pattern that they have to live within and they're restricted in many ways by 
the Telecommunications of 1 He stated some people \Vill not be happy no matter what 

do, but they are under certain laws that to live with. He stated the Board has certainly 
working with Sprint forthe last ten months in complete cooperation to try to make this as 

plausible as possible for both sides of the fence. 

Ms. Setzer stated she realized that, but had signatures of people that are not happy about 
area. She submitted the petition to the Board. The petition will be on file with the Building 

Mr. Olek showed the audience a grid indicating the search areas where they need to locate a 
tower. He stated the railroad site everyone wanted is actually closer to residential homes than the 

theyJre at tonight. He stated in looking at the map, one can see there really are not a lot of 
open spaces around here. Mr. Olek stated it is a very tight search area from the standpoint of 
keeping it away from the residences. He stated he thought as far as things go, they have done a 
good job in thls particular for this proximity to the property. 

Bob Hanson - Golden Road 
He asked is the site that talking about on the Chestnut Ridge side, or is that on the 
West side side, the site that they're proposing right now. Mr. Essler stated they're on the Chestnut 
Ridge side of the expressway. 
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William Wilcox - Stua1t Road 
Bill Wilcox asked if they go bankrnpt, would that tower stand in there, or who would take that 
tower down. He stated he thought that there should be a bond. John Novvicki stated on the last 
application, the Tesch property, one of the conditions provided for removal of the tower in that 
event. John Novvicki stated the same 24 conditions vvill be on all of the Sprint applications. He 
stated they spent ten months working out the conditions to protect the Tmv:n and the people. 
John Nmvicki stated those conditions were drafted by their legal counsel, most of them. 

Ms. Setzer stated she was very unhappy that the tower would be going in her back-yard. She 
stated she would have a negative visual impact as well as all the people along Chestnut Ridge 
Road and Golden Road. She stated there is nothing that is to block their Ms. Setzer 
questioned why Conrail and New York State D.O. T. couldn't Sprint access to some 
propeny. Ray Bleier stated they would love to be able to that, but unfortunately they are not 
obliged to do that. Ray Bleier stated the same is true with private individual. He stated they 
can get the best site in their own mind where they would like to have this, but unless they can get 
access to that through an easement, it all comes for not. 

Ray Bleier stated they have pursued this. He stated he folt Sprint has 
stated these proposals have been originated since June oflast year, and 
get the best site for each of the grids that are proposed in Town. 

more tl1an patient. He 
have been txying to 

Ms. Setzer stated right at the ve1y end of Golden Road going Pikeut Paving ow11s 
property or rents some propelty where they have some of their trucks there. She stated at the end 
of that is prope1ty that looks like it is full of trees. She asked could they into that area and 
look at that. She stated actually there is quite a lot of area between Chili Coldwater Road and 
Golden Road that is very heavily treed. She asked could they examine some of the areas in there 
and see if they can look to that as a site rather than right smack in the middle of a big open field 
where it is just going to be a ve1y obvious structure. 

Ray Bleier stated the applicant has been very patient with them He stated they have tried to 
work vvith them, and this is their proposal. He stated they have adequately sought out alternative 
sites, and those sites just have not matured into anything useful. 

Mr. Essler stated they first began developing the network over a year ago, as tl1ey found out 
where their search ring is. Mr. Essler stated they offer that, in terms of the grid and why they 
have to do it in a ce1tain area, to the real estate people who pretty much fan out through the 
area and a lot of contacts are made. He stated there are mailings sometimes done looking at all 
the tax account numbers, figuring out who owns what and there is a pretty general contact 
throughout the area to find people that have au interest. He stated, frankly, in many cases there is 
not a whole lot of it. 

Mr. Essler stated when they find a landowner who does have an interest, they certainly proceed to 
do what they can to secure the site. He stated with the Board1s cooperation, they have gone out 
and looked at other locations specifically. He stated they really haven't had luck in the area 
having a willing landowner. He stated if they don't have the vvilling landowner, there is not 
they can do. He stated it is a very eKtensive process. He stated they don't just ring one person's 
doorbell and say if they're happy, they're done. He stated it is an process that came 
down to this site. He stated they think it is not only the one from Sprint's needs but would 
accommodate the community. 

Ms. Setzer stated it was the end oflast summer when this was first sta1ted. She stated after two 
or three meetings there wasn't much brought up about it and then the site was going to be in a 
different area. She stated it wasn't until about three weeks ago that it was noted that they were 
interested again in the Graham site. 

Joyce Sempe- 310 Chestnut Ridge Road 
She stated this tower will be almost in the back of her yard. She stated sl1e was never notified 
the Planning Board or the Tow:n of this. She stated she did not feel it was right with the Planning 
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Board and the Town and with Sprint not notifying residents of things like this. 

Rav Bleier stated there is a distance that they follow in infonning people, within so many feet of 
proposal. He stated he was quite certain she must have been out of that area if she did not 

the notice. 

Ms. Sempe stated her house is up on a hill and she can see right to the expressway. She stated 
no\V she would be looking at this pole. She stated since she would have such a good view of it, 

thought she should have been notified. Ray Bleier stated as it turns out, the houses along 
Chestnut Ridge, the closest one is 900 feet from the proposed site. Keith O'T oole stated they 
send out notices to property owners that are within 100 feet of the subject site. 

Ms. Sempe stated the land is all vacant 
decrease their property value. 

She stated she believes the tower is going to 

Ray Bleier stated the conditions that were presented for the Tesch site still be valid for this 
application in their entirety. Keith O'Toole stated essentially that is correct. He stated the 
applicant has requested that the Board review the landscaping that required two rings, one of 
evergreen and one of deciduous on the exterior. He stated they're asking that they drop the 
deciduous ring. 

John Nowicki asked do they have to for the record make a statement they're modifying this 
application from 150 feet to 130 feet. Keith O'Toole stated they have already said that, so 
that would be the extent of the relief 

Keith O'Toole stated the Board had a draft negative declaration before it. 

John Nowicki made a motion that the Board accept the draft negative declaration before the 
Board. Mitch Rakus seconded the motion. The Board all voted unanimously in favor of passing 

motion. 

DECISION ON APPLICATION #2: Unanimously approved, as amended, by a vote of 5 yes 
with the following condition: 

l. Approved for a period of two 

DECISION ON APPLICATION 

Findings: 

Unanimously approved, as amended, by a vote of 5 yes 
with the follmving conditions: 

1. SEQR. This matter was classified as an Unlisted action on January 14, 1997, 
the Planning Board declared itself Lead Agency pursuant to SEQR and on 
March 11, a Negative Declaration was adopted. Therefore, the applicant 
before this Board is deemed complete and the Board renews its :findings 
contained in said Negative Declaration. This shall not prohibit repair of 
existing equipment or replacement with equipment or small dimensions, 

2. Utility. While the Applicant's PCS teclmology is not identical to the more 
common cellular teclmology, it is sufficiently analogous as to come within the 
scope of Cellular Tel. Co v Rosenberg, 82 N.Y. 2d 364 (1993) and :hus be 
considered a utility improvement for municipal land use approval purposes. 

3. Federal Requirements. TI1e Board is aware of the Federal Telecommunications 
Act enacted in Febmary of l and the requirements it imposes upon the 
To\\tn and its land use Boards. 

4. Beyond SEQR. SEQR is only part of the review. A 130 foot man made 

93 
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structure does not fit in with the character of the neighborhood adjacent to the 
Graham-West property or the Tow11 and is in no way desirable from an 
aesthetic point of view, particularly when consider that the Tmvn's 
"sk)'line" essentially consists of trees, not man made or conm1ercial 
structures as is the case with the Applicant's proposed tower and related 
improvements. Lighting and can only create additional 
in that they aren't typically found amidst the "skyline" in our Tow11. 
Maintaining and enhancing conditions must be required to 
camouflage the to the greatest extent possible. subject 
location, on the of a acre parcel and in near Interstate 90, 
this problem to some degree as does the requirement to bury any utility 
connections. Requiring :finishes which help camouflage the improvements 
against the backdrop of both vegetation and the sky are of additional 
assistance. 

The Board takes notice of the attraction tall and 
Wisupervised sites (like water towers) bring to children and vandals. 
and site maintenance standards can be imposed without impairing the 
proposed by the Applicant. As the Applicant is a organizational entity. 
further requirements should imposed to streamline notification of proper 
parties regarding site matters and to thereby remove unnecessary impediments 
to the code enforcement responsibilities of the Town relating to this site. 

The record shows that the Applicant's competitors may also wish to build their 
own network of tall towers and that elimination of Winecessary towers 
complements both Rosenberg and the land use powers authorized 
State Law and those still left Wirestricted Wider Federal Law. Shared use is 
first, best way of eliminating such duplication. Applicant's offer to locate 
municipal and emergency equipment on the tower is in furtherance of this 
purpose. 

In light of the aforesaid utility determination pursuant to Rosenberg and upon 
review of the complete application and record, the Board finds that safe and 
necessary utility service can be provided if the Permit is granted subject to the 
follo~iug conditions: 

Conditions: 

L Modifications. The tower shall not hereafter moved, reconstructed, 
changed or altered except after approval or modifications to this Permit. No 
"additional equipment" (i.e. equipment not contained in the application which 
lead to the issuance of this Permit) shall be added to the tower without an 
approved modification to the Permit by the Tmw. This shall not 
prohibit repair of existing equipment or replacement with equipment of 
smaller dimensions. 

Shared Use. The Board accepts the offer and representations of the Applicant 
regarding shared use, so the Applicant shall make the tower available for 
shared use by other utility service providers and all as subject to the applicable 
review and subject to the applicable review and approval of the Town. 

Such shared use shall be required provided that: 

a. There is no interference with Applicant's existing equipment and 
antennas on the monopole; 

b. TI1e utility or company wishing to obtain shared use pays pro-rata 
share for all of the ongoing cost of operating the site (including 
applicable lease expenses, upkeep, inspections and financial security 
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costs) and its pro-rata share of the current valuation of the monopole 
and also pays for the cost of shared use on the site (including any 

costs to place its equipment on the tower and all ofits own costs to 
reinforce, e>.1end, or replace the then-existing tower, if necessary); 

c. 111e utility or company wishing to obtain shared use provides a load 
study acceptable to the Town and the Applicant sho\\'.ing that the tower 
can safely accommodate the shared user's equipment; 

d. The utility or company ·wishing to obtain shared use provides evidence 
of adequate liability insurance coverage; 

e. 111e utility or company wishing to obtain shared use that upon the 
termination ofits use of the tower that it vvill remove all of the 
equipment 
and improvements on the site (including t11e tower and base pad if it is 
the last remaining party utilizing the tower site) and will restore the site 
to the condition then existing on the approval date of the tower, 
ordinary wear and tear excepted; 

f The utility or company wisl1ing to obtain shared use receives appropriate 
federal, state and local govermnent approvals for its installation. 

3. General Site Aesthetics. At all times, the site shall be maintained free of litter 
and debris. No overnight parking is permitted. No storage of equipment or 
materials not appea1ing on the approved site plan is permitted. 

4. Annual Engineering Inspection. Applicant shall be required to inspect the 
structural integrity and grmmding ofits monopole and its PCS facility at least 
once a 

5 Lighting. No lighting is permitted on the tower, its accessory structures and/or 
the unless mandated by the FAA. 

6. Finish. TI1e tower, all attachments, antennae, equipment and their related man 
made site improvements shall a galvanized finish or painted gray above the 
surroanding tree line and painted gray, green, black or similar colors designed 
to blend into the natural stmoundings belovv the sunounding tree line unless 
other standards are mandated by the FAA 

All man made site improvements shall be maintained of rust or other forms 
of corrosion. AU finishes shall maintained free of chips, cracks, peeling, 
chalking or other deficiencies, including graffiti. 

7. Design of Tower. Tower shall be a monopole design as per plan. 

8. Existing Vegetation. Existing on-site vegetation shall be preserved to the 
maximum extent possible particularly vvith regard to trees exceeding four ( 4) 
inches in diameter (measured at a height of four (4) feet off the groWld). Clear 
cutting of all trees in a single contiguous area beyond what is actually necessary 
to install the site improvements, construction cost notwithstanding, shall be 
prohibited. 

9. Safety. The site shall at all times be maintained in a safe and secure manner. 
Except when authorized personnel are present on the site, all equipment 
cabinets, structures and the gate and related fencing shall be locked; all 
perimeter fencing and barbed \Vire shall be well maintained and immediately 
repaired in a workmanlike manner when damaged. 
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The applicant shall actively and continually take all reasonable precautions to 
deter children and/or vandals from entering upon, climbing in, through, over or 
uuder any and aU site improvements. Except when authorized personnel are on 
the site, no vehicles, ladders or any gear or device adaptable to climbing 
purposes shall be stored or othenvise left on (or near) the site or attached to its 
improvements. 

10. Screening. Evergreen tree plantings are required to screen the tower and 
related site improvements from uearby property. At least one row of native 
evergreen shrubs capable of fonning a continuous head at least ten feet in 
height, within two years of planting shall be provided, and forever maintained 
(including immediate replacement of dead and/or diseased plantings), to 
effectively screen the tower base and accessory stmctures. In the case of poor 
soil conditions, planting shall be required on soil berms to assure plant 
survival. Plaut height u1 these cases shall include the height of any benn. 

In addition to the aforesaid evergreen hedge, additional planting of deciduous 
trees shall be required to encircle the site improvements and the aforesaid 
evergreen hedge. The purpose of this perimeter planting of deciduous trees 
shall be to provide eventual screening of as much of the upper reaches of the 
tower as nature allows. Such deciduous tree plantii1gs shall be forever 
maintained. 

It is envisioned that the combu1ed evergreen and deciduous plantings shall 
provide a uuified screen of the site improvements from ground level to the 
upper reaches of the tower to the ex1ent that nature permits. 

Approval of the type, caliper and location of the plantings constituting the 
aforesaid screening shall take the form of a landscaping plan subject to the 
approval of the Conservation Board. The Conse1vation Board is authorized 
to waive all or part of the plantings to the ex1ent that site conditions require it 
to do so. Any such waiver shall be subject to Plam1ing Board approval. 

11. Access and Parking. Road constmction shall be consistent with standards 
private roads and shall at all times minimize ground disturbance and vegetative 
cutting to within the toe of fill, the top of cuts, or no more than ten feet 
beyond the edge of any pavement and with the purpose to assure minimal 
visual disturbance and reduce soil erosion potential. Top soil shall be required 
around all improvements and shall be finely graded and york raked. AH 
disturbed soils shall be planted as per the landscaping plan subject to the 
approval of the Conservation Board. 

12. Sign. Notwithstanding any other provision oflaw, signs are prohibited on the 
tower, its sites or accessory stmctures. 

13. Utility Connections. AJl utility connections to site, shall, to the greatest 
extent practical, be buried. This requirement may be waived, in whole or in 
part, by the To\vn Engineer, it: in his sole opmion, such burial would be 
impractical due to natural conditions. 

14. Engineers Approval. Subject to engineer's approval. 

15. Radio Emissions. The applicant shall comply \\rith Federal Commuuication 
Commission (FCC) regulations. Any determination by the FCC that radio 
emissions exceed pennitted FCC thresholds shall immediately tenninate this 
Permit. 

16. Removal Upon Abandonment. Where the tower is not employed, for a period 
of One Hundred Eighty consecutive days, for the telecommunications use as 
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described by the Applicant when the Permit was granted, said 
telecommunications tower shall be deemed abandoned. 

Upon abandonment the Applicant shall remove any equipment, antennas, 
equipment cabinets, roads or driveways, the tower, the base pad or other man 
made improvements. The applicant shall be required to restore the site to the 
condition then existing on the approval date of the Permit, absent grading and 
plantings required under the approved landscaping plan. 

Applicant's failure to keep the letter of credit (described in the paragraph 
entitled "Security") full force and effect, which includes providing for its 
renewal prior to ex1)iration, shall be deemed abandonment. 

17. Security. The Applicant shall provide an automatically renewing letter of 
credit to the Town of Chili 'vhich shall be in an amount adequate to guarantee 
that the tower (and related and site improvements) is built, maintained and 
removed n1 accordance with the conditions imposed by the Town of Chili in 
this Permit. Said letter of credit shall be in a form and of a sufficient amount 
which is subject to the approval of the Town Attorney. The Tmvn Attorney 
shall establish ammmt of security upon consultation \Vith the Town Engineer 
and in furtherance of the terms and conditions of this Permit and the Code of 
the Town of Chili. 

18. Notice. At all times the Applicant shall forward the following up-to-date 
information (and any amendments thereto) with the Tov,rn of Chili Building 
Inspector: 

a. Name, address and phone number of an authorized person which the 
To\\rn Building Inspector may contact in the event there are violations 
of the terms or conditions of this Permit, other violations of the Code of 
the Town of Chili or other issues relating to the site; 

b. A copy of the Applicant's current lease for the site. 

Municipal Equipment. Applicant shall allow shared use of any municipal or 
emergency communications equipment on its monopole tower, at no 
charge, provided that the equipment and antennas to be added do not interfere 
with Applicant's existing equipment or antennas and do not overload the 
monopole. 

20. Construction. The term "Applicant" shall be deemed to include the successors 
and/or assigns Applicant. "Permit" shall include all relief and approvals 
sought by the Applicant as granted by the Board and subject to conditions 
imposed by the Board. 

21. Applicant shall petition Town Board to include subject parcel within Town 
Consolidated Drainage District within 30 days of this Permit. 

Subject to Zoning Board of Appeals approval. 

Applicant shall obtain curb cut permit from NYS Department of 
Transportation or Monroe County D.O.T. if ingress and egress is to a State 
or Comity road. 

24. per request of Applicant, Applicant shall build tower so it can structurally 
accommodate three ( 3) telecommunications providers. The tower shall be no 
more than 130' high; however, the tower may be up to twelve (12) inches 
\vider than design included in the site plan as originally proposed. 

97 
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PUBLIC HEARINGS: 

L Application of Open Door Baptist Church, owner; 174 Thurston Road, Rochester, 'York 
l 4619, for conditional use pennit to erect a church at property located at Chili Scottsville 
Road in PRD & FPO zone. 

John Carmo was present to represent the application. Mr. Camso stated is the 
the Open Door Baptist Church. Mr. Camso stated Passero Associates is representing them as the 
engineers, but Steve Thompson, their chief architect at Passero Associates, is also a me1nber of 
the church and is also in charge of designing this church. Mr. Camso stated also \\ith them 
tonight is Tom Hauser. 

Mr. Camso stated there are about 170 parishioners in the church, and the capacity of the church is 
being designed for 300. He stated their operation of the facility would be ob\iously Sunday, but 
dming the week night there is a service from 7 to 9 o'clock on Wednesday. He stated on Sunday, 
there is semce from 9 o'clock to 10 o'clock, and then there is Sunday school. He stated from 
10:30 to 12 o'clock is the mass service, and then there is also another evening service from 
to 7:30. Mr. Camso stated the pastor and the secretaries will be there during the weekday for 
business end of the church. 

MT. Camso stated they'll be coming in off the State road a foot \vide drive with a 
d1ive-through drop-off on the north side of the building. He stated there will be a drop-off, a 
covered overhang. He stated then tbey will tum and drive in back to the parking area. 

Mr. Camso showed on the plans where they have put the handicapped parking .in a protected 
area. He indicated on the plans where they have pedestrian crosshatching shown out in the 
area of the aisles, and in between it, they'll have raised sidewalks so people can have a haven 
to step up and out of the way for traffic. 

Mr. Caruso stated the site is very thin as opposed to being wide, and it is long, so they 
were forced to design the site this way. He stated the only other way to do it would be to 
have the parking in the front and the rear, and because this is a two-level site, a lot of grade across 
the site, having to walk out a basement to parking in the rear is not what they want because 
people would have to walk uphill in the wintertime. He stated it doesn't work out for their 
handicapped members. He stated they feel this was probably one of the best ways to design this 
site. 

Mr. Caruso stated they v\ill have one large septic system to utilize. He stated they have a raised 
fill system. He stated they'll probably wind up putting it on a pump. He stated there is water out 
there. He stated they'll bring it in from the Water Authority's main out in the front. He stated 
there are fire hydrants in front of the site. 

Mr. Caruso stated as far as sight distance, it is pretty spacious. He stated it is a parcel, 
and the building accounts for 1 percent of the site, and parking and lot coverage is about 5 
percent. He stated there is a wetland, and there is a flood plain on tbe parcel, but fortunately for 
them, they're able to stay up the dry area. 

Mr. Caruso stated on the site plan they bave indicated the 100-year flood elevation, or the limit 
the line. Mr. Camso stated the DEC wetlands is some 300 feet further back in the site. He stated 
they're safely away from them 

Mr. Caruso stated there is a modification to the site plan that they taken the row 
parking and have moved it up to the front within the 100 foot He stated the 100 foot 
setback is required for the building, but he did not think it is required for the parking lot. He 
stated when he spoke with the Building Department to ask about that he did not find it in 
the zoning ordinance, they said it would be up to the Planning Board's discretion about the 
parking lot setback. 

John Nowicki stated from the center line of the road, they're probably about 100 feet. Mr. Camso 
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stated it is about 90 something feet, to the edge of pavement. He stated from the center line of 
the road, it would be 105 feet. He stated the reason that they altered the plan there is that at 
about 150 feet into the site, the site drops off rather significantly, and on the full set of design 
plans, there are some sections in there of how the existing topography is. He stated what they 
found, by moving that bank of cars up into that 100 foot area, they can save $12,000 in fill. He 
stated actually, if they look at the plan, the traffic loop, the traffic flow from the drop-off area 
seems to work ahnost better than their original design, and so \\rith that, they would have a better 
flow of traffic and a savings of$12,000. 

John Lirnbeck asked have they talked with the Fire Department and the Fire Marshal, because to 
him they have a fairly sizable stmcture ">rith access only on one side. He stated they have nothing 

Chili Scottsville Road or the south side, or even the small future parking area down in back 
is some odd feet away from the stmcture itself Mr. Caruso stated he hasn't had any 
discussions \Vitl1 Jim Christian. John Limbeck stated is just concerned because something this 
large, they to get equipment around it should there be any type of situation. 

Jv1r. Caruso stated how he has dealt \\1th this before, is they are really only 100 feet from the road. 
He stated they could pull in line. He stated they have a hydrant in front of the project. He stated 
they could park right in front and be 40 feet from it. John Limbeck stated there is still a ladder 
access that is needed. He stated he would suggest they talk to the Fire Marshal and make sure he 
will stamp the dra\Ving before they too far along. Mr. Caruso asked wouldn't he have had 
cmmnents in for this meeting. John No\\ricki stated not necessarily. 

Mr. Carnso stated on the site plan, it indicates they're meeting the parking requirements, but they 
shmv11 on the plan they have potential future parking areas. He stated that wasn't for any 

other reason other than to show that they have room for their growth if they need it. He stated 
they don't want to spend any money and do that now, but if they need it in the future, they're not 
boxed right on this site so big right now that they can't move it. He stated they are planning for 
the future. He stated if there are any building additions, there is room to come out to the back or 
the side and still stay \\rithin setback so they're not up against prope1ty lines. He stated they 
tried to be spacious off the neighbor's line. He stated 50 foot setbacks were all met. 

Mr. Carnso stated there \\ill be a fenced-in play area for Sunday school. He stated there are some 
doors on the side of the building. He stated they plan to put foll screening up in the front of the 
parking lot up at Chili Scottsville Road. 

Mr. Caruso stated their cunent status \Vith this project is they have approved financing. He stated 
not going to be a big project. He stated it is a design built project that they're working on with 

D'Agostino Constmction. He stated they have put in for a fill pemlit to get some of the topsoil 
and to obtain some clean fill that is available to them right now from several different 

sources the fill and grading that needs to be done on the Mr. Caruso stated they are 
probably to start construction in May. 

flay Bleier asked does the church mvn the property right now. Mr. Caruso stated they do. Mr. 
stated estimated construction cost for the site and building is about $1.2 million, which 

does not include the cost of the land. He stated the land is already O\\ned by the church. 

Mitch Rakus stated as long as their Town Engineer and the applicant address the runoff and 
drainage problem, make sure that the driveway access is get approval from the Fire 
MarshaL other than that, he did not have any other questions. 

Mr. Caruso stated Larry Nissen had vvritten him a letter and asked them to pursue doing some 
drainage basins in the back, which they weren't originally going to do, and they were going to 
cmnply He stated with this up, it is going to make it easier for them to design some 
ponds. 

J'vlitch Rakus stated tbey1re high and dry, but in back of them, there are people to consider. Mr. 
Caruso stated that's co1Tect 
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John Nowicki asked was this the Nina Ball property. Mr. Caruso stated it was. John 
Nowicki asked what about the fill on that site, has that been tested out there. He stated it is 
pretty new fill material out there. He asked how they are designing the foundations for this 
building. Mr. Caruso stated they had a study done Foundation Designs, and they started to 
find some of the fill only in one area. 

Mr. Thompson stated the parcel to the north of this particular is where the majority of the fill 
from the Chili Avenue reconstruction project ended up. He stated fortunately this southern 
did not receive much of that fill. 

Mr. Caruso stated one of their big concerns on their excavation was the ability to use 
excavation for fill in the other portions of the to move it from one spot to the other. He 
stated the recommendation came back that the 011-site soil is suitable for fill inside the building. 
He stated it is free of organics and debds. He stated Drawing 3 of the full set of plans shows the 
soil bodngs locations. 

John Nowicki asked if they're that the soil conditions would permit standard footings 
foundations. Mr. Caruso stated they conclude the building can be supported 011 spread footings 
bea1ing new structural fill, based on psi inches John Nowicki that is 
pretty much standard. Mr. Caruso stated usually 16 is ::.1andard. 

John Nowicki asked if the building will be sp1inklered since it is a of public 
Camso stated it will not. Mr. 111ompson stated cmTently don't have sprinklers. 
stated the church doesn't have to be sprinklered. Da1io Marchloni stated churches are "v'""1·~ 1 

John Nowicki questioned why they made Wegmans hang sprinklers in the blow-up balloon and 
they don't have to sp1inkler a building like this. He stated that was one of the strangest building 
codes he has ever seen. Tony Knope stated he would check it out. 

John Nowicki stated they will have to go in a drainage district. Mr. Camso stated he believed it 
has already been extended into it. 

John Nowicki asked what about secudty on the site when nobody is around from that location, 
what will they do. Mr. Caruso stated that is a good question. He stated right now they have 
lights on a photo control and an alarm system. Mr. TI1ompson stated that's correct. Mr. Caruso 
asked were they planning on having television cameras. Mr. Thompson stated no, they are not, 
just a security system. 

Ray Bleier asked what type of lighting will be on site. Mr. Camso stated he believed they would 
find that on the landscaping and lighting plan. Ray Bleier asked would all the lights be projected 
downward. Mr. Caruso stated it would be do\vnward lighting. He stated they did not pepper the 
site with lighting on the perimeter. He stated they \Wl use the interior islands so they could 
reduce the number of lights. He stated the lights are not at the perimeter of their site spreading 
light out. 

Dario Marchioni asked is the parking lot black top or stone. Mr. Caruso stated it will ultinlately 
be blacktopped. He stated what theyre going to pave in the first phase of work is the turnaround 
and the entrance lane. He stated the remainder would be stone until they can get some more 
money to pave it 

Tony Knope asked how many people will the church hold. Mr. Camso stated 300 will be the 
capacity. John Cross asked what will they have in the parking lot at the initial phase. Mr. Caruso 
stated it would be stone, probably cmsher run stone base. 

John Nowicki stated he also had a question on sight distances on the ingress and egress of this 
road. He stated this is a 55-mile-an-hour speed linllt. He stated he doubts they could find 
anybody going under 65, unless it is a furm vehicle. He asked what are the sight distances 011 this. 
He asked do they have any problems there with that curve. 

Mr. Caruso stated right on the first site plan, they have the sight distances labeled right at the 
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intersection. He stated it is greater than 500 feet to the south, and that is the first one they 
checked because it comes up around the bend. He stated they can see as far as they want to the 
north. 

John Nowicki asked is this a County or State highway. Mr. Caruso stated it is a State highway. 
John Nowicki stated he thought they vvill have to have some signage that there is a church ahead 
or something because that is an awful high speed area. 

Mr. Camso stated one of the things they first looked at was trying to see where they could 
position the driveway. He stated in their design, they were stuck with how to keep the fire 
hydrant out of the middle of their driveway and still have a little setback, because if they shifted it 
to the south, they would have the fire hydrant in the middle of their driveway. 

John Novvicki stated he was not happy with the partial stone parking lot. He stated they have 
other chmches they approved in this commmrity where they have done a magnificent jobs that 
were paved and landscaped. He stated he would expect the same here. 

John Limbeck asked if there is any incentive here to bring in fill, to take the topsoil off and sell it. 
MT. Caruso stated they're not tmcking off any topsoil. Mr. Camso stated they're going to use the 
topsoil around the back. He stated they have some filling area that doesn't need to be 
structural. 

Dario Marchioni asked iu la:yiug this out, did they consider at all the possibility of sort of moving 
the septic system into a berm system and shifting the parking lot in the back so they have more 
green area in the front. Dario Marchioni stated they could put the septic system in front of the 
parking lot, way up in the front \vith greenery and then they could shift the parking further back. 
He commented there is a lot of residential homes in the area. He stated the parking lot seems to 

close to the road. 

Mr. Carnso stated they thought about. He stated they will have a raised sand fill system. He 
stated didn't want to have a westerly vvind pollute the whole side if they have an event 
outside. nor do they want to have nearby neighbors to the no1th or the south smell the septic 
system. He stated they put it the back lmmcviug when the wind blows, it blows it over the 
\Vetlands. 

Mr. Caruso stated the other thing is they want to put the septic system in an area where they're 
going to fill anyways because it has to a raised fill system. He stated they wanted to put the 
raised fill system in an area where they need to fill anyway. Mr. Carnso stated they will dig some 
ditches and trenches to intercept water corning off the parking lot dmvn to \Vhere the ponds will 
be. 

Dario Marchioni asked on this parking lot, is there any type ofbenn they can put in that parking 
lot and shift the parking lot back. He stated it used to be 100 set back and feet now it is 54 feet. 
ML Caruso stated it is 54 from the right-of: way line but feet from edge of pavement and 
another l 0 feet from center line. He it is not close to the road. 

Dario Marchioni stated he liked the design of the church. He stated that is 100 feet awav from 
~ ~ 

the road. He stated the parking lot being in the front setback of the chmch kind of bothers him a 
little bit. He stated he thought that could be pushed back more \vith a nice berm in front oftlris 
parking lot. He stated he thought they could do something better. 

j\1r. Carnso stated they could put a benn in front of the parking lot on the west face, but the 
reason they proposed what t11ey have is because it saves them $12,000 \vorth of fill. He 
commented they could use the topsoil for a benn. 

Mr. Carnso stated Larry Nissen wants them to put ponds in they didn't consider before, so they're 
going to have an expense there. He stated they're not quite sure when they're going to \vind up 
with having to pave the parking lot. He stated in light of that. they would like to save the $12,000 
in fill costs. 
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Datio Marchioni stated if somebody builds a house right next door, it \Vill be right by the parking 
lot. He stated they'll have to look at these cars. He stated it is a residential buildable lot next 
door. Dario Marchioni stated in front of Case Hoyt there is a nice bem1 that is not that 
big, but it hides the parking. 

Larry Nissen stated he had spoken to Joe Can He stated John Nowicki had questioned the need 
for detention. Larry Nissen stated he told him they had approved other areas in the past where 
they were adjacent to wetland area and wetlands by providing some means of natural detention. 
He stated he did get a call from the Drainage Committee and from Joe Can concerning the 
installation of a detention area. 

Lan)' Nissen stated this site will not require a detention area. He stated he thought the pond 
will actually save a little bit of money. He stated it would be less fill they would have to bring in. 
He stated he would not envision a large pond here. He stated a pond would enhance the 

Ray Bleier asked if that pond will in the 100-foot buffer or the l flood plain bmmdary. 
Larry Nissen stated there are a couple temporary siltation ponds proposed now, and it 
\Vill probably be in those areas. 

Larry Nissen stated he would not comment on the positions of the 
thought the site plan was quite well done and generally complete. 

lot, other than that he 

Charles Robinson stated the Conservation Board originally had looked at a plan where they had 
some Norway Sprnce on t11ere and they asked them to substitute white fir there to be 6 feet. 
Mr. Carnso showed Charles Robinson the original plan. Charles Robinson stated the 
Conservation Board would require the landscaping plans to be stamped by a licensed landscape 
architect. 

Charles Robinson stated along the southern bmmdary, right behind the proposed Open Door 
Baptist Church, along the southern part at the bottom, the Conservation Board would request that 
they put a border in there of 12 Austrian pines, 6 to 8 foet, coming more towards the road. He 
stated that would be a screening for the neighbors in that section. Mr. Carnso asked if 
they should off set them. Charles Robinson ~1ated they should. 

Ray Bleier asked was the Conservation Board satisfied with the proposed screening in the parking 
lot area. Charles Robinson stated they were. Ray Bleier stated they saw the old plan though; they 
did not see the new one where there was a reduction. Charles Robinson stated they did not see 
the revision. He stated he assumed that would be addressed when they back the stamped 
plans. 

Mr. Carnso stated there was not an intent to reduce the plantings; it was just an intent to reduce 
the setback. Charles Robinson stated the Board's major concern was along the southern boundary 
that was wide open. Charles Robinson stated the Conservation Board would like green 
mountain sugar maple and 12 Austrian pines staggered to mix and match. 

Ray Bleier asked concerning the outside lighting, will it be on at night and how late \vill it be on. 
Mr. Hauser stated where they are at cunently on Timrston Road, there is more activity than on 
Chili Scottsville Road. He stated presently they light the lights during services. He stated they 
come on Wednesday nights and Sunday evenings that they're there. He stated the rest of the 
times they just light around the building proper, a few lights on the building for security. He 
stated they can do it either way. Mr. Hauser stated he assumes they would be on a timer. He 
stated cunently they tum them off at 11 o'clock at night or something like that, just for added 
security. 

Ray Bleier stated he was thinking about some of the neighbors across the road. Mr. Hauser 
stated possibly they could split them up and have lights around the entry ways and around the 
building itself He stated he did not see a reason to leave the parking lot lights on. Mr. Carnso 
stated they should shut the parking lot lights off because they just cost a fortune running all 



Dario Marchioni asked if they plan on running any bingo or any other activities in the evening. 
Mr. Hauser stated they have no bingo activities. 

John N mvicki asked what type of materials are they planning to use for the church on the outside 
and what t)'PeS of colors would they be. Mr. Thompson stated theyre proposing that it be a split 
face block, a decorative concrete block, and they have not yet settled on a color or a color range. 
John Novv:icki stated when they to final, they would like to know what materials and what 
colors vvill be involved. 

John Nowicki asked how did they arrive at a decision to have the south side of the building be the 
play area in that area rather than to go to the back of the building. Mr. Thompson stated that is 
adjacent to some of the smaller toddler rooms, and often during the nicer months, during service, 
they like to take the kids outside and have a play area, give them an opportunity to run around a 
little bit. He stated that playground area is away from the parking lot primarily, and also right 
adjacent to those classrooms. 

John No\vicki asked would they be serving any types of meals, like coffee and donuts. He asked 
will they have a kitchen within the facility. Mr. Thompson stated currently they do not show a 
kitchen. He stated they may have a coffeepot, but theyre not going to prepare meals. He stated 
if they have a pot luck dllmer, people bring a drink and a dish to pass. 

Jolm Nowicki asked do they have a need for a dumpster. Mr. Thompson stated probably a small 
one. John Nowicki stated they have to incorporate, based on the code, a dumpster design and an 
enclosure. 

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE: 

Beverly Neder - 82 Attridge Road 
She stated she would commend them on the design. She asked if down the line they have any 
plans for a nursery room or primary school, or at some point in the future to get involved in 
affordable housing for their parishioners. Mr. Hauser stated they have been at their site now for 

He stated he has pastor all of those years. He stated when they first started off: 
had a day care center in the city. He stated he does not foresee ever opening another day 

care center. stated as far as Christian day school, they have no plans currently to do that. He 
stated he would safely it \vill take them years to recover from this. He stated they have no 
plans to into affordable housing projects. 

Ms. Neder stated she was asking that question because some churches in the area have e:x.'Pressed 
an interest in getting into senior citizen housing. Mr. Hauser stated no, they have not. He stated 
the room they have on this site would not lend itself to that. 

Bill LaClerk 
He stated he lives at the north end. He asked who could address the highway speed on that pa11 

Scottsville Chili Road, because it is very dangerous. He stated turning left into their own 
driveway can be hazardous. He stated he is concerned what might happen on a Sunday morning 
\\1th a bus load of young people coming to church or something like that. 

Ray Bleier stated it is a State highway. He stated the New York State Department of 
Transportation would the office to contact. Mr. La Clerk stated but for the safety of ~he whole 
T mvn, somebody with more authority than himself should be addressing the problem because it 
w1ll a problem. 

Mr. stated when they first looked at this site and looked for where they would locate the 
they looked and measured the sight distance in the field to make sure that it met the 

speed limit requirements, and they been able to locate the driveway to meet the speed limit 
requirements for sight distance. He stated, however, that doesn1t mean that it is alwavs the best 
situation just because they meet the code. He stated it allows them to be able to get a 
pem1lt for D.O. T .. but he m1derstands that the speed can be excessive, and sometimes it is unsafe. 
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Mr. Caruso stated they come across this all the time. He stated that is why when John NO\vicki 
mentioned if the State wants them to put a sign indicating a new driveway ahead, they would do 
that. He stated, however, the won't let anyone dictate what in right-oi:way 

John Nowicki asked if it would help if the Planning Board and the Tow11 Board addressed a letter 
to the Regional Office or to the local office to say they would like to have au answer as to why 
they're not going to address this question and look at it more seriously than they Mr. 
Caruso stated he thought the State was going to say why should they put a in the 
tight-of-way when it meets the requirement. Mr. Caruso stated it is either by the book or not, 
othenvise it doesn't go in the right-of-way, according to the State. He stated it doesn't matter 
whether it improves things or not. 

Dario Marchioni asked where do they anticipate most of the traffic would be coming from. Mr. 
Camso stated from the north. 

Nick Barbata suggested the Chairperson approach the Traffic & Safety Committee for some 
on the sign matter. He stated even Joe Carr might be able to help. Mr. Caruso stated that was a 
good recommendation. He stated he would get iu touch talk with them. 

Keith O'Toole stated they may want to talk to Larry Smith about that front yard parking. Mr. 
Caruso stated they did. He stated they called Kathy, and she said there is not a setback to the 
parking lot; it is only to the structure. He stated that is why they didn't feel that they were 
obligated to keep the parking lot back 100 feet. 

John Nmvicki asked didn't they have a situation on Chili Avenue or somewhere in the Center 
where they had a deal with parking in the front setback where they had to to the Zoning Board 
for approval on that. Keith O'Toole stated there is a provision in the code, 115- regarding 
front parking. He stated it has been his understanding that so long as the parking is located in the 
front, except for residential stmctures, they may need relief from the ZBA 

John Nowicki stated they had that on Chili Avenue with the Pizza Hut. Keith O'Toole stated in 
contrast, there isn't a setback requirement for though. He stated under the PRD, the Planning 
Board pretty much has zoning powers. Mr. Caruso stated it was because it was PRD. John 
Nowicki stated that is why it is like that, because it is PRD. 

Ray Bleier asked if the applicant had received the Monroe Cow1ty Department of Planning 
comments. Mr. Caruso stated the comments were their standard comments on making sure that 
the To\vn was aware of the wetlands and the flood plain. He stated they talk about the soil, 
groundwater for parking lots and the depth of minerals is between 300 and inches. He stated 
there was a standard note on whether they need backflow prevention or not He stated then there 
were some comments from the Monroe County Health Department, standard septic information 
and design requirements. He stated he was pleased that they were just generic notes. 

Dalio Marchioni asked will they put any signs, auy monuments 011 the site out in the front. Mr. 
Caruso stated just the sign at this time. Dario Marchioni asked if the sign would be right on the 
building itself Mr. Caruso stated there will be a sign at the entrance that has a light on it. Mr. 
Caruso stated that would be the only lighted sign. 

Ray Bleier stated the Drainage Committee has indicated that the Committee and Mr. Carr 
reviewed these plans and have come to the conclusion that the increase in water runoff on this 
project can only aggravate the condition on Humphrey Road. He stated tl1ey suggested that 
project be checked for alternatives. He stated they indicated there is no indication as to where the 
mnoff on the parking lot goes. 

Ray Bleier asked are they in a drainage district out there. Nick Barbata stated he believes they 
are. Mr. Caruso stated it is in a drainage district. Mr. Camso stated this parcel was approved 
once before as some single~family lots, and the whole thing at that time was put in a district. 

John Limbeck asked is that dozer sitting there the church's or Nina Ball's. Mr. Thompson stated 



that should be gone by now. He stated it was hers, but it should be gone. John Limbeck stated it 
was there at 6 o'clock. Ray Bleier stated it wasn't there when he was there. John Limbeck stated 
there is a D-8 from l 04 Enterprises. Mr. Caruso stated that was just brought there in connection 
\cvith their grading permit. John Limbeck asked is that for this application. Mr. Caruso stated 
that's right. Mr. Caruso stated 104 is a subcontractor to UAgostino. 

On Application Number l, Ray Bleier made a motion to declare the Board lead agency as far as 
SEQR, found this to be an unlisted action and made a determination of no significant 
environmental impact, and the Board all voted yes. 

DECISION ON APPLICATION # 1: Unanimously approved by a vote of 5 yes with the 
following conditions: 

1. Show location of proposed detention pond with specifications. 

2. Review plans ·with the Chili Fire Marshal. 

3. Pending approval of the Conservation Board for landscaping. 

4. Show location of enclosed dumpster on plans. 

5. Review with Traffic & Safety Committee possible road signage and .ingress/ 
egress onto Chili Scottsville Road. 

6. Address front parking setbacks. 

7. Consider all or partial paving of parking lot. 

DECISION ON APPLICATION Unanimously approved by a vote of 5 yes with the 
following conditions: 

1. Show location of proposed detention pond \Vith specifications. 

2. Revie,,1 plans with the Chili Fire Marshal. 

3. Pending approval of the Conservation Board for landscaping. 

4. Show location of enclosed dumpster on plans. 

" Revievv with & Safety Committee possible road signage and ingress/ 
egress onto Chili Scottsville Road. 

6. Address front parking setbacks. 

7. Consider all or partial paving of parking lot. 

3. Application of Robert Ottley, ow11er; 4343 Buffalo Road, North Chili, New York 14514, 
for preliminary subdhision approval to combine three lots into one lot at properties located 
at 4343 & 4347 Buffalo Road in G.B. zone. 

Rohen Ottley was present to represent the application. He indicated on the plans the p01tion of 
the proposed structure that he uses as an office facility. He stated in the back is their existing 
shop facility. He stated there is a three-family house that sits to the west of that, and the property 
that he would be acquiring is to the east of his property, which would be 4339 Buffalo Road, 
presently owned by Roberts Wesleyan College. 

Mr. Ottley stated they would be adjoining the house he O\vns and the house the College owns 
with a one-story addition. He stated have designed the building to look as though it was one 
building. by hanging rooflines and adding a porch across the front of the entire building, new 
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siding and roofing to try to tie it all together. 

Mr. Ottley stated the other structure is the proposed storage and shop facility, which is what 
theyre going to call Phase 2 of their project. He stated that probably wouldn't happen for another 
two years from now, but they have uied again to keep that same type of architecture going across 
there ·with the gable roofs and landscaping to pretty much match through the whole area. 

Mr. Ottley stated as far as the rest of the site goes, as of today, theyre shO\ving actually five 
entrances and exits onto Buffalo Road. He ~iated they are proposing to reduce that to two. He 
stated the parking for the entire facility would be beside the large new addition in the rear of all 
the property. 

Mr. Ottley stated they spent a lot of time in detailing the landscaping portion of this. He stated 
first of all, how it will appear from Buffalo Road they felt was important. He stated they have 
tried to follow the idea that the telephone company had on the comer with their flowering crab 
trees and continuing it light down Buffalo Road. He stated he thought that will add a lot to 
street effect there as they come through Tow11. He stated the entrances and exits to propeny. 
they show some landscape berms there which will help to hide the cars that would be parked on 
the side of the buildings as well as hide the rest of the site as one is going dovv11 Buffalo Road. 

Mr. Ottley stated as far as the rear and the side, on the east side of the property, Mr. Marks a 
nice hedge of corkscrew willows across the back there, and they're proposing to shield that even 
farther \vith some white spruce trees so that in the wintertime when the leaves are off the willov.,s. 
there would be some screen from the conifers there. He stated they would run an Arborvitae 
hedge along the existing building that is there now, which would provide some screening before 
they would see the stockade fence that exists at that point no\v. He stated on the little peninsula 
that goes back to Springbrook D1ive, there is a lot of vegetation that grows mostly on the west 
side of that development, which is not on his property. Mr. Ottley stated be wants to screen the 
end ofit with a planting of Austrian pines, and he would like to eventually move the stockade 
fence shorter there, which would leave an area of basically green space that he thought would 
look better than what is there now. 

Mr. Ottley stated the rest of the area where it attaches to the Tovv11 of Chili's park, Hubbard Park 
there and Mr. Greenlys property, at the present time their parking comes right back almost to the 
lot line, and they propose to move the lot line away from the park, which will allow for a slight 
graded area with grass on it and a hedge of Arborvitae, which are an evergreen that will be green 
year round and should screen the back of the property quite well there. 

Mr. Ottley stated there is a lot of vegetation there now that is not on property, but it loses 
leaves in the winter, so again the evergreen idea should screen that quite well. 

Mr. Ottley stated as one comes up the west side of the property, be is proposing some fir trees 
along there ·with some pretty good existing vegetation between the houses. He stated as far as 
around the buildings themselves, basic foundation planting, he has tried to choose some plants 
that are going to give them various colors at different times of the year. 

Mr. Ottley stated they are a company that is growing. He stated be has operated in that location 
for 18 years, and they are at a point where they need to exi>and. He stated he feels that they'll 
gain at lea!'t another 10 to probably 15 years with this expansion at that site. He stated he is 
trying to look ahead a little bit to the day when maybe they do move out of that location, they will 
leave a piece of property that he feels will fit the community for something that could be 
converted very easily into professional buildings or some sort of approved use for that site even 
better than what he has there now. He stated he thought it will fit the neighborhood quite welt 

Mr. Ottley stated due to an error on their part, t11ey found out last night that they need to come 
back again next month for site plan approval. He stated he was under the impression they were 
wrapping that all up here tonight, but they didnlt have the right forms in for that. Ray Bleier 
stated the application is just for subdivision approval, not for site plan. Mr. Ottley stated so they 
will file the proper forms by Friday for the public hearing next month, but he would like to 



address those issues tonight if they could. He stated rather than making them come back out 
again nexi month, if they could address any of those concerns or issues, he would appreciate that 
if they could do that now. 

Ray Bleier stated it is always good to go over some of the proposed site usage that they are 
anticipating on the site; however, it does have to be a publicly advertised meeting and that was 
not done, so they may well have the same people back nexi month. Mr. Ottley stated that is fine. 
Ray Bleier stated maybe there would be additional people. 

Mr. Ottley stated he has spoken ~rith several of the neighbors, and they seem quite supportive. 
He stated he believes Roberts Wesleyan College sent a letter to Mr. Cross about the property. He 
stated he also had a letter from Ogden Telephone Company in support of the project. He stated 
he did speak \vith the owners of the doll hospital, and they were supportive. He stated he did not 
get a letter from them. 

Ray Bleier stated he did have a copy of a letter from Roberts Wesleyan indicating they have 
reviewed this plan for the development of the property and enthusiastically endorse what is being 
done. Ray Bleier read the letter and indicated it was signed by William Crothers, President of 
Robe1ts Wesleyan College. TI1e letter will be on file vvith the Building Department. 

Ray Bleier indicated the Board was in receipt of a letter written by the Ogden Telephone 
Company to Mr. Ottley. He read the letter in support of the application. The letter will be on file 
with the Building Department. 

Ray Bleier stated presently they have two lots in the subdivision, two parcels. Mr. Ottley stated 
presently owns two parcels, that1s correct. Ray Bleier stated so they're adding another parcel to 

make it three lots. Mr. Ottley stated that's correct. Ray Bleier asked wliat about the parking 
along Buffalo Road on the east side of the house, the property they vvould be acquiring, is that 
parking for that house, or what is that parking. Mr. Ottley stated actually the property he is 
acquiring would be where they would be putting the offices. Ray Bleier stated he was refening to 
the little strip of parking along the front there, about five or cars in. Mr. Ottley stated at the 
present time they do park to the east of the house, perpendicular to the road. 

Ray Bleier asked where would their road cuts be on the site. Mr. Ottley stated one would be right 
near \Vhere they saw their cars parked He stated the other would be where their sign is 
now. and the entrance to the west that would be moved farther west, closer to the other 
house that he owns there. 

John Nowicki asked the applicant if they have seen the letter from Larry Nissen, their Tmvn 
The Applicant indicated they have. 

John Nmvicki asked if the Board had received County Comments back. Ray Bleier stated it did. 
He read County Comments. TI1e County Comments will be on file with the Building 
Depa11ment 

Bleier asked will they have any floor drains. Mr. Ottley stated they will not. Ray Bleier 
stated the comments indicate the Department will allow one commercial access driveway to State 
route from the site. John Nowicki asked have they applied to the State for curb cuts. Mr. 
Pavone, also present to represent the application, stated they have not. He stated they will be 
doing that after they get some information from the Town. He stated they have talked with the 

office of D.O.T. and as it says there, one entrance is allowed. He stated they would have to 
make a case for two entrances and explain the reason for it. 

Dario Marchioni stated they should check with the Drainage Committee. Nick Barbata stated the 
Committee had comments on the drainage problems. 

John Nowicki stated the Drainage Committee's comments indicate the applicant needs to apply to 
enter a drainage district. He stated they have indicated they understand the Tow'Il Engineer is 
reviewing the drainage concerns they have with this project. He stated they suggested that the 
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final plans submitted must contain detail regarding drainage and detention ponds. 

Larry Nissen stated he had not read the Drainage Committee's comments He stated he 
received them today. He stated Carr ex']}lained to him there were problems out 
\\ith regard to the existing 18 inch from wbat understands. John No\\ricki stated that was 
mentioned in their comments. 

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE: 

Nick Barbata 
He stated he had some additional thoughts that were not drainage thoughts. He stated if they're 
proposing a row of trees along Buffalo Road as a continuation from Ogden Telephone, wouldn't 
that be counterproductive as far as the entrance and exit to that prope1ty. He questioned as those 
trees get bigger, wouldn't they shield the driveways and cars coming out 

Nick Barbata asked if all of that equipment that is going to parked in rear of the buildings, 
is going to be all out in the open or Mil that be undercover. He questioned whether that would 
detracting from the area, appearance \:vise. John Nowicki stated it is already out in the open nffw 
Nick Barbata questioned whether it should be there. John NO\\icki stated there have been no 
complaints on it. 

Mr. Ottley stated on the peninsula going out to Springbrook Drive, they have a lot of odd 
equipment, and it's the stuff that use once a year, and it is stored outside there. He 
\\1th the new shop facility, he plans to use the old facility to move that equipment in and store it 
inside. He stated they can really clean that backyard up quite nicely. He stated it would be a 
positive thing for the neighbors back there. 

Ray Bleier stated it seems like they have a relatively short 4 Mr. Ottley stated they 
do. Ray Bleier stated the material they have out there is visible. He stated if they were 
going to continue to store things out there, perhaps a 6 foot high fence might be appropriate. Mr. 
Ottley stated they were limited to 4 foot at the time because that is what the Town allows without 
applying for variances. He stated his long~range plan mthin two years is to have that pretty much 
back to more of a neighborhood situation back there, because they'll be able to move that 
equipment indoors, which is where he would like to store it anyways. Ray Bleier stated they don't 
have a lot of room out there. Mr. Ottley stated there isn't a whole lot, and it is not the most 
pleasant appearing situation. 

Jolm Nomcki stated he was hoping Charlie Robinson could take Nick's comment back on the 
trees back to the Conservation Board. He stated he was sure they could find a tree that \\ill not 
cause a problem out there. Mr. Ottley stated the trees are planted back far enough so that they 
have at least a car length and plenty of visibility. 

Nick Barbata questioned why a lot of these plans have not been submitted to the Traffic Safety 
Committee for them to review. 

Dario Marchioni stated the plan is very commendable. He 
done there. 

it is really nice, what they have 

Mr. Ottley stated he has lived in Chili all his life until moved across the border a ago, 
but North Chili is his home, and he wants it to look like he thought it should look. Dario 
Marchioni stated they appreciate that. Mr. Ottley stated he hopes he bas accomplished tliat. 

Ray Bleier asked how many times a day do the trucks go out. Mr. Ottley stated out in the 
moming and back any time in the afternoon. Ray Bleier asked are once out and once 
Mr. Ottley stated that's correct. 

John Nomcki asked have they started yet this year. Mr. Ottley stated yeah, s01t of He stated 
they keep trying. 



Tom Mark 
He stated his property is the 33 Springbrook Drive property that backs up to the Roberts 
Wesleyan property. He stated he was mostly alarmed because the drainage right now is just 
awful. He stated he has all the drainage from a stonn drain that comes off Orchard Street, which 
is taking it all from Buffalo Road. He stated he didn't know what the drop is in his back-yard, but 
it is probably 6 feet or something like that. He stated it is a disgusting problem what floats into 
his backyard. 

Mr. Mark stated he is alarmed if they're going to tum that turf into pavement or gravel. He stated 
he has taken courses in drainage, and the coefficients of that water coming off that right now, 
during a hard thunderstonn, the water backs up probably 8 inches deep three-quarters up his 
backyard and takes several hours to dissipate onto his neighbor's property. He stated he is 
alanned about that. 

Mr. Mark stated he was wondering if they were planning on having the parking lot lit all night. He 
stated tight now that is what they see out of their picture windO\:v. 

John Nowicki stated they were trying not to get into the drainage tonight. He stated the Board 
because has a letter from the Town Engineer based on drainage requirements. He stated tonight 
they're just present for subdivision of the property. Ray Bleier stated the drainage will be 
addressed at the site plan hearing. 

Mr. Ottley asked \vill the Town Engineer come out to the site to actually look at it. Larry Nissen 
stated probably not. He stated he wouJd probably rely on the input of the Drainage Committee. 
l\ir. Ottley asked will someone from the Drainage Committee come out. Larry Nissen stated at 
the invitation or the request of the owner, he could or a representative of their :firm could be 
available to go out and look at the site. Larry Nissen stated generally they visit sites and give 
their opinion at the request of Mr. Carr. 

Mr. Ottley stated Mr. Mark has a problem -vvith drainage in his backyard, and it happened a long 
time ago. Nick Barbata stated that is an old problem, about ten years old. Mr. Ottley stated that 
happened before they came up with the project. He stated he told Tom when he started this, he 
\vould be happy to do what be could do to help him out. He stated he did not want it to get 
pushed aside. 

Larry Nissen stated he would like to see if they could point out to him on the plan where they are 
having the problem. Mr. Pavone and Mr. Mark showed Larry Nissen the problem area. 

Ray Bleier made a motion to declare the Board lead agency as far as SEQR, found this to be an 
unlisted action and made a determination of no significant environmental impact, and the Board all 

on the motion. 

Smith stated the application is subdivision approval. He stated they don1t have a 
subdivision map in front of them, which is basically a subdivision of property stamped by a 
licensed land surveyor. John Nowicki stated they don't have meets and bounds. Larry Smith 
stated don1t have anything of that nature. He stated they have a site plan and that is all. He 
stated he was remiss in commenting on it earlier. 

John stated they may not be to vote on this. Larry Nissen stated they may not be 
able to 1,vithout a rnap. Mr. Pavone stated their intention was to come in with a preliminary plan 
to discuss both site plan issues and subdivision issues. He stated in the application process, they 
did not check the proper box on that application. He stated they were hoping to discuss various 
issues. He stated they knew they would have to come back nex1 month. 

John Nowicki stated the Board would table this without prejudice. He stated they have no other 
John Nowi.cki stated next month they \:vi.U have this application back under old business 

subdivision approval subject to the fact they have a drawing in for signatures, and then another 
application for preliminary site plan approval that \\'ill address all these issues. 
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John Limbeck made motion to table tbe application. Mitch Rakus seconded the motion. 

Mr. Ottley stated he went to the Conse1vation Board meeting last night. Ray Bleier stated 
Conseivation Board did comment tliat they saw no significant environmental impact on dtis. 

111e motion to table was unanimous. 

DECISION: Unanimously tabled by a vote of 5 for one month for the following reason: 

L Subdivision plans submitted were inadequate per To\Vn code. Resubmit 
complete subdivision plans for the next scheduled meeting. 

111e meeting ended at 9: 19 p.m. 



CHil..I PLANNING BOARD 
April 1997 

A meeting of the Chili Planning Board was held on April 15, 1997 at the Chili Town Hall, 3235 
Chili Avenue, Rochester, New York 14624 at 7:00 p.m. The meeting was called to order by 
Chairperson Pro-tern John Nowicki. 

PRESENT: Mitch Rakus, John Limbeck, John Hellaby, Dario Marchioni and 
Chairperson Pro-tem John Nowicki. 

ALSO PRESENT: Keith O'Toole, Assistant Counsel for the Town; Larry Smith, Building 
Inspector; Larry Nissen, Town Engineer; Charles Robinson, Conservation 
Board member; Nick Barbata, Drainage Committee member. 

Chairperson Pro-tern John Nowicki declared this to be a legally constituted meeting of the Chili 
Planning Board. He explained the meeting's procedures and introduced the Board and front table. 
He announced the fire safety exits. 

John Nowicki stated they have an application under old business regarding the Wellington 
subdivision. He stated they're looking for final approval on that. He stated the Board would take 
that application first He stated there would be six public hearings tonight which they would take 
after the old business. 

OLD BUSINESS: 

l. Application of Forest Creek Equity, owner; 3240 Chili Avenue, Rochester, New York 14624 
for final subdivision approval of 48 lots to be known as Wellington Section 7 at property 
located at 1 Dover Court in R-1-15 zone. 

Don Avery was present to represent the application. He stated they would like to have approval 
for the entire section and then build it into three phases. He pointed those out on the map. He 
pointed out Phase 1 constmction, Phase 2 constmction and Phase 3 constmction. 

John Nowicki asked why are the lots not delineated on their maps for the phases. Mr. Avery 
he had not put the phase lines on. Mr. stated there would be three phases: A, B and 

He stated they are referred to in the 

Mr. stated they have labeled the proposed utilities. He stated they have indicated the 
proposed contours on the grading plan. He stated they have submitted the drainage report Mr. 
Avery stated they submitted a tree plan for the Conservation Board. He stated he has addressed 
the Tmvn Engineer's comments. He stated there is not much difference from preliminary. 

Mr. Avery stated he has talked to Don Ramsey, wbo has a wet area. He stated he has talked to 
Dr. Lowell and Mr. Ortman. He stated the two to the south wet backyards. He stated they 

a bad situation with a pipe that was put on the end of that 15-inch reinforced concrete pipe, 
and that is rotted out. He stated going to eliminate that part and bring the pipe straight 

that manhole over into the area where they'll a detention pond. 

Bernard lacovangelo was present to Equity Corporation. He stated 
this is a final plan that has been drawn in compliance with the preliminary redraw that they had 

about two years ago, two and a half years ago before the Planning Board. He stated it is all 
part of a community known as Wellington, which was lots, and when they came back in, they 
asked to make a to get a better design and configurations, get a few larger lots for 
that development. 

Mr. Iacovangelo stated when they came in for their preliminary originally back in 1987 or '88, 
Beverly Griebel was one of the homeo\\ners in the area. He stated they had to do some 
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exhaustive drainage review. He stated when thev came back in on the redraw, thev had to do v • • 

some exhaustive drainage review for this area. He stated there is a basic condition existed iu 
the back)'ards prior to the development of Wellington that been ongoing since those hornes 
were built 

l\tlr. Iacovangelo stated one of the reasons why pond was by Mr. Ave1)· in a 
fashion was to try to not only help with the drainage development here, but nmre critically 
some of the backyards were taken into consideration. He stated he thought that was one of the 
major concerns before, was that that area be designed in such a fashion as to help cure and not 
exacerbate any drainage problem in that area. He stated this has been the Planning Board 
on numerous occas1011s. 

Mr. Iacovangelo stated now they're coming in with one final design on the balance of the section 
to be built in constmction phases. He stated depending upon how the velocity of sales goes, 
can just get letters of credit and approve the next sections. He stated if it is slow, they just only 
have 12 to 15 lots improved. He stated it accelerates because of good economic conditions. 
they can just add additional letters of credits and complete next section. He stated they have 
done this in Phase 5 ofWellirnrton. He stated thev have construction Phase A and Phase B. v • 

He stated they also did it in Phase 4 ofWelliugto11 \vhere they did construction Phase A and B. 

Lany Nissen stated basically all of his comments have been addressed, but he wanted to highlight 
a couple items that they're still looking at. He stated has a concern with to the 
detention pond, the proposed detention pond. He stated the initial proposal was to build it in an 
area where there are a lot of existing trees, and based on the volume storage that is required, 
it's beginning to look like that's going to a difficult thing to implement, so he thought that there 
is a good possibility that the detention pond will probably somewhat configuration and 
perhaps depth, but basically, it will approximately where it is proposed to no\v. Lan)' 
Nissen stated that would be for detention, not to a pemianent pond. He stated in the 
stonu, that is where the pond is outlined for water to go. Mr. Nissen stated \Vi.th the regrading, 
they may be dmvn a little below that 

Larry Nissen stated Dou Ramsey pointed out they have a pipe that angled out there right 
now, across his backyard. He stated the end of the pipe is rotten. Larry Nissen he thought 
a lot of the water in those yards is going underneath that and surcharging the water. He 
stated they have an easement there. He stated they will the water \\1th a controlled 
structure there. He stated they have a lot of fall there, so they can get a little more depth and a 
little less grading, and they can probably move the line a little 

Larry Nissen stated they want to define a little swale for the backyards. He there is a lo\v 
area that is going to take water to the catch basin. John No\\icki asked where is that catch basin 
diverted to. Mr. Avery stated that v.ill go into the stonn system. John Nm:vicki asked if the 
25-year storm is according to the subdivision for design purposes. Larry Nissen stated he 
wanted to verify that further, but he believes it is. He commented they're dealing 'With a small 
area, not ~ regional pond. 

John No'Wicki stated they're not going from detention to retention. Larry Nissen stated they are 
not John Nowicki asked how many lots are affected by that retention pond, the ones in the 
subdivision. lYlr. Avery stated Lots 746, 721 and 720 possibly. He stated the backyards 
grade off quite well and there is quite a distance from the back of the house to the edge of the 
water. 

Larry Nissen stated the pond, generally speaking, he thought is okay as it is s11ow11 with the 
exception of the fact there are a lot of trees there. He stated its configuration change, but if 
anything, it \vill probably get smaller and deeper, so it won't extend out beyond the area that 
see there. 

John Nowicki asked are these good quality trees they're about Larry Nissen ~tated some 
of them appear to be. lYlr. Ave1y stated they seem to be very good in the one area, but not so 
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good in the other area. He stated where the fingers go up and in another section there are good 
trees. 

Larry Nissen stated if Mr. Avery is able to reduce the area of the pond, the footprint of the pond, 
and by increasing its depth somewhat, they anticipate that vvill be in an area where they can save 
as many trees as possible. Lan-y Nissen stated they're taking a hard look, pa1ticularly at this west 
bounda1-y line, and along the south, particularly the southwest area to try and alleviate existing 
drainage problems in those areas. He stated going to take a very, very close and hard look 
at those areas. He stated there is some existing ponding those areas that theyre going to tt)' to 
alleviate somewhat, or at worst, not contribute fmther to it. John Nowicki asked is that 
something that has been on for a Lan-y Nissen stated yes, it is an existing 
condition. 

Larry Nissen stated there is one other thing that he would like to mention, Item Number 11 in his 
letter. He stated it was his understanding back at the beginning when maybe preliminary 
subdivision approval was \Vith regard to the haul road, to Marshall Road, that when the 
subdivision is completed, that it would be removed from service, so he thought there should be an 
understanding at this point in time as to the disposition of that haul road. 

John Nov\icki asked is that haul road still functioning to serve those sections. Mr. Iacovangelo 
stated the haul road off Marshall was required for them so they wouldn't be going through the 
front section. He stated that was one reason. He stated the second reason for that was GCO 
required them to have an area along main tnmk line that went in to service the subdivision so 
that in the event once they conclude what they're supposed to do on that road, theyre supposed to 
fill it with topsoil, seed it but not remove the road. He stated that is just in case they have to go 
on that road \\ith heav)' machinery to do any work on the sanitary sewer line. He 
stated it is supposed to have like a to it, topped with topsoil and seeded. John Nowicki 
asked is that patt of a right-ot:way. Mr. Iacovangelo stated it is part of the sanita1-y sewer 
easement. He stated it is not a right-of-way but an easement. 

John Nov,ricki asked do they still use the buildings and the trailers there. l'vfr. Iacovangelo stated 
that is on Lot Number 3 of the Graham Subdivision. John No\\icki asked are they still being 
used. Mr. Iacovangelo stated they have cleaned up most of the area. stated they have one 
trailer left there. He stated moved the other trailer and tried to clean up the area as much as 
possible. 

John Nowicki asked if the haul road is stil1 being used. Mr. Iacovangelo stated they're bringing in 
all of their concrete block tmcks. lumber trucks. John Nm\icki asked if that vvill be used 
for these three sections. Mr. Iacovangelo stated that's correct. 

Mitch Rakus stated he visited the site many times, and the main thing, as far as he is concerned, is 
drainage, and he is that it is being He stated he has to leave that up to the 

engineers to take care 

Joh11 Hellaby asked even though they phase out the construction, is that just construction of 
the homes themselves. He asked are they going to actually put in all the site utilities and whatnot. 
Mr. Avery stated that is a question. Mr. Avery stated they are going to put the facilities in 
the first phase. He stated obligated to do the pond area work at the first phase. :rvtr. Ave1-y 
stated they will have a temporary pipe across there so they put the fill on the road there, 
they won't block it off 

John Hellaby asked the drainage structure above the detention pond, will that be part of their 
improvements. l\1.r. Ave1-y stated that wi.11 be a catch basin. John Hellaby asked will they do 
that at the same time they're doing the detention pond. He stated his biggest concern was they 
would be moving fill around, possibly trapping water up there. Mr. Avery stated it is a natural 
trap up there now. He stated did check vvith Dr. Lowell and he doesn't have a problem with 
water coming in there. Mr. Avery stated he could bring the S\vale up there to maybe catch a little 
bit of that. He stated they have a swale there anyway, but where there is the natural low spot, 
they would like to collect it there and put the system in. 
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John Nmvicki asked Lany Nissen when 
sure this is all included in the letter of 

get into the drainage, the first phase, would be make 

John Hellaby stated as far as phasing, he was curious on time frame this. Mr. Iacovangelo 
stated they're going to build the infrastructure in phases. He stated part of Phase 1 construction 
~will be the building of the necessa1y drainage for the area. He stated they have agreed to that. 
Mr. Iacovangelo stated the constrnction of this phase is as soon as possible, because they're dom1 
to five lots left in Section 6 of Wellington, so they don't feel they have enough for the full 
constrnction season. He stated so they're hoping to get this in as soon as they get approvals and 
the map is filed and the loan is approved by the bank. 

Mr. Iacovangelo stated if they were to get approval tonight, it will probably maybe eight 
weeks before they close on their letter of credit and they would start constrnction right away. He 
stated they're looking at probably three months to start constrnction, two mouths. 

John Hellaby asked is there an intention to put a temporary tumarmmd at the end there. Mr. 
Iacovangelo stated yes, they have done that. 

Larry Nissen stated before he would give final approval on this, would want to see all the 
phasing, what is constrncted with each phase, temporary turn-a rounds and that sort of thing. He 
stated they have not discussed that at this point He stated that is something that they \\ill 
to be shown on the constrnction drawings before they sign off 

Mitch Rak'Us asked how deep \\i.ll the retention pond be. He when do hold water, how 
deep will the water be. Mr. Avery stated it's 563.25, and at the inlet it was about 560.5. He 
stated they have about 3 foet of water to about 4 of water on a 25-year storm. John Nowfoki 
asked is that addressed on the drainage report. Larry Smith stated yes, it is. John Nov,ricki asked 
what do they think the normal retention would be on a 25-year stom1 before it passes through the 
system. Larry Nissen stated it depends on the area and the soil characteristics. He stated it 
depends on the ability of the receiving facility to accept those flows. He stated in this case, Don 
has proposed to limit the discharge from the pond to something on the order of 4.3 CFS. He 
stated that is substantially less than the developed site will generate, so they require a certain 
amount of storage numing in faster than it is rnnning out. 

John Nowicki stated obviously they can see some cattails. Larry stated they have 
looking at perhaps low-flow channels. He stated they want to keep the water moving through the 
pond, pa1ticularly low flows. He stated they don't want it to create wet areas and a mucky 
condition. He stated they1re looking at low-flow channels, trying to alleviate the situation. Mr. 
Iacovangelo asked what is a low-flow channel. Nissen stated he looks at it as usually a 
concrete gutter. He stated it depends on the grade. He stated at absolute minimum, a 
percent. He stated anything less than that would require probably a concrete cham1el, basically a 
concrete gutter. Larry Nissen stated if they could get more grade across the pond, then they 
could perhaps go to something less costly. 

Mr. Iacovangelo asked if they could use 1ip-\vrap. Lany stated that is more for erosion 
control. He stated he thought that basically silts in a channel and within a couple they don't 
even know it is really there. Lany Nissen stated migl1t be able to just have an urban channel 
protected with grass, which is attractive. He stated if it has a good enough slope to it, a good 
enough grade, it should provide a good conduit for water flow through the pond. He stated if 
they can't get the grade, they may be forced to go to the concrete gutter. John Novvicki asked is 
that something he would be recommending. Larry Nissen stated absolutely. 

John Limbeck asked will they take any topsoil off the site. Mr. stated he did not so 
because he thougl1t they will need most of it. John Limbeck stated the only other caution he 
would have is they have to watch streets because they very muddy and ditty. 

Charles Robinson stated the Conservation Board was satisfied \i,.ith plans they have seen. 
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Nick Barbata stated the top section with the possible water detention, they indicated to them at 
their Drainage Committee meeting that they were going to be piping that area and bringing the 
drainage or the storm waters down into the detention pond. Mr. Avery stated that is in the 
drainage report, but that portion goes into a pipe that is in Section 2. Mr. Avery stated in Section 
Phase B, the construction phase, they pick up water, bring it down and it comes out in two places. 
He stated the backyards, they were concerned about the people on that section of the track. He 
stated then there is a break and then the rest ofit \'¥ill come to a catch basin, would come directly 
across a:nd go into a pipe there. Mr. Avery stated he thought most of the water that they have in 
there is ponding on the property in the woods. stated he has taken pictures ofit and it doesn't 
seem to in their backyards. 

Nick Barbata stated he was curious whether or not that would make that detention pond worse 
than what initially it was thought to Larry Nissen stated it shouldn't collect any more than it 
collects now. He stated Mr. Avery has included the area within the drainage calculations. He 
stated he has taken it up into the neighboring properties and included that area in his calculations 
to detennine the ammmt. Nick Barbata stated if the Town Engineer is satisfied, he is. 

Nick Barbata stated the only other thing the Drainage Committee discussed with Don is that on 
the bottom line, he had two catch basins and they asked him to put a third one in. Mr. A very 
stated that was in the report. 

Nick Barbata stated the Drainage Committee has gotten a lot of complaints on wet bacl'}'ards and 
mosquitoes, which is natural for Chili, but people can't cut the grass, can't walk in the grass, it's 
muddy, the lawn mower sinks in and all of th.at. He stated they were wondering by adding another 
catch basin there, if that wouldn't help accelerate the water from those backyards to get it out of 
there and maybe keep them He stated theyre still concerned with the detention pond 
back-yards in that those are going to be wet for probably a week or two or three after some kind 
of a rainstorm. He stated wanted to emphasize that they would like to see something in the 
deeds or whatever, that the people that buy those lots are aware of the conditions of those 
backyards. 

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE: 

Bill Wilcox - Stuart Road 
Bill Wilcox asked on that southwest comer, have they come to any conclusion on how they're 
going to drain it into that pond. Mr. Avery stated going to make a new connection in the 
manhole and they feel they can drain the low area there. Mr. Avery stated there is an unnatural 
sink hole. He stated he didn't know why it is there. He stated if that could filled in a little, they 
could drain it. 

Lany Nissen stated he looked at that. He stated he could see there is a low area in the 
southw·est comer of the prope1:ty. He stated they're going to look at doing all they can to keep, at 
a minimum_ the rear of the lots along Red Bud drained as much as possible. He stated some of 
that \vater that ponds in that area to the southwest, they be able to pick some of that up, too. 
He stated he did not think they'll nm it to the pond. He stated they'll probably just take it up to a 
15-inch or an 18-inch that runs to west. He stated that pipe that nms south of Don Ramsey's 

they'll probably take it right to outfall of that pipe as opposed to bringing it into the 
pond. He stated they have to set a catch basin there lower than the pond. 

John NO\vicki asked are there lighting districts 
lighting district been ex1ended. Mr. lacovangelo 
stated he would check that 

subdivision. John Nowicki asked has the 
he thought did it all at once. He 

John Nowicki stated working on a final subdivision approval. He asked SEQR is it 
unlisted or are they looking at a O'Toole stated they have made some 
changes to the layout, so it might be simpler to it as an unlisted action, neg dee it and be done 
\Vith it. 

made a motion to declare the Board lead as far as SEQR found this to be 

//-S 
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an unlisted action and made a determination of no significant environmental impact, and the Dario 
Marchioni seconded the motion. TI1e Board was all in of the motion. 

John Nm:vicki asked how \vmdd they notify buyers they a detention pond there. Keith 
O'Toole stated Mourne County surveyors standard instmrnent survey for the parcel is supposed 
to show it on the easements. stated that is not always abided by, but thought will 
supplying instnunent surveys to lot buyers, and the survey can show the location of the easement 
He stated he would assume the pond facilities will be contained within the bounds of an easement. 

Mr. Iacovangelo stated the best time to make them aware of what going to be buying into 
when they buy that cul-de-sac lot is a disclosure statement, making that a part of the contract for 
those four lots, indicating to them exactly what they would like to have them be aware of~ because 
in the deed, in the abstract of title, it \viU set forth all the easements, but can prepare lot 
set up with the disclosure and require anybody purchasing a home ou those lots to a 
disclosure acknowledging receipt a copy 

John Nmvicki stated the Board would make that a condition, that a disclosure statement 
provided for those five lots. Mr. Iacovangelo he thought it was four lots: 
and 720. 

Dario Marchioni asked was Item I 0 to their satisfaction. Larry Nissen stated it \Vas; were 
revised. 

Keith O'Toole stated the disclosure statements \Vill be pa1t of the purchase and sale contracts for 
those lots. John No\V'icki stated the Board would incorporate that in the letter to applicant. 
Lany Smith stated that would listed with all the conditions. 

DECISION: Unanimously approved by a vote of 5 \\1th the following conditions: 

1. Pending approval of the Town Engineer. 

2. Disclosure statements be given to prospective owners of Lots 720, 721, 
and 746 pertaining to the detention area. Wording to be approved by the 
Assistant Town Cow1sel. 

PUBLIC HEARINGS: 

1. Application of Bernard Iacovangelo, owner; 3240 Chili Avenue, Rochester, New York 
for conditional use permit to erect a minor motor vehicle service station at property located at 
3260 Chili Avenue in G.B. zone. 

2. Application of Bernard Iacovangelo, owner; 3240 Chili Avenue, Rochester, New York 
for preliminary site plan approval to erect a 2,600 sq. ft. minor motor vehicle service station; a 
2, 106 sq. ft. fast food facility and a 5 5,200 sq .ft. indoor sports facility at property located at 
3260 Chili Avenue in G.B. zone. 

Bill Szawransk:yj was present to represent the application along with Bernie Iacovangelo and 
Larry Bradshaw, the Construction Manager for Valvoline. Mr. SzawranskY.i stated they were 
present tonight to ask for approval for a proposed site development which will consist of three 
uses. He stated the first is a proposed use for Valvoline, which is a quick lube facility. 

Mr. Szawransk)j stated the second parcel shown on the map indicates a KFC, but it is really 
undefined. He stated they don't have a tenant at this particular time for it, but they're pursuing a 
fast food operation for this site. 

Mr. SzawTansk)j stated the third site would be an indoor facility which would house 
primarily two indoor soccer facilities which would be used for other activities like lacrosse, field 
hockey and other similar uses. He stated it would be a 55,000 square foot building. 
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Mr. Szawranskyj stated the other parcels have their own contiguous parking that would be 
provided adjacent to those facilities. He stated the sports facility that they1re proposing would 
have parking in the Chili-Paul Plaza, 96 spaces. He stated they're trying to tie in Chili-Paul Plaza 
with this development to make one type of continuous development even though there are two 
owners between the two parcels. He stated there will be crossover easements for use of the 
parking areas. 

ivh. Szawnnskyj stated they do have sanitary sewer facilities available to the site adjacent to the 
prope1ty. He stated water service is available. He stated drainage would be provided also in the 
fo1111 of two separate drainage systems. He stated one vvould be to the east towards 
Chili-Paul Plaza with little depressions about 18 inches to 2 feet deep. He stated generally they 
will mowed and would really be a low depression. He stated they'll be providing the Tm;vn 
Engineer ·with more details on that as they along. 

ivh. Szawrnnskyj stated now they're waiting for more information from State D. 0. T. on their 
drainage system going up Old Scottsville Chili Road so they can determine what volume of runoff 
allows them to discharge into their storm sewer system. 

John Nowicki asked Ml·. Szawnnsk.yj if he was familiar with the procedures that they follow in 
submitting an application for conditional use and preliminary site plan approval. He stated they 
have a preliminary site plan check list. He stated he didu1t know how the other Board members 
foel, but this application is a little short on that check list. 

John Nmvicki stated the last time this was before the Board was for sketch plan approval. He 
stated he thought one of the things they asked for was a detailed market study on the soccer 
facility. 

Mitch Rakus stated he thought that all the studies that they're talking about ought to be addressed 
personally. Mitch Rakus stated he was sure between the applicant and the To\v11 Engineer, they 
\Vould address the drainage problems. He stated personally he thought what will go in there 
would be an improvement to the area. He stated he would like to make sure that the neighbors 
are not affected the businesses, primarily noise and lighting. He stated he would like to make 
sure that the parking is totally addressed. He stated they might want to check the access road to 
the higlnvay, because Chili Avenue is \vell traveled. 

John Hellaby stated he agreed with John Nowicki about the content of the application. Larry 
Smith stated those the approval process procedures have been in effect forever. John Hellaby 

is such a document made available to applicants, so that are not gray areas and 
questionable areas. John Now1cki stated most of that stuff is in the zoning code. Lan] Smith 
stated all of that is all in the code, but particular package to hand out hasn't been finished yet. 

John Hellaby stated when this came they made available what they were 
looking for. He they even an attempt to meet after the fact \Vith pretty specific 
guidelines of what were as as architectural treatments, rende1ings because of 
the impact of this project in Chili Center itself He stated yet they come back in tonight vv1thout 
any of that infonnation. He stated they discussed quite thoroughly the accessibility for the Fire 
Depa11ment, how they were going to treat getting around this structure. He stated he did 
not see anything more now than what he was looking at a mouth ago. 

Mr. Iacovangelo stated pretty much everything that they talked about can be addressed 
towards that development check list. He stated as far as a marketing study, when they're talking 
about a commercial development, they're not talking about Blueberry Hill apartments. He stated 
they're not questioning what is absoqHion rate of units in Chili Center. He stated 
they're talking about three facilities. He Tovv11 and its Planning Board in its 
infinite \v1sdonL when it reviewed the Wegmans them pad sites. He stated he did 
not kno\v what marketing study they had, but they were given those pad sites. He stated to date, 
only one pad site has been utilized. He stated the marketing study generally in those fashions is 
whether or not there is a coqJOration that is \\illing to put a facility or business or operation in 

117 
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their Town, does it have the demographics, the ability to open up a business, construct it and stait 
it and make it operational, He stated that is different, a wholly different market study than finding 
out what the vacancy rate in Monroe County for luxury apartments or apartments in total, 
one-bedroom, two bedrooms, income He stated will not that in 
this type of application. 

Mr. Iacovangelo stated he would concur it is a in the 
whether or not there is an ability for that to mix into the neighborhood, 
neighborhood impact and everything He stated he would appeal to the Board, since they 
have dealt \vi.th each other since l on many issues in the Tow11 of he would hope 
reputation as far as knowing what \Vill be absorbed in this would proceed him. 

Mr. Iacovangelo stated at this point he would more than the Planning Board to 
would entertain this application for site plan approval if the pad 
in at a later date \vi.th all that infonnation now. He &1ated to drawings. He 
stated he went away on a trip to Italy. 

Mr. Iacovangelo stated he not or not wants to to company 
until be finds out what is going on \\1th the President of this one construction company's \\1fe, 
so a lot of things got slowed down. 

Mr. Iacovangelo stated what would to the Board is is no question in his mind, 
nor did he think there is in their mind, that a lease Valvoline, it is good, should 
there. Mr. Iacovangelo stated or if KFC they have done their demographics and they can 
enough fried chicken, what better is there if they the and build the building. 

John No\vicki stated he did not think anyone on the Board was favor of the sports facility. Mr. 
lacovangelo stated then he would \vithdraw the application for the in the back and come in 
and say look it is a pad like other pad site in Town in a commercial district, and they 
would come back in later with the appropriate application for He stated they would address 
that at another Board meeting when they have more infonnation, more definition, more design 
criteria, more marketing studies as to what is the absorption rate, the teams, the time that can 
developed for sports, how many days a week, how many hours. 

John No\vicki asked were they saying then they would be willing to their application this 
evening to \vithdraw the 55,200 square foot pa1t of the application on Application Number 2. 
tvfr Iacovangelo stated that was conect. 

John No\vicki asked could the applicant do that and still act on the Application Number 1, which 
is a conditional use 011 the motor station, and modify 2 and discuss and act on 
fast food facility and the minor motor vehicle stations. Keith O'Toole stated since the applicant 
has requested it, they could. John NO\vicki asked if they needed a motion from the 
Board. Keith O'Toole stated the approval process itself would condition that it is removed. John 
No\vicki asked that the minutes of the meeting show that the applicant, l'vfr lacovangelo, 
requested that they remove from this public hearing tonight the of the application that 
to the indoor spo1ts facility of 55,200 square 

Mitch Rakus stated he was looking forward to a little chicken in area 

John Hellaby stated there has been quite a bit of discussion about them Chili Avenue 
dO\vn to the other side of the plaza. He asked has that been taken into consideration, because 
they're extremely close to the right-of-way. Mr. Szawransk)j stated the plans have been 
submitted to State D.O.T. He stated they have met \vi.th them and discussed it \vi.th them He 
stated at this point they're not asking for any additional right other than what they 
taken for irainage purposes. 

John Hellaby asked have they gotten feedback from them as far as that additional road cut. l'v1r. 
Szawransk)j stated they talked to the State and the layout the Board sees is what they wanted to 
see. He stated they had another location. He stated this \vi.U come at a more perpendicular 
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location and that will come :in h1 case a light is put in there. 

Larry Smith stated that contradicts what he was told. John Nowicki asked if the applicant had 
received or read copies of the Monroe County Planning comments. Mr. Szawranskyj stated he 
had not received those. John NO\vicki stated they were dated April 2nd, 1997. He stated he was 
surprised they haven1t got a copy of that on Item Number 7, the New York State 
Department of Transportation suggests that the developer investigate internal access through the 
property to the east, Chili-Paul Plaza, which has two existing driveways. He stated they indicated 
the Department has reviewed plans for the proposed To\\'ll Hall on the south side of Route 33-A, 
which proposes an access across from the drive\vay to plaza. 

John No\vicki stated is looking for internal access to these two particular projects. Lany 
S1nith stated the State caUs him up before each meeting and basically makes comments on each 
item. He stated one of the comments they have made on paiticular application is that they 
rather not see a road cut from this parcel onto Chili but have access for these two 
developments from the plaza they have done h1 Greece quite a bit lately in the last few 
years. He stated they would like to see one cut into a project that has different users. Lany 
Smith stated that was a conunent they made to him about two weeks ago. 

Mr. lacovangelo stated he did not follow that Larry Smith stated the access to Valvoline and 
KFC would be made through the plaza, heading to the south and eliminating a cut on Chili 
Avenue, similar to the Olive Garden and the ones out near the 390 expressway and Ridge Road in 
Greece. 

Mr. lacovangelo stated the only difficulty they have here is the fact this is a separate O\\'llership. 
Smith stated so are TI1e Olive C:rarden and Applebee's, those are separate parcels also. Mr. 

Iacovangelo stated they have a road on the of them there. Ivfitchell Road. 

Mr. Iacovangelo stated he talked to the Town Supervisor, and Bill Kelly thinks they can get 
the road widened past the but not this Mr. Iacovangelo stated the Supervisor asked him 
if he would some land without any condemnation proceeding. Mr. Iacovangelo stated he 
told him they would. Mr. Iacovangelo stated he talked to hjs partners. Mr. lacovangelo stated 
they gave hin1 that approval he said he would never be able to get it widened if they had 
to through condemnation again. stated but that was only up to the end of the plaza 
because of the entrance the bottle neck occurs right in front of the liquor store. 

Mr. Iacovangelo stated have never discussed this parcel, the intersection or going to the 
Mr. Iacovangelo stated did not know what the Tow111s plans are since this new 

introduction by Mr. Wegman, of what is going to happen ·with the Town campus. 

John Hellaby stated that is why he was wondering if there might be something involved that they 
might even to push that dmvn to Chili Scottsville Road. Mr. Iacovangelo stated he didn't 

anytl1ing about that 

Jolrn Hellaby stated they going to back this sports facility out, so now theyre just 
looking at the Valvoline and the KFC. Mr. Iacovangelo stated that was c01Tect. John Hellaby 
asked if they have a deal with KFC. :Mr. Iacovangelo stated theyre negotiating the lease 
with them. John Hellaby stated would assume that Valvoline has a signed deal with all the 
people and hot to Mr. stated were ready two months ago. 

Jolrn Hellaby asked how would they this, seeing that the furthest one over in the 
comer. Mr. Iacovangelo indicated on the plans what would be graded and seeded. He stated the 
pad site would be left until completion of the lease, and then they would come in and get their 
building pennit based upon the layout and so forth. He stated it would be no different than what 
was done at Wegmans. He stated Wegmans didn't grade or seed there He stated they plan on 
putting the roadway in all the way through and connecting it. 

John Hellaby asked since Valvoline is such a hUil)', is this somethh1g that could start in the nex1 
couple of months. Mr. Iacovangelo stated or sooner, yes. 
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John Hellaby asked if this would be the as far as a quick lube He 
stated they all look pretty much Mr. Bradshaw stated it a th.ree-bay building 
split face block. 

John Hellaby asked if there would be running up in front 
Szawranskyj stated there would be along the west there. Mr. 
would basically be to the back of the Truisi home. 

M.r. Iacovangelo stated they have talked to several of the neighbors the area. 

Mr 
stated 

Joe Cadi told him there are a lot of people that walk th.rough there. Mr. Iacovangelo stated he 
indicated they would like a privacy fence up to the back of the Truisis' house to help cut off the 
people cutting through there, or from across the they cut across from the basketball court 
in the park and cut up through there. 

John Limbeck stated one concern he right now, it looks like it a very summer 
over at the plaza with the one bank coming down new bank being built and now they 
have site work here. He asked what contingencies planned to people through the 
site for the summer with all the on. He stated will people 
to shop. He stated there will a lot of stuff going on over there. Mr. Iacovangelo stated 
doing the bank building right now. He stated they're all of the and stom1 and 
infrastructure site development work done now. He stated to cut and pave it 
and then it will just be the site itself where they will put the bank up. He stated right now they 
even have the stone for the turn-around. He stated they're to to most of the 
development done and then just concentrate on putting the building up so they're out of 
everybody's way. 

Mr. Iacovangelo stated they have plaMed it vvith the developer in such a fashion to keep it 
concentrated. He stated they even changed the pipe for sanitary purposes so they wouldn't have 
to be in there longer. He stated they went to a higher grade pipe. 

John Limbeck asked if they did the cut on Chili Avenue, would t11at affect their lease 
agreements with Valvoline or KFC. Mr. Iacovangelo stated most likely. He stated these agencies 
are looking for the traffic iight off the road. He stated one of the things that they deal with is a lot 
of the impulse people that see the quick lube, want to it done and drop it in there. He stated 
\vith KFC, 50 percent is destination and 50 is impulse. 

site. Mr. Iacovangelo stated John Limbeck asked if there are plans for a traffic light at 
are not. He stated there is a curb cut there already for 
them to do one curb cut, just to move it over. 

house. He they're just asking 

Dario Marclrioni questioned what would happen to the He asked are they going to 
the drainage in the same configuration. Mr. SzawranskJ'.i stated generally tbe drainage 
stay the same. He stated when t11ey do t11e improvement for Valvoline, they'll put the 
improvements, so it will drain good \\ith the pad sites. 

John Nowicki asked them to explain their drainage patterns on Mr. SzawTanslqj 
their proposal is, to split the drainage partially, drainage from the one direction into a low 
depression area that will cmmect to the system in Chili Paul Plaza. He stated the rest of it \\till 

to two depressions, not really detention areas. He stated one will be in back of the Valvo line 
and the other one is the existing one that takes the local area now into the State system. He 
stated theyre going to grade these and these will be depressions that \\ill be maintained 
mowed and everything else. He stated won't look a facility. 

John Nowicki asked can't that detention area moved to the middle one and incorporated 
into that area there. Mr. Szawra11skyj stated it could depending on happens with that parcel. 
He stated it would depend what goes in where the sports facility is. Mr. Szawranskyj stated they 
could leave this detention pond up front out and work only with the second one if they don't have 
the indoor sports facility. 
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1\1.r. Iacovangelo stated the existing condition right now is, there is a drop off from the sidewalk of 
about 4 1/2 feet. 

John Limbeck stated they're trying to build an avenue that has some creativity to it, some 
attractiveness. He stated the Valvoline building it is nothing more than a concrete block box. He 
asked ifValvoline has other buildings around the community or around the State that are more 
inclined to a pitch roof with residential character to it. Mr. Bradshaw stated he could not think of 
anything in this area that they have. He stated what they are proposing is their prototype building. 
He stated they like to stay as close to it as they can just for national recognition. He stated if the 
Board so desires, they would consider doing something a little bit different as long as they can 
maintain their identity. John Limbeck stated the Board so desires. 

Dario Marchioni stated the drainage, he sees the overflow is going to go down Old Chili 
Scottsville Road. He asked did they discuss any of that with the Commissioner of Public Works, 
because he tmderstood that pipe was in pretty bad shape. Mr. Szav.!fanskyj stated that is a State 
pipe and the State D. 0. T. is the one that would be reviewing the calculations. He stated they 

already talked with them. 

Dario Marchioni stated on Old Chili Scottsville Road, it goes to a detention pond. Larry Smith 
stated it does. 

Keith O'Toole stated he had some concerns because this sort of facility, not the KFC, but the 
Valvoline tends to invite problems \\~th the neighbors. He stated he thought the Planning Board 
should probably see designs for fencing and probably should recommend some heavy landscaping, 
particularly following up on their comments due to the orientation of the building, the 
architectural treatment, tl1e split face block and the stmcture has rather a commercial and 
industrial looking area. He stated they \Vill have a blank side wall but for a \\mdow facing out on 
Chili A venue. 

Keith O'Toole stated he had some concerns traffic flow, bow people will access the 
whether cars will back up and honk their horns to the great distress of the neighbors. and 

perhaps the Board might \Vant to see some conditions on the conditional use pennit regarding 
that. 

Mr. Bradshaw stated their business is a drive-through business. He stated people do not park 
tbeir cars for them to them and they coine back later. He stated the cars would drive back 
around the back of the building, pull through the building to the front and exit. He stated 
traditionally, they He stated if they have one car waiting behind each bay, people 
\\ill not stop. He stated people \\~U not wait that long. 

John Novvicki stated be could confirm that because be uses their service. so he knows that. Mr. 
Bradshaw all of their service is done vvithin the building. He stated there are no services 
done outside. He stated when cars do pull up and wait outside, it is their policy that they do send 
a person out, usually to talk to the person, them that it is going to be a few minutes. He 
stated they usually have them start filling out the fonn. He stated he has never seen a situation 

somebody actually pulls up and blows a horn. He stated he did not think that that would 
a problem 

John Limbeck asked if the dumpster would be in the back parking spot. Mr. Iacovangelo stated it 
would. John Limbeck are they aware of the requirements to enclose that. Mr. Iacovangelo 
stated they are. MI. Bradshav11· is standard. He stated they usually enclose all their 
dumpsters anyhow. 

Mr. Bradshaw stated this is a very low volume business. He stated their stores nationwide, \Nhich 
they have over 400, average about 42 cars a day, which is a 10\v volume traffic generator. 
He stated most of their stores are open from 9 in the morning to 6 at night. He stated sometimes 
they may open at 8 or open until 7. He stated Saturday is 9 to 5. He stated some stores are 
open on Stmday from 1 l to 4. He stated so in tenns of traffic, com.ing back out onto the Chili 
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Avenue, it is a ve1y low volume business. 

Keith O'Toole asked assmning there are people backed up \vaiting to enter the bays, is there 
sufficient room for a tw11-arou11d there. Mr. Iacovangelo stated when they were negotiating the 
lease, Valvoline didn't want to design their building in that fashion. He stated they generally have 
it so the length of the building is along the road. He stated he e)q>lained to them that the Tovv11 is 
much more likely to approve this if they don't have it so that they're facing the road with all their 
bays, so they turned it side ways. He stated it is a design change that they made already, and that 
is why they're going to have that block wall facing along the road. He stated they might be able 
to do some different treatment, but that is why it is designed in that fashion, so people can come 
in, go through, come out that way rather than having it length vvise and having much more room 
in the back 

.Mr. Bradshaw stated if somebody got back there, there is not room to actually make a U turn. 
Mr. Bradshaw stated the cars would not necessarily get one behind each bay because they don't 
know which bay they're going to use next. He stated generally they stack them in a single row 
and lead them into whatever bay is coming open next. He stated if there was more than one car 
stacked up, there would be another one that they would be able to see. 

Lany Nissen stated his comments were contained in his letter of April 3rd that he forwarded to 
Mr. Szawrnnsk-yj. John NO\vicki stated Lany Nissen had roughly 12 conunents. He asked have 
they been satisfied in their entirety. Lany Nissen stated they have not. He stated this is the same 
set of plans he reviewed, and they haven't progressed past this yet. He stated they are basically 
points that he wanted to bring to the Planning Board's attention, items from an engineering 
standpoint that he thought they should be aware of. He stated they are not intended to be 
complete review, but just to give the Board a feel of his preliminary findings from looking at the 
information they bad presented to them at that time. 

John Nowicki asked Lany Nissen if there were any other additional comments that would like 
to add to his letter of April 3rd. Lany Nissen stated his only question is with regard to removal of 
the indoor sports facility from the application, will the plan be redrawn and resubmitted as a 
prelimina1y application or will preliminary approval be granted \vi.th regard to the plan as it stands 
now. lVfr. Iacovangelo stated it will have to be moved. John Nowicki stated by the time they 
through the meeting tonight, there is so much information that has to come back before the Board 
yet, they may see a tabling of this application. 

Lany Nissen stated his biggest concern is if the development does through piecemeal 
fashion or only part of it is developed initially, that it is a tight site and that probable conditions 
with regard to full development of the site probably should be addressed preliminarily as possible 
just because he thought it is to everybody's advantage because of the tightness of the site. 

John Nowicki stated there are parking situations that they have to look at as well as the drainage 
considerations. Larry Nissen stated he could not tell from the plan how the drainage is goins; 
work or the traffic is going to work. 

Larry Smith asked what kind of fencing would they use. He stated he hates to see chain link fence 
with the plastic inserts in it. He stated they never last. He stated he would like to see this fence 
brought up beyond the Tmisi home, up at least to the front comer and then landscaping there out 
to the property line just as kind of a buffer there. He stated he did not know where they \Vould be 
storing their snow. He stated the enclosure aroUlld this dumpster just looks like a box versus 
what they have aroUlld KFC over there. He stated there is no handicapped parking slmwn. 

Lany Smith asked if the driveways and parking lot are curbed. Mr. Szawrnnskyj stated they are 
not. 

Charles Robinson stated the Conservation Board has a couple comments. He stated the 
Conservation Board made a notation they were not really too happy with that front depression or 
whatever it is on Chili Avenue. He stated the applicant has to bring back to them a complete 
landscaping plan stamped by a licensed landscape architect. He stated they may want to give 
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some consideration about moving that front depression. 

Mr. Szawranskyj stated there \vill have to be one there because there is drainage offthelf site that 
comes there. Charles Robinson stated they may have to talk about it. He stated the Conservation 
Board had a big issue about it at last time because there were concerns about the maintenance of 

the appearance on Chili Avenue, who is going to be responsible for it. Mr. Szav.Tansk1j stated 
they're draining the subdivision to the west there that comes through that parcel. 

l'v1r. Iacovangelo stated if they wanted him to fill it, he would fill it. He stated he would fill it and 
then they'll deal with evetybody else back there, but there is a pipe there. Charles Robinson stated 
the Conservation Board was thinking, knowing there was a pipe and like a hole there, that this 
project would kind of get rid of that hole, but they never thought they would tum it into a mini 
lake. He stated there are some serious issues. 

Charles Robinson asked if there is oil going to be stored on this property. Mr. Bradshaw stated 
they have a full basement under their building. He stated they store both new and used oil in bulk 
tanks within a diked area of the basement. Charles Robinson asked how often do the tanks get 
emptied. Mr. Bradshaw stated it depends on how busy the store is, but generally twice a month. 
Charles Robinson asked if there would be any visible tanks. He asked if all storage tanks vvill be 
underground. Mr. Bradshaw stated they're in the basement of the building and the public would 
never see them. 

Charles Robinson asked what about the other materials, the rags, oil filters, where are they 
disposed of Mr. Bradshaw stated there is no storage outside other than in the dumpster area, the 
trash. 

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE: 

Dorothy Borgus - 31 Road 
Ms. Borgus stated as a lifelong resident she is very glad to hear this Board concern 
themselves many times here \vith of this site. She stated she did not think anybody 
in Chili likes the word detention or retention ponds any more because it seems as though every 
propetty one. She stated this bas it looks like two or three. She stated she did not 
care whether they call them a depression or they call them a pond, that is what they are. She 
stated she could not see where one along Chili Avenue is to add anything to the image that 
they tried hard to create for at least the last I 0 or 15 stated they really need to upgrade 
Chili Avenue, not to take it to where they were. 

Ms. Borgus stated water is always an issue in Chili. She stated she tired corning to these 
meetings and hearing applicants unconcerned about where the water is going to go as long as the) 
get it off their property. She stated they \\~ll only drain it onto somebody else. She stated she 
thought it is important that they take a look at the dmvnstream drainage and be sure where the 
water is going to go, if, and when this project flies. 

Ms. Borgus stated this site is sucl1 a mess with the piles of dirt on it that she did not know how 
anybody would know where water was going to go off that site until it was leveled and cleaned 
off a little bit She stated she would hope as usual that the Board is going to take a hard look at 
this and be sure when they're done property vvill be a credit to Chili Avenue. 

Mrs. Grover - 3250 Chili Avenue 
She stated her husband and her are both concerned about what vvill happen. She stated they have 
been there almost 40 She stated the only pond she has seen is right behind them, and it is 
still there right now, but it is gone in the summers. She stated it is a good ice skating pond. She 
stated it has been there a long time. stated he hasn't noticed any ponds in where else, even 
since they tore the house down. 

Mrs. Grover stated she was concerned where these two buildings might be that are going in, the 
fast food facility and the Valvoline. She stated she thought they will be out 011 the front and there 
\Vill be an entrance from the present plaza possibly. John Nowicki stated there would be an 
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entrance from the present plaza and one from Chili Avenue. 

Mrs. Grover asked where would the KFC fit in there. Mr. Iacovangelo showed Mrs. Grover the 
t\vo entrance ways on the plans. Mr. Iacovangelo indicated where the one driveway is that they 
plan on moving down. John Nowicki stated the entrance would be about 55 feet from the lot line. 

J'vlrs. Grover asked where is the place where the water is right now, where it stands. Mr. 
Iacovangelo showed her on the plans where that 

Mrs. Grover stated she didn't know how they can having an on Chili Avenue right 
opposite Scottsville Chili Road without a light there. She stated traffic is tenible now. She 
stated she can wait ten minutes to get out on Chili Avenue. 

Paul and Tina Tmisi 
Mr. Truisi stated they're concerned with site drainage. He asked if the drainage is retention or a 
detention pond. He stated there is a difference there. 

Jolm Nowicki stated the Board would have these gentlemen come back and e1qJlain that to then1 
at another meeting, where they will put the water. 

Mr. Tmisi stated they're talking about moving the curb cut dm:vn. He asked where will 
locate that. John Novvicki stated they vvill have to address that to the State D.O.T. before this 
Board does anything at all. Lany Smith stated they can't use that residential cut anyway. 

Mr. Truisi stated they're also concerned about finished floor elevation versus prope1ty elevations, 
which again addresses drainage. John Nowicki stated they will have to do a lot of profiling before 
they get to a final position on this. 

Mr. Truisi stated the other thing is the proposed height of the new structures versus their 
structures. Mr. Truisi stated he was concerned about lighting. John Nowicki stated they'll 
address the lighting because they want it diffused. Mr. Tmisi stated he was concerned about 
snow removal I'vlr. Tmisi stated the biggest one they're concerned about is surface drainage. 

John Perna - 3785 Chili Avenue 
He suggested, excluding preexisting automotive repair shops, because he is involved in one, why 
doesn't this Tow11 move forward like the Town of Gates did and try to put all automotive, nev. 
automotive repair businesses into an industrial area where they're all together instead of having 
them scattered all over the place. He stated in the Tow11 of Gates they are not having them all 
over the place like in Chili, other than preexisting. He stated they don't allow ne\v facilities to 
open up all over the place. 

John Nowicki stated this is an oil change business. He stated they're not actually repairing their 
car. Lany Smith stated by the code's definition it is auto repair. Mr. Perna stated they do minor 
repairs. He stated if they change a PCV valve or air filter, that is a minor 
repair. He stated in other towns, they're putting them all in one area so they are uot all over the 
place any more. Larry Smith stated just changed their codes where it would allow it in a 
greater amount of different zones, so they did not cluster them all. John Nowicki stated that is the 
code. Lany Smith stated they just changed it so they didn't cluster them all. Lany Smith stated 
they're doing the opposite of what Gates does. 

Jolm Neder - Attridge Road 
Mr. Neder asked will this include mechanical lifts, or is this all pits. Mr. Bradshaw stated they 
would be all pits. 

John Nowicki asked for the first application for conditional use to erect a minor motor vehicle 
service station, how did the Board feel on that. John Nowicki stated he would strongly suggest 
that somewhere along the line when they come back in, that they have visited with the Fire 
Marshal and discussed this project \\'ith him. He stated they will have to discuss this with the 
New York State D. 0. T. He stated they will have to sit down and address the engineer's letter of 
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April 3rd. Larry Smith stated that is all site stuff John Nmvicki stated they're coming back in. 
Larry Smith stated they could vote on conditional use as a separate item. 

John Nowicki stated they'll do the conditional use and the same thing applies to the preliminary, 
because they're probably going to table both of these. Larry Smith stated they could move on 
conditional and then table it \vith the site. 

Keith O'Toole stated it is cleaner to tie the two together because conditional use and site plan are 
very intertwined anyway. He stated if they were to table one, table both. John Nmvicki stated 
that is what he was saying, table both. John Nowicki stated \vith all th.is information they need, 
architectural changes, fencing, inspector's comments, snow removal, drainage problems, he would 
recommend that the Board consider tabling both these applications lmtil they get the needed 
infonnation in. 

Mitch Rakus made a motion to table both applications without prejudice. 

Dario Marchioni asked did they get a traffic and report on this. John Nowicki stated they 
could make it a recommendation to the presenter that he address that. Lan)' Smith stated the Fire 
Marshal reviews the site plans for location of hydrants. Dario March.ioni stated they should have 
some comments from him. Larry Smith stated he basically puts an X where he wants a hydrant 
and that is it. 

John Hellaby asked if the applicant had a full understanding exactly what they're looking for. John 
NO\'Vicki stated he would hope that the applicant would have his engineer contact their reporter to 
get a copy of the minutes and also a copy of the site plan check list that they're looking at. He 
stated there are also three letters that should really pay attention to: The Monroe Cmmty 
comments, the letter from this Planning Board on Febmat)' 14th to the applicant 
and the Town letter of April 3rd, plus the comments made tonight at th.is meeting. 

John Hellaby stated with that, he would second the motion. 

John Limbeck asked if they table this until next month, is the application coming in nex1 month 
going to be just for Valvoliue and KFC, or will the sports facility be back on the table. Mr. 
Iacovangelo stated he didn't know why they withdrew it if they were going to table everything. 
MI. Szawransk.v.j stated all they will do is show the two buildings in the front and the one in the 
back with nothing on it lacovangelo stated they don't know that yet. He stated they have 
tabled it. He stated they can come back with the whole thing again. 

John Nmvicki asked the applicant if they were aware of the fact that they're proposing an indoor 
facility over at MCC. Mr. lacovangelo commented they have Burger Kings all over the Cmmty, 
too. 

LaJTy Smith asked when the application would be tabled until. John Nowicki stated lmtil the nex1 
meeting, May 13th. Lan)' Smith stated there probably wiU be a meeting on May 6th, also due to 
the of the agenda. John Nm:vicki stated Mr. Smith would provide the applicant with a copy 
of the check list they referred to. Lauy Smith stated it is right in the code book. . . ~ 

DECISION ON APPLICATION 1: Unanimously tabled \<\1thout prejudice tmtil May 
13, 1997,by a vote of 5 yes to table. The applicant is 
advised to prepare and submit the following infom1atio11 

to the May 13th meeting: 

l Review proposal with the Chili Fire Marshal. 

2. Address NYSDOT comments. 

3. Address Monroe County Dcpa1tment of Planning comments. 

4. Address Tov\11 Engineer's letter dated April 3, 1 
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7. Prepare renderings. 

8. Submit landscaping plans. 

9. Details of fencing to approved by the 

10. Review check list for preliminary plan Town 

11. Address Committee comments. 

DECISION ON APPLICATION Unanimously tabled without May 13, 
1 by a vote 5 
is advised to and 
prior to the May 13th 1"'"'""'"'t"' 

L Review proposal with the Chili Marshal. 

2. Address :N'YSDOT comments. 

3. Address Monroe County Department of Planning comments. 

letter dated April 

5. Addresss Planning Board's letter of February 

6. Review proposal with Chili Traffic & Safety Committee. 

7. Prepare architectural renderings. 

8. Submit landscaping plans. 

9. Details of fencing to be approved by the Building 

10. Review check list preliminary site plan review per Tovvn code. 

1 L Address Drainage Committee comments. 

3. Application ofRohn Wallace, Ballantyne Road, Rochester, New York prope1ty 
owner: Atkin Estate; for conditional use permit to allow a golf d1iving range with a pro shop 
at property located at 420 Ballantyne Road in AC., FPO & FW zone. 

4. Application of Rohn Wallace, Ballantyne Road, Rochester, New York 14623, prope1ty 
owner: Atkin Estate; for preliminary site plan approval to erect a x pro-shop with a 
golf driving range at prope1ty located at Ballantyne road in AC., FPO FW zone. 

Don Avery was present to represent the application along with Rohn Wallace. Mr. Avery 
what they would like to do is put a golf facility in here, and they would also like to sell golf 
equipment. 

Mr. Avery explained the layout of the by use of the He stated are to a 
split stone building. John Nowicki asked what color split stone. Mr. Wallace it is two 
tone. He stated it is kind of a He stated it could be any color, but probably would be pretty 
neutral. John Nowicki stated the applicant would have to show the Board colors when they come 
back in. 
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:Mr. Avery stated the builrung \Vill be used selling sporting equipment. He stated also 
customers \vill go into the builrung in order to pay for their balls. He stated there will be 
restrooms in there. He stated there will not be any eating facilities in there, just vending machines 
and pop machines . 

.1\1.r. Avery stated they intend to hide the parking lot as best they can with some berms. He stated 
there would be bem1s which will be about 4 feet high, and there will be some plantings on them. 
He stated as one comes down the road, looking across, they will just see the green and the 
building. 

Mr. Avery stated this is in a 100-year flood plain. He indicated where the flood way is. He stated 
nothing can be built in there. He indicated on the plans where the New York State wetlands are 
and where the federal wetlands are. He stated they have someone that will be identifying that area 
this week He stated having a meeting with Paula Smith of the DEC and the Corps of 
Engineers at the site to go over it. He stated the Corps has their application and they are a\vare of 
what they plan on in this area. Mr. Avery stated basically, they want to have it so the balls 
don't disappear in the wetlands and they're able to pick them 

Mr. Avery stated they don't \Vant to change the landscape any more than they have to because 
they like to keep it about the \Vay it is now. He stated but they have to have it so it drains 
properly. 

Mr. Avery stated there are no sewers. He stated they have to have a well. He stated there is gas 
and electric. 

Mr. Avery stated he wanted to go over the Town Engineer's comments, as well as the comments 
from the DEC. He stated Ballantyne Road access, that is really two routes there. He stated it is 
not a State D.0.T. Road; it is a County road. Mr. Avery stated they are going to the Zoning 
Board next week. He stated until they're sure that they can lower the building to that the first 
floor elevation is at the flood plain, he did not want to finish up the grading on that. 
He stated feel \Vould probably grant it the same as they granted the other one \vi.th the 
VFW. Mr. stated there would no cellular facilities on this site. 

l\lr Avery stated that be relieved of the two feet above the lOO·year flood plain 
for the elevation building. John Novvicki asked does that put them in jeopardy as far as the 
flood insurance progran1. Smith he is going to be arguing against any variances for 
that two foot from now on. He stated they have not updated but there is a new 
model code that the Corps of Engineers put out that basically states that that two foot should be a 
pa11 of the regular flood plain and not something that should be vatied. Larry Smith stated they 
have done but it is something be has been arguing against. Jolm Nowicki stated they did it \\ith 
the VFW. Lany Smith stated that one \Vas granted. John stated that was granted on 
building, but not on the septic system. Larry Smith stated he didn't what Monroe Cotmty 
did with that. 

Mr. Avery stated the septic system in both cases will be so the inverts are not below the 100-year 
flood plain. He stated the septic system will be similar to the one that \Vas designed and 
approved. Lany Smith stated that is Monroe County Health and he does not get involved vvith 
that other than the certification of it. 

!\fr. Avery stated the plans the they1re to have and the ty])e. 

letter indicated he didn't feel there were any drainage Mr. Avery stated the Town .tmgmeef' 
problems. He stated everything still nm to He stated there are no pipes along their 
prope11y north or south. 

John Nowicki asked if they had any drawings showing the drainage and the contours. He asked 
what is the total acreage of this parcel. Bill Howard, also present to represent the application, 
stated it is 120 acres. John Nowicki stated they're going to have to show the entire parcel 
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and they will want to see so many feet east west of that site. 

John Nowicki stated they have been working on the site, obviously cleaning trees, cutting 
digging ditches. He stated he assumes they found hundreds of tires on that site. He asked are 
there any more tires 011 that site to removed. Mr. Wallace stated there were approximately 
tires 011 the prope1ty. He stated some are still buried in some milled aspbalt that needs to be 
broken up to get the tires out He stated occasionally, because the is high, run across a 
few here or there, but of them have been paid to be dispersed of properly. John 
Nowicki asked if the tires went in a landfill or were Mr. Wallace stated a company 
called Tire Solutions picked them up. He stated as far as what they do vvith them, he was not I 00 
percent sure. 

John NO\vicki asked if the tee area itself~ where they the to be just a 
grass teed area or v.ill they have stations for people to at on a matted Mr. Wallace 
stated 90 percent ofit vvill be all grass area. He stated there will mats, but they will 
mobile. He stated they vvill be able to be moved with the tee. He worn, 
will be moved back, and they can reseed. 

John Nowicki asked in the drop zone, is that going to be tilled over and reseeded. Mr. Wallace 
stated that will all be maintained as if it were anybody's backyard. John Nowicki stated so 
other words, it vvill not be just cut do\VU. Mr. Wallace stated uo, that vvill all be reseeded. Mr. 
Wallace stated that will be plush 

Mr. Wallace stated the pond \vill be landscaped around it to accommodate much of the flooding 
that is taking place light there. He stated some of it is encroaching upon the adjacent propeny. 
He stated this should alleviate a lot ofthat. John Nowicki asked is that a holding pond. Mr. 
Wallace stated it will be. He stated they're to accommodate as much of the natural 
drainage as possible. He stated the less they have to move the better. He stated it kind of 
into four quadrants tight now with the pond one of them, as as tying into 
ditch in front. He stated any drain off that runs into the pond, any overflow vvill be taken away 
from the existing ditch. 

John Nowicki asked where it go from the pond. Mr. Avery there is a under 
existing road. John Nowicki asked ifit is flowing west. Mr. Wallace stated that's correct. 
A very stated it is n01tliwest. 

Mr. Wallace stated what is most to this whole project as far as a lucrative business 
standpoint is making sure that the landing area will drain, and that \Vill drain back towards the 
creek. He stated it \vill facilitate them getting out and picking up the because \vithout that, 
they clout have a project here. He stated they want it to drain as well as they possibly can 
v\ithout having it flood anybody else out. He stated their intentions are to get it to drain back to 
the creek. 

John NO\vicki asked if they would indicate 011 the plans they are going to retil and reseed. 
Mr. Wallace stated pretty much everything is going to be He stated everything is 
to have brand new grass on it, everything that is now, other than tbe building and the 
parking lot. He stated any natural part of the land will be other than the ponds and 
driveways. 

Charles Robinson stated the plans have been presented to the Conse1vation Board, and they did 
not have any problems with them whatsoever, but they just needed to see the licensed landscape 
architect's stamp. Mr. \Vallace stated one oftl1e concerns the first time -vvas tl1ey are dealing with 
different type of pesticides or fertilizers. He stated he has spoken to numerous courses, one that 
maybe everybody is familiar -vvith, Blue Heron about the wildlife that is out there. He stated the 
majority of all pest control and fertilizers used in the recommended dosages are environmentally 
friendly. He stated they are not going to be able to apply anything without the DEC or the Amw 
Corps' okay. He stated they're really going to dictate what they're going to be allowed to put on 
there because of the creek and the areas around them 
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Mr. Avery stated they were able to do the perks out there for project. He stated it was \vet 
before. He stated they will working on that road. He stated they want to show a temporary 
entrance there for the time being. He stated they had a permanent one in the plan. 

Mitch Rakus stated his friend and rode horses back in the 1940s on this particular property. 
He stated as far as be was concemed, putting a golf course in there is perhaps the best use for the 
property. He asked where they're going to have the pro shop, is that the area where the house 
and the bam was. Mr. Avery stated it is not. Mitch Rakus asked did they find a foundation or 
anything there. Mr. Avery stated way back there is a foundation. Mr. Avery stated it is back 
quite a bit. Mr. Avery stated they're still a long way from there. 

John Nowicki asked \vill that fom1dation stay as is. Mr. Wallace stated they have to grade some 
of that hi11 so they can accommodate the water that is trapped bet\veen that hill and the higher 
nrea of the road. He stated what they anticipate doing is taking the stone and everything out of 
that foundation and using that to build planters, an area around one of the ponds and one of the 
target greens, like a small foot and a half cobblestone wall around that. He stated they could also 
use the stone around another pond that they anticipate putting at the ve1y end of the property, 
again, to help facilitate the drainage, \vith some fountains corning out of it so it vvill be like a 300 
yard vieVvvoiut. He stated they would like to keep it as natural as possible. 

Mitch Raklls stated he would like to see a real nice building there. He stated they went through 
this with the VFW, and they improved their asthetics. Mitch Raklls stated between 6 and 9 
o'clock in the morning, and like 3 until 6 p.m., traffic is horrendous. He stated personally he 
would like to see some kind of a traffic study. He stated they ought to address that. 

Mitch Rakus stated be sees they addressed their drainage for their septic tank and all that. He 
stated he could live with that. He stated he is sure they addressed their parking. He stated service 
roads are all right. He stated as far as pond is concerned, right there on Ballantyne Road, he 
was not going to talk about that. He stated he thought Jim Gamble was in the audience and he 
could probably give thern some good input on that. 

John Hellaby stated he agreed with Mitch in regards to a traffic study. He stated inasmuch as that 
road is ve1y congested in the evening hours, sometimes it is impossible to out of there. He 
:>tated they might want to consider some sort of\videning lane on the other side, because if 
memory serves him right, that drops off extremely sharply and somebody is going to end up in a 
ditch. He stated at least once every other month somebody is rear-ended at that intersection in 
the evening hours. He stated inasmuch as there is sm1Hght glare, somebody stops and they're 
rear-ended right there. He stated he thought this will contribute to traffic congestion there. 

John Hellaby stated he was unfamiliar with the 300 foot out fall line that they have off the septic 
system. Mr. Avery stated it is the same as they had on the other one. He stated what they did is 
put in a line there that they felt most of the water would dissipated by the time it went to 300 

l\lr. Avety stated another question that the County had was what is the water usage. He stated he 
and Mr. Wallace went to another facility that was very similar, and they were thinking of 180 to 
200 gallons a day, which is rather low volume, considering the houses are around 400 or 300. 

John Hellaby asked if that actual out fall line then is just some so11 of a test line or something. 
Mr. stated it is really a perforated line Vvith an inspection box at the end that \Vill determine 
if they need to ex1end it. ifit ex1ends that far. He stated they feel it will be d1y by the time it gets 
to the box because they do some seepage dmv11 tluough it He stated they have collective 
pipes on the bottom, but they have some seepage there. He stated the collector pipes will tie to 
the outfall pipe about 300 feet, and that he feels will be dissipated as it goes out towards the back. 
Mr. Avery stated that \vill be up about 6 

John Hellaby asked what happens to grass if it gets held under water for any length time. He 
stated they are liable to end up 1mder water for several weeks out oft.he year. He asked will it 
sustain that kind of water sitting on it \Vithout killing it and making them start all over again. Mr. 
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Wallace stated once its roots, it should fine. He stated they use that the mix is going to 
be pretty tough to withstand the tough \v:inters. He stated many courses and driving ranges 
around this whole northeast have the same problems, one or another. He stated 
grass should be plenty capable of withstanding some type of under water pe1iod. He comrnented 
prolonged periods oflonger than a month or who knows, but a couple three weeks it should 
be fine in there. 

John Hellaby asked the pond that is noted in the front, do they intend to aerate He stated it 
has shallow backs and is not deep. He stated he would think without aeration, they will end up 
with a nice duck pond there eventually. Mr. Avery stated they had not planned on that, but they'll 
look iut0 it. Mr. Avery stated maybe they can make it deeper. John Hellaby stated when 
have gentile sloped banks in a shallow depth, they end up with a lot of cattails. Mr. 
stated they intended to rock bank that. 

John Nowicki stated with the pond location, want to tl1ink about of that 
because that road is a tough road the winte1time, to try to prevent cars fro111 going into that 
pond, having a serious accident. 

Dario Marchioni asked if there is anticipation in the future to bring \vater down this road at 
Mr. Avery stated he did not know anything about that. Nissen stated knew they're 
looking at bringing it to the VFW, but be was not sure what the disposition is. He stated it is a 
long way. Larry Nissen stated it is investigated. 

Dario Marchioni stated he heard the County is doing a lot of surveying along Ballantyne Road. 
Dario Marchioni stated be sees the survey crew there all the time. Dario Marchioni stated he saw 
them all the way up to Beaver Road. Mr. Wallace stated he heard rumors they were talking about 
widening it, but he didn't know. Da1io Marchioui stated it needs it. Mr. Wallace stated there is 
quite a drop off John NO\vicki stated it is not designed right. 

Dario Marchioni asked if they would be using well water for this. Mr. Wallace stated for 
customers, it will be bottled water. 

Dario Marchioni asked if the Board would get any report from the Traffic & Safety Committee on 
this. John NO\vicki stated that is what Mitch Rakus was asking for, a study from the Traffic & 
Safety Committee. 

Dario Marchioui asked if tlus will need any sprinklers in the building. Mr. Wallace stated it will 
not. 

Keith O'Toole stated he would like to see proof from the Trustee of the trust that they authorize 
the application and agree to be bound by its terms and conditions. ML Howard stated he 
that letter to Kathy Reed. Keith O'Toole stated the Harris Beach letter, that is from the attorney 
for the trust, which is a different issue. 

Lan-y Nissen stated his comments were as per his letter of April 3rd. He stated he forwarded the 
copy to Mr. Avery. He stated they have had a couple of telephone conversations. He stated he 
anticipates that they will be addressing them. 

John Nowicki asked the Ballantyne Road is that New York State D. 0. T. or Monroe 
County. Larry Nissen stated he thought it was New York State. Mr. Avery stated it is Monroe 
County, but it does have a State route number on John Nowicki stated so the Comity will have 
control on it. Larry Smith stated that is correct. 

Larry Nissen stated his main concems were grading. He stated it was his understanding that 
theyre going to bring in a large volume of fill. He stated he thought they needed to fill in some 
the information on the grading. He stated it is an environmentally sensitive site, also. John 
Nowicki asked have they applied for a permit to fill the area. Mr. Wallace stated they have. 
Smith stated he has issued a permit for filling that area. Larry Smith stated he thought that is a 
great use for that parcel. Larry Nissen stated he agrees. Larry Smit11 stated he would 



like to see a par 3 nex1: to it, too. 

Charles Robinson stated the Conservation Board just needs to see a stamp on the plans from a 
licensed landscape architect. 

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE: 

James Gamble - 403 Ballantyne Road 
He is going to be their neighbor. He stated he wished them luck because they do have high water 
at times. He stated the Drainage Board is going to try to get into Black Creek sometime nex't 
month to take out a few trees, so maybe the water \vill go down a little bit better on their side if 
they the trees out. 

Dario Marchioni asked how would they handle a fire here. John Nmvicki stated he assumed they 
would come in with pumpers or they would have to draw water from the creek Mr. Avery 
stated he thought the VFW had a restriction of the mrmber of people in the building because they 
did not have a hydrant. Larry Smith stated that was because they did not have a sprinkler system 
that they could not have over people. He commented he doubts they \Vill have over 99 people 
in the little pro shop. 

The Board discussed conditions. 

Dario Marchioni asked what type of lighting would they have. Mr. Avery stated they had a plan 
showing that. John No\vicki asked if they submitted the hours of operation. Mr. Wallace stated 
they submitted that. Mr. Avery showed the Board the lighting plan. 

John Nowicki asked what would be the length of operation at night. Mr. Wallace stated they had 
until 11 o'clock in what they submitted. John Nowicki stated he had not heard that before. Mitch 
Rakus stated due to its location, if they have lighting out there on the greens, it will not bother 
anybody. Mr. Wallace stated the lighting \Vill be directed towards the woods. 

John Nowicki asked how are they proposing nighttime control of mosquitoes and bugs. Mr. 
Wallace stated that is why drainage is so important. He stated they're going to try to hep it as 
dry as possible around them. He stated the other field, they would like to brush hog and get that 
cut d<.nvn so that there is really no place to live in there. He stated they're going to have trouble 
around Black Creek and across the street. He stated he didn't know if they're going to migrate. 
He stated sorne of the pesticides and sprays are going to be dictated by the DEC, but they're well 
aware that there is a possibility of some problems. Jolm Nowicki asked if their intention is to 

the area. Mr. Wallace stated it is. He stated talking with some of the area courses and 
some of the people \vho deal with the same problems, for example, Blue Heron, what they have 
installed in \Voods were some bat houses, and they took care of an incredible amount of their 
mosquitoes. Larry Smith stated that vvorks. Mr. Wallace stated he was getting information on 
that. Larry Smith stated the library has a good book on that. 

Dario Marchioni asked \Vill they have a membership type thing or would this be just for people as 
they drive by. Mr. stated they're going to nm both. He stated his intentions here are to 
provide a facility unlike other facility in this area, as well as the country. He stated he folly 
expects to put this facility in Golf Digest in the nex't couple of years. He stated there \Vill be 
junior clinics. He stated there will be senior He stated there \vill be memberships offered. 
He stated they may operate \Vith a machine that \Vill deal off a debit card, where a customer \Vill 
buy a card or a and all they to do is the card and it \Vill automatically subtract 

size bucket they want the He stated are a lot of different avenues to 
venture, but obviously they \Vant something that is going to the most friendly for the people 
enjoying the facilit.y, as well as the emironment. 

Mitch Rakus asked will this be similar to the one on Industry Road, or were they not familiar with 
that. John No\Vicki stated that is a par 3 out in Rush. Mr. Wallace stated he did not want to call 
it a driving range because it would be much more than that. He stated it will be a practice facility. 
He stated there \vill be education and practice, whether it be hitting balls, chipping, a putting 
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green. He stated maybe even eventually they1re looking to put in a small playgrmmd frn the 
children for people who come to use the facility who have a supervised play area for 
the children so they're not numing off on the road. 

John Nowicki asked the roadways coming in, are those asphalt paved. Mr. Wallace stated 
would be. Mr. Wallace stated the existing path will stay just with a coat stone on it. He 
that has built up pretty good foundation. He stated then the parking lot itself will be stoned. L;my 
Smith stated their handicapped spots have to be paved. 

John Hellaby asked ifthere is a reason to have an outside PA 
there is not. 

system. Mr. Wallace stated no. 

John Nowicki made a motion to declare the Board lead agency as far as SEQR, fmmd 
an unlisted action, and made a determination of no significm1t environmental impact, and 
Board all voted yes. 

DECISION ON APPLICATION Unanimously approved by a vote of 5 yes with the 
following conditions: 

l. Petition the Tow11 Board (v11ithin of the date of this letter) to enter 
this parcel in the Chili Consolidated Drainage District. 

2. Pending approval of the Tovv11 Engineer. 

3. Address Monroe County Depai1ment of Planning comnH~nts. 

5. Submit copies ofNYSDEC and Corps of Engineers on 
that can be used on the property. 

6. Review proposal \vi.th the Chili Traffic & Committee. 

7. Submit a time line construction schedule. 

8. Provide proof of authenticity of O\vnership to the Assistant Town Counsel. 

9. Submit architectural renderings with color selections. 

10. Approved for a period of two years. 

DECISION ON APPLICATION #4: Unanimously approved by a vote 5 yes with the 
following conditions: 

l. Petition the Town Board (within 30 days of the date of this letter) to enter 
this parcel in the Cl1ili Consolidated Drainage District. 

2. Pending approval of the Town Engineer. 

3. Address Monroe County Department of Planning comments. 

4. Pending approval oftlie Zoning Board of Appeals. 

5. Submit copies ofNYSDEC and Corps of Engineers reports on pesticides 
that can be used on the property. 

6. Review proposal with the Chili Traffic & Safety Committee. 

Submit a time line construction schedule. 
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8. Provide proof of authenticity of ownership to the Assistant Town Com1sel. 

9. Submit architectural renderings with color selections. 

5. Application of The James Group, owner; 849 Paul Road, Rochester, New York 14624 for 
revised final subdivision approval of 19 lots to be know11 as Springbrook Section °F" 
(approval previously granted in 4/89 as Glidden Estates) at property located at 148 King Road 

and portion ofl60-B KingRoadinR-1-15 zone. 

The application was rescheduled to another date at the applicant's request. 

John Hellaby stated it was his intentions on Applications 6 and 7 to abstain, as he is presently in 
negotiations vvith Sprint representatives on a parcel of prope1ty o\vned by himself and his family 
members. He to be excused from those two items. 

There was a recess in the meeting. 

6. Application Sprint Spectrum., 21 Brighton Henrietta Tmvn Line Road, Rochester, New 
York 14623, property m:vner: J. & G. Perna; for conditional use permit to erect a 120' high 
cellular tower at property located at 3785 Chili Avenue N.B. zone. 

7. Application of Sprint Spectmm, 2165 Brighton Henrietta Tovvn Line Road, Rochester, New 
York 14623, property O\Vner: 1. & G. Perna; for preliminary plan approval to erect a 120' 
high cellular tower at property located at 3785 Chili Avenue in N.B. zone. 

Betsy Bmgg was present to represent the applications, along with: Bob McNamara, their radio 
frequency engineer \vith Sprint; Rod Pinneman, a civil engineer; and Andrew Cavalieri, a 
consultant for Sprint Spectrum. 

Ms. Brugg stated she kne\v the Board was all familiar \\1th this application and all the experts on 
radio frequency technology, so would try to capsule this. She stated she would briefly go 
over the applications, relief to cover the basis to set the record and basically open it up to 
the Board. 

Ms. Brugg stated they to constmct a foot telecommunications monopole on the 
Perna l'v1obil property at the comer of Chili and Union Street. She stated the installation 
will be located in kind of the back comer of the She stated there is kind of an area set 
off on the side. and that is where they propose to put the installation. 

Ms. Bmgg stated this installation requires a conditional use pennit and site plan approval from 
thjs Board. She stated it will require a height and fence va1iance from the Zoning 
Board of Appeals. 

Ms. Brugg stated this Board did review this application last summer. She stated the application 
was made in June. She stated this matter was tabled in July so that they would have the 
oppo1tunity to look at the possibility oflocati11g the facility across street on the To\Vll 
propexty in the park. She stated they did make some eff01ts to do that. She stated they have been 
unsuccessful to this point in working something out with the To\vn. She stated they're under 

and stringent time restraint. She stated it is nine. ten later they still haven't 
resolved the site at this particular location. 

Bmgg stated the Board has heard the whole routine on how this technology works, so they 
they need to have the site in this area to serve the ex:press\Nay, West Chili and to not have 

gaps for people driving through on their out of To\\11. She stated they're 
that the Board this application. 

Ms. Bmgg stated they are still very interested in pursuing any possibilities locating in the park. 
She stated they're still ve1y open to that She stated they started working on the possibility of 
going to the park site back in November oflast year. She stated various meetings were held with 
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various individuals at the Town. She stated a proposed lease was submitted back in December, 
but that didn't go any-where. She stated various meetings were set up with Department of Public 
Works and Engineering. She there was a lot of dialogue that went and forth, but for 
one reason or another, the process didn't move forward. 

Ms. Brugg stated what they would hope that they could provide to the Board is perhaps some 
initiative on the Tov.11's part to pursue the park She stated if the Board would be willing to 
perhaps make au inquiry to the Superviso1~s Office or to the Tow11 Board to look that 
property, perhaps coming from the Planning Board, they might be able to move forward with it in 
a more efficient manner. She stated Sprint would be ready to go to negotiate lease terms 
tomorrow on that site. 

John No\Vicki stated tlle last time they dealt \Vith this panicular application, them to 

consider other sites. He stated they felt that the Tovro prope11y off of Union 
they wanted them to take a look at. He stated would like to have Board consider 
that site aud actually have them come back. John No\Vicki stated they have not any 
information back on Sprint. He stated he knew Planning Board back at that time expressed a 
great interest ll.1 having the Tow11 property strongly considered for the location of this tower. 

Ms. Brngg stated they did submit plans back January that were reviewed. John 
the Planning Board could certainly indicate to the ToW11 Board in a memorandum that the 
Planning Board has in the past indicated a strong belief that this particular site would fit well 
the grid pattern and would satisfy the needs of the community as well as the people from Sprint. 
Keith O'Toole stated a letter or recornmendation from the Board is Board's 

John Limbeck stated inade a motion that the Planning Board send a letter to the Town Board 
suggesting that the park site be considered, and Mitch Rakus stated seconded the motion. All 
Board members were in favor of the motion. 

Councilman Faso was present in the Councilman as liaison from the Town 
Board to Planning Board, he would see this would be addressed by the Town Board tomorrow 
night. He stated he is also liaison and been working closely with Cellular One and would be 
happy to work closely writh Sprint Spectrum. 

Councilman Faso stated it was his understanding the stalling and lack communication was on 
Sprint's part, not the Tovvn's pa1t. He stated the Tow11 would be He stated they are 
looking for a host benefit package that would benefit the Tom1 and the tax-payers. He stated 
there is work that needs to be done in the park, and if they could save money on that, they're very 
receptive. 

Ms. Brngg stated she would make sure to have somebody present for tomorrow's meeting should 
there be auy questions. 

Keith O'Toole stated in that event, they have a SEQR problem. He stated when these applications 
for the original five sites were discussed by the applicant and their then attorneys at the time, 
Chamberlain, D'Amanda, they had discussed doing SEQR to declare themselves lead agency 
coordinated review involving all five sites. He stated it was \Vith the agreement and upon 
motion of the applicant that they rescll.1ded that declaration pursuant to SEQR back January 
and decided to treat the individually. He stated upon a ofhis file, he sees he 
an unsigned, undated copy of a Tow11 of Chili Environmental Assessment Fonn 
submitted along with the June 7th, 1996 correspondence from Steve Tranelli, the former 
for the applicant. He stated he believed they discussed at one tll.ne doing a full blown EAF and 
the State form with the visual EAF addendum. He stated it is up to the applicant to submit to 
them such an EAF with a m-ual EAF addendum if this Board so chooses, and for them to tell 
them that it is in, in fact, the EAF they're submitting based on this application which stands alone 
under the new SEQR determination they made back in January. 

Keith O'Toole recommended to the Board that upon a motion, it would classify this as au 
action. He stated secondly, the Board should declare itselflead agency; and thirdly, it should 



request from the applicant a long fonu vvith a visual EAF addendum for the Perna site. 

John Nmvick:i asked what the Board should do tl1is evening on this application toniglit. Keith 
O'T oole stated first needed to made a motion that the Board classifies this as unlisted 
lUlder SEQR; second, that they 
third, that they request a long fonn 

themselves lead agency for an uncoordinated review; and 
vvith visual EAF addendum. 

Ms. Brugg stated they did the long form specifically on this site, and the visual EAF. She 
stated she could get additional copies to Larry Smith tomonow. 

Keith O'Toole stated it was his understanding that those long fonn EAFs that were submitted 
were submitted based on the request of this Board that they look at a global envirolllllental revievv 
involving all five sites and that they were intenelated. He stated it is up to the applicant to submit 
what they believe is required by law for this specific site. He stated he thought it is 
sufficient that they send them a cover letter what they believe is the long form EAF and visual 
EAF for this site. 

John Limbeck made a motion that this application be declared an unlisted action, that the Planning 
Board be designated the lead agency for an uncoordinated review, and that they require a long 
form EAF with a visual EAF addendum. Mitch Rakus seconded the motion. The Board was all 
in favor of the motion. 

John Nowicki asked if there was a motion table these two applications. Ms. Brugg stated she 
would like to go througli what they would consider to be their basic presentation covering the 

standards that would apply to on this project. She stated they would ask to be tabled 
after the presentation. 

Keith O'Toole stated technically, unless they have completed SEQR and they have accepted a 
long form EAF vvith visual EAF addendum as has been required by the Board, they're not 
authorized to proceed on the application. He stated they could hear all the testimony they want, 
but they could not make findings on them, so it is at the Board's pleasure. Keith O'Toole stated 

could hear it but they could not make findings. John Novvick:i stated they won't make any 
findings. 

Ms. Brugg stated their anticipation is hopefolly they'll not have to come back on the site, but if 
they have to. they'll try to get as much out of the way as possible. She stated what they would 
need for this project from the Planning Board is a conditional use and site plan approval. 

Ms. Brugg stated they believe the proposed site plan confonns vvith the requirements of the Tovvn 
code with the exception of the two required variances for height and the fence. She stated she 
would jump through the technical material very, very briefly. 

Ms. Bmgg stated Sprint Spectrum is licensed by the FCC to provide PCS, personal 
communication service, in the Upstate New York market as part of its national program. She 

that evidences in itself the federal government's recognition that PCS an important service. 
She stated it is common.ly recognized as a public utility and thus it has been reviewed basically as 
a public utility under the New York case law standards, is a showing of public necessity for 

facility. 

Ms. Brugg stated they are basically arguing that do need a cite in this area. She stated they 
do need a site that covers She stated they do need a site that covers this part of Town. She 
stated vvithout this site, the~/11 have gaps in She stated if they have poor reception and 
poor transmission, they on the that will cut off in the middle of a phone 
call. 

Ms. Brugg stated the site selection 
Board is all familiar. She the 
first thing vvas a real estate person did 
much ad\·antage as possible of 

starts with the fornrntion of the grid, vvith which the 
was around various issues. She stated the 

at existing structures. She stated they tiied to take as 
stmctures, although that was not always possible. She 
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stated the cells themselves are designed based on, in part, the environment of the location. 

Ms. Brugg stated this is a suburban environment. She stated the facilities 
than in a mral or agricultural environment. 

to a little 

Ms. Brugg stated after they identify the area where the to be located, they actually 
out and take a look at various environmental visual impacts being one of those. She 
stated they also look at enginee1ing issues. She stated obviously technical needs are 
foremost. She stated if they can't function, they can't transmit. She stated they also try to 
in a less restrictive zoning dist1ict. 
Ms. Brugg stated the Town code does set fo1th requirements for granting of conditional use 
permit. She stated first of all, the requested relief of the needs to consistent and in 
hannony ·with the general purpose of the code. She stated they believe type of develop1nent 
\vhich is lawful and complies with the code substantially meets that requirement. She in 
tl1is case thev are at a commercial She stated there is a lot surrounding residential - ~ 

area. She stated they're ve1y sensitive to that. She stated this location is at and intersection. She 
stated nobody lives right at the intersection. John Nowicki stated there are people living in that 
area right across the street. 

Ms. Brugg stated this is one of the best locations in the area \:Vithout a doubt. Ms. Brugg stated 
obviously they would much be interested in looking at the park but if that site would be 
excluded and would not be made available to them, they this is the site. She stated it has 
the least impacts in temis of sites that area. She stated it is a prope1ty, and it is 
kind of tucked away 011 the of the building. She stated there is no development west 
on the same side of the street. She stated there is nobody directly behind the Mobil 

John Nowicki c01mnented it is not the question of being tucked in; it is the question going up. 
Ms. Bmgg stated they do understand that. She stated they do acknowledge the fact that the 
monopoles do pose a lot of visual impact issues. She stated they are painted gray or they are 
galvanized metal. She stated they do taper. She stated they do as much as is possible to 
them blend into the viewscape. She stated there is only obviously so much they can do. She 
stated they do whatever is required, whatever is possible tenns of minimizing the impact. 

Ms. Bmgg stated she personally lives in an area that has a ton of towers, towers within a mile 
of her house. She stated she lives in Henrietta right near the canal. She stated those towers are 
all lit. She stated until she started working on these Sprint Spectmm applications, they weren't 
something she really thought too much about. She stated they had become part of the 
viewscape. 

Ms. Brugg stated this particular site, when they look at light of the intensity and the location 
of the use, this is not a pa1ticularly offensive use in terms of environmental conditions that it 
creates. She stated there are no omissions, no odors, no fumes, no vibrations, no traffic 
by this. She stated the site is visited a couple times a moutli. She stated iu terms of those overall 
impacts, they don1t have a whole lot. She stated she does understand the visual impact is the 
primary impact, and again, they are extremely sensitive to that. She stated they \\ill do whatever 
they need to do to make the site more palatable. She stated if they can to the park, that would 
be their best alternative. 

Ms. Bmgg stated the second issue Board to consider is whether there will be any 
detriment to the health and safety of the community. She stated it is a very broad standard at 
best. She stated they can clearly mle out any health or safety considerations. She stated the 
health issue has been addressed at the federal level, and the Board has been preempted from 
making any determination based on any pa1ticular health effects. 

Ms. Bmgg stated as far as safety, they have taken various measures to make the site a more safe 
site. She stated they understand that these types of places attract teenagers or people who are 
curious about how telecommunications work. She stated there are fences provided, 6 feet of 
chain link with a foot of barbed wire at the top. She stated t11ey'll go to the Zoning Board for 
variances for the fence. She stated the Tesch Trust site which they have viewed some months 
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was reviewed by the Zoning Board, as well She stated they did request a height variance and 
fence variance, both of which were granted. She stated the Golden Road site reviewed at last 
meeting will be on Zoning Board agenda nex1 week together 'vi.th this site. 

Ms. Brugg stated as far as the general welfare of the people that or work in the area, 
undoubtedly there are pros and cons to project. She stated they believe there are benefits of 
having PCS up and running in the Rochester area. She &iated they can offer a service that is a 
benefit to people that live in Chili. She stated they anticipate that PCS, at it grows, \\ill become 
quite compatible \vi.th pricing of home phone service and eventually it will be recognized across 
the Board as a benefit to the community. 

Ms. Brugg stated she did not want to get into too much of the technical material. She stated she 
would defer to the Board as to whether they \Vant to get into the more technical aspects of the 

selection process. 

John Nowicki stated just as a reminder, this Board has been facing these applications for months 
and months and months. He stated they have adopted on their previous two applications 24 
conditions. He stated those didn't come about lightly. He stated that was by a joint effort by l\1r. 
O'Toole, their legal counsel, and all the members of the Board present tonight, reviewing all the 
infom1ation that was presented to them over the months and months and months. He stated they 
all realize that the federal government has preempted them in many ways. He stated they also 
realize that they're a utility and they have somewhat limited powers. He stated the way it was 
handled initially has caused Sprint and the other companies most of the problems, because of the 
attitude of the federal government. 

John Nowicki stated people are unhappy to see their environment spiked with towers all over the 
place. He stated it is not technology that somebody is objecting to. He stated it is just the 
question of the environmental issues, the asthetics of these towers. He stated monopoles, he 

are probably not as bad as some of the lattice towers. 

Ms. Brugg stated she understands that they have been put in basically a tough position. She 
stated the federal law was enacted basically saying that they cannot prohibit a utility such as a 
PCS fi1cility from going up \vhere it needs to be to fonction. She stated they have very sensitive 
neighbor concerns. 

Jolm No\\icki stated tl1is Board is on record in supporting Sprint up this point and probably '¥ill 
continue to be very cooperative. He stated they have worked hard to site these properly the best 

they can. 

Ms. Brugg stated again, they certainly are \villing to look at the park site. Councilman Faso 
stated after talking with Larry Smith, he learned the stumbling block is the Town: not Sprint. He 
stated Sprint bas been more than vvilling to communicate \\11th the Tmvn. He stated it has been 
the Tmvn's lack of a retum telephone call He stated it \\!ill be taken care of tom01Tow. 

Keith O'Toole stated he has had an opportunity to review a draft lease from Sprint. He stated 
without going into specifics, there are issues involved that go beyond the Tov.n, so he thought 
with all due respect to Mr. Faso, he thought it is incorrect to say that the Town has been the 
stumbling block. He stated he thought it is going to require further assistance and efforts on 
behalf of Sprint to make sure they are, in fact, folly investigating alternative siting. 

Ms. Brugg stated it is to everybody's advantage to move forward together to work something out. 
She stated she would hope by the nex1 Planning Board meeting they would possibly hear back 
something from the To\v11 Board in tenns of whether there is or is not an interest to pursue the 
park site. She stated she thought they're looking for some confinnation that indeed the Town is 
interested in leasing the park prope1ty to Sprint. 

John Nmvicki stated he had some questions on the remaining applications, but he would rather 
finish \vi.th this application first. 

;37 
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COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE: 

Dorothy Borgus - 3 l Stuart Road 
Ms. Borgus asked for a little clarification on the signage that is required for a Planning Board 
application. She asked what are the rules for placing a sign am10uncing to the general public that 
it is before the Planning Board. Larry Smith stated the should be up ten the 
hearing and within 10 or 20 feet of the property line. stated he \Vas not sure without checking 
the requirements. 

Ms. Borgus asked does a sign on a telephone count, the one on Union Street right on the 
right-of-way. Larry Smith stated it probably would. Ms. Borgus the sign was not 
obvious. She stated the golf course application on Ballantyne Road had five signs on stakes so 
that they could be seen them. 

Ms. Borgus stated these towers should be put in a place where there is the visual impact \Vith 
the best benefit to Sprint and the commtmity. She stated this site does not fit that parameter one 
bit. She stated this could not be worse for visual impact. She stated this tower would be clearly 
visible from Chili Avenue. She asked bow far is this from Chili Avenue. She asked how far is 
pole from Chili Avenue. Ms. Brngg stated it is 150 feet. 

Ms. Borgus stated 150 feet from Cl1ili Avenue leaves a line vision of this pole. She stated it 
is within 300 feet of the property line of this gas station. She stated the asthetics of this are 
terrible. Ms. Borgus stated there are houses immediately across the street with very small front 
yards that would be looking at day a11d night. Ms. Borgus stated last plan that she kne\\ 
of for the property immediately adjacent to this to the south was apartments. 

Ms. Borgus stated this has described as a commercial area. She stated on the immediate 
comer, it is. She stated but they have also got to remember that Union Street and Chili 
are a major intersections in the Tov.111 Chili. She stated and in the future, it will more so. 
She stated it is no place for one of these towers. 

Ms. Borgus stated where this tower is anticipated being placed is now where Mr. Perna has his 
jwik. She stated his used tires, his enclosure for his trash, his car paits, junk cars are there. She 
stated he has no space left on that site, so she questions where he would move all that to if this 
tower went in. She stated if Union Street is widened, this problem would become even worse. 

Ms. Borgus stated in addition, she could not tliat a tower 130 high is a 
station. She stated they have heard they don1t fall over. She stated have heard all the 
wonderfol things how great they are safetywise, but she does not believe it is safe to have one of 
these that close to gas tanks. 

Ms. Borgus stated Mr. Perna has had a history of coming before the Zoning Board and the 
Planning Board for years with all kinds ofrequests. Jolw Nowicki stated did not want her to 
get into all of that. Ms. Borgus stated he has come in or for proposals, all of which have been 
turned down. She stated this is another one that should be turned down. 

Ms. Borgus stated this site is a disaster. She stated if it is a case of this Town getting off the 
dime ai1d going ahead vvith a better site that there is not one thing \\Tong with, then this Tow11 has 
some answers to give to the tax'Payers. She stated the Board, the public, nobody wanted this 
for the reasons she just mentioned. She stated this item is not on the agenda for tom01Tow night's 
meeting yet. She stated they should make sure it does get on there somehow. 

Bill Wilcox - Stuait Road 
He stated he is against the site. He stated it is too close to the road. 

James Pema - 3785 Chili Avenue 
He stated he is in favor of it because it will help the burden of his taxes that went up over $2, 000 
this past year on the reassessment. 
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l\fr. Perna stated he did not believe that the Tovvn should even be looking at putting a tower on 
park land that was donated to the Tovvn. He stated now people would go to a park and see the 
tmver. He stated if they see it, they might as well see it in front of a gas station that already looks 
bad, so they keep all the messes together instead of bringing the new mess someplace where a 
community is supposed to be built, where people are going to building new houses and don't 
want to see this tower. 

John Nowicki made a motion to table these applications to the next scheduled meeting on May 
13th, 1997, and the motion was seconded by Dario Marchioni. TI1e Board all voted yes on the 
motion. 

DECISION: Unanimously tabled by a vote of 5 yes to table until May l 1997 for the 
following reason: 

1. Applicant was advised to continue dialogue with Tmvn officials to enter into 
a lease agreement on the Tovvu property in the Union Station Subdivision 
011 Union Street owned by Howarth Builders. 

The meeting ended at 10: 18 p.m. 



CHILI PLANNING BOARD 
May 6, l 

A meeting of the Chili Planning Board was held on May at the Chili Town Hall, 3235 
Chili Avenue, Rochester, New York 14624 at 7:00 p.1n. The meeting was called to order by 
Vice-Chairperson Ray Bleier. 

PRESENT: M_itch Rakus, John Nowicki, John Limbeck, Dario Marchioni, Jolm Hellaby and 
Vice-Chairperson Ray Bleier. 

ALSO PRESENT: Keith O'Toole, Assistant Counsel for the Smith, Building 
Inspector; Larry Nissen, Town Engineer; Charles Robinson, Conservation 
Board member; Nick Barbata, Drainage Committee member. 

Vice-Chairperson Ray Bleier declared this to be a constituted meeting of the Chlli Planning 
Board. He e>."Plained the meeting's procedures and introduced the Board and front table. He 
announced the fire safety exits. 

PUBLIC HEARINGS: 

L Application ofDavid Sabo, owner; c/o Christopher Trotto, Atty., 2300 Ridge Road West, 
Rochester, New York 14626; for resubdivision approval of one lot in Westside Manor 
Section 4 Subdivision at property located at 3 Slate Drive in R-1-12 zone. 

Christopher Trotto was present to represent the application. Mr. Trotto stated basically this is an 
application to modify the filed subdivision map confom1ed to the description that was given to the 
Sabos at the time they purchased the property. He stated the rear lot line or the south lot line of 
the property, originally as the map was filed, it was in two courses, making an angle almost tight 
in the middle. He stated at the time of closing, it was deeded as a straight line across. He stated 
they do not know why it was done like that. 

Mr. Trotto stated basically at the time of the closing, they met with the builder's attorney who 
did thls deed on behalf of the Perry1s, who were to the rear of the property, and in trying to 
reconstruct this to find out what happened, he spoke to Mr. Schum. Mr. Trotto stated Mr. 
Schum's client's recollection was the line was moved to accommodate Mr. Perry in back for some 
port of office park and it was done at the Town's request. 

Mr. Trotto stated Mr. O'Toole and Kathy Reed were gracious enough to look through Mr. 
file and they could not find anything indicating that that was so, so they did not know why it was 
done at the closing; it just was. 

Mr. Trotto stated when Mr. Sabo went to sell property, that is when the problem came up. 
He stated they're just asking that it match the deed as filed with the To\VIl, so that the C of 0 can 
be legalized on the prope1ty. 

Jolm Hellaby asked would the drainage easement stay vvith the angle in it. Mr. Trotto stated that 
is coITect. He stated that is how it was deeded originally. 

John Nowicki asked if the line they were looking at thls evening is the same line as the originally 
filed subdivision map, the straight line. Mr. Trotto stated the original filed subdivision map was 
the crooked line. John Nowicki asked Keith O'Toole how he felt about this, the legality of this. 
Keith O'T oole stated he agreed with what they were doing. Larry Smith stated County Planning 
bas no problem \Vitb this. 

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE: None. 

John Nowicki asked is this in a drainage district Larry Smith stated probably not. John Nowicki 
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stated they should make sure this gets into a drainage district. 

Ray Bleier made a motion that the Chili Planning Board declare itself lead agency, found the 
application to be an unlisted action and made a determination of no significant environmental 
impact, and Mitch Rakus seconded the motion. The Board all voted yes on the motion. 

Ray Bleier stated they have to apply to the To\Vll Clerk to have this parcel be entered into the 
Consolidated Drainage District. He stated they do that with all parcels ofland that are already 
not in a drainage district. Mr. Trotto asked if they have to make an application to include it in the 
district. Ray Bleier stated that is correct. Mr. Trotto asked if the Board was talking about the 
little triangular portion in the back. Ray Bleier stated no, the entire parcel would be included in a 
drainage district. 

DECISION: Unanimously approved by a vote of 6 yes with no following conditions. 

2. Application ofNancy Austin, oVvner; 475 Morgan Road, Scottsville, New York 14546 for 
preliminary subdivision approval of one lot to be kno\Vll as Lot 1 Nancy Austin Subdivision 
at property located at 458 Morgan Road in zone. 

Nancy Austin was present to represent the application along with her husband Frank Austin. Mr. 
Austin stated what they're looking for is to legalize this lot. He stated three years ago or three 
and a half years ago when they subdivided the lot away from Parcel Number 2, they didn't realize 
at the time that this had to be done for that part, so this is to legalize this part of the lot. 

Ray Bleier asked the two lots, are they the entire parcel ofland o\Vlled by Nancy Austin. Ms. 
Austin stated they are. Mr. Austin stated Number 2 is O\vn.ed both of them. Ray Bleier stated 
he noticed on the detail they're suggesting a proposed barn now. Mr. Austin stated that will have 
to come back in for approval. He stated Kathy Reed told them to put it on there as to where they 
would do it so it might save some surveyor's fees. Larry Smith stated Ms. Reed suggested they 
do it. Ms. Austin stated the proposed barn is two or three or four years do\Vll the road because 
they're very expensive to do. She stated they will definitely come back to the To\Vll for the right 
permits and that type of thing. 

John Nowicki asked ifthere were County Comments on this. John Nowicki asked has the 
applicant received the County Comments. Mr. Austin stated they have. Mr. Austin stated 
basically he thought the County Comments related to the proposed barn as he understood it. ivir. 
Austin stated actually nothing \Vill be done differently than is being done at the present time. He 
stated there are cows being raised there by his son. He stated part of the land is rented out to 
Louie Krenzer. 

John Nowicki asked if this is going to be a filed subdivision map, shouldn't the proposed barn 
come off the map. Keith OToole stated he did not see any reason why the County would reject 

He stated it is proposed. He stated the applicant could a note that the barn is not being 
certified. Larry Smith stated it is proposed. 

Mr. Austin stated his son is working this property. He stated when he puts the bam up, he 
plans to use it for hay and straw for storage, and any equipment like haybines and manure 
spreaders and stuff like that, because the other barn is not big enough. John Nowicki stated he 
was not comfortable \v1th that being on the drawing. Ray Bleier stated as long as that says 
proposed, thought it was okay to stay on the drawing. 

John No'W1cki asked is this in a drainage district. Larry Smith stated it is probably not in a 
drainage district. He stated the Board could make it a condition if they are not in a drainage 

to make application to the TO\vn Board. 

COMJ\1ENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE: None. 

Ray Bleier made a motion to declare the Board lead agency as far as SEQR, found this to be an 
tmlisted action and made a determination of no significant environmental impact, and John 

17'! 
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Nowicki seconded the motion. All Board members were in favor of the motion. 

DECISION: Unanimously approved by a vote of 6 yes \Vith the following condition: 

1. Petition the Town Board (within 30 days of this letter) to include this 
subdivision in the Chili Consolidated Drainage District. 

Note: Final subdivision approval has been waived by the Planning Board. 

3. Application of Ray Sands Glass, 3320 Chili Avenue, Rochester, New York 14624, property 
owner: Bums Enterprises; for conditional use permit to allow a glass repair shop \vith offices 
at property located at 3315 Chili Avenue in G.B. zone. 

4. Application of Ray Sands Glass, 3320 Chili Avenue, Rochester, New York 14624, property 
owner: Bums Enterprises; for preliminary site plan approval for a change of use to allow a 
glass repair shop, including a 44' x 33' office addition and 92' x 75' warehouse addition at 
property located at 3315 Chili Avenue in G.B. zone. 

Dave Bums was present to represent the applications. Mr. Bums handed out to the Board a 
rendering of what the building will look like from the west side. He stated it will virtually mirror 
the same look, only the connector as theyre calling it, between the two buildings will be recessed, 
but it will virtually look the same way. He stated what he presented was not a full rendering. 
stated the front of the building has a peak and there is a \Vidovls top to the building that wasn't 
drawn on the rendering. 

I\-1r. Bums stated basically the front area seen today will remain exactly the same. He stated the 
second page shows an architect's approved landscaping plan with an architect's stamp. He stated 
some of the shrubbery and plants out front were put into place about eight to ten years ago when 
the building was built. He stated they were not really the proper material to put into planter 
boxes. He stated they are unruly and out of control; so some of those have to be removed and 
new ones have to be put in place. He stated the front building will not change from the road front 
any. He stated the connector \vill virtually be hidden from the east side and will be slightly visible 
from the west. He stated in that area there will be three offices, a handicapped ramp 
and a lunch room He stated that will connect to the main office area. Mr. Bums stated there vnll 
be a service access to the main work area or warehouse. He stated it will be conventional 
construction on the connector. Mr. Bums stated the warehouse or work area \vill be a pole barn 
metal int~rior and exterior skin. He stated hopefully if everything goes well, they plan on having it 
completed by September. 

Ray Bleier asked will they move the entire business. Mr. Bums stated they will. He stated their 
entire operations will move from 3320 to 3315. 

Ray Bleier asked do they have any plans for that old site. Mr. Burns stated they have it on the 
market for sale or lease at this point 

Ray Bleier asked what about parking of the vehicles, do they keep them inside presently. Mr. 
Bums stated they do. Ray Bleier asked will they do that on the new site. Mr. Burns stated 
absolutely. He stated everything will be inside. He stated there will be ample parking space. He 
stated but with the new building, they will be keeping everything inside. 

Mr. Burns stated all of the vehicles have sealants, primers and window cleaner and the cold does 
not agree with those things at all. He stated the new sealers are high viscosity and can't be pushed 
out of a gun at freezing temperatures, so they have to keep them inside. 

Ray Bleier asked do they have any walk-in retail business at all. Mr. Bums stated a fair amount. 
He stated it is a lot more than what it was back in the old days. He stated they do some screen 
work and some window work now. 

Ray Bleier asked what do they plan on doing with the front building, the McCombs building there. 
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He asked what will be done in the front area. Mr. Bums stated that will be office space for the 
officers. He stated the front foyer area as one walks in will house the CSRs. He stated the front 
top front office, which is an office, will be converted into a waiting room. He stated there is a 
conference room over to the east of that. He stated there vvill be two comer offices that at the 
moment they don't have any particular use for. He stated the rest of the offices will be for two 
salesmen and a bookkeeper. He stated they're going to be able to use up most of the space pretty 
quick 

Mr. Burns stated the center of that building, due to Mccombs' catastrophic circumstances when 
the building burned, in the center, they built a two-hour bum-through area to put all the files and 
computers. Larry Smith stated they used about 20-minute doors on it. Mr. Bums stated they 
have to change the doors. 

Ray Bleier stated it looks like they will have more room here. Mr. Bums stated they will. Mr. 
Bums stated basically they will be doubling their size, usable area. He stated they don't need it all 
today, but it is allowing some growth for the future. 

Mitch Rakus stated this will be an improvement for the area. John Hellaby stated he liked what 
he sees. He asked due to the fact of the increased area here, are they venturing outside the auto 
glass business. He asked will they get into commercial and retail type stuff Mr. Bums stated 
vv:ithin the automotive field, they already do heavy equipment and construction. John Hellaby 
asked but will they get into the general construction realm of things. Mr. Bums stated residential 
and commercial flat glass, for the last year they have been doing a small degree ofit already. John 
Hellaby asked do they plan on expanding that. Mr. Bums stated they do. 

John Hellaby asked how long has the existing building been listed. Mr. Bums stated it has been 
up for three months. He indicated he has had some prospects. John Hellaby asked if the color 
scheme on the pole barn would be similar to what they have. Mr. Bums stated basically the 
building is weathered. He stated the color chip calls the color clay, and that is basically the color 
of the metal that they plan on. He stated the roof will be not a metal roof but a shingled root: 
different from what they presently have. He stated they have a metal roof on the current building. 
He stated they're going to a shingled roof He stated it won1t match the shingles exactly, but it 
\Vill be a similar black roof He stated the roof lines will nm parallel \vith the existing building. 

John Nowicki stated they have done such a great job on the existing site. He stated he was sure 
the new business will be tremendous. He stated it is great to see the business growing. He stated 
the Board was in receipt of a nice letter from Ron Easton, sending his support for their project. 

John Limbeck asked will there be the same hours of operation they have now. Mr. Bums stated 
they will be the same. John Limbeck asked if they will have more employees. Mr. Bums stated as 
needed. John Limbeck stated he was just concerned with parking trucks inside with solvents in 
them, if that would change the classification. Mr. Bums stated they don't have anything really as 
per se what they would call a solvent. He stated there is one chemical that they use as a solvent, 
but it comes in pint cans and literally that is all that is in the vehicles. 

Dario Marchion:i stated he noticed they tore out the old building. Mr. Bums stated the original 
Ray Sands Glass building, which was moved across the street quite a few years ago, was 
demolished last week, and the little small building, garage building was picked up and moved off 
site today. He stated naturally the existing old wood frame warehouse that is there now will be 
knocked flat and crushed up and hauled off 

Dario Marchioni asked will they do anything with the fence between the propane tanks on that 
side. Mr. Burns stated they have cleaned the fence out already. He stated there is a small 
0-shaped piece offence that they're going to remove out there. He stated they removed the two 
retaining gates out of the area and opened the area up fully. He stated McCombs has had the area 
secured due to materials and stuff that they had stored outside. He stated they don't have that 
same problem, so they don't need the security like they did. 

Dario Marchioni stated he noticed the handicapped area, the two handicapped spaces marked. He 
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asked ifthere is supposed to be a spot for the unloading of the handicapped on the left side 
marked on the plan. Lany Smith stated they do need that. Lany Smith stated their handicapped 
parking spaces are not designed right. Lany Smith stated they have to have an eight foot spot, 
eight foot cross hatch and eight foot spot. Mr. Burns stated they could remark that. He stated 
that is no problem. He stated they \Vill bring that up to code. 

Dario Marchioni asked is this property in a drainage district. Lany Smith stated he did not 
believe so. He stated he did not check any of the drainage districts on these. He stated he 
thought someone from the Drainage Committee was going to do that. Lany Smith stated if 
theyre not in a drainage district, they \vill have to apply. He stated the Board could make that a 
condition of approval. 

Larry Nissen stated he noticed when he looked at the proposed grading, it seems to him there is a 
potential for a problem at the northwest, northeast comer of their new building, the new large 
building. He stated it appears theyre going to raise the grade on the new building and it \vill 
a higher grade than the old building. He stated he would speak with Don Avery on that. 

Larry Nissen asked with regard to the oil water separator, is that proposed or existing. Mr. Bums 
stated that is proposed. Larry Nissen asked is that because they their vehicles inside or 
they intend to. Mr. Burns stated that is not for the servicing of their vehicles. He stated they 
have one in their other building and it was not required. He stated it is not required for what they 
do. He stated they just do that. He stated he doesn't need somebody coming back to him saying 
he dumped something in the sewers. He stated he does it as an insurance, cheap insurance. 

Larry Nissen asked the blacktop/gravel the way it is delineated in the parking, will it remain 
partially back top and asphalt. Mr. Burns stated yes, until it settles. Lany Nissen asked is there 
proposed blacktop. Mr. Burns stated not at present, no. He stated what they do on the east 
of the building, where there is a grassy area there, there will be a gravel base put down and 
allowed to settle for a period of time. Lany Nissen asked if that would be to the east behind their 
connector building. Mr. Burns stated it is kind of cut off on an angle. Mr. Burns indicated on the 
plan where it is all gravel. Larry Nissen asked is that the way they intend to leave it. Mr. Burns 
stated it is. 

Lany Smith stated the County has some minor comments, but they don't have anything that \vill 
prevent acting on the application. He stated as soon as they finish their comments, they will be 
sent to the Town. Ray Bleier asked how does the Board handle not having seen the County 
Comments. Keith O'Toole stated Mr. Smith is representing there are no comments that \\ill 
condition approval Lany Smith stated they verbally told him they have no problem with the 
Board approving this application as it sits. Keith O'Toole stated then that is okay. Ray Bleier 
stated he was just wondering if there was a way to include that the comments, that they comply 
with the Monroe County Comments. Keith O'Toole stated if there are any concerns, they could 
have engineer's approval hold it back. He stated they could deal with it that way. 

C01\1MENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE: None. 

On Applications 3 and 4, Ray Bleier made a motion to declare the Board lead agency as far as 
SEQR, found this to be an unlisted action, and made a determination of no significant 
environmental impact, and John Limbeck seconded the motion. The Board members were all in 
favor of the motion. 

DECISION ON APPLICATION #3: Unanimously approved by a vote 6 
conditions: 

with the following 

1. Petition the Town Board (within 30 days of this letter) to include this 
parcel in the Chili Consolidated Drainage District. 

2. Approved for a period of four years. 

DECISION ON APPLICATION Unanimously approved by a vote of 6 yes with the 
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following conditions: 

1. Petition the To'"vn Board (within 30 days of this letter) to include this 
parcel in the Chili Consolidated Drainage District. 

2. Pending approval of the TO\vn Engineer. 

Note: Final site plan approval has been waived by the Planning Board. 

5. Application of Cellular One, 2875 Union Road, Suite 350, Cheektowaga, New York 14227, 
property owner: Town of Chili; for conditional use permit to erect a 1501 high cellular tO\ver 
at property located at 3235 Chili Avenue in G.B. zone. 

/'IS 

6. Application of Cellular One, 2875 Union Road, Suite 350, Cheektowaga, New York 14227, 
property owner: Town of Chili; for preliminary site plan approval to erect a 150' high cellular 
tower at property located at 3235 Chili Avenue in G.B. zone. 

Mr. Premo was present to represent the application. He stated Councilman Don Faso has been 
instrumental in some of the talks involving this application. He stated he would be present at 8 
o'clock. He asked could the Board handle one of the informals in the meantime. 

Ray Bleier stated there was an item up for discussion tonight, Prestige Precision Products at the 
former Chili Lanes building. He stated they have informed the Board that they will not be here 
this evening. 

Ray Bleier stated the Board would try to handle one of the informal applications while they wait 
for the Councilman to arrive. 

INFORMAL: 

1. Application of North Chili Community Church, 3355 Union Street, North Chili, New York 
14514 for final site plan approval to erect a 21,500 sq. ft. two-story addition at property 
located at 3355 Union Street in RM. zone. 

Bob Wisenreder from Environmental Design & Research was present to represent the application. 
He stated they are the site engineers on the project. He stated also present was David Hurlbutt, 
the architect for the projects and some representatives of the church. 

Mr. Wisenreder stated basically the plan that the Board has changed only slightly from the original 
plan. He stated basically it is a relocation of the detention pond that takes care of the storm water 
flow to a different location. Mr. Wisenreder stated there is an additional sheet added to the 
dravv:ing that is basically more for construction purposes where they gave detail on how the 
existing pavement is to be treated and to try to clarify to primarily the contractor how the 
pavement is to be handled. 

Mr. Wisenreder stated basically the most substantial change was the relocation of the pond from 
along that existing ditch which interfered with the very north end of a federal wetland to an area 
closer to the road. He stated it is slightly larger in size, but basically that is the only change from 
what was previously the primary change submitted. He stated they tried to correct it and make 
things a little clearer. He stated as far as presentation is concerned, it is as the Board has seen it 
before. 

Ray Bleier stated at preliminary site plan there were some conditions that were indicated. He 
stated landscaping plans were to be signed and stamped by a licensed landscape architect. Charles 
Robinson stated that has not been done. He stated the Conservation Board did, in fact, look at the 

He stated in order to accept they do require that they be stamped by a licensed 
landscape architect. Mr. Wisenreder stated that would be no problem. 

Bleier stated the next condition was that they were to petition the Tovvn Board 30 days after 
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approval to include the parcel in the Chili Consolidated Drainage District. Mr. Wisenreder stated 
that will be done. Ray Bleier stated they were also to submit drainage calculations to the To\\n 
Engineer and they could meet \vith the Drainage Committee to review the downstream drainage 
concerns. Mr. Wisenreder stated they had submitted previously calculations. He stated the 
relocation of the pond they did not resubmit because the drainage area is essentially the same. He 
stated there is a slightly longer pipe getting to the pond, but the pond is slightly a tad larger, so 
thev can meet with the Town Engineer. 

Larry Nissen stated he has received -r.,1r, Wisenreder's calculations and generally 
satisfactory. He stated he did not anticipate a problem with regard to drainage. 

Ray Bleier asked Larry Nissen if he would still like to have final engineering approval. Larry 
Nissen stated he would. 

Ray Bleier stated the fifth condition was to discuss with the New York State Department of 
Transportation possioly relocating the entrance of the church to the King Road intersection. !vk 
Wisenreder stated he was not the primary person to have contact with that. 

Mr. Hurlbutt stated from their conversations with the D.0.T., they have remained with what they 
had said when this had been looked into a few years ago; that until a light goes in there, they 
really don't want to entertain that. 

Ray Bleier stated the sixth condition was that they should add architectural detail to the east 
elevations. Mr. Hurlbutt stated he understood that to be a suggestion. He stated they haven't 
really changed the east elevation. John Nowicki stated was that because of the wood siding. Mr. 
Hurlbutt stated it is blocked. He stated it is going to be a fluted block that matches what is 
underneath the porch entry that they see right now, facing the road. He stated there \vill be some 
banding of different textured block to give it a bit of a pattern. He stated then there would be 
some windows on the elevation. 

John Hellaby stated if memory served him right, it was something to do with the overall size. He 
stated it was sort of overwhelming at the time. Ray Bleier stated he thought that is what it was. 
John Nowicki stated they were just trying to break it up. Mr. Hurlbutt stated that is what theyre 
going to do with the banding of the block and the patterning of the block. 

Ray Bleier stated the last item was a coordinated review of the project with the Fire Marshal. He 
asked have they had any discussions with the Fire Marshal. Mr. Wisenreder stated he did have a 
discussion with the Fire Marshal because primarily they were concerned about whether or not the 
placement of the hydrant was acceptable. He stated they got a verbal confirmation that the 
hydrant placement was acceptable. He stated the building has to be sprinklered as well. He stated 
the combination of the building being sprinklered and the hydrant placed to the rear was 
acceptable to the Fire Marshal. 

Larry Smith stated there should be a signature block for the Fire Marshal on the mylar, too. He 
stated there should be one for the Building Inspector and the Fire Marshal. 

Ray Bleier stated there was some other concern with the Fire Marshal about that road that goes 
around the side of the building where the gym sets were, keeping that open for emergency access. 
John Nowicki stated that was true. John Nowicki asked has the Fire Marshal looked at the 
drawings. Mr. Wisenreder stated he has seen the drawings. He stated they were submitted a 
month ago. He stated that discussion took place. John Nowicki stated they just want to make 
sure that the Fire Marshal is comfortable he can get his emergency vehicles around the building. 
Mr. Wisenreder stated the Fire Marshal wants a 24 foot wide gravel drive. John NO\.vicki stated 
as long as the Fire Marshal is satisfied and signs off on the drawing, that is okay. 

John Hellaby stated he was satisfied as well the outstanding issues are addressed. 

Larry Nissen asked if maintenance of the storm sewer system will be with the church. Mr. 
Wisenreder stated that is the intent. 
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Ray Bleier stated since this is an informal application, the Board has concluded the hearing on this 
application. 

DECISION: Unanimously approved by a vote of6 yes with the following conditions: 

1. Petition the Town Board (within 30 days of this letter) to include this parcel 
in the Chili Consolidated Drainage District, if this has not been done yet. 

2. Landscaping plans (signed and sealed by a licensed landscape architect) be 
submitted to the Conservation Board for review and approval 

3. Pending approval of the Town Engineer. Approval to include review of 
architecture treatment of side of building. 

There was a recess in the meeting. 

Applications 5 and 6 were recalled. 

Edward Premo was present to represent the application. Mr. Premo stated he was counsel for 
Southwestern Bell, doing business as Cellular One. He stated also \vith him was Mr. Bob 
DeBree, a Project Manager for Cellular One. 

:Mr. Premo stated they're the proposed lessee of property owned by the Town of Chili right behind 
the Town Hall. He stated they propose to construct a 150 foot tall cellular tower and related 
equipment building. He stated the project is to be pursuant to a lease with the Town, which 
they are still in the process of discussing with the To\Vll. He stated the lease would include 
various lease payments, provision of cell service to Town staff: space on the tower for Town 
communication facilities and the clearing and grading of the nearby sight for a proposed skating 
rink. He stated the proposed skating rank is also shown on the site plan that they have given to 
the Board. 

Mr. Premo stated in order to proceed \vith their project, they will need more approvals in the 
To\v1l of ChfR two of which are from Planning Board. He stated they need a conditional use 
permit for a public utilities and site plan. He stated they also have an application in and will be 
appearing before the Zoning Board of Appeals for a height variance for the height of the tower. 
He stated they will ultimately also have to get the approval to the lease agreement with the Town 
of Chili. Mr. Premo stated as with their prior applications before the Board today, they also need 
to comply \A.iith the requirements of SEQR. 

Mr. Premo stated tonight are looking for a conditional use permit and preliminary site plan 
approval. Mr. Premo stated Cellular One is licensed by the Public Service Commission of the 

of New York to provide cellular telephone service in the greater Rochester area. He stated 
includes Monroe Colmty, Wayne, Livingston and Ontario Counties and also Orleans C01mty. 

He stated Cellular One is also licensed by the Federal Communications Commission, which 
regulates their equipment and sets the standard for the emissions from those equipment. He 
stated all of their equipment does comply with FCC requirements. 

Mr. Premo stated Cell One has grown from a few cell sites in the greater Rochester area to 
covering the whole Rochester metropolitan area. He stated the network now covers 43 sites 
throughout this area. 

!v1r. Premo stated the key aspect of their business is the mobile telephone, the telephone that most 
people are carrying around or plugging into the lighters in their cars. Mr. Premo stated the 
purpose of their cell sites is to provide a honeycomb of coverage over major routes where people 

and use these phones, and also in high density areas. He stated an area like the To\Vll of 
Chili Center is, in their view, to be a high density area where there are lots of people on 

roads using these phones, and even a lot of people in their backyards in different areas. 
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MI. Premo stated cellular phones utilize a network oflow power transmission rely sites kno\\11 as 
cells. He stated the cellular telephone technology has made mobile phone service available to 
millions of people over the last years. He stated each cell service has a limited geographic area in 
order to communicate with mobile phones in the area on a line-of-sight basis. He stated a mobile 
signal travels from one cell area to another as the signal is handed off to a new cell site. He stated 
there is an interlocking pattern of cells needed to allow for uninterrupted communication behveen 
the mobile phone user of a wide geographic area. 

~1r. Premo stated by the same token, gaps or holes in the pattern create areas where there is no 
signal available. He stated in those areas, calls can be dropped or cut off or there can be static 
and interference. He stated one of the colored drawings that they provided to the Board shows a 
big yellow area over the To\\11 of Chili, showing the current existing conditions of the Cellular 
One system in this area. He stated in order to have what they consider to be adequate hand-held 
cellular telephone coverage, they have to have a signal strength of no less than 85 DBM. He 
stated that means, in relation to the diagram, the signal strength in the areas marked in red and 
green are sufficient, but those in yellow are weak, and those in purple are either very, very weak 
or nonexistent. 

MI. Premo stated as compared to surrounding areas, the To\\11 of Chili for Cellular One currently 
shows as yellow on the diagram, which is inadequate coverage under their mandate from the 
Public Service Commission to provide such coverage. He stated the purpose of their facility 
would be to serve the To\vn of Chili and particularly the area of 490 south running towards the 
Thruway. He stated their tests indicate shortcomings in that area. 

~1r. Premo stated when they first had looked at this concern, they had approached the To\\11 of 
Chili concerning alternatives sites and areas that they might want to be located in. He stated that 
led to discussions with the To\\11 concerning using the parcel in the back of the To\\11 Hall 
property, the excess To\\11 property in the pine tree area. He stated the site meets their target 
goals. He stated it is an area that will help them fill in this gap. He stated the property is 
available. He stated the use of the tower in the area seems consistent with the other uses that are 
existing. He stated there is the Conrail track, the To\\11 garage and the park areas which this Vvill 
not interfere with. He stated they feel their proposed agreement with the To\\11 will hav'! benefits 
to the To\\11. 

MI. Premo stated the property is zoned General Business. He stated a use allowed in the General 
Business area by conditional use permit is public utility buildings and structures. He stated 
cellular towers and cellular telephone facilities are considered public utilities both pursuant to 
regulations issued by the Public Service Commission, the FCC and the New York State Court of 
Appeals in a recent case has so held. 

~fr. Premo stated there will be a 150-foot cellular telephone communication tower v .. ith antennas 
and a microwave relay dish. He stated the tower will be a self-supporting design. He stated there 
vml not be guy wires. He stated it would be self-supporting, similar to the fire district tower. 

Mr. Premo stated the support building where the equipment is housed will be a one-story high 
building in an area approximately 12 feet by 24 feet. He stated the whole structure will be 
surrounded by a fence. He stated the whole area of the compound will be 44 feet by 58 feet and 
the fence will at all times be locked. He stated the equipment building itself will contain an 
intrusion alert alarm. to alarm them and the authorities if anybody tries to get into the building . 

.tvfr. Premo stated the traffic generated by the building is minor. He stated there is not personnel 
located on site at all. He stated they come for periodic maintenance visits and repairs. 
Mr. Premo stated the parking at the side of the road in that location will be adequate for these 
infrequent visits. 

Mr. Premo stated by their site location, their goal is to hope to preserve most of the pine trees 
that are back there. Mr. Premo stated they estimate they'll be removing 10 to 12 trees in the area. 
He stated theyll use the existing vegetation to the best degree possible to shield the site. He 
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stated on the other side of the driveway there, there is another grove of pine trees which will all 
remain there. 

1v1r. Premo stated the tower height is to provide the gap to fill in this area. He stated they don't 
want to make the tower too high because they want to have a limited coverage area that they will 
cover and be able to reuse their frequency. He stated on the other side, they don't want to make it 
too low that their area that they cover will be insufficient and it will lead to multiplicity of towers. 
He stated at the 150-foot level, they provide strong coverage throughout the Chili area and the 
490 area, and that to them seems to be the optimum height. He stated the cell and the coverage 
would link in with the other coverages in the area, and provide them \vith what they think would 
be fine coverage here. 

ivfr. Premo stated in taking a look at the factors to be considered by this Board, for site plan 
approval, they feel that they meet those factors. He stated many of the factors for their f'ite plan 
approval, of course, deal with the typical subdivision and commercial development such as 
concerns about traffic, pedestrian access, and parking, which are really not concerns here. 

i'Jr. Premo stated the site will be locked. He stated there will be minimal traffic to the area and no 
pedestrian access. He stated they will use natural vegetation in the area to provide shielding and 
buffering of the site. He stated he believes that the trees that are out there that they will preserve 
to the maximum extent practical will nicely shield the site. He stated they believe the use is 
compatible with surrounding uses in the area. He stated they don't feel there would be any 
interference with the ball fields and the other areas back there. He stated they feel it would be a 
nice complement to the Town by providing the benefits under the lease agreement. 

i'Jr. Premo stated the transmitter itself that is located on the facility is a low power transmitter, 
100 watts. He stated they would comply with all FCC regulations and meet all health and safety 
requirements. Mr. Premo stated the facility itself\\<ill not have any impact at all on drainage, and 
there is no need for utilities other than a power line going out there. He stated there is no sanitary 
sewers needed or anything like that. 

i'Jr. Premo stated they have received approval from the Federal Aviation Administration for the 
tower. He stated it has been deemed by the FAA not to be a hazard to navigation. He stated 
there will be no lighting or markings required on the tower and the color itself \vill be a neutral 
gray color. Mr. Premo stated the provisions reqwred for a conditional use permit under the code 
they v.ill meet. 

:Mr. Premo stated they are in the process of hopefully finalizing a lease agreement with the Town 
Board of the Town of Chili. He stated, of course, that lease agreement is necessary for them to 
go forward ultimately on the project. Mr. Premo stated theyre looking at an initial term of 
approximately five years, which may be relevant to the Board's consideration of the period for the 
conditional use permit. Mr. Premo stated theyll be providing certain services to the To\vn of 
Chili and lease payments. 

Nfr. Premo stated they have been requested to clear and grade an area for a future skating rink, 
which is shown on the site plan, of approximately 70 feet by 120 feet, at no cost to the Town. 
Mr. Premo stated they have submitted to the Board a full environmental assessment form with a 
draft Part II to it. He stated they believe it provides an adequate basis to determine that the 
proposed facility will not have a significant environmental impact. He stated the area to be 
disturbed is less than a tenth of an acre, approximately a tenth of an acre. 

Mr. Premo stated as they have shown on the site plan, theyll use the existing vegetation to the 
maximum extent possible to shield the site. He stated the site \vill not generate any nois~. He 
stated there \vill not be any hazard lighting required, so they believe the visual impacts have been 
minimized. 

Rily Bleier asked will this be the one and only site by their company in the To\;\;n of Chili. Mr. 
Premo stated his understanding is this is the only site that they have any plans for now or into the 
foreseeable future. John NO\vicki asked why is that. He stated they have other companies in their 

l'f'l 
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Town that are under a grid pattern. He asked what kind of a pattern are they under here. 

Mr. Premo stated he thought there are other applications by carriers such as Sprint Spectrum 
where they have a PCS technology. He stated that is a digital technology that is different than the 
cellular telephone technology they're using. He stated cellular has to have multiple smaller 
just by the limits of their technology. 

John Nowicki asked what is their technology. Mr. Premo stated it is analog technology. John 
Nowicki asked then why do they say that they're limited with their technology. Mr. DeBree stated 
PCS's power is different. He stated they work at a lower power. John Nowicki asked why is 
everybody going digital Mr. DeBree stated supposedly for security and more options as far as 
the information that they can put across it. 

John Nowicki asked what is Cellular One's position on digital Mr. DeBree stated he could not 
speak for the company. He stated he was not that up on the technologies of digital He stated 
works on the construction, the building of the sites. He stated he hasn't gotten into the 
technologies, the differences. 

Ray Bleier asked does Southwest Bell offer any collocations to other competitors for use of their 
towers. Mr. Premo stated they do. He stated the tower itself will be available for Town 
equipment to be put up there at no cost to the Town, if there is emergency equipment, 
communications equipment that the Town would like to have hang from the tower. Mr. Premo 
stated the site is also available for negotiation discussion with other carriers if they think it is an 
appropriate site. He stated they have entered into collocation agreements with other carriers. He 
stated quite often they talk to the other carriers about a site where they would like to collocate 
and the other carrier would like to collocate on Cellular One's site. He stated that way they 
minimize for everybody the number of sites throughout a particular area. He stated they have 
discussions with people and have done that in the past. 

Ray Bleier asked the applicant if that would not be a problem if that was a condition imposed, that 
they offer that capability to other competitors, the collocation. Mr. Premo stated he thought what 
they would like to do is have the condition be commercially reasonable terms. He stated he could 
probably work the language out with the Assi.stant Counsel for the Town. He stated they would 
want it based upon anyone coming on doing a structural analysis and making sure there is not any 
interference. He stated the company policy is to do that as much as possible. 

John Nowicki asked if this would be a monopole. Mr. DeBree stated it would not. He stated this 
is a self-support tower, like the Fire Department has out there. John Nowicki asked if it would 
a skeletal type of construction. Mr. DeBree stated that is correct. 

Mitch Rakus asked why can't they use the fire tower. Mr. DeBree he was not sure what 
the height is on that, but one of the things they do not believe it is a strong enough tower to 
support their antenna array. Mitch Rakus asked could they strengthen it. Mr. DeBree stated 
there is only so much one can do to an existing tower to strengthen it. He stated he was not sure 
it is possible with that tower. He stated for a 150-foot tower, their base has to be spread out so 
far for the support, and to just add steel to it, doesn't necessarily make it any stronger. He stated 
it might make it even a lesser support. 

Mitch Rakus stated they could demolish the existing tower, put a new one up and take care of all 
the efforts for the Fire Department, the Town and whoever else is interested. Mr. DeBree stated 
he thought there have been previous discussions on that. He stated he wasn't privy to those. He 
stated he was not sure where those discussions went. He stated he thought that was previously 
discussed at the beginning of any of the negotiations. 

Don Faso - 7 Lilly Pond, Chili Town Board 
Councilman Faso stated the Fire Department was approached first by Cellular One. He stated 
Fire Department, a not-for-profit corporation flatly refused any discussion and dialogue with 
Cellular One. He stated the Fire Department said no. He stated that is when Cellular One 
looking around. 
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Councilman Faso state~ to refresh the Board's memory, they came for discussion about placing a 
tower across the street adjacent to the plaza alongside a densely populated residential 
neighborhood. He stated the Planning Board said they would not look favorably on that and they 
should look for another site. He stated that is when the discussions originated 'With the Town. 
He stated Tovvn property fell vvithin their parameters of the cell site. 

Ray Bleier stated there is another alternative. He asked would the Fire Department consider 
locating their communications on this particular site. Councilman Don Faso he didn't know if they 
have been approached on that aspect, but that could be a possibility. He stated they could 
combine the two into one. Ray Bleier stated he thought that is worthwhile pursuing. He stated 
actually the site for this proposal here is much more favorable than the existing site for the present 
Fire Department tower. 

Councilman Faso stated for the Board's information, Cellular One did offer the tower to any other 
organization or school district that might be interested. He stated he did call the three school 
districts along vvith contacting Joe Carr. He stated Joe Carr said there was a possi'bility, maybe 
sometime in the future, but not right now, that they would like to use it. Councilman Faso stated 
the Gates-Chili School District was not interested in collocating here. He stated Wheatland Chili 
was very interested because apparently they are on the same frequency for their radios as Lyell 
Metals and Lyell Metals has a stronger radio, so they can be talking to a school bus driver and a 
truck driver from Lyell Metals can get on and totally override the school district conversation. 
Councilman Faso stated Churchville-Chili is also intereste~ but not as interested as Wheatland 
Chili, for collocation on the tower. 

Ray Bleier asked what type offence is there going to be around the structure there. Mr. DeBree 
stated it will be a chain link fence, 6 feet high with three strands of barbed 'Wire over the top of it. 
He stated they then have a normal 60 foot double-swing gate for access. 

Mitch Rakus asked will there be a burglar alarm. Mr. DeBree stated they would have an intrusion 
alarm inside the shelter that is 'Wired to their office in the Marine Midland building, and when 
they're not manned in the switch at Marine Midland, it goes to Buffalo to that office. He stated it 
doesn't sound an alarm, but it comes in as an alarm and normally somebody would be sent out to 
check it out as to why the doors have been opened or what is going on. Mr. DeBree stated or if 
there is a power outage, that would be noted and would be alarmed to them. 

Mitch Rakus stated they're going to tear out a lot of nice trees for a skating rink. He asked where 
that idea came from. He stated he likes the trees personally. He stated they could always flood 
the tennis court to have the skating in there, and it would be more in an open area instead of a 
treed in area. Councilman Faso stated they will not flood the tennis courts, because they did that 
before, and it totally destroyed the tennis courts. He stated they are rebuilt, theyre in good shape 
and they will not flood them 

Councilman Faso stated Ron Fodge had always envisioned having a skating rink somewhere in 
that vicinity. He stated when Ron Fodge, as Director of Recreation, found out that Cell One was 
looking at that particular site, he asked if there was the possibility as part of the host benefit 
package that they could do some rough grading and clearing so that they could put a skating rink 
in there. He stated that is where that has come from He stated that has been on the Recreation 
Committee's mind for a long time, and now there is a possibility of doing it. 

Councilman Faso stated it has also been his understanding that the Conservation Board has 
walked the site and has no problem with this. 

Councilman Faso stated some of the pines that have to come down are being choked out by other 
pines. Larry Smith stated the Consetvation Board went through and said this would help the 
growth in the middle of that grove. Charles Robinson stated they looked at it and had 
considerable conversation about it. He stated the Consetvation Board's philosophy is if they thin 
it somewhat, it would not be a detriment. He stated they were saying maybe if they take one out, 
they could put one back. 

/$'/ 
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:Mitch Rakus asked what is the distance between the pines presently. Charles Robinson .:.tated 
has no idea. :Mitch Rakus stated 8 feet between pine trees is an acceptable situation for a stand of 
pm es. 

Jolm Hellaby stated he liked the suggestion of trying to collocate the Fire Department's apparatus 
on there to eliminate the existing tower. Jolm Hellaby stated he did not like the fact of cutting 
down numerous pines to incorporate a skating rink. Jolm Hellaby stated theyre looking at a five 
foot differential in grade there, and if that is for the skating surface, by the time they build up their 
toe of slope, theyre going to lose substantially more trees outside the dotted area than what is 
proposed. 

Councilman Faso stated it is Town-owned property, and if the Recreation Department really 
wanted to do that, they would not need approval. He stated it is just a matter of Cellular One 
agreeing to do the work for the Town. 

Jolm Hellaby stated he was not so sure that this is the proper location, between the Town's 
Recreation Department. He stated they are looking at something that possibly could go better at 
the property out on Scottsville Chili Road. He stated he was not sure this is the place for it. 
Councilman Faso stated the thought is to use the existing building there as kind of a warming 
and changing area. Larry Smith commented that is what it was built for. 

Charles Robinson stated the Conservation Board's actual ruling approved of the site; however, 
they wanted the applicant to reinforce that each tree that is removed should be replaced with 
same species planted to the west of the project, a white pine, 8 to l 0 tall. 

John Hellaby stated the drawing shows something labeled as an existing tower hub. He asked was 
there some tower out there previous to this. Larry Smith stated the only thing they have out there 
is a 2 by 2 stake which was in the wrong spot anyway. Mr. DeBree stated it looks like all of the 
stakes have been ripped out and thrown around. Larry Smith stated that site was supposed to be 
moved back further, saving more of the trees up there. John Hellaby asked has there ever been 
any other tower location out there. Councilman Faso stated not to his knowledge. Mr. DeBree 
stated that was a stake that was put in there to indicate where they were initially going to put the 
center of the tower. He stated that is what is meant by that. John Hellaby asked iftheyre talking 
about a surveyor's hub. Mr. DeBree stated that's correct. 

John Nowicki asked Mr. Premo if he was aware of the previous conditions the Board has put on 
the Sprint tower applications. Mr. Premo stated he was not. John Nowicki stated if the Board 
gets to that point, somewhere along the line, theyll probably be talking about those types of 
conditions they have on previous the Sprint towers. 

Jolm Nowicki stated he was really curious why Cellular One is staying analog and not going 
digital He asked what that is all about. He asked why they are going to do that. Mr. DeBree 
stated he could not honestly give the Board a good reason why, but the teclmology is such that 
they can provide a good cellular phone service, a good service. John Nowicki asked why 
wouldn't they go into the personal communications service. 

Mr. Premo stated he thought he might be able to give a partial answer, but to be really complete, 
he would have to research it a little bit. He stated he thought part of the reason is that when the 
PCS spectrum came up, it was auctioned off or sold in certain ways, and they already owned the 
analog spectrum that they use. He stated what he did not know as a matter of fact is whether 
their power system will eventually have some kind of decoders for security reasons or not, but 
theyre building the tower to the power levels and spectrums that theyre licensed to have. 

John Nowicki stated it would seem to be more practical and more reasonable within their 
community to utilize one tower rather than have two of the same type of construction within 
about 800 to 1,000 feet of each other. He suggested they build the one tower for collocation. 
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John Limbeck asked what is the cost differential to put in a monopole versus a self-supporting 
tower. He asked is their antenna array that much heavier than the PCS equipment they have been 
looking at. Mr. DeBree stated their towers have more wind resistance than what PCS uses. He 
stated there is a significant cost difference, but he did not have the numbers with him. He stated 
they could supply that, though. 

John Limbeck asked what is the life of one of these self-supporting towers. Mr. DeBree stated 
that is something he has never checked with the suppliers. He stated they have had somu of them 
in service since they started back in '88. He stated they started then and they're still functioning 
with no problems. 

John Limbeck asked do their lease agreements include the maintenance of these towers. ~fr. 

DeBree stated they do. He stated they have a yearly inspection plan, and once a year, every tower 
gets inspected by a licensed inspection service. He stated they get reports back as to any 
problems that might be developing on the tower. 

John Limbeck asked Keith O'Toole if they approve this for this type of service, cellular, if they do 
change to digital, are all bets off or are they allowed to just go to the different technologies and 
different antennas. Keith O'Toole stated this Board in the past has imposed conditions basically 
stating if they change the equipment in any substantial way, they have to come back in for revised 
site plan. 

John Limbeck asked Councilman Faso for a definition as to what the relationship of the Fire 
Department is to the rest of the Town. He stated almost every time they have dealings, there is a 
roadblock. He stated it is a big piece of information they don't have right now. He stated 
he doesn't want to see two towers out here. He stated he gets upset when they hear outright 
"no"s, and that they don't want to deal with the Tov.n. 

Keith O'Toole stated the Fire Department that they're referring to is not a fire district He stated 
it is a private organization. He stated the Town basically cannot impose any conditions on them 
unless they're coming in for a site plan approval. John No\\ticki asked are they receiving tax 
dollars from the taxpayers of this Tov.n. Keith O'Toole stated a number of organizations receive 
tax dollars directly or through some support. John Nowicki stated he would assume they have 
some sort of control over these organizations then. Keith O'Toole stated to some extent, they do, 
but that may be outside the scope of this Board. John Nmvicki stated he did not like people that 
say they will not participate when theyre all paying taxes in this Town. 

Mitch Rakus asked what gives the Fire Department the right to say they don't have to go along 
with any suggestions as far as the community is concerned. He stated he did not understand those 
things. 

Supervisor Kelly, present in the audience, stated he was not going to answer that question. He 
stated he was going to answer another question. Supervisor Kelly stated they made an effort to 
made an evaluation with the Fire Department on whether this would make some sense to put 
something on their system there. He stated they had some engineering done on their system and 
found that this would be totally disruptive and it would undermine the reliability of their ov.n 
system. 

Supervisor Kelly stated based on that determination, they felt that they should not involve 
themselves in any other usage on that particular tower, either because of the capacity, the nature 
of which it was built or otherwise. He stated at least that was the information that was given to 
him when he made an inquiry about it He stated he did not think they were just being 
totally negative on it. He stated he thought they were concerned about the ramifications it would 
have on their own communications network. 

Supervisor Kelly stated as far as the Town is concerned, there are some distinct advantages of 
having the tower located in the lower section. He stated Mr. Fodge from the Recreation 
Department is out of Town at a conference tonight or he probably would be present expressing 
his interest in developing the skating rink in that area. Supervisor Kelly stated the area itself 
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would provide a nice opportune location for a decent skating rink. He stated there is already sort 
of a drive that goes through there and it is disorienting a lot of the trees that are in there. He 
stated they have had some problems v.ith vandalism in the cut of trees down in there. He stated 
just as the Conservation Board as said, they do intend to put up another foray of new trees that 
would replace anything that would be done. He stated there is an opportunity to put forth a very 
decent and needed recreation program for the people in Tov.n, and they seized upon the 
opportunity to move forward in that direction. 

Supervisor Kelly stated they would hope that the Planning Board would give some understanding 
to the desire of Recreation to move in that direction. He stated certainly there are some other 
sites, but that seems to have been something that they were looking at for some period of time. 

Dario Marchioni asked what will the building look like. Mr. DeBree stated it would have a stone 
finish, a pebble finish, kind of a brownish color. He stated theyre panels with a stone pebble 
finish adhered to the panels. Dario Marchioni asked will it look like a little building or just a box. 
Mr. DeBree stated it is basically a rectangular shaped box with a flat roof 

Dario Marchioni asked around all this whole thing, are there going to be stones around that whole 
enclosure. Mr. DeBree stated the whole enclosure will have mirafy fabric underneath the area 
around it, and then there will be a six-inch layer of stone placed on top of that as a vegetation 
guard to keep the vegetation from gro\.ving up through. He stated that will all be inside the fenced 
area. Dario Marchioni asked are those stones that kids will be able to start throwing. Mr. 
DeBree stated they shouldn't be able to get into it. He stated that will all be within the fence. 

Ray Bleier stated Keith O'Toole has supplied a set of conditions to the Board that the Board may 
msh to include for this application. He stated they are for the most part the same as what they 
had discussed previously and adopted for Sprint, but there are some changes. Ray Bleier read the 
proposed list of 26 conditions. A copy of the proposed list of conditions is on file mth the 
Building Department. 

Larry Nissen stated he is not sure how comfortable the To\vn is mth the fact that the map was 
prepared without the use of an abstract, but it was prepared without the use of an abstract. He 
stated there was a note to that effect. He stated that basically means that there may be easements 
there that are not shown on the plan, so that is something they may want to have checked into 
further. 

Larry Nissen stated his other suggestion is with regard to the skating rink, that the proposed 
grading for the rink be shov.n on the plan and that erosion control devices be shov.n on the plan. 
Larry Smith stated the conversation he had before with the gentleman from Cellular One was that 
if they were to move that site to the south, they would save a lot more trees. Larry Smith stated if 
they do build the ice skating rink, they should keep it a respectable distance away from the 
remaining trees in order to save the root structure of the remaining trees. 

Charles Robinson stated in addition to the prior statement, the Conservation Board would like to 
see complete landscaping plans stamped by a licensed architect. 

John Nowicki asked is this tower going to be built to accommodate co-hosting for PCS 
technology. Mr. DeBree stated right now, usually their towers are built with that in mind. Mr. 
DeBree stated he has not checked the specs for that, but it is probably a minimal change, if 
anything, to the existing proposed tower designs that they see. John Nowicki stated the Board's 
condition would call for the tower to accommodate at least three other telecommunications 
providers. Mr. DeBree stated they can have it designed to meet that standard. 

John Nowicki stated the height of the tower theyre proposing is 150 feet. He asked why is it that 
tal.L especially for this area. Mr. DeBree stated at that elevation, with their equipment and their 
power output, it fills the area that they are looking to cover. He stated if they lowered it any, they 
would lose area and it would reduce their coverage area. He stated to go higher may increase it, 
but lowering it would reduce it. 
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Mr. Premo stated they tend to have to balance two factors. He stated if they put it up higher, they 
can cover a broader area, but then they start interfering with their other cell sites and frequency. 
He stated if they put it too low, they are not covering enough area and they have to build more 
towers. He stated the 150 foot is kind of a best engineering judgment based on the conditions 
they have, the other cell sites, the topography, et cetera. He stated that seems to be the best 
height to accomplish what they show on their second diagram, which is the coverage in the Town 
of CWR with one site. 

Keith O'Toole stated to briefly follow up on that, they have two cell sites in the propagation map 
just west of the Innerloop. He stated they would appear to be in the same cell He asked is that 
the situation. Mr. Premo stated what happens when they get in particular dense areas like in the 
City of Rochester, they have a large number of users in a small area, so the way they can reuse 
their frequency and cover them is they make smaller cell sites. Keith 0 1Toole asked if they split 
the cell basically to increase the capacity. Mr. DeBree stated that is right. Keith O'Toole asked 
what is the height of those towers. Mr. DeBree stated both of them are on top ofbuildings. He 
stated one is at Plymouth Gardens on South Plymouth Avenue. He stated he believed that is 115 
feet. He stated he was not sure of that. Mr. DeBree stated there is one on West Avenue. He 
stated the two right tight together are in the city and one is on West Avenue. He stated he did not 
have that cross street there. 

Keith O'Toole asked just for the sake of argument, if they had only one tower in that location, 
would it mean that they would have to have a larger tower or taller tower. Mr. DeBree stated no. 
He stated what they are doing there is trying to increase their capacity. Keith O'Toole asked if 
they put them up at the same time. Mr. DeBree stated they did not. He stated the West Avenue 
site went up first, and the Plymouth Garden site just went up within the last six or seven months. 
He stated they are trying to increase the volume of actual traffic that they can handle. 

Keith O'Toole asked what is the height of the West Avenue tower. Mr. DeBree stated he was not 
sure what that one is. He stated he thought it was a little lower than the Plymouth Gardens 
tower. John Limbeck asked with their current configuration, is their array going to be at the top 
of the 150 foot tower. Mr. DeBree stated it will. 

John Limbeck asked if they did make arrangements for collocation, would they go any higher than 
what they have now, or would they beef up the tower so someone could be located below them. 
He asked how would they handle that. Mr. DeBree stated if they are going to have three 
providers on it, they may look to possibly raise the tower. He stated right now, he thinks they can 
build a tower strong enough to handle any additional providers without raising the tower. 
John Limbeck stated the Board's experience has been with the monopoles, they have just gone 

a bigger diameter. Mr. DeBree stated the original tower would be beefed up. 

John Nowicki asked do they have any co·hosting towers now. John Nowicki asked do they 
provide any services for other Emergency Departments, Public Safety Departments on their 
towers at the present time, and if so, where. Mr. DeBree stated there are a couple out in Wayne 
County. He stated it has been proposed in several other proposed sites that they do that. He 
stated they don1t have a problem doing that as long as they don't end up with an interference 
problem, and he stated in most cases there is none. John No\v:icki asked iftheyre saying there is 
no interference problem. Mr. DeBree stated none that they have come across so far. 

Dario Marchioni asked the tower behind the Greece Fire Department on Ridge Road and Long 
Pond there, is that one of their towers. Mr. DeBree stated he did not believe it is. Larry Smith 
stated that is a Greece Police tower. He stated that is their radio tower for the Police Department 
in the Tovvn of Greece. 

Ray Bleier asked does Southwest Bell have monopole constructions for any of its towers. Mr. 
DeBree stated he did not believe they have any in this market. He stated they may in other 
markets. He stated he hasn't been to all of their sites yet in the time that he has been with the 
company. He stated he did not believe there are any monopoles. 

COl\1MENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE: 
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Nick Barbata - 109 Hillary Drive 
Nick Barbata stated he is the Chairman of the Drainage Committee. He stated he got the plans 
for the hearings tonight actually last night, and he has not had a chance to present to the Board 
those people that are applying for building permits as to whether or not they're in a drainage 
district. He stated there are several of them that are not. Ray Bleier stated they took care of that. 
He stated they said they all had to apply if they are not already in a drainage district. 

Dorothy Borgus • 31 Stuart Road 
Ms. Borgus stated she heard the dimensions of 44 by 58 for this tower enclosure. Mr. DeBree 
stated that is the fenced area. Ms. Borgus asked if the building is inside the fence. Mr. DeBree 
stated that is correct. Ms. Borgus asked how big is the building. Mr. DeBree stated the building 
is 10 foot high, 12 wide and 24 long. Ms. Borgus asked what will go in this building. 

Ms. Borgus asked how big is the actual base of the tower. Mr. DeBree stated because he did not 
have the design on it, he could not really tell at this point. He stated he would give a rough 
estimate of somewhere around a triangular area of 18 feet between legs. He stated that is a 
guess because he did not have a :finished design on it yet. 

Ms. Borgus stated she appreciated the Planning Board at least questioning the idea whether a 
monopole was a feasible plan rather than this skeletal tower that is being proposed. She stated 
they have gone through this in the past with Sprint. She stated they came in here and they had 
rather ugly towers when they started and the Board talked them around to something that was 
much less vbjectionable. She stated she was wondering in this case if they should follow the same 
line of thought and try to get these people to come up with something that is not as ugly. She 
stated if they compare it to the Fire Department's tower, that certainly is ugly. 

Ms. Borgus stated two ugly towers in a small area, plus the training tower they have, puts a blight 
on the center of the Town. She stated they have worked long and hard and the taxpayers are 
getting used to the idea that they don't have to have an ugly Chill Center. She stated it is getting 
better every day. She stated she thought to allow so many ugly things sticking up into the sky is 
doing a disservice to the Town. 

Ms. Borgus stated there was quite an uproar when the Fire Department erected the tower they 
have now. She stated she could not imagine the uproar when a second one will be here. She 
stated these gentlemen had stated that this tower is a compati'ble use in the park She stated she 
considers it to be an ugly thing and is not a compatible use in their Town park land. 

Ms. Borgus stated she appreciated the comments by several of the Board members regarding the 
responsibility of the Fire Department to cooperate a little better with Town government and go 
along. She stated it is rather annoying when one watches the dollars spent in this Town on the 
Fire Department and that they can't meet the Town just a little way when they have to 
compromise on things. 

Ms. Borgus stated she also would like to know if the Town saw the engineering report that the 
Fire Department used as a basis for saying that they couldn't share the tower. 

Ms. Borgus asked with the 25 telephones that are going to be provided to Chili as part of the host 
package, will these be cell phones. Mr. DeBree stated they will be cellular phones, yes. Ms. 
Borgus questioned why the Town would even need 25 cellular phones. 

Councilman Faso stated the lease reads up to 25. He stated he thought they have 10 or 11 now. 
Ms. Borgus stated that is probably about six more than they need now. She stated she thought 
there are enough questions in this application that have gone unanswered. She stated a better 
looking, less obtrusive tower could handle the same work and be a better choice. 

Ms. Borgus stated she followed the Sprint Spectrum applications through the Town process very 
closely and over and over heard how they will co-host on these towers and they're only going to 
have to have a certain number. She stated she was appalled to see that now they have another 
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company in here that says they're not compattole with what the Town already has to go along 
with and they, too, are willing to co-host, but they need another kind of tower. She stated this 
isn't going to sit too well with the Town's people. She stated she thought if they could come up 
with a less objectionable design, it certainly would be beneficial. 

Beverly Neder - 82 Attridge Road 
Ms. Neder stated she would like to know the radius and miles that the one tower will cover. She 
stated they say that this will take care of all of Chili. She stated Chili stretches quite a ways to the 
south and to the north. Mr. DeBree stated he would say the diameter is roughly six miles. He 
stated currently right now that is the service pattern. Mr. DeBree stated by putting this tower 
here, it fills the void and covers the Town of Chili. He stated they're partially covered by 
overlapping. 

Ms. Neder referred to the diagram and questioned areas that seemed to have gaps. Mr. DeBree 
indicated those sections were Wheatland, Sweden, Ogden and Brockport. Mr. DeBree stated 
those are all areas they have to deal \\ith. 

Ms. Neder stated she lives in North Chili and would hate to find out after this that they're going to 
have to locate a tower over there, too. 

Ms. Neder stated she did not think that trading off20 to 30-year-old pine trees for 10 fout trees is 
a fair and equitable deal for the Town. She stated she is concerned about the skating rink. Ms. 
Neder asked where will the water be drained to when the winter skating season is over. She 
asked how long will this water stand in where it is drained to, either on the surface or below the 
ground, and what kind of damage will this cause to the existing pine trees that are already there. 
She stated she knows from personal experience, pines don't like wet feet. 

Ms. Neder stated she would also like to see the Fire Department respond to the posst'bility of 
collocating on this new tower and getting rid of the other one if this is put up. 

Dario Marchioni stated they still have not signed the lease, so the Planning Board's decision 
would be subject to that. Ray Bleier stated their approval could be subject to the approval of the 
lease. 

John Nowicki stated there was some information advanced by Mr. Smith that there is a posstollity 
this site could be moved south to save the trees, which might warrant some consideration. 

John Nowicki stated one of the areas that he has some difficulties with is the type of tower or pole 
it is, lattice work John Nowicki stated he would like to see some information on it as far as if its 
design is sufficient enough to maintain three co-hosting companies along with it. 

John Lim.beck stated they said that the cost differential is great. He stated they don1t have any 
idea of the figures, a monopole versus self-supporting. Mr. DeBree stated he would say a 
monopole is at least a third more expensive than a self-support tower, and better than mice 
probably a guyed tower. He stated they were not even proposing a guyed tower in this case. 

John Limbeck asked what would that do to their overall scheme if the Board put in a condition 
requiring a monopole. Mr. DeBree stated they would have to go back and look at their budgets 
and get a redesign and cost on it. Mr. DeBree stated it is not something that is absolutely out of 
the picture. He stated they would have to take a look at it and see what the cost differences 
would be. 

Mr. Premo stated they are still in the process of negotiating with the Town Board to finalize this 
lease agreement. He stated he thought some of the issues that the Planning Board was raising 
naturally become part of that lease agreement, and he was wondering if perhaps the Board's 
concerns could be addressed by a condition that it be conditioned on the final agreement with the 
Tovm Board, and that as part of that process, the Town Board could consider the issues that the 
Planning Board is referencing so that they could perhaps work it out. Mr. Premo stated as their 
site costs go up; that is, if their tower becomes a lot more expensive, then some of the issues that 
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they have been discussing in the lease that they have been able to offer to the Town, there starts 
becoming concerns about the cost effectiveness of the project. He stated he thought they might 
have to address that vvith the Town Board. 

~1r. Premo stated he would suggest a preliminary approval with conditions that would be 
negotiated through with the Town Board. He stated one condition could be discussions with 
Town Board concerning different types of construction as a part of that process . 

. Mitch Rakus asked are they saying that they're presently working to a budget right now. Mr. 
Premo stated they're comfortable with the budget they have now based on the self-supporting 
tower and the discussions they have had with the Town about a host benefit package. Mr. Premo 
stated he was saying if that budget has to be altered because of an increase of a third again, the 
cost of a monopole, that kind of throws that whole process open. He stated he was suggesting 
that perhaps that balancing might be done through negotiation of the lease agreements with the 
Town Board. 

John Limbeck asked in their modeling for the project, what was their payback period on the cost 
of this tower. Mr. Premo stated he didn't know the answer to that question. Mr. DeBree stated 
he did not know the answer. 

John Nowicki stated there were obviously some areas that the Board was not comfortable with. 
He stated the Planning Board could share their information with the Town Board through a 
tabling without prejudice. He stated the applicant could look at the budget, consider the 
monopole while they continue to talk about their lease agreements \vi:th the Town. He stated 
could certainly rethink the position. He stated obviously the Fire Department might want to 
submit some information. He stated the concern of moving it further south to save some trees 
might come into play. He stated everybody might have a warmer feeling if they table this and take 
a look at it. 

John Limbeck asked the applicant's representatives if they heard the conditions the Town put 
on Sprint's towers and if there was anything there they would object to. Mr. Premo stated he 
thought they would certainly want to take a look at those. John Nowicki stated he did not think 
another month would hurt anybody here. Mr. Premo stated that would make sense to them 

John Nowicki made a motion to table the applications. Mitch Rakus seconded the motion. The 
Board was all in favor of the motion to table both applications. 

Ray Bleier reviewed the items that the Board would like to see. 

DECISION: Unanimously tabled by a vote of 6 yes until the next Planning Board meeting. 

INFORMAL: 

Applicant is to consider the following: 

L Using a monopole instead of proposed tower construction. 

2. Relocation of proposed site southward to reduce number of trees to be 
disturbed. 

3. Review and comment on attached suggested conditions of approval. 

4. Making a definitive statement concerning co~location of other cellular 
providers. 

5. Reducing tower height if possible. 

2. Application of Open Door Baptist Church, owner; 174 Thurston Road, Rochester, New York 
14619 for final site plan approval to erect a 15,800 sq. ft. church at property located at 350 
Chili Scottsville Road in PRD & FPO zone. 
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John Caruso was present to represent the application. Mr. Caruso stated he is the engineer for 
the Open Door Baptist Church. He stated at the April 8th public hearing, there were seven 
conditions of approval at preliminary stage. He stated he would like to go through them and 
show that he addressed them for final and then will request final approval 

/59 

Mr. Caruso stated Item 1 was to show the location of the detention pond vvith specifications. He 
stated it has been located directly south of the parking lot. He stated on page 2 of their final 
engineering plans, it is detailed vvith weirs and invert elevations. 
Mr. Caruso stated Item 2 was to review the plans vvith the Fire Marshal. He stated they have 
done that. He stated there is a letter on file regarding access to the site. He stated they also 
added another fire hydrant up on Chili Avenue to make the fire distance 300 feet in between the 
hydrants. 

Mr. Caruso stated Item 3 was pending approval of the Conservation Board for landscaping. He 
stated at the last meeting, the Board had requested that they put some alternate trees along one 
side of the parcel, and they have done that. 

Mr. Caruso stated Item Number 4 was to show the location of an enclosed dumpster. He stated it 
is on the site plan and it is specified with a presSUie treated encloSUie. He stated they're not SUie 
they're actually going to generate enough waste to need a dumpster, but there is a site for it on the 
site plan. He stated if they do, they have an approval for it and how it was treated and ~creened. 
He stated they decided to do that. 

Mr. Caruso stated Item Number 5 was a question that was brought up by one of the local 
residents, which was a good comment, on trying to get a "driveway ahead sign" located on Chili 
Scottsville Road. He stated the decision letter requested that they talk to the Town's Traffic & 
Safety Committee, but he went directly to the New York State D. 0. T. He stated he spoke \Vith 
them about how they go about doing that. He stated they're not SUie they're going to give it to 
them, but he has spoken vvith some other persons around the person who was negative to him and 
he is still pursuing that. He stated he did also talk to Bob Avery at the Traffic & Safety 
Committee, and Bob said that they were going on the right track. Mr. Caruso stated Mr. Avery 
told him if they have any trouble in the future, he would be happy to take it up as a project with 
his Board to try to get them a sign. Mr. Caruso stated they are pursuing that. He stated he had 
copies of correspondence to the State D.O.T. if the Board would like them for its file to see what 
he is doing. 

John Novvicki asked if the State D.O.T. is comfortable vvith the one ingress/egress. Mr. Caruso 
stated they are. He stated he doubts they will give them two . 

. Mr. Caruso stated Item Number 6 was to address the front parking setback. He stated they had 
talked about encroaching in the front yard area, and they were doing that to move the parking up 
out of the fill area. He stated they decided to leave it where it is, to leave it back on the site. He 
stated they're not going to encroach into that 100 foot area. He stated they're just going to leave 
the plan where it is. He stated a point was brought up about consideration of paving the entire 
site. He stated they have talked about that. He stated it turned out to be not so much the money 
issue, but basically at this time they are prepared to put binder down on the entire parcel this year. 
He stated he wanted to ask the Board to consider if they would allow them to wait until less than 
one year. He stated he did not know how the Board would want to do this. 

Mr. Caruso stated first of all, they just recently got a conditional use permit last month approved 
to use this site. He stated what they would like to do is have the parking lot paved prior to the 
renewal of the conditional use permit, which is one year. He stated their concerns are that in the 
area, they're going to be putting in 6 feet of fill. He stated vvith the weather they're having, rain on 
and off: the lifts go in and they don't get dried before the next one comes in. He stated they're 
talking 6 feet of fill vvith a 5 percent slope in the parking area. He stated it is the best they can 
deal with. He stated he doesn't want 8 percent slopes in there. He stated 5 percent is the max he 
wants that he would stamp. He stated their concern is they're going to have some serious settling 
in there. He stated he would like it to go through one construction drying season. He stated they 
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would also get a freeze/thaw out of it and when the plants come up, they would put binder dov·ln 
on it. He stated it would give them a chance to address any problems ~with the parking lot. He 
stated they would put in all the concrete work and have it ready to be paved. 

John Nowicki asked if they were saying the road coming in and the turn·arounds in front would 
be paved. Mr. Caruso stated yes, they would be. John Nowicki asked if the parking lot would be 
a crushed stone base compacted to get through the first winter. He stated he would agree \vith 
that. Mr. Caruso stated yes, that would be prior to the renewal of their conditional use. Mr. 
Caruso stated that way if they do have a six-inch sheer in there, they're not having to repave the 
whole parking lot. He stated they could fix it with stone, which would be real cheap, and tl1en 
they could bind it. 

Ray Bleier stated he did have a letter from the Traffic & Safety Committee recommending that the 
applicant place adequate lighting at tl1e entry drive of the church. He stated they were suggesting 
that for a lot of facilities now that are along major roads. 

John Nowicki asked will there be signage out near the road. Mr. Caruso stated there is a sign. 
Mr. Caruso stated he thought they should put another light out near the road. Ray Bleier stated 
that would be good, especially for evening seivices or winter nights. 

John Hellaby stated the detention pond in the oval area on the drnwing is directly over where the 
septic system is shown. Mr. Caruso stated they moved that. Mr. Caruso showed where the pond 
location would be and where the septic system would be. Mr. Caruso stated they wanted to 
relocate the septic system for expansion. He stated it didn't perk out in tlie original proposed 
location because it was too wet up there. He showed the Board where it was perking before. He 
stated now the parking lot drains into the pond, it is all controlled and then it is released. He 
stated it is a better design. 

John Hellaby asked does the 1 O foot setback on the leech field meet tlie minimum requirement. 
Mr. Caruso stated yes, it does. He stated the field is another 10 feet inside that line. 

John Nowicki congratulated Mr. Caruso on a nice job and thanked him for trying to meet the 
Board's requirements. John Limbeck commented in a timely fashion, too. John Nowicki \vished 
good luck to the applicant. 

Dario Marchioni stated he was glad that they moved the parking lot back. 

Charles Robinson stated the Conservation Board had just one comment. He stated they did 
accept the plans. He stated on the plans they had white fem shown. He stated they would like to 
see that as being white spruce. He stated they should just resubmit two sets of the drawings. 

DECISION: Unanimously approved by a vote of 6 yes \vith the following conditions: 

L Pending approval of the To-wn Engineer. 

2. Provide lighting near entrance way on Chili Scottsville Road. 

3. Parking lot to be paved by July 1, 1998. 

4. Submit revised landscaping plans to the Conservation Board for review 
and approval. 

FOR DISCUSSION: 

1. Prestige Precision Products - proposed tool & die business at 27 Old Chili Scottsville Road 
in G.B. zone. (Former Chili Lanes Building.) 

The application was withdrawn. 
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CHILI PLANNING BOARD 
May 13, 

A meeting of the Chili Planning Board \Vas held on May 13, I at Chili Town Hall, 5 
Chili Avenue, Rochester, New York 14624 at 7:00 p.m. 111e meeting was called to order 
Vice-Chairperson Ray Bleier. 

PRESENT: Mitch Rak"11s, John NO\vicki, John Limbeck, 
Dario Marchioni. John Hellaby and Vice-ChaiqJerson Ray Bleier. 

ALSO PRESENT: Keith O'Toole, Assistant Counsel for Tom1: Larry Smith, Building 
Inspector; Nissen, Tovvn Charles Robinson, Conservation 
Board member; Nick Barbata, Drainage Committee member. 

Vice-Chairperson Ray Bleier declared this to be a legally constituted meeting of the Chili Planning 
Board. He explained the meeting's procedures and introduced the Board and front table. He 
announced the fire safety exits. 

PUBLIC HEARINGS: 

L Application of Bernard owner; Chili Avenue. New York 
14624 for conditional use to erect a minor motor service station at prnpe1ty 
located at 3260 Chili Avenue in G.B. zone. 

2. Application ofBemard Iacovangelo, owner; 3240 Chili Avenue, New York 
14624 for preliminary site plan approval to erect a sq. fl:. minor motor vehicle service 
station and a 2, 106 sq. ft. fast food facility at property located at 3260 Chili Avenue in G. B. 
zone. 

Bill Sza\VTanslcyj was present to represent the application. He apologized for the lateness in 
which the Board received the plans. He stated they were trying to meet with all the different 
committees getting all their infonnation to put on the plans. He stated unfortunately it took 
longer than expected. 

Mr. Szawranskyj stated since the last meeting, there have been a number of changes to the plan. 
He stated they have eliminated indoor sports facility. He stated since then they have also met 
\\1th the State D.O.T., a member their Traffic Committee the Supervisor to discuss 
changes to Chili Avenue, the traffic and circulation of the area of the proposed 
He stated the State D. 0. T. had indicated that the current location of the entrance road is 
acceptable to them He stated they e:\'}Ject them to do a widening of Avenue. He stated 
want to shift it over approximately 20 feet, but they'll perfonn that as of their widening in 
order to provide a more direct location with Old Chili Scottsville Road. 

Larry Smith asked who at D.0.T. did they meet with. Mr. SzavvTaush.1j stated the people 
met with were the Assistant Regional Design Engineer and the Regional Design Engineer. He 
stated they also met with the Supervisor and Dave Avery. Mr. Szawransk)j stated they have been 
provided information from State D. 0. T. on their proposed widening which takes into account 
work that is being done from this property. He stated the way the State has it planned now, there 
will be minimal widening in front of this particular location. He stated most of the widening \\ill 
end at the west property line of the Chili-Paul Plaza, and it will just taper do\VTI the property line. 
He stated there will be no additional taking in the subject location. 

Mr. Szavvransk)j stated they met with the Fire Marshal and incorporated his comments onto 
the plan. Mr. Szavvranslcyj stated he asked for an additional hydrant is incorporated 
behind Valvoline on the utility plan. He stated they met the Conservation Board, which 
asked for a planting along the west line and some cluster planting in the front. He stated those 
requests have been added to the plan and they will appear on that 
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Mr. Szavtransk)'.j stated they met also ·with the Town Engineer, Larry Nissen, and have gone over 
the concerns he has. He stated they have regraded the property. He stated the front area where 
they have the low spot, they'll end with an 18-incl1 depression over the catch basin area to 
eliminate the concern of any detention area visible in that area. He stated it will be a low swale 
basically that will run from through area. Mr. Szawransk)'.j stated he did receive Larry Nissen's 
comments this morning and there is nothing on there that they can1t address. He stated they don't 
see any problems with what he has indicated in that letter. 

Mr. Szawransk)'.j stated at the last meeting, the Board asked for a rendering of the Valvoline 
building vvith the hipped He that has been provided by Larry Bradshaw with 
Valvo line. 

Ray Bleier asked did the Conversation Board review the revised landscaping plans. Charles 
Robinson stated the Conservation Board would still like to see them. He stated they have not 
seen them stamped and they have not seen the revised plans. 

Ray Bleier stated in reviewing the list ofitems that were cited at the previous meeting, it looks 
they're trying to address most of those. He stated the Chili Traffic & Safety Committee is 

recommending that adequate on~site signage, such as stop signs, be provided to ensure safe traffic 
flow inside the applicant's property. Mr. Szawransk)'.j stated that is not a problem. 

Mitch Rabis stated he is a little uncomfortable with the setback. Mr. Szawransk)'.j stated they did 
receive a variance on the setbacks. Larry Smith stated the Zoning Board granted the variance. 
Ray Bleier asked were there any other variances granted. Mr. Szawransk)'.j stated they asked with 
the original application for ground coverage, but since they have pulled out the sports facility at 
this point, it is not an issue. 

Mitch Raln1s stated he would have liked to seen something on the drawing indicating where the 
drainage is going, just vvhere it is going to be directed downstream. He stated he didn't know 
whether the side setback of 45 feet is adequate to take care of anything going towards Chili 
A venue. Mr. SzawTanskJ'.i stated on the side setbacks, it is zero lot line for commercial. He stated 

is \vhat the code allows. Mr. Szav.Tansk)'.j stated they did get variances on those. Mitch 
Rakus stated that doesn't mean that he is not still uncomfortable with it. 

Ray Bleier stated Larry Nissen bad submitted a list ofitems of concern from an engineering point 
of view. Tiie Board members indicated they all had copies of that letter. 

John Hellaby ~iated the only question had presently was in regards to the architectural 
rendering for Valvoline, what would be the color schemes. Mr. Bradshaw stated they haven't 
determined the color for the brick or the shingles. He stated usually they like to use a reddish 

\vheu they do a brick building. He stated they have no problem getting the Board's approval 
on the colors. John Bella by asked if this would be a 100 percent brick building, not decorative 
embossed block. Mr. BradshaYv stated that is correct; it is 

John Hellaby asked if the pitched roof\vould be a wood frame constmction with three-in-one 
plate shingles. Mr. Bradshaw stated that was correct. John Hellaby asked if earthtone colors 
\vould probably be most likely. Mr. Bradshaw stated that's con-ect 

John Hellaby asked if there would be exierior lighting. Bernard lacovangelo, also present to 
represent the application, showed the Board a picture of the Valvo line in the new plaza out on 

and 441 in Penfield as examples of color and signage. He stated at the last meeting, John 
Nowicki had requested something with a little roofline to it rather than a flat roof Mr. 
lacovangelo stated the pictures show their prototypical station. He stated they use the block, the 
split block \vith the flat roof 

Iacovangelo showed the Board a picture of the one in Brighton with the previous gray color 
schemes. He stated that location is on Monroe Avenue in Brighton, going into Pittsford. Mr. 
Iacovangelo stated the rendering of the one in Cincinnati addresses the roofline concerns. He 
stated they will do it in the brick red tones \vith the signage across the front ofit. 
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John NO\vicki asked seeing that building is situated in such an open area where four 
be visual to residential areas, \\cill tre~tment of the building standard all the way around. 
asked is the brick all the way around. Mr. Bradshaw stated the brick is on all four sides. John 
Nowicki stated all four sides will have to look consistent Mr. Iacovangelo stated 
they are depicting, brick on all sides. He stated they would a blue band and 
rolled sign that they usually put He stated they're putting in a hipped roof because there are 
less problems with those down the road. 

John Hellaby asked what the lighting would be, as hours and then 
hour for security purposes. l\fr. Bradshaw stated don't use parking lot He 
stated they use a light on the back and the front of the building. He 
close no later than 7 o'clock at night and the lights do on a short that and 
they're off He stated they're on a timer. 

Jolm Hellaby asked where do they stand with the KFC. stated right now 
working out the final details of the lease. He stated they should \vithin a week or two. 
Mr. Iacovangelo stated Jeff Hetrick, the regional representative KFC, was also present Mr 
Iacovangelo stated Mr. Hetrick brought some photographs of the type facility that they are 
proposing for the site. He showed those pictures to the Board. 

John Hellaby stated he u11derstood Valvoline will and 
Kentuck')' Fried Chicken might somewhat down the 
probably be within three to four after that. He 
improvements first, get it all graded out and so on, so that \\ill 

John Nowicki asked did the Zoning Board also grant the on the Kentucky Fried 
Chicken. Mr. Iacovangelo stated they did. John Nowicki asked what did they do vvith 
freestanding sign. Mr. Iacovangelo stated they didn't do anything vvith regard to the He 
stated the freestanding signage has not been applied for yet. 

John Nowicki stated on the Kentucky Fried Chlcken building, 
building and what that would look like. John Nowicki asked 
three sides. Mr. Iacovangelo stated it \\cill. John Nowicki 
treated as much as possible. Mr. Iacovangelo stated all the 
detail in the back. John Nowicki asked if it would be colored 

concern is for the rear of the 
the treatment be the same as 

the of the building has to be 
around there would be decorative 

Mr. Hetrick stated brick 
would be all the way arOlmd. 

Jolm Nowicki stated the County Comments were pretty 
was wondering how the remainder of the site, 1mtil it is is to be 
Szawranskjj stated it will be graded and seeded and left until a tenant comes along. 
they have designed their drainage with the entire full development. 
NO\vicki asked if that will be seeded and \\ill that be an area that is mowed, or 'vill it 
natural state. Mr. Iacovangelo stated it will be mowed, like the rest of the plaza, the 
around it 

John Nowicki stated they indicate on the drawings a fence comes up past the Caty 

John 
left in a 

areas 

Mr. Szawranskjj stated that is to the north line of the property. John No\Vfoki stated as 
rest of the property develops, he would assume that fence would carried around the rest of the 
property. Mr. Iacovangelo stated that is correct. He stated they talked to the neighbors that were 
in a meeting in their office at the time they proposed the structure for the large pad site. Mr. 
Iacovangelo stated they told them they would fence it off Mr. Iacovangelo stated since they 
to pull the sports complex, financially they canl do the whole He stated plus there will not 
be a structure there. He stated it will be grassed in. Mr. stated to show good 
with the people next door, part approvals would development in 
area be conditioned with fencing going all the way around, plastic 
Nowicki asked what type of fence would it be. Mr. Iacovangelo solid vinyl fence that is 
about 6 foot high, white. Mr. Iacovangelo stated it is a white solid vinyl, so it is maintenance 
He stated New York State fence will be installing it for them. 
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John Nowicki asked ifthere would be any breaks up in the plane of the top of the fence vvith 
either a post or cap on it. Mr. Iacovangelo stated it would have a decorative look to it. 

John N O\vicki stated the other question he had on the fencing is next to the Grover property. 
He stated he doesn't see a lot oflandscaping there or any fencing at all. He asked do they think 
\'>ith the cars being parallel parked into that house, there should be fencing there. Mr. 
Iacovangelo stated it is very heavily treed on her property. 

Larry Nissen stated comment number one on his letter, approval of the D.O.T., that is the same 
point as he brought up the last time this application was in. He stated they will need D. 0. T. 
approval for the curb cut. He stated he received a drainage report. He stated at present, where it 
basically stands is that generally a site will drain to the south to the existing 18-inch storm sewer 
pipe, but theyre proposing to drain a portion of the site to an unspecified location. He stated 
they're not sure yet where that is. He stated when the time comes, if that proposal still rtands, 
theyll ask, of course, that those drainage points be verified and their capacity investigated. He 
stated theyre proposing at this point to provide detention capacity within some of the existing 
pavement areas. He stated particularly water will pond within the areas shaded in blue on the plan 
to 9 inches in depth in the paved area and to approximately 18 inches in the depressed area 
adjacent to Chili Avenue. 

John Nowicki asked what level storm is that. Larry Nissen stated 10-year. Larry Nissen stated 
have proposed to fill the depressed area adjacent to Chili A venue. He stated it was his 

understanding that the end section \\ill be removed. Mr. Sz.1\v:ransk1j stated the end section ~ill 
be and a catch basin \\JU constructed to bring it up approximately 2 112 feet there. 
He stated they will just see a depression. He stated a 10-year stonn is designed with maximum 
ponding of 18 inches. He stated for normal rainfall, they would never notice anything. He stated 
it would be just like any S\vale operates. 

Mr. Iacovangelo stated they sat dO\vn and talked to Larry Nissen. Mr. Iacovangelo stated Joe 
home is probably at the lowest point. He stated the Board talked about raising and filling 

area in front. He stated to do that, they would push the water back onto Joe's property. He 
that is the way it was designed when they developed the subdivision. 

Mr. Iacovangelo stated when they talked to Larry Nissen, they talked about picking it up, filling 
gradually doing some piping and raising the whole area and leaving a mowable area that would 

some rain up to about 8, 9 inches and then go into a catch basin, taking it down. He stated 
now there is a pipe. He indicated he had pictures to shO\v the Board of that. He stated one 
concerns they have is not only getting the drainage, but also not affecting the people off 

He Joe Caty's property has never drained properly back there. He stated what they 
doing is helping him \\ith his drainage and his low spot back there. 

stated his comment number three concerns the space along the property line adjacent 
to Valvoline. He stated on the first sheet they will see there are trees proposed with landscaping 
to planted in the area. He stated theyre proposing to constrnct a ditch to convey flows from 

back of the lot to the front of the Jot. He stated obviously both things can't happen 
He stated there needs to be a revision. 

John Limbeck asked how can they get the ditch and the trees there. Larry Nissen stated he did 
not think they need a ditch there. He stated it can be piped. stated there are a number of 

John Nowicki stated the landscaping would Larry Nissen stated 
the Board wishes. Mr. Szawransk)j stated theyre in agreement \\rith Larry that they 

would just pipe it in there. He stated stay with the landscaping to keep the buffer there. 
stated they had not the options, only that a change needed to be made. 

Nissen stated his comment 
proposed lighting; curbing, if 

four addresses a 
sidewalks; that sort of thing. 

Larry Nissen stated his comment number five addresses 

of detail with regard to 

for maintenance after the 
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site is constructed \vith regard to drainage and road ways. stated number six concerns the 
ownership of this site will not be Chili Plaza Associates, so it appears there will be an easement 
required on the Chili Plaza Associates parcel to guarantee access to this site, particularly is 
not going to be a curb cut at Chili Avenue; which is doubly 

Larry Nissen stated all references to the indoor sports should be removed from the plan. 
Larry Nissen stated they spoke about preparing the site, the entire for a future pad site \vi th 
regard to infrastructure, but at this point in time, it appears all to the indoor sports 
facility should be deleted from the plans. He stated he total square footage of the 
future pad sites be called out, what \\-ill be allowable. He thought that should probably be 
determined at this time as opposed to just leaving it ambiguous. 

Larry Nissen stated the last comment he had was \vith 
final Planning Board approval be contingent on TO\vn 

to engineer approval, they request 
approval. 

John Lirnbeck asked how likely is it they will not get a curb cut on Chili Nissen 
stated he did not know. Mr. Iacovangelo stated one of the things that wanted them to 
address as part of this presentation when they came in a couple was some 
overall parking plan. 

Mr. Iacovangelo stated Bill Kelly had come to him several months and said he may an 
opportunity to continue the widening of Chili Avenue past the if they were to agree to a 
friendly condemnation with no remuneration. Mr. Iacovangelo stated they agreed to that 
Iacovangelo stated based upon that type of cooperation from plaza owners, they were able to 
get the New York State D.0.T. to come in and review a plan for widening of the Chili 
Avenue from just about where the liquor store ends, where it bottlenecks there, and to bring it 
down past the plaza. Mr. Iacovangelo stated they met two weeks right after the meeting 
the Planni'l.g Board with the people from D.0.T. and what the Town and D.O.T. had discussed 
was the proposal of a light going in there. He stated the Town would be aligned vvith one of 
the entries opposite from where the Big Mused to be. Mr. Iacovangelo stated they would like to 
put a light at that location. Mr. Iacovangelo stated they talked about all of their concerns with the 
plaza. 

1\.1r. Iacovangelo stated although they are fully cooperating, they must recognize one thing, that 
they would not want to do anything that would impede the complete operation of the plaza as 
as getting vehicles in and out. He stated a traffic study needed to be done. He stated they 
the services of Steve Ferante, who they used at Wellington and Blueberry Hill and even at 
Pumpkin Hill. He stated they had come in and look at it and he has given them a proposal. 
He stated they took notes from the meeting and they had no problem with the D. 0. T. on the new 
entry as long as it is lined up the way they proposed on the plans. 

Mr. Iacovangelo stated the concern was having all the openings they currently have. He 
stated right now there is an opening by the former First Federal branch. He stated they want 
light across from the Town Hall and they wanted to control the entrance and exit by the new 
Marine Midland Bank Mr. Iacovangelo stated that last entry mentioned is the most highly used 
entrance and exit at the plaza, though. Mr. Iacovangelo stated they designed for their review 
putting a light across from the Town Hall with a controlled entrance in only, because the bank 
needs to get the people in. He stated they did not want a two-way exit because that would create 
a difficulty getting in and out. He stated they looked at the design for the Burger King on Chili 
Avenue and they did an exit from that that they couldn't complete because of Mike's Poor House 
being in the way, but just going \vith the flow of traffic to 

Mr. Iacovangelo stated what they designed is an exit that they're going to propose to the D.O.T., 
saying they will have it coming in from both ways with an exit just flowing to the west, taking 
people into the flow of traffic. He stated there would be a dual entry across from the To\w Hall 
with a light control and then an exit only to the right, not to the left by the former First Federal 
building. Mr. Iacovangelo stated would be two rights controlled out. He stated the only 
way to go east out of the plaza would through the middle at the lighted intersection. 
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Mr. Iacovangelo stated in doing that, they also removed the Marine Midland Bank branch and 
created a fire lane through the front of the plaza the way it should have been done in the initial 
stage. He stated~ however, the plaza had been built in stages. He stated they had envisioned at 
one time a mall through there like they had at Westgate. 

Mr. Iacovangelo stated they want to open the traffic flow up. He stated if they're going to have a 
main entrance in and out, they have to have enough cueing facility. He stated if the light is red, 
they want to be able to have enough places where people can back up. He stated they also 
\vant to bring traffic in through and out the rear. He stated right now people come in straight 
across around and out the back. Mr. Iacovangelo stated the reason for removing the bank is for 
more visibility of the locations in the plaza. Mr. Iacovangelo stated half the people, until they got 

new sign up, didn't know about the Radio Shack they have in the plaza. He stated that will be 
completely visible now. He stated they would have the major through lane now. 

Mr. Iacovangelo stated also by the new bank they would have a break in the parking areas. He 
stated in discussing this \vith a couple of the people that are what he would call most ~ormed 
about plaza parking and so forth, the parking for the large building should be directed in such a 
fashion so people could park their cars and go over the way he indicated on the plans. He stated 
they don't recommend people having to walk across the median to to buildings. 

Jolrn Nowicki stated they will have restriping going on. Mr. Iacovangelo stated they're going to 
have to do major restriping and pavement moving and so forth. Mr. Iacovangelo stated the flow 
from the new proposed entrance would be in and out, which D.O.T. approved, and it would flow 
into the plaza and out the lighted section, or it could go west out the exit by the former First 
Federal. Mx. Iacovangelo stated they'll make the flows to the west more even and they'll have 
three entrances. 

Mr. Iacovangelo stated the only difficulty is the new Tovvn Hall/Library location has been 
changed. He stated they'll have some activity there. He stated he did not think there would be the 
sarne activity if they had the new Library and Town Hall there, but their plans are in compliance 

everything they discussed \\~th the D.O.T. 

Mr. lacovangelo stated they planned on putting more parking the back of the plaza. He stated 
the purpose of that is to get all of the employee parking to the rear of the plaza. John Nowicki 

vvill speed bumps come out. Mr. Iacovangelo stated they will get bigger because they 
don't want people driving back there. stated that is for deliveries. Mr. Iacovangelo stated 
before that was the main thoroughfare. He stated basically they vvould like people out of the trash 
containers. He stated they put locks on them and they disappear. He stated he has everybody's 
sp1ing in there from the Tmvn and the merchants don't want to pay for that. He stated 

just want to impede the flovv back 

l\fr. Iacovangelo stated they have sent the plan off to some of the people that are very 
knowledgeable from the International Council of Shopping Centers \Vi.th flow of traffic through 
shopping centers, and they concur this is probably one of the flows that they can see for this 
t)1Je layout. 

John Limbeck asked when would changes have to occur did get the curb cut for 
Valvoline and KFC. He asked would they have to do those at the same time. Mr. Iacovangelo 
stated they1re going to have to a lot of this once they take do\.\11 the building. He stated what 
they want to do is the sidewalk that comes out, they want to use as sub base for the proposed 
parking. He stated if they can move all of the employee parking to the back and then some to the 
back behind the other building, the front parking will be for customers and clients. 

Mr. Iacovangelo stated this all will dramatically improve the leasibility of the plaza because of the 
traffic flow in and out. He stated it would be no different than going by South Towne Plaza 

people can drive by storefronts. 

John Nowicki asked ifthls will all occur in the building season. Mr. Iacovangelo stated the 
building is scheduled to come d0\\11 July l st. Larry Smith that was a condition that the old 
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building be down and the road be put through between The Mug and Golds. Mr. Iacovangelo 
stated the new bank will be opened August 1st to the 15th. stated old bank 
brought down by July 1st. Larry Smith stated no demolition has been issued. 

Larry Smith stated the fence on the west side, they said they would move it up to the front 
house. Mr. Iacovangelo stated they will not. Larry Smith stated the Board wanted to move 
fence up to the front of the corner. Mr. Iacovangelo stated didn't know if that was 
Larry Smith stated it was discussed quite a bit He stated, 
moved up, too. Mr. Iacovangelo stated the only difficulty they then is they start losing 
view of the building. Larry Smith stated the house is there. He stated they won't see through 
house anyway unless they tear the house do\vn. 

John Nowicki asked if they were talking about bringing the up to the corner of the 
Larry Smith stated to the front side comer of the house. Mr. Iacovangelo stated he did not 
remember the discussion. Larry Smith stated it would be about foot long. Mr. Iacovangelo 
stated he has no problem if that is what the owner wants, but is the condition that 
trying to safeguard. He showed the Board pictures of the property. 

Ray Bleier stated Item Number 9 from the last meeting 
approved by the Building Inspector. He stated he thought 

that details of fencing were to 
input is worthwhile noting. 

Charles Robinson stated the Conservation Board had also 'H"·''"'""A' that they would to see 
some landscaping along the west of the property, some evergreen trees. 
as usual, they also asked for landscaping plans the licensed 
more specifically, since the time the applicant came their philosophy so it 
is more evident now that they would have to definitely do plans stamped. 
Sza\vranskY,j stated the last plans show evergreen plantings the west line and a cluster 
shade trees in the west corner. 

Charles asked if Glenn Schneider seen those plans. Mr. Szawrnnskyj stated he has not. 
Charles Robinson stated those plans would have to be seen Glenn Schneider and they would 
have to be stamped by a licensed landscape architect. Mr. stated they'll work 
Mr. Schneider. 

John Nowicki asked were the sizes indicated on the plans right now what the trees would 
Charles Robinson stated they would have to be if they're going to stamped. He stated there 
should be tree sizes. He stated the evergreens have to be at least 7 to 8 feet tall. Charles 
Robinson stated they do have a list of what they expect in terms of tree plantings and landscaping, 
so before they go too far, he would suggest they have a with Glenn Schneider, and if 
need be, he will get a hold of the rest of them. He stated they a list available of approved 
plantings. 

Charles Robinson stated the Conservation Board had an the pond being in front 
Avenue, which he would have to agree they have taken care of that. He stated but as of the last 
meeting, there was site landscaping required, and of course, the of having plans stamped 
a licensed landscaping architect. Mr. SzaManskyj stated the only lacking on the plans is 
caliper of the trees and size of the trees. Charles Robinson but that would be there 
plans were stamped by a licensed landscaping architect. 

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE: 

Nick Barbata 
He asked do they plan on rectif)ing where the trucks can park when they frequent the restaurant, 
in their new parking scheme of things. He stated he was to the Town & Country 
restaurant. Mr. Sza.ManskY,j stated with the revised parking plan, it be forced to change. 
Nick Barba.ta stated he would hope so, because that is a dangerous setup that is there. He 
stated he pulls into that plaza scared somebody will come whipping around one of the trucks 
parked at the restaurant. 
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. Iacovangelo stated they can set up traffic patterns and the traffic flows. He stated 
enforcing it becomes a difficulty. He stated he often finds tractor-trailers parked out there \.vith no 
pennission to be parked out here. stated those people come in, go into the restaurant for a 
half hour, sometimes even 15 minutes for coffee and a donut and theyre out of there. Mr. 
Iacovangelo stated theyre trying to use traffic directionals that \.vill help move people in a safe 
pattern. He stated one of the conditions that was read from the Traffic Committee is that there be 

posted which direction is going out, some stop signs and so forth, that they agreed to. He 
stated they think that once they put the light in there and work out the traffic flow, that a lot of 
that \vill be eliminated. 

Mr. Iacovangelo stated one of the problems they have had the past is people cutting through. 
He stated he has been out in the plaza now two years and he has tried to stop his partner from 
doing that, too. He stated they striped it better than it has ever been striped. He stated they 

paved it. He stated he can't control the cut-through, ho\vever. He stated they're hoping \.oV1th 
some of this renewed traffic flow and sign.age, that it will help. 

Nick Barbata suggested they have end-to-end where two cars can park, in that immediate area. 
He stated if they only have one parking space, those trucks generally occupy two. He stated if 
there is only one parking space, then it's going to preclude them from taking up two spots and 
blocking the view of people driving around. He stated it was just a suggestion. 

Mr. Szawnnskyj stated they have done that in that area now. He stated it is shown on the plan 
no\v. 1\1r. Iacovangelo stated they changed it around. He stated the parking right now goes north 
to south in front of the restaurant area and now theyre going east to west. Larry Smith stated the 
only way to do that is to put curbed driveways through there. 

Dorothy Borgus - 31 Stuart Road 
She commented there was no plan provided for the audience to see. She stated theyre talking 
now about only accommodating a 10-year storm for drainage on this property. John Nowicki 
stated that is all that is required. Ms. Borgus asked iftheyre now going to be using paved areas 
to hold water. Larry Nissen stated the proposal has been made to temporarily hold water. Ms. 
Borgus stated temporary in this Town with water has a way of turning into permanent. She 
stated she did not think that is much a solution. She stated just because people the people 
didn't like the drainage pond along Avenue is no sign going to settle for a parking lot 
that \Vill just flood. 

Ms. Borgus asked if some of the drainage is unspecified at this time. Larry Nissen stated it is. 
Ms. Borgus stated they shouldn't any permits, preliminary or final or whatever when they 
haYe unspecified drainage. She stated going to be too late aflenvards to second guess it. 

Ms. Borgus stated the Board's was that Mr. Iacovangelo come back with a little more 
aesthetically pleasing building for Valvoline. She stated she would hate to think what is proposed 
is the they can do. She stated it isn't much better than they had before. She stated this is the 
center of their To\vn. She stated they should have an Architectural Review Board in this Town. 

e stated that not being the case, she thought this Board has to accountable for the kind of 
architecture that is allowed into the center of their Tmvn. 

Tina Trnisi Barton and Mr. Barton - Chili Avenue 
Mr. Barton stated his big concern is still the surface drainage. He asked where is the water going 
to He asked do they have D. 0. T. approval for tying into the D. 0. T. culverts. He stated he 
did not see a grading plan sho\.\dng infrastmctures, piping, inverts. He stated that is something 
that should be discussed. He stated the surrounding property is only place water is going to 

Mr. Barton stated the other big thing is the visual screening. He questioned what would happen 
to a white vinyl fence when it gets cold and a snow bank is pushed against fence. He stated 

talking about going to the corner of the property. He stated vision screen should cover 
property he thought 
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Mr. Barton stated then they're talking curb cuts. He stated it is hard getting out of his driveway 
now. Ray Bleier stated that is strictly up to the New York State Department of Transportation. 
Mr. Barton asked do they have any approvals from D. 0. T. He stated they're talking about 
giving them preliminary site plan approval but they don't any D. 0. T. approvals. Keith 
O'Toole stated they don't need them at this point. He stated they take their chance. He stated if 
the Board approves the site plan and they don't get the curb cut, they will have a hard time 
building. 

Mr. Barton stated the big thing is the surface drainage and site .. ,..,,,. ... .,,.,. 
goes to bed, he doesn't want a 30-foot pole shining in his window. 

He stated when 

Mr. Szawranskyj stated the unspecified drainage, there is a reason that now. He stated at this 
poi11t there are no tenants for the back portion, so there will additional drainage, but it will 
have to be taken in the form of piping or other directions flow \vill go. He stated they 
have designed the system to handle a large impervious area they cannot specify where the 
drainage will go or what size pipes until they have an actual tenant. 

Larry Nissen stated perhaps there was a misunderstanding, but the idea was to set the drainage up 
as if the site was going to be fully developed at this time. He stated it is his understanding that is 
the way the drainage is set up now. He stated the proposal was made to send a portion of the 
drainage to an unspecified area, and he has not okayed that. Ile stated he wanted the Planning 
Board to be aware of that. He stated that is where they stand at this point. He stated the 
drainage plan he received late Friday afternoon he has not had a chance to review the proposal in 
depth. He stated as he has said in his letter, at this point they anticipate that revisions \vill 
requested. 

Nick Barbata stated he supports Larry Nissen. He stated Committee has not seen a 
drainage map as yet either. He stated at this point they will 
they'll have another committee meeting. He stated if Larry to whatever 
drainage conditions are, he would imagine the Drainage Committee will back off, but they would 
still like to see those plans. 

Larry Nissen stated he would like to go on the record at this point saying he does not endorse the 
drainage plan as it stands at present. 

Ray Bleier stated it looks like are many still unanS\vered questions. He stated certainly 
they were to even grant preliminary, they would not be granting final approval at this time, not 
even conditioned on the engineer's approval. He stated that was his particular feeling. He stated 
he did not know how the rest of the Board felt. 

John Novvicki stated he thought they can go ahead with the conditional use. He stated they could 
put conditions on that. He stated they could do preliminary '\\ith conditions. He stated those 
conditions that they would impose would address the major issues that have been discussed in the 
meeting room this evening. 

John Limbeck asked Larry Nissen if he was comfortable that they can work out the Truisi's 
concerns about the standing water on their property, with the applicant. Larry Nissen stated he 
was. He stated he thought that is a matter of grading. He stated that is doable. John Limbeck 
asked Larry Nissen did he feel comfortable if they did preliminary, they could work out the details 
before final was given. Larry Nissen stated he would like to see their problem specifically 
addressed as a contingency of granting preliminary approval, so they could have it before them at 
their nex1 meeting to see what that proposal specifically was. John Limbeck stated based on that 
they could go ahead with preliminary and they could see that worked out to their satisfaction. 

John Hellaby stated he was in agreement with the other members. John Hellaby stated he would 
like to see the architectural colors and whamot answered at final. 

Mitch Rakus stated he was okay \Vith conditional and preliminary, but final should come back to 
the Board. 
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Keith O'Toole stated the Board could do SEQR for the two applications at the same time. 

On SEQR, Ray Bleier made a motion to declare the Board lead agency, found these to be 
unlisted applications and made a determination of no significant environmental impact, and John 
Limbeck seconded the motion. 

John N o\vicki stated they mentioned the motor vehicle service station but did not mention the fast 
food facility. He asked does that have to be part of the SEQR process at this point or will that be 
done separately. Ray Bleier stated would do conditional use and preliminary at this point just 

Valvoline. The Board all voted on the motion. 

Keith O'Toole stated he wanted attorney approval on the cross-access easement. There was 
discussion on the conditional use tenn. 

Mr. Iacovangelo stated they entered into a lease for the term years. He stated they have to 
construct a building. He stated since they're going through such an exhaustive research and 
thought process, he would request at least a five-year conditional use if they're going to invest 
that kind of dollars in the center of their Town. He stated he thought there should be some kind 
of rate of return on their investment. 

Ray Bleier stated he thought that since they're dealing with a rather sensitive area here, it is the 
Planning Board's opportunity to call back the applicant at a sooner date if there are problems. He 
stated he was a little reluctant to extend it too far. John Nmvicki stated they're basically doing the 
same tbjng \vith the Sprint applications before them torught. He stated they're in a position where 
they have that are probably five years or better, and they're requesting a two-year review on 
it He stated it is basically a review. He stated it is just a control factor for the 
community. He stated it is a factor for the community. 

John Limbeck stated it \vill be a well run enterprise, but they're concerned about the drainage and 
the neighbors. He stated if everything is running as smoothly as they anticipate in a few years, it 
is a few minutes before the Board for the applicant. 

John Nowicki stated for the number of years all of them have been on this Board, he could not 
recall a conditional use being denied down the road. He stated they have made people clean up 
their act but they are still in business and still functioning. John No-w1cki stated a two-year term 
would be good to start out with and then they could extend it out. 

DECISION ON APPLICATION # l: Unarumously approved a vote of 6 yes with the 
follo-wing conditions: 

1. Approved for a period of two years. 

2. Pending of the Assistant Town Counsel for cross-access easement 

3. Landscape plans be submitted to and approved by the Chili Conservation 
Board. 

DECISION ON APPLICATION : Unanimously approved by a vote of 6 yes with the 
following conditions: 

1. Address T0\\'11 Engineer's concerns in letter dated 5/13/97. 

2. Submit detailed architectural renderings (color, design, etc.). 

3. Submit cross-access easement agreement to the Assistant Town Counsel. 

4. Submit landscaping plans to the Chili Conservation Board for review and 
approval. 
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5. Petition the To\vn Board to include this parcel in the Chili Consolidated 
Drainage District. 

6. Details of fencing to be approved by the Building Inspector. 

7. Address NYSDOT road cut concerns. 

Note: Applicant is to fully satisfy all specified conditions before appearing for 
final site plan approval. 

Ray Bleier stated all the things theyre making as conditions associated \vith preliminary approval 
they want to see answered by the time they come for final. He stated he doesn't want to have 
say subject to so and so's approval. He stated he would like to see it tied down very tightly when 
they come in for final approval. 

3. Application of Sprint Spectrum, 2165 Brighton Henrietta Town Line Road, Rochester, New 
York 14623, property owner: l & G Perna; for conditional use permit to erect a 120' high 
cellular tower at property located at 3785 Chili Avenue in N.B. zone. 

4. Application of Sprint Spectrum, 2165 Brighton Henrietta Tovvn Line Road, Rochest..)r, New 
York 14623, property O\vner: l & G Perna, for preliminary site plan approval to erect a 
120' high cellular tower at prope1ty located at 3785 Chili Avenue in N.B. zone. 

John Hellaby stated at this time he would like to state that it is his intention to abstain on 
Applications 5 through 8 as he is directly named in Applications 5 and 6. He requested to be 
allowed to step down at this time. Ray Bleier stated he was allo\ved to step down at this point. 

Karl Essler was present to represent the applications. Mr. Essler stated is an attorney \vi.th 
Fix, Spindelman office in Rochester. He stated he represents Sprint PCS in connection with the 
applications tonight. He stated they have three applications they're going to deal with and a 
fourth theyre going to discuss some information on. 

Mr. Essler stated the first applications are with regard to the Perna Automotive property where 
theyre proposing to construct a 120-foot monopole telecommunications tower essentially behind 
the gas station as located on that property. Mr. Essler stated for everyone's reference, he put up 
on the board a grid map that shows all of the five Chili sites that they have been discussing at 
various times with the Board. He stated the green circles in each case are the search ring that the 
Board has heard presentations on before. He stated they would show the significance of the 
search ring and why they have to look in search areas to provide coverage. 

Mr. Essler stated two of the sites, Graham Oil and Tesch property have already received 
approval from the Board. He stated the other three sites are proposed. He stated they sent the 
Town some copies of the grid map earlier. He stated they're on file \>vith the To\\11. 

:Mr. Essler stated at their last meeting, the Perna site came up. He stated as everybody knows, 
they have been in some discussions with the To\Vn regarding an alternate to this particular site, an 
alternate that would have them using a new Union Park property that the Town owns and 
constructing what he believes to a 100-foot monopole on the property at that site in lieu of 
going on the Perna site. 

Mr. Essler stated he was pleased to report at this point, after some discussions that their folks had 
\vith Keith and Bill Kelly earlier this week, they think they have an agreement in principle and it 
looks like everything is going in a good positive direction at this point to eventually come to the 
Planning Board and to the Town Board with that site. He stated they do have some engineering 
details to work out yet and some lease language and easement language that has to be developed. 

Mr. Essler stated their thought tonight was because in life nothing is ever certain, and they can't 
be sure theyll eventually come forward \vith the Town site, they would at least like to go through 
the public hearing \vith the Perna site. He stated they would like to do that from their standpoint 
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so they have at least gone that far down the road in case something happens with the other site. 
He stated and with regard to the public comments, it might be some help to the Town Board in 
their decision-making process on whether they will enter into an agreement for the Union Park 
site. 

John Nmvicki stated at the last Planning Board meeting they took public testimony on this site. 
He questioned why do they to go back through that all over again. John Nowicki stated they 
already had a decision off the Board and advised the applicant what to do. John Nowicki stated 
he would rather table the application. He stated he has heard enough. 

Keith O'T oole stated from a SEQR point of view, the clock is now that they have 
reactivated the application. He he thought they should move along in that direction. He 
stated technically speaking, no application is complete unless they have made a negative 
declaration or they received their draft DEA in response to their positive declaration. He stated 
and the question before the Board is do they want to make a positive deck or neg dee. 

John NoVvicki suggested in this particular case, they just table the application until they find out 
what they \vill do with the other site. Keith O'Toole stated there should be some sort of 
resolution. He stated just in case the other site doesn't work out, he did not want the Town to be 
caught on a SEQR issue. 

John Nowicki asked Keith O'Toole \vhat is his advice on a negative or positive declaration. Keith 
O'Toole stated the Board was in receipt a draft positive declaration. He stated obviously they 
will to review it because it is their determination. 

Mr. Essler stated they did not any objection to formally, on behalf of the applicant, to ex.tend 
Board's time to make that SEQR determination until see how they're going to go forward 

on this. 

John Limbeck asked if they needed a motion to accept his extension. Keith O'Toole stated they 
did. John Limbeck made a motion to accept the extension offered by the applicant and to table 
the applications until the June 1997 Planning Board meeting, and John Nowicki seconded the 
motion. All Board members were in favor of the motion. 

DECISION ON APPLICATION Tabled by a vote of 5 yes 1 abstention (John Hellaby) 
until the June 10, 

Note: Applicant has agreed to extend the SEQR 30-day "clock." 

DECISION ON APPLICATION #4: Tabled by a vote of 5 yes \vith 1 abstention (John Hellaby) 
until the June 10, 1997 meeting. 

Note: Applicant has agreed to extend the SEQR 30-day "clock." 

5. Application of Sprint Spectrum, 2165 Brighton Henrietta Town Line Road, Rochester, New 
York 14623, property O\\ner: 1\r1/M John Hellaby; for conditional use permit to erect a 130' 

· cellular tower at property located at 850 Ballantyne Road in A. C. zone. 

6. Application of Sprint Spectrum, 2165 Brighton Henrietta Town Line Road, Rochester, New 
York 14623, property O'Wner: M!M John Hellaby, for preliminary site plan approval to erect 
a 130' high cellular tower at property located at 850 Ballantyne Road in A.C. zone. 

Karl Essler was present to represent the applications. He stated this is a new proposal that he did 
not believe the Board has formally looked at at this point. He stated it is a proposal to have a 
130-foot monopole telecommunications tower on the Hellaby property at 850 Ballantyne Road. 

iv1r. Essler stated there had been a previous proposal before this Board for another site that had 
serviced this particular area, involving what they called the Harris property. He stated the last 
time that they were before the Board to look at that Harris site, there had been some discussion 
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suggesting that they might want to look at some alternative locations, and the Hellaby property 
suggested itself as an alternative. He stated they felt it was a better alternative to proceed vvith 
because it allowed them to reduce the height of the tower from 150 feet they would have been 
proposing at Harris site to 130 feet they're' proposing here for the Hellaby property. 

Mr. Essler stated at this point it is still a quite rural area, so that the change in sites certainly from 
their standpoint did not seem to create any new or additional impact on surrounding properties. 
He stated, in fact, it may be a somewhat lesser impact given the location of the tower and the site. 

Mr. Essler stated the property owner had previously requested that they change the location of 
the tower on the property. He stated he did not become aware of that until about 5: 15 p.m. 
today. He stated it is not the owner1s fault. He stated something slipped at their end. He stated 
they're going to be submitting an amended application to accommodate that. He stated \vhat he is 
prepared to do is give the Board at this point some Xerox copies of somewhat rough but still 
somewhat good drawings shovving where this could be and they would talk through the plan vvith 
the understanding that this will be tabled in order for them to complete the amended application. 

Mr. Essler stated the site as presently proposed would come in off Ballantyne Road. He stated 
the proposal was for the actual tower itself to be situated about 150 feet off of each of the two 
comer property lines. He stated at ovvner1s request, because he didn't want to disturb any more 
the vacant farm field as necessary, he has asked them to move the tower location actually back 
into the comer itself Mr. Essler stated what he is suggesting would be a setback from the 
westernmost neighbor, a 30-foot setback and a 15-foot setback to the northerly neighbor, which is 
his father's property. Mr. Essler stated they understand, of course, that would involve them 
requesting setback variances from the Zoning Board of Appeals. He stated that is an application 
that they will have to make, so they're not in a position tonight to go forward, but in the general 
sense, this is the site they are looking at for the tower. 

Mr. Essler introduced Ed Jones of Erdman & Anthony, also present to represent the application. 
Mr. Jones stated the site will be accessed through an unpaved 25-foot easement, approximately 
350 feet now with the additional setback, a gravel road. He stated the road will be 12 foot · 
to provide access into the site. He stated utilities will buried along the road for electrical and 
cable out to the site. 

Mr. Essler stated the tower itself will now, rather than au elevation of 570 feet, v.ill be probably 
560 feet back in the corner. He stated it will be surrounded by a fence with a lock on the front. 
He stated it would be a monopole, no guyed wires. Mr. Essler stated the other improvement to 
the site would be the gravel surface between the tower base and that is about it. 

Mr. Essler stated the request of the oVvner would be to have a gate down at the entrance, which is 
consistent with what they have done at a couple other sites they have talked about. John Novvicki 
asked if that would be a crash gate available for emergency vehicles to get in there if they have to. 
Mr. Jones stated he did not think they're looking for a gate that can be easily knocked down. 
John Nowicki stated he would want a gate that the fire authorities could get through to get into 
there. Mr. Essler stated he did not think that would be a problem He stated they're reasonably 
convinced their fence is adequate protection. 

Mr. Essler introduced Bob McNamara, their radio frequency ex"})ert, also present to represent 
application. 

Ray Bleier asked now that the proposed site for the tower is moving slightly, will it affect the 
tower height. Mr. Essler stated he wished he could say l 00 percent for certain it won't. He 
stated he thinks it is highly unlikely, but they'll know that shortly. He stated they'll have to come 
back before the Board with an amended application. 

Mr. McNamara stated if they're not moving up or downhill, it wouldn't make much difference. 
Mr. Jones stated it will be at a ten foot lower elevation. Mr. McNamara stated that shouldn't 
make any difference. He stated he could not definitely say that, but be did not think so. Mr. 
McNamara stated they have a computer-aided design tool that they acquired from Lucent 
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Technology, and they have run plots of the particular area that they have to cover in this site. Mr. 
McNamara explained the diagrams and indicated how this site would fit their needs. 

Mr. Essler asked if they went below 130 feet, would they have a problem. Mr. McNamara stated 
they build a tower at the minimum height they can in order to get the coverage that they require, 
and in this particular case, that is as far down as they can go, 130 feet. He stated in conjunction 
\vith the other sites, they managed to uniformly cover the area. 

John Limbeck stated one of their standard conditions is that they put the pole up of sufficient 
to allow for collocation. He asked is that their plan here also. Mr. Essler stated it is 

designed to accommodate at one collocator. There was discussion over how many 
collocators had been suggested in past applications. Mr. Essler stated if the condition is three, it 
\vill be designed to accommodate three collocators. 

l'vlr. Essler stated they also had some photographs that they took to present to the Board. He 
stated Kathy Reed was kind of enough to go with them to help them figure out where they would 
take some pictures from. Mr. Essler stated what they did is, they went out and flew a balloon up 
at the height, the 130 foot height of the tower, pretty much on the property where the tower 
would be proposed to be. He stated then they went armmd with Kathy and drove around an 
extensive area to see where they could see the balloon and \vhere they couldn't. He stated then 
their photographer was able to make a computer image and simulate the tower into the 
photograph to show what it would look like in various views. Mr. Essler stated the first picture 
\Vas taken where Humphrey Road comes up into Ballantyne Road, at that intersection. He stated 
it would be visible from that location. He stated, however, once they get any further away, 
heading in either direction, they fmmd they couldn't see the balloon at all. 

Mr. Essler stated the second photograph was taken up on Brook Road. He stated there the tower 
could barely be seen over the top of the trees. He stated they had another photograph that he 
would to the Board that they took up on Beaver Road where they could just barely see the 
balloon over the top of the trees. He stated that was at a time when there was no foliage. He 

the tower from up there would never be visible, just maybe a little of the antenna array. 

Mr. Essler stated the third photograph is the one closest to the one at the corner of Reed 
Road, where it comes into Ballantyne Road, and that would give a pretty fair depiction what that 
looked like in that area. Mr. Essler stated then they took another shot down on Scottsville Road. 
He stated the balloon was barely visible above the tree line. He stated they couldn't simulate a 
tower into the picture because it would just not show. He stated he thought the pictures they 
have are probably the extent of the areas in which they would actually see this tower. He 
presented prints of the three photos and two others along a map showing where the photos 
were taken to the Board. 

Ray Bleier asked is this change in site on the property significant enough where they can't proceed 
\Vith it tonight. Keith O'Toole stated he believed so. He stated did not think they have made a 
SEQR classification on this anyway. Keith O'Toole stated if the Board has heard 
sufficient testimony at this point, he \~·ould recommend they make a motion basically declaring 
themselves lead agency, classify it as unlisted action for uncoordinated review and request a long 
form \\lith visual EAF addendum. He stated he thought they have the visual EAF addendum 
for the revised site. 

Mr. Essler stated they had one that Dr. Sciremammano submitted. Keith O'Toole stated that was 
for the old site. Mr. Essler stated given the short distance of that move, that will not change. 
Keith O'Toole stated the Tov:vn already has the visual EAF addendum. Keith O'Toole stated 
theyre also going to submit revised plans, is his understanding. 

Charles Robinson stated the Conservation Board would request complete landscaping plans 
stamped by a licensed landscaping architect. Mr. Essler stated they expect to do that. 

C0~1ENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM TIIE AUDIENCE: 
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Jack Henderson - 850 Ballantyne Road 
He stated the revised plans are a little bit different. He stated his concern is not the tower mainly. 
He stated .:ie has a question about conditfonal use and preliminary site plans. He asked if they 
grant the preliminary conditional use, how much construction can be done without the final. He 
stated Sprint came in for testing and missed the mark of their property and ended up on his 
property. 

Larry Smith stated they can go in and do some testing, He stated apparently they were on Mr. 
Henderson's property by accident. Mr. Henderson stated the problem mainly is with all the other 
things that go on. He asked is there going to be a Project Engineer on the site for construction, 
or a liaison. An unidentified woman representing Spring said yes. Mr. Henderson asked will that 
person be there while theyre building it. 

Keith O'Toole asked is there going to be a surveyor that \Vill come out and stake the site so 
construction crews don't go in the wrong place. Mr. Essler stated yes, there will be. 

Mr. Henderson asked on the plans, the originals and the revised, when the power comes off 
RG&E pole 197, which is on his property side, and goes under the short lot over there to the 
access road along the hedge row now, could that be changed. Mr. Jones stated not that he knew 
of. John Nowicki asked it is all in the right-of-way, isn't it. Mr. Essler stated it was his 
understanding that is out in the right-of-way. John Nowicki stated it is a public right-of-way. 

Mr. Henderson stated so they \vill be digging up the front part of the lot there. Mr. Henderson 
questioned his liability of workers being injured on the site. Mr. Essler stated the workers would 
not be on his property. Mr. Henderson stated he would not have asked that question if they 
hadn't come on his property. 

Mr. Essler stated if somebody is on someone's property without their permission and consent and 
happens to get hurt, that is not their problem Keith O'Toole told Mr. Henderson to not invite 
them on his property. 

Mr. Henderson stated he knew the Tow111s intention of future sites was to put one or more 011 an 
existing pole. He stated they are going to have two visits month from the erecting company 
and now iftheyre up to three people using the same pole, they \ViU be having six, eight, ten visits 
a month in and out of the property. Mr. Henderson asked \vill they have to have an approval to 
erect on the same tower, or is it just an agreement with Sprint. Ray Bleier stated any other 
facilities that want to collocate on the same tower have to appear before the Planning Board 
again. He stated there will be a public hearing, the whole process all over again. 

Mr. Henderson stated lights are not shO\vn on the plans. He stated he was told that the FAA 
they weren't required. He stated he did not know ifthat is true or not. He stated he hasn't seen it 
in writing. John Nowicki stated that is true. Mr. Essler stated theyre not proposing any lights. 
Mr. Henderson asked would there be a light on the GPS antenna. Mr. Essler stated there would 
not be. 

Mr. Henderson stated his main concern is liability and the protection of his O\\t11 property. Lany 
Smith told Mr. Henderson if someone goes on his property, them to off Mr. Henderson 
stated that requires him standing there watching all the time. He stated that is not his intention to 
do that. 

Mr. Henderson stated the access road is 18 feet from his property He stated they have an old 
hedge row there. He stated they ran into it with the test device. Mr. Essler stated they regret 
that. He stated if there is any damage done to the property, they'll fix it to Mr. Henderson's 
satisfaction. 

Mr. Henderson asked if they \vill have another meeting on the revised 
they will. 

Steve Nelson - 350 Humphrey Road 

Keith O'Toole stated 
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He stated he lives parallel to the tower that is going up. He stated it will be facing the back of his 
house. He stated he would be sitting out on the deck looking at it. He stated he is opposed to it. 
He stated he thought they could maybe find a better spot in a residential area. 

Mr. Nelson stated he was wondering also if there is a conflict of interest with the applicant being 
on one of the boards. Ray Bleier stated there is not a conflict of interest since the member has 
excused himself from this hearing. 

Mr. Essler asked Mr. Nelson where he lives on Humphrey Road. Mr. Nelson stated he lives 
straight dovvn to Humphrey Road. Essler asked if he is south of Stryker. Mr. Nelson stated 
that's correct. 

John No\\:icki asked if they can just table the application until the applicant is ready to come back 
in. Keith O'Toole stated they don't have to table it because the request for SEQR bumps them 
into next month anyway, at least on this application. Keith OToole stated the applicant has to 
provide the Board with some documents that are not in the file, and since they don1t have them, 
that means theyre automatically into next month anyway and they have to prepare a revised 
application. 

John Nowicki told the applicant they would be looking at the drainage district, the landscaping 
and the amended site plan. He stated they obviously have the previous conditions they have 
imposed on the other applications. He stated the applicant needs to review those. 

John No\\:icki asked do they need Zoning Board variances on this site. Mr. Essler stated they 
need the height variance. He stated they always have the fence too. He stated in this case 
there is the second driveway access setback issue. He stated have made application into the 
Zoning Board. He stated there \vilJ be a setback variance. 

Mitch Rakus suggested they explain to Steve Nelson, since this is being judged as a utility, that 
tower can go in there regardless, or at least in a close position. Keith O'Toole stated in a 

nutshell, there are a couple issues in play here. He stated one is a Court of Appeals case that 
indicates that cell towers and PCS are to be treated as a utility. He stated for purposes 

of zoning variances, the height of the tower, in particular, they have to give them a very 
streamlined approval process. He stated it is very difficult to turn them do\\'11 because of what a 
Court of Appeals said. He stated here before the Planning Board, the federal government stepped 
in through the Federal Telecommunications Act oflast He stated they basically said they 
cannot discriminate against telecommunications providers like this applicant. He stated they 
basicallv to treat them \\:ith kid He stated there much they can do in terms of . ~ 

relocating site but two basic He stated one factor is necessity. He stated the other 
is safety. 

Keith O'T oole stated in terms of necessity, if they can show there is an alternative site that is 
commercially available, and that won't simply cause the impact occurring on their house to 
someone house, than they can cause them to go out and take a look at it. He stated in terms 
of safety, if there is some other safety consideration, they can look at that, too. 

Mr. Nelson stated he was sure there is another area around that could be looked into. Keith 
O'Toole stated there is also a consideration in terms of where they have to locate the tower to 
provide the service. He stated there is a limited circle in which they can locate the tower. He 
stated the propagation map shows where they need the coverage. He stated they would have to 
find an alternative site within that circle that would improve their situation, whether it be on or off 
the Hellaby site, and still not cause the same impact on someone else as it is on the people 
affected by tonight's proposed site. He stated iftheyre just S\\:itching the pain, that really doesn't 
get them anywhere. He stated they could also send the ,attorney out to talk to the other property 
oYvner, but they just can't do this month after month after month. He stated there has to be some 
specific site that they have in mind. 

John Limbeck commented this is the second site within this ring. 
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Joyce Kreuzer • 745 Ballantyne Road 
Ms. Kreuzer stated their neighborhood is very precious to them. She stated she was not 
suggesting or criticizing this site. She stated she does not live adjacent to it, but she does 
think that under the circumstances, that it was rather careless of them to address the 
neighborhood situation as being less important than the Beaver Road site or the balloon sites. She 
stated they must understand that theyre very small and tight commw1ity and they enjoy it. She 
stated they want to keep it that way. 

Mr. Essler stated he didn't intend to denigrate their neighborhood in any way, shape or fonn. He 
stated with the photos, theyre up front what the visual impact \\:ill He stated there is no 
question people in the immediate area will see the tower. stated as Keith O'Toole pointed out 
wherever they put a tower, somebody will see it. He stated it is not possible to find a place where 
it will be invisible to everybody. He stated he was simply trying to point out in a less densely 
populated area, there will be fewer people that will be impacted. 

Mr. Nelson asked whatever happened \vith the first approach. Ray Bleier stated it was mentioned 
before the tower height would have had to have been another 20 foot higher and it was decided 
that they were trying to keep as low a profile as possible with the minimum height tower, so an 
alternative site was suggested and that is where the applicant is right now. 

Ray Bleier stated there would be one additional condition that has to do with the Monroe County 
comment concerning this is in Agricultural District and the applicant has to supply an Ag Data 
Statement. Mr. Essler stated they mentioned that earlier and they did submit an Ag Data 
Statement with this application. He stated it is in his copy of the application package. 

Ray Bleier made a motion to declare the Planning Board lead agency, classified this as an Wllisted 
action for an uncoordinated review and requested a long fonn EAF. 

Keith O'Toole stated the applicant has said the visual addendum is sufficient. He stated it is the 
Board's determination to see ifthe whole packet is complete enough. 

John Limbeck seconded the motion. The Board all voted yes on the motion. 

John Limbeck stated made a motion to table the applications, and Dario Marchioni seconded the 
motion. All Board members were favor of the motion. 

DECISION ON APPLICATION #5: Tabled by a vote of 5 yes with 1 abstention (John Hellaby) 
until the June 10, 1997 meeting. 

Note: Applicant has agreed to ex1end the SEQR 30-day "clock" 
Applicant is to submit revised site plans showing new location of 
tower and road cut. 

DECISION ON APPLICATION #6: Tabled by a vote of 5 yes \\:ith l abstention (John Hellaby) 
w1til the June l 0, 1997 meeting. 

Note: Applicant has agreed to extend the SEQR 30-day "clock." 
Applicant is to submit revised site plans showing new location of 
tower and road cut. 

There was a recess in the meeting. 

7. Application of Sprint Spectrum, 2165 Brighton Henrietta Tmvn Line Road, Rochester, New 
York 14623, property owner: James Robfogel; for conditional use permit to erect a 11 O' 
high cellular tower at property located at 50 & 58 Jet Vie\\:· Drive L.I. zone. 

8. Application of Sprint Spectrum, 2165 Brighton Henrietta Town Line Road, Rochester, 
York 14623, property owner: James Robfogel; for preliminary site plan approval to erect a 
110' high cellular tower at property located at 50 & 58 Jet View Drive in L.I. zone. 
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Karl Essler was present to represent the applications. He stated this is the same basic concept as 
their other site. He stated there would be a 110-foot monopole tower as all others have been. 

J\fr. Jones stated this is on property owned by Robfogel. He stated the tower site itself will be 
approximately 250 feet off Jetview Drive and 300 plus feet nearest property lint.. He stated 
there would be access off Jacklyn/McNair Drives. He stated there would be a 25-foot easement 
and a 12-foot \vide gravel road. He stated it would be graded as necessary to provide access to 
the site. He stated the easement does encroach on the federally delineated wetland they have had 
surveyed and flagged out. He stated, however, the tower \vill be placed at least JOO feet from that 
wetland land botmdary, so the tower itself will not encroach into it. 

Mr. Jones stated there would be a gate across the entrance road off Jacklyn Drive. He stated 
there would be a fence surrounding the tower. 

Mr. Essler stated Mr. Robfogel has provided them with an aerial photo of the site to give the 
Board an idea where exactly this will be situated. He stated the tower will be located, in essence, 

in the woods. He stated it will be completely surrounded by trees except for the 25-foot 
area where the access road comes in. He stated where it fits in terms of relationship to 

surrounding areas residential it will be visible to folks on Jacklyn Drive, but anywhere to 
the west of this particular area, they would get into a much more densely populated area. He 
stated he was not denigrating tbe Jacklyn Drive residents. He stated he understands this \\ill be 

to them. but they to site towers to minimize impact to as small a number of people they 
can. 

Mr. stated the top tower may be visible, but the base of the tower will not be visible 
from anywhere. Mr. Essler stated as they had on the other site, they have some photographs that 
they took \vith the balloon like they did with the other sites. He stated in this particular case, 
they were really only able to have the tower or balloon visible in realistic sense from a couple 
of different locations. He stated one picture they took was down the railroad tracks across Fisher 
Road. He showed the Board the photographs they took. He stated obviously, the closer one gets 
to the tower, it is more prominent. 

Mr. Essler stated the second photograph they took over on Battle Green Drive. He stated there 
was kind of an opening, and that was really the only place they could see it, through that opening. 
He stated they took photographs from what would be barely visible from other locations up on 
Chili Avenue, in particular. He stated one photograph was taken up near Bryn Mawr, and 
another one was dm.vn near the cemetery, Marshall Road, and a third was taken on Lexington 

He stated those photographs show that the balloon was just barely visible again over 
surrounding tree line and horizon, the sort of thing they couldn't even get a 

tower in the photograph. Mr. Essler stated so at this paiticular height, 110 feet, at this 
location, they think they minimized to the extent they possibly can the visual impact of 

a tower in the general vicinity 

Mr. Essler stated one other issue in terms of the site plan, as he thought the Board may be aware, 
as originally dra\vn and as on the plans in front of the Board, the tower, the pad was actually 
situated on an area that straddles the lot line between Lots 1 and I 07, both of which were 
o\~11ed by Mr. Robfogel. He stated they understand that creates a setback issue. He stated what 
they will be doing, and they're working on this now, is coming in and proposing a resubdivision of 
the lot line so that lot line will be drawn to accommodate the 50-foot setback around the tower. 
He stated there is no current development on either of those lots. He stated they would ask if the 
Board sees fit to approve this site, that they would do so conditioned upon their obtaining the 
necessary resubdivision approval from this Board when they make that application. 

Mr. Essler stated the other question that needs to be addressed is why they need to be in this 
area. He stated it is near the airport, kind of a sensitive ·site and there are severe limitations what 
they can do. 

Mr. McNamara stated in this particular case because ofits proximity to the airport, the Rochester 
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International Airport, they had the Air Safety Analysis Corporation take a look at this particular 
area and see where they could safely locate a tower, meaning within FAA guidelines. He stated 
they have indicated on the plans that particular circle. He stated he would explain that any 
that has a red border around it on the pl¥t is out of bounds. He stated where the blue arch is 
would be away from the radio station WHAM. He stated that leaves them the little green area of 
the circle. He stated there is an arm that goes to the east there, and that particular area is where 
they could put a tower, a site, in which they could get adequate coverage. 

Mr. McNamara stated again, they ran it through the computer-aided design tool and they came 
out with 110 feet to do an adequate, acceptable coverage job. Mr. Essler stated maybe they 
should point out there is a small area of unacceptable coverage. Mr. McNamara stated when 
ran through the analysis, the analysis came out this is lowest acceptable height, for 1 
Mr. McNamara stated the other neighboring sites will cover one that is open, so it \\ill 
their mandated coverage needed. 

Mr. Essler stated referring to the they have, that sbows the FAA limitations and the 
interference with the \VHAM tower. He stated if they look at diagram, the area that is 
acceptable is kind of a sliver. He stated although there is another acceptable area, it is a much 
more densely populated residential area and there would not be benefit of screening 
they have at this site. He stated that is why they felt the proposed site was a far more appropriate 
site. Mr. McNamara stated more than likely they would to a higher tower if they 
moved it further west. 

Ray Bleier stated when he first looked at the drawing for proposed project location, it looked like 
it was closer to the nearest neighbor, but they're saying it is 300 feet from there. Mr. Essler stated 
that was correct. Mr. Jones stated it is about 320 feet. Ray Bleier stated he feels a little more 
comfortable with that because now they are better able to place that tower in that section of trees 
that should provide some screening. 

Larry Smith stated he thought it is a shame that this tower is a residential area instead 
being in the middle of an industrial area. He stated for example, it should hug Jet View instead 
hugging a residential street. He stated that is his opinion. Mr. Essler stated their thought on 
was being where they are provides them with the tree screening that if they push out towards 
View, they go out into the open. Smith stated they would be in an industrial park. 
stated right now they're nex1 to a residential area. Mr. Essler stated there are to the 
residential areas where the tower would become more visible. 

Larry Smith stated they could put the tower behveen the residential on west or the east. Mr. 
Essler stated but that would be without benefit of the tree screen. He stated it is a matter 
opinion and he certainly respects Mr. Smith's opinion. 

Charles Robinson stated the Conservation Board wants complete landscaping plans stamped a 
licensed landscaping architect. Mr. Essler stated this is going to be in the woods surrounded by 
trees. John Limbeck stated they would accept a donation to their tree planting fimd in To\\11. 

Keith O'Toole commented which is required by Town code. 

Charles Robinson stated the Conservation Board would be interested in some type of "'"r'""'" 11 ' 

even though there is screen, for the fencing. Mr. Essler stated have proposed a fenced area 
typical of all of their tower sites, 6 feet high with one foot strands of barbed He 
stated it is completely enclosed for security reasons. 

Larry Smith stated maybe they might want to consider a conservation easement about 300 feet 
around that tower to keep those woods there. Charles Robinson stated what he would suggest 
then, before they go the route of getting complete landscaping plans, that they talk with Glenn 
Schneider because they haven't really seen anything on this proposal. He stated whatever Glem1 
Schneider decides, he will come up with an alternative. 

Keith O'Toole stated maybe it is just better if they go straight for the landscaping plan. He stated 
they don't have the trees delineated on the site plan, and having a landscaping plan in place would 
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show where the existing trees are and where the trees are going to be post construction, and that 
might be helpful. Mr. Essler stated they could do that. He stated he did not think they're going to 
be proposing additional plantings here. Keith O'Toole stated his concern is even if they're 
dropping their tower in a middle of a stand of trees, their equipment has to come in. 
He stated they do need access. He stated certainly the cut they make into the woods or the stand 
of trees Vvill have to be repatched in some fashion, and that is pretty much what the landscaping 
plan could take care of 

COM~fENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE: 

Scott Alexander· 8 Jacklyn Drive 
He stated there seems to be a lot of emphasis on visual aspects of the monopole going up. He 
stated that's not a real big concern because it is just a pole and it is not lighted, from what he 
understands. He stated his first concern of the pole going up and the location is the airplanes. He 
stated he tmderstands that the FAA gave them this location as an acceptable place, but it looks 
like they have a skinny little area to work with. He stated they're talking about small planes that 

through there and that is a small area. He stated planes fly right over his house constantly and 
there are small planes that don't have a lot of the radar that tells them where to go. He stated 
they're just going by visual inspection. 

Mr. Alexander stated he took one hour of flight instruction lessons and he flew right doVvTI there. 
He stated there aren't coordinates or something that they're going Mr. Alexander stated that is 
a tight area to put a pole. 

John Nowicki asked has the County commented on this application. Mr. Essler stated he has not 
any County Comments. Nowicki stated in all other applications the FAA was not 

concemed over the height of these things. John Limbeck stated they're not requiring any lighting 
on this tower. Mr. Essler stated no, they are not. 

Mr. Alexander asked if they for it, will this be reviewed again. John Limbeck stated if the 
FAA wants it, it is going on there. He stated there is nothing they can do about that. Mr. Essler 
stated in all these instances, in advance, they submit their plans to a company that reviews the 
proposals for them, and they have been pretty much right on the money in terms of telling them 
what the FAA is going to require and not require. Mr. McNamara stated the company is the Air 
Safety Analysis Corporation. He stated they're mostly people who have been trained and worked 
\Vith the FAA. He stated they are ex11erts in the aviation business. He stated they have confened 
\\ith people they know in the FAA, and that was the area that they delineated. 

Ray Bleier stated be did have comments from Monroe County on this application. Ray Bleier 
the airport review and decision indicates the site is located within the approach departure 

corridor 1020 but outside the area designated as having high aircraft crash hazard potential. He 
they approved this application as far as airport considerations are concerned. He stated the 

comtnents indicate the Department of Planning has reviewed this application and found it to be a 
matter for local determination. He stated the environmental review indicated the proposed 
development is an unlisted action as described in part 1617.2AK of New York State SEQR, and 
therefore, an environmental review is required, but each involved agency may perform a review 
independent of the others. He stated on the basis of the infonnation submitted to that department, 
they have determined that the proposed development will not have a significant adverse impact on 
the environment. Ray Bleier stated the comments indicate if the Board concludes otherwise, it 
should contact the office and any other involved agencies immediately to initiate a coordinated 
environmental review. ' 

Mr. Alexander stated they have said it is okay, but they're leaving it up to the Board to make a 
judgment call on that John Nowicki asked as far as the lighting goes, the FAA has said they're 
not concerned. Mr. Alexander stated the concern is not,the lighting. He stated they have to take 
into consideration that small alley that isn't a problem apparently to the FAA. 

Mr. Alexander stated his second concern is an obvious one. He stated theyre a residential area. 
He stated they moved in there because they knew it was residential. He stated they're aware of 
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the location and the Light Industrial areas around it, and that development will happen there. He 
asked why do they have to have the access road on that residential area when the land is on the 
Jetview Drive property. He stated he coµld understand if Mr. Robfogel wants to make it easier 
for future development or something like that, but down the road they can work around a 25 foot 
road. 

John Nowicki asked wasn't the loop put in by Mr. Robfogel, on his property. Councilman Faso, 
present in the audience, stated that was a condition of one of the lots on Jet View. Councilman 
Faso stated it was a tack on. John Nowi.cki stated he agreed to do that to put that loop at the end 
to connect the two streets. Mr. Alexander asked what is the point of that John Nowicki stated it 
is his property. Mr. Alexander stated he understood that. John NO\vicki stated rvfr. Robfogel is 
coming into the site from his property. 

Mr. Alexander stated they have an industrial park there. He stated third concern is 
He stated that area back there, Mr. Robfogel's road, it attracts a lot of nighttime activity, and no'' 
if they have this other road that goes more into the woods, thought it will attract more security 
issues with kids going dow11 there. 

Mr. Essler stated they will propose a gate for that site. Ray Bleier as far as access to the 
site, after the tower is constructed, he believes they indicated that it is about a once-a-year 
maintenance. Mr. Essler stated it \Vould be once or t\vice a month. He stated the vehicle is there 
for about a half an hour. 

Mr. Alexander stated he did not understand the logic of having an industrial park surrounding a 
whole area and why they have to have it accessing off the residential area. Ray Bleier stated it is 
Mr. Robfogel's property. Mr. Alexander stated he has seen other residents having these 
they can move the tower to make it a little more accessible or so they don't have to see it on 
their property. He stated he thought they need to be flexible. He stated there is a way they can 
work it out and make the access on Jetview Drive. He stated that is his point. He stated he 
vvished the Board would take that into serious consideration. 

Mr. Alexander stated the buffer zone is determined to be I 00 feet from the boundary of the 
wetlands. Mr. Alexander stated from the road here, there is a 100-foot buffer zone. Larry Smith 
stated that is a buffer zone from a residential neighborhood. Larry Smith stated Jacklyn Drive is 
the edge of the residential neighborhood, so they're going back 100 from that right-of-way. 

Linda Kadlec - 30 Jacklyn Drive 
She stated her property will be very close to this. She stated she was at the meeting about that 
little section of land. She stated and what that was, was when the Present Company was going to 
be built on the Jet View property, that was part of a section of land that was going to be donated 
to the Town so the buses could bring their children all the way dovvn instead of walking around 
the street. She stated it was her understanding that land was dedicated to the Town, 1110 of a 
mile. She stated her way of thinking is that the start of the street belongs to the Town. Larry 
Smith stated it is a dedicated street. Ms. Kadlec stated the buses can now through, where 
couldn't before, because of insurance. 

Ms. Kadlec stated Fisher Road has a weight requirement. She stated they will now give access to 
larger equipment to come down Fisher Road, down their street and use that. She stated there is 
no reason why they should be using a residential street when they could go easily through Jetview 
Drive to do whatever work they have to do. 

Ms. Kadlec stated as far as the planes go, there might be the one strip, but no one can guarantee 
her that some student pilot isn't going to miss that strip, or someone won't have a plane come in 
with something wrong with it, a malfunction. She stated they had the Goodyear blimp almost 
land in their front yard. She stated it did not get reported in paper. 

Ms. Kadlec stated she does not want a tower behind her house, nor does she wants any tower 
with lights on it through the night. She stated they have four children to put to sleep at night. 
She stated if they don't have lights, it will not be safe either because the helicopters go through 
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there at night. She stated if there is an accident at the airport, on the runway, they send all the 
planes in alternate directions and they have to hover around their homes. She stated for 20 years 
they have lived there and they have seen it. She stated they can't guarantee her these things won't 
happen. 

Ms. Kadlec stated they have to look at the worse case scenario. She stated once they build it, it 
becomes a reality. She stated if their children's lives are in danger because of the tower, they have 
to consider that. She stated they have to consider all the homes around them because once a 
plane hits, it will not just go straight down and take the tower a little area around it. She 
stated it will go off in either direction. She stated that is what the Town should consider here. 
She stated it is not just the fact that their property values vml be bad or that there will be a light 
near their home all the time or that there is water around that vvill create a problem 

Ms. Kadlec stated there is a pond that exists right next to where they're going to put this tower. 
She stated the geese and ducks are there every year. She stated it is a swamp that does not dry 
up. She stated kids used to do ice skating on it. She stated it is lmderground water. She stated 
all these things are potential problems for them. 

Ray Bleier stated he did not think they could give a guarantee in regards to the tower for any site. 
Ms. Kadlec stated but at this site the potential is there. She stated this site has potential for a 
dangerous situation. She stated they had the insight on Fisher Road to table that one. She stated 
she thought they should do the same thing here. 

Ms. Kadlec stated plus the airport is always expanding. She stated the traffic is going to get 
She stated they added a new industrial park across the street in anticipation of that 

building of that airport expansion and with that expansion, the probability is also going to arise 
there are going to be more accidents. She stated they have human error to consider, as well as 
malfunctions. She stated these are things they have to consider when they're thinking about this 

there are a lot of children living in this area. She stated there is a school down the street 
and there are a lot ofhomes in the other direction. She stated all these people could be affected. 

Ms. Kadlec stated she did not know how much these towers even affect transmissions. She asked 
\Vill it bother the planes when they come through or when they're talking to each other. She 
stated when cable TV first came in, it was underground and they used to get the take-offs from 
the pilots on their TV sets constantly until they went to satellite dishes. She stated she can't 
imagine what these things \vill do. She stated she is leery of having so many towers built in such a 
small area. 

Ms. Kadlec asked what effect towers have on individuals. She stated there hasn't been a 
study done. Ray Bleier stated there has. Ms. Kadlec stated the study on the news said 
cellular phones cause cancer in rats. She stated she thought if they're proposing four or five 
tmvers, can't they do it in four towers or why can't they use the industrial park across the 
street where there are no homes. She stated there are other possibilities. She stated they have an 
av.fol lot of industrial areas around them that are open. She asked why can't they use something 
that isn't so close to the fly zone and so close to residential Ms. Kadlec stated they're going to be 
affected more by it than the people that work in the industrial site. 

Mr. Essler stated they have provided with their application a package that includes a certification 
that this technology does not interfere. He stated people have to understand, unlike a lot of the 
other things they normally associate with interference, radio and television, the power output 
associated with one of these sites at full utilization \vith every possible cell engaged in a phone call 
is about 200 watts or a big light bulb, that's it. He stated there is just not enough radiated power 
from these to cause interference with anything. 

Mr. Essler stated plus as added security, the FCC, the Federal Communications Commission, as 
part of their license, requires if there is any complaint and somebody says they thought they're 
interfering \vith their television or phone or whatever, they are charged by law to investigate that 
complaint, and if it is determined for any reason that is their problem, they are obligated to rectif)1 
the problem. He stated if they don't do that, they can lose their license. He stated there is a 
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built-in guarantee with respect to that. 

Mr. Essler stated with respect to the health concerns, there been countless studies. He 
stated Congress has basically satisfied it~elfthat this is not an and they basically have to 
municipalities they're not allowed to talk about that issue. John Novvicki stated that is written 
the law. Mr. Essler stated he has seen the studies. He stated the output of this thing in terms of 
any radio frequency emissions is approximately one one-hundred-thousandth of the worse case 
scenario in terms of exposure limit for anybody to have a problem. He stated it is so small it is 
just not a realistic risk. He stated it is an issue where Congress satisfied itself and that it should 
not even be addressed. 

Jerry Brixner - 14 Hartom Road 
Mr. Brixner stated he was not in the immediate vicinity, so he has not seen the notice or the 
publicity for this particular hearing. He stated he overlooked it in the Gates-Chili News. 

Mr. Brixner asked the tower that is being sought, how close to Jacklyn and McNair will that 
Mr. Jones stated they're 320 feet from the nearest residential boundary Mr. Brixner asked 
would it be possible to take the tower more toward the interior the industrial park. 

Mr. Essler stated they do have some wetland concerns. He obviously nobody wants 
to be building something in the wetland area. He stated that prevents them from moving too 
much in any direction. 

Mr. Essler stated they, as a telecommunications provider, to on a 
property and say where they're going. He stated it is a negotiated matter with property owner. 
He stated in this case, because Mr. Robfogel has legitimate plans for developing the open portion 
of his property fronting on Jetview, he indicated he would not be \\;filing to enter into a lease 
them that had the tower in the open area adjacent to Jetview Drive. Mr. Essler stated Mr. 
Robfogel did make the proposed site available to them, and again because of the tree screening, 
they thought it was actually from their standpoint and from the community's standpoint the 
preferred location. 

l\1r. Brixner stated in summary, that's a residential area. He stated people are living there. He 
stated if it were possible to move the site further from the residential people, he thought 
residents should have as much consideration as Mr. Robfogel. He stated the property ovvner is 
going to be receiving a fee or payment for this particular situation. He stated that should be his 
payment for having the tower. Mr. Brixner stated he would propose a different site farther 
the residential area. 

Jim Kadlec - 30 Jacklyn Drive 
He stated he was concerned about the access road from Jacklyn Drive to the site. He stated 
they're coming through a residential street. He stated Mr. Robfogel has an industrial park which 
actually is pretty much flat going up into the site, where from Jacklyn, they have got to cut down 
the hill. He stated it boarders the wetland, as well. 

Mr. Kadlec stated he thought one of the biggest reasons they don't want to move it towards the 
middle of the industrial park, Jetview Drive, is Mr. Robfogel has some dead space there because 
of the wetland. He stated they would have a little bit of a problem putting a factory or whatever 
in there. Mr. Kadlec stated but Mr. Robfogel is being reimbursed for that; they aren't. He stated 
they would have the tower right out their bedroom window. 

Mr. Kadlec stated there was a reason for the 50 foot height limit in that area. Ray Bleier stated 
that is not in that area. He stated it is To\Vll wide. Mr. Kadlec asked if there is no problem 
putting something more than twice that high close to the airport. Keith O'Toole stated there is a 
problem. He stated that is why they have to go to Zoning Board of Appeals for a variance. 

Dario Marchioni asked Mr. Robfogel if he considered the possibility of having the tower further 
away from the residential area to accommodate the residents over there. 
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James Robfogel- 780 Beach Avenue, Rochester 
fv1r. Robfogel stated there are a lot of technical things involved here. He stated this is the second 
place they tried to put it. He stated there is like a cone, and there is only so many places they can 
put it. He stated it was their thought that within those parameters, that this would be the best 
place. 

Mr. Robfogel stated and the other problem he has, if it could go to the west, because of the lines 
that are dravvn on the subdivision, they're arbitrary lines that the Town requested him to subdivide 
to give them an idea back seven or eight years ago what the possible development of this would 
be. Mr. Robfogel stated there is nobody there yet, so to put it someplace inside the industrial 

because it hasn't been developed to the north, wouldn't be feasible because it could end up in 
the middle of somebody's potential driveway. He stated the way the park has been developed has 
been from the south coming from Paul Road, trying to put each lot next to each other, and so that 
they don't end up \\11th a patchy situation. He stated for him to put something in in an arbitrary 
location there would not work 

Mr. Robfogel stated there are a lot of limitations because of the technical aspects ofit. He stated 
this is in a very heavily wooded area that will probably remain a buffer zone and never be 
developed. He stated that is why he thought this would be a perfect location. He stated they put 
up a balloon 110 feet high. He stated the balloon is a bigger profile. He stated the tower is about 

inches, not even that. 

Mr. Essler stated the pole will be smaller than the balloon, but the size of the balloon would 
approximate the diameter of the panel arrays at the top. He stated that is why they use a balloon 
that 

Mr. Robfogel stated the lady is correct about the Present Company, but he did not have to put 
that cul-de-sac in or finish the road until the lot was finally approved by the Board. He stated that 
was a condition. He stated that was about seven years ago. 

Mr. Robfogel stated he was asked by the Town to provide the loop and he did it. He stated it 
wasn't a small job either. He stated it was a considerable job. 

Ms. Kadlec stated concerning the fence that goes around the tower, they said there is going to be 
barbed \vire at the top. Mr. Essler stated there would be three strands. Ms. Kadlec stated that is 
another concern. She stated there are a lot of teens who frequent this area at night. She stated 
they have had problems where they had parties at the end of street and they had to move them. 
She stated now they moved into the property actually. She stated it is sort of like make-out point. 
She stated theyre talking about kids who are drinking and driving. She stated her fear is 
somebody might challenge someone to climb this and it might happen. She stated they do a lot of 
reckless things down through there. She stated it is pitch black and will be an area they \Vill not 
be able to see, so vandalism could possibly be a condition in tl1is area as well. She stated plus the 
fact they have a lot of children, who no matter how much postings they put up, they still go 
through this section. She stated they cut from one area to get over to Battle Green and vice versa 
because the kids know each other. She stated they have hunters through there even though it is 
posted. She stated they have people \vith all-terrain vehicles in there, even though it is posted. 

Mr. AJexander stated there are all-terrain vehicles and motorcycles in there. He stated somebody 
has actually brought a bulldozer in the woods there to make a track. Ms. Kadlec stated it is on 
Mr. Robfogel's property. 

Mr. Robfogel stated 25 years ago they had dirt bikes back there. He stated he calls the 
sheriff He stated people dump garbage back there. He stated he has to go out and pick up 
garbage. 

Ms. Kadlec stated there is somebody 'vho has been killing deer in that area and just leaving the 
carcasses. Mr. Robfogel stated whenever he hears of problems, he calls the sheriff He stated 
they can't leave a permanent guard there. 
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Ms. Kadlec stated she did not know too many kids who ·will think twice about touching a barbed 
\vire fence. Dario Marchioni asked would.the barbed wire be positioned outwards so they can't 
climb over it. Mr. Essler stated their nonnal designs have it in, but they could have it out if 
somebody wants it that way. Mr. Robfogel stated the fence they propose is 6 feet, but the barbed 
wire makes it 7 feet. He stated they can make it higher. Dario Marchioni stated if it is leaning in, 
people can put a blanket over it and climb in. 

John Nowicki stated none of these applications are easy. He stated they have been working on 
these a year, maybe over a year. He stated with the technology and the law they have to deal 
with, they're restricted in what they can and can't do. He stated they tried to move this site inward. 
He stated they can't. He stated the technology restricts them in many ways. He stated they 
looked at many aspects of these towers all over the place. He stated there are probably going to 
be 20,000 towers over the State. He stated they did not create this law. He stated this law was 
created in 1996 by the federal government and they're a utility company they have to deal ¥.rith. 
He stated he thought they have dealt with this issue as best they possibly can with the restrictions 
imposed on them. 

John Nowicki stated they're one of the only towns he knew of that developed 24 conditions 011 

these projects. He stated they're not being sued. He stated this is not costing taxpayers money 
for legal fees all over the place. He stated he thought the particular application they have before 
them now, with the cluster of trees they're dealing \\1th, the height of the tower, he could 
understand the residential concerns but unfortunately they're governed by the Telecommunications 
Act of 1996. He stated he thought with the restrictions they placed on these projects, he would 
like to call for a vote on conditional use and the site plan approval with conditions. He stated 
there are standard conditions they have developed. 

Keith O'Toole stated those conditions are basically the same conditions they used for the Graham 
site, because of the stand of trees. Keith O'Toole stated in addition, there was discussion as to 
resubdi\.rision. He stated they're coming back anyway. 

John Nowicki asked if they should do the conditional use and then do the preliminary site plan 
\\1th conditions. Keith 0 1Toole stated that was correct. Ray Bleier asked was that acceptable to 
everyone. The Board agreed it was. 

On SEQR, Ray Bleier declared the Board lead agency as far as SEQR, found these to be unlisted 
actions and made a determination of no significant environmental impact, and John No\vicki 
seconded the motion. Keith O'Toole stated they need to make a negative declaration. On the 
motion, the Board was all in favor of the motion. 

There was a discussion of conditions. 

Larry Smith asked what prevents the property owner from cutting down the trees. Keith O'Toole 
stated the reason for the landscaping plan is to delineate tbe existing trees and also to show the 
trees that will have to be replaced after construction. He stated they're making the landscaping 
plan part of their site plan approval so if they \riolate the landscaping plan, they \riolate the site 
plan. Larry Smith stated they can set up a conservation easement around the towers. John 
Nowicki stated he thought that is overkill. John Nowicki stated there is a federal wetland right 
there. 

Ray Bleier stated he was comfortable without the conservation easement himself John Limbeck 
stated he could go either way on that. Ray Bleier stated he believes they have the protection that 
any future development that comes in has to go before the Planning Board. 

DECISION ON APPLICATION #7 AND #8: Approved by a vote of5 yes with l abstention 
(John Hellaby) \\1th the following conditions and 
findings: 

Findings: 
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1. SEQR This matter was classified as an Unlisted action, the Planning Board 
declared itself Lead Agency pursuant to SEQR and on May 13, 1997 a 
Negative Declaration was adopted. Therefore, the application before this 
Board is deemed complete and the Board renews its findings contained in said 
Negative Declaration. 

2. Utility. While the Applicant's PCS technology is not identical to the more 
common cellular technology, it is sufficiently analogous as to come within the 
scope of Cellular Tel. Co v Rosenberg, 82 N.Y. 2d 364 (1993) and thus be 
considered a utility improvement for municipal land use approval purposes. 

3. Federal Requirements. The Board is aware of the Federal Telecommunications 
Act enacted in February of 1996 and the requirements it imposes upon the 
Town and its land use Boards. 

4. Beyond SEQR SEQR is only part of the review. A 150 foot man made 
structure does not fit in with the character of the neighborhood adjacent to the 
Robfogel property or the Town and is in no way desirable from an aesthetic 
point of view, particularly when you consider that the Town's "skyline" 
essentially consists of trees, not manmade or commercial type structures as is 
the case with the Applicant's proposed tower and related site improvements. 
Lighting and signage can only create additional negative impacts in that they 
aren't typically found amidst the aforesaid 11sk-yline11 in our Town. Maintaining 
and enhancing existing vegetative conditions must be required to camouflage 
the site to the greatest extent possible. The subject parcel's location, in an 
industrial park near wetlands, mitigates this problem to some degree as does 
the requirement to bury any utility connections. Requiring finishes which help 
camouflage the improvements against the backdrop of both vegetation and the 
sky are of additional mitigative assistance. 

The Board takes notice of the attraction that such tall and generally 
unsupervised sites (like water towers) bring to children and vandals. Security 
and maintenance standards can be imposed without impairing the service 
proposed by the Applicant. As the Applicant is a large organizational entity, 
further requirements should be imposed to streamline notification of proper 
parties regarding matters and to thereby remove unnecessary impediments 
to the code enforcement responsibilities of the Tmvn relating to this site. 

The record shows the Applicant's competitors may also wish to build their 
o-wn network of tall towers and that elimination of unnecessary towers 
complements both Rosenberg and the general land use powers authorized by 
State Law and those still left unrestricted under Federal Law. Shared use is the 
first, best way of eliminating such duplication. Applicant's offer to locate 
municipal and emergency equipment on the tower is in furtherance of this 
purpose. 

In light of the aforesaid utility determination pursuant to Rosenberg and upon 
review of the complete application and record, the Board finds that safe and 
necessary utility service can be provided if the Permit is granted subject to the 

following conditions: 

Conditions: 

l. Modifications. The tower shall not hereafter be moved, reconstructed, 
changed or altered except after approval or modifications to this Permit. No 
"additional equipment11 (i.e. equipment not contained in the application which 
lead to the issuance of this Permit) shall be added to the tower without an 
approved modification to the Permit by the Town. This shall not 
prohibit repair of existing equipment or replacement with equipment of 
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smaller dimensions. 

2. Shared Use. The Board accepts the offer and representations of the Applicant 
regarding shared use, so the Applicant shall make the tower available for 
shared use by other utility service providers and all as subject to the applicable 
review and subject to the applicable review and approval of the Town. 

Such shared use shall be required provided that: 

a. there is no interference with Applicant's ~;.-u·:,Tm ..... equipment and 
antennas on the monopole; 

b. The utility or company wishing to obtain shared use pays its pro-rata 
share for all of the ongoing cost of operating the site (including 
applicable lease expenses, upkeep, inspections and financial security 
costs) and its pro-rata share of the current valuation of the monopole 
site, and also pays for the cost of shared use on the site (including any 
costs to place its equipment on tower and all ofits own costs to 
reinforce, extend, or replace the then-existing tower, if necessary); 

c. The utility or company wishing to obtain shared use provides a load 
study acceptable to the Town and the Applicant showing that the tower 
can safely accommodate the shared user's equipment; 

d. The utility or company wishing to obtain shared use provides 
of adequate liability insurance coverage; 

e. The utility or company wishing to obtain shared use that upon 
tennination ofits use of the tower that it will remove all of the 
equipment and improvements on the site (including the tower and base 
pad if it is the last remaining party utilizing the tower site) and \.vill 
restore the site to the condition then existing on the approval date of 
the tower, ordinary wear and tear excepted; 

f. The utility or company wishing to obtain shared use receives appropriate 
federal, state and local government approvals for its installation. 

3. General Site Aesthetics. At all times, the site shall be maintained free 
and debris. No overnight parking is permitted. No storage of equipment or 
materials not appearing on the approved site plan is permitted. 

4. Annual Engineering Inspection. Applicant shall be required to inspect the 
structural integrity and grounding of its monopole and its PCS facility at least 
once a year. 

5. Lighting. No lighting is permitted on the 
the site unless mandated by the FAA. 

accessory structures 

6. Finish. The tower, all attachments, antennae, equipment and their related man 
made site improvements shall be a galvanized finish or painted gray above the 
surrounding tree line and painted gray, green, black or similar colors designed 
to blend into the natural surroundings below the surrounding tree line unless 
other standards are mandated by the FAA 

All man made site improvements shall be maintained free of rust or other fonns 
of corrosion. Ail finishes shall be maintained free of chips, cracks, peeling, 
chalking or other surface deficiencies, including graffiti. 

7. Design of Tower. Tower shall be a monopole design as per plan. 
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8. Existing Vegetation. Existing on-site vegetation shall be preserved to the 
maximum extent possible particularly with regard to trees exceeding four ( 4) 
inches in diameter (measured at a height of four ( 4) feet off the ground). Clear 
cutting of all trees in a single contiguous area beyond what is actually necessary 
to install the site improvements, constmction cost notwithstanding, shall be 
prohibited. 

9. Safety. The site shall at all times be maintained in a safe and secure manner. 
Except when authorized personnel are present on the site, all equipment 
cabinets, structures and the gate and related fencing shall be locked; all 
perimeter fencing and barbed wire shall be well maintained and immediately 
repaired in a workmanlike manner when damaged. 

The applicant shall actively and continually take all reasonable precautions to 
deter children and/or vandals from entering upon, climbing in, through, over or 
under any and all site improvements. Except when authorized personnel are on 
the site, no vehicles, ladders or any gear or device adaptable to climbing 
purposes shall be stored or otherwise left on (or near) the site or attached to its 
improvements. 

10. Screening. Evergreen tree plantings are required to screen the tower and 
related site improvements from nearby property. At least one row of native 
evergreen shrubs capable of forming a continuous head at least ten feet in 
height, within two years of planting shall be provided, and forever maintained 
(including immediate replacement of dead and/or diseased plantings), to 
effectively screen the tower base and accessory structures. In the case of poor 
soil conditions, planting shall be required on soil berms to assure plant 
survival. Plant height in these cases shall include the height of any berm. 

Approval of the type, caliper and location of the plantings constituting the 
aforesaid screening shall take the form of a landscaping plan subject to the 
approval of the Conservation Board. The Conservation Board is authorized 
to waive all or part of the plantings, or SUBSTITUTE ALTERNATIVE 
PLANTINGS, to the ex1:ent that site conditions require it to do so. 

11. Access and Parking. Road constmction shall be consistent \\ith standards for 
private roads and shall at all times minimize ground disturbance and vegetative 
cutting to within the toe of fill, the top of cuts, or no more than ten feet 
beyond the edge of any pavement and vvith the purpose to assure minimal 
visual disturbance and reduce soil erosion potential. Top soil shall be required 
around all improvements and shall be finely graded and york raked. All 
disturbed soils shall be planted as per the landscaping plan subject to the 
approval of the Conservation Board. 

Sign. Nonvithstanding any other provision oflaw, signs are prohibited on the 
tower, its sites or accessory stmctures. 

13. Utility Connections. All utility connections to the site, shall, to the greatest 
extent practica~ be buried. This requirement may be waived, in whole or in 
part, by the To\vn Engineer, it: in his sole opinion, such burial would be 
impractical due to natural conditions. 

14. Engineer's Approval. Subject to engineer's approval. 

15. Radio Emissions. The applicant shall comply \vi.th Federal Communication 
Commission (FCC) regulations. Any determination by the FCC that radio 
emissions exceed permitted FCC thresholds shall immediately terminate this 
Permit. 
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16. Removal Upon Abandonment. Where the tower is not employed, for a petiod 
of One Hundred Eighty consecutive days, for the telecommunications use as 
described by the Applicant when the Permit was granted, said 
telecommunications tower shall be deemed abandoned. 

Upon abandonment the Applicant shall remove any equipment, antennas, 
equipment cabinets, roads or driveways, the tower, the base pad or other man 
made improvements. The applicant shall be required to restore the site to the 
condition then existing on the approval date of the Permit, absent grading and 
plantings required under the approved landscaping plan. 

Applicant's failure to keep the letter of credit (described in the paragraph 
entitled "Security") in full force and effect, which includes providing for 
renewal prior to expiration, shall be deemed abandonment. 

17. Security. 111e Applicant shall provide an automatically renewing letter of 
credit to the T o\vn of Chili which shall be in au amount adequate to 
that the tower (and related and site improvements) is built, maintained and 
removed in accordance with the conditions imposed by the Town of Chili in 
this Permit. Said letter of credit shall be in a form and of a sufficient amount 
which is subject to the approval of the Town Attorney. The Town Attorney 
shall establish amount of security upon consultation with the Town Engineer 
and in furtherance of the terms and conditions of this Permit and the Code of 
the Town of Chili. 

18. Notice. At the all times the Applicant shall forward the following up-to-date 
information (and any amendments thereto) \vith the Town of Chili Building 
Inspector: 

a. Name, address and phone number of an authorized person which the 
Tov.n Building Inspector may contact in the event there are violations 
of the terms or conditions of this Permit, other violations of the Code of 
the Town of Chili or other issues relating to the site; 

b. A copy of the Applicant's current lease for the site. 

19. Municipal Equipment. Applicant shall allow shared use of any municipal or 
emergency services communications equipment on its monopole tower, at no 
charge, provided that the equipment and antennas to be added do not interfere 
with the Applicant's existing equipment or antennas and do not overload the 
monopole. 

20. Construction. The term "Applicant" shall be deemed to include the successors 
and/or assigns of the Applicant. "Permit 11 shall include all relief and approvals 
sought by the Applicant as granted by the Board and subject to conditions 
imposed by the Board. 

21. Applicant shall petition Town Board to include subject parcel within Town 
Consolidated Drainage District within 30 days of this Permit. 

22. Subject to Zoning Board of Appeals approval. 

23. Applicant shall obtain curb cut permit from NYS Department of 
Transportation or Monroe County D. 0. T. if ingress and egress is to a 
State or County road. 

24. As per request of Applicant, Applicant shall build tower so it can structurally 
accommodate three (3) telecommunications providers. The tower shall be no 
more than 11 O' high. 
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25. The Conditional Use Permit shall expire in two years. 

26. The applicant shall provide a security gate across the access driveway. 

27. The applicant shall apply and receive approval for the resubdivision of the 
Robfogel site so the applicant's leased site rests solely within one approved 
parcel which does not require setback variances from the ZBA. 

At the this time, applicant is approved for preliminary site plan only. 

29. Barbed \Vire on perimeter fence shall be angled outward from the site. 

Ray Bleier stated there was one additional item Sprint had concerning the Tesch site on Chili 
Scottsville Road an.d the road cut. l\k Essler stated this Board approved a site previously with a 
driveway that was proposed to come in off Scottsville Chili Road on the north part of the 
property, coming up and winding all the way through the back of the property. 

Mr. Essler stated subsequent to that approval, which happened as a result of somewhat 
last-minute discussions with the Board about moving the actual tower site down to the corner in 
order to provide some better visual screening, they did take it dovvtl in elevation where they had 
son1e additional screening for the site. He stated the property owner requested that they move the 
drive\vay do\vn to the other end of the property. He stated his basic concern was he does farm 

land out there, and he was just concerned about having that much driveway taking portions of 
his property. He stated it didn't seem to him to be something wanted to happen. He stated he 
wanted to keep his property as open as possible. 

Mr. Essler stated they redrew the map to show the driveway in the new location. He stated 
frankly they're not aware of any issues from an engineering standpoint this should present. He 
stated it is the same basic driveway design they had, a 12-foot wide gravel drive. He stated there 
is somewhat of a drop-off d0\v11 to the driveway. He stated there shouldn't be any effect at all. He 
stated there isn't any drainage issues or any engineering issues at all, so they're just asking the 
Board if they can give their okay to move the location of the driveway. 

ML Essler stated they did notify Mr. Bums that they were going to be discussing this, who is the 
neighbor who would be affected, if anybody is. 

Mr. Bums stated when this was proposed, the right-of-way was supposed to be where the old 
lane was. He stated then when they moved the tower do\Vll, be thought it was approved the road 
was supposed to be the same, dmv11 the hill and down the fence road. He stated he came back 
home today and here they're surveying next to his property. He stated he thought that they should 
stay to the old lane and go over the hill and dov.n. He stated he thought the Board approved that 

site like that. John Nov~ricki stated they did. 

Ray Bleier stated they're asking to relocate the road cut do\Vll closer to Mr. Bums' property. 
John Nowicki stated he thought that is a pretty major change to what they agreed to do. Mr. 
Bums stated there is a right-of-way in there right now on the old lane from the State to the 
culvert. He stated they can use that. He stated they could just go over the hill and do\Vll the 
fence row. 

r-v1r. Essler stated if they had known that the tower was going to be in the new location when they 
made the original proposal, he could guarantee they would have proposed the new location for 
the driveway. He stated he is quite sure the Board wouldn't have had a problem with the 
driveway. He stated it doesn't present any impact issues \vith Mr. Bums' property. He stated it is 
unfortunate they got into the situation where they have to move the tower. He stated it wasn't 
their idea to move the tower. 

Mr. Essler stated if the Board forgot the fact they had the other road approved and were asked is 
this a good place for the driveway for the tower, they would agree it is. He stated it makes sense. 
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John Nowicki asked did someone in their company or engineering company take it upon 
themselves to extend the courtesy to Mr. Burns to talk to him about it before they did this. Mr. 
Essler stated they have talked to him about it. He stated unfortunately it was not before Mr. 
Tesch asked them to redraw it. He stated since that time they had discussions with Mr. Burns. 

Mr. Bums stated he has a snow problem once in a while, too, if the snow blows. He stated Mr. 
Tesch is getting the money for this, and it should be in the middle of the property instead of nex1: 
to him. He stated that is what they agreed on at first. Mr. Bums stated he thought it should be 
kept to the original right-of-way, the original easement. 

Ray Bleier stated he thought unfortunately the change, when they came in for the change of the 
tower location, that the new road cut was not part of the plan. John Nowicki stated they cut a 
deal. He stated the applicant would have to go with the deal they cut. He stated that is how he 
feels right now. 

Dario Marchioni commented especially when they have objections from the neighbors. He stated 
they don't want to go through this all over again. Mr. Essler stated unfortunately at this point the 
property owner is telling them they don't have a contract with him for a road in the approved 
location. He stated so if the Board at this point is going to adhere to that, they're going to have to 
make a fr .. rmal application to have an approval for a new road. He stated he would just ask the 
Board to consider do they really think they have a legitimate reason for denying it at that point. 
He stated it is a driveway. He stated Mr. Tesch is going to build a house on that property. He 
stated he was not sure they have the basis for telling him not to put the driveway there. 

Mr. Bums asked will the State let them put in another driveway. John Nowicki stated if they 
come back with another formal application, the chances are they will get it. He stated they have 
obviously a hardship here and they're going to have to come up with ideas or answers why this 
represents a problem. He stated it is going to be a flip of the coin. He stated to be honest, 
probably the flip will go to Sprint's side of the fence. 

Mr. Bums asked who will maintain the property between the road and his property. Mr. Essler 
stated there is nothing to maintain. He stated it will be the same empty strip ofland between the 
road and the property that is there now. 

Dario Marchioni asked can that road be straight, instead of curved. Mr. Jones stated they used 
the existing topography as close as possible. Mr. Essler stated he was not involved in the meeting 
with Mr. Tesch. 

John Nowicki stated they would still have to get a State road cut. Dario Marchioni stated at least 
that way they would be away from the neighbor. John Nowicki suggested they see what they can 
do about that and retalk the situation and try this again. 

Ray Bleier stated if not, they will have to come in with a revised site plan. Mr. Essler stated the 
that is the direction they're headed. Dario Marchioni stated he would like to see it straight 
through. Mr. Essler stated that is a discussion theyre going to have to have with Mr. Tesch. 

FOR DISCUSSION: 

L Tie Development - proposed 152 unit apartment project located at 4416 Buffalo Road in 
R.M. zone. 

Richard Dilella with LaDieu Associates was present to represent the application. He stated they 
were before the Board tonight for a concept with a proposed apartment complex generally on the 
comer of Buffalo Road and Union Street. He stated the site is located on the north side of 
Buffalo Road just to the west and north of the Town Community Center. He stated the eastern 
part of that site is behind the Town plaza development. 

Mr. Dilella stated there is a car wash along that eastern border, so it is that vacant piece ofland 
that kind of rises up a pretty good hill, in that general location. He stated the current zoning 
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for the site is an R.M. He stated it is multifamily residential, with maximum density for the 
property in that zone being eight units per acre. He stated this particular project is 19.4 acres. He 
stated theyre proposing 152 units. He stated that would give them a density of 7.8 units per acre. 

Mr. Dilella stated there would also be a Community Center located up by Buffalo Road that \\ill 
have a maintenance garage, as well as the offices for the management of the project. He stated 
the site access will be from Buffalo Road only. He stated they will not be connecting into Keith 
Terrace, which does access the site on the northern property line. He stated there will be asphalt 
parking lots and driveways throughout the project and it would be a nice looped network for 
smooth traffic flow. He stated the existing grade on the site is generally from north to south, and 
it bas quite a drop actually from Keith Terrace onto Buffalo Road. He stated they'll be 
maintaining that general grading with the development of the project and \vill not be attempting to 
change those grades significantly. 

Mr. Dilella stated the site can be drained and will be drained \vith storm sewers installed 
throughout. He stated they'll be proposing a retention pond located behind the community center. 
He stated that \\ill discharge to existing drainage points from the site out by Buffalo Road. 

Jolm Nowicki asked if that would be detention or retention. Mr. Dillela stated it would be 
retention. He stated part of that is to provide some water quality benefit for more recent issues 
they feel \vith site development. He stated it is a better way to have wet ponds to provide water 
quality improvement. He stated the sanitary sewer service available to the site on Buffalo Road, 
those mains will be extended up into the project as well as water mains out on Buffalo Road. He 
stated landscaping will be provided throughout and theyll be paying special attention with 
additional landscaping adjacent to the residential lots to the west and north of the project site. 
He stated the apartment buildings v.ill be eight units each and there \vill be garden-style 
apartments on the ends and two-story tovmhouses in between. He stated there will be two garden 
apartments on each end and four two-story townhouse styles in the center. 

l'v1r. Dilella stated currently the mix that they have proposed was 56 three-bedroom townhouses, 
22 two-bedroom townhouses and 76 two-bedroom garden apartments for a total of 152 units, 19 
buildings. He stated they do have an architect's elevation if the Board wanted to see that, as well. 

Mr. Dilella stated theyre really before the Board to get some feedback from the Town. Ray 
Bleier asked who is Tie Development and what other developments have they been doing in the 
area. Richard Gallel stated he is the owner of Tie Development and has been a developer in the 
area for years now. He stated he owns numerous projects, retail office buildings, apartment 
buildings. He stated the latest apartment project is Creek House Commons located in the Town 
of Greece, which they just finished up this week. John Nowicki asked where is that located. Mr. 
Gallel stated at Ridge Road and North C'Jteece Road. John NO\vicki asked what is the name of the 
project. ~ir. Gallel stated it is Creek House Commons. 

Mr. Gallel stated the construction of this project will be very similar to the construction of that 
project. John No\vicki asked are these local architects. Mr. Gallel stated they are local. He 
stated they have preliminary plans that they put together to do some market studies. 

Mr. Gallel stated he would be happy to give a tour of the project so the Board could familiarize 
itself,vith their work. John Nowicki asked if they advanced the project, who would be handling it 
as far as presentations before the Board. Mr. Gallel stated LaDieu is his engineer and Rick Dillela 
would probably be doing the majority of the presentations. 

John Nowicki asked Mr. Dillela if he was familiar with their codes in this Town. Mr. Dillela 
stated they have a copy of the code. He stated he understands there are some changes to the 
apartment code that the Town is considering at this time. lohn No\vicki stated they may want to 
pay particular attention to the site plan procedures. He stated theyre going to be looking for a lot 
of information from this project. He stated they presently have in the North Chili area a project 
identified as Union Square and theyre going to have to, for one thing, contact the school district 
and sit down with them and tell this Board what impact it is going to have on that school district. 
He stated theyre going to want to see some figures and numbers. He stated if they will read in 
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their zoning codes the preliminary site plan procedure, briefly it says one of the things they need 
to provide is a written summary of the project describing the general intent, scope, location, 
nature of the business, anticipated impact surrounding areas, traffic, lighting, air and water quality 
economic considerations, drainage/flood control utilities and taxes, location of all existing trees, 
existing uses on the property that \vill remain or change. He stated the summary should also 
contain any zones, variances or conditional uses to be required and the approximate cost of the 
proposal. He stated the information should indicate the rental structure, time frame 
implementation, any staging of the proposed development and a full disclosure statement 
concerning the project. He stated that is just the beginning. He stated they should really pay 
attention to that, because theyll be looking at it. 

John Nowicki stated in his personal opinion right now, he didn't know how the other Board feels, 
but looking at the preliminary architectural sketches, he finds them unacceptable. 

Dario Marchioni stated as theyre going along with this, they should pay particular attention to the 
drainage downstream across Buffalo Road. He stated they had tremendous problems there Vvith 
the wetlands, that whole area. He stated the impact on that area for drainage is very critical. 

John Limbeck asked are they anticipating any subsidized sections in this. Mr. Dilella stated is 
not a subsidiz,ed project. Ray Bleier stated when it comes to the density, theyre taking a look at 
the entire parcel. He stated, however, theyre proposing a community building and a fairly large 
retention pond and he was not sure that they can consider that in the total that allows them the 
152. He stated the 152 is maxing out units, the entire parcel. He stated so there might be some 
call to reduce down the total number of units that would be allowed on this particular parceL 

Ray Bleier stated the play area, he was not sure what that is. He asked would that be just a 
grassed area or what is it. He asked will it be a playground type thing. Mr. Dilella stated at this 
time everything that they see is very preliminary. He stated they wanted to get the input of the 
Town, what they feel is appropriate for play areas. He stated some towns like grass 
areas. He stated some towns like play equipment He stated theyre here to get a feeling from the 
Town. 

Dario Marchioni asked will there be basements under these. Mr. Gallel stated there would be no 
basements. John Limbeck asked will this have on-site management and maintenance. Mr. Dilella 
stated there would be on-site management and maintenance, 

John Hellaby stated as far as this being unacceptable, he thought this Town is not real keen on 
cookie-cutter type construction as far as the preliminary drawings they have. He stated theyre 
looking for nice building lines, a little bit of break up, some variety, something that is 
architecturally pleasing. He stated that is becoming more and more an issue with this Board. He 
stated they might want to consider more building lines, something along that effect. 

Mitch Rakus stated he did not want any barracks in Town. He stated they have to have 
something that looks real nice. He stated, of course, the drainage problem has to be addressed. 
He stated they have drainage problem downstream He stated he does not want the water going 
down into Joe Kircher's backyard. He stated he has enough trouble already, and this Town 
already has a lawsuit on their hands, so they ought to look at their drainage very carefully. 

John Limbeck stated he would suggest they have detailed discussions with Gates-Chili Ogden 
Sewer before they come back again, because that was a huge issue with Union Square, regarding 
sewer capacity. He stated he did not want to get back into six months of"he said," "they said, 11 

"she said," 11they thought." 

John Nowicki stated they have to do some homework. John Nowicki stated creativity will be 
definitely the key word. 

John Nowicki stated he spent time talking to Mr. Smith because he knows how the Board feels on 
these issues, and he has developed various check lists they should pay particular attention to. He 
stated this is a very sensitive area and the school districts are becoming very sensitive. 
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John Limbeck stated they should meet with the Fire Marshal. too. 

Ray Bleier suggested since there are a fair amount of apartments proposed in the Union Square 
development, they should have some market analysis done. Mr. Dilella stated they have a market 
analysis completed already. Ray Bleier stated they should have a traffic study, too. Mr. Dilella 
asked if the Board wants a traffic study before they come in for preliminary. Ray Bleier stated it 
should be done as part of preliminary. 

John Nowicki stated they should pay attention to the Town code and talk to Mr. Smith. 

DECISION: Applicant may now proceed with a formal site plan. Applicant should be prepared 
to address the following concerns: 

1. School district enrollment. 

2. Drainage. 

3. Traffic. 

4. Sewers. 

5. Density. 

6. Architecture and design. 

Note: Applicant is to follow very closely the Town's site plan requirements. 

OLD BUSINESS: 

1. Application of Cellular One, 2875 Union Road, Suite 350, Cheektowaga, New York 14227 
for preliminary site plan approval to erect a 150' high cellular tower at property located at 
3235 Chili Avenue in G.B. zone. 

2. Application of Cellular One, 2875 Union Road, Suite 350, Cheektowaga, New York 14227 
for conditional use permit to erect a 150' high cellular tower at property located at 3235 
Chili Avenue in G.B. zone. 

Ed Premo was present to represent the applications. He stated they were before the Board a 
\Veek ago and they have come back with some revisions that hopefully address the Board's 
concerns and will allow them to go forward. He stated he would also particularly like to thank 
the Town staff. He stated they have been incredibly helpful to them, particularly the Building 
Inspector, Larry Smith and Deputy Town Attorney Keith OToole. 

Mr. Premo stated they were sent a letter on May 9th that asked them to address five points. He 
stated the first issue raised in the letter of May 9th sent by the Vice Chairman was use of a 
monopole instead of proposed tower construction. He stated Cellular One is willing to agree to 
the monopole. He stated it is not their preferred option because there is the cost factor. He 
stated they figure it is 60 to 50 percent higher in terms of cost. He stated they would have the 
ability to accommodate more collocation on the site with the lattice work structure. He stated it 
is capable of being reinforced and used for collocation, where the monopole they have to guess at 
the time they are designing it where the other work is going to go. He stated they do have 
pictures of both, but he was sure the Board has already seen them. He stated they do have 
comparison pictures shO\ving the monopole versus the lattice work structure. Mr. Premo stated if 
it is the Board's preference to go \Vith monopole, that is acceptable to them. 

Mr. Premo stated the second issue that was raised in their letter of May 9th was the relocation of 
the southward to reduce the number of trees to be disturbed. He stated they worked with the 
Building Inspector on that. He stated they just had the plans done tonight. Mr. Premo ex-plained 
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the new location to the Board by use of the plans. He stated they have rotated the site and moved 
it south. He stated that necessitates that theyre going to have to put in a gravel driveway, but it 
does result in fewer trees being remove~ from the site and also perhaps better use of the trees that 
are existing on the site. 

Bob Pavone, also present to represent the application, stated the driveway would be centered 
more by the trees. Mr. Premo stated they want to use the trees that are there to the maximum 
extent they can. He stated the driveway is a little too far to the east on the plan. He stated they 
would move that driveway over a little bit to preserve as many of the trees as possi'ble. Mr. 
Pavone stated that would be revised on another set of plans. 

Mr. Premo stated their third point was review and comment on the conditions of approval. He 
stated they have worked with the Deputy Town Attorney on that. Mr. Premo stated he has 
reviewed the conditions that he has prepared, and all the conditions are acceptable to them. He 
stated there are three conditions where there are options, and he would express their interest in 
those options and which one they would like to have be the preferred option. 

Mr. Premo stated Condition Number 7 deals with the of the tower. He stated he believes 
he has already stated their preference for the lattice work. He stated Condition Number l 0 deals 
with screening of the site. He stated they believe as they have sho'V\n on the drawing that the 
natural trees that are there, the location of the site provides adequate screening. He stated unlike 
the Sprint application which they had just heard, they have identified the existing trees on there, 
so the Board can take a look at it. He stated they don't believe that there is a need to do further 
screening or landscaping plan, but once again, that is an option up to the Board and if the Board 
so decided, they would do that 

Mr. Premo stated Option Number 25 deals with two options the Board has. He stated one is that 
the proposed shelter be faced with red clay brick. He stated he believes that would be a finish 
they could obtain that would be a vinyl type finish, but it would have a red brick-like facing to 
He stated their standard facing that they show is a brownish pebble stoned finish. He stated he 
thought given this particular site and particular location, that would blend in better with the tree 
stand. He stated they think that the red would be more of a contrast to the existing area, so they 
would certainly like to use what is their standard. He stated he would say it is standard, and from 
their viewpoint, less expensive to them, but they also believe it fits in better with the site. He 
stated other than that, they don't have any other comments on those conditions. 

John Nowicki stated on his copy Number 18 was reserved and he just wondered why. Keith 
O'Toole stated basically the reason is because he took the old Sprint conditions, cut, pasted and 
re-worked it and just left things loose. Keith O'Toole stated the Board should not get hung up on 
the numbering of the reserve. He stated that is just more for his purposes than anything 

John Nowicki asked why Condition 18 was not on there as a condition. Keith O'Toole stated he 
could not recall what 18 was, so he could not say at this point. 

.Mr. Premo stated Number 4 was making a definitive statement concerning collocation of other 
cellular providers. He stated the conditions that are contained in the conditions concerning 
colJocation are acceptable to them and theyll abide by those. Mr. Premo stated the fifth and final 
point related to tower height 

John Nowicki stated on Number municipal collocation, it says that Cellular One will make 
space on its broadcast tower available to all municipal and community service users so long as 
the antennas and other equipment proposed to be used by the services do not interfere with 
Cellular One's own operations, and so long as the tower is structurally capable of supporting such 
uses. He stated that doesn't read well with him He stated one of their conditions that they 
request is that they will design the tower to accommodate at least three collocators. Ray Bleier 
stated they request two additional John Nowicki stated so he was not so sure he agrees with 
that. 

Mr. Premo stated the intent of this is that the tower will be designed strong enough to have them 
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on there, another cellular provider and all the To\.W services that they would want to put on there. 
John Nowicki asked can that be worded then to accommodate that statement. Mr. Premo stated 
he would be willing to agree to language to that effect. John Nowicki stated he would just like it 
to read a little differently than it does. 

Mr. Premo stated there had been some question raised about the option of reducing the tower 
height. He stated he believes they have given revised RF plots up to the Board that address that 
issue. He stated as the Board recalls previously, they had shmvn that at their radio frequency 
plots at 150 feet, they were able to fill in the gap that really existed almost over the middle of the 
Chili central area. He stated they have provided the Board with other plots showing towers at 
125 and 100. He stated the reason why they did that was to show the Board that the areas, 
though they may not at first appear significant, that they truly are. He stated there are increased 
areas of yellow, which indicates unacceptable coverage to hand-held units, areas where calls 
would be subject to static and dropping. He stated those areas are significant particularly since 
they're on the outside of a circle and actually end up covering a very large area. 

Mr. Premo stated, in particular, the difference between 150 foot and 125 becomes more 
significant as they enter this time of the year. He stated the trees are developing their leaves. He 
stated there is increased foliage. He stated actually that is something that will affect radio 
frequency reception. He stated, in fact, it interferes with it. He stated as the summer goes on, 
what looks like the 150 that they have shown actually becomes more like the 125, and if they 
were to start at the 125, they would end up more like the figure that is 100. He stated in 
particular, they end up with a cell site almost completely surrounded \vith that yellow area, which 
is unacceptable coverage, and they have kind of failed to meet their goal, which is to have 
interlocking cells in areas of coverage so they would have interrupted service going from one area 
to another. 

Mr. Premo stated certainly their beliefis that the 150 height is the height that they need to fill in 
their coverage gap. He stated this will be an issue that they'll have to convince the Zoning Board 
of Appeals o( because they have the authority to issue the height variance, \vhich they will need 
for that. He stated also, with respect to collocating other providers on the tower facility, a 150 
foot tower will allow that to be easier. He stated if their tower was shorter or restricted, in 
essence the collocation option goes away. He stated they have to have a certain separation 
between various carriers, so a 150 foot tower in their view is minimum to have effective 
collocation on site. 

Mr. Premo stated the action they would request is the issuance of the negative declaration 
pursuant to SEQR, the conditional use permit and their lease period with the Town is for five 

He stated he didn't know if they put a specific time period, but they would request at least 
on that. He stated for site plan approva~ they would request waiving final. He stated 

going to be going nex1 week before the Zoning Board of Appeals for variances, and he 
was sure once they're done \Vith that, they'll be finaling up the agreement with the Town Board. 

Ray Bleier stated there were two letters that he thought all of them have received. He stated one 
was from the Parks Recreation Department and one was from the Chili Fire Department. He 
stated basically the Parks Recreation Department is highly recommending that the skating facility 

built as proposed by the developer. 

Ray Bleier stated the Chili Fire Department letter was addressed to Mr. Kelly, the Supervisor, 
from William H. Mack, President of the Chili Fire Department. He read the letter. The letter will 
be 011 file with the Building Department. William Mack, President of the Chili Fire Department, 
was also present in the audience. Mr. Mack stated they're not spending a lot of time on these 
issues. He stated Cellular One did come to them last year, and they didn't spend a lot of time 
researching it. He stated they understand that the FCC rules say that if Cellular One's signal 
interferes with their signal, they have to fix it and they're okay \\rith that and such. Mr. Mack 
stated it is just they didn't want to be the business ofleasing out another space on their property 
to build a second tower, especially when at that time they were proposing a 150 foot tower on 
their property also. Mr. Mack stated the thought of putting their equipment on Cellular One's 
aerial, on their lattice had not come up at that time, but even if it had, they were not in a position 
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to do the requisite homework that they felt would be necessary to make themselves comfortable 
with having another transmitter on their tower. 

Mr. Mack stated they are being told by another agency, Cellular Realty Associates or some other 
group that PCS could co-exist on their tower. He stated they're open to the discussion. He stated 
that is a new discussion that has been brought to them recently. He stated that is all essentially 
they're doing with the idea of communication equipment 011 their property. 

Ray Bleier asked iftheyre talking about someone else locating equipment on their tower. Mr. 
Mack stated they were not comfortable with another to tower being erected on 3232 Chili 
Avenue. Ray Bleier clarified but they had talked about locating their equipment on the proposed 
tower that these people are building. Mr. Mack stated locating their equipment on the new tower, 
it's not necessary at this point. He stated they are meeting their needs at this point with their 
current transmission equipment. 

Ray Bleier stated the concern is they're trying to avoid two towers in close proximity to one 
another. He stated this tower, proposed tower seems to have a lot more screening and doesn't 
have the visibility that the Fire Department's tower has at present. He asked would they like to 
consider that possibility. Mr. Mack stated they had not been approached with the thought of 
doing that. He stated certainly the Board of Directors of the Fire Department would be willing to 

entertain the thought. He stated not knowing the least bit about what would be involved in doing 
that, that would be certainly something they would have to look at. 

John Nowicki asked would their equipment be compatible with Cellular One's equipment. John 
Nowicki asked if they tried to eliminate the two towers to get down to one tower, and they 
wanted to come discuss that vvith the Town, is that something that could happen on Cellular 
tower. Mr. Premo stated he knew that they have two towers in Monroe County where cellular 
equipment and 91 l equipment currently co-exist. Mr. McNamara stated he was not sure of their 
frequency. Mr. Mack stated 911 is using two different technologies. He stated one is digital. He 
stated they have their own paging now in terms of digital paging. 

Mr. McNamara stated they have a site in Webster and Hilton on a water tower, and they're both 
with the 911 systems on them. He stated if he was not mistaken, the Webster one might have 
Webster Police on it. He stated he was not sure if they have their fire, but they're in that 
frequency range they're using. He stated as far as the digital, he was not sure what band they're 
in, but that is something they can look at. He stated and it can be checked to see if there would 
be any problems with it. He stated basically, the County has given them the okay to be alongside 
their 911 system with no problems. 

John Nowicki asked is this concept something the Fire Department would consider. Mr. Mack 
stated they're open to anything the Town of Chili would like to discuss with them. He stated it 
presents to them something of a logistical challenge. He stated they recently put up a 150-foot 
lattice tower, and it was put up to solve some transmission problems they had at the time. He 
stated iftheir tower is 150 foot and there needs to be separation, they would be at 130 feet in the 
area. He stated he didn't know what that means. 

Jolm Nowicki stated they will have to build this tower to possibly put fill extension on it because 
they would have to accommodate two other collocators. Mr. Mack stated not kno\\ling enough 
about those issues and not having spent the time to do that study, they're open to the 
conversation. 

John Nmvicki stated he was very pleased to see the Fire Department's letter and they look 
forward to any dialogue in the future where hopefully they could have one tower. He stated he 
was sure they could agree it would clean up the environment. 

Mr. Mack stated they had another firm approaching them about collocating on their lattice tower, 
which they're pursuing, because it represents an income to them for as much as $10,000 a year, 
which would reduce property taxes slightly. He stated they're open to all conversations about the 
use of the existing tower, co-existing on other towers, cleaning up the sky line of Chili Center, 
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what little sky line they have got. He stated anythlng that comes before the Planning Board 
they're open to discussion on. 

Mr. Mack stated the question is if they were to pull down the tower and try to nm cable over to 
the forest as it were, who would be paying for that in terms of the removal. Mr. Mack stated if 
they're not paying for it, he did not see where his Board of Directors would care where their 
equipment is located as long as they met two basic goals. He stated one goal is can they hit all of 
the Town of Chili with both transmission and reception, including North Chili, which was their 
biggest challenge when they put up the tower; and second, that it doesn't cost them anythlng. 
John Nowicki stated that continued dialogue will be interesting. 

John Limbeck stated last week it was kind ofinferred if a lot of these changes had to be made, it 
would affect host benefit package. He asked was going to the monopole going to affect any of 
the host benefit package. Mr. Premo stated it would not. 

Mr. Pavone, Project Manager for Cellular One, also present to represent the application, stated by 
going to a monopole, theyre limited at the time of design in that they have to know where 
everybody is going, otherwise they can't come on later. He stated it is not just something they 
hang on the side of it. He stated where with the lattice self-support tower, they can build it strong 
enough the first time, plus they can have a lot more options as to placing additional equipment on 
the towers. He stated price wise, they would like to see the self-support tower. He stated he 
would like to see it just for its ability to be used in more ways than originally designed. He stated 
they would have to have everything up front to be able to design it. Mr. Pavone stated using a 
monopole has doubled the price of the tower with the conditions of the additional proviJers on it. 

John N ov.'icki suggested why don't they become a partner in the triangle to offer dollars to replace 
the tower that the Fire Department owns and move over their equipment in the future, through 
dialogue with the Town and the Fire Department and this Board, for their lattice tower. 

John Limbeck stated that would work for him John Hellaby stated he would buy into that. John 
Limbeck stated if they don1t have the exact location now, they don't hold up the Town. He stated 
they would not hold up them, but they have the option later to go back and put that on, especially 
if they give them consideration for helping relocate that. 

John Hellaby stated that leaves him in a quandary. He stated they have one company in tonight 
that says they can collocate and another company saying it is feasibly impossible. Mr. Pavone 
stated here they are covering basically all of the Town with one site, where the competitor is 
going to be hitting the Town \vith several towers. 

John Nowicki stated maybe they can all become partners to eliminate the tower if they're willing 
to negotiate the cost. Mr. Mack stated they are currently talking to the 911 Center because they 
want to locate some of their equipment on their tower, their current tower so they can get 
Honeoye Falls and Mumford. He stated Mumford doesn't get reception well off the voice pagers 

9 l 1, so that is another variable they have out there. 

Councilman Faso, present in the audience, stated 911 wants a repeater out here. John Nowicki 
asked could that be accommodated on the lattice tower. Mr. Pavone stated it could. Larry Smith 
stated they want a lattice to do that. 

John Nowicki stated the Fire Department's tower is very visible behind the fire station. He stated 
the proposed tower location is pretty far down in. the back by the trees. He stated it would get 
away from the main road. He stated it would be nice to get everything on one tower. John 
Nov.icki stated that has been their goal all along. He stated it is a question how the dollars work 
out and the stmctural part ofit. 

Mr. Premo stated the issue is they're really on a very tight time schedule, he thought, in tenns of 
getting their approvals and moving forward. He stated he was wondering if they could deal with 
this by a condition. He stated perhaps there could be a condition that if they can get the Fire 
Department to relocate on their tower, it would be a lattice tower. He stated certainly it would 
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give them the incentive to talk to the district about those dollars they're saving by having a lattice 
tower. He stated otherwise they could do a monopole structure. 

Mr. Premo stated his concern is he knew they have got construction that has to go on. He stated 
they have to get going. He stated it would give everyone a big incentive to move fonvard with 
the fire district as quickly as possible. Mr. Premo stated the Fire Department wouldn1t l:ave 
to be on their tower when they build the lattice tower. 

Keith O'Toole stated if the purpose ofthls exercise is to reduce the number of towers, as part of 
that condition, they would want to remove the old Fire Department tower, as well. He asked who 
would pay for that. Mr. Premo stated he would assume if the Fire Department moves their 
equipment to their tower, they're going to take it down. John Nowicki stated the Fire Department 
does not want to pay for that. John Nowicki stated they want Cell One to pay for it. Mr. Premo 
stated he widerstood. John Nowicki stated that is the trade off from the monopole to the lattice 
tower. Mr. Premo stated he thought that might be a trade-off they could live with, lattice versus 
monopole. 

John Nowicki asked Mr. Mack if that was a reasonable solution. Mr. Mack stated he has 
the Board as much as he is authorized to more than he is actually authorized to give. He 
stated he did not know how much selling he is going to have to do on this. John Limbeck 
the important thing is that the dialogue is open. Mr. Mack stated he is \\illing to discuss it 
the Town and to take it back to his Board 

Mr. Mack stated they have taken the cost out ofit. He stated the second element of this is 
technical. He commented how much signal loss will they lose trying to run the cable from the 
forest to their building, he didn't know. He stated if the signal is depressed, they could help but 
they if they lose the signal between there, that is a different story. 

Mr. Pavone stated they could have their transmitter mounted out there in their structure, their 
separate cabinet and run a control cable from their offices out there where there would not be any 
loss in their equipment. Mr. Mack stated he has to sell this to the Fire Department. Mr. Mack 
stated he may need to have Cell One come to make a presentation to his Board. 

Mr. Premo stated it's really critically important to them that they're able to get an approvaL 
a condition is that it is lattice work if they get the Fire Department to move their tower, to move 
to their site and take down the tower; and it is monopole othenvise, he thought that is a condition 
that they could adhere to. 

John Nowicki stated theyll have a gentleman's agreement that this Board moves ahead to 0 ~~·~"'"~ 
the project off the growid running with a lattice tower, subject to a condition that the Fire 
Department move their equipment over onto the new tower, one that is structurally strong enough 
to hold it; and that it would financially benefit the Fire Department so it doesn't cost them any 
money; and the Town gets their package. Mr. Premo stated the only thing to be clarified is if the 
Fire Department does not choose to relocate, that Cellular One would put up the monopole. 

Mr. Pavone stated he would have a problem with that. He stated there is the problem of timing. 
He asked how long is it going to take to get concurrence that this is going to happen. Mr. 
Premo asked if they could go forward and construct the tower and put the tower up subject to 
their negotiating with the Fire Department John Nowicki stated it could be subject to 
negotiations between Cellular One and the Town. 

Supervisor Kelly asked ifit is going to be strong enough to carry all of these things, can it still 
a monopole or does it have to be lattice. Mr. Pavone stated lattice makes it more feasible. 

Mitch Rakus stated if they got a deal, they should go with the deal. John Hellaby stated he did 
not have a problem \vi.th that. 

Ray Bleier stated it is a big chance. John Hellaby stated it is better than no chance at all. Dario 
Marchloni stated theyll leave it up to the attorney to work out the small print. 
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Ray Bleier made a motion to declare the Board lead agency as far as SEQR, found these to be 
unlisted actions and made a determination of no significant environmental impact, and John 
NO\,icki seconded the motion. All Board members were in favor of the motion. 

Keith O'T oole stated they dealt with the tower. He asked as to the landscaping, do they want a 
landscaping plan. Charles Robinson stated they indicated they didn't see the need. He stated he 
disagrees with that statement. He stated he thought the Conservation Board should see 
something in tenns oflandscaping. Larry Smith stated they almost have enough landscaping on 
the drawing now. Larry Smith stated they could submit it to the Conservation Board. John 
Nowicki stated he did not have a problem with that as long as they work out the details on the 
options. because there will be a couple that will change. 

Keith O'T oole asked do they have enough trees or do they want to see more. Charles Robinson 
stated before they were going to take trees out and they were going to replace them Larry Smith 
stated they are going to take out eight less. Charles Robinson stated they should stand by the 
original agreement for every one they take out, they will replace one. :Mr. Premo stated they'll be 
wimng to do the landscaping plan. 

Board agreed to the pebble finish on the building. 

Premo stated their minimum lease period with the Town is five years. John Nowicki stated 
communications towers get a two-year approval. 

John NO\vicki questioned how they would word the condition of the gentleman's agreement. 
Keith O'Toole stated he already had it done. Keith O'Toole stated the decision letter would go 
out to Kathy Reed tomorrow. All Board members were comfortable waiving final. 

DECISION ON OLD BUSINESS APPLICATIONS #1 AND #2: Unanimously approved by 
a vote of 6 yes with final 
site plan approval being 
waived; and the following 
findings and conditions 
were cited: 

Findings: 

l. SEQR. To'.v1l is lead agency in matter. 

2. Utility. Titls application comes within the of Cellular Tel. Co v 
Rosenberg, N. Y. 2d 3 64 ( 1993) and thus be considered a utility 
improvement for zoning purposes. 

3. Federal Requirements. The Board is aware of the Federal Telecommunications 
Act enacted in Febmary of 1996 and the requirements it imposes upon the 
Town and its land use Boards. 

4. Beyond SEQR. SEQR is only part of the review. A 150 foot manmade 
structure does not fit in with the character of any neighborhood of the Town 
and is in no way desirable from an aesthetic point of view, particularly when 
you consider that the To\vn's "skyline"essentially consists of trees, not 
manmade or commercial type structures as is the case with the Applicant1s 
proposed tower and related site improvements. 

Lighting and signage can only create additional negative impacts in that they 
aren1t typically found amidst the aforesaid "skyline" in our Town. Maintaining 
and enhancing existing vegetative conditions must be required to camouflage 
the site to the greatest extent possible. The subject parcel's location, near the 
intersection of Chili Avenue and Scottsville Road, mitigates this problem to 
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some degree as does the requirement to bury any utility connections. The 
Board notes the proximity of the site to the existing Fire Department radio 
tower next door and the proposed location ofthls 11ew tower, within a 
heavily wooded portion of the subject 

Requiring finishes which help camouflage the improvements against 
the backdrop of both vegetation and the sky are of additional 
mitigative assistance. 

The Board takes notice of the attraction that such tall and generally 
unsupervised sites (like water towers) bring to children and vandals. Security 
and site maintenance standards can be imposed without impairing the 
proposed by the Applicant. 

In light of the aforesaid utility determination pursuant to Rosenberg and 
review of the complete application and record, the Board finds that and 
necessary utility service can be provided if the Permit is granted subject to 
following conditions: 

Conditions: 

L Modifications. The tower shall not hereafter moved, reconstructed, 
changed or altered except after approval or modifications to this Permit 
"additional equipment" (i.e. equipment not contained in the application which 
lead to the issuance of this Permit) shall be added to the tower without an 
approved modification to the Permit by the Town. This shall not 
prohibit repair of exist.mg equipment. 

2. Shared Use/Collocation. Cellular One will design the Telecommunications 
Tower to accommodate one additional wireless communications provider 
on economically reasonable terms in exchange for the reciprocal right to 
install Cellular One equipment on another tower operated by the co-locating 
provider. This requirement shall be in addition to the Municipal Co-Location 
requirement at paragraph 24. 

3. General Site Aesthetics. At the all times, the site shall be maintained free 
litter and debris. No overnight parking is permitted. No storage of equipment 
or materials not appearing on the approved site plan is permitted. 

Annual Engineering Inspection. Applicant shall be required to inspect the 
structural integrity and grounding of its monopole and its PCS facility at 
once a year. 

5. Lighting. No lighting is permitted on the tower, its accessory structures and' or 
the site unless mandated by the FAA The one exception to this condition 
permitted shall be a motion detector activated light to be placed on the 
equipment shelter. 

6. Finish. Tue tower, all attachments, antennae, equipment and their related man 
made site improvements shall be a galvanized finish or painted gray above 
surrounding tree line and painted gray, green, black or similar colors designed 
to blend into the natural surroundings below the surrounding tree line unless 
other standards are mandated by the FAA 

All man made site improvements shall be maintained free of rust or other forms 
of corrosion. All finishes shall be maintained free of chips, cracks, peeling, 
chalking or other surface deficiencies, including graffiti. 

7. Design of Tower. Tower shall be a self-supporting lattice work tower. The 
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applicant will approach the Fire Department concerning and agreement where:in 
(i) The Fire Department transmission equipment is relocated to the 

applicant's new tower 

(ii) The existing Fire Department tower is removed 

(iii) Necessary connections from the Fire Department to the new tower 
are provided 

(iv) Items (i, ii & iii) are performed at the expense of the applicant, if 
requested by the Fire Department. 

8. Exist:ing Vegetation. Existing on-site vegetation shall be preserved to the 
maximum extent possible particularly \\i.th regard to trees exceeding four ( 4) 
inches in diameter (measured at a height of four ( 4) feet off the ground). Clear 
cutting of all trees in a single contiguous area beyond what is actually necessary 
to install the site improvements, construction cost notwithstanding, shall be 
prohibited. 

9. Safety. The site shall at all times be maintained in a safe and secure manner. 
Except when authorized personnel are present on the site, all equipment 
cabinets, structures and the gate and related fencing shall be locked; all 
perimeter fencing and barbed wire shall be well maintained and immediately 
repaired in a workmanlike manner when damaged. 

The applicant shall actively and cont:inually take all reasonable precautions to 
deter children and/or vandals from entering upon, climbing in, through, over or 
under any and all site improvements. Except when authorized personnel are on 
the site, no vehicles, ladders or any gear or device adaptable to climbing 
purposes shall be stored or otherwise left on (or near) the site or attached to its 
improvements. 

l O. Screening. Landscaping plan subject to Conservation Board approval. 

11. Access and Parking. 70-foot driveway connecting site to access road shall 
be approved Commissioner of Public Works. 

12. Signs. Not\vithstanding any other provision oflaw, signs are prohibited on 
the tower, its or accessory structures. 1be one exception to this shall 
be the placement of signs on the fence or equipment shed which warn of 
danger relating to the site or prohibit trespassers. 

13. Utility Connections. All utility connections to the site, shall, to the greatest 
extent practical, be buried. This requirement may be waived, in whole or in 
part, by the Town Eng:ineer, if: in his sole opinion, such burial would be 
impractical due to natural conditions. 

14. Engineer's Approval. Subject to engineer's approval. 

15. Radio Emissions. The applicant shall comply with Federal Communication 
Commission (FCC) regulations. Any determination by the FCC that radio 
emissions exceed permitted FCC thresholds shall immediately terminate this 
Permit until such time as the FCC recertifies compliance with Federal RF 
standards. 

Removal Upon Abandonment. Upon termination of Cellular One's use of 
the broadcast tower, Cellular One will remove all equipment, antennas and 
improvements (including the Telecommunications tower) from the site and 
\Vill restore the site to the condition prior to the installation of such 
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improvements, provided however that such removal shall not be required 
if any other user of t~e Telecommunications Tower agrees to assume the 
Security (and keep same in full force and effect) and removal 
responsibilities set forth herein. 

17. Security. The Applicant shall provide a Letter of Credit to the Tovvn of Chili 
which shall in an amount adequate to guarantee that the tower (and 
related and site improvements) is built, maintained and removed in 
accordance vv1th the conditions imposed by the Town of Chili .in this 
Permit. Said letter of credit shall be in a form and of a sufficient amount 
which is subject to the approval of the Town Attorney. The Town Attorney 
shall establish amount of security upon consultation '\\.rith the Town....,,.,,,,,,., 
and in fiutherance of the terms and conditions of this Permit and the Code of 
the Tovvn of Chili. 

18. (reserved) 

19. (reserved) 

20. Construction. The term 11Applicant11 shall be deemed to include the successors 
and/or assigns of the Applicant. "Permit11 shall include all relief and approvals 
sought by the Applicant as granted by the Board and subject to conditions 
imposed by the Board. 

2 L (rese.rved) 

22. Subject to Zoning Board of Appeals approval. 

23. The conditional use permit shall expire in two years. 

24. Municipal Co-Location. Cellular One \\rill make space on its broadcast 
tower available to all municipal and community service users so long as 
the antel111as and other equipment proposed to be used by the services do 
not interfere v.ith Cellular One's ov.n operations, and so long as the tower 
is structurally capable of supporting such uses. 

25. Structure. Applicant shall face proposed shelter v,rith stone-pebbled finish. 

26. It is noted that the land on which the cellular telephone communications 
facility is to be placed will be leased from the Tov\'Il of Chili. The To\\11 
Attorney is authorized to amend such conditions, which in his opinion, 
can be better addressed through terms and conditions of the lease. 

The meeting ended at 11: 17 p. m. 



CHILI PLANNING BOARD 
June 10, 1997 

A meeting of the Chili Planning Board was held on June 10, 1997 at the Chili Town Hall, 3235 
Chili Avenue, Rochester, New York 14624 at 7:00 p.m. The meeting was called to order by 
Vice-Chairperson Ray Bleier. 

PRESENT: Mitch Rakus, John Nowicki, John Limbeck, Dario Marchioni, John Hellaby and 
Vic~Chairperson Ray Bleier. 

ALSO PRESENT: Keith O'Toole, Assistant Counsel for the Town; Larry Smith, Building 
Inspector; Larry Nissen, Town Engineer; Charles Robinson, Conservation 
Board member (arrived during the meeting). 

Vice-Chairperson Ray Bleier declared this to be a legally constituted meeting of the Chili Planning 
Board. He explained the meeting's procedures and introduced the Board and front table. He 
announced the fire safety exits. 

OLD BUSINESS: 

1. Application of Robert Ottley, o\\ner; 4343 Buffalo Road, North Chili, New York 14514, for 
preliminary subdivision approval to combine three lots into one lot at properties located at 
4339, 4343 & 4347 Buffalo Road in G.B. zone. 

Robert Ottley was present to represent the application. Mr. Ottley stated they were back with 
their plans this time, he thought, in full order. He stated there are three separate parcels at the 
present time, one of which he operates the la\\11 and tree care service business from He stated 
their office is in a large house that sits near the road. He stated the shop facility is directly behind 
it in a white building. 

Mr. Ottley stated he also owns the property to the west, which is 434 7 Buffalo Road, and he is 
proposing to leave that house as it is, as a three-family house and then create some additional 
parking in the back of that property. He stated he has a right to purchase the property directly to 
the east, which is currently o\vned by Roberts Wesleyan College. He stated it's a six-family 
apartment house. 

Mr. Ottley stated the proposal is really in two phases that they have. He stated Phase 1 would be 
to combine all three properties in one property, and to adjoin the two houses where their office is 
presently located, and the six-family dwelling that the college owns with an addition between the 
two, which would be converted all into office space. Mr. Ottley stated Phase 2 of the project 
would be to, at a later date, erect the storage facility which would be located along the same 
frontage lines as all the houses on the street, and the entrance to that building would be to the 
rear. He stated that would be a storage facility for supplies and equipment. 

Ray Bleier stated he had a letter addressed to the Planning Board from Fred Janus. The letter 
indicated as O\Vners ofprope1ty at Springbrook Drive, North Chili, and rear neighbors of One 
Step Law11 Care, they have seen his renovation plans and see them as major improvement 
to the neighborhood. 111e letter indicated they appreciate Bob's thoughtful attention to detail and 
his consideration of others as he conducts this business. The letter indicated consequently, they 
would like to voice their approval of his plans. The letter will be on file with the Building 
Department. 

Ray Bleier stated there were a couple of correspondences from Monroe County Planning: One 
dated May 27th and one dated May 30th. He stated the one dated May 27th indicated the 
Department of Planning and Development reviewed the subdivision for this project on April 7th. 
·n1e letter indicated this application for site plan approval should be an opportunity for the 
Planning Board to require the applicant to bring the existing access point on Buffalo Road up to 
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present day commercial standards. Ray Bleier stated their second comment is the New York 
State Department of Transportation has revised this position to allow two minor commercial 
diiveways from State Route on Buffalo Road. 

Ray Bleier asked the applicant if he had received a copy of the report from the Tmvn Engineers 
concerning this development. Mr. Ottley stated he had. Ray Bleier stated a lot of the comments 
are probably interrelated, the subdivision as well as the site plan. Larry Nissen stated the 
comments are combined for both activities. 

Jolm Frasier from Pavone & Associates was also present to represent application. He stated 
all of the items pretty much have been taken care of between Larry Nissen and himself~ Ray 
Bleier asked Larry Nissen whether he concurs. Larry Nissen stated many of the items are 
he used to bring up in the final review of plans, but since were awhile back to 
provide more detailed comments ahead of time, be finds that he is bringing these things up now, 
letting the Planning Board know they stand Vvitl1 it before as opposed to just 
communicating with the engineer afterwards. He stated he feels comfortable working with John 
in remedying these items. 

Jolm Nowicki stated Item Ntffilber 3 caught his He he would like to know how they 
plan to mitigate the problem of designating the handicapped parking don't bring in asphalt 
and paving to a certain point. He asked how will they deal that problem. Mr. Frasier stated 
theyre planning on putting signs up to designate the handicapped spaces. Larry Smith stated that 
is not acceptable. He stated they will have to asphalt those He stated it has to be a hard 
surface. Jolm Nowicki stated there is a section of their Town code that for paving. 
Nissen stated Section 115.3307 basically states that gravel parking and driving areas shall be kept 
in a clean ~nd dust free condition. Larry Smith stated they need to be signed and paved. 

Jolm Nowicki asked how far will they bring the asphalt and paving in. John Nowicki stated it 
appears that the existing house, two houses and the proposed addition will serve as the office 
space. Mr. Frasier stated that's correct. Jolm Nowicki stated it appears that most of the 
accounting procedures or business procedures would be taken care of in that particular parking 
lot where all of the handicapped parking is shown, so that maybe the Board might consider that 
particular area for some type of paving. 

Mr. Ottley stated that is kind of what he had in mind. He stated he k'llew that they had to be 
paved. John Nowicki asked the trucks themselves, when they come back in, are they washed out 
in a particular building into a storm system or into a sanitary system, or are they discharged, any 
of the chemicals, into a system. Mr. Ottley stated Joe Carr was over to look at drainage. He 
stated he also showed them the facility that they have now. He stated the facility they have now 
for storage and mixing is what they would call a containment system., a completely self-contained 
system. Jolm Nowicki stated that is in existing building. Mr. Ottley stated that is in the existing 
building and that would be duplicated in the new proposed shop and storage area. He stated 
basically the floor is a concrete surface bermed with a trench drain that goes to a collection 
point which they have a pump system that will pump it back up to a holding tank, it is recaptured 
and pumped back into trucks or containers. He stated anything that is spilled during mixing can 
be captured. 

J olm N o"\vicki asked if the mi'\.ing process that takes place inside this building gives off any odor 
apparent in the area, or how are odors handled. Mr. Ottley stated the products they use are 
predominantly general use pesticides as fur as the pesticides go. He stated the fertilizers are most 
of the nonnal fertilizers like everyone would see. He stated the doors are open on the building. 
He stated there are roof vents in the mixing area. He stated they never had an odor problem., to 
his knowledge, in and around that building. Larry Smith stated he has never had any complaints. 
Jolm Nowicki stated he has never heard of any. 

John Hellaby stated in their initial discussion there were architectural renderings mentioned. 
Mr. Ottley showed the Board renderings of what they will see as they come down Buffalo Road, 
the colored version. He indicated 011 the plans the building the college owns at the present time. 
He indicated where there would be an addition between the two. He showed how the storage 
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facility along Buffalo Road would appear. He stated they tried to follow similar types of 
architecture as well as keeping in character with the Town itself He stated the professional 
building, Mayflower Village, would be a very similar type of a situation. Mr. Ottley stated the 
other two professional buildings along Chili would have this same type of architecture. 

John Hellaby asked are there streetlights presently along there or would they have accent lighting . 
. Mr. Ottley stated there are streetlights on Buffalo Road. He stated at the present time they do 
have in their existing shop in back, two or three lights, area lights. He stated they most likely will 
have some area lights. He stated he did have a comment at the last meeting about a neighbor who 
would be behind the area he indicated on the plan, that would be concerned about the hours that 
the lights would be on. He stated that neighbor would like them on until 10 or 11 o'clock at night 
and then they could be timered to go off 

Charles Robinson arrived at the meeting. 

Mr. Ottley stated so far in the 19 years they have been there, they have never had a problem at 
night. 

John Nowicki asked if they were satisfied on the County Comments, that they can deal \vith the 
C0tmty Comments okay. Mr. Frasier stated they are. 

Larry Nissen stated in the May 27th County Comments, they mentioned there would be only one 
curb cut allowed. He asked did they revise that as per the May 30th comments. Mr. Frasier 
stated they did. He stated they bad written them asking for two and he didn't know how they got 
it. Mr. Ottley stated common sense prevailed. 

Ray Bleier stated the Drainage Committee bas indicated they need to apply to be included in a 
drainage district. Mr. Ottley stated he did apply yesterday. He stated the application went into 
the TO\vn yesterday. 

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE: 

Joan Jacoblowsky - 16 Springbrook Drive 
She stated she was concerned about this. She stated she was not so much about the expanding 
the business part as far as offices, but the mixing part they're a little concerned about because 
there is an odor that comes back towards Springbrook Drive. She stated if they walk past where 
it Vs in the back part, there is an odor. She stated there is also a section where it Vs to the back 
where there are quite a few pieces of equipment that are not conducive to the atmosphere of a 
residential neighborhood and they're concerned if the business is expanding there, there would be 
1nore problems with more equipment back in that area. She stated they're worried about their 
property values and also with the health of their children. 

Ms Ottley stated as far as the triangle that goes back there, under the new revised plan, with the 
construction of the new storage facility, that will allow them to put a lot of that equipment that is 
used maybe once a year or once every t\vo years or something like that, they can put it into the 
older building that tl1ey have there and clear that out back there. lle stated they are proposing to 
move the fence back up closer towards the existing building and plant some trees out on that 
point there to clean it up. 

Ms. Jacoblowsk-y asked would it be possible to raise that fence higher, too. Larry Smith asked 
how high is it. Mr. Ottley stated it's a four foot fence. He stated that is what is allowed in the 
TO\vn. Larry Smith stated they can go 6 foot on the sides. Ms. Jacoblowsky stated he is also 
concerned about the odor, too. Larry Smith stated they can probably go 6 foot on the sides to the 
front of the existing structures on each side. Larry Smith stated or they could have a variance 
from the Zoning Board to go up further. M1'. Ottley stated they want to bring it up fortber. Mr. 
Ottley stated that is what they want to do. 

John Nowicki asked, looking at the sketch, is the line that they drew across where they would 
bring the fence across. Mr. Ottley stated to about the front of the houses. Larry Smith stated 
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they could have a fence across there and landscape the rest of the point MT. Ottley stated that 
was correct. Larry Smith asked would they revise their landscaping to show that, where the fence 
would be. Mr. Ottley stated the fence was supposed to be behind the trees. He stated he didn't 
catch that on the plan. Mr. Ottley stated they could revise the site plan with that. 

Larry Smith stated also there should be a signature block for the Building Inspector on the 
plan. 

Mr. Ottley stated on the odor, he didn't know what to He stated be was not aware of any 
problems. He stated he was not sure what it is or whether it is even coming from them, to be very 
honest. Ms. Jacoblowsky stated it is definitely coming from them, because when she walks past 
there, she can smell it. She stated when the wind is blowing, she can smell it stronger. She stated 
they put up with it, but they're concerned it will worse with an increase in the business. She 
stated she didn't know if this is the appropriate place to have a mixing facility when it is so close 
to a residential area, especially if the business is going to be getting larger and lager. 

Mr. Ottley stated one good pa1t of this, is that the new facility will fiuther from the 
residential area. He stated it will be closer towards Buffalo Road, if that is where the odor is 
coming from that they're smelling. 

Ray Bleier asked will the size of this new building such that whatever odors there might be 
might be more self..contained within the building. Mr. Ottley stated he didn't rea.lly address that 
because he honestly didn't know there was a problem with any odors. He stated it is just strictly a 
frame building, frame structure with the usual ventilation through the roof and doors. Larry 
Smith asked is the mixing all being done in the existing building now. Mr. Ottley stated it is. Ray 
Bleier asked when does the mixing occur, what time of day. Mr. Ottley stated generally in the 
afternoons when the trucks come back. He stated any time from 2 o'clock to 7 at night. 

Larry Smith asked the neighbor is there any particular time they notice it. Ms. Jacoblowsky stated 
she does not live right at that spot. She stated she lives right around the comer, so when she is 
walking her dog, she notices She stated sometimes it's stronger than others and sometimes 
they can actually smell it near their house, and that is just around the bend. 

Ray Bleier made a motion to declare the Board lead agency, found this to be an unlisted action 
and made a determination of no significant environmental impact, and Jolm Limbeck seconded 
the motion. The Board voted all in favor of the motion. 

John Nowicki discussed where they should stripe it and pave it and mark the drawing. John 
Nowicki showed Mr. Ottley on the plans where they might want to bring the asphalt paving in for 
the handicapped spaces. There was discussion about whether the idea would work. Jolm 
Nowicki asked was there anything in the code against dense binder instead of going to a top. 
Larry Smith stated there was not. He stated he wants a hard surface at the handicapped parking. 
He stated it could be concrete or asphalt. 

John Nowicki stated, for the benefit of the audience, under the handicapped laws they have to 
provide hard surfaces for the people coming in to visit the office building, so the applicant has 
agreed to pave halt: almost half of the area coming in off Buffalo Road from the east driveway, in 
behind the office buildings so that all that paving and parking will be a hard surface. He stated it 
will be paved asphalt and they'll make that a condition of approval. 

Jolm Nowicki stated they did want to make a note of the 6 foot high fencing in the back. Jolm 
Nowicki stated they'll move the 6 foot fence and will landscape the diamond feature on the plans. 
He stated the applicant will relocate the equipment from the area once the building is done. Ray 
Bleier a!:'ked could they put a condition on that once they have the new building that there will not 
be any outside storage of any of their material there in the remaining piece. John Nowicki stated 
he will use that for a little storage. Mr. Ottley stated he would not want to be tied to where he 
couldn't drop a piece of equipment for overnight or a weekend or something like that totally. He 
stated he didn't know if that is being totally fair, but he would certainly make an effort not to have 
stuff there because he agrees it doesn't look good. He stated when he walked back through the 
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neighborhood there this winter, he agrees it is not right. 

John Nowicki asked what is the proposed fencing. Mr. Ottley stated they're going to stay with the 
same type of fencing for now, wood treated. John Nowicki asked if it would be solid fencing. 
Mr. Ottley stated it would; a stockade fence. He stated he would like to see them get enough 
evergreen growth there that maybe that eventually that could be removed if they get a tight 
enough fit there. He stated the problem is they have overhead trees and he was not sure how 
good a growth he would get on the evergreens under those trees. 

John Limbeck stated he did not want to let the odor issue go yet. He stated he did not think the 
applicant is knowingly throwing odors into the air, but the neighbors also have a concern, and if 
they could somehow monitor that, they should do that. He stated he didn't know if they have to 
have some sort of statement to the residents of what the chemicals are and what the potential 
impacts are. 

John Nowicki asked Mr. Ottley if he \Vas the President of either the State or national organization 
for lawn care services. Mr. Ottley stated be is a past President of the State association. John 
Nowicki stated maybe they could find through that organization information they could present to 
this Board at a later meeting if they had odor problems and what they have done to address those 
odor problems. Mr. Ottley stated he would be happy to look to see what he could find. 

Dario Marchioni stated maybe it is not coming from their place. He stated they can just go there 
and look at it. Nick Barbata stated Kodak had a truck that had all kinds of equipment on it that 
they monitored areas over in the Kodak Park area. John Limbeck stated he was not sure what 
mechanisms are available to evaluate something like this. Larry Smith stated the last he read there 
is not a piece of equipment made that can smell yet He stated they can detect certain chemicals 
in the air, but they have not found a piece of equipment that can smelt 

Ms. Jacoblowsky stated the smell is annoying, but the concern that goes along with the smell is 
knowing what is behind that smell more than even the smell itself John Limbeck stated he 
thought Mr. Ottley has demonstrated he is more than willing to work with the neighbors, and if 
that is a concern, he did not want to make it look like they're not addressing it. 

Larry Smith stated they have their MSDS sheets. He suggested Mr. Ottley bring those into the 
To\\111 Hall and he would look at them. Mr. Ottley stated the Tmvn already has a copy of them as 
part of the community's tight to know. John Limbeck stated those sheets will give the health 
concerns. 

Ray Bleier reviewed the proposed conditions with the Board. There was more discussion about 
raising the height of the Mr. Ottley stated it was 4 feet now and he would like to keep 
it at that height. Ray Bleier stated he won't have a problem with 4 feet, but if they are 
contemplating storing some equipment out there, his preference is 6 feet. John Nmvicki stated 
they're saying 6 feet only from the rear lot line up to the area. Larry Smith stated by code the 
maximum height of a fence they can have is 6 feet on the sides and rear of a parcel. He stated this 
is the rear of this parceL but it is the front of the other parcels, so he was saying they could bring 
6 foot down, across and back up, but they can't put 6 foot in front of the two residences on 
Springbrook \vithout a variance. 

The Board discussed what the fence should be at. The Board decided the fence would be at 4 feet. 

Ms. Jacoblowsky stated they hadn't agreed to not store things back there, but yet they're going 
away from the 6 foot fence. Sbe stated that did not seem to be right. John Limbeck stated he has 
a 4 foot fence there now. Ms. Jacoblowsky stated and it is a mess back there which Mr. Ottley 
admitted. John Limbeck stated he is also moving the fence backward toward the building, putting 
landscaping in there and is going to move the equipment into the building. He stated he has 
already agreed to put asphalt in. He stated he is going to do a bunch of other stuff he hadn't 
planned on doing and the Board has not been getting a whole lot of complaints about the area. He 
stated he did not want to hamper him putting up another however many feet of a 6 foot fence. 
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Larry Smith stated he is moving all that material back 50 to feet behind the front of the existing 
two houses, so he will landscape that point they're talking about. Ms. Jacoblowsky stated 
didn't realize it was 50 to 60 feet. Smith stated it is back beyond front of those houses. 

DECISION: Unanimously approved by a vote of 6 yes \\ith following conditions: 

1. Dense binder be placed at the easterly entrance to and including the 
handicap parking area. 

2. Move fencing from Springbrook Drive northerly toward buildings. 

3. Landscape and maintain area from fence to Springbrook Drive. 

4. Monitor odor emissions and report to Building Inspector. 

Note: Final subdivision approval has been waived the Planning Board. 

PUBLIC HEARINGS: 

1. Application of Robert Ottley, mvner; 4343 Buffalo Road, North New York 
preliminary site plan approval to erect a 45' x 100' storage and mixing building and x 28' 
office addition; and for a change of use to convert existing house into offices at property 
located at 4339 & 4343 Buffalo Road in G.B. zone. 

Ray Bleier stated all the comments and discussion they had for the subdivision approval applies to 
the preliminary site plan. He stated he did not have any further questions. The Board indicated 
they had no other comments to make or questions to ask. The Board discussed the conditions for 
this application: 

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE: None. 

DECISION: Unanimously approved by a vote of 6 yes with the follo\ving conditions: 

1. Dense binder be placed at the easterly entrance to and i11cluding tbe 
handicap parking area. 

Move fencing from Springbrook Drive northerly toward buildings. 

3. Landscape and maintain area from fence to Springbrook Drive. 

4. Monitor odor emissions and report to Building Inspector. 

5. Petition the Town. Board (within 30 days of this letter) to include these 
parcels in the Chili Consolidated Drainage District. 

6. Pending approval of the Town Engineer. 

Note: Final site plan approval has been waived by the Planning Board. 

2. Application of Seivpro West, Inc., 2117 Buffalo Road, Rochester, New York 14624, property 
owner: Rosann Spade; for conditional use permit to allow a commercial cleaning business at 
property located at l Paul Road in L.I. & FPO zone. 

3. Application of Seivpro West, Inc., 2117 Buffalo Road, Rochester, New York 14624, property 
owner: Rosann Spade; for preliminary site plan approval for a change of use to allow a 
commercial cleaning business at property located at 27 l Paul Road in L.I. & FPO zone. 

Bernard Iacovangelo was present to the application. 
Michael Cady, who is the President of Servpro West, Inc. Mr. 

Iacovangelo introduced 
a.ui:: .... n; stated basically 
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Mr. Cady is looking to do is to a conditional use for the property to allow a commercial 
cleaning business at that location. 

Mr. Iacovangelo stated 1 Paul Road is in a Light Industrial area. He stated it formerly housed a 
paving business known as Westside Paving. He stated they have been out of there for 
approximately a year and the property has been up for sale. Mr. Iacovangelo stated Mr. Cady's 
company has entered into a contract for the purchase of this property from Rosann Spade and 
basically he would like to use the building for his business. 

Mr. Iacovangelo stated there is a little office area there and the rest of the building would be used 
for storage for basically carpet cleaning. He stated there would be some solutions for cleaning 
walls and so forth, but mostly it is cleaning solutions, nothing of a hazardous chemical nature. 

Mr. Cady stated he lives at 19 Loyalist Avenue. He stated he owns Servpro West. He stated 
they're a cleaning business. He stated they clean carpets, upholsteries, and draperies. He stated 
most of the work is done off site. He stated they need a place to store their equipment, their vans 
and their drying equipment for flooded basements and so on. He stated they want to use it for 
their office. 

Ray Bleier stated he could not find any Monroe County Comments on this. Larry Smith stated he 
had them. He stated they came back stamped as a local matter. 

Ray Bleier stated he did notice they sent the Board a rather extensive listing of all the different 
materials they use, what their impacts are. Mr. Cady stated they asked for the MSDS sheets when 
they applied. Larry Smith stated they have been asking for them when people who deal with 
chemicals come in. Mr. Cady stated they have to provide them on the trucks for their customers. 
He stated they have a book on the trucks all the time of all the cleaning agents that they do use. 

Ray Bleier asked are any of the materials of a combustible nature. Mr. Cady stated they are not. 
He stated they can be shipped UPS, and anything that can be shipped UPS, can't be combustible. 

John Limbeck asked what are the amounts of these chemicals that they're going to have. Mr. 
Cady stated gallon jugs, or the dry cleaning is in a 5-gallon pail. He stated there is nothing in 
drums. John Limbeck asked how will they be stored in the facility. Mr. Cady stated on shelving 
basically. Ray Bleier are there floor drains inside this building. Mr. Cady stated there are 
floor drains, but unless they're going to wash the truck inside, \vhich is basically from regular road 
use, during the good weather they will wash it outside. 

Ray Bleier asked if they mix these components. Mr. Cady stated everything comes premixed to 
them. 

John Nowicki stated the Board received a letter from Mr. Cady. He stated the third paragraph 
indicated property will be used for the inside storage of vans and equipment, vacuum 
dehumidifiers, et cetera, and for cleaning supplies, all which are non-toxic and biodegradable. The 
letter indicated the building will also house the company offices. John Nowicki stated he noted 
their Material Safety Data Sheets also indicated the fire rating is none and the health hazards are 
listed, so they have done a good job here. 

Ray Bleier asked do they know if the Fire Marshal has been aware of this project and has received 
a listing of the materials that will be used here. Larry Smith stated he did not think so. He stated 
he would show it to him tomorrow. Ray Bleier stated he will have to sign the final plans anyhow. 

John Limbeck asked how many trucks do they have coming and going. Mr. Cady stated one 
GMC full-size van and their trucks during the day. He stated the trucks are off site 90 percent of 
the time. He stated they have to keep them inside, otherwise the brass fittings will get ruined. He 
stated the carpet cleaning equipment is worth about $12,000 and it is expensive to repair if it gets 
broken. 

John Nowicki asked if there would be anything stored outside. Mr. Cady stated there would not. 
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He stated if he stored it outside, it would probably be gone by the morning. John Nowicki asked 
if they will be the only occupants of the building. Mr. Cady stated himself and his son-in-law own 
the franchise. He stated they have two of them and they work together out of the same offices. 
John Nowicki asked if nothing would be stored outside the building. Mr. Cady stated no; maybe 
a truck overnight. He stated there would be no materials stored outside. 

Ray Bleier asked if they would have a security dog there. Mr. Cady stated they would not. He 
stated the building does have lights. He stated the building is lit up all the time. Nick Barbata 
commented that is all fenced in, too. Mr. Cady stated it is all fenced in. 

Ray Bleier stated the previous owner there, being in the paving business, didn't do a very good job 
of keeping his own place paved there. 

Mitch Rakus asked do they operate Cadet Cleaners, too. Mr. Cady stated they do not. He stated 
when they do fire jobs when a person has fire in their home, if their clothing gets damage or 
sooted, they make arrangements with the cleaners to come and pick up everything and bring it 
back. He stated they work with U11ited most of the time. 

John Hellaby asked how many gallons of these chemicals at a time would stored on the 
premises. Mr. Cady stated it depends on the item He stated wall wash is probably the most they 
use. He stated they might have five or six gallons of that on hand at any one time. 

John Hellaby asked if the dry cleaning solvent has a flash bum. Mr. Cady stated it does, but it is 
very high, though. He stated when they use it in the equipment, it is heated to about 160 nPcrr"'''" 

which is way below the flash point, and that is done off site. He stated they have been using it 
years and never had a problem with 

Charles Robinson stated the Conservation Board would like to see the landscaping updated by 
planting three evergreen trees, 6 to 8 foet tall and three deciduous trees 2 to 2 inch in caliper 
on the north side of the property. Charles Robinson stated there are some trees there, but if they 
look at it, the landscaping, although it was adequate, it has deteriorated over the years somewhat, 
so they need to kind of bring it up to snuff. 

Mr. Iacovangelo asked if that was along the west side. Larry Smith stated that is to the north and 
west, along Paul Road and along Cornerstone Group's property there. 

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE: None. 

John Nowicki asked are they in a drainage district. Dario Marchioni stated they are. 

Ray Bleier made a motion to declare the Board lead agency as far as SEQR, found this to be an 
unlisted action and made a determination of no significant environmental impact. John Nowicki 
seconded the motion. The Board all voted yes on the motion. 

Ray Bleier asked will they have an outside dumpster. Mr. Cady stated they will not John 
Nowicki stated there was one shown on the drawing. Larry Smith stated if they do get a 
dumpster, they will have to have it in an enclosure and they have to have a permit for it. Mr. 
Cady stated they haven't used one prior to this. He stated he didn't know why they would need 
one here. He stated the one shown on the plans was for the previous business. 

DECISION ON APPLICATION Unanimously approved by a vote of 6 yes ·with the 
following conditions: 

1. No outside storage of materials. 

2. Landscaping plans to be approved by the Conservation Board. 

3. Approved for a period of three years. 
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DECISION ON APPLICATION #3: Unanimously approved by a vote of 6 yes \vith the 
following conditions: 

1. No outside storage of materials. 

2. Landscaping plans to be approved by the Conservation Board. 

Note: Final site plan approval has been waived by the Planning Board. 

John Hellaby stated he respectfully requests he be excused for the next three applications, as it is 
his intention to abstain, as he is directly involved \vith the next two applications. 

4. Application of Sprint Spectru~ 2165 Brighton Henrietta Townline Road, Rochester, New 
York 14623, property o\wer: M/M John Hellaby; for conditional use permit to erect a 130' 
high cellular tower at property located at 850 Ballantyne Road in AC. zone. 

5. Application of Sprint Spectrum, 2 Brighton Henrietta Townline Road, Rochester, New 
York 14623, property mcv11er: MIM John Hellaby, for preliminary site plan approval to erect 
a 130' high cellular tower at property located at 850 Ballantyne Road in AC. zone. 

John La.fave was present to represent the applications. He stated what ilieyre intending to do 
here is to construct a 130-foot monopole communications tower on ilie property o\\llled by Mr. 
and Mrs. Hellaby at 850 Ballantyne Road. He stated while he has not personally appeared before 
this Board before, it was his understanding that the Board has dealt with this issue of cellular 
towers at great length prior to this. He stated because of that, he would not intend to explain to 
the Board once again all of the details that go into the grid development and ilie location of this 
site. 

Mr. Lafave stated with him in evening was Mr. McNamara from Sprint Spectrum LP, who is an 
RF Engineer and certainly would be capable of addressing any of the RF concerns that the Board 
might have \vith respect to the actual siting of this tower. 

Mr. Lafave stated the site plan shows a location for the 130-foot monopole on the property at 
850 Ballantyne Road. He stated what they have done essentially is there had been prior plans 
presented that showed the tower in a slightly different location. He stated at the request of Mr. 
Hellaby, essentially what they have done is moved ilie tower to the far back comer of the prope1ty 
so that they could conserve as much of Mr. Hellabys property as possible. He stated one thing 
that they have done, of course, by moving it closer to the adjoining property lines, is naturally 
there will need to be variances granted by tlie Zoning Board with regard to setbacks, and iliey also 
have the issue of the height of the tower being 130 feet. 

Mr. Lafave stated they're proposing some fencing around the tower which consists of some chain 
link fence and barbed wire which will require a variance, and, course, the curb cut they have. 
He stated there be some variances. 

Mr. Lafave stated by locating it to the property line, they're putting it farther back on the 
property, conserving as much of Mr. Hellahys property as possible. Mr. Lafave stated in terms 
ofits proximity to the lot lines, he knew that is not necessarily a concern of t11is Board, but for 
their ovv11 piece of mind, the tower is located only nex1 to property that is also O\vned by Mr. 
Hellaby and property owned by Mr. Bianchi. Mr. Lafave stated they have obtained from Mr. 
Bianchi a letter, which they'll present to the Zoning Board and to this Board, indicating he is fully 
aware of the proposal and has no concerns with respect to the location of the tower and its 
proximity to his property. 

Mr. Lafave stated the site plan is pretty self-ex"})lanatory in tenns of the location of the 
tower. He stated they have a roadway, which will be a gravel roadway going back to the tower. 
He stated they'll have minimal use. He stated iliey have a parking area located in the site plan. He 
stated there is a landscaping plan that is shown on the site plan. He stated it is his understanding 
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that the Conservation Board has seen that and has approved that landscaping plan, so that is all 
taken care of 

Mr. Lafave stated they have a chain link fence that would surround the of the tower '"1th a 
foot ofbarbed wire. He stated they'U put a foot ofbarbed wire at the top. He stated the tower 
itself is proposed at a current height of 130 feet. Mr. Lafave stated there are some notes on the 
plan to indicate that the tower is designed for two collocators, and they have indicated one at the 
110 foot level. He stated the tower will be built and designed so that it can be expanded to 150 
feet. 

John Nowicki clarified it should be built for two additional providers. Mr. Lafave it would 
be built for two additional providers besides Sprint He stated it is designed for another 
collocator at 110 feet, 20 feet below Sprint's location and the tower will be constructed so it can 
provide for another collocator feet above at 150 feet if necessary. He stated the 20 feet would 
be necessary to provide separation for everyone to use the tower. 

Mr. Lafave stated at the base of the as typical, they would have radio switching cabinets 
that would contain all of the S\vitching equipment. He stated would be the size of three large 
refrigerators. 

Mr. Lafave stated because of the height of tl1e tower at 130 there would be no need to light 
this tower, and also there is for no need to include any additional back-up electricity source for 
those lights. He stated so they simply have at the base the radio cabinets enclosed on a pad inside 
the fenced area. 

John Limbeck asked with the collocation, would that mean that the monopole going in will be the 
slightly larger diameter that will facilitate the collocation. Mr. Lafave stated it will be heavier 
constructed so it can ex']}and higher. Mr. Lafave stated it will be designed with sufficieut 
structural strength to accommodate two collocators. John Nowicki stated that wiU be part of 
their conditions. 

Mr. Lafave stated the antenna array is also located and shmvn on the plan, and they have 
essentially a triangular array of ante1mas located at the top with the GPS antenna. 

Mr. Lafave stated Tom Konvica from Erdman & Anthony was also present to answer any 
engineering questions with respect to the design of the specific site. 

Mr. Lafave stated he purposefully was not presenting all of the RF engineering that he knew the 
Board has heard a number of times. He stated Mr. McNamara was available and could indicate 
how they determined that this site is necessary for their purposes in conjunction with the other 
sites that they have located in the Town of Chili. 

Ray Bleier asked Mr. Lafave if they were in the receipt of a from Larry Nissen, the TO\vn 
Engineer. Mr. LaFave stated he has not seen that. Larry Nissen stated he hasn1t looked at this 
one yet, aud he didn't receive a copy of this plan from Sp.tint Spectrum. He stated what he sees 
here now, he would not have significant comments with regard to this application. 

Mitch Rakus stated having gone through several of these, he did not have any questions. He 
stated he thought he would like to hear from the audience. He stated he is familiar with the site. 
He stated it's in his neighborhood. 

Ray Bleier stated the applicant was in last month with this application, and since there was a slight 
modification to the location and road cut, they felt that the applicant should reappear 
before the Board. He stated the Drainage Committee has indicated that this property should be 
put in a drainage district. 

Dario Marchloni asked if another user wants to put their antenna on this tower here, what is the 
procedure in doing so. He asked it is a real difficult thing for them to do. Larry Smith stated 
they have to come before this Board for approval. Dario Marchioni stated he meant \vith the 



design of the structure. Mr. Lafave stated the structure is designed at the outset to except those 
other collocators. He stated naturally would have to come to this Board and make sure that 
they1re anticipating the type of load that they would expect from other collocating users. Mr. 
Lafave stated they expect that the structural integrity of this tower will be maintained based upon 
the type of collocation that they anticipate. He stated they would have to come to some 
agreement with Sprint to utilize this tower, and of course, they would be concerned with the 
structural integrity of the tower because their antennas would still be on the tower. He 
stated they would want to make sure that the tower is able to sustain the loads. He stated they 
have already taken that into consideration in designing the tower as it is. He stated it is designed 
now to be able to accept two other collocators. 

Ray Bleier stated he would just like to add, in their previous approvals for other Sprint sites, they 
impose a series of approximately 21 conditions that the applicant has to conform to, and these 
same conditions for the most part will be added to a list of conditions for approval. 

Keith O'Toole stated one point relative to those conditions, the landscaping plan submitted by the 
applicant deviates from what they have been approving in the past. He stated it had been 
concentric rings oflandscaping, one evergreen and one deciduous. He stated he didn't know if 
the Board has a feeling on that. 

Charles Robinson stated the applicant had, in fact, come to the Conservation Board, and they 
didn't see a problem \\i.th it. He stated the only thing that they did say, though, is that they 
wanted to see the plans resubmitted with a two-year guarantee on all the plantings. He stated that 
was the only issue that they did have. 

John Limbeck asked is there any consistency issue. Keith O'Toole stated every site is unique. 

John No\\i.cki asked where is it sho\vn the conditions that they have a hold harmless with the 
Town. Keith O'Toole stated it is not their land. Larry Smith stated they were talking about that 
on Golden Road at one time. 

Charles Robinson stated also he wanted to make one other comment in regards to why they might 
see that variation in landscaping is the location of this particular tmver is kind of remote in back, 
so that is the agreement the Conservation Board came to. 

Mr. LaFave stated they provided some photo simulations by taking photographs of the area, 
showing the location of the tower from three different points. He stated there is quite a bit of 
growth in that area which takes care of many of the concems on the landscaping, which is 
probably why the Conservation Board has seen fit to approve what they had previously submitted 
\vith the one condition that has been mentioned about the guarantee. Mr. Lafave stated those 
pictures were available for anyone to take a look at. 

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE: 

John Henderson # 860 Ballantyne Road 
He asked what type of antenna would the other providers have. Mr. LaFave stated if it is going 
to be a cellular carrier, it would as high. Mr. McNamara stated it would not be a circular 
dish. 

Mr. Henderson stated the wasn1t on the original plans. He stated how far offset the road is 
that. Mr. Kotwica stated it would be approximately 30 feet 

Mr. Henderson stated he next door there. He stated he is concemed about access to people's 
property. Mr. Kotwica stated the gate is brought back within the easement, Sprint's easement. 

Lester # 864 Brook Road 
Mr Freer stated he was concerned about the statement that if it was necessary, the tower could 

feet higher or feet higher. He asked is Sprint locked in to coming back to them and 
asking for another 20 Mr. LaFave stated Sprint has no need to go an additional 20 feet. He 
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stated the tower itself is designed so it could be expanded another someone other than 
Sprint were to come to them and say they need to locate, they want to locate in this area. He 
stated it would come to the Planning Board and this Planning Board and others, certainly the 
Zoning Board would also be involved in approving any extension of this tower. Mr. Lafave 
stated they have designed it so it has that capability, so the Town could conceivably in the future 
restrict the number of other cellular towers that vvill have to be built. 

Mr. Freer asked if it goes up another 20 feet, are they closer to the flight pattern so they would 
have to put a light on it. Mr. LaFave stated they are not. He stated ty1Jically it would have to be 
200 feet before it met the requirement for a light. He stated that might vary depending on its 
location in proximity to airports and things like that. He stated he could not say with 100 percent 
certainty but it is very unlikely. 

Mr. McNamara stated they had a site at 700 Ballantyne Road with a l 50-foot monopole, and that 
did not require a light. Mr. Freer stated they're within a half mile of the flight plan for the nmway. 
Mr. Lafave stated they reviewed 150 foot level at the nearby location and that was 
without a light. Mr. Freer stated he would suggest the Board look at what that would do to that 
area for future development. 

John Neder - 82 Attridge Road 
He stated the height of the pole was 130 feet and now it is 1 Ray Bleier stated this 
application is for 130 feet only. He stated it has the capability ofbeing ex"Panded to 150. He 
stated if some other collocator wishes to locate on this tower, they \\ill have to come back before 
the Plamring Board for an approval. 

l\fr. Neder ~sked could this possibly to 200 feet. Ray Bleier stated it could not. Mr. Neder 
asked is there a height restriction. John Limbeck stated structurally that tower will only go 
another 20 feet. John Limbeck stated before tbey go higher, they would have to take the whole 
thing down. Larry Smith stated maybe down the road there could be another 200 foot tower 
down there. 

Keith O'Toole stated a draft negative declaration was circulated on the last site and is essentially 
the same. He stated he believed the Board had a copy of the Hellaby negative declaration from 
the last meeting, so they're all set. 

Ray Bleier made a motion that the Board would vote on the SEQR recommendation as presented. 
He stated it is a negative declaration for the site at 850 Ballantyne Road. Mitch Rakus seconded 
the motion. Tue Board was all in favor of the motion. 

DECISION ON APPLICATION Unanimously approved by a vote of 5 yes with one 
abstention (John Hellaby) with the following coudition: 

L Approved for a pe1iod ofnvo years. 

DECISION ON APPLICATION #5: Unanimously approved by a vote of 5 yes with one the 
abstention (John Hellaby) with final site plan approval 
being waived. Tue following findings and conditions 
were cited: 

Findings: 

1. SEQR This matter was classified as an Unlisted action, the Planning 
Board declared itself Lead Agency pursuant to SEQR and on 
June 10, 1997 a Negative Declaration was adopted. Therefore, the applicant 
before this Board is deemed complete and the Board renews its findings 
contained in said Negative Declaration. 

2. Utility. While tlle Applicant's PCS technology is not identical to tlle more 
common cellular technology, it is sufficiently analogous as to come within the 
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scope of Cellular Tel. Co v Rosenberg, 82 N.Y. 2d 364 (1993) and thus be 
considered a utility improvement for municipal land use approval purposes. 

3. Federal Requirements. The Board is aware of the Federal Telecommunications 
Act enacted in February of 1996 and the requirements it imposes upon the 
Town and its land use Boards. 

4. Beyond SEQR. SEQR is only part of the review. A 130 foot manmade 
structure does not fit in with the character of the neighborhood adjacent to the 
HeUaby property or the Town and is in no way desirable from an aesthetic 
point of view, particularly when you consider that the Town's "skyline" 
essentially consists of trees, not man made or commercial type structures as is 
the case w1th the Applicant's proposed tower and related site improvements. 
Lighting and signage can only create additional negative impacts in that they 
aren't typically found amidst the aforesaid 11 skyline" in our Town. Maintaining 
and enhancing existing vegetative conditions must be required to camouflage 
the site to the greatest extent possible. The subject parcel's location, 'ln the 
northwest comer of the subject parcel and amidst existing trees and brush, 
mitigates this problem to some degree as does the requirement to bury any 
utility connections. Requiring finishes which help camouflage the 
improvements against the backdrop of both vegetation and the sky are of 
additional mitigative assistance. 

The Board takes notice of the attraction that such tall and generally 
unsupervised sites (like water towers) bring to children and vandals. Secmity 
and site maintenance standards can be imposed without impairing the service 
proposed by the Applicant. As the AppHcant is a large organizational entity, 
further requirements should be imposed to streamline notification of proper 
parties regarding site matters and to thereby remove unnecessary impediments 
to the code enforcement responsibilities of the Town relating to this site. 

111e record shows that the Applicant's competitors may also wish to build their 
own network of tall towers and that elimination of unnecessary towers 
complements both Rosenberg and the general land use powers authorized by 
State Law and those still left unrestricted under Federal Law. Shared use is the 
first, best way of eliminating such duplication. Applicant's offer to locate 
municipal and emergency equipment on the tower is in fmtherance of this 
purpose. 

In light of the aforesaid utility detennination pursuant to Rosenberg and upon 
review of the complete application and record, the Board finds that safe and 
necessary utility can be provided if the Permit is granted subject to the 

follo\\ing conditions: 

Conditions: 

l. Modifications. TI1e tower shall not hereafter be moved, reconstructed, 
changed or altered except after approval or modifications to this Permit. No 
"additional equipment" (i.e. equipment not contained in the application which 
lead to the issuance of this Pennit) s11all be added to the tower without an 
approved modification to the Permit by the Town. 111is shall not 
prohibit repair of existing equipment or replacement with equipment of 
smaller dimensions. 

2. Shared Use. The Board accepts t11e offer and representations of the AppHcant 
regarding shared use, so the Applicant shall make the tower available for 
shared use by other utility service providers and all as subject to the applicable 
review and subject to the applicable review and approval of the Town. 
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Such shared use shall be required provided that: 

a. There is no interference with Applicant's existing equipment and 
antennas on the monopole; 

b. TI:1e utility or company wishing to obtain shared use pays its pro-rata 
share for all of the ongoing cost of operating the site (including 
applicable lease expenses, upkeep, inspections and financial security 
costs) and its pro-rata share of the current valuation of the monopole 
site, and also pays for t11e cost of shared use on the site (including any 
costs to place its equipment on the tower and all of its own costs to 
reinforce, extend, or replace the then-existing tower, if necessary); 

c. The utility or company wishing to obtain shared use provides a load 
study acceptable to the Town and the Applicant showing that the tower 
can safely accommodate the shared user's equipment; 

d. The utility or company wishing to obtain shared use provides 
of adequate liability insurance coverage; 

e. The utility or company wishing to obtain shared use that upon the 
termination ofits use oftbe tower that it will remove all of the 
equipment and improvements on the site (including the tower and base 
pad ifit is the last remaining party utilizing the tO\;ver site) and 'vill 
restore the site to tlle condition then existing on the approval date of 
t11e tower, ordinary wear and tear excepted; 

f. The utility or company wishing to obtain shared use receives appropriate 
federal, state and local government approvals for its installation. 

3. General Site Aesthetics. At all times, tlle site shall be maintained free of litter 
and debris. No overnight parking is permitted. No storage of equipment or 
materials not appearing on the approved plan is pennitted. 

4. Annual Engineering Inspection. Applicant shall be required to inspect the 
structural integrity and grounding ofits monopole and its PCS facility at least 
once a year. 

5. Lighting. No lighting is permitted on the tower, its accessory structures and/or 
tlle site unless mandated by the FAA 

6. Finish. The tower, all attachments, antennae, equipment and their related man 
made site improvements shall be a galvanized finish or painted gray above the 
surrounding tree line and painted gray, green, black or similar colors designed 
to blend into tbe natural surroundings below tbe surrow1ding tree line unless 
other standards are mandated by the FAA 

All manmade site improvements shall be maintained free of rust or other fom1s 
of corrosion. All finishes shall be maintained free of chips, cracks, peeling, 
chalking or oilier surface deficiencies, including graffiti. 

7. Design of Tower. Tower shall be a monopole design as per plan. 

8. Existing Vegetation. Existing on-site vegetation shall be preserved to the 
maximum extent possible particularly with regard to trees exceeding four ( 4) 
inches in diameter (measured at a height of four (4) feet off the ground). Clear 
cutting of all trees in a single contiguous area beyond what is actually necessary 
to install tlle site improvements, construction cost notwithstanding, shall be 
prohibited. 
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9. Safety. The site shall at all times be maintained in a safe and secure manner. 
Except when authorized personnel are present on the site, all equipment 
cabinets, structures and the gate and related fencing shall be locked; all 
perimeter fencing and barbed wire shall be well maintained and immediately 
repaired in a workmanlike manner when damaged. 

The applicant shall actively and continually take all reasonable precautions to 
deter children and/or vandals from ente1ing upon, climbing in, through, over or 
under any and all site improvements. Except when authorized personnel are on 
the site, no vehicles, ladders or any gear or device adaptable to climbing 
purposes shall be stored or otherwise left on (or near) the site or attached to its 
improvements. 

l 0. Screening. Evergreen tree plantings are required to screen the tower and 
related site improvements from nearby property. At least one row of native 
evergreen shrubs capable of forming a continuous head at least ten feet in 
height, within two years of planting shall be provided, and forever maintained 
(in.eluding immediate replacement of dead and/or diseased plantings). 

11. Access and Parking. Road construction shall be consistent -with standards for 
private roads and shall at all times minimize ground disturbance and vegetative 
cutting to within the toe of fill, the top of cuts, or no more than ten feet 
beyond the edge of any pavement and -with the purpose to assure minimal 
visual disturbance and reduce soil erosion potential. Top soil shall be required 
around all improvements and shall be finely graded and york raked. All 
disturbed soils shall be planted as per the landscaping plan subject to the 
approval of the Conservation Board. 

12. Sign. Not-withstanding any other provision oflaw, signs are prohibited on the 
tower, its sites or accessory structures. 

13. Utility Connections. All utility connections to the site, shall, to the greatest 
ex1ent practical, be buried. TI1is requirement may be waived, in whole or in 
part, the Tmvn Engineer, if, in his sole opinion, such burial would be 
impractical to natural conditions. 

14. Engineer's Approval. Subject to engineer's approval. 

15. Radio Emissions. The applicant shall comply \Nith Federal CommUllication 
Commission (FCC) regulations. Any determination by the FCC that radio 
emissions exceed pennitted FCC thresholds shall immediately terminate this 
Permit 

I 6. Removal Upon Abandonment. Where the tower is not employed, for a period 
of One Hundred Eighty consecutive days, for the telecommUllicatio11s use as 
described by the Applicant when the Permit was granted, said 
telecommtmications tower shall be deemed abandoned. 

Upon abandonment the Applicant shall remove any equipment, antennas, 
equipment cabinets, roads or driveways, the tower, the base pad or other man 
made improvements. The applicant shall be required to restore the site to the 
condition then existing on the approval date of the Permit, absent grading and 
plantings required under the approved landscaping plan. 

Applicant's failure to keep the letter of credit (described in the paragraph 
entitled "Security11

) in full force and effect, which includes providing for its 
renewal prior to expiration, shall be deemed abandonment. 

17. Security. The Applicant shall provide an automatically renevving letter of 
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credit to the Tm:v11 of Chili which shall in an amow1t adequate to guarantee 
that the tower (and related and site improvements) is built, maintained and 
removed in accordance with the conditions imposed the Town of Chili in 
this Pem1it. Said letter of credit shall be in a fom1 and of a sufficient amount 
which is subject to the approval of the Town Attorney. The To\\111 Attorney 
shall establish amount of security upon consultation with the To\\111 Engineer 
and in furtherance of the terms and conditions of this Permit and the Code 
the To\\111 of Chili. 

18. Notice. At all times the Applicant shall forward the following up-to-date 
information (and any amendments thereto) with the To\\i'll of Chili Building 
Inspector: 

a. Name, address and phone number of an authorized person which 
To\vn Building Inspector may contact in the event there are violations 
of the tenns or conditions of this Permit, other violations of the Code of 
the To\\111 of Chili or other issues relating to the site; 

b. Copy of the Applicant's current lease for the site. 

19. Municipal Equipment. Applicant shall allow shared use of any municipal or 
emergency services communications equipment on monopole tower, at no 
charge, provided that the equipment and antennas to be added do not interfere 
\vith the Applicant's existing equipment or antennas and do not overload the 
monopole. 

20. Construction. The term "Applicant" shall be deemed to include the successors 
and/or assigns of the Applicant. 11Perrnit" shall include all relief and approvals 
sought by the Applicant as granted by the Board and subject to conditions 
imposed by the Board. 

21. Applicant shall petition Tm.vn Board to include subject parcel within Town 
Consolidated Drainage District within days of this Pem1it. 

22. Subject to Zoning Board of Appeals approval. 

23. Applicant shall obtain curb cut permit from NYS Department of 
Transportation or Monroe Collllty D.O.T. if ingress and egress is to a State 
or County road. 

24. As per request of Applicant, Applicant shall build tower so it can structurally 
accommodate three (3) telecommunications providers. The tower shall be no 
more than 130' high; however, the tower may be up to twelve (12) inches 
wider than the design included in the site plan as originally proposed. 

25. The Conditional Use Permit shall expire in two years. 

1. Application of Sprint Spectrum, 2165 Brighton Henrietta Townline Road, Rochester, New 
York 14623 for revised site plan approval for cellular tower at property located at 918 Chili 
Scottsville Road in AC. zone. 

John Lafave was present to represent the application. He stated with respect to this application, 
as the Board is also fully aware, they had previously obtained an approval from the Board with 

respect to the location of the tower in exactly the same location as it is proposed now, but access 
to the tower was through a roadway which actually went across the other side of the property and 
down the back to it. He stated they then have since submitted plans, actually two alternative 
plans, but the most recent plan is dated 4/4/97. Mr. Lafave stated it shows the roadway, the 
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proposed roadway leading directly from the site, along the property boundary and dO\vn to a 
point where it then exits directly out onto the roadway. 

Mr. Lafave stated there was one other plan that they submitted that had the roadway following 
the property boundary all the way out to the existing roadway. Mr. LaFave stated this plan here 
has attempted to alleviate some of the concerns that were voiced at the last meeting, showing the 
roadway separated from the neighbor's property out where the building and the gravel driveway is 
located in the proximity of the house that is located there to try to alleviate some of those 
concerns. Mr. LaFave stated otherwise it is exactly the same as it had been previously 
submitted. 

Mr. Lafave stated he understood the Town Engineer has voiced some concerns in a letter that 
was provided to them. He stated Mr. Kotwica is prepared to address those concerns now. Mr. 
Kotwica stated they don't have any issues or comments. He stated they could probably take care 
of it in a phone call. Larry Nissen stated they are minor issues that they could resolve. 

Mr. Lafave stated if they had come forward with this plan in the first place, what they have here 
is a gravel driveway that is really just an adjunct to the site plan approval. He stated it is no 
different than if someone built a house on this property and put a driveway in. He stated having 
the roadway along the back portion of the property would have divided some of the other 
property and left it not useful. 

Mr. LaF ave stated this actually provides a much better access to the site. He stated it is a 
shorter road. Mr. LaFave stated it would be less conspicuous because of that and certainly will 
provide the landowner with full use of the land. He stated for those reasons, they would ask that 
this Board consider approval of this revised site plan. 

John Limbeck stated he just wanted to make sure the owners and adjacent property o\vners are all 
in agreement 

Dario Marchioni stated he was concerned before when they had it along the property line and the 
exit there, but now it seems to be better. Mr. Lafave stated they tried to alleviate that by doing 
the best they could to bring it out slightly over l 00 feet. He stated they have it angling out 
towards the roadway, directly located away from the neighbor's property. Dario Marchioni asked 
that 100 foot, that pie shape there, w:iU it stay vvild. Mr. Lafave stated it will be exactly as it is. 
He stated they'll do their construction work at the point of the roadway, but othenvise they'll not 
disturb that other area at all. 

Ray Bleier stated there shouldn't be 
stay in effect 

new conditions. Keith O'Toole stated the old conditions 

Keith O'Toole stated wl1ile the applicant was still present, they have an outstanding matter 
regarding 3785 Chili Avenue. He stated there was an issue of positive declaration that had been 
adjourned to this meeting, but it is something they1ll have to deal \\~th. 

Larry Nissen stated he had no additional comments. 

COMl\lENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE: 

Arthur Bums - 950 Scottsville Chili Road 
He asked how far will this be from his line. John Nowicki stated he thought they said roughly l 00 
feet over. l\fr. Burns asked who is going to maintain this land between the driveway and his 
property. He asked \Vill it just grow up to weeds and be a fire hazard to his buildings and stuff 
Mr. stated it is the landowner's property. He stated they don't have any control over that 
portion. Mr. Lafave stated they have an easement over the roadway itself and they'll maintain the 
road\vay to make sure it complies with any conditions so it is useful. 

Mr. Burns stated when this plan was first brought up, the roadway was in the middle and that is 
where it should be instead of having it over towards him. Mr. Bums stated this was all approved 
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by the Board he thought before. Ray Bleier stated it was. 

John Nowicki stated they better explain how the site got moved. Ray Bleier stated the location of 
the tower moved, and along with it, the property owner wanted to have the road access changed 
so that it would have less of an impact on his property. Mr. Bums stated by making the tower 
higher, it didn't make a bit of difference moving the tower, because it would be the same height in 
the air that these other people complained about seeing it. Ray Bleier stated it was a question of 
aesthetics and also of people, how they viewed it. He stated it was a preferred site for some of the 
neighbors, and the homeo\\-ner or the property owner, as well. 

Mr. Bums stated he is probably the only property owner there. He stated the Bums owned this 
since 1904, so he thought this should be considered, too. 

John Nowicki stated the original application, it was located was up higher, and they brought 
everything halfway down. Mr. Bums questioned whether there will be a snow problem if the 
wind is right there, too, in their driveway. John Nowicki asked how could he see this causing a 
problem on his driveway \vith snow. Mr. Bums stated if the wind is just right, it could be a 
problem John Nowicki stated he did not quite understand that. 

John Nowicki stated they tried to accommodate Mr. Bums by pushing that over 100 feet from his 
driveway, so it should help. Mr. Burns stated it would be better off if it was right up next to the 
property line. Larry Smith stated they wanted it moved. Mr. Burns stated he wants it where it 
was originally approved. 

Keith O'Toole stated the issue here is the driveway. He stated the tower site has already been 
approved. 

John Nowicki stated one of the conditions on all these applications is that it is a conditional use 
and is only granted for two years. He stated if within two years they see things that are 
happening, that they're predicting that may happen or there is a maintenance problem, these things 
can be readdressed in a two-year period. He stated that is how they're controlling them as best 
they can to monitor all these projects. 

Dario Marchioni asked Mr. Bums was his concern about that area between his driveway and the 
new driveway. Mr. Bums stated he wanted to know who was going to maintain the 100 feet in 
there. Mr. Bums asked is it just going to grow up. Dario Marchioni asked what is there now. 
Mr. Bums stated it is an alfalfa field right now. Mr. LaFave stated it \vill be maintained by the 
same people that are maintainirig it right now, which are the Tesches. He stated he did not know 
what plans the owner has for that, but the owner is responsible for maintaining his property, and 
he is maintaining that area now, and he will continue to be responsible for maintaining that area 
after the driveway is installed. Mr. LaFave stated he did not see why there is any concern that it 
will be any different than it is right now. Dario Marchioni stated it will not change from what is 
there right now. 

Mr. Bums stated he still feels it should be where it originally was approved for, the driveway. 
Ray Bleier stated he thought they had enough discussion on the site. 

John Nowicki stated he wanted to make sure they state for the record that the conditions are the 
same. Keith O'Toole stated all prior conditions remain in full force and effect. John No\\icki 
stated the same thing is true with the conditional use. He stated they have a two-year conditional 
use permit and all previous conditions apply to this particular parcel. 

DECISION: Unanimously approved by a vote of 5 yes with one abstention (John Hellaby). The 
previous conditions are still in effect. 

John Limbeck stated he wanted to talk about the other Sprint property at 3785 Chili Avenue. 

Regarding: Applications of Sprint Spectrum, 2165 Brighton Henrietta Tomiline Road, 
Rochester, New York 14623 for conditional use permit and preliminary site plan 
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approval to erect a 120' high cellular tower at property located at 3785 Chili 
Avenue in N.B. zone. 

John Nowicki asked where do they stand on that. Keith O'Toole stated under the State law, they 
have a certain time frame in which to file a declaration of some sort, positive or negative 
declaration for SEQR. He stated th.e applicant had entered into negotiations with the Town for an 
alternative site, and at the prior meeting, they had elected to seek a determination carried fonvard 
jnto the next month; basically tabled. He stated the question is do they make their determination 
this evening or does the applicant turn to them and say that they can table it into next month. 

John Limbeck asked have they settled on a site where they can go. Mr. LaFave stated they have 
not He stated negotiations are still ongoing. John Limbeck stated so they should continue it onto 
next month. Mr. Lafave stated they would request that 

Keith UToole stated since the applicant has requested a tabling to nex1 month, perhaps the Board 
should consider that. John Limbeck made make a motion they continue this into the next month 
at the applicant's request, to the next Planning Board meeting. Mitch Rakus stated seconded it. 
The Board was all in favor of the motion. 

DECISION: The Planning Board has approved the applicant's request for an extension of the 
SEQR positive declaration process until the next Planning Board meeting. 

2. Application ofDiamonds, 1509 Scottsville Road, Rochester, New York 14623 for revised 
site plan approval to allow an outdoor cafe at property located at 1509 Scottsville Road 
in G. I. zone. 

Bill Levy was present to represent the application. He stated he is the owner of Diamonds 
Nightclub on Scottsville Road. 

Mr. Levy stated they would like to amend their site plan. to allow the construction of a concrete 
deck on the southern portion of their building, immediately adjacent to the building to permit 
some outdoor seating. He stated he has been in business now for almost five years, or about \\1th 
one month short of their fifth anniversary, and for each of those years, their business has dropped 
dramatically in the summer months, off typically as much as 50 or 60 percent, and they're seeking 
a remedy as it has been very, very difficult on tbem. 

Mr. Levy stated so what they wish to do is put in a concrete pad, approximately 18 112 feet by 
l l 5 feet in length surrounded by a 6 foot high fence. He stated on the western side of that patio 
deck there is an existing, rather dilapidated storage shed there now that they plan to demolish and 
put a new concrete shed underneath it, as that shed is sitting on basically gravel right now. He 
stated they would replace it with a new smaller storage shed, approximately 12 by 24. Mr. Levy 
stated the only thing that takes place in that area is storage of empty returnable beer and soda 
bottles and cartons. 

Ray Bleier stated in bis letter, the applicant says they're not planning on having the selling of 
alcoholic beverages out on tbe patio area. Mr. Levy stated there \\ill would be no bar or place of 
dispensing beverages. He stated they would allow the beverages to be brought out by the 
consumers onto that area 10 be consumed at the tables there. He stated they would have 
personnel out there bussing and returning the glassware, plasticware as it were, back into the bar 
and keeping that area clean. He stated there would be no dispensing of beverages on that area. 

Ray Bleier asked will they have any external sound systems out there, speakers or anything. Mr. 
stated probably some very small, actually half the size of tbat speaker in the meeting room 

He stated some of the base from tbe clubs will come through the walls, and so that that doesn't 
sound out of place, they would like to just put the mid high frequencies out on the small speakers 
at a very low level so it naturally blends back in sound in perspective, but there would be no live 
entertainment, no dancing, no loud sound out there. He stated it would be really a refuge strictly 
for seating. 
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Mitch Rakus stated he looked at the site and the only thing he could say is they got a lot of 
cleaning up to do there. Mr. Levy stated in that area, they have started to pull some of the items 
out of that storage shed. He stated the contractor who was working there bas started removing 
some of the old debris that existed from the Play Pen days. He stated that is what was in that 
shed. He stated there are a couple of old coolers and just beat up old staiuless steel items and 
other things out there. He stated he was taking it over to Spector Waste in his dump truck, 
so there may be still some out there, but it obviously won1t be there any longer. 

Mitch Rakus asked will they have a decorative fence against the Lyell Metal property line to 
beautify it. Mr. Levy stated they \:vill. He stated they're going to put a fence all around the three 
sides. He stated even the side of the building that they have will be decorated as it were \vith 
wood paneling to match the rest of the exterior of the building, and then there will be a staggered 
privacy fence. He stated that will go around all three sides with two access points on the east and 
the west as an exit path from the deck 

Mitch Rakus asked if there would be any roofing or anything like that. Mr. Levy stated 
would be no roofing, no awning, nothing else. Mitch Rak-us stated he was familiar with the kind 
of addition they're talking about. 

Ray Bleier asked will there be external lighting on the patio. Mr. Levy stated show11 on the 
drawings are four of the sort of street post lights protruding from the concrete, eacb with the four 
round globes from each fixture, so basically that is the only lighting that they anticipate out in that 
area. 

John Nowicki asked \vill they have tree planters out there for fake trees or real live trees. Mr. 
Levy stated they would have real trees in boxes, approximately 3 foot square, decorated with 
wood on the lower part just to provide some sort of natural type setting to beautify the area. 

John Nowicki asked would the tables have umbrellas over the top. Mr. Levy stated they would 
probably do it on some of them but not all of them 

John Nowicki stated the only concern he would have would be the noise factor from any loud 
speakers that they might have outside. He asked tl1e other area, the gates with the panic hardware 
on them, would they have people going out through there in the evening. Mr. Levy stated they 
would not. He .stated the panic hardware is there strictly because it is a fire exit path. He stated 
the Liquor Authority is very specific in terms of regulating the control path that it has to come to 
and from the entrances of the building, so there will be no change in ingress, egress beginning of 
the night, ending of the night, during the night. He stated those strictly are emergency exit paths 
only. John Nowicki asked are those tied into any kind of security system or alert system that 
tl1ose doors are being opened and closed. Mr. Levy stated it is something that has been discussed. 
He stated it is a concern of theirs because obviously they have a liability in terms of there is 
alcohol present and they don't want any service of that product to anyone under the age, so it is a 
control He stated they do maintain security with two-way radios in the parking lot. He stated 
they also have security personnel obviously on duty throughout the facility with two-way radios, 
and there would be somebody stationed outside all the time this is in operation also equipped with 
two-way radios. He stated rather than alarming the doors, they think their personnel would 
handle that. 

John Nowicki stated they say the storage shed will be removed. Mr. Levy stated the exiting shed 
that is in poor condition that has been there since he took it over, tl1at is going to be demolished, 
and they wish to put up a new shed of smaller dimensions than the one that exists presently. John 
Nowicki asked Larry Smith ifthe Fire Marshal has looked at this yet. Larry Smith stated he has 
glanced at it. He stated those two exits are going to be required. 

John Nowicki asked the path of exit between the storage shed and the HV AC, to get people 
cleared through that area, is that corridor going to be sufficient to get people out of there safely. 
Larry Smith stated he didn't know what the dimension is. He stated but they're not going to be 
allowed to open without enough access space. 
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Mr. Levy stated that actually is part of their pathway now at present that was looked at by the 
Fire Marshal when they obtained their initial permits, and actually that pathway will be 
increased because the dimension oftl1at shed is being reduced by about 3 1/2 feet, so the pathway 
will be wider than it is now. He stated where it is basically uneven gravel now, that will be 
cement all the way out to the end of the shed. John Nowicki stated so they're saying from the east 
gate, by the HV AC unit, they're going to have either a concrete walk or an asphalt walk out 
towards the front of the building. Mr. Levy stated that was not correct. He stated the concrete 
was going to basically go up to the HV AC unit. He stated it wasn't going to continue past it. He 
stated they could carry it past it. 

John NO\vicki asked how will they designate the path for the people to follow. Mr. Levy stated it 
exists now in that there is a wood fence on the side of tl1e HV AC, and there is a metal fence that 
exists along the Lyell Metal border, so the pathway exists now. 

Dario Marchioni stated he was just wondering, during the winter months, is this going to be 
operating. Mr. Levy stated it would not. Dario Marchioni stated as far as these emergency exits, 
when they have an enclosure like this, it has a tendency in the winter for snow to be built up in 
there. He asked will these exits be maintained by plowing the snow so people can get out that 
area. Mr. Levy stated yes, they maintain those exit paths now during the winter. He stated what 
they're going to h~ve to do, they feel, is take the gate hardware, the actual gate door off and leave 
that opened during the winter months so no snow can build up against the side of the gate, which 
would prohibit its opening. He stated they're planning on removing those hinges and taking the 
doors off those after the operation of this area is completed for the season. 

Charles Robinson stated the Conservation Board would like to see in the planters and the 
foundation plantings the replacement of the dead bushes and things of that nature. He stated on 
the new addition on the east side, they would like to see a screen with evergreens. Larry Smith 
stated that has to be cleared and open. He stated that is an emergency exit out that way. Charles 
Robinson stated they did not see that. 

Larry Smith stated they might be able to put something in front of the HV AC. Charles Robinson 
stated tbey would have to rescind their request then. 

Ray Bleier asked wby this was under revised site plan. He stated site plan was quite a few years 
ago. Larry Smith stated it was, and now tbeyre revising it. He stated the site plan for Diamonds 
was granted, and now they're coming in to change that site plan to sbow an outside business 
operation. 

Ray Bleier asked what conditions were stipulated back then. Larry Smith stated he would get the 
conditions. Ray Bleier asked when do they expect to do tbis addition. Mr. Levy stated as soon as 
practical. He stated they tbink that if approval is granted and a building permit can be obtained 
quickly, materials are readily available, so tbey might bave it open in about three weeks. 

Dario Marchioni asked \\'lll this improve the business. Mr. Levy stated they hope dramatically. 
He stated they're trying very bard to maintain an adult, over 21 clientele, and they're hoping that 
this will also keep the demographics of their customers on the high side, so they're really looking 
to improve it. 

Ray Bleier asked didn't they start out having both tbe under 21 and over 21. Mr. Levy stated yes, 
they did. He stated a couple months into it, they went strictly over 21 and then later on on the 
dance side, they admitted those 18 to 20 for dancing without the service of any alcohol in that 
room. He stated they did that for one summer. He stated they're contemplating doing it again 
this summer. He stated several other establishments locally bave closed and so there is a need for 
that again. He stated primarily their operations have been strictly for those 21 and over. 

Larry Smith stated in December of 1991, preliminary plan was approved with the following 
conditions: Landscaping plans submitted to Conservation Board for approval; petition Town 
Board to be included in a drainage district; final plans show proposed lighting; Fire Marshal 
review plans for maximum occupancy; no storage or staging of tractor-trailer trucks on site; letter 



of credit to be established for landscaping; exterior building painting to be done by July 
Larry Smith stated final site plan approval was given in March of'92 pending Town engineering 
approval. He stated all conditions of preliminary approval were still in effect. He stated they 
were to fiunish the Board documentation oftbe termination of the lease agreement with Lyell 
Metals regarding the parking and staging oftbeir tractor-trailers, which as far as be knew, has 
been done. He stated the driveway curb cut on Scottsville Road was to meet D. 0. T. standards. 
Larry Smith stated as far as he k11ew, all the conditions were met. 

Ray Bleier stated this is just an infonnal. He stated they could ahead and a vote on the 
revised site plan then. John Limbeck questioned whether they would do SEQR. Ray Bleier 
stated they did not have to do SEQR He stated previous conditions have been met, however, tbe 
Conservation Board will have a shot at seeing the revised landscaping. 

Ray Bleier stated this is an informal application, and as such, they would not take any comments 
from the audience. Larry Smith stated it is not public hearing. Ray Bleier stated theyre finished 
with the public hearing items. 

Jerry Brixner, present in the audience, stated if he was not mistaken, last time he attended, he felt 
he had the opportunity of commenting on a proposal or two. He stated could not llllderstaud 
why that rule has changed. Ray Bleier stated the rule has not changed. Larry Smith stated it is up 
to the Chairman. 

John Nmvicki stated they need to clean up the property a little bit He stated there are things they 
need to do over there to get that straightened away. He stated somebody also mentioned they 
need to replace dead or dying trees. Mr. stated the order was given to do that about a 
month and a half ago, and for some reason, he has to check back with the contractor on that. He 
stated he keeps telling him he is going to do that. John Nowicki stated they ought to do that. 

Charles Robinson stated \vhen they have that done, they should submit a plan showing exactly 
what was replaced. Mr. Levy stated they didn't remove anything. He stated there was certainly 
national attrition. He stated certain trees just didn't make it and sometimes customers' cars 
backed into them or there was vandalism. He stated he is more than willing to restore them to the 
prior conditions. Larry Smith stated this should be an ongoing situation, though, not every seven 
years when they come in for another site plan review. 

DECISION: Unanimously approved by a vote of 6 yes with the following conditions: 

L Pending approval of the Conservation Board. 

2. Clean up property. 

3. Replace all trees/shrubs that have died. 

4. Fire Marshal and Building Inspector to review modifications. 

5. Any previous conditions still remain in efiect. 

3. Application of Rohn Wallace, 26 Morningside Drive, Rochester, New York 14607 for final 
site plan approval to erect a 60' x 40' golf pro-shop at property located at 420 Ballantyne 
Road in AC., FPO, FW zone. 

Rohn Wallace and Don Avery were present to represent the application .. Ray Bleier asked is this 
just for the building, or is this for the whole site, the driving range and everything. Mr. Avery 
stated they were present for everything. Ray Bleier stated the agenda just specifies final site plan 
for the pro shop. Mr. Avery stated they were present for the final site plan for the project that 
they have. 

Mr. Avery stated the necessary forms and maps have been supplied to the Town Clerk to put this 
in a drainage district. Mr. Avery stated they have complied \\-ith the Town Engineer's comments 
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set forth in his letter. He stated Larry Nissen has sent back a letter to him saying he has complied. 

Mr. Avery stated there is only one item he would talk about, and that is the wetlands delineation. 
He stated now they have sent the wetlands, federal wetlands delineation report to the U.S. Corps 
of Engineers. He stated on June 4th, they were coming dm:vn to make an on-site inspection ofit 
and tell them what they needed to do in the area and tell them what they could do in the area 
where the federal wetlands are. He stated the report has been sent in about a month ago. He 
stated that morning the gentleman who was going to come dovvn got called out to Ohio because 
of the flood they had out there in Columbus. He stated that man was supposed to be back 
Monday, but he didn't come back. He stated they hope to meet hin1 on Thursday. Mr. Avery 
stated he bas met with the DEC. 

Mr. Avery stated they have taken care of the Town Engineer's comments. He stated all of the 
comments of the Monroe County Planning letter of April 7th have been addressed. He stated he 
has attached a letter to answer all those questions. Mr. Avery stated the Zoning Board of Appeals 
in their meeting of February 15th approved the conditional use permit to allow a golf driving 
range. He stated the approval was for a period of two years. He stated the other nine conditions 
are the same as the Planning Board. 

Mr. Avery stated the Corps of Engineers does not have regulations on pesticides. He stated that 
was a question that was brought up by the Board. He stated on May 30th, he met with a woman 
from the DEC Avon office who said that there isn't any list of acceptable pesticides and they must 
go by labeled directions. He stated also when he was down there, he checked with her on the 
location of the wetlands as far as the State, and they are not in the State wetlands where they're 
doing any activity. 

Mr. Avery stated the Chili Traffic & Safety Committee has reviewed the project and requested a 
light to be shown at the entrance for the facility if it is open after dark, and that is shown on the 
latest plans that they have. Mr. Avery stated they wanted to have a proposed time line for 
constmction, and he stated they have shown that on the plans. 

Mr. Avery stated proof of the authenticity of the ownership has been submitted to the Assistant 
Town Attorney. Keith O'Toole stated he is satisfied with that, has a copy ofit and would now 
submit that to the Building Department. 

Mr. Avery put up a drawing to show tbe Board as far as the colored architectural rendering was 
concerned. Mr. A very stated they're going to have split face block with an accent color. He 
stated it would be a brovvn/tan. He stated the split face block on the lower part would also be a 
little lighter tan. 

Mr. Avery stated the other question was they didn't have a stamped landscape architect plan. He 
stated tbe landscape arch1tect plan has been approved, but it didn't have a stamp before. He stated 
theyre working with the Health Department, and that is about where they are now. 

Dario Marclrioni asked is this building going to be on a concrete slab. Mr. A very stated yes, it is. 
He stated it will look something like the VFW in the sense it will have to be built up. Dario 
Marchioni asked the elevation, they did get variance on that. Mr. Avery stated yes, they did get a 
variance. He stated the Zoning Board gave them a variance to have the first floor be at 525. 

Dario Marchfoni stated he sees they plan to have the site partially paved for the handicapped 
parking. Mr. Avery stated the ramp will take care of them coming up to the building to the right. 
He stated if someone is handicapped and uses it, they will have that facility. He stated a 
handicapped person might want to buy some things there. He stated he didn't think too many 
handicapped people that would use tbe golf range. 

John NO\vicki asked are they using tbe County of Monroe entranceway apron. Mr. Avery stated 
that is the County of Monroe's, yes. He stated they already have a temporary permit entrance for 
trncks to come in there. John Nm.vicki asked is that asphalt or concrete going in there for the 
apron. Mr. Avery stated theyre bringing it up to the parking lot. John Nmcvicki asked if the 
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parking lot would be gravel. Mr. Wallace stated it would be. John Nowicki asked if they were 
bringing the paving up to where the willow trees are, the entranceway. Mr. Wallace stated that 
was right. 

John Nowicki questioned the service road. Mr. Wallace stated the service road is actually just 
continuing back to the creek. He stated maybe eventually they would like to have a maintenance 
shed back there. John Nowicki asked ·will that be gated off Mr. Wallace stated at night, it ¥\rill. 
John Nowicki stated if they don't gate that off, people will be partying by the creek. 

Mitch Rakus stated he still thinks this is a good addition to a flood plain area. He stated it is 
going to be an asset to the whole community. 

John Hellaby stated their letter of May 26, Items 2 and 3 were apparently in reply to the Monroe 
County Comments. John Hellaby stated his only question is he is unclear on exactly what that is 
referring to, concerning monuments, there not being any in the area. John Hellaby stated there are 
U.S.G.S. monuments at that intersection, at the southeast comer. Mr. Avery stated he tried to 
dig one up and couldn't find it. John Hellaby stated it is there. 

John Nowicki stated he did not do this too often, but he had to complement Mr. Avery on 
bringing a complete set of responses back to the Board. 

Ray Bleier stated the Drainage Committee has indicated that they will have to apply to be put in a 
drainage district. Mr. Avery stated it has already been done. He stated all the paperwork bas 
been submitted and the map. 

John Nowicki asked will they make up any clubs over there. Mr. Wallace stated they wilt He 
stated it will be a full line pro shop. 

There was discussion of conditions. 

Ray Bleier stated the Traffic & Safety Committee indicated they wanted a light by the entrance. 
Mr. Avery stated he showed the light on the plan where they wanted it Ray Bleier asked do they 
have to go to Zoning Board for the sign. Larry Smith stated it is a freestanding sign, so they need 
a variance from the Zoning Board. 

Charles Robinson stated the landscaping plan \vtll have to be approved by the Conservation 
Board. 

DECISION: Unanimously approved by a vote of 6 yes vvith the following conditions: 

1. Pending approval of the Town Engineer. 

2. Pending approval of the Conservation Board. 

3. Apply to ilie Zoning Board of Appeals for a sign variance. 

4. Application ofBemard Iacovangelo, owner; 3240 Chlli Avenue, Rochester, New York 14624 
for final site plan approval to erect a 2,600 sq. ft. minor motor vehlcle service station and a 
2, l 06 sq. ft. fast food facility at property located at 3260 Chili Avenue iI1 G.B. zone. 

Bernard Iacovangelo and Bill Sza\vranskyj were present to represent the application. Mr. 
Szawranskyj stated tonight they are asking for final approval for 3260 Chili Avenue. He stated he 
wished to address the comments from the May 16th letter from the Planning Board. 

Mr. Szawranskyj stated Item Number l indicated they had to address the Town Engineer's 
concerns in his letter dated 5/13/97. Mr. Szawranskyj stated he has met with Larry. He stated he 
has gotten the revised calculations. He stated they have done the revised drainage plan and based 
on the new plan, they have flipped everything over so there is no detention facility of any kind 
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along the road. He stated it will all be behind the Valvoline facility to satisfy the concerns that the 
Planning Board had. He stated in addition, they have designed the new drainage system that will 
run to the west property line and down the west property line to the catch basin to pick up the 
yard drainage of the properties immediately adjacent to theirs. 

Mr. Szawransk)j stated Larry Nissen's comments indicated he has reviewed the drainage system 
and that there are a couple minor details that they'll work out, but generally speaking, he thought 
the plans are complete. Mr. Sza\vrauskyj stated Larry's comment number two is regarding the 
access road curve. Mr. Szawrauskyj stated behind the Valvoline and KFC there is a curve there in 
the road. He stated that road for now is just a fire lane. He stated they really don't know what 
will be developed in the pad site in the future. He stated it might become part of the parking area 
or another pad. He stated they don't know yet, but temporarily it will act as a fire lane in the area. 
He stated they don't need to have a 35 foot radii. He stated it might be a Tor something else that 
develops in that particular parcel. 

Mr. Szawranskyj stated Item Number 3 indicated if the plan is approved, it would be contingent 
upon Town Engineer's approval. 

Mr. Szawranskyj stated Item 2 on the Planning Board letter indicated they had to submit detailed 
architectural renderings. He stated thev have that for the KFC and for the Valvoline. 

~ ~ 

Mr. Szawransk)j stated Item 3 indicated they had to submit a cross-access easement to the 
Assistant Town Counsel. Mr. SzawTanskyj stated he believes he has that, he has reviewed it and 
him and Bernie are working the details out. 

Mr. Sza\vransk)j stated they were to submit landscaping plans to the Chili Conservation Board 
for review and approval. He stated that has been revised with member Glenn Schneider. He 
stated the plan has been modified per his comments and stamped by a landscape architect as 
requested. 

Mr. SzawTansk)j stated Item 5 indicated they were to petition the TO\vn Board to include this in 
the Chili Consolidated Drainage District. He stated that is in the works. He stated they'll be 
submitting that petition any day now. 

Mr. Sza\cvTanskyj stated details of fencing were to be approved by the Building Inspector. Mr. 
Szawransk)j stated Larry Smit11 bas reviewed the fencing material. He, passed the sample around 
to the Board. He stated it is a plastic tubular type of material. 

Mr. Sza\\Tanskyj stated Item Number 7, the last item on there indicated they were to address the 
New York State D.O.T. road cut. He ~1ated they have met ·with New York State D.O.T. on 
several occasions. He stated they're granting them a road cut at that location subject to a couple 
modifications on the radius. 

Larry Smith stated there was a manhole they dropped in order to get the radius. Mr. Szawranskyj 
stated they're going to end up having to drop the manhole there. 

Mitch Rakus stated they'll have to make sure that the drainage problem is properly taken care of 
He stated he thought they should leave that up to their TO\vn Engineer. He stated that is the main 
thing he has been looking at, where is that water going to go, and what is it going to do 
downstream. He stated he could see possibly a fhture problem, but if their engineer says it is 
okay, he would be satisfied. 

Larry Nissen stated he would like to make a suggestion that perhaps Mr. SzawTanskyj review the 
drainage plan so everybody is a little more familiar with it. Mr. Sza\vranskyj stated besides Larry 
Nissen revi.e\\ing the drainage plans, D.O.T. is also reviewing it because it is their system they're 
tying into. He stated they have the calculations and are also in the process of reviewing this. He 
stated the original grading plan and drainage plan showed catch basins in the locations they have 
them, but they all tied into the State system at a location he indicated on the plans. He indicated 
on the plans where they were talking about a detention basin. He stated then they had another 
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series of drainage swales that came around. 

Mr. Szawranskyj stated what they have done now is flipped the whole system over basically, and 
they're going to go to the north and across the road and into a detention basin they have there. He 
stated then the drainage from there will also be picked up into the detention facility, and that will 
drain out into a piped system which \\ill go into the existing State system. He stated based on the 
criteria that the To\vn has, what they have done is designed this facility to handle up to a 50-year 
storm. He stated they need approximately 11,000 cubic feet of storage. He stated they have a 
little bit more than 11,000 cubic feet of storage in there. 

Mr. Szawranskyj stated the overflow structure is supposed to be able to carry a 50-year stonn. 
He stated the piping system itself cannot handle a 50-year stonn, so the detention facility will have 
to hold that back. He stated there is 110 way that an 18 inch system under a State highway will 
handle a 50-year storm. He stated he and Larry Nissen are just working out the final details of the 
drainage system that will handle a 50-year storm. 

Ray Bleier asked Larry Nissen if this drainage and detention \vill accommodate future expansion 
build-out of the remaining site. Larry Nissen stated it will. Mr. Szawranskyj stated he has 
assumed 50 percent lot coverage maximum development on this site, and the facility is designed 
for total site development. 

Dario Marchioni stated this is a great improvement from the one they showed on the side of the 
road. He stated that is where all the objections were before. 

John Nowicki stated for the second time tonight he bas to complement the applicant for bringing 
back before the Board a real nice project. 

John Limbeck stated he agreed. He stated he just wished they could talk KFC into a little more 
sedate colors. 

Keith O'Toole stated the cross-access easement has to be finalized and he would like a recorded 
copy of that returned to the Town for the Town records. 

Larry Nissen stated if final approval is granted, it should be contingent upon engineer's approval. 

Larry Smith asked ifthe Board liked the proposed fencing. The Board liked the proposed 
fencing. 

Lan-y Smith stated for the handicapped parking spots, they have to have an 8 foot parking spot 
and then an 8 foot cross hatch area, so one spot uses 16 feet. He stated two spots can share the 8 
foot cross hatch for a total of 24 feet. He stated they have to put detail on the plans for the signs 
and revise the drawings to show the proper handicapped spacing. 

Larry Smith stated he has to look at the occupancy, the number of people in these places as far as 
to know how many spots they're going to need there. Mi. Szawranskyj stated they don't have the 
final plans yet from the architect. Larry Smith stated that detennines how many spots they will 
need. He stated assuming they will only need one spot per store, they will need 16 feet of 
parking there for handicapped parking. 

DECISION: Unanimously approved by a vote of 6 yes with the following conditions: 

1. Pending approval of the Tmvn Engineer. 

2. Finalize cross-access easement with the Assistant Town Counsel. 

3. Petition the Town Board (within 30 days of this letter) to include this parcel 
in the Chili Consolidated Drainage District 

The meeting ended at 9:45 p.m. 



CHILI PLANNING BOARD 
July 8, 1997 

meeting of the Chili Planning Board was held on July 8, 1997 at the Chili Town Hall, 3235 
Chili Avenue, Rochester, New York 14624 at 7:00 p.m. The meeting was called to order by 
Chairperson John Cross. 

PRESENT: Ray Bleier, Mitch Rakus, John Limbeck (arrived during the meeting), Dario 
Marchioni, John Hellaby and Chairperson John Cross. 

ALSO PRESENT: Keith O'Toole. Assistant Counsel for the Tov.m; Larry Smith, Building 
Inspector; Larry Nissen, Town Engineer; Charles Robinson, Conservation 
Board member. 

Chairperson John Cross declared this to be a legally constituted meeting of the Chili Planning 
Board. He explained the meeting's procedures and introduced the Board and front table. He 
announced the fire safety exits. 

John Cross thanked Ray Bleier for filling in for him the last few months while he was recovering 
from surgery. 

PUBLIC HEARINGS: 

l. Application of Susan Sinclair, 176 Meadow Farm S. Apt. 8, North Chili, New York 14514 
property owner: D.D. Davis; for preliminary site plan approval for a change of use in portion 
of building to allow a beauty salon at property located at 3774 Chili Avenue in G.B. zone. 

Susan Sinclair was present to represent the application. She stated she has been a New York 
State licensed cosmetologist since 1984. She stated she presently resides at 176 Meadow Farm, 
Apartment 8, North Chili, New York, \Vith her daughter who attends Chestnut Ridge Elementary 
School. 

Ms. Sinclair stated after she receives approval from the Tmvn of Chili, she intends to lease 1,000 
square feet of space at the Fountain Plaza located at the corner of Union Street and Chili Avenue 
from D.D. Davis and Company, Incorporated, the owner of the property. She stated this location 
was recently used as a gift shop operated by Country Shed. She stated this beauty salon will be 
located between Convenient Food Mart and Dot McCarthy's antique store. 

Ms. Sinclair stated the closest beauty store is in North Chili and there are several others in Chili 
Center to the east. She stated there are several new subdivisions nearby and an apartm~nt 
complex just west of Union Street. She stated the area is grnwing. She stated she believes that 
the community needs a beauty salon in this location and hopefully it \vill do well. 

Ms. Sinclair stated her beauty salon will serve the entire family, children, men and women. She 
stated she will be offering hair cuts for $6. 95 per cut and will have a prepaid coupon book with 
the sixth hair cut being She stated she believes the commw1ity has large number ofy0tmg 
families living in their first homes and this will be attractive to them. 

Ms. Sinclair stated she also will offer permanents, facials and nail care at competitive prices. She 
stated she is looking forward to having a long-term beauty salon in this community. 

Ray Bleier asked what the hours of operation would be. Ms. Sinclair stated she would be open 
from l 0 a.m. to 7 p.m, Tuesday through Saturday. 

Ray Bleier stated the property itself, it looks like it needs some picking up there. He stated there 
is a lot of paper debris coming from the food mart on the corner there. He stated there are people 
sitting out leaving all kinds of\vrappers. 
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Mitch Rakus stated he thought it is a good fit for the area. He stated as long as the Town 
Engineer finds nothing wrong, he sees nothing wrong with it. 

John Hellaby questioned the parking. Ms. Sinclair stated there is adjoining parking behind 
the building. John Hellaby asked is the flea market only open on the weekends. Ms. Sinclair 
stated the gift shop is where she would be going in. She stated the flea market is on one side and 
the Convenient is on the other. John Hellaby asked if the flea market is only open during the 
weekend. Ms. Sinclair stated it is open 1 to 4 during the weekdays. and then theyre open on the 
weekend. 

John Hellaby asked how many people at one time would they He stated be wanted 
a feel for the parking situation. Ms. Sinclair stated there is plenty of parking in the back of the 
building, off to the east side. 

John Cross stated the Drainage Committee has indicated that applicant needs to to enter 
a drainage district. Mrs. Davis, present in the audience, stated she thought they did that before. 
John Cross stated apparently it was never followed through on. Mrs. Davis stated she thought 
that was done a year ago. Lan-y Smith stated if they did not join the drainage district, they can do 
it He stated if they have already done it, it is a moot point 

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE: 

Jerry Brixner- 14 Hartom Road 
He welcomed John Cross back to the Board. He stated he would support this application. He 
stated he thought it is a very, very useful situation important to the community. 

Mr. Brixner stated he would probably offer that they might put in a "parking in sign with 
some sort of arrows that might direct some parking into the back He stated he thought if they 
so, they might have to watch that entranceway. He stated he has seen garbage vans go through 
there real quickly as the gentleman turns around with his garbage business. 

John Cross asked Mr. Davis if they would be open to making a sign to put up on the front 
of the building for parking in the rear. Dallas Davis, also present to represent the application, 
stated they could do that. 

John Cross made a motion to declare the Board lead agency as to SEQR, found this to be an 
unlisted action and of no significant environmental impact, and the Board all voted yes. 

DECISION: Unanimously approved by a vote of 5 yes with the following conditions: 

L Petition the Town Board (within 30 days of this letter) to include this 
parcel in the Chili Consolidated Drainage District 

2. Place a sign on front of building informing customers that there is 
additional parking on side of building. 

3. Property owner to enforce policing of debris in parking area and 
surrounding the building. 

Note: Final site plan approval has been waived by the Planning Board. 

2. Application ofBattistiBros. Dev., owner; 17 Mondavi Circle, Spencerport, New York 14559 
for final subdivision approval of 9 lots to be known as Carriage House Estates Section 2 at 
property located at 515 Paul Road in R-1-15 zone. 

Bob Winans was present to represent the application. Mr. Winans stated he was with LaDieu 
Associates. Mr. Winans stated they were present to ask for final plan approval for Section 2 of 
Carriage House Estates. He stated he had that area outlined in green on the plans to show to the 
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Board that area in relationshlp to Section 1 that was approved a couple years ago. 

Mr. Winans stated the roadway \vill be connecting onto the Section l stub street. He stated all 
the sewers and storm i;nain will be connecting up with existing piping installed in Section l. Mr. 
Winans stated the plat conforms with the lot sizes and dimensions that were approved during the 
preliminary process. He stated theyre asking for final plat approval tonight contingent on 
receiving the Town Engineers approval on the plans. 

Mitch Rakus stated in his investigation of the property it appeared that everything was going 
along well. He stated he would like to have the To\.Vll Engineer follow through on what is in the 
letter. 

Larry Nissen stated he thought most of the items that he has noted are basically details that do not 
reflect on the adequacy of the application. He stated they were generally items he would bring up 
in a final comment letter to the applicant. He stated his biggest question was with the drainage at 
the back. He stated now he could see clearer from the map that there is a drainage channel 
adjacent to the site. 

Larry Nissen stated he did not get a chance to speak to the applicant's engineer or to get his 
comments to him before the meeting to forewarn him of the scope of his comments. Mitch Rakus 
stated as long as drainage is really reviewed, he was satisfied. 

John He Ila by asked v1that is the percentage on the build-out of Phase 1. Richard Battist~ also 
present to represent the application, stated 17 of the 18 homes are sold. He stated there is only 
one left. John Cross asked what is the average selling price of the homes in that subdivision. Mr. 
Battisti stated the homes range from 100,000 to about 170,000, so the average would be about 
135,000, 140,000. 

Dario Marchioni stated the detention area there needs a little maintenance. Mr. Winans stated 
when they did Section 1, they went in and formed the detention area. He stated they put in a 
trickle tube and undercut the whole area to allow for sediment, and it may need cleaning and some 
upkeep now. He stated that is what they plan on doing when come in with the section, to 
come in and clean up the area a little bit. He stated they'll have to re-establish any erosion control 
measures that might disrepair. 

Keith O'Toole asked the drainage area tbat is in Lot 202, is 
Winans stated that was correct. 

what they were referring to. Mr. 

Lany Nissen stated basically there is a note on the plat map that should be reviewed or revised. 
He stated they'll have to have the addition of or reference to Tm\'11 standards for the roadway and 
the storm sewer construction. He stated with regard to storm sewer laterals, there is a 
discrepancy where one calls it out as 4-inch and one calls it out as 6-inch. He stated they require 
a 6-inch storm sewer lateral. 

Larry Nissen stated they'll need an additional roadside inlet at the back. Larry Nissen stated the 
only situation he saw with drainage, or potential adverse situation was at the southwest comer of 

He stated there are two swales along the south and west boundary lines of the site, 
along those lines that converge at the southwest comer and then discharge at that point 

He stated there is a channel do,vn way a bit, but it is something they need to take a closer look 
at. Larry Nissen stated perhaps they need to quantify the flows. Mr. Winans stated they did a 
te111porary check damn and some sort of measurements to guard against the erosion going off site. 
He stated he thought generally the site falls off in that direction. stated they can look at that 
to maybe route it over towards the detention area. 

Larry Nissen stated he was also wondering how it might impact the subdivision to the west. He 
stated it appears that it could wander off in that direction also, so he thought that is something 
theylre going to want to look at. Mr. Winans stated there is a tributary back on the strip ofland 

Bausch & Lomb still owns. Mr. Winans stated it generally falls to that tributary. 
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Charles Robinson stated the Conservation Board would like to see a street tree planting plan laid 
out by a licensed landscape architect. Charles Robinson stated they noticed it was missing, so 
they have no idea what kind oflandscaping or street tree plantings they were going to do at alt 
Mr. Winans stated he thought they had one during the preliminary plat stage. He stated he could 
provide the Conservation Board with one. Charles Robinson stated they did not have it at the time 
they looked at this last night. Mr. Winans stated that was like five years ago they did that. 
Charles Robinson stated the applicant should give Glenn Schneider a call. 

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE: 

Nick Barbata - 109 Hillary Drive 
He asked if any of those swales they were speaking of: will any of the backyards border on them 
possibly having wet backyards. Larry Nissen stated he does not think so. He stated it is a fairly 
small area. He stated it is at the southwest comer. He stated it is going to drain maybe four lots. 
Nick Barbata stated because he did not think they want any more complaints on wet back-yards. 
Larry Nissen stated well that is why they want to take a closer look at it. 

Jerry Brimer - 14 Hartom Road 
Mr. Brixner stated he would like to compliment the applicant for the rendering so that be could 
follow the presentation, and also the fact that the display board was close to the audience where 
they could review it. Mr. Brixner stated it appears to him that Phase 1 buildings are a great 
addition to the community, and on that basis he would like to speak in favor of this application. 

John Cross stated SEQR was done 011 this at preliminary. 

DECISION: Unanimously approved by a vote of 5 yes with the following conditions: 

2. Submit a street tree plan (signed and sealed by a licensed landscape 
architect) to the Conservation Board for approval. 

3. Application of Genesee LeRoy Stone Corp., owner; 6896 Ellicott Street, Pavilion, New York 
14525 for resubdivision approval of Lot 2 of the B.R. DeWitt Subdivision to combine two lots 
into one lot at properties located at 1535 & 1613 Scottsville Road in G.I. & FPO zone. 

4. Application of Genesee LeRoy Stone Corp., owner; 6896 Ellicott Street, Pavilion, New York 
14525 for preliminary site plan approval to expand use to include a railroad terminal yard for 
the storage of concrete and mixing materials at property located at 15 3 5 & 1613 Scottsville 
Road in G.I. & FPO zone. 

Doug Hicks; Jeff Holly, an engineering technician; and Kevin Brown, their environmental 
consultant were present to represent the application. Mr. Hicks stated they were present for 
application resubdivision approval to combine to two lots and also preliminary site plan 
approval to use the property, the combined property for a railroad terminal yard for the storage 
concrete mixing materials at the properties that are currently identified as 1535 and 1613 
Scottsville Road, located in a G.I. and FPO zone. 

Mr. Hicks stated in January of 194, the Genesee Leroy Stone Corporation made a purchase from 
the Owasco River Railroad of a distinct and separate seven plus or minus acre tract ofland that is 
adjacent to their existing parcel, and located north of the Conrail main line and east of the spur 
that runs up to the old 84 Lumber parcel. He stated the existing site conditions of the seven acre 
area consist of an open lot with an earthen benn constructed along the common property line of 
Genesee Leroy and the Greco property. He stated the earthen berm is actually an extension of an 
old siting that was there that came off the Conrail main line from the east and significantly 
contributes to the uniqueness and the shape of this parcel. 

Mr. Ricki> stated the proposed use for the seven acre site would consist of an aggregate cement 
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and asphalt loading storage and terminal yard. He stated all aggregates would be unloaded from 
the railcars and stored in the yard. He stated the stockpile capacity will be approximately 20,000 
ton with a maximum height of 34 feet from the radial stacker. He stated they would propose an 
additional storage area of approximately 10,000 ton that would be removed from the radial 
stacker by front-end loader to create an additional 10,000 ton area about 14 foot in height. 
Mr. Hicks stated all bulk products will be unloaded directly from the railcars and would be 
mechanically conveyed in a closed elevator to storage silos. 

t\.1r. Hicks stated in their application was an existing site plan map of the B.R. DeWitt and 
Genesee Leroy facilities that shows and updates all of the buildings, the production plants, 

stockpile areas and parking. 

Mr. Hicks stated at this time they are requesting the Town Board to review their subdivision and 
site plan application for the preliminary approval. He stated they are requesting the Board hear 
each request and vote on it as a separate issue, and pending approval, they would ask the Board 
to consider waiving final approval on these issues. 

Ray Bleier stated he had received some comments regarding this application from the Town 
Engineer as well as the Consetvation Board. He asked have they had an opportunity to receive 
copies of those comments. Mr. Hicks stated he has not. Ray Bleier stated rather than him 
e:;.qJOund on it, he thought it would be more appropriate for the Town Engineer and Conseivation 
Board representative to mention their concerns. 

John Cross stated he also had comments from the Department of Planning and Development of 
Monroe County that would help to clarify some things. John Cross stated in their response, they 
do approve of the application, and they have made some comments. He stated he woulcl read 
them quickly. He stated regarding airport review and decision, the comments indicate the site is 
located within the one mile boundary of the Greater Rochester International Airport but 
outside the approach/departure corridor of any instrument equipped runway. The comments 
indicate they approve this application insofar as airport considerations are concerned. The 
comments indicated the Department of Planning and Development has reviewed this application 
and has no specific recommendation on this matter. As far as environmental review, the 
comments indicated this proposed outdoor storage and terminal is a Type II action as described in 
part 617. 5 C2 of the State Environmental Quality Review regulations, and therefore, does not 
require further environmental review. 

John Cross stated as an attachment to the comments, there was an indication that the staff of the 
Monroe County Department of Health has reviewed this plan and has no comments. John Cross 
stated the comments indicate the map of this project will be filed v\'ith the Monroe County Clerk's 
Office and monumentation must be checked by the Monroe County Department of Transportation 
Survey Office. The comments indicated a County or State monument would be affected by the 

the engineer must call the Monroe County Department of Transportation Suivey Office. 

John Cross stated there were no comments from the Environmental Management Council, the 
New York State D.O.T. or the Monroe County Soil and Water Consetvation District. 

Mitch Rakus stated this area is susceptible to flooding. He stated as long as that is addressed by 
their Town Engineer, he found nothing wTong with that. He asked as far as storage is concerned, 
is feet acceptable in this particular area. He asked does that comply with Lyell Metals, 
where they inspect the height of the pile. He asked should they have an inspection of height here. 
Larry Smith stated they don't have any really high storage over there now. He stated there is 
nothing as high as Lyell Metal Mitch Rakus stated he was familiar with the site, but he was 
concerned maybe they \Vill go a little higher. Larry Smith stated he was kind of thinking ·Nhere 
could someone see it from if they did go higher. He stated it is all -vvooded behind Grecos. 

Ray Bleier asked where those 34 foot stock piles would be. Mr. Hicks stated that would be the 
kidney shaped pile. Larry Smith stated even if someone looked dO\vn the tracks, they would not 
be able to see Mitch Rak'us stated it can't be seen from Beahan Road either. Larry Smith 
stated even in the winter be did not think they would see it with the leaves off the trees. 
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Mitch Rakus asked if they would store any runny, 
stated they would not. 

stuff tar down there. Mr. Hicks 

John Hellaby stated for resubdivision, the he was looking at it, just the back lot is being 
combined with the triangular shape. Mr. Hicks stated that was correct John Hellaby stated the 
height of the concrete storage silo, did not see a height on that they're proposing back 
there. Mr. Holley stated they did not put the height of the silos on there. He stated the dra\\~ng is 
more of a proposed conception drawing to show the location. He stated sometime when 
this project takes off, those silos ~Vill obviously be erected below the required heights of the Tow11 
ordinance. Larry Smith stated they would have to come final plan approval when 
get into that. He stated the height would have to be on the plans. 

John Hellaby asked how much of this project do they intend to do right now. Mr. Hicks stated 
the rail siting is there. John Hellaby asked if they may have to put an additional fork in. Mr. 
Hicks stated they can utilize the existing site. John Hellaby asked is it their intention to put the 
conveyor system in for the stockpile. Mr. Hicks stated not right away. He stated they're probably 
a few years away from that. John Hellaby stated so theyre saying that the whole development of 
this thing might be still two to three years down the road. Mr. Hicks stated that was correct 

John Hellaby stated the only other question he had was on their EAF forni, Question 17, they 
answered "yes" to that question, and then he looked at the exlJlanation under Item 24, where it 
states this area will also provide the Town of Chili temporary storage for the Town-related 
activities, construction demolition debris free of hazardous wastes, et cetera. Mr. Holley stated in 
some preliminary discussions \vith Larry Smith on their proposed project, that was a question that 
was brought up to him. He stated they would obviously be open to that as long as it was 
temporary storage. He stated if the Town needed assistance from them to store something, they 
could accommodate that as long as it was not hazardous materials. 

Larry Smith stated that was something Mr. Kelly brought up, and he was not sure what he was 
leading to. Mr. Holley stated it was a question that was brought up to them. Larry Smith stated 
the Supervisor was hoping some day ifthe Town needed some bulk material that could be shipped 
by rai~ that they could store it there temporarily until they moved it to the Town property. Mr. 
Hicks stated theyre very pleased to accommodate the Town. Larry Smith stated if they could 
a deal on crushed stone or something, this would be just leaving something open for the future. 

John Hellaby asked ifthe present sediment pond is dredged out once a year or a couple times a 
year. Mr. Hicks stated it is. John Hellaby asked is there any intention to put an additional 
sediment pond in this area. Mr. Hicks stated no, none whatsoever. 

John Hellaby stated somewhere he read they're going to cover the seven acres with 
disposed concrete that a contractor doesn't utilize. He asked will they strip the whole area down. 
Mr. Hicks stated theyre taking out between 4 and 6 feet of materia~ putting it on the sides, and 
then theyre coming in, putting in the concrete base and then covering it back over. He stated 
ultimately there will be 4 to 6 inches of crushed stone on the top of that. He stated the intent is 
just to create a good stable base for the storage of the material. 

John Hellaby asked if theyre looking to create basically a seven-acre concrete slab. Mr. Hicks 
stated it is less than seven acres, but he did not have that exact figure. John Hellaby asked if the 
existing berm that was the old siting would remain undisturbed. Mr. Hicks stated they are 
creating that berm, where it is making an extension to it, to help create a buffer in there. He 
stated once that is completed, that will remain undisturbed. He stated that will be seeded and it 
will be undisturbed. 

Dario Marchioni asked if the concrete slab would be a couple thick. He asked will they just 
pour concrete there. Mr. Hicks stated as they have material that comes back from any 
construction project, they would be filling that. He stated the excavation is probably 4 6 feet, 
so it would probably vary from 2 to 4 feet. He stated there is no set elevation that theyre trying 
to achieve there other than just to stabilize the area. 
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Dario Marchioni stated they have 32 feet between parcels. He asked is that the only way to 
connect the two parcels. Mr. Hicks stated that was correct. Dario Marchioni asked is that plenty 
enough room to get in and out \v:ith the trucks. Mr. Hicks stated it is. Larry Smith stated they're 
combining that lot in with the other by eliminating that 32 foot property line. Dario Marchloni 
stated they have these big huge trucks going back and forth. Mr. Hicks stated the maximum 
width of the trucks is 71611

, so they can certainly maneuver that. 

Keith O'Toole stated perhaps a note should be added to the map to the site plan relative to the 
height of the piles. John Cross asked what is the average height of their storage piles at this time. 
Mr. Hicks stated all of those are put up with the front-end loader, so it would be around 12 to 14 
feet. He stated there is only one that they're proposing to put in with a fixed height conveyor. He 
stated :if that is a 100 foot conveyor at 18 degrees, the maximum height would be around 28 to 30 
feet. Mr. Holley stated it is a 120 foot conveyor. Mr. Hicks stated so that would get them up to 

feet. He stated that will be a fixed height and that would be the limiting factor on that. 

John Cross stated 35 foot is the To\\rn height limit. Larry Smith stated he thought that was 
increased to 50 feet a few years ago. Keith 0 1Toole stated building height is 50. Larry Smith 
stated it is not a building. John Cross asked what is the height of the Lyell Metal storage facility 
piles. Larry Smith stated he believed they are 35 feet. He stated he was not sure without 
checking on that. Mitch Rakus stated he thought it was 35 foot tall. He stated he would not 
want to exceed that. 

John Cross stated they could make it a condition that the height of the storage area should not 
ext.:,eeu 35 feet. Ray Bleier stated he was not as concerned here as he was with Lyell Metals. He 
stated Lyell Metals has much more visibility and is different than what they would be seeing here. 
Larry Smith stated 35 or 40 feet would give them leeway. 

Dario Marchioni asked what the hours of operation would be. Mr. Hicks stated that would be the 
same as what they are right now \\1th the existing concrete and blacktop operations. He stated he 

not know if there is a set hour of operation on that facility. Dario Marchioni asked :if they will 
need lighting here. He asked if they will run the conveyor in the evening, late nights or weekends. 
Mr. Hicks stated there is nothing proposed for lighting in the whole area. Mr. Hicks stated that's 
conect. 

Nissen stated first of all, with regard to the resubdivision application, he has no problem at 
all with that. Larry Nissen stated with regard to site plan, he had a bit of difficulty understanding 
what their intentions are here. He stated it is a bit unusual. Larry Nissen stated it seems to him 
that theyre going to level out the area where they propose to build the slab and use that material 
to build the berm. Mr. Hicks stated that was correct. 

Nissen asked have they what the slab elevation will be, the final elevation. Mr. 
stated they want to keep it about 18 inches below the top of the railroad tracks. Larry 

Nissen stated he has no problem with the application per se, but the construction of the slab at a 
minimum will triple runoff from this site, and that may or may not a problem because his 
understanding is they have a \Vetland right nearby, a wet area or a tributary of Black Creek. He 
stated that has not been detennined, so that is his main concern. He stated there will be a 
significant increase in runoff from the He stated he to know how it would be handled 
and where is it going. 

John Cross stated :if they approve this, he would recommend that it be made contingent on the 
Town Engineer's approval so the Town Engineer could work \\.rith the applicant's engineer. Larry 
Nissen stated that would be 

Charles Robinson stated the Conservation Board was kind of fuzzy in what they were really trying 
to do here. He stated they would like to have a representative to just come out and visually see 
this. He stated they would like the applicant come to the Conservation Board at the next meeting 
to explain this project in detail. He stated they're looking for the environmental impact of the 
entire thing. 



Charles Robinson stated the only 
see a report from the Town "-'"!"''"''"' 
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comment that they had was in regards that they wanted to 

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE: 

Dorothy Borgus - 31 Stuart Road 
Ms. Borgus asked if they are currently conducting business on Mr. Hicks stated they 
are. Ms. Borgus asked if at the present time or in the future, do they plan on involving Monroe 
County Industrial Development Agency funds. Mr. Hicks stated they have in the past. Ms. 
Borgus asked would they plan on again. Mr. Hicks stated there is no immediate plan for it, 
no. 

Mr. Hicks stated in the past they purchased a blacktop plant in the mid '80s, and COMIDA did 
actually hold the mortgage on the piece of property until the funds were repaid. He stated that 
was, he thought, in 193/'94. He stated he could not be quoted on those dates. 

Jerry Brixner - 14 Hartom Road 
Mr. Brixner asked is this a new line of business that they're Mr. Hicks stated it is 
not. Mr. Brixner asked if it is just an expansion. Mr. Hicks stated they been established 
there since 1968. Mr. Brixner asked would thls add employees to operation. Mr. 
stated one or two at the most. Mr. Brixner commented 1535 and 16 Scottsville Road are 
obvious adjoining properties. Mr. Hicks stated they are. 

Mr. Brixner asked iftheir purpose is to take advantage of better transportation opportunities. Mr. 
Hicks stated they would hope to eliminate truck traffic by utilizing rail to bring their raw 
in to manufacture. Mr. Brixner stated that would be a benefit because they could 
eliminate some truck traffic in their community. 

Mr. Brixner asked do they foresee any seepage into Black Creek or wetlands area in the 
vicinity. Mr. Hicks stated they certainly don't project any discharge off the property. He stated 
there will be sheet flow. He stated the 4 to 6 inches of stone they \vill put back on top will help 
absorb that and disperse it, so they don't expect any discharge. Mr. Brixner stated he thought this 
particular application would benefit their community and he spoke in favor ofit. 

Bernice Wilcox - Stuart Road 
Mrs. Wilcox stated she would like to know if they're going to put it the conditions that the 
Town of Chili would be able to utilize thls service of storage. John Cross stated he was prepared 
to recommend that himself. He stated he would see what other people thought. 

Dario Marchioni stated they should petition the Town Board to join the drainage district. 

Ray Bleier stated he feels that there still might be some environmental concerns from the 
Conservation Board and also some engineering concerns from the Town Engineer that he thought 
he would rather not waive final at this time. Ray Bleier suggested they get it all tied in before 
they vote on a final. 

Mr. Hicks stated they would request that they be able to language on the joint use of 
the property just so that they're not in each other's way so they could come up with something 
that would be mutually beneficial. John Cross stated it would probably be some type of contract 
that their legal counsel and the Town's attorney would review. Ray Bleier stated he would not 
like to see that as a condition. He stated he would like to see that as a recommendation for some 
discourse to be taken between the applicant and the Town in that regard. He stated maybe they 
could have some further report by the time of final. 

John Hellaby stated he agreed wholeheartedly. He stated there are too many questions as to what 
the final plan is. He stated in concept, he did not have a problem with it. He stated he did not 
have a problem with the resubdivision. He stated he would be very leery waiving final not 
knowing what the big picture would be. 
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Mitch Rakus stated they should have a report on what the drainage is after the concrete slab is put 
in. He stated he did not know how that is going to affect the area. John Cross stated they can 
have them work with the ToVvn Engineer on that and they'll not waive final. John Hellaby stated 
he did not think they would be held up since they have two or three years' development. Mr. 
Hicks stated it Vvill take them a couple years to get the grading done before they put in any 
conveyers. 

Larry Nissen stated he would suggest to the Board that should be investigated, the present 
drainage patterns and the drainage patterns that will result from the proposed work. Larry Nissen 
stated that can't be laid out and ascertained until they know what elevation they'll set the slab at. 
He stated that needs to still be worked out. 

Mitch Rakus asked do they think there should be drainage tile put under that before they pour the 
concrete. Larry Nissen stated he did not know. He stated this was a new one for him Larry 
Nissen stated he would like to entertain whatever proposal their consultant is willing to offer. He 
stated he would be willing to review it from an engineering point of view. He stated that might be 
the best way to go about it. He stated they intend to put crushed stone over the top of the slab 
from what he understands. He stated it will slow the water dmvn, but it will all run off. He stated 
it will either be absorbed by the soils around the site, or it will run off 

Mitch Rakus stated in that area, if they go down about 7 feet and drive a well point, they can start 
pumping water. He stated they have a tickly situation. Larry Nissen stated they're right next to a 
flood plain. He stated it \\ill be easy to get rid of the water, but they should have a feel for how 
much it is going to generate and how they're going to do it. He stated to guard against injuring a 
neighboring party, they have to look at it. 

Keith O'Toole stated this would appear to him to be a Type I action due to the site disturbance, so 
he would like the applicant to submit a long form EAF as well as a proposed negative declaration 
so they could deal \vith that at final. 

Dario Marchioni asked how many trucks would not be using Scottsville Road because of their 
using this system. He commented it would be a relief from Scottsville Road for those heavy 
trncks. 

Mr. Brown stated on the long form EAF, it is a Type Il action. He stated was not really sure why 
they would want to go through a long form. He stated he believes they have a short form already. 
Keith O'Toole stated they do have a short form. He stated he was looking at the short 
form. He stated according to their answer to Question Number 7, the amount ofland affected 
initially is 7.033 acres, ultimately 16.922 acres. Mr. Brown stated that is after they join the two 
parcels. He stated that is misleading. He stated the one parcel is already in place, the existing site, 
the asphalt plant. He stated they are just adding this on. He stated the affected acreage on this 
change is Type Il, seven acres. 

Keith O'Toole asked what is the total site disturbance due to the addition. Mr. Brown stated less 
than seven acres. Keith O'Toole stated that was okay. John Cross asked Keith O'Toole ifhe had 
seen the County Comments. Keith O'Toole stated he had not. 

Mr. Hicks stated if he did his math right, this should eliminate about 6,000 trucks a year. 

There was discussion between Keith O'Toole and Mr. Brown stated about the need for a long 
form EAF. John Cross asked where do they stand on that request. Keith O'Toole consulted \\1th 
the Board. Keith O'Toole stated as he understands it, the applicant is basically arguing that their 
project is more the nature of a reconstruction or reconfiguration of the existing facilities and, 
therefore, they're arguing the County's interpretation is 616.4-C2 of the SEQR regs. He stated 
there is an argument to be made on that. 

Mr. Brown stated either way there is a short form EAF. He stated if it is treated as unlisted, there 
is a short form EAF which is sufficient. He stated if it is unlisted, there is no SEQR review at all. 
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Mr. Brown stated it's a Type II. Mr. Bro\Vll stated the net result of the project is to eliminate 
6,000 trucks. He stated 6,000 trucks a year is a lot of truck traffic. 

Jolm Cross stated they depend on the County Planning Department to review and advise them, 
and they're recommending that it be considered a Type II action, so he personally would 
recommend that they follow their comments. He asked if anyone felt strongly different about it. 
Ray Bleier stated he did not know. 

John Cross stated they're going to have To\Vll Engineers approval of this. John Cross stated 
Larry Nissen will follow up with their engineer. Larry Nissen stated he was willing to work 
directly with their engineer and keep the Board apprised of everything. John Cross stated they 
would not waive final on the site plan. 

Ray Bleier stated the original recommendation from their attorney was that it be a Type I, 
requiring a long form EAF. John Cross stated Keith O'Toole had not seen the County Comments, 
though, at that point. John Cross stated it can go either way. 

Ray Bleier asked if it is a borderline case. Keith O'Toole stated he thought they could make either 
argument. He stated it is certainly not an unlisted action. He stated either it is a Type I or a Type 
II. He stated there are certain privileges for reconfiguring an existing operation. He stated their 
base operation is they're shifting stuff do\Vll field, thereby reducing the overall environmental 
impact. He stated it is an unusual situation. 

Ray Bleier asked should this be documented on their part just to protect themselves here. Keith 
O'Toole stated they supplied the site plan. He stated they supplied the short form EAF. He 
stated from a litigation point of view, frankly since they have the County to also give them the 
nod, it gives them a fair amount of credibility in the record. He stated he was merely raising it as 
a potential concern. He stated they have addressed the concern. 

Ray Bleier stated he was somewhat uncomfortable with the Type II designation. John Cross 
reviewed the conditions for the application. 

Larry Nissen suggested they amend the To\Vll Engineer's approval to revise that to submission of 
a drainage report. 

John Cross stated on Application Number 3 he would recommend they do a Type II on that one, 
too. Keith O'Toole stated it would be on the entirety of the project. 

John Cross made a motion to declare the Board lead agency as far as SEQR, found this to be a 
T1ve II action and made a determination of no significant environmental impact, and the Board ail 
voted yes on the motion. 

DECISION ON APPLICATION #3: Unanimously approved by a vote of 5 yes with no 
conditions. 

DECISION ON APPLICATION Unanimously approved a vote of 5 yes with the 
following conditions: 

1. Applicant to submit a drainage report to the Town Engineer for review and 
approval. 

2. Petition the Town Board (within 30 days of this approval) to include these 
parcels in the Chili Consolidated Drainage District 

3. Storage piles are not to exceed 40' in height. 

4. Address Conservation Board comments at their next scheduled meeting to 
answer the Board's concerns, and schedule an on8 site visitation. 
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5. Application ofDePaul Adult Care Communities, 1931 Buffalo Road, Rochester, New York 
14624, property owner: Rochesters Cornerstone Group; for preliminary subdivision approval 
of one lot to be known as DePaul Westwood Commons at property located at 3313 Union 
Street in PRD zone. 

6. Application of DePaul Adult Care Communities, 1931 Buffalo Road, Rochester, New York 
14624, property owner: Rochesters Cornerstone Group; for conditional use permit to erect 
an adult care facility at property located at 3313 Union Street in PRD zone. 

7 Application ofDePaul Adult Care Communities, 1931 Buffal() Road, Rochester, New York 
14624 for preliminary site plan approval to erect a 38,400 (an1ended at hearing to be 33,500) 
sq. adult care facility at property located at 3313 Union Street in PRD zone. 

Ed Parrone was present to represent the applications on behalf of Rochester Cornerstone Group, 
as well as DePaul. He stated they were all glad to see John Cross back on the Board. 

Mr. Parrone introduced the following t\vo people also present to represent the application: Pat 
Tobin from DePaul Adult Communities; and Mr. Ken Smith from SWBR Architecture. 

i\.1r. Tobin stated this would be a 33,500 square foot facility. He stated it is to be a 60-unit 
facility, 60 rooms, which v.rill have double occupancy, so there so would be a maximum residential 
capacity of 120 individuals. 

Mr. Tobin stated the individuals they vvill be serving are frail, elderly individuals that need some 
care. He stated DePaul has currently approximately a thousand beds that they take care of both in 
New York and outside of New York. He stated they have done this for some time. He stated 
this particular population will be more economically advantaged to the point where the 
rents v.ri11 be in the little bit higher range, although theyll have probably some level of public 
assistance, but minimal. He stated they are looking to work with strictly the frail and elderly. 

Mr. Tobin stated there would be a lounge and dining areas, much that they would expect from 
that type of facility. He stated one thing to point out is they do contract 'With Rural Metro, 
previously National Ambulance, for all of their ambulatory service, so it diminishes any load that 
might be put on the local community. 

rvtr. T ohin stated the facility also, through their own networks, and beds that they currently have, 
they have linkages \vith every one of the hospitals, other nursing homes, et cetera, so when there 
is a situation where an individual moves to a higher level of care, they take care of that for that 
individual. 

Mr. Tobin stated from an employee standpoint and from a traffic standpoint, it is fairly minimal. 
He stated for a facility this size theyre expecting approximately 20 individuals to occupy the day 
shifts, ten on the night shifts, and overnights would be approximately four to five individuals. He 
stated most of the individuals come by transport through the bus or by drop off. He stated there is 
very minimal car use. He stated that has been fairly typical of all of their homes. He stated that 
cuts dovv11 on the amount of cars that end up at the site. 

Mr. Parrone stated as far as the site is concerned, he believes everyone does know that Union 
Square is already under construction with Phase l, which is depicted in the heavy green area on 
the dra\vings presented. He stated the pond area is already under construction right now. 

He stated they are looking at subdivision approval for this one lot and the extension of t:te road, 
of Union Square Boulevard. He stated theyre looking for subdivision approval, preliminary and 
final site plan approval, as well as the conditional pemlit. 

Mr. Parrone stated the proposed lot is a shade over 5 acres in size. He stated it is a 120-bed 
facility for DePaul, and it would be kno\\'ll as Westwood. He stated theyre providing on the. site 
parking provisions for 50 vehicles, which meets the requirements of zoning, and theyre deferring 
or asking to defer construction of25 of those parking spots. He stated they do need 25 spaces. 
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He stated there is not an awful lot of visitation on this type of facility. He stated previous studies 
of facilities that DePaul O\\TIS have indicated this would suffice in for that amount of parking. 

J\fr Parrone stated the proposed road that Mn be extended \vill be extended to DePauL He stated 
it is another 1,300 feet of Union Square Boulevard. He stated it Mn be built as the other one is 
being built today, 24 foot wide road with gutters and continuation of a 5 foot sidewalk built on 
the north side of Union Square Boulevard that will be carried all the way out Union Street and 
down to Buffalo Road as those improvements come forward. 

Mr. Parrone stated in regards to of the utilities that are being proposed, as part of Phase 1, a 
lot of the underground utilities were constructed, i.e. the sanitary sewer, the water main. He 
stated what has to be constructed in this phase now is some storm drainage as it relates 
specifically to the road. He stated there is a major box culve1t that needs to be constructed in 
phase tnat will be constructed at this time. He stated the storm sewer is tied into the storm sewer 
of the ditch and the roadway system that ultimately drains to the major detention/retention area 
located at the far southern end of the project, which is also under construction at this time. 

Mr. Parrone stated as far as the water is concerned, water will be a service as welt He stated 
there have been discussions with To\\n staff He stated they met with the Board in April as a 
discussion item. He stated they are providing the necessary requirements for the Fire Marshal. 
He stated they have been in contact with the Fire Marshal and in contact Larry Nissen and 
Larry Smith as far as this project is concerned. 

M1'. Parrone stated he and Larry Nissen did have a brief conversation 
don't have any real issues with what Larry had to describe in that letter. 

He stated they 

Mr. Kevin Smith showed the Board a rendering of what the building would look like. He stated 
this would be predominantly a vinyl-sided building. He stated they would have sand color siding 
with white accents on the trim, the gutters, the fascia and the freeze. He stated they would have 
an asphalt shingled root: which is called antique slate, which is kind of a gray/green. He stated on 
the residents' wings of the building, they have green shutters. 

Mr. Kevin Smith stated there would be 15 foot to the eve, 21 foot up to the ridge. He stated they 
would have a site sign in the front of the site, and the building would be fully sprinklered. Mr. 
Kevin Smith stated the three wings to the rear would be slightly different in that they are a couple 
feet lower with vinyl shutters. 

Mr. Parrone stated the mechanicals will be hidden. Mr. Kevin Smith stated at the center point 
they have a hidden area that is screened off that will have the rooftop mechanical units. Mr, 
Parrone stated that will be behind the cupola. Mr. Kevin Smith indicated on the rendering where 
they would have a transformer, a meter, dumpster storage and a site sign. 

Mr. Parrone stated the Board also has a detailed landscaping plan that is included in the packet as 
it relates to landscaping along the street as well as foundation plantings for the building, as well. 

Mr. Parrone introduced the two following people also present to represent the application: Roger 
Brandt, from Rochester Cornerstone Group; as well as David Galloway. 

Mr. Parrone stated it is Rochester Cornerstone's responsibility to construct the road system and 
all of the dedicated facilities thereof: and it is then DePau11s responsibility to construct all of the 
site improvements and the building on the lot proper. 

John Cross asked what are the plans for lighting around the building. Mr. Parrone stated the 
lighting, the way they have got it described, would be ballard type lighting, roughly 30 to 40-inch 
high lights that would illuminate in front of the building on the closest side to the parking. He 
stated they will make provisions for conduit to provide 15 foot high poles. He stated they're 
looking at probably two or three on the west side location. He stated theyre deferring to 
construct them at this time. 
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Ivlr. Parrone stated the parking lot on the east side, it is their intent to provide a 115 foot pole on 
the opposite side of the building. He stated they will have lightirig along the perimeter of the 
parking closest to the building. He stated they would have 15 foot poles on the opposite side, and 
there will be soffit lighting in the building around where the entrances are primarily. 

Ray Bleier asked do they have any medical staff on Board at the facility. Mr. Tobin stated the 
facility, being an adult care facility is regulated by the Department of Social Services and as a 
result they are not required to have medical staff, meaning nursing staff on site. He stated they do 
have coordinated services \vith local hospitals and nursing homes, so they have that ability to call 
in when needed. He stated they're not a Department of Health facility which does, in fact, require 
medical. He stated they're the one step prior to that. 

John Cross asked are they going to be movirig clients from another location to this location to 
close an existing facility. Mr. Tobin stated that is not their iritent. He stated the intent of this 
facility is to be a stand alone, brand new facility, occupied by new residents. He stated there is a 
possibility of residents coming from some other facility at some poirit in time, but he stated that is 
not the intent of this property at all. He stated it is to be a new facility to service this jurisdiction 
and this community to a point where they went through a feasibility study to analyze that this 
market was in need of further bedding for this type of facility. 

John Cross asked will these clients be mobile in the sense of there are several shopping areas up in 
North Chili. He asked would they be able to walk up there. Mr. Tobin stated sure, they would. 
He stated they would have to supervised, of course. He stated the supervision responsibility 
that they have is there, but there will be some that will have the opportunity to go to the shopping 
areas. Mr. Tobin stated they also have a shuttle service. He stated they have a 45 fleet van 
service in which they own all the vehicles, and they provide to each facility a vehicle for shuttle 
service to take a client wherever they need to go at any poirit in time. He stated they provide that 
for them. 

John Cross asked are any of the clients deemed to be under the supervision of care for alcohol or 
drngs. Mr. Tobin stated no, they are not. 

Ray Bleier asked what is the anticipated time frame for building and completion of the building 
and occupancy. Mr. Tobin stated they're anticipating with moving forward on final approval, that 
they can be in the ground August/September with completion by March/April of next year. 

Ray Bleier stated he wanted to commend Ken Smith for the architectural rendering. He stated it 
looks like a great job, very well done. He stated he particularly liked the feature for the external 
facilities, the air·conditioning units like that. 

Mitch Rakus asked have they thought of having a linkage '\:vith Roberts Wesleyan College, 
because they have nursing people in their programs and they could be used for their nursing care. 

stated they could be used for babysitting the adults. Mr. Tobin stated yes, they have. He 
stated they have had that discussion already. He stated they most certainly they could utilize that. 
Mr. Tobin stated unfommately the nursing staff is not a requirement of this facility, but there are 
certainly training levels that might facilitate the operation of their facility as well. He stated they 
look at that as a very strong possibility and a real asset to being where they are, the proximity to 
Roberts Wesleyan. 

Mitch Rakus asked what kind of an alam1 system are they going to have in their facility in case of 
any kind of emergency genesis. Mr. Kevin Smith stated they'll have all the sprinklers and all the 
fire and smoke detectors. Mr. Parrone stated they had discussions with the Fire Marshal about 
that. He stated they're tied in electronically to all of the emergency access people that they are 
required to be linked with. 

Mr. Parrone stated as far as tbe ambulance service is concerned, that \Nill be taken care of by 
Rural Metro folks and their contract. Mr. Parrone stated DePaul has their own contract for 
ambulance service. 



John Hellaby stated there were concerns about an additional hydrant. Mr. Parrone stated theyre 
providing that. He stated there are provisions for hydrants there so that the building will be 
serviceable. He stated there is no more than 400 feet anywhere at point in the building that 
would not be serviceable. He stated he has agreed to that verbally. 

Larry Smith asked if they agreed to 400, not 300. Mr. Parrone stated whatever it was, they 
agreed to. Mr. Kevin Smith stated he remembered 400 feet, but he would have to check his 
notes. Mr. Parrone stated whatever it was, it was agreed to. He stated Jim Christian has agreed 
to it. Mr. Parrone stated if it is 300, it is 300. He stated if it is 400, it is 400. Larry Smith stated 
he believes the code says 300. Mr. Parrone stated theyre making sure that they have to meet that. 
He stated there are additional hydrants they have added. 

John Hellaby stated long-term, sort oflocked into the site. He asked is there a plan for 
expansion sometime down the road. Mr. Tobin stated at their first meeting they had the 
schematic of a potential growth to the back of the facility, but that is not their plan at this point. 
He stated what they have planned is that if the site goes as they certainly hope it goes, they might 
end up with much less than 120 folks and basically a reside11t would buy two beds, buy a room. 
He stated so then they could eventually go lower. He stated they do not have plans to go greater 
than 120 beds. 

John Hellaby stated they asked for the parking spaces to be deferred as well. He asked at what 
time does that become an issue. He asked what if next month they realize they need five 
additional spaces. Mr. Parrone stated Smith raised that question in his letter, as well. Mr. 
Parrone stated the way he thought they would best answer that, is that they make it a condition of 
approval that at such time as it is deemed necessary, whether by the staff or the Building 
Inspector, that those need to be implemented, that they must be implemented. He stated that was 
their suggestion or recommendation on that. 

John Cross asked have they had any discussions with the Town administration in regard to some 
type of payment in lieu of taxes. Mr. Tobin stated no formal discussion, but at their last meeting 
when they were here in the springtime, it was brought up for discussion, and they did respond 
positively to possibly providing some payment in lieu ot: He stated they have done them in other 
locations. He stated they make a donation to the fire and services of East Rochester. He stated 
theyre more than willing to sit at a table and discuss some sort of payment to, of course, keep 
economics of the project viable, remembering theyre a not-for-profit. He stated theyre more 
willing to talk about that. 

John Cross asked Mr. Brandt if he could update them as to the current agreement with the Town 
as to the road extension to Union Street. Mr. Brandt stated at this point in time, they have been 
working with Larry Smith and Joe Carr, and in talking with those people about the timing of this, 
the timing of the road extension would take place after the next development or with the next 
development, so if they come in \vi.th another project beyond DePaul, that is the time in which 
they would move forward with connecting the road between where DePaul would be and Union 
Street. 

John Cross asked if that would be the hard topped finished product. Mr. Brandt stated that1s 
correct. John Cross asked at this point, though, are they planning to put some stone do\\'ll and 
crash gates on each end. Mr. Br·andt stated the plan right now is have a gravel road, crash gate 
and emergency access only. He stated there would be no traffic, because they would have crash 
gates to prevent that. He stated it would be for emergency access only. 

John Cross asked has that also been discussed with the 
has been discussed with him He stated Larry Smith was 
as Mr. Carr. 

Dario Marchioni stated this is a. step the right direction 
He stated it is something that is well needed. 

Marshal. Mr. Parrone stated it 
very much involved in that, as well 

care some of their citizens. 

Larry Nissen stated it looks like subdivision of the road right-of-way is included in th.is 
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application. Mr. Parrone stated it will be a dedication of the right-of-way. Larry Nissen asked if 
the actual improvements are within the application that is up for discussion later. Larry Nissen 
asked if the construction plans for e:xtension of the roadway are included in the Phase 3-A Mr. 
Parrone stated they are part of this discussion right now. 

Larrv Smith asked where is the nearest bus stop. He stated they said most of the employees come 
in o~ bus. Mr. Tobin stated they come by either buses or they are dropped off. He stated most of 
their employees have one car. He stated a lot of them have one car and would get dropped off at 
the site. He stated many of them take public transportation. He stated that is an issue, but he did 
not believe it would be detrimental. 

John Cross asked if anyone knew if there is Genesee Regional Bus transportation to North Chili 
any more. 

Beverly N eder 
Ms. Neder stated the nearest bus stop she knew of, and it does not run on a regular basis, is up by 
the plaza at the comer of Union and Buffalo Road. She stated it only mns in the morning and in 
the evening. She stated that is at least a walking distance of a 

John Cross stated that is basically probably a park and ride service. Ms. Neder stated yes, it is. 

Mr. Tobin stated they anticipate most of the employees will have a drop-off situation. Mr. 
Parrone stated in April, they discussed that with the Board, and theyre responding the same way 
they did then. .. 

John Cross stated in the Sunday paper there was an article about bus transportation to the 
suburbs, and it may be worthwhile for them to contact the bus company to talk about it. He 
stated it looks like theyre looking for ideas on how to expand their service to the suburbs. 

Mr. Tobin stated they have already identified a number of employees within their system that are 
anxious to go to the site, that have available transportation, and that can be proven, other than a 
necessary need for bus transportation. 

Charles Robinson stated the Conservation Board had a couple of comments and one requirement. 
He stated they notice that the landscaping that they did was kind of confined to the front and it 
looked like they could greatly increase that. He stated they were wondering why was it confined 
to the front and not spread out, as well as increased, given the size of the project. 

Mr. Parrone stated they had tried to put their best foot forward because that is the front door. He 
stated that is where most of the exposure is. He stated on either side of the project, the area is a 
heavily wooded area where there will not be a lot of development. He stated the greenery 
depicted on the plans is what is there right now. He stated there is not a lot of intent to change 
that a lot. 

Charles Robinson stated their primary concern was where they have the fork, as folks look out the 
;;vindows, even though it is in the back, they could provide some landscaping there. Mr. Kevin 
Smith stated there is a finer level of detail to that. He stated that will be a little walking court that 
is fenced off with landscaping. 

Charles Robinson stated people coming outside might want to see something other than grass. 
Mr. Kevin Smith stated that would be all controlled by tl1e staff. Mr. Parrone stated theyre going 
to provide that. 

Charles Robinson stated when they do that, if they do choose to increase the landscaping, the 
plans must be stamped by a licensed landscape architect. Mr. Pan:;one stated the plans were done 
by a licensed landscaping architect. Charles Robinson stated he did not see them with a stamp. 
He stated that was their other issue. He stated the plans that they looked at, they were not 
stamped. Mr. Parrone stated the ones they have now are stamped, so they will provide them to 
the Board. 
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COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE: 

Beverly Neder - 84 Attridge Road 
She stated it was nice to see Mr. Cross back on the Board. 

She stated she was encouraged by Mr. Tobin's statements that the DePaul clients will be the frail 
and the elderlv. She stated she would like to know what assurance they have that this will not 
change in the ·future such as the DePaul home on Union Parhvay has changed. She stated that 
was originally for the handicapped, and it is now drug and alcohol rehabilitation. He asked if this 
does not fly, what other possibilities are there, such as drug and alcohol rehab or a halfway house. 
She asked what protection do the residents have from in use of clients. 

La1zy Smith stated that would be change of use and they would have to have a revised site plan 
from this Board. Ms. Neder asked if that was true even after it is built Larry Smith stated that 
would be change of use of the structure and they would need a revised site plan from the Board. 
Ms. Neder stated she did not believe that happened when they changed the current house on 
Union Street. Larry Smith stated that is a group home. He stated they have no control over 
group homes. Ms. Neder commented so group homes fall in a category. Larry Smith 
stated exactly. 

Ms. Neder .isked what system is in place to protect those clients that may mentally confused 
and might have a tendency to wander. She stated there will be extensive drainage ponds on the 
adjacent property that could be hazardous. She stated they have had one person drown in a Chili 
drainage pond and she would not like to see another such incident. Mr. Tobin stated that 
particular situation they have already responded to in other facilities. He stated they wear 
bracelets, and the units are geared towards that type of situation in fact, they encounter it. He 
stated they don't anticipate encountering it in this facility since the clientele that theyre 
anticipating for this facility, they re going to move them into another facility if that becomes a 
problem. He stated so the staffing itself is the supervision that will monitor it very closely. 

Ms. Neder stated she knew a home that theyre proposing in Greece that has a double set of doors 
\:i..~th a delay on them. Mr. Tobin stated as people go through dementia, that is just a different 
program. He stated they do have that ability to take people to other facilities to provide that 
other care. 

Ms. Neder stated she would also like to say, that the area residents are strongly opposed to 
variance from the conditions imposed at preliminary, at final site plan approval regarding the 
completion of Union Square Boulevard to Union Street prior to the start of Phase 2. She stated 
that was an original condition of approval and the residents expect the developer to honor his 
word. She stated Mr. Bringly stated on 11/12/96 that the conditions would be met. Sht. stated if 
the developer cannot be expected to keep his word on that agreement, what other conditions 
could they expect to be disregarded or ignored in the future as economic conditions dictate. 

Ms. Neder asked will client rates be paying market rates or subsidized rates. Mr. Tobin stated 
they will be market rates predominantly. He stated there may, in fact, be some with some public 
assistance. 

Ms. Neder stated they mentioned previously the PILOT agreement. She stated that has not been 
negotiated yet. Mr. Tobin stated he responded to the Chairman saying that they would be willing 
to sit at the table. Ms. Neder asked when they do that, will the Churchville-Chili School District 
be included. Mr. Tobin stated he could not respond to that at this point. He stated he could only 
say that they're receptive to sitting dovvn and discussing that. 

Ms. Neder stated she would like to know what the working hours will be. She asked has a letter 
been submitted to the Building Department as requested Mr. Limbeck in November of 1996. 
She stated at that time Mr. Galloway stated that the typical subcontractor hours would be 
Monday through Friday, from 7 in the morning until 6 at night and on occasion until 8 in the 
evening. Ms. Neder stated curreij.tly contractors are starting their machinery at 6 in the morning. 
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She stated repeated ca.Us have been made to the Building Department and to date nothing has 
been done. Larry Smith stated that's not true. 

People in the audience agreed with Ms. Neder. 

Regina Angelo - 136 Attridge Road 
She stated she called and left messages. She stated she did get finally one response as far as the 
dust problem. She stated they start their machines at 6 o'clock in the morning and go to 6 o'clock 
in the evening. Ms. Angelo stated she called about the dust problem a couple times and the third 
time they did get back to her. She stated it is intolerable. She stated it is a health problem. She 
stated the noise and the trucks and the wide machinery that is going on there, it is just making life 
a miserable living hell for the residents. She stated they cannot go outside. Ms. Angelo stated 
they have to run from their house to their car. She stated the noise factor is awful. 

Ms. Angelo stated she did not think anybody else has been dovv11 there at 6 o'clock in the morning 
except any of the residents that are woken up. She stated this is six days a week, also on 
Saturday. She stated they quit about early afternoon. She stated this is not just five days a week. 
She stated something should be done about that. 

Jolm Cross stated he knew that their Building Inspector was of the lmderstanding that they had 
agreed to start at 7 o'clock. Larry Smith stated that is correct. He stated he has talked to them 
twice about the noise, and they said they were not starting their equipment until 7 a.m. He stated 
he was told they were starting it before 7 a.m., going down and having breakfast while the 
equipment warmed up and then they started at 7 o'clock He stated they said they would stop 
doing that. Ms. Angelo stated they have not stopped doing that. 

Larry Smith asked what days have they done it. Ms. Angelo stated they do it Monday through 
Friday. Larry Smith asked if theyre starting at 6 o'clock every day. Ms. Angelo stated it is every 
day. Larry Smith stated he would check it out. 

Ms. Angelo stated the dust is bad also. She stated something should be done about the dust. She 
stated she has seen construction out in Arizona where they have trucks that water dmw 
everything and keep the dust dmm so they can work in the desert. She stated there is no reason 

this should not be addressed and taken care of here. 

Smith stated he has also gone out there and addressed the dust problem with them. He 
stated they do not have a water truck on site. He stated he suggests that they make it a condition 
that they do keep one on site. Ms. Angelo stated she called the construction company that was 
doing the building out there also. She stated the workers she talked to said it is hard for them. 
She stated they have to sometimes stop their trucks and wait for the dust to settle down because 
they can't even see where they are driving. 

Ms. Neder stated she also would like to know what will be done to mitigate the dirt and dust 
created by the development. She stated currently residents are tmable to enjoy the use of their 
decks and patios due to the accumulation of dust and dirt on picnic tables and deck furniture. She 
stated summer is short enough as it is, but to be denied the use oftheir outdoor facilities only adds 
to the problem of short summers. She stated they would like to some conditions such as 
sprinkling daily to hold dmvn the dust and the dirt. 

Ms. Neder stated she was not opposed to a facility for the frail and elderly. She stated, however, 
she was strongly opposed to any change in the future of this to either house the mentally 
ilJ, people in drug or alcohol rehabilitation or as a halfvvay house for people on probation. 

Ms. N eder stated they would like to see the Board stick to the condition that that road be 
completed all the way through for the safety of the residents. She stated there was a fire about a 
week and a half ago at a facility in East Rochester. She stated the fireman thanked God they were 
directly across the street and didn't lose any time in getting to the facility. She stated in the 
vvintertime, even if it is a gravel road, it is not going to be easy to get back in there if there is a 
problem She stated that is one of the conditions that was proposed by this Board and was agreed 
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to by the developer. 

Cmmcilman Don Faso - 7 Lily Pond 
He asked where the dumpster was. He stated it looked like it was awfully close to the dedicated 
road. Mr. Parrone showed where it is located in front of the building. Councilman Don Faso he 
would like to see that as far away from the dedicated road as possible. He stated he would like to 
have it in the rear of the parking lot. 

Councilman Don Faso asked ifthere are 45 vans in their fleet, how many vans would be parked 
there on permanent basis. Mr. Tobin stated none. 

Councilman Don Faso stated about four or five years ago they were invited to tour the DePaul 
facility in East Rochester. He stated at that meeting, they stated that if they were allowed to 
come into Chili and build this facility, DePaul would no longer build any other group home in 
To\vn of Chili. He stated he would like to hear somebody that on record, because as a 
planning official and as elected official, one of the greatest concerns that a neighborhood would 
have is when it comes public knowledge that a group home is He stated he personally 
does not have a problem with group homes. He stated his problem is the fact that group homes 
are exempt from zoning, and the Town gets absolutely no review of them He stated the only 
thing that does is upset the neighborhood. He stated they know the only alternative is for the 
Town to find them another site. He stated the people at the second site don1t have the option the 
first site had of finding another one, so the second site is kind oflocked into it. He stated from 
the planning standpoint of not having review of a group home, it rubs him the wrong way. 

Councilman Don Faso stated the Town has a couple group homes now that if the Board had an 
opportunity to review them, some changes would have been made in the implementation 
design and the layout of the parking that he thought would have benefited the Town and the 
group home in particular. Councilman Don Faso that is why he thought it would be a benefit to 
hear that on the record, that if this were to go in, they would not have other DePaul 
applications coming in for group homes that would upset the residents of other neighborhood 
in the Town. 

MI. Tobin stated they were willing to stand with that statement. He stated they agreed to that, 
and they would continue that agreement. 

Ms. Borgus stated they mentioned supervised shopping. She asked if they could explain to her 
what supervised shopping is. Mr. Tobin stated they have a fleet of vans that might facilitate 
individuals that are at the facility to get to shopping locations. Mr. Tobin stated he would not 
so far as to say it would be supervised shopping that someone would be following them in 
that capacity, but they would be providing them the availability to get to sites if needed. 

Ms. Borgus asked how far away from this home would they be taken for this shopping. MI. 
Tobin stated that would be difficult to answer, but it would be a location within a short diameter 
of the home. Ms. Borgus stated they don't have very much there to shop in. John Cross 
commented they really would not require groceries. 

Ms. Borgus asked if they are fed at the facility. Mr. Tobin stated the dining facilities are at the 
home. Ms. Borgus stated so they wouldn't really have a need to go to a food store. Mr. Tobin 
stated that is right. 

Ms. Borgu~ stated she heard frail and elderly several times. She stated also heard dementia. 
She asked in their minds does frail and elderly include dementia. Mr. Tobin stated if anyone heard 
dementia tonight, it was in response to a comment about wanderers. He stated dementia is 
obviously a progression of individuals that are in their homes. He stated as they get to a level of 
dementia which does not allow them to stay in this type home and they are unable to be 
supervised by their supervision, then they move into another facility. He stated that is why they 
have linkages with other facilities. 

Ms. Borgus asked if they were saying if this frail and elderly population evolved into dementia, 
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they would no longer be at this site. Mr. Tobin stated he could not say that there won't be some 
level of dementia at the site, but when they're at a point where they are unable to take care of 
themselves, dress, et cetera, et cetera, then they have to move them to another facility. He stated 
that everyone can rest assured is regulated very tightly by the Department of Social Services. He 
stated they have audits very, very often. 

Ms. Borgus asked if a person can't perform acts of daily living, are they out. Mr. Tobin stated 
they're assisted with those acts of daily living. Ms. Borgus stated she took it from something that 
was mentioned here that they're no longer looking at 120 occupants, although they had done a 
study on this. She stated she kind of read between the lines and maybe now that need for 120 
does not exist. Mr. Tobin stated the need for 120 is there. He stated the only mention he made 
was that it is possible that it would be less. He stated if there is an individual that prefers to have 
a room to themselves, they have the capability and ability to buy that other bed and have a single 
room, so therefore, it would diminish the 120. He stated there is definitely a need. 

Ms. Borgus stated she would like to back up to some of the comments Mrs. Neder has 
mentioned. She stated she believes there should be a PILOT agreement in place when this is 
approved. She stated it is all well and good to stand here with good intentions, but after the fact 
it is a sorry time to try to come up with a payment in lieu of taxes. She stated it is halfway fair to 
the taxpayers. She stated these gentlemen have mentioned that they need to keep this project 
viable. She stated well the rest of the Town has to stay viable, too, and since they're not going to 
get much out of this in line of help to pay for the infrastructure and the services that this facility 
will use, she thought that they do have to have that in place before any final approval is given. 
She stated that must be an integral part of and it has to come before a final approval. She stated 
she did not see how they can get around that. 

Ms. Borgus stated she would like to talk now about the road. Ms. Borgus stated she heard the 
gentlemen say that they worked with Larry Smith and Joe Carr. She stated she loves to see 
cooperation, but there was an agreement here. Ms. Borgus stated there was an agreement, and it 
is in the minutes. She stated Mr. Parrone agreed to it and said that was entirely workable, feasible 
and they could live with it. She stated they need that road. She stated not only do they need it 
for the safety of the occupants and the safety of the towns people, it will relieve some traffic from 
Attridge Road where these people are just being practically driven from their homes with 
this project. 

Ms. Borgus stated she did not know how if this road is not finished, it can never be maintained in 
the winters. She stated they should not forget they get a lot of snow here. She stated it would 
not be easy to plow and maintain a gravel road. John Cross stated Mr. Carr told him today the 
Highway Department could do that. Ms. Borgus stated it is bad enough these people don't want 
to comply \vith the rules, but now the Town is going to be made responsible for their 
shortcomings when it comes to dealing with a promise they made. She stated she did not see 
where the Town should be responsible for this. She stated this is these people's problem She 
stated not only are they not getting what was agreed to, but now the Town has to bear the bmnt 
of keeping it up. She stated if they go back and look at the minutes, these people agreed to that 
road. 

Ms. Borgus stated she had the minutes. She stated it was in agreement. She stated it should be 
adhered to because they can't make a deal and then renege when it isn't convenient and handy. 
She stated this road should be finished just like it was agreed to. She stated they bargained and 
pushed that. 

Keith O'T oole stated the note on the applicant's own plan indicates there have been discussions 
regarding a phased development agreement. He stated he would recommend, and he believed the 
applicant has asked, that that be a condition of the approval here this evening. Keith O'Toole 
stated if they do go with the gravel base for any interim measure, they'll get a snow mallitenance 
agreement from the property owners. He stated ultimately it is the Town that bears the burden of 
plowing roads that become public roads, and it is chargeable to the taxpayers, and the property 
ov.rners pay taxes. Ms. Borgus stated not many. 
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Keith O'Toole stated the road has frontage on a number of properties other than the DePaul 
facility. He stated they have a letter of credit to make sure that the development occurs under the 
tenns and conditions of the approvals. 

Ms. Borgus asked does not a prior agreement that is in the minutes mean anything. John Hellaby 
stated not if it was not a condition, stipulation in the final decision letter. Keith O'Toole stated 
this is not a debating society. He stated this is a public hearing. He stated if someone wants to 
bring some comments to the Board's attention, that is certainly their opportunity, and it is a 
democracy, and it is great. He stated but the Board will receive their comments and then they ~ill 
discuss them in due course. 

Ms. Borgus stated the Planning Board minutes of 1 
right there. She stated a deal is a deal is a deal 

page l 0, the bottom paragraph, it is 

Ms. Borgus stated she would like to talk about the parking. Ms. Borgus stated she has a degree 
in hospital administration. She stated to manage 120 persons, these people say they will have 20 
daytime employees. She stated that is a ratio of one to She stated that would include health 
aids, food service workers, maintenance employees, laundry people and possibly 
Roberts Wesleyan students. She stated there is no way that parking spaces are adequate. She 
stated and to count on a very limited bus service and a very distant bus stop is not the solution. 
She stated they can talk now about hiring these employees who are going to be dropped off, but 
as a past administrator of a hospital, she knows the employee turnover in this type of facility is 
quick Ms. Borgus stated they cannot count on the employees that they have at the moment being 
the employees they will have a year from now who maybe are not dropped off. 

Jolm Cross stated they have little control over that. He stated they have discussed transportation 
"¥vi.th them and they'll follow up on that with the bus company, but as far as the employees go, that 
is out of their realm. 

Ms. Borgus stated as far as improving bus service, Genesee Hospital could \.vrite a book on trying 
to get R TS to improve bus service on Alexander Street. He stated the bus company does not 
budge, so they should not count on getting another bus stop and/or improved bus service because 
they could be holding their breath a long time. 

Jerry Brixner - 14 Hartom Road 
Mr. Brixner noted the front advisory board members do not have microphones. Mr. Brixner 
thanked the applicant for speaking up so they could all hear. 

Mr. Brixner asked what is the age they figure their clients would be. Mr. Tobin stated the 
average age is probably going to be in the 80 to 85 age range. Mr. Brixner asked if they would 
drivers at all. Mr. Tobin stated typically not. He stated he thought in all of these beds that they 
have, he believes that there are approximately 15 people driving in that group. Mr. Brixner stated 
so in other words, it would be bus service for the residents, if they were to go any place. He 
stated the employees would be using the bus service. 

Mr. Brixner stated as he understands it, they only have one entrance into this facility scheduled, 
and that is the one on Attridge Road. Mr. Parrone stated now, that is correct. Mr. Brixner 
stated that is quite a distance from Buffalo Road, where there could be bus service. He stated in 
his opinion, he thought they need more additional parking areas for drop off for the potential 
120 persons. He stated he would like to see a wider drop-off area perhaps that may allow two or 
three drop-offs at a given time. Mr. Brixner stated he has seen at the Park Ridge facility on Long 
Pond Road where they have one drop-off and they seem to have kind of a back-up. 

iv1r. Kevin Smith stated it is actually set up to probably take more than that as it is right now. Mr. 
Brixner stated Don Faso's comments are good, but it should be noted he is a Chili Town 
Councilman. 

Bernice Wilcox - Stuart Road 
Mrs. Wilcox asked she was very upset with all the tax exempt property that is being accepted in 
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the Churchville-Chili School District and all of the apartments. She stated it seems as though 
they're bearing the brunt of all of this. She stated it is extremely poor plannmg to put the burden 
on the taxpayers in the Churchville-Chili District. She stated it is a kno\W fact that for every 
dollar that is taken in of tax money, a dollar and a quarter is spent by the taxpayer from these 
facilities, and when they put all this tax exempt property into the system, it is even worse. 

Mrs. Wilcox stated Roberts Wesleyan is right over there, and they have an awful lot of exempt 
property. She stated there is only one apartment complex that she was aware of in the 
Gates-Chili School District where there is Blueberry Hill, Stenwick, Chili Heights, Meadowbrook 
and now this facility in the Churchville-Chili District. She stated there is nothing in Wheatland 
Chili, nothing in the Caledonia Mumford School District, and she would like to see some real 
good planning in the future for this ToVv'll that doesn't put the burden on one particular area of the 
To\vn. 

Mrs. Wilcox stated she would like to see some enforcement of agreements by these people on that 
road. She stated she thought it is time that some of these agreements were enforced in this Tovvn. 

Larry Smith asked Mr. Brandt if he could make sure there is a water truck on site out there all the 
time. Mr. Brandt stated there is one there right now. Mr. Brandt stated yes, he would do that. 

Keith O'Toole stated this DePaul facility is within the scope of the original environmental review, 
so they don1t need to do th.at SEQR action on any of these. 

DECISION ON APPLICATION Unanimously approved by a vote of 5 yes with no 
conditions: 

TI1ere was discussion on the conditions. John Cross asked is it a hardship to put in the parking 
spaces. Mr. Tobin stated it is an expense. He stated taking a lo9k at the homes they operate in 
the Rochester area, based on bed count, 25 is more than enough. He stated it has been proven to 
be enough. He stated they have cited four different homes in the local area, a 169-bed, 148-bed 
and a 166-bed with nothing more than spots. He stated so they feel that is all that is necessary. 
Mr. Tobin stated deeming it more than necessary, they would could not see any reason to spend 
the additional dollars. 

Ray Bleier stated if they go with the 25, he would like to have it subject to the Building 
Inspector1s review for future parking needs. John Cross asked Larry Smith how he felt about the 
parking space request. Larry Smith asked where are the other locations. Mr. Tobin stated the 
l 69-bed is Parkside in East Rochester. He stated the 148-bed home is in Kenmore, New York. 
Larry Smith asked are those on bus lines. Mr. Tobin stated yes, they are. Larry Smith stated that 
is the problem he has. He stated there is no bus line here. He stated they have 20 empluyees. He 
stated they can say some employees can get a with their sister. He stated other employees 
might want their O\W car. He stated it1 this remote of a location, he has trouble with, too. 

Mr. Tobin stated they would \Nilling to pave those and do the foll 50. Ray Bleier stated he 
\\'ould like to see that 7 a.m. start-up of construction strictly adhered to. John Cross stated it 
would be indicated no construction before 7 a.m. Ray Bleier stated also it should be stated Phase 
I approval be continued and adhered to. 

DECISION ON APPLICATION #6: Unanimously approved a vote of 5 yes with the 
following conditions: 

l. Applicant to enter into a PILOT (payment in of taxes) agreement with 
the Tm\.11 of Chili. 

2. Submit revised landscaping plans to the Conservation Board for approval 
(should equal l of project cost as stated in Chili Code). 

3. Contractor to maintain a water truck on building site for dust control. 

WI 
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4. Relocate dumpster. Relocation to be approved by the Building Inspector. 

5. No construction to commence before a.m. 

6. Applicant to adhere to all previous conditions Phase I. 

7. Enter into with the Town of phased development of Union 
Square Boulevard extension to Union Street 

8. Conditional use approved for a period of four from the date the Town 
approved the phased development agreement with Rochesters Cornerstone 
Group. 

DECI&ION ON APPLICATION Unanimously approved a vote of 5 yes with the 
following conditions: 

2. Pending approval of the Building Inspector and 

Applicant to enter into a PILOT (payment lieu 
the Town of Chili 

Marshal. 

agreement with 

4. Submit revised landscaping plans to the Board for approval 
(should equal 1 % of project cost as stated in Chili Code). 

5. Contractor to maintain a water tmck on building for dust control. 

6. Relocate dumpster. Relocation to be approved by the Building Inspector. 

7. No construction to commence before a.m. 

8. Applicant to adhere to all previous conditions in Phase I. 

9. Enter into agreement with the Town of phased development ofUnion 
Square Boulevard extension to Union Street 

10. Conditional use approved for a period of four from the date the Tovvn 
approved the phased development agreement with Rochesters Cornerstone 
Group. 

Note: The Planning Board has waived final site plan approval. 

There was a recess in the meeting. 

8. Application of The James Group, owner; 849 Paul Road, New York 14624 for 
revised final subdivision approval of 19 lots to be known as Springbrook Section "F" 
(approval previously granted in 4/89 as Glidden Estates) at property located at 148 King 
Road and portion of 160B King Road in R-1-15 zone. 

James Valerio was present to represent the application. He stated they were present for revised 
final approval of what was originally the Glidden Estates Subdivision. He stated they had final 
approval in '89 for the whole development. He stated they received final approval as a condition 
of final purchase. He stated they did get approval on 80 lots. He stated that approval they did 
have extended several times. He stated it did finally expire. He stated they're back with few 
changes eight years later. 

1\1r. Valerio stated Springbrook Subdivision Section Fis originally all the Springbrook existing 
subdivision, and they're basically a big extension of that. Mr. Valerio stated one question would 
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be why they waited so long. He stated mainly they waited for the trunk sewer to come through, 
and that happened in the last year or two. He stated they have seen the previous developer here 
this evening, and Fallone Development on King Road, have both benefited from that trunk sewer 
improvement in North Chili and they have waited for that for years. Mr. Valerio stated it was 
very cost prohibitive for them to require the size of the pump station to handle the size of this 
development at the time. 

Mr. Valerio stated secondly, there has not been exactly a huge housing demand and it has not 
improved a whole lot in the last few years. He stated there was not a lot of encouragement for 
them to move forward. He stated of course now they're at a point where they have to go forward 
with it. He stated they have 43 acres ofland that they pay taxes on and they have made a sizable 
investment in, so they want to get it developed and approved to the previous approvals. He stated 
they were present for revised final. 

Mr. Valerio stated the one change that has occurred since then is they have been able to make 
some improvements to the original design. He stated they would be developing off of King Road, 
and the rest ofit would continue on back to connect to Parkway Drive. Mr. Valerio stated the 
section they're doing now will connect to Gi.llead Hill. He showed the Board on the drawing the 
area they would be developing. He stated at the existing Gi.llead Hill, that is where they would 
end. 

Mr. Valerio stated since then, they have also purchased ten acres ofland right there immediately 
behind those houses on King Road. He stated by making that purchase, they have been able to 
make some improvements to the lot designs. He stated their plan is to come in with a section of 
lots eventually, one cul-de-sac, and of course they also will have some of that land for developing 
this property. 

Mr. Valerio stated as far as the houses, in terms of styling, they will not be a whole lot different 
than one has seen in their development of Chestnut. He stated they have a lot oflots to build and 
develop in Chestnut. He stated that says something for the market. He stated these \vill not be as 

priced, he did not believe, at this point, but th.at is still not final. He stated at this point they 
plan to build the houses, but that could change depending on the marketability. He stated 
there is not a huge absorption for single-family homes anyv.rhere, let alone Chili. He stated they 
would like to market those homes not a lot different than they do at Chestnut or Whispering 
Winds in Chili. He stated they have a lot of development in one To.vn that had 66 building 
permits for all the builders last year, when they did that many homes alone in 1988. He stated so 
they are dealing with a different set of economic circumstances. He stated they do have a sizable 
investment and they do plan to and build quality homes and a quality community. 

Don Avery was also present to represent the application. He stated he wanted everyone to look 
at the map. Mr. Avery used the map to show where Gi.llead Hill and King Road are. Mr. Avery 
indicated the blank area on the map is where the development \Vilt be. 

Mr. Avery stated the development will come offKing Road and \viU make its connection up to 
Gillead Hill. He stated that means there would be a through road from King Road. Mr. Avery 
stated they feel that probably most of the traffic will be from the Gillead Hill area to access King 
Road. He stated if he was going up King Road, which he does all the time, and he was going to 
North Chili, he did not think he would ever go up the road and tl1rough those houses to get to 
that comer. He stated he did not think that would be a short cut for people going through there. 

Mr. Avery stated they get a connection to the water main so there will be better pressures 
on the water mains. Mr. Avery indicated where Chapman used to live will not be used as an 
opening. He stated they're going to leave it the way it is. He stated that is where their drainage 
pipe comes through now. He indicated where there would be a cul-de-sac. 

Mr. Avery indicated on the drawings where the sanitary main now comes through the area. Mr. 
A very stated they are bringing a sanitary sewer down closer that could be tied in later when the 
area is serviced down on King Road. He stated the subdivision would provide naturally for a 
gravity sewer. He stated if there was a pump station, that would naturally then dump into that 
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gravity sewer because there would be plenty of capacity. 

M_r. Avery indicated on the plans where there is a pond right now. Mr. Avery stated they have 
done a pretty good drainage study. He apologized for handing it in late to the Board. Mr. Avery 
stated he did have some errors in some elevations that he did correct He stated he went out there 
today and corrected those on the pipe that goes underneath road. 

Mr. Avery indicated on the plans where there is a ditch that goes into a pond, the water comes 
across the road, and eventually everything comes to the culvert under the railroad track. Mr. 
Avery indicated on the plans where the main ditch is that comes from Fallone1s development. Mr. 
Avery stated it also comes all the from Roberts Wesleyan, too. Mr. Avery stated it is quite a 
ditch. He stated then there are cross culverts that come in. 

N1r. Avery stated when they develop the section, first they're going to provide a pipe with enough 
capacity to take the whole drainage from the area he indicated on the drawing. Mr. Avery stated 
they're going to bring it across the road and into a pond. Mr. Avery stated it is going to be a 
retention pond and it is going to be tapered. Mr. Avery indicated where they are going to have a 
detention pond. He stated it will not have water in it, but knowing what it is like across the road. 
there will be water in it quite a bit of time. 

Mr. Avery stated they reduced the water from the area he indicated on the drawing by about 53 
percent because they're chanueling it through the new storm system. Mr. A very indicated on 
plans where there is an area in back of some houses that is low. Mr. A very stated it is a rather 
low area that the water just kind of sits there. He stated they have provided for a gutter inlet, a 
paved invert that would bring that water into the system. He stated they have made a new system 
that is taking most of the water, practically all of the water from the developed area except for 
seven lots. He stated they're taking that water into a system across the road. 

Mr. Avery indicated on the plans where there are two pipes. Mr. Avery stated they're reducing 
the flow through the one pipe by about 30 percent because now they're directing it through other 
pipes. 

Mr. Avery stated everybody knows that there is a new subdivision, the Fallone subdivision. Mr. 
Avery stated they were required to have a conuection to that subdivision. 

John Cross asked at the bottom of that map, that retention pond, he asked if they own that 
property now. Mr. Valerio stated they do not. He stated they have an agreement with the ovvner, 
Gil Glidden to allow them, as terms of their purchase, to use that land for retention if possible, if 
necessary. He stated that is in their agreement with him, and he bas agreed to that Mr. Valerio 
stated they have designed this based on that assumption. 

Ray Bleier stated drainage is the big concern here. He stated Larry Nissen has just got the 
drainage report. He asked Larry Nissen off the top of his head, did he have any feel whether this 
thing may work. Larry Nissen stated it was his understanding that there is an existing retention or 
detention pond north of King Road that services the existing Glidden Hill Estates. Mr. Avery 
stated that is there now. Larry Nissen asked iftbey intend to use that pond for this phase of 
development. Mr. Avery stated they are not He stated they are not going to use that. He 
they are going to use the drainage system to come across the road and over to a pond on the 
other side of King Road. 

Larry Nissen stated so they're proposing to construct the drainage facility extension in conjunction 
with this application. Mr. Avery stated that1s correct. Larry Nissen stated and a new 
detention/retention pond. Mr. Avery stated that's correct. Larry Nissen stated none of that is 
included in this plan. Mr. Avery stated they have not changed the plans. He stated they don't 
have the detail of that. He stated they can show those out. He stated they do have the detail of 
the new pond here, but they only showed it coming across the road. He stated they did not show 
the details of the pond, but the details will be shown. 

Larry Nissen stated this also then follows the approval from Monroe County for the culvert 
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crossing King Road. Mr. Valerio stated yes, it does. Larry Nissen stated he has not seen the 
drainage report, so he can't really comment on it. 

John Cross stated he had a discussion earlier today with Joe Carr, and he didn't have the 
privilege to see their drainage reports either. He stated it is unfair to him and to all of them at this 
point because of the extensiveness of this project. He stated perhaps they should table it until all 
this is done so that Joe Carr can look at it and Larry Nissen has the opportunity to feel 
comfortable with his review of it. 

Mr. A very stated he would like, if it is possible, to have comments from everyone while they're 
here tonight. He stated they have waited a long time. 

Mr. Valerio stated first of all, they already have preliminary approval. He stated his understanding 
is that all the drainage issues that have to be addressed in the subdivision, the majority of them 
have to be addressed at preliminary and they have done that to the satisfaction of the Town of 
Chili. He stated secondly, theyre here for revised final. He stated they already have final 
approval on the whole subdivision, which in itself states that there was obviously quite a bit of 
scrutiny brought about by a previous Board, or they wouldn't have had final approval. 

Mr. Valerio stated he did not have a problem doing it again. He stated he is basically paying to 
redesign Phase 1 that has already been designed. John Cross asked did their original plan show 
that detention pond over on Gil Glidden's property. He stated Joe Carr is concerned about it. 
Mr. Valerio stated he understands there are new people involved and they have different 
questions, but he felt he shouldn't be penalized because it was reviewed and they have drainage 
reviews and approvals and final. John Cross stated there are new people involved. 

Mr. Avery stated to be honest, that was ten years ago and the drainage standards are a little 
different than they were for submittals and so forth. Mr. Valerio stated they have preliminary, and 
that stands. He stated what he is saying is if drainage issues are considered at preliminary, they 
should be held to that standard. He stated any development they have ever done in this Town, 
they bend over backwards. 

John Cross stated they have had a good relationship. Mr. Valerio stated he would like to get this 
approved as quickly as possible \Vithout a lot of complications. 

Don Faso stated he would like to shed a little light on this. He stated th.is goes back to his tenure 
as Planning Board Chainnan when he knew Ray and Mitch were on the Board. He stated they 
lost a lawsuit on tb1s over Don Faso stated they were served an Article 78 because it 
\vas denied because of drainage. He stated they went to Supreme Court He stated the judge 
turned it back to this Board's jurisdiction with the ultimatum of the Planning Board either 
approves it or he approves it. Don Faso stated the Town's attorney said they better approve it, 
because at least they would have the opportunity to put conditions on it. He stated they were told 
if they denied it again and it were to go back to the judge, would give them a blanket approval 
and the To\.\tn would have lost all control. 

John Cross stated he thought the concern here is that they have not had the opportunity to review 
the revised drainage reports. He he did not anticipate there will be a denial of the 
application, but it is just a matter of timing and the opportunity for review by their Town Engineer 
and the Public Works Commission. He stated that is why he would recommend they table it until 

next meeting. 

Keith O'Toole stated this is a new approval, so they do have to look at it because they are 
reconfiguring things. He stated Mr. Valerio wants some input, so if he is going to come back 
another evening, that is the evening a decision is made. He stated that is a legitimate 
concern on his part, as well. 

Keith O'Toole stated there is already a final approval in place. He stated so they should be able to 
collect some comments that address the revisions and not so much the underlying assumptions of 
the various subdivisions that have been approved. Mr. Valerio theyre more 
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than happy to give the Board time to do that and return to another meeting. 

Dario Marchioni stated what was approved previously did not include the purchase of the other 
piece of property. Mr. Valerio stated they don't own that Mr. Valerio stated they have not come 
in for the ten acres yet. Dario Marchioni stated that has not been approved yet. Mr. Valerio 
stated no, they have not been in for that Dario Marchloni stated they will have to come back for 
that. Mr. Valerio stated that's right. 

Mr. Avery stated they are using just a little bit of the area. Mr. Valerio stated they're making the 
lots bigger. Mr. Avery stated to make the lots bigger, they're adding 40 feet of the property into 
it, but that is the rear line of the lots. He stated they have not come with the other 
development. Dario Marchioni stated was that a separate at one time. Mr. 
yes, it was. 

Dario Marchloni asked did they join it together into one stated 
separate parcels. He stated they ovvn them both. Dario Marchioni asked did they go for 
resubdivision approval to make it all into one yet. Mr. Valerio stated no, he hasn't. Mr. Valerio 
stated they will when they come in for preliminary on those. 

Larry Smith stated if they added to approved lots, it is just a Mr. Valerio stated they're 
just adding 30 feet to each lot off that land. Dario Marchioni stated that was a separate parcel. 
Larry Smith stated they're taking some of the ten acres picked up and adding it to existing 
approved lots. Mr. Valerio stated that's correct. Larry Smith they're coming in for revised 
site plan to change that. Mr. Valerio stated that's right. 

Ray Bleier stated he thought it is a big improvement here, of the facility on 
south side of King Road. He stated it would keep the water away from the north side certainly. 
He stated that was all he could until Larry Nissen could review the drainage calculations to 
make sure everything will work. 

Dario Marchioni asked are there any wetlands in that area. Mr. Avery stated yes, there 
across the road. Mr. Avery stated they have already asked for a permit in that area that will be 
near where this pond will be. 

Dario Marchioni stated the drainage crew earlier this year or late last year cleaned underneath that 
railroad there. Mr. Avery stated they did. Dario Marchioni asked did they notice any 
improvement there. Mr. Avery stated he knew they cleaned it this spring. He stated he thought a 
year ago they cleaned over where that industrial park is, too. Dario Marchioni asked did they 
notice any improvement in the water level table when they were out there. Mr. Avery stated he 
could not say that he did. Mr. Avery stated he has not been out there enough to make a 
judgment. He stated maybe somebody who backs up to that might know better than he does. 

John Cross stated when they submit these drainage plans to Nissen and Joe Carr, they 
should indicate on that property on the south side of King Road who the owner is. Mr. Valerio 
stated they have an agreement basically. He stated Gilbert Glidden is the person who sold them 
the land. He stated it is in their contract. He stated they can something from him. 

Dario Marchioni asked will they get any easements on this detention area. Mr. Valerio stated yes. 
He stated they'll have easements. Dario Marchioni asked if those would be easements to the 
Tovvn. Mr. Valerio stated that was correct. Mr. Avery stated if the Town wants that, they'll give 
it to them. Mr. Valerio stated they have the right to get easements. 

Dario Marchloni stated this will be an important area that will take a lot of drainage. Mr. Valerio 
stated they would not have bought the development without that. Dario Marchloni 
asked when they designed this, did they take into consideration the drainage crew would need to 
go around for maintenance purposes. Mr. Avery stated they did. 

John Cross stated the comments from the Drainage Committee indicated the applicant has not 
provided any detail as to the detention pond as to what will its be, how will the water get to 
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the pond, where will it drain to, who O\vns the land where the pd'nd is located and who will 
maintain the pond. John Cross stated those items need to be addressed. 

John Cross stated the Conservation Board has not approved the application because no street tree 
planting plans were submitted. Mr. Avery stated he would do that. 

Dario Marchioni asked the applicant do they have their engineer's comments. Mr. Avery stated 
they have the County Comments and they have the Town Engineers comments. Mr. Avery stated 
he thought they have addressed most of those. Larry Nissen stated they received his first list, he 
believed. 

John Cross stated he would recommend that they table the application until the items requested 
are submitted and reviewed by the Town Engineer and Public Works Commissioner. 

Larry Johnstone - 154 King Road 
He stated he was not here ten years ago so he did not understand what went on with this drainage 
situation where everybody went to court, but that is his major concern. He stated he backs right 
up to this. He stated because everybody on King Road is on septic, the water and drainage 
situation is important. He stated any in the water table that is very high in that area, 

going to have a terrible problem with their septics, and they don't want that. 

Mr. Johnstone stated he assumed that the gentleman that takes care of the drainage for the Town 
\viU be addressing that issue and everybody is aware of it. He stated the other point is where they 
have the pond drawn on the north side of the road is incorrect. He stated it is actually north of 
the red line. He stated it is more behind the houses. He stated he walks back there all the time. 

Mr. Johnstone stated someone might consider it a ditch. He stated it is not a pond, certainly since 
they dug it up for the sewer. He stated there is a large pond farther north of that, though, and 
that is more resembling a pond to him or a retention pond than what they're referring to there. He 

what they're referring to is more of a S\vale. 

Mr. Johnstone stated if they are turning that swale into a pond, that makes sense. Mr. Johnstone 
stated south of the road it is very wet. He stated he has walked back there a lot of times. He 
stated it did help he thought when they dug out the area and cleaned it out and the Tmvn did all 
that, but it still is a very wet area. He stated the water table is only 20 feet below. He 
stated he has a well in his backyard that is 23 feet. He stated he could hand pump the water. He 
stated he never uses it, but he did not know what kind of retention pond is going to be able to be 
dug there without getting water it from the ground because the ground is so saturated. He 

he didn't know what kind of retention pond they can build to hold all the runoff coming 
the north side of the road. 

Mr. Johnstone stated any kind change in the drainage is going to affect everybody on King 
Road. He stated they're all going to terrible sewer problems is not handled properly. He 
stated he was not against this subdivision, only if it affects his sewer. 

Mr. Johnstone stated because they're connecting in King Road, he didn't know if this applies to 
this Board or somebody else, but the lines on King Road will have to be changed. He stated the 
way it is now they can pass on King Road. He stated people very fast and it is a traffic hazard. 
He stated if they have a road coming into that, they can't have a passing lanes going down the 
road. 

Mr. A very stated that would be handled by the Monroe County Highway Department. Mr. 
Valerio stated they'll have to get a permit from them Mr. Johnstone stated they will have 300 
homes back there when this whole project is done. He stated they \vill have all the homes coming 
out on King Road, or half of them, and that is a lot of traffic to add to the road that is already 
getting 10,000 cars a day. He stated when they did the railroad report and estimated the most 
dangerous railroad crossings in New York State and Monroe County, the one on King Road was 
like number three or four. He stated it averaged 60 trains a day and 8,000 or 9,000 cars a day. 
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Beverly Neder 
She stated she would like to know where this drainage goes. She asked where is the water all 
going to go when it leaves Conrail. Mr. Avery stated it goes underneath the railroad tracks. He 
stated it hits a little of Union Processing. He stated it comes on the north side of the new 
painting place, and it goes underneath Old Union Street. He stated it goes underneath the 
expressway. He stated then it meanders on and goes across, underneath the railroads. He stated 
it goes by Davis Road. He stated at the turkey farm is where it hits Black Creek He stated in the 
meantime, it does pick up other branches from North Chili. He stated it does pick up other 
branches. 

Ms. Neder asked \Nill this increase the water that is flo\.ving onto property downstream. Mr. 
Avery stated right now there is not much development from where it goes under Union Street 
until it gets to Black Creek. He stated everything is on the south side of the railroad tracks at that 
point. He stated he did know of any development except there are some houses along Davis 
Road, and then of course the next road is Chili Extension where the turkey farm is. Mr. Avery 
stated there is not any development along there right now that would affect this. He stated by the 
Town code, they have to control the water outflow so it does not exceed where it is presently 
coming from. 

Ms. Neder stated she thought according to State code, when they bring water onto some 
property, one has to take it off and follow it through to the nearest stream, outlet, whatever. Mr. 
Avery stated that is up to a certain frequency storm. He stated after another 25-year storm, that 
changes. Mr. Avery stated their spillway is a 25-year storm. 

Larry Nissen stated they generally ask the developers to restrict the outflow rate to predeveloped 
levels. He stated by "rate,11 he means a certain number of gallons per second, or as they 
commonly quantify it, in cubic feet per second. He stated Mr. Avery will do a calculation to 
determine, generally speaking, what the runoff rate from any given parcel ofland is prior to 
development, and then they'll ask that after development, that facilities be installed that 'hill 
restrict the rate of runoff to predeveloped levels. He stated for example, in the beginning, it may 
have been 20 cubic feet per second. He stated post development conditions, it will be 
restricted also to 20 feet per second, but the thing is a property that is developed generates more 
runoff He stated the purpose of the retention pond is to hold that water while that 20 cubic feet 
per second is being let out, and generally what happens is although the rate theoretically is the 
same after development, it vvill flow at that rate for a longer period of time. 

Ms. Neder stated so in theory, if all of this works like it is supposed to, the turkey farm would not 
see more water on its property, but just for a longer period of time. Larry Nissen stated they 
would see the creek running full more often than they do now. 

Dorothy Borgus - 31 Stuart Road 
Ms. Borgus asked were the King Road residents notified about this meeting tonight, this proposal 
so that they had an opportunity to attend tonight's meeting to see this. Larry Smith stated it was 
published in the newspaper. 

Khym Kaupelis 
He stated he has an adjacent property. He stated he got a letter in the mail. 

Ms. Borgus asked if everybody on King Road was notified. Larry Smith stated just people 100 
feet within the property. Ms. Borgus stated but they all would be adjacent. Larry Smith stated it 
was published in the newspaper. He stated it was posted on the bulletin Board. Ms. Borgus 
stated people don't come down and read the bulletin Board. 

Ms. Borgus asked what will this proposed drainage plan do to or for the King Road residents. 
She asked will this make their lives better. Mr. Avery stated he feels it will make it better on this 
side of the road. He stated they are putting less into the existing pond, and it directs the water in 
the area more positively across the road. Mr. Avery stated where they have water now, they'll 
have 30 percent less because even though they have more runoff, they're collecting it in storm 
sewer pipes rather than just letting it flow. 
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Ms. Borgus asked is there a right-of-away across King Road to take that storm. Mr. Avery stated 
there is. Ms. Borgus asked where is it on the south side. Mr. Avery stated it is almost across 
from where they're going to come in, it is jogged a little bit. Ms. Borgus asked who owns that. 
Mr. Avery stated that property is owned by Gilbert Glidden. He stated he used to have his barn 
right there years ago. He stated there used to be a spring there, too. Ms. Borgus stated there are 
a lot of springs in North Chili. 

Ms. Borgus asked when an approval is granted for a subdivision, is there not a time limit where if 
that is not exercised, that it becomes null and void. She asked is this good forever. Keith 
O'Toole stated it depends on the circumstance. He stated there were provisions in the Town law 
to provide for expirations of subdivision approva~ but there are also provisions in the case law, 
most notedly the Ellington case that says under certain circumstances, their rights are locked in 
once they commence construction. He stated in other words, even if the subdivision approval 
were to expire under the Town law, they would still be able to build under certain circumstances. 

Ms. Borgus asked what are the certain circumstances in this instance that makes this apply so long 
after the fact. Keith O'Toole stated he did not understand her question. Ms. Borgus stated well 
this is an old approval from April of 189. She asked in this particular instance, what did these 
people do. She asked what did somebody do to hold the door open on this one. 

Keith O'Toole stated they're coming in for a new approv~ though. He stated that is why they're 
here. Ms. Borgus stated not according to this agenda. Keith O'Toole stated yes, according to the 
agenda. He stated they were in for revised final subdivision. He stated they're making some 
changes to what is approved. 

Ms. Borgus stated they got preliminary approval. Keith O'Toole stated that was correct. Ms. 
Borgus stated it was mentioned it runs out unless they take action and they begin to work. Keith 
O'T oole stated there was a court order locking in their approval. Ms. Borgus asked if in this case 
it was the court order that kept this door open. Keith O'Toole stated on the concepts of vested 
rights, they could talk about it for quite some time. He stated their coming in here for an approval 
and getting the approval, that takes care of the issue anyway. He stated theyre making some field 
changes. He stated they want their approval. He stated they're going to review it. He stated 
once the approval is granted, and he was assuming it is going to be at some point once the project 
is modified to the Planning Board's satisfaction, then the concept of vested rights or coming in for 
1 ,.."'"',." preliminary or final becomes moot. 

Ms. Borgus stated it looked to her like nothing was done with this until now. Keith O'Toole 
stated a developer is allowed to get a final approval and they're not bound to build on the land. 
He stated that is their choice. 

Ms. Borgus asked what were the circumstance that changed this one, in a word. She stated she 
did not need the law. Keith O'Toole stated he had a book that was filled with text which goes 
into that very issue. Keith O'Toole stated he was not present to render a legal opinion on the 
status of that approval. He stated he was not present to the rights, the legal rights of his 

the Town of Chili. 

Keith O'Toole stated there is an application before the Board. He stated they have asked for their 
approval. He stated their engineer is reviewing it. He stated the Planning Board is reviewing it. 
He stated they're collecting whatever data they need to make an informed decision under SEQR, 
under the Town law, under the Town code. 

Ms. Borgus asked she could see she was not going to get an answer. Keith O'Toole stated he had 
an answer. He stated one may not like the answer, but had given an answer. 

Mr. Johnstone asked if they're going to relieve down at the Fallone end some of the drainage. Mr. 
Avery stated the way the system is, they would be relieving the storm water that goes to the pond. 
Mr. Johnstone asked then how does the Fallone project and this project affect the whole drainage 
system in that area. Mr. Johnstone stated he would hate to see somebody look at one project, 



separate from the other project and find out separately they both work, but together they don't 
work. 

Jolm Cross stated that is why the TO\>vn Engineer and the Public Works Commissioner need 
time to review it. Mr. Johnstone asked iftheyre going to increase size of that pond. Mr. 
Avery stated they are not. He stated there would be 53 percent of flow to that pond because 
they would be directing the water across the road. 

Mr. Johnstone asked Mr. Avery if he has been out to look at that pond. Mr. Avery stated he 
been out in this area. He stated he would like to know where the people have their septic 
systems, because that is rather important, until the sewer comes. He stated if it is in the front yard 
and it is above, it may be all right. He stated if it is in the rear yard, there may be some caution 
taken when they do this pond. 

Mr. John&tone stated the pond on north side of the road to be looked at because it is not 
a pond. He stated it is a grow11 up, little marshy area. He stated it is not a retention pond. Mr. 
Avery stated there is a pipe that goes out and they have a large one going into it, so at times it 
may have the water. Mr. Johnstone stated he was not debating. He stated if they want that 
to work as any kind of a pond, it needs to be cleaned up. 

Mr. Valerio stated it will not resemble what they see out there now. l\fr Valerio stated so they 
know how they do consider the adjacent development, early on the adjacent developer, Fallone 
Homes approached them. He stated the Town Engineer Tom Guerin was involved at the time. 
He stated the Town wanted another connection for Fallone's development in addition to the one 
that he has on King Road now, so they were asked if they would change their design and 
accommodate a connection. 

Mr. Valerio pointed out on the plans originally where they designed a cul~de--sac. He stated they 
accommodated the request for the connection. He stated he thought they lost a lot in the process, 
but they did agree to do that because theyre more than willing to work with the Town and an 
adjacent developer to accommodate those kinds of requests to make sure the whole thing works. 
He stated they have done that already and theyll continue to do that. 

Khym Kaupelis - 110 King Road 
Mr. Kaupelis stated he thought detention ponds do provide relief for everyone in the area. Mr. 
Kaupelis stated he thought if it is done right, they will be better off. 

Mr. Kaupelis stated ifthe ponds are only a few inches deep, 'Vvith tbe natural occurrence of fish 
and wildlife, there would a problem. He stated they will get mosquitoes. He asked would it make 
a difference if they make these like 12 feet deep so that there is always water in there, thus they 
could have a fishing place, a place where they can have recreation. He stated they could tum the 
problem of water in this Town into an asset. He asked is that a feasible thing or just more work 
than it is worth. He stated he is considering building a pond in the rear of his property. He stated 
he did not have a problem with the development other than the fact his house is turning into a 
suburban home from a country home 

Larry Nissen stated there are some recreational benefits to be gained constructing a pond of a 
ce1tain depth. He stated the DEC has devoted publications to that, addressing certain types of 
fish and fauna that flourish in different depths of water. He stated generally speaking, though, a 
pond 12 feet deep is fairly expensive to build. He stated a developer basically builds a pond for 
perhaps two reasons: Storage and aesthetics. He stated they can gain the aesthetics from a 3 foot 
depth, he thought, as much as they can from a 12 foot depth. 

Lany Nissen stated there is a safety consideration for a pond also. He stated not everybody wants 
to assume the liability for a po,lfd, a deeper pond. He stated they could include the Town in that 
group. 

Mr. Kaupelis stated the liability issue was interesting. He stated he didn't consider that 
Smith stated mosquitoes can't reproduce in very deep water. 
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Mr. Kaupelis stated he understood what mosquitoes can reproduce in~ but the natural fish and 
wildlife that eat the mosquitoes need a deeper pond. He stated they would be creating an 
ecosystem instead of just a pond that dries up and has mosquitoes in it three or four months a 
year. He stated that would be his only concern. 

Mr. Valerio stated they would consider it. He stated Chestnut has three large deep fish ponds. He 
stated they have stocked them He stated the DEC has helped them stock them He stated 
Whispering Winds has a productive pond with ducks and beautiful Blue Heron. He stated theyre 
not opposed to that. John Cross stated they should talk to Joe Carr about it. Mr. Valerio stated 
it is whatever the Town prefers. 

Mr. Kaupelis stated he did not think the digging another few feet in comparison to a multi-million 
dollar project is a big issue. Mr. Valerio stated that is not a big issue. He stated ponds are 
aesthetically pleasing, but to be honest, they were originally ponds and then they changed them to 
detention areas. 

John Cross stated this is exactly why they need more time to study all the drainage concerns in the 
subdivision in the neighborhood. He stated they would have the Public Works Commissioner 
give some input on this, too. 

Roger Clint 
He stated earlier they made a mistake in some of their elevations. Mr. Avery stated they found an 
error. Mr. Clint asked if water does run downhill then. Mr. Avery stated it does. 

Bernice Wilcox - 31 Stuart Road 
Mrs. Wilcox stated she knew some of the residents on King Road, and they do have a problem 
because they have septic tanks, and the trunk line has caused a worse problem by blocking some 
of the drainage. She stated they can't mow their lawns because of the water coming up from their 
septic tanks, and it smells terrible. 

Mrs. Wilcox stated there was something mentioned about a sanitary sewer coming out 
somewhere towards King Road. Mr. Avery stated King Road is supposed to be sewered 
sometime and have its own pump station. Mrs. Wilcox asked is there a timeline on that. Mr. 
Valerio stated she would have to ask GCO. Mrs. Wilcox stated that is still a pie in the sky then. 
Mrs. Wilcox stated it is unconscionable for the Town of Chili to provide a trunk sewer for 
developers for people that have not arrived and neglect tax'Payers that have been there for 
years on King Road. 

John Cross made a motion then to table the application without prejudice to the August 12th, 
l Planning Board meeting. Mitch seconded the motion. 111e Board was all in favor of the 
motion. 

DECISION: Unanimously tabled by a vote of 5 yes without prt(judice until August 12, 1997 
pending resubmission of plans. 

John Hellaby stated it was his intention to abstain on the nexi four applications that require a vote, 
seeing as he has entered in a lease agreement with Sprint. He stated he, therefore, would request 
to be dismissed from the remainder of the meeting. John Cross stated the request was valid and 
would be granted. 

9. Application of Sprint PCS, c/o FLx, Spindelman, Brovitz, 2 State Street, Suite 1400, 
Rochester, New York 14614, property O\vner: Town of Chili; for conditional use permit 
to erect a cellular tower at property located at 3720 Union Street in PRD, FPO & FW zone. 

l 0. Application of Sprint PCS, Fix, Spindelman, Brovitz, 2 State Street, Suite 1400, 
Rochester, New York 14614, property owner: Town of Chili; for preliminary site plan 
approval to erect a 100' high celluiar tower at property located at 3720 Union Street in 
PRD, FPO & FW zone. 
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Karl Essler was present to represent the applications. He stated it was a pleasure to see the 
Chairman in his customary seat again. He stated Mr. Bleier did a great job in Mr. Cross' absence. 

Mr. Essler stated the proposal is for a l 00-foot monopole telecommunications tower on the 
property that is owned by the Town. He stated it is going to be accessed through the property of 
Earthborn Builders. He stated to make a long story short, would tum this over to their Civil 
Engineer, Dave Doyle, to walk them through it. 

Dave Doyle, also present to represent the application, he was with Erdman, Anthony the 
Site Engineers for this project Mr. Doyle stated they have a fairly simple concept here. He 
stated the site will be accessed off of Union Street. He stated 700 will be a 26-foot wide 
gravel road. Mr. Doyle stated the plan shows that 26-foot wide gravel road running a 
parking area, which he understands now is no longer being considered. 

Mr. Doyle stated Sprint1s access road \\rill be a 12-foot gravel road which vvill come up to 
west, to their lease area which would be a 4,000 square foot lease area where the tower, their 
base equipment and the turnaround would be. Mr. Doyle stated they're showing some 
landscaping to screen the area. Mr. Doyle stated the plans contain a small detail that shows how 
Sprint's equipment would be laid out. 

Mr. Essler stated this property is in a PRD district. He Board will have to consider a 
couple other issues, one of them being the setback to the Earthborn Developers' property on the 
west, and also the tower height, which at 100 feet, is taller than the limitation. 

Mr. Essler stated through discussions with the Town and Supervisor Kelly, it is their 
understanding at present they will not be building the parking lot for the Town. He stated so 
they'll eventually submit a revised plan that does not have it when they conclude their 
negotiations with the Town on the lease agreement. Mr. stated actually they're in 
negotiations with the Town Board on the lease. 

Mr. Essler introduced their Radio Frequency Engineer, Dave Olek, who would explain why they 
need a site at this particular location and at this particular height. Mr. Olek stated he is an RF 
Engineer with Sprint Spectrum Mr. Olek stated as he has presented here at sorq.e prior meetings, 
they basically have a map of the Town of Chili. He stated this Union Park site is the fifth site that 
they're proposing. He stated prior to presenting this alternative at Union Park, they were in here 
on a previous application talking about a similar situation at Perna Auto. He stated they were 
encouraged by this Board to pursue the Town property as an alternative. 

Mr. Olek stated this site is Site Number 53 in Sprint's grade. He showed the Board an illustration 
of the search area. He stated the fact that Union Park is close to the search area, that 
basically enables this tower to be only 100 feet tall He stated the Perna auto site would have had 
a tower of 120 feet basically because it was further from the center of the search area. He stated 
as they get to the center of these cells, that minimizes the height that the tower has to be and the 
antennas have to be. 

Mr. Olek showed the Board an illustration of this particular cell in relation the remainder of their 
network in the area. He showed the Board the cells that are surrounding the Union Park cell. He 
stated they have the Tesch property, the Power Authority property, the sites to the north and to 
the east. He stated without this particular cell, they have a hole in their coverage in this area. By 
use of a diagram, Mr. Olek showed the Board when they add in this particular site, one can see 
now they have total coverage in the Town of Chili, which would basically complete their Phase 1 
network development in the Town. 

Mr. Olek stated basically they have covered the entire Town with PCS service, as was their 
original intent, in coming here for these applications. Mr. Olek stated the entire grid of Chili 
certainly ties in with all of the grid cells that they have in the remainder of Monroe Connty both to 
the north, to the east and to the south. 
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:Mr. Olek stated with the coverage maps, they have sho\vn the height of 100 feet is suffic5ent to 
service this cell from this particular location. He stated it is probably the minimum height that they 
would get from this cell in any location at or near the center. 

John Cross asked have they finalized a lease agreement at this point with the Town. Mr. Essler 
stated he could not say that it is finalized, but he thought the economic terms have been resolved 
and theyre just working on language now. Keith O'Toole stated that would be a fair assessment. 
rv1r. Essler stated basic economic terms have been agreed to. 

Dario Marchioni stated he assumed this would also have all the conditions as previously set forth 
in the other approvals. John Cross stated that was right. Mr. Essler stated that would certainly be 
their expectation. 

Keith O'Toole stated it is was understanding it is the Building Inspector's interpretation that there 
is no requirement to go before the ZBA because of the fact that theyre located in a PRD. He 
stated also there is the issue regarding the Perna site that is still outstanding, the positive 
declaration. Mr. Essler stated they would certainly with.draw that application. He stated theyre 
not proposing to build two towers. Keith O'Toole stated he understands that, but since it is still 
an active application, they need to either withdraw it or table the positive declaration they were 
considering at previous meetings until such time as they finalize this lease. Mr. Essler stated he 
would be more than happy to table it. He stated, in fact, if they were to be granted the approval 
of this Board on this site, they would immediately ·withdraw the Perna application. Keith O'Toole 
stated that was fine. 

Keith O'Toole stated then beyond that, the Board has a submission before it that has the standard 
conditions which they have been applying across the Board. He stated he has also kind of 
reformatted Pages 5 and 6 to give the Board kind of a check list of the other conditions they have 
been adding selectively to the individual sites which have not been used across the Board, so they 
might want to review those as to whether they should be included as conditions on this approval. 

Larry Nissen stated it is his understanding that this site is within the FPO and flood way zones, 
and it seemed to him that it would be to both the applicant's and the Town1s advantage to tie that 
up a little tighter. Mr. Essler stated his understanding had been through their engineer that the 
actual location of the pad was not within the flood way or the flood plain. He stated tht' site 
contains areas which are in the flood 

Larry Smith stated the elevation of the actual site here is way above the flood plain. Larry Nissen 
stated he looked at the flood plain map himself and came up \vith an elevation of 539, and he 
could see that their proposed site is at basically an elevation of 1. Mr. Essler stated that was 
correct. Larry Nissen stated but it to him that that should perhaps get straightened out 
somewhere. He stated they are listed on the agenda as being within the FPO and the flood way. 
rvtr. Essler stated he interpreted that as meaning that the property, the overall piece of property 
that this is located on is those zones. 

Larry Smith stated if there is any piece of a parcel that is in a flood or FPO, it is listed as 
being there. Keith O'Toole stated so the area of activity is outside of the flood way. Larry 
Nissen stated with that information with regard to the flood plain overlay then, he would suggest 
that the flood plain overlay elevation in that area be shown at 539. He stated he thought that 
would clear that up. Mr. Essler stated they could certainly make a note to the plans to that effect. 
Larry Nissen stated he would say that if that is the situation \vith the flood plain overlay, then they 
are obviously out of the flood way 

Larry Nissen stated they may wish to show those boundaries on the plans. Mr. Essler stated there 
is a reference on the plan to that map, but they have not delineated the boundary. Larry Nissen 
stated there is also a reference within the Town code as far as showing those boundaries. He 
stated he thought it would be mutually advantageous. Mr. Essler concurred. 

Charles Robinson stated the Conservation Board has accepted the plans as drawn. He stated they 
need three copies stamped. Mr. Essler stated that's fine. 
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John Cross stated the Drainage Committee requests that the applicant apply to enter a drainage 
district. Dario Marchioni stated that is on Town property. 

John Cross stated as Keith indicated a few minutes ago, they have a draft of the conditions that 
they generally have applied to past applications. He stated there are 20 plus conditions. He 
stated the Board all had a copy of the conditions. 

John Cross stated he would review some of the proposed conditions. John Cross stated the 
conditions refer to the applicant shall obtain a curb cut permit from New York.State D.O.T. or 
Monroe County Department ofTransportation if ingress or egress is to a State or County road. 
Mr. Essler asked when that piece was approved for Earthborn, did they already have a curb cut. 
Larry Smith stated probably not. Mr. Essler stated that's is the intended route. Larry Smith stated 
knowing Earthborn, probably not. Mr. Essler stated they'll get that then. 

John Cross stated as per the request of the applicant, the applicant shall build a tower so it can 
structurally accommodate the following number of telecommunications providers: Anywhere 
from one up to as many as they think they can provide for other communications providers. Keith 
O'Toole stated he believes they have done three in the past, Sprint plus two. 

John Cross stated the tower shall be no more than 100 feet. John Cross stated the approval 
would be subject to the Town Board's acceptance of the lease. John Cross stated a letter of credit 
shall be in form of a sufficient amount subject to approval of the Town Attorney. Keith O'Toole 
stated it was his understanding that the Conservation Board has basically approved the plans. He 
stated all they want are clean copies stamped. 

John Cross stated Planning Board approval should not be required in the future for equipment 
repaired under this approval. Keith O'Toole stated that condition they used pretty extensively 
the past as well. 

John Cross asked when the conditional use permit shall expire, in how many years. Ray Bleier 
suggested two years. Mr. Essler stated given this is going to be on Town property, he tilought it 
may not need to be reviewed that frequently. Mr. Olek stated the Town, as the landlord certainly 
will be involved. Dario Marchioni stated they have to be consistent. Mr. Essler stated whatever 
the Board chooses to do. Keith O'Toole stated could tailor their approval to the individual site, as 
well. John Cross suggested they go with two years. 

Keith O'Toole suggested they make it clear that the variances as to side setbacks, height and the 
fence have been granted. 

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE: 

Bernice Wilcox - Stuart Road 
Mrs. Wilcox stated she would like to know what benefits the is going to derive from this 
application or this tower. Mr. Essler stated the Town ivill be receiving a number of benefits. He 
stated first of all, it will enable them to provide this new technology called PCS service to 
residents of the community. He stated they think that is a substantial benefit to the entire Town. 
He stated the Town will receive rental income from this property. He stated he did not have the 
lease with him, but it is a monthly rental income that theyre negotiating with the Town, so the 
T0\\'11 will have that as an additional benefit as opposed to going on the land of a private 
landov,mer where the Town would get nothing for that. He stated most of the ordinances towns 
have been adopting have placed public property or government#owned property for the location 
of the towers. He stated that is pretty consistent with what people are trying to do around the 
community. 

John Cross stated as he understood, as part of their agreement with the Tov.'Il, they're going to 
assist with the building of the road. Mr. Essler that was correct. Mr. Essler stated the road that 
would othenvise service this development, this residential development, they're going to build 
base of it, gravel base ofit to Tow11 specs so later it can be blacktopped easily. He stated in 
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theory, if this turned into a more public park recreation area, it would allow an access into the 
park He stated there is an easement being worked out with the owner of the property and the 
TO\vn to cover some of those issues, so there is a benefit there, as well. 

John Cross asked are there any other benefits. Mr. Essler stated they have also offered the tower 
to be made available again for any public safety communication fimctions that need to be located 
at some future point on the tower, so it would be there for that purpose if the Town ever sees a 
need for that. Mr. Essler stated they need a site in this location, and this location is an 
unobtrusive location, certainly less unobtrusive as the site they had up on Chili Avenue. He stated 
it drops the height by having it here and takes it away :from areas that are more closely 
densely populated areas or up on a more :frequently traveled area. 

Mrs. Wilcox stated she would like to know how this tower is going to be assessed. Dario 
Marchioni stated it's not. He stated it's Tmvn property. John Cross stated it will not be assessed. 
He stated To\vn property does not pay taxes. Mr. Essler stated Sprint pays rental income to the 
Town. 

Mrs. Wilcox stated the State is now the process of determining how to assess those towers. 
She stated she thought they cost between $150,000 and $500,000. Mr. Essler stated that is a 
pretty wi.de range. He stated he thought the $150,000 figure is probably a reasonable figure for 
what it costs to build one of these. Mrs. Wilcox stated iftheyre on private property, theyre 
assessed and pay taxes. Mr. Essler stated and Sprint picks up the additional taxes for the property 
o\vner, but this is property that is not on the tax rolls because it is public-owned property. Mr. 
Essler stated the Town '\\ill receive what they think is a fairly substantial rent. Mrs. Wilcox stated 
they rent on private property, too. Keith O'Toole commented but not to the Town. 

Dorothy Borgus - 31 Stuart Road 
Ms. Borgus asked if they then would pay the Town substantially more money in rental than a 
private individual since they're not paying taxes. Mr. Olek stated on average, the rent that they 
have paid municipalities is higher because of the fact there are not taxes included. He stated there 
is a standard rate that has been evenly applied to every municipality in the area. He stated they're 
identical, so no municipality has an advantage over any other municipality. 

Ms. Borgus stated they just said that Sprint is going to assist the To\vn with the cost ofbuilding 
this access road. Mr. Essler stated actually it is not the Town's access road. He stated this is a 
road that is going to service the residential development. Ms. Borgus stated it is privately owned. 
Mr. Essler stated that is right. He stated theyre going to be putting in the gravel base for the 25 

or foot wide road tbat will eventually be there. He stated at some point the owner \Vill 

blacktop it. He stated tbe advantage that they see potentially to the Town is this may ultimately 
an access point, if it is ever dedicated as a public street, into the park so the Town would not 

have to pay cost of of it, because it would be picked by Sprint and the developer. 

l\'1s. Borgus asked if the Tov.m would have any expense for this road. !Y1r. Essler stated it would 
not. 

Don Faso 
He stated he could answer Dorothy's question. He stated Mr. Howarth plans on developing that 
as the last section of that subdivision, so it could be years before that road is in. He stated so the 
benefit right now, the immediate benefit is that that road goes in, which gives immediate access to 
Tmvn land rather than having to wait ten years for Howarth to put a road in. He stated otherwise 

Town would have to put the road in at Town expense if they wanted to access that property. 
Mr. Essler stated typically they would only build a 25 foot wide gravel road, so it is a significant 
additional expense for Sprint to build that road to To\vn specs so it will ultimately service that 
area. 

Dario Marchioni asked will they have a gate at the end of the road. Mr. Essler stated there is a 
gate proposed down there, not at the end of Union Street Mr. Essler stated that is not their 
property to deal with. He stated the access to their specific site \vill be gated. 
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John Cross made a motion to declare the Board lead agency as far as SEQR, found this to be an 
unlisted action and made a determination of no significant environmental impact. Ray Bleier 
seconded the motion. The Board was all in favor of the motion. 

DECISION ON APPLICATIONS# 9 AND 10: Approved by a vote of 4 yes vvith 1 abstention 
(John Hellaby) vvith final site plan approval 
being waived. The following findings and 
conditions were cited: 

Findings: 

1. SEQR. This matter was classified as an Unlisted action, the Planning 
Board declared itself Lead Agency pursuant to SEQR and on 
July 8, 1997 a Negative Declaration was adopted. Therefore, the applicant 
before this Board is deemed complete and the Board renews its findings 
contained in said Negative Declaration. 

2. Utility. While the Applicant's PCS technology is not identical to the more 
common cellular technology, it is sufficiently analogous as to come vvithin the 
scope of Cellular Tel. Co v Rosenberg, 82 N.Y. 2d 364 (1993) and thus be 
considered a utility improvement for municipal land use approval purposes. 

3. Federal Requirements. The Board is aware of the Federal Telecommunications 
Act enacted February of 1996 and the requirements it imposes upon the 
Town and its land use Boards. 

4. Beyond SEQR. SEQR is only part of the review. A 100 foot manmade 
structure does not fit in vvith the character of the neighborhood adjacent to the 
Union Park property or the Town and is in no way desirable from an aesthetic 
point of view, particularly when you consider that the Town's "skyline" 
essentially consists of trees, not manmade or commercial type structures as is 
the case vvith the Applicant's proposed tower and related site improvements. 
Lighting and signage can only create additional negative impacts in that they 
aren't typically found amidst the aforesaid "skyline" in our Town. Maintaining 
and enhancing existing vegetative conditions must be required to camouflage 
the site to the greatest extent possiole. The subject parcel's location, mitigates 
this problem to some degree as does the requirement to bury any utility 
connections. Requiring finishes which help camouflage the improvements 
against the backdrop of both vegetation and the sky are of additional mitigative 
assistance. 

The Board takes notice of the attraction that such tall and generally 
unsupervised sites (like water towers) briug to children and vandals. Security 
and site maintenance standards can be imposed without impairing the service 
proposed by the Applicant. As the Applicant is a large organizational entity, 
further requirements should be imposed to streamline notification of proper 
parties regarding site matters and to thereby remove unnecessary impediments 
to the code enforcement responsibilities of the Town relating to this site. 

The record shows that the Applicant's competitors may also vvish to build their 
own network of tall towers and that elimination of unnecessary towers 
complements both Rosenber& and the general land use powers authorized by 
State Law and those still left unrestricted under Federal Law. Shared use is the 
first, best way of eliminating such dup.lication. Applicant's offer to locate 
municipal and emergency equipment on the tower is in furtherance of this 
purpose. 

In light of the aforesaid utility determination pursuant to Ros@berg and upon 
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review of the complete application and record, the Board finds that safe and 
necessary utility setv:ice can be provided if the Permit is granted subject to the 
following conditions: 

Conditions: 

1. Modifications. The tower shall not hereafter be moved, reconstructed, 
changed or altered except after approval or modifications to this Permit. No 
"additional equipment" (i.e. equipment not contained in the application which 
lead to the issuance of this Permit) shall be added to the tower without an 
approved modification to the Permit by the Tovm. 

2. Shared Use. The Board accepts the offer and representations of the Applicant 
regarding shared use, so the Applicant shall make the tower available for 
shared use by other utility service providers and all as subject to the applicable 
review and subject to the applicable revie\v and approval of the Town. 

Such shared use shall be required provided that: 

a. There is no interference with Applicant's existing equipment and 
antennas on the monopole; 

b. TI1e utility or company wishing to obtain shared use pays its pro-rata 
share for all of the ongoing cost of operating the site (including 
applicable lease expenses, upkeep, inspections and financial security 
costs) and its pro-rata share of the current valuation of the monopole 
site, and also pays for the cost of shared use on the site (including any 
costs to place its equipment on the tower and all ofits own costs to 
reinforce, extend, or replace the then-existing tower, if necessary); 

c. The utility or company \vishing to obtain shared use provides a load 
study acceptable to the Town and the Applicant showing that the tower 
can safely accommodate the shared user's equipment; 

d. The utility or company wishing to obtain shared use provides evidence 
adequate liability insurance coverage; 

e. The utility or company wishing to obtain shared use that upon the 
termination of its use of the tower that it will remove all of the 
equipment and improvements on the site (including the tower and base 
pad if it is the last remaining party utilizing the tower site) and will 
restore the site to the condition then existing on the approval date of 
the tower, ordinary wear and tear "V"''"'" 

£ The utility or company wishing to obtain shared use receives appropriate 
federal, state and local government approvals for its installation. 

3. General Site Aesthetics. At all times, the site shall be maintained free of litter 
and debris. No overnight parking is permitted. No storage of equipment or 
materials not appearing on the approved site plan is permitted. 

4. Annual Engineering Inspection. Applicant shall be required to inspect the 
structural integrity and grounding ofits monopole and its PCS facility at least 
once a year. 

5. Lighting. No lighting is permitted on the tower, its accessory structures and/or 
the unless mandated by the FAA 

6. Finish. The tower, all attachments, antennae, equipment and their related man 
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made site improvements shall be a galvanized finish or painted gray above the 
surrounding tree line and painted gray, green, black or similar colors designed 
to blend into the natural surroundings below the surrounding tree line unless 
other standards are mandated by the FAA 

All manmade site improvements shall be maintained free of rust or other forms 
of corrosion. All finishes shall be maintained free of chips, cracks, peeling, 
chalking or other surface deficiencies, including graffiti. 

7. Design of Tower. Tower shall be a monopole design as per plan. 

8. Existing Vegetation. Existing on-site vegetation shall be preserved to the 
maximum extent possible particularly with regard to trees exceeding four ( 4) 
inches in diameter (measured at a height of four ( 4) feet off the grom1d). Clear 
cutting of all trees in a single contiguous area beyond what is actually necessary 
to install the site improvements, construction cost nohvithstanding, shall be 
prohibited. 

9. Safety. The site shall at all times be maintained in a safe and secure manner. 
Except when authorized personnel are present on site, all equipment 
cabinets, structures and the gate and related fencing shall be locked; all 
perimeter fencing and barbed wire shall be well maintained and immediately 
repaired in a workmanlike manner when damaged. 

The applicant shall actively and continually take all reasonable precautions to 
deter children and/or vandals from entering upon, climbing in, through, over or 
under any and all site improvements. Exc.ept when authorized personnel are on 
the site, no vehicles, ladders or any gear or device adaptable to climbing 
purposes shall be stored or otherwise left on (or near) the site or attached to its 
improvements. 

10. (Reserved) 

11. Access and Parking. Road construction shall be consistent with standards for 
private roads and shall at all times minimize ground disturbance and vegetative 
cutting to within the toe of fill, the top of cuts, or no more than ten feet 
beyond the edge of any pavement and with the purpose to assure mininlal 
visual disturbance and reduce soil erosion potential. Top soil shall be required 
around all improvements and shall be finely graded and york raked. All 
disturbed soils shall be planted as per the landscaping plan. 

12. Sign. Nonvithstanding any other provision oflaw, signs are prohibited on the 
tower, its sites or accessory structures. 

13. Utility Connections. All utility connections to the site, shall, to the greatest 
extent practical, be buried. This requirement may be waived, in whole or in 
part, by the Town Engineer, U: in his sole opinion, such burial would be 
impractical due to natural conditions. 

14. Engineer's Approval. Subject to engineer's approval. 

15. Radio Emissions. The applicant shall comply with Federal Communication 
Commission (FCC) regulations. Any determination by the FCC that radio 
emissions exceed permitted FCC thresholds shall immediately terminate this 
Permit. 

16. Removal Upon Abandonment. Where the tower is not employed, for a period 
of One Hundred Eighty consecutive days, for the telecommunications use as 
described by the Applicant when the Permit was granted, said 
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telecommunications tower shall be deemed abandoned. 

Upon abandonment the Applicant shall remove any equipment, antennas, 
equipment cabinets, roads or driveways, the tower, the base pad or other man 
made improvements. The applicant shall be required to restore the site to the 
condition then existing on the approval date of the Permit, absent grading and 
plantings required under the approved landscaping plan. 

Applicant's failure to keep the letter of credit (described in the paragraph 
entitled 11 Security11

) in full force and effect, which includes providing for its 
renewal prior to expiration, shall be deemed abandonment. 

Security. Tue Applicant shall provide an automatically renewing letter of 
credit to the Town of Chili which shall be in an amount adequate to guarantee 
that the tower (and related and site improvements) is built, maintained and 
removed in accordance with the conditions imposed by the Town of Chili in 
this Permit. Said letter of credit shall be in a form and of a sufficient amount 
which is subject to the approval of the To~n Attorney. Tue Town Attorney 
shall establish amount of security upon consultation with the Town Engineer 
and in furtherance of the terms and conditions of this Permit and the Code of 
the Town of Chili. 

18. Notice. At all times the Applicant shall forward the following up-to-date 
information (and any amendments thereto) with the Town of Chili Building 
Inspector: 

a. Name, address and phone number of an authorized person which the 
Town Building Inspector may contact in the event there are violations 
of the terms or conditions of this Permit, other violations of the Code of 
the To\vn of Chili or other issues relating to the site; 

b. copy of the Applicant's current lease for the site. 

19. Municipal Equipment. Applicant shall allow shared use of any municipal or 
emergency services communications equipment on its monopole tower, at no 
charge, provided that the equipment and antennas to be added do not interfere 
with the Applicant's existing equipment or antennas and do not overload the 
monopole. 

Construction. Tue term "Applicant" shall be deemed to include the successors 
and/or assigns of the Applicant. "Permit" shall include all relief and approvals 
sought by the Applicant as granted by the Board and subject to conditions 
imposed by the Board. 

21. Applicant shall obtain curb cut permit from NYS Department of 
Transportation or Monroe County Transportation if ingress and egress is to 
a State or County Road. 

As per request of Applicant, Applicant shall build tower so it can structurally 
accommodate three (3) telecommunications providers (which includes itself). 
The tower shall be no more than I 001 high. 

Subject to Town Board acceptance of a lease. 

26. A letter of credit shall be in a form and of a sufficient amount which is 
subject to the approval of the Town Attomey. 

27. Planning Board approval shall not be required in the future for repair of 
equipment approved under this approval. 
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28. The conditional use permit shall expire t\vo years. 

29. Submission of final wet stamped landscaping plan conforming to 
requirements of Conservation Board. 

30. Per interpretation of Building Inspector and due to location of parcel 
in PRD zone, Planning Board approved of: a) the height of the tower, 
height of the use of barbed wire and side setback. Such approval 
does not require ZBA review or approval. 

1 I. Application of Sprint PCS, cl o Fix, Spindelman, Brovitz, 2 State Street, Suite 1400, 
Rochester, New York 14614, property owner: James Robfogel, for resubdivision approval 
of two lots in the Jet View Business Park Subdivision at properties located at 50 & 58 
Jet View Drive in L.I. zone. 

Karl Essler was present to represent the application. He stated this application is for a 110 foot 
tower that has already received preliminary approval from this Board as well as variances required 
from the Zoning Board of Appeals. 

Mr. Essler stated as they developed the site, they found they had one small glitch in terms of 
where the tower was located. He stated the best location it from their standpoint was, in 
essence, right on the boundary lines between Lots 107 and l 08, which created an interesting 
setback situation in terms of dealing with the required setbacks in the district. Mr. Essler stated 
so the suggestion which Keith O'Toole had, which they thought was a great one, was to 
resubdivide the property to redraw the line between Lots 1 and 1 so as to eliminate 
setback problem. 

Mr. Essler stated they had an overall dra\\mg of the subdivision which shows basically a jog 
around the tower. He stated it has absolutely no effect on the development capacity of either 
the parcels. He stated it is a very small jog. He stated given the location of this site which has 
some wetlands and some pretty heavily wooded areas in there that are probably not likely to be 
developed in that area very much anyway, there was not really anything in this resubdivision or 
redrawing of the line that would affect the development of any of those pieces. He stated so from 
the standpoint of the resubdivision application, that is really the reason for it and the basis for it. 
He stated frankly again it is a non-issue in terms of the ultimate development of these properties. 

Charles Robinson stated the Conservation Board needs stamped landscaping plans. Mr. Essler 
stated he was going to address that in the next application, the plan. 

John Cross stated inasmuch as preliminary was granted, SEQR was done. Keith O'Toole stated 
this was a condition of approval on the original one. John Cross stated no SEQR is required. 

COMlvIENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE: 

Beverly Neder 
She asked what kind oflandscaping is going around these fences. Mr. Essler stated they have 
located this tower back into a wooded area, so they were not proposing any additional plantings 
because it is virtually totally surrounded by trees, some fairly smaller trees, but also some larger 
trees. He stated what they did on preliminary and they asked to come back with on final is to 
show where the existing mature trees are on site. He stated he thought they're 4 inches in 
diameter, in terms of the trees they showed on the plan. He stated they're only going to be 
removing four trees that fall in into that classification. He stated everything else they'll destroy is 
smaller brushy stuff. 

Mr. Essler stated the only trees that have to be removed are in the area of the driveway, the 
immediate turnaround area and the actual pad location itself. He stated this is substantially 
screened all the way around now by different mature vegetation. He stated that is why they have 
not proposed any new plantings. 
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Ms. Neder stated she was over at the Golden Road site today. She asked is there going to be 
additional landscaping there. Mr. Essler stated there would be. He stated that has already been 
looked at and approved by the Conservation Board. Ms. Neder stated she just noticed a couple of 
little shrubs way out from the fence. Mr. Essler stated there ,viJl be substantial plantings. 

Charles Robinson stated it is a pretty elaborate system. He stated some of the trees will be 6 to 8 
feet in height as well as some other landscaping, but it was laid out. He stated the area basically 
has to be brought up to some kind of standard. 

DECISION: Approved by a vote of 4 yes with 1 abstention (John Hellaby) with no conditions. 

John Cross stated the formal public hearing now has ended. He stated the remainder of the items 
are informal and for discussion, so there would not be any public comment taken. He stated 
everyone was welcome to stay and listen. 

INFORMAL: 

I. Application of Sprint PCS, c/o Fix, Spindelman, Brovitz, 2 State Street, Suite 1400, 
Rochester, New York 14614 for final site plan approval to erect a 110' high cellular tower 
at property located at 50 Jet View Drive in L.I. zone. 

Karl Essler was present to represent the application. He stated the one change that they came in 
with in terms of preliminary from final that the Board requested was the indication on the plans of 
the trees. He stated they have noted the four trees that are to be removed so that they have taken 
care of 

Mr. Essler stated the only other issue regarding resubdivision is a condition that is now sho"vn on 
the site plan. He stated there is a gate that was indicated as a requirement of preliminary and they 
have now noted the gate located near the beginning of the entrance road. He stated they actually 
chose a location between two pretty substantial trees. He stated there was concern about people 
being able to drive around the gate. He stated putting it between the two trees it provides a wider 
barrier. He stated it cuts down the prospect of anybody trying to around to get back into this 

Charles Robinson stated as indicated, they would probably not be doing any landscaping at 
all to this particular site. Mr. Essler stated that's correct. Charles Robinson stated in lieu of that, 

would request they make a donation to the tree planting fund. Keith O'Toole stated there is a 
requirement for that under their Tmvn code. Charles Robinson stated it is generally l percent. He 
stated they can work it out with the Conservation Board and take up the specifics with Glenn 
Schneider. John Cross stated they would make the check out to the Chili Town Clerk, Carol 
O'Connor. 

DECISION: Approved by a vote of 4 yes with l abstention (John Hellaby) with the following 
condition: 

1. In lieu oflandscaping, applicant to make a contribution to the Town tree 
planting fund. Amount to be determined by the Conservation Board. 

Mr. Essler commented he wished other towns would look at the kind of conditions the Chili 
Planning Board imposed as a real model. He commended the Board for its efforts. He stated it is 
the kind of thing everyone should look at. 

FOR DISCUSSION: 

l. Rochesters Cornerstone Group • connector road to Union Street for the Union Square 
Development. 

John Cross stated he was infonned that Item Number 1 was requested to be wi.thdra\vn by 
Rochester Cornerstone Group. 
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2. John Perna - proposed truck rental business at 3 510 Union Street. 

John Perna was present to represent the application. Mr. Perna stated he was present to discuss 
having an U-Haul business at 3510 Union Street. He stated the property is zoned for it, so all 
they have to do is figure out the best way for him to get this going. Mr. Perna stated his 
intentions are to use the existing driveway which was put in by D.O.T. when they redid Union 
Street and the bridge. He stated it is presently gravel. He stated he would like to make another 
swipe in the front of the house existing at the property, to park a trailer and a truck for 
display to show people that that is what it is there for, and then to go front of the Zoning Board 
to put a sign out front. 

IY1r. Perna stated then he would like to make a driveway around the back of the house and use it 
for a storage area for the trailers and the truck, which is probably over 200 feet from the center of 
the road. He stated it is probably 250, almost a football field. He stated no one would see a lot 
vehicles on the property other than the two he would like to put out front to show that that is 
what is going on at the property. He stated since he did not expect the property to take off at a 
very rapid speed, he would like to the office out of his present location at the Mobil station, 
and then if he has to, possibly nm a valet service to bring people to pick up tl1e vehicle or to bring 
the vehicle to the service station where they can pick it up and be on their way. 

Mr. Perna stated then if this does off: he would either convert tlle existing building or 
eliminate the building and build a new facility for an office on but that would be in the future 
if the business takes off He stated ifit doesn't take off in a year, he would probably scrap the 
whole idea. He stated he wants to keep it at minimum idea he spends $100,000 on 
something and then has a total loss. 

John Cross wanted clarification about the relay service to the station. Mr. Perna stated in 
the past when he applied for it to nm out of his service station, everybody said the location was 
too crowded and he wasn't zoned for that type of business. Mr. Perna stated so now he has 
purchased a piece of property that is zoned for truck leasing and he feels tllat he could leave tlle 
vehicles there, but until tlle business takes off: he was not going to pay a full-time person to sit on 
site hoping to answer the phone, because most of the rentals of the vehicles and the trailers are 
done over the phone and reservations. He stated the only time they actually have contact with the 
people is when they do come to pick up the vehicle or to drop it off He stated they know when 
they're coming because they have a reservation book, an appointment book 

John Cross asked so they will make the appointments and reservations out of their Chili Avenue 
station. Mr. Perna stated that's correct. Mr. Perna stated all the paperwork would be done there 
until it takes off. He stated and then if it does take off where it can support a full-time person, 
then he would convert tlle house into an office. He stated then he would have to come 
front of the Board to get those requirements handled. 

Mr. Perna stated really all he is looking for is to be allowed to park the tmcks and traile1s at the 
subject location because it is zoned to able to park them there and then nm the office out of the 
station. 

John Cross asked the applicant how many vehicles total does anticipate having. Mr. Perna 
stated they will probably let him have a couple trucks. Mike Streeter, from U-Haul, was also 
present to represent the application. Mr. Streeter stated probably at the most, he would have 
three pieces of equipment at any: one time because they can go down and pull from their Henrietta 
store or another store in Rochester. He stated he may not even use that back parking lot. He 
stated there would be probably two or three pieces of equipment there at the most. He stated as 
he gets a reservation, he would pick the tmck up in Rochester and bring it back Mr. Perna stated 
they don't like to leave their stuff laying around collecting dust. He stated everything has to be 
moving. 

John Cross asked if they were saying a total of three vehicles at one time. Mr. Perna stated at 
all times. Mr. Perna stated there are other times there may be more depending on how many 
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people want to rent a vehicle that weekend or what is available to rent. He stated it is done on 
reservation. He stated by the time people call him, there may not be any trucks, so he would have 
to tum them away. Mr. Perna stated it is not like there v.ill be a stockpile of vehicles here 
because U-Haul doesn't do that. 

Mr. Streeter stated they have the same situation in Camillus, New York at a location much like 
John's, and theyre allowed to have three parking spaces there in that town. He stated whenever 
they get some equipment in from out of town, they call them and within eight hours they have 
their company people pull the trucks out of there. He stated that would be the same thing here. 
He stated Henrietta would take the trucks out the very same day they came in, so there wouldn't 
be any more than three pieces of equipment there. He stated that is how that would work 

Dario Marchioni asked will these be licensed with plates and insured. Mr. Perna stated yes, they 
\Vill be licensed. He stated they can't rent an unlicensed vehicle. 

Jol111 Cross asked will they be able to do the hitch onto the client's vehicle right at the site, or 
would they have to bring that up to the service station. Mr. Perna stated that would be a repair 
shop item He stated they install hitches now on people's cars and trucks as a repair business, so 
there would be no work on anything at the subject site. He stated the subject site would be 
primarily a parking area, a to keep them. 

John Cross stated so they would put the hitch on the car or truck at the service station and then 
they would go over to Union Street and hook it up to the trailer. Mr. Perna stated most people 
that rent trailers usually have hitches already. He stated the hitch business would come in for 
people that have boats, bought a new vehicle, et cetera. He stated the temporary hitches that chain 
on could be done anywhere. 

Dario Marchioni asked the applicant has he talked to their neighbor, especially the one next to him 
about this idea. Mr. Perna stated he has not. He stated he was out of town for a few weeks. He 
stated it is zoned for what he wants to do, so he did not know if he really has to talk to any 
neighbors. 

Ray Bleier asked the applicant ·what would he be doing vvith the house now. Mr. Perna stated 
presently it is rented. Ray Bleier asked will he continue to rent it out. Mr. Perna stated that is 
what he wanted to discuss with the Board tonight. 

Larry Smith asked the applicant did he just buy this one lot or both these lots. Mr. Perna stated 
he purchased the one lot. He stated he is in the process of negotiating to purchase more property 
off the same owner, and then when that transpires, if the thing takes off and grows, he would have 
a sufficient amount of space, because that would give him almost two acres. 

Larry Smith stated they have an existing stone driveway with a parking area over onto the other 
lot. ML Perna stated there Larry Smith asked will they have a cross-access easement on it. 
Mr. Perna stated they \vill not. He stated the renters are not supposed to be using it. He stated 
they were allowed to use it last month because she still o\vned it last month. He stated he owns it 

month. and now he has to tell the renters they can't park there any more. 

Mr. Perna stated he will not be exceeding the front setback of the two existing houses on either 
side of him either. He stated the house that he purchased sits back quite a bit. Mr. Perna stated 
those people in their front yard, they can't see the truck unless they go to the side of their house. 
ML Perna stated they have a bermed area there. He stated there is Rochester Tel and the scrap 
yard over there. 

Dario Marchioni asked will they put any fencing up at all. He asked do they anticipate any kind of 
picket or anything. Mr. Perna stated he wants to know what the recommendations of the 
Planning Board are, and then they can discuss it from there. 

John Cross stated he thought they have to think about what they hope will happen; growth. Mr. 
Perna stated he hopes that it turns into a nice facility and maybe a year from now he could come 
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back and say he owns the other piece. He stated he may want to build an U-Haul center and have 
a thriving business, but until that happens, he is looking for the graces of the Town Planning 
Board. Larry Smith stated they're looking for site plan approval. Mr. Perna stated he was 
looking for site plan approval for one year. 

John Cross stated they can't do it that way. He stated they have to look at it as a pennanent site 
plan approval. He stated he was going to suggest they give some thought to landscaping. Mr. 
Perna stated the only thing he wants to do is put in a gravel driveway. He stated he does not want 
to put anything permanent. He stated he wants to make it so that if it doesn't take off in a year, 
could bull doze everything under and leave the house as it was. He stated if it does take off next 
year, he would come in front of the Board again and then they'll see what the future of the site 
will be. 

John Cross stated he did not have any problem with the concept. He stated he thought it is a 
better location than at the service station. He stated the applicant is basically going to be using his 
telephone at his station to make appointments. Mr. Perna stated that's right. John Cross stated 
maybe they will put a hitch on a car once in a while. 

John Cross stated he is more concerned about how the neighbors might be affected. He stated 
there are two residents on either side of the applicant. Mr. Perna stated these are neat, clean 
vehicles. He stated someone will not rent an ugly vehicle. He stated he would like to see this 
take off and get out of the mechanical business, because the mechanical business is just too 
expensive to stay in. 

Larry Smith asked the applicant where would he wash these vehicles. Mr. Perna stated U-Haul 
does all the maintenance. Larry Smith asked if they deliver they clean trucks. Mr. Perna stated 
they do. 

Dario Marchioni questioned what the neighbors would feel about the noise. Mr. Perna stated his 
neighbors are Rochester Tel and Byrne Dairy. He stated they are in and out all day. He stated 
this would not have a lot of traffic except for Friday and Saturday afternoon. He stated people 
don't rent trucks in the middle of the night. Dario Marchioni stated they will have a benn in front, 
so they will improve the site. 

Mr. Perna stated there are two old pine trees that look like heck. He stated he was thinking about 
cutting them down and going in front of the Conservation Board and seeing what they would like 
to see on that property. He stated his Mobil station took a few years to bloom, but it has 
matured and has beautiful landscaping. John Cross stated the applicant's other property has come 
a long way. 

Ray Bleier stated he has no problems with him proceeding. He be is certainly zoned for 
this type of operation. He stated they might want some restriction as to the number of vehicles to 
guarantee that it is not going to get out of hand. He stated that seems to be a workable 
situation with the U-Haul people. Ray Bleier stated with a little bit of screening there, he thought 
it would fly. 

·Mitch Rakus asked how do they make something pennanent for one year. Mitch Rakus 
suggested they make it permanent and let it go at that. Mr. Perna stated he was saying it would 
be one year from his point of view. Dario Marchioni stated he thought it looks positive, 
especially since he will improve the front with more shrubbery. 

Larry Smith stated it's workable. John Cross stated he thought one of the most important items is 
going to be the screening and landscaping, so the applicant has to work with the Conservation 
Board on that and take their time and get a landscape architect involved at some point. Charles 
Robinson told the applicant to make sure the plans are looked at by a landscape architect. He 
stated if they don't do that, they're going to look at it and send them back to do it anyway. 

3. Pearce Memorial Church- proposed parking lot behind Orchard Street in homes. 
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Tom Pavone with Pavone and Associates was present to represent Pearce Memorial Church, 
along with Kathryn Martin, the administrator at Pearce Memorial Church. Mr. Pavone stated 
they were here several months ago talking about parking issues with Pearce Church. 

Mr. Pavone stated the church is growing and needs additional parking for their church. He stated 
the last time they were here, they looked at land on Buffalo Road. He stated knowing the 
projections of population or projected usage at the church, they looked at needing more space and 
now have a proposal to put in front of the Board. He stated theyre looking at some pieces of 
land, property on Orchard Street adjacent to the church, across the street from Pearce Church, 
near the intersection of Buffalo Road, to provide a lot more parking, more than they need for their 
use. 

Mr. Pavone stated there are three out of the four parcels that are being looked at right now, three 
of the four are owned by Roberts Wesleyan College. He stated there have been talks and 
agreements put in place right now ·with Roberts to use those three properties as well as a fourth to 
provide and use the back of those properties for parking for the church. 

Mr. Pavone stated the :first phase in talking with the college and coordinating with them, theyre 
planning to construct a parking lot behind the houses with an entrance off Orchard Street, in close 
proximity to the church to provide them additional parking spaces. He stated they met out at the 
site vvith the Town Engineer and with John Cross probably a month or so ago to talk about some 
of the issues out at the site. He stated they were present tonight for some concept discussion 
about the idea, and hopefully some input from the Board and others supporting the Board to give 
them input on this idea, this proposal. 

Mr. Pavone stated there aren't too many other options as far as real estate goes for the church. 
He stated the church does not own the existing larger parking lot on Orchard Street. He stated 
with the construction of the Cultural Life Center in the recent there is a need for more 
parking by both the college and the church, and it is more of a difficulty for both to operate 
effectively as both the church and the college are continuing to grow. 

John Cross asked would Pearce be buying any property from Roberts to make this work. Ms. 
Martin stated they are in negotiations with Roberts to actually buy the three lots where Roberts 
has offices just now on Orchard Street. He stated those negotiations are not complete, but they 
are in the process. John Cross asked is it their intent to continue leaving the houses as they are, 
or v.ill they tear them down. Ms. Martin stated at this point, the situation that they1re 
working out with the college just now would be a land contract, and for at least for the next five 
years, those \Vill still be used by Roberts Wesleyan College as offices. 

John Cross stated so there is a potential for in the future if they more parking, those houses 
could be raised. Ms. Martin stated that would be a possibility. She stated at this point theyre not 
talking to that, but that would be a possibility. She stated the three buildings now that the college 
ow11s are offices. She stated may be utilized by the church at some point in the future when 
they buy them as offices or for uses similar to what the college does \vith them now. 

Nissen stated they walked the He stated they were concerned \vith drainage, hence the 
dry \vell proposal. Larry Nissen stated it is a bit of a difficult site to drain. He stated there is a lot 
of existing residential properties just to the south, and then, of course, Buffalo 
Road, and the prevailing drainage patterns generally are to the south and to the west there. 

Larry Nissen stated this has not been surveyed yet. He stated they have not surveyed the 
property, but they took 200 scale maps looking at the property. He stated the property is fairly 
flat, but when they get to one area, there is more of a drop in as it comes down to the 
southeastern section. 

Ray Bleier asked are they proposing to have paved parking or gravel. Mr. Pavone stated at this 
time he thought they would start '"''ith a gravel parking option. Ray Bleier stated that would have 
a much lesser impact. Larry Smith stated handicapped parking can't be gravel. Mr. Pavone stated 
portions would have to be paved for handicapped. 
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John Cross asked have they made some arrangements with the Jakemins. Ms. Martin stated they 
have an arrangement with the Executor of the Jakemin Estate to use their land. She stated the 
church also owns part of the first option, first right of refusal on the Jakemin property. She stated 
the college originally had that and signed it over to their church. 

Dario Marchloni asked as far as handicapped parking, is any parking in the church where 
they could shift that parking closer to the church. Mr. Pavone stated right now there are several 
spaces right at the main entrance to the church that are designated handicapped right now. He 
stated they could probably, with some adjustment, provide more spaces there. He stated it doesn't 
seem practical to put it at the new site, but they put it there because it is a code issue to provide 
handicapped spaces when they're putting parking in. He stated most of the handicapped spaces 
now are adjacent to the church. 

Dario Marchioni stated it would be more logical to a sign indicating all handicapped parking 
would be at the church rather than to have people walk the whole distance. Mr. Pavone stated 
there is some parking adjacent to the church itself that Pearce actually ow11s on their property that 
could be used for handicapped parking. 

Ray Bleier asked do all the lots now nm fully back to the cemete1y. Mr. Pavone stated yes, they 
do. Ray Bleier stated when he was out there, he noticed that their proposed walkway is a pretty 
steep grade there. Mr. Pavone stated it is a fairly steep grade Ray Bleier asked will that be 
a problem in the winter with icing conditions. Mr. Pavone stated thought that as they get into 
the design and do some survey work, they'll look at grades a little more closely. He stated the 
actual location of that walk.\.vay versus maybe the entrance may have to shift at some point. 

l\.1itch Rakus asked how far is it from the walkway to the church door, approximately. Mr. 
Pavone stated there is a side entrance to the church and there are parking spaces along Orchard 
Street. He stated at this point, from Orchard Street to side entrance to the church is probably 
less than l 00 feet, 75 feet maybe. Mr. Pavone stated he thought it might be more like 50 or 60 
feet. 

Dario Marchioni asked when this parking lot would be Mr. Pavone stated there is a service 
on Saturday evening. He stated there are two services on Sunday with a Sunday school program 
in between the two services. He stated there are also several special events that occur at the 
church, and again part of the problem is not necessarily on Sunday, but it is during special events 
that occur on certain evenings, maybe a Friday or Saturday evening. He stated this parking area 
will be used for special events and thought also for the Sunday services as well. 

Dario Ma1;hioni asked if they would have any particular lighting. Mr. Pavone stated they'll have 
to include lighting. 

John Cross asked how many parking spaces are they proposing. Mr. Pavone stated they show 
126 on this plan. He stated if the handicapped spaces were transferred, they could get over 130. 

Larry Nissen stated if they go with gravel, they probably won't need the dry wells. He stated 
thought in the lighting they'll be looking for something to help shade the Northrup residence. 

Larry Nissen stated he also looked at the bottom walkway. He stated it appears now it is on a 5 
percent slope, which is the maximum slope for a handicapped ramp as it is. He stated also a 
handicapped ramp requires flat areas every 20 or 30 feet. He stated that is a nice spot for a 
walkway, but he would consider also maybe looking at another location or perhaps adding a 
second walkvvay a little further north. 

Mr. Pavone stated one of the things they'll look closer at is the location across the street. He 
stated when they do the survey, they'll be looking at entrances and that sort of thing. He stated 
there are three garages in the back that v.iU be eliminated. He stated maybe the driveways could 
be eliminated. He stated they have opportunity for walkways between the houses depending how 
they relate it back to the house. 
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Larry Nissen asked will they be able to line up the entrance of this parking lot to the entrance of 
the church parking lot. Mr. Pavone stated he was not positive about that. He stated they're going 
to try to do that. He stated he thought they need to look at all of that traffic flow. Larry Nissen 
stated that would be advantageous. 

Charles Robinson stated he noticed that on the plans they kind of dotted in trees. He asked do 
they really plan on doing that when they do the landscaping plans. 1\.1r. Pavone stated what he had 
sho\vn on the plan is a first level of effort on landscaping. He they'll have to do some 
landscaping in the area oftbe Northrup property. He stated along the south line would be a 
p1iority there, and there might be decorative landscaping along the lot, as well. 

Charles Robinson stated he would recommend that where they have it shaded, that they break it 
up every ten or so spaces. Smith stated that is a code requirement that they not have any 
more than ten continuous parking Mr. Pavone stated they would incorporate that. 

Ray Bleier stated he liked this much better than the site across the road on Buffalo Road. Mr. 
Pavone stated this is more cost effective. 

111e meeting ended at 17 p.m. 



CHJLI PLANNING BOARD 
August 12, 1997 

meeting of the Chili Planning Board was held on August at the Chili Town Hall, 3235 
Chili Avenue, Rochester, New York 14624 at 7:00 p.m. The meeting was called to order by 
Chairperson John Cross. 

PRESENT: Mitch Rakus, John Nov.ricki, John Limbeck, 
Dario Marchioni, John Hellaby and Chairperson John Cross. 

ALSO PRESENT: Keith O'Toole, Assistant Counsel for the Town; Larry Smith, Building 
Inspector; Nissen, Town Engineer. 

Chairperson John Cross declared this to be a legally constituted meeting of the Chili Planning 
Board. He explained the meeting's procedures and introduced the Board and front table. He 
announced the fire safety exits. 

PUBLIC HEARINGS: 

L Application of Terry Radigan, owner; 939 Chili Scottsville Road, Scottsville, New York 
14546 for preliminary subdivision approval of one lot to be known as Radigan Subdivision at 
property located at 939 Chili Scottsville Road in AC. zone. 

No one was present to represent the application. John Cross stated he believes this was one of the 
sites that he went by that had no signage posted indicating that there was a meeting to be held 
tonight. He stated they would pass on this one until Mr. Radigan or a representative arrives. 

2. Application of Rita Carlton, 332 Olde Harbour Trail, Rochester, New York 14612, property 
owner: Michael & David Stefaniak; for preliminary site plan approval for a change of use in 
portion of building to allow a floral and gift shop at property located at 3187 Chili Avenue in 
G.B. zone. 

Bill and Rita Carlton were present to represent the application. Mr. Carlton stated his \Vife has 
been in the flower business for ten years in Greece, Gates, Rochester and Pittsford. He stated for 
the last year or two they have been looking for an opportunity to open a flower shop of their ow1L 
He stated survival seems best but not guaranteed if it is located 011 the main street in a Town. He 
stated Chili affords them this opportunity. 

:Mr. Carlton stated they're looking for their approval to operate a flower shop at 3187 Chili 
Avenue. He stated they would call the business Carlton's flower and gifts. He stated it would be 
a foll service flower shop with fresh and silk flowers, servicing weddings and fonerals, specialty 
baskets, all occasion or rather seasonal gifts and delivery and wire service. He stated the hours of 
operation will be from 9 to 5, Monday through Friday and 011 Saturday, 9 to 2. 

Mr. Carlton stated they'll be operating just on the front half on the first floor at 3187 Chili Avenue 
next to the bicycle shop. He stated there is parking between the two buildings for about nine cars 
011 the paved surface, and if additional parking is needed, there is easily space for another ten cars 
on the gravel parking behind the bike shop, and it could be more if they designed it carefolly. He 
stated his wife will operate the shop herself but during the seasons, if business picks up 
hopefolly, there may be an additional one to two employees. 

Mrs. Carlton stated they're hoping to open the 2nd of September if everything goes well. Mr. 
Carlton stated he believes everybody has the data pack they submitted. 

John Cross stated they did a nice presentation and provided them with quite a bit of information. 
He stated he did not have any particular questions other than probably the financial part of their 
business, are they prepared financially. He asked do they have credit accounts with wholesale 



suppliers set up. Mrs. Carlton stated she had a prior business out of her home, which she closed. 

She stated she wants to open up this business, so she started with a new tax number, but she has 
been dealing \Vi.th wholesalers and bankers and a lot of distributors already. 

Mitch Rakus stated theyre all very familiar with the property. He stated there have been all kinds 
of little businesses in and out of there over many years. He stated personally he doesn't see any 
problem with a floral gift shop going in there. He stated he thought it is a good fit. 

John Cross stated they have talked about parking back there before. He stated he thought the key 
thing is to remind the customers, by making sure they have adequate signage, that there is plenty 
of parking in the rear. Mr. Carlton stated they have a sign for that. 

John Limbeck asked do the existing parking spots meet the handicapped requirements for both 
buildings. Larry Smith stated he was not sure. He stated before they open, they'll get that all 
straightened out, though. Jolm Limbeck stated he was just concerned that they address all of the 
handicapped requirements for both buildings. John Cross stated they can make it a condition, too. 

John Nowicki asked what is the term of their lease agreement. Mr. Carlton stated two years with 
the opportunity to renew. John Nowicki asked have they made application to the Zoning Board 
for signage. Mr. Carlton stated after tonight, they'll do that. He stated they have the sign set and 
ready to go and have the specifications to the sign maker and she is familiar with the expectations. 
John Nowicki asked would it be a lighted sign. Mr. Carlton stated it would not. 

John Hellaby asked did this building have to be brought up to ADA standards. Larry Smith stated 
he was not sure, but before they open, he would find out. Smith stated this type of 
conversion might not have to be, but he was not sure yet. 

John Limbeck stated it should be noted the Conservation Board did not have any problems. 

CO:MMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE: 

Mike Stefaniak M 12819 Route 31, Albion 

John Nowicki asked Mr. Stefaniak if he was the owner of the bike shop. Mr. Stefaniak stated his 
brother and he are. John Nowicki asked how is it doing. Mr. Stefaniak stated it's doing pretty 
good. He stated they're just coming out of their start·up costs. He stated they're starting to 
realize easier times, but it is going to work Jolm Nowicki asked if they are busy right through the 
\vinter months. Mr. Stefaniak stated theyre not going to diversify in any way. He stated it is 
strictly bicycles. He stated theyre going to cut back hours a little bit in the evenings, but they 
take time then to build their new bikes for next year. He stated they have a lot of support from 
Chili residents. He stated they have brought them in as far away as Penfield and Fairport and 
everybody is happy with their customer service. 

John Cross made a motion to declare the Board lead agency as to SEQR, fmmd this application to 
be an unlisted action and of no significant environmental and Jolm Limbeck seconded the 

TI1e Board was all in favor of the motion. 

John Cross stated so they're aware, the dumpsters should be enclosed. Mr. Stefaniak stated 
actually right now they take their refuse, the cardboard and other stuff that they generate to their 
other store. He stated they have a cardboard compactor, so they really don't have a dumpster. 
He stated they had one but then they did away with it. John commented the flmver 
business is going to generate a lot of refuse. 

DECISION: Unanimously approved by a vote of 6 with follovving condition: 

1. Applicant to review with the Building Inspector, handicap parking area. 

Note: Final plan has been waived by the Planning Board. 
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John Cross asked ifthere was anyone present to represent the application of Terry Radigan. No 
one responded. 

3. Application of Patrick Gavin, ow11er; 9 Andony Lane, York 14624 
conditional use permit to convert a single-family dwelling to a tv10-family dwelling at 
located at 3816 Chili Avenue in an RM. zone. 

Patrick James Gavin was present Patrick Gavin, his Gavin stated they have a 
single-family house that they want to get rezoned into a double for two families. John Novvicki 
stated it is not in for rezoning. He they're in a multiple residential area. John Nowicki 
stated it is RM already. John Cross stated they were looking for a conditional use permit to 
convert it to a two-family dwelling. 

John Limbeck stated it would just cleaning it up. John Novvicki what they intend to do 
\'1.rith the property inside and out as as appearance landscaping, painting, siding whatever 
they're going to do to improve the property. Mr. Gavin stated well, they just want 
to have stairs going up to the back of the house to the second floor and to convert it into an up 
<md down. He stated it is not visible from the road. He stated when they purchased the property, 
it had a stone driveway and was a lot next door that was property that was 
overgrown, and they have maintained that and blacktopped so there is 
of parking. 

John Nowicki asked if they're not on any other improvements to property. He 
are they planning any additional landscaping. He asked are anything. Mr. Gavrin 
stated the house has aluminum siding. He stated through the intend to paint. He stated 
it could use a little freshening up on the landscaping. Mr. Gavin they planted some spruce 
trees in front and along the back of the property because there is an apartment complex behind 
property. 

John Nowicki asked is it rented now. Mr. Gavin stated it is on the first floor and the 
second floor. John Nowicki questioned the code on this. Larry Smith stated single-families and 
duplexes are all classified as single-families. John Nowicki asked if the staircases would meet the 
codes. Larry Smith stated he has not seen it yet, but they only need one exit. John Nowicki 
asked if the Fire Marshal gets involved in this. Larry Smith stated 11ot that he knew of 

Mitch Rakus asked have they co11tacted any of their neighbors to see were opposed to this. 
Mr. Gavin stated they have talked to the gentleman who ow11s the duplex next door, the house, 
and be has no problem with it. He stated he is the closest neighbor. 

John Cross asked what is the name of the apartments behind Mr. Gavin stated they are 
Stenwick Manor. John Cross stated there is quite a few multiple residences in the area. 

John Cross asked did they get County comments on this. John Cross stated they did not. 

John Hellaby asked if either the father or the son presently resides there. Mr. Gavin stated they 
do not John Hellaby asked if all improvements are in place. He asked if there is already presently 
a kitchen upstairs. Mr. Gavin stated there is. 

John Nowicki asked was there a sign posted on the property. John Hellaby stated there was. 
Dario Marchloni asked are those garages there going to be part of the rent for these people. Mr. 
Gavin stated they are. He stated there is a double-car garage and a single-car garage. stated 
the tenants currently have the double portion of the garage that they their vehicles in in the 
vv:intertime. 

John Limbeck stated they have a note from the Drainage Committee that have to apply 
application to be in a drainage district. John Cross stated that will a condition of their 
approval. He stated each application they review, if they're not entered into a drainage 
district in the Town, they have to see the Town Clerk and for a small an applicant can apply 
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to the Town Board to enter their property into a drainage district. He stated there would be a 
little additional tax that the TO\vn collects for that. 

Larry Smith asked if the top and the bottom apartments are rented now. Mr. Gavin stated they 
are. Larry Smith asked if this was converted quite a while ago. Mr. Gavin stated just about a 
year ago. Larry Smith stated they didn't have a permit on it. Mr. Gavin stated they did not. Larry 
Smith stated they have to come in for a permit on it. Mr. Gavin stated they would. Larry Smith 
stated the Board would make that a condition that they obtain a permit and inspections of the 
property. He stated they need a C of 0 for it. 

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE: 

Dorothy Borgus - 31 Stuart Road 
She asked is there a kitchen already there. She asked does this already have two apartments. Mr. 
Gavin stated it does. Ms. Borgus asked if they're both rented. Mr. Gavin stated they are. Ms. 
Borgus asked why are they here now then. John Cross stated probably to make it legal. He 
asked the applicant did somebody tell them they should do this. Mr. Gavin stated they got a 
notice from the Town. 

Ms. Borgus stated she is afraid it appears it is done. She stated she would not be in favor of any 
more apartments in their area. She stated that is a neighborhood she lives in and there are a lot of 
apartments up there now. Larry Smith stated this is not an apartment. He stated this is a duplex 
a11d they are permitted in that area. Ms. Borgus stated not if it is zoned multiple residential. She 
stated it is not zoned what he is doing. Larry Smith stated it is zoned multiple residential. 
Larry Smith stated duplexes are a conditional use of a multiple residential neighborhood. 

Ms. Borgus commented knowing the history of this Board, will probably just let it go. John 
Nowicki stated he took objection to that statement. He stated Ms. Borgus knows better than 
to say that to this Board. He asked Ms. Borgus to stop politicking this Board. 

John Cross made a motion to the Board lead agency as far as SEQR found this to be an 
unlisted action and made a determination of no significant environmental impact, and John 
Nowicki seconded the motion. AU Board members were ill favor of the motion. 

DECISION: Unanimously approved by a vote of 6 yes \:vith the follo\:ving conditions: 

.Jolm 
the 

1. Approved for a of three years. 

2. Petition the Town Boa.rd (within 30 days of the date of this letter) to include 
this parcel in the Chili Consolidated Drainage District 

3. Apply to the Building Department for a 
Occupancy. 

asked with regard to Application Number 1 
Radigan application. No one responded. 

to obtain a Certificate of 

was anybody present to represent 

4. Application of Mr. and Mrs. John Murphy, owner; 851 Morgan Road, North Chili, New 
York 14514 for preliminary subdivision approval of one lot to knovm as Morgan-Murphy 
Subdivision at property located at 869 Morgan Road ill AC. zone. 

Don A very was present to represent the application. John Cross stated the Board would be glad 
to hear the applicant out, but he stated several people went and didn't see a sign posted on the 
property. Mr. Avery stated he put the zoning sign up for the Zoning Board. Larry Smith stated 
the same needs to be done for the Planning Board. Mr. Avery stated he thought it was for Zoning 
Board. John Cross stated theyre looking for preliminary subdivision. 

Mr. Avery stated he was told it was for zoning. Larry Smith stated he didn't know who told him 
that. He commented it has been that way forever. 
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John Cross asked if there were neighbors present of the Murphys. One man raised his hand. John 
Cross asked the gentleman if he came to make a comment. The gentleman stated it depends. 
John Nowicki asked the gentleman how did he find out about the hearing. The gentleman stated 
he received a written notice from the Town. 

John Cross asked Keith O'Toole if they could hear the application and at least address some 
concerns that they have with the Public Works Commissioner. Keith O'Toole stated if it was not 
posted, they can't vote on it, but the Board could certainly hear it. Larry Smith questioned if they 
want to do that if they're going to have to hear everything over again. John Cross stated they 
would make it real quick then. 

Mr. Avery stated the Murphys have lived along this road 50 He indicated on the plans 
the lot that is now vacant and part of the whole all farm. He stated because they like to have a 
house on one floor, they would like to move to that lot and build a house on the lot and move 
from where they are now. 

Mr. Avery stated they did the percolation tests in the rear, and they were good. He stated they 
have public water. He indicated on the plans an area that had been filled in when they did the 
work along the waterline. He stated there is plenty of sight distance there. 

Mr. Avery stated why they were before the Town is because they do have to take the lot out of a 
larger piece of property, and they would have a smaller lot. stated the lots are about the same 
size as the ones along Morgan Road, but they'll not have the width they're supposed to have. He 
stated they're supposed to have 275 feet. He stated they have 165 feet and they do not have the 5 
acres. 

Mr. Avery stated they wanted to have the smaller lot because they wanted to have the other area 
remain in agriculture. He stated this is an agricultural zone. He stated they wanted to have the 
farmer still have the area in the agricultural zone. 

Mr. Avery stated the drainage comes across the lot, down into a pipe and across the road. He 
stated they have had some problems in there recently, but that only happened when the crop 
wasn't up, and they had drainage problems from that. He stated they have a drainage report that 
was presented, and they're going to retain some of the water along a hedge row that will hold 
back the water. He stated everything from the eastern section will go into a detention pond. 

Mr. Avery stated this would be just a normal single-family unit house, and it will look like the rest 
of them Larry Smith stated they have had some serious drainage problems here. He stated 
would like to have the Town Engineer really scrutinize what is happening on that site, plus off site 
for quit a distance. 

John Cross stated he w1derstood that the Murphys did apply for a fill permit from the TO\w. Mr. 
Murphy stated yes, they did. John Cross asked how long ago was that. Mr. Murphy stated two 
years ago when they put the water through. John Cross asked the applicant if they were familiar 
\\ith the comments from the Town's Public Works Commissioner. He asked did he talk to them 
about his concerns or the problem with the pipe out front. Mr. Murphy stated they did at one 
time. 

Mr. Murphy stated he did not think there was ever a problem there until last year when they had 
so much rain that came all at once. He stated across the street is a park that used to be farmland, 
and that used to drain off there. He stated now it is all grown up into scrub trees and it is so thick 
they can't even walk through it. He stated it just stopped the water that goes through there. He 
stated there is water under that pipe that goes under the road almost all of the time. John Cross 
asked does it flow freely any more. Mr. Murphy stated it does not. He stated they cleaned the 
ditch out, but it did not help because there is no place for the water to go. He stated it has not 
been a problem at all this year. He stated that was just because of the rain they had last year. 

Larry Smith stated it was a severe problem He stated the neighbors were pretty swamped with 
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water. He stated he saw pictures of standing waters on the neighbors1 properties to the east. He 
stated there are serious drainage problems that should be rectified or designed before anything is 
improved tl1ere. 

. 
Mr. Murphy stated there is a house on both sides of that lot, and this pond should take care of it. 
He stated it should never get down there again. Mr. Avery stated he submitted a drainage report. 
John Cross stated he was sure the report is very adequate. He stated Joe Carr had some real 
concerns. He stated they can1t vote on it tonight anyway, so he would recommend that they and 
Larry Nissen sit down witl1 Joe Carr and ex-plain to the Murphys what theyre going to need to do 
over there to correct these drainage concerns. 

Mr. Avery stated he would still go to the Zoning Board. John Cross stated that is okay. John 
stated theyre going to the ZBA for a lot smaller than 5 acres. Mr. Avery stated that's 

correct, and the frontage. 

John No\\<foki asked Larry Nissen if he had looked at the drainage report. Larry Nissen stated 
he had. John NoVv'icki stated Larry Nissen1s comments in his letter seem to indicate that he 

feels comfortable that these drainage problems can be worked out or resolved through some 
remedial action on the site. Larry Nissen stated that was correct. Larry Nissen stated he would 
like to see a little more detail on the proposed pond. John Nowicki stated before they come back 
for final approvals next month they will have to have that taken care of. 

Dario Marchioni stated they went out there to look at that, pertaining to that culvert underneath 
the front of this property. He stated he understood there was a comment from the Commissioner 
that he wanted to make that culvert even smaller, delete 20 feet from it or something to that 
effect. 

John Cross stated that is why he thought they need the engineer to meet with Mr. Avery and Joe 
Carr to try to find out what he really wants there. Dario Marchioni stated he would prefer to see 
any type of drainage on the boundary of the property, alongside the property rather than going 
through the property. Dario Marchioni stated if the applicant sells it to somebody dmvn the line, 
they'll have water in the front of the property. 

Mr. Avery stated they intend to divert half of it to the detention pond that is going to be in the 
hedge row. Dario Marchloni stated they need to control the water off this site. He stated when it 
comes to this site, they have to try to maintain the water on the boundary of the property, the 
perimeter of the property to pick it up there rather than the water going right through the 
property and picking it up at the middle of the property in the front. Dario Marchioni stated 
the culvert is about 20 or 30 feet shy of the property line. Mr. Murphy stated it is about 40 feet. 
Mr. Avery stated it is about 40 foot there. 

Dario Marchioni stated he would rather see that extended to about 5 or 8 feet of the property line 
so it picks up the water at the property line rather than in the middle of the property. Mr. Avery 
stated it kind of comes across a swale there. Larry Smith stated it is not kind of; it definitely 
comes across there. Mr. Avery stated if they made it longer, be didn't know if it would miss the 
pipe. 

Larry Nissen stated he thought that is what Joe Carr is getting at when he has asked to shorten 
the pipe. He stated he is looking to provide a little more area for storage in there. He stated they 
can straighten that out with him. Dario Marchioni stated if he is saying he is going to briug the 
storage off this lot, maintain the storage on the larger parcel, he would rather see the water 
maintained there than on this lot because eventually they will have a pond in front of this lot. He 
stated they always put swales on the edges of the lots to drain them rather than going in the 
middle of the lot. 

Mrs. Murphy stated she has lived there all of her life. She stated her parents owned the home at 
879 and there was never a water problem. She stated last year they had torrential rains and there 
was water all over places that had never had water before. She stated thafs what all of this 
problem is based on, but there has never been a problem there. 
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Larry Smith stated when the lot was lower, that acted as a detention area. He stated when that 
detention area was filled in, then it backed up onto the neighbors' property to the east of there. 
Larry Smith asked the identified man that spoke earlier if he lives to the east of the site. 111e man 
indicated he does. 

Larry Smith stated the neighbors to the east showed him pictures of all of the water that was 
coming off the hill and backing up on the property at 879. Larry Smith stated there was not any 
detention back where the fill was added. 

John Cross asked if they're proposing a detention pond near the rear lot line. Mr. A very stated if 
they go back there, they will see a hedge row right here. He stated they want to have any water 
coming that way across there to be collected in the detention pond. 

Larry Niss~n asked where do they intend to outlet the detention pond discharge. Mr. Avery 
stated they would have a 4·inch pipe and a lot of stone around it. He stated they don't care if the 
water stays back there a week. He stated it doesn't hurt anybody if it stays there and just seeps 
away. He stated he thought just an underdrain would be all right. 

John Cross stated the problem here is that the Mu.rphys a fe'w ago put a lot of fill on the lot 
and they have had some problems now. He stated whenever they do that, they cannot have 
more water going onto their neighbors' properties than what was occurring before, and they have 
had complaints here. Mr. Avery stated he agreed with the Board. 

Mr. Avery stated if they want to have an easement for the Tovv11, they could do that. Dario 
Marchloni asked to the west of this, when the culvert ends and there is spacing between that 
culvert and another clay culvert and the next piece of property, are there any stones there or 
something to protect the embankment so that they don't have erosion, some sort of erosion 
controL to the west of the lot, to the front. Dario Marchloni stated right now there are weeds. 
He stated everything is going into that area. He stated probably eventually it will, if not presently, 
obstruct the flow. He stated the metal culvert, the 12-inch to the clay pipe, that is going to the 
next people's property, there should be some stones on something on the edge, and also a base 
there, a permanent base between the two culverts. 

Larry Nissen stated he would make the applicant a copy of Joe Carr1s letter to the Planning Board 
concerning this site. 

John Cross stated they will have to petition the Town Board to join a drainage district. Mr. 
Avery stated that will be for just this lot. John Cross stated technically, yes. He suggested they 
do the whole property while they're doing it. 

John Nowicki asked ifthere were any County Comments. Mr. Avery stated he had the County 
Comments. He stated they're mostly on the entrance, the roadway. John Cross stated the 
engineers will have to look at that. He stated basically they talk about the drainage and the storm 
waters. 

John Cross asked the gentleman in the audience if he wanted to say something. 

The man that spoke earlier identified himself as George Emmons of 861 Morgan Road. He stated 
years ago, before that lot was filled, it was basically a retention or detention area, whatever they 
prefer to call it. Mr. Emmons stated when the permit was issued and the fill was put in, it 
changed the nature of the lot. He stated the only thing that has changed it is the fact that there is 
no place for the water to remain. 

Mr. Emmons stated the diameter of the pipe that passes along Morgan Road from the opposite 
side of the road to the north side of the road, if the County enlarged that pipe, it would probably 
alleviate many of the problems that have been experienced this one particular time. He stated the 
fields were not planted or were not up at the time, so they all know how that works when they 
have a downpour; it runs dov~111 a surface like a driveway versus a planted field. He stated it 
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becomes a situation where they're talking about the expense of the detention ponds and so on and 
so forth. 

John Nowicki asked what happens to the water after it goes across the road. Mr. Emmons stated 
it goes onto what used to be farmland and is now part of the Black Creek Park. He stated there is 
natural drainage, not very well out of there, across that field and do-wn to the creek which 
eventually flows into Mill Creek. He stated it has forever. He stated it is just that the lot became 
no longer a retention pond when the permit to fill was issued. stated the issue cropped up two 
years ago when the permit was granted. He stated that should have been a cause and effect type 
situation. He stated it should have been looked at that time; what was going to happen when that 
was filled in. He stated many years that land was never planted because that is exactly what it 
was, a low area. 

John Cross stated he understood the County Engineer has been out to the site and looked at it 
with their Public Works Commissioner, and they have made some recommendations on how to 
improve things. He stated it is difficult to get them to spend the money to put a new pipe in 
unless it is really deteriorated or broken. 

Mr. Emmons stated the individual lando-wners' land was acting as part of their drainage system, so 
if the County doesn't want to stand up and take responsibility that they have gotten by with all 
these years, he would be disappointed in that. John Cross stated they should contact the County 
Engineering Department and ask them to clean that pipe, the two pipes over there. Mr. Emmons 
questioned how come there wasn't a problem five years ago. John Cross stated he thought it was 
created by the lot being filled in where it used to act as a retention for the water on that lot. He 
stated something could have flowed into those pipes. John Cross stated there are all kinds of 
things. 

Mr. Emmons stated so now that the o-wner of the property wants to use the property that has 
been part of the County's so-called highway drainage system, the homeowner or property owner 
is being penalized. John Cross stated not necessarily. He stated he did not look at it quite that 
way. He thought if they have a problem with the County drainage pipe, they should fix it. He 
suggested the residents in the area write to the County. Mr. Emmons stated the Planninr; Board 
would have more power than he would as an individual. 

Mr. Emmons asked the retention pond that they're talking about designing along the hedge row 
there behind and east to the property, what are they talking about as far as design. He asked are 

talking about dikes on two or three sides. He asked how 'V.ii.11 they construct it. He asked 
it be like berms or dikes v.iith a drainage pipe running out of it. 

stated they would have an inlet coming into a low area dug out. He stated the outlet 
maybe a 4·inch pipe so it vvould seep out very slowly natural course it is going. He 
would just as soon have it stay there for a while. He they don't have to take that 

trees out. He stated at the north end it is probably as \\ii.de as the meeting room. Mr. Avel)1 

they can come up the hedge row a little bit and let water go. 

Mr. Avery stated now one of the problems is on the east part there, where they go up into the 
fannland, theyll have to have a little curve there, because in the of those houses to the east, 

is kind of a swale along there. He stated now theyll have to be sure that water from that 
swale onto the farmland gets to the pond. He stated they may have to have a pipe across where 
the farmer has his tractor up there. 

l\h. Emmons stated that drops away considerably. He stated that drops do-wn probably 4 or 
5 feet as they head west off that. He asked how will they contain that water in the area by dikes 
or berms. Mr. Avery stated they would probably dig some out and probably what they dig out, 
they would put up around He stated it will be deep enough that they'll get runoff from that 
field. Mr. Emmons asked what kind of depth are they talking about. An unidentified member of 
Mr. Avery's staff stated about cubic feet, so 36 square 4. feet deep maybe. Mr. Emmons 
stated so they could end up with 4 of water there. Mr. Avery's staff member stated that was 
con-ecL if they decide to go with the 4 feet, which he thought is something they have to discuss 
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\vith the Tmvn Engineer. 

iY1r. Avery stated that would a 10-year stonn. iv1r. Emmons stated that is overkill. Mr. 
Emmons stated it all goes right back to the County pipe. 

Dario Marchioni stated maybe the Drainage Committee can help this situation. iv1r. Emmons 
stated he really does not have a problem with it. He stated it doesn1t directly affect him. He 
stated he was just making an observation that he feels that the County is neglecting their duty. 
stated he hasn't had the opportunity to present that to Mr. Carr as but he would have 
thought that the County Engineer holds a degree in civil engineering and knows they can only 
flow so much through any given size of anything before the lot acts as a retention pond. He 
stated now they have to handle a greater volume of water in a shorter period of time. He stated 
the weak link in the chain is the passage underneath Morgan Road to the north. 

iv1r. Murphy stated it wasn't too many years ago where was farmed. He stated it was 
until they put the park in, and then they just let it grow up, and that stopped all of the flow of the 
water. He stated they worked t11at land right up until the last years. 

John Cross asked the applicant they had any dialogue with County Engineer when he 
come down there to look at the drainage concerns. iv1r. Murphy stated yes, they talked. He 
stated he has not heard anything He stated that was 

John Cross stated if he were the applicant, he would after them. He stated if that water was 
staying on his property and it shouldn't, they're right, it is up to the County to try to solve it for 
them. 

iv1r. Murphy stated when they would get a heavy rain, it would be gone in a couple hours. He 
stated even when the water was high, it was gone in a couple hours because of the pressure, but 
the pipe is full most of the time underneath the road. He stated he thought maybe it is only a 
12-inch or 16-inch pipe. John Cross stated it is a 12-inch pipe. 

Larry Smith stated Joe Carr has met the County people out there two or three times, he believes. 
He stated they're well aware of the problem out there. Mr. Emmons asked what does the Tmvn 
of Chili have to do because it is a County road. He stated have a Drainage Committee. 
asked what is the solution. He asked how does the Town the County work together. 

Nick Barbata stated each situation is so different, it is hard to in their particular case they 
would do this, this and this. He stated they sit down with Joe Carr and with Joe Lu Engineering, 
and they address the problem. He stated some of the solutions are simple and some of them are 
complex. He stated in this particular case, it sounds like it going to be complex. He stated it has 
been just suggested Joe has met 'With the County people several times already, so evidently steps 
are being taken. He stated he didn't know to what extent, but they are being taken to try and 
rectify the problem. He stated it has not been addressed to their committee. 

iv1r. Emmons stated it sounds like if it will cost the County any money, they won't do it. Nick 
Barbata stated not necessarily. He stated each problem itself has to be resolved, and some of 
them cannot be. He stated they have problems that go back that they have never been 
able to solve. He stated he would suggest they discuss this with Joe Carr. 

John Nowicki stated Joe Carr's report to the Board indicated in this lot was filled 
considerably and 120 feet of 12-inch culvert pipe installed. The report indicated prior to fill being 
placed, a portion of the area served to detain storm water during heavy rain falls, metering the 
water toward a 12-inch cross culvert under Morgan Road. The report indicated the changes in 
1995 have resulted in some problems for the two adjacent and roadside drainage. The report 
indicated he believes the situation can be improved if the swale between house 885 and the subject 
lot were to be relocated, reshaped onto the lot. The report indicated the contour shown on the 
map does not accurately show the existing conditions. The report indicated the map does show 
how the swale should be graded. 
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The report indicated in front of the west property line, there is a gap in the 12-inch piping. The 
report indicated a catch basin should be constructed at the end of the 12-inch CMP. The report 
indicated the 12-inch CMP should be connected to the basin. The report indicated a 12-inch stub 
with end sections should be installed south from the basin to pick up drainage from the above 
referenced swale. The report indicated the present configuration on the east side of the lot makes 
it difficult to accommodate water flow from the home site at 879. The report indicated 
approximately 20 feet of the existing 12-inch. CMP east of the proposed driveway should be 
removed and the new end of pipe should have an end section. The report indicated then the swale 
between the property line of 879 to the new end section should be reshaped to improve the flow 
line. 

Mr. Emmons stated nothing was mentioned about the County. John Cross stated he thought the 
residents should talk with Joe and see what the County Engineer said. 

John Cross made a motion that they table the application without prejudice to the September 9th, 
meeting. Mitch Rakus seconded the motion. All Board members were favor of the motion. 

John Nowicki stated he assumed all parties present were aware what they need to have next 
month to solve these problems. Mr. Avery stated they were aware. 

DECISION: Unanimously tabled by a vote of 6 yes without prejudice until the September 9, 
1997 meeting for the following reasons: 

L Although Planning Board discussion included the fact that the applicant had 
not posted a sign on the property, it has been determined that posting of sign 
is not required. The Town regrets this oversight. 

2. Applicant is to be aware that Zoning Board of Appeals approval is required 
for necessary 

3. Petition the Tovvn Board to include this proposed subdivision in the 
Chili-Consolidated Drainage District. 

4. Provide Tovvn a right-of-way for the proposed detention ponds. 

5. Applicant's engineer should meet with Commissioner of Public Works to 
solve drainage concerns onto neighboring properties. Please refer to memo 
dated August 5, 1997 to the Planning Board from Joe Carr, Commissioner 
of Public Works. 

6. Applicant should contact Monroe County Transportation Department to 
request a review of 12" drainage pipe under Morgan Road for possible 
up sizing or clean out of same and clean out of ditch on north side of Morgan 
Road adjacent to this proposed subdivision. Refer to Monroe County 
Planning and Development project review comments dated August 4, 1997. 

John asked if there was anyone present for Application 1. No one responded. 

5. Application of The James Group, owner; 849 Paul Road, Rochester, New York 14624 for 
revised final subdivision approval of 19 lots to be known as Springbrook Section "F" (approval 
previously granted in 4/89 as Glidden Estates) at property located at 148 and portion of 160B 
King Road in R-1-15 zone. 

Jamie Valerio was present to represent the application along with Don Avery. He stated they 
were before the Board last month, and hopefully they were back \:vith the information the Board 
asked for through the drainage report. He stated he believes the new plan has been in the hands 
of the Town for close to a month, if he was not mistaken, and basically at this point they would 
answer questions the Board may have. He stated he thought they covered everything they wanted 
them to cover last month. 
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John Cross asked Larry Nissen to help them to understand what has happened since the last 
meeting on this, the drainage concern. Larry Nissen stated his comment letter is a little inaccurate 
tonight. He stated he did receive a drainage report since the last meeting. Larry Nissen stated he 
would prefer to let Don A very present it. 

John Nowicki stated there was a note here from the Drainage Committee that Joe Carr was going 
to write a letter on this one also to the Planning Board. He asked did the Board get a copy of 
that. Mr. Avery stated he talked to Joe Carr today. He stated he talked to him about a week 
or two weeks ago for what they wanted to have, and they then did the work and they saw him 
today. He stated Joe Carr has approved the plan showing the details they have for the detention 
pond on the south side of King Road. 

rv1r. Avery stated they are presenting basically the same plan was in the drainage report. He 
stated the property is on the south side of King Road. He stated it ties into the branches of the 
creeks that go underneath the railroad track. He indicated on the plans an area that has recently 
been cleaned out by the drainage work force. 

rv1r. Avery stated they designed the pond with an outlet in and going underneath the 
railroad track. John Limbeck stated who is the drainage work force they're talking about. rv1r. 
A very stated he talked to Joe Carr about it. He stated they topo out this area, and 
then looked at the pond design and the drainage report. 

t>.1r. Avery stated they would be bringing water across the road and into the pond area. He 
stated the plan is for full development. He stated they have shown the easement around He 
stated they have shown an easement around the area that they'll be having pond in. He stated 
now it is supposed to be a pond that will probably have cattails in it, but it is supposed to be a 
pond that will drain slowly. He stated it is not intended to be a pond in which the water will 
there. 

rvir. Avery stated they have had a request in for about four weeks to the DEC to see where the 
wetlands are located in there. He stated they may require that they have an area there with an 
island or something for ducks but it will be basically the propose. He stated the 
DEC likes to have a pond with Vvildlife rather than just a retentio11 or dete11tion area. 

Joh11 Cross asked what would be the depth of this pond. rvir. Avery stated it will 11ot be a depth 
pond. He stated it is going to be just to retain the water for a short period of time until it flows 
into the ditches there. He stated the ditches are in good shape, very good shape. 

Johll Cross stated he thought they said something earlier about they're not going to plan to build 
out the whole pond. rvir. Avery stated they're not going to build out the whole subdivision. He 
stated the pond is designed for the whole build-out of all of it up in Springbrook. He stated that is 
why they have the big pipe going across the road. rvir. Avery stated what will be in this po11d ·will 
be a trickle here compared to the total development. 

rvir. Avery stated one of the co11cems was is this water going to such that it is a higher level 
than the septic systems alo11g the road. He asked if anyone was present in the audie11ce who 
not have a septic system in front. There was no response. 

rvir. Avery stated the fro11t elevatio11 is about 565. He stated eve11 if it up, it would be 
so therefore at least 5 feet at a 10-year storm. He stated there won't be a problem ofit saturating 
the systems. He stated he knew some of the septic systems are in the front and some of them 
have problems. Mr. Avery stated they have shown the pond and how it is going to be graded. 

Johll Limbeck stated the Conservation Board approved the street tree pla11s. rvir. Avery stated 
they did give them a tree planting schedule. 

Johll Cross asked Nick Barbata Drainage Committee seen that was sent 
tonight. Nick Barbata stated they have not. He stated this is second time their committee has 
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been bypassed on getting information from the applicant insofar as incoming data. He stated so 
they have not been able to speak to the concerns that they might have had had they gotten the 
correct set of plans. He stated that is why his comments on the letter to the Board are such that 
they will leave it to the Board and the Town Engineer to make sure that things are done properly. 

Nick Barbata stated he would also like to ask if there are going to be any wet swales in those 
backyards draining into that pond. He stated if so, he thought the applicant should have a 
disclosure agreement with whatever prospective homeowners that might buy property in there to 
make them aware they might have wet backyards. He stated he is tired of hearing people come 
and complain about wet backyards. 

John Nowicki asked if the Drainage Committee has ever had experience with the DEC to be more 
creative in design of ponds. Dario Marchioni stated there is a book out that shows different 
alternatives and part of County Planning, too, that brings out information that works along with 
the DEC. Dario Marchioni stated theyre all working together, but they do have fantastic ideas 
how to get these things done. John Nowicki stated they have a good opportunity here to be a 
little more creative and take advantage of the professional people in this field to create something 
here the neighbors in that area will be comfortable with and something that would still solve the 
problems. 

John Nowicki stated he was very, very unhappy that the Drainage Committee has been bypassed. 
Mr. Valerio stated his understanding was they submitted a drainage report to the Town of Chili 
several weeks ago. John Nowicki asked why did it not get to the Drainage Committee. Mr. 
Valerio stated that is an internal Town affair. He stated he knew nothing about it. 

Larry Smith asked the applicant how many copies did they submit. Mr. Avery stated he submitted 
one or two copies. Larry Smith stated on the application it says they're supposed to bring in 18 
copies. Mr. Avery asked if that was for each report. Larry Smith stated that was correct, of the 
complete package. He stated it says right on the application they need 18. He stated they don't 
have the capabilities to copy these drawings. He stated if they didn't get 18 copies, the first 
people on the list got them and the rest of the people did not get them. Nick Barbata stated they 
did not even get a copy of tl1e drawing. 

John Limbeck asked the applicant what they applied to the DEC for. Mr. Avery stated he applied 
to DEC to the area of the wetlands. 

Mr. Valerio stated they give them guidelines. John Limbeck asked is that something Larry Nissen 
would get a copy of from the DEC or would the applicant provide it to him. John Limbeck stated 
he wanted to make sure if they come back with a recommendation, that Larry Nissen and Joe Carr 
are included. Mr. Avery stated they will say to them maybe a pond would be an advantage to the 
wetlands, having a permanent pond there. He stated and they have no problem with any of that. 
Mr. Valerio stated theyre open to suggestions. John Limbeck stated he was just trying to 
understand the process. He stated he wants to make sure when this response comes back, that 
that is something that is shared with Larry Nissen, Joe Carr and Larry Smith and everybody so 
that the applicant does not have one understanding and the Tovvn has to rehash this again because 
nobody else has heard what they're trying to do here. 

Mr. Valerio stated there are aesthetics and mechanics to consider when doing a pond. He stated 
they want to be sure the mechanics work. He stated in terms of the aesthetics, one can look at 
any of the ponds they built in Chestnut. He stated they're more than willing to be flexible in 
designing ponds. He stated they have ponds that are stocked where they have brought in wildlife. 

John Nowicki stated what they have to do is back up and get back to the Drainage Committee 
and get the drawings to the point where they reflect the ideas they all have. 

Nick Barbata stated for the purpose of tonight, he did not want to hold up progress here. He 
stated the Planning Board, the Town Engineer can take care of whatever has to be taken care of 
to make sure that things are done properly, but all he was suggesting is that this has happened 
tvv1ce \Vith the same engineer, that they have been bypassed and he is asking for the Board people 
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to make sure that something is done where the committee is not bypassed on all of these 
drawings, and secondly, that when they get them, that they are complete. He stated they do not 
want to go from one meeting to another meeting to another meeting before all of the bits and 
pieces are pulled together. 

John Cross stated he thought what the Drainage Committee needs to do is present their comment 
to the front office. He stated there is obviously a lack of staffing in Town to review a check list 
type of thing to make sure all these things are in, and they're not going to get it done until they get 
them some help. Nick Barbata stated he did not think that is the case. He stated he thought the 
applicants know what the duties are and they're not doing it. 

Larry Smith stated he would find out tomorrow why 
Nick Barbata a copy of the pJan. 

didn't get copies. Dario Marchioni gave 

~fitch Rakus asked ifHouses 149 and 145 have septic Mr. stated that was right. 
rvfitch Rakus stated he thought that the elevation of the drainage of the septic tanks should be 
given here because they're at 561. He stated if they dig down there a little bit, all of a sudden 
they're going to have back-up flow into their septic system. He stated he thought that ought to 
addressed. Mr. Avery stated he would do some shots out there. He stated if they let him get into 
the house, he could tell where the outlet pipe is, how far it is down. Mitch Rakus stated he would 
not want to see those two houses run into a back-up problem on their septic tanks. Mr. A very 
stated sewer will be in that area soon. He stated with the development, they're extending the 
sewer to the road. He stated when the area is developed, there \vill be a pump station somewhere 
in this area. He stated the houses \vill be tied in, it \vi.U go to a pump station and then will go into 
their development's sanitary sewer. He stated they built a sanitary sewer for them, but they left a 
stub to tie into it for those people. 

Larry Nissen stated the gutter near the rear property lines of the houses on the south side of the 
road, the invert is called out 560.96. He stated that invert is higher than the elevation of the rear 
of those lots. He stated that is going to have to be lowered considerably. 

Larry Nissen stated they will be looking for this flow to contained completely within the 
easement. He stated it is a 20-foot wide easement they're proposing here. He stated they're going 
to look for the flow to be contained within that easement. 

Dario Marchioni stated he thought they should really look all the way down where the end of this 
stream goes, all the way to Riga. He stated he thought it goes up to Black Creek Mr. Avery 
gave Dario and the other members on the Board a map of that. He stated he tried to indicate on 
the blue line where everything is. Dario Marchioni stated the Drainage Committee went all the 
way to the Black Creek and they found that the flow near the Black Creek is pretty good, but 
between the Union Street and the expressway that is where it has to be addressed because there 
are a lot of farmers there. He stated some of them have put a bridge over the stream there, and 
there is a duck pond there. He stated the whole stream should be addressed all the way to Black 
Creek 1'ecause it drains this project and a next door project all the way on King Road, all those 
properties. 

Larry Smith asked the applicant how many copies of the drainage report did they give the Town. 
l\1r. Avery stated he gave them two. Larry Smith stated it says on the application there are 
supposed to 16 drawings and 4 copies of the report given to the Town. Mr. Avery stated it is 
rather voluminous. Mr. Valerio stated they did submit two copies of that. He stated that was 
about a month ago. Larry Smith stated the Town Engineer and Commissioner of Public Works 
got those copies. He stated the Drainage Committee did not get any. John Cross stated they didn1t 
get them until tonight. Mr. Valerio stated they'll be more than happy to distribute copies. John 
Limbeck commented one can see what happens here time and time again. 

John Cross stated there are communication problems going on. He asked Mr. Valerio if he could 
work on that. Mr. Valerio stated he was more than happy to work on it. John Cross stated the 
Planning Board members are saying they're not prepared to take any action. Mr. Valerio 
commented two members were not present last month, so he understood. John Limbeck stated he 
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had drainage problems in his basement last month, but obviously the applicant's engineer was not 
ready to answer the questions tonight. He stated he thought there has to be some remedial 
Building Department application procedures reviewed here because they don't have information. 
He stated he was not ready to vote on the application due to lack of information this evening, 
despite whether he was present for the last meeting or n.ot 

Mr. Valerio stated they were back because they were told to come back \vith a drainage report in 
the hands of the Town, and it has been in the hands of the To\:vn for two or three weeks. He 
stated if it does not get distributed properly, he did not think it is fairly they're penalized. Larry 
Smith stated they only brought in half the amount they were supposed to. He stated if they did 
not bring in a full number, they were not distributed. Mr. Valerio.stated they'll be more than 
happy to make the required amount of copies. 

Mr. Valerio stated he really feels they have done their part. He stated now they are being told 
they need to redesign the pond and make it more aesthetically pleasing. He stated whatever needs 
to be done, they'll do it. He stated Don Faso came to the last meeting and said to this Board this 
project was approved by the Planning Board in 1989 at the direction of a judge. He stated they 
didn't ffwn it then. He stated Gil Glidden owned it then. He stated they bought the project from 
him. 

~fr. Valerio stated they have been waiting for a sewer extension which finally came through last 
which was finally installed. He stated secondly, they have been waiting for the market to 

come back on track. He stated that has not happened, but the land can't sit there. He stated the 
Fallones have started their development. He stated there is another development north of Union 

He stated they plan on doing nothing more than the same, just trying to develop the land, 
get it approved and proceed. Mr. Valerio stated they're more than v.illing to come back. 

Mr. Avery stated they \Vill get the plans in. He stated he has a little problem with one thing, and it 
is the DEC. He asked unless they can get them to outline where the wetlands are and what they 
recommend for that area, are they going to be tabled again. He asked does the Town have any 
power to tell the DEC to perform their task to do that. He stated it has been in there for over a 
month. Mr. Valerio stated they can't build without their permits. John Cross stated he thought 
that they should provide Joe Carr with any correspondence they have with the DEC and ask him if 
he can call in and see where they how they feel about designing this. 

;\1r. Valerio stated they have to have permits from them eventually. John Cross stated anything 
they do would be pending their approval. He stated also they might want to jot down the name of 
Paula Smith, who works for Monroe County Conservation. He stated he has been in meetings 
previously \\ith her, and she is very ·willing to sit down \\rith the developers and come up with an 
aesthetically pleasing wetlands, storm water retention type et cetera. He stated he 
thought they have to make this as as they all can do it 

Avery stated he had the impression the Board then would like then to see a pond. John Cross 
stated he would say that is probably true from \\!hat he was hearing. He stated they have to hear 
from the audience. 

Larry Nissen stated it looks like they have elevation constraints here, too. He stated they only 
have a foot of drop from the service spillway invert to the culvert under the road. He stated it is 
very flat out through there. Mr. Avery stated there is water in the ditch right now, too; even in 
this dry time. 

Larry Nissen stated he had already mentioned his concern with the approach channel. He stated 
another comment he had was subjective, and that is he did not think this pond \Vill be a very 
attractive thing to look at. He stated it is basically shaped like a paint tray. He stated he thought 
they would appreciate whatever they can do to spruce it up a bit. 

CO.MMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE: 

Paul Katell • 151 King Road 
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He stated he lives on the property right next to 149, there is a drainage easement between 151 
and 149 that carries road surface water or runoff between their two houses. He stated he has 
talked to the Town and also to the County several times over the past three or four years. 
stated the concern about the foot drop has been the big problem, do they drain it. 

Mr. Katell stated between the front of his house and the back of his property, which is 200 feet, 
there is probably about a 4 foot difference in elevation, and when it rains pretty hard, his backyard 
is pretty darn wet. He stated he didn1t know how far away from the back property lines that is. 
Mr. Avery stated it is about 140 feet that in a 10-year storm it would come up to. 

Mr. Avery stated there is a swale along their property line. He stated that pipe is kind of buried 
out by the road there. Mr. Katell stated it is completely overgrown. He stated there is about 6 
inches of mud in it. Mr. Avery stated the intent is to help the 

Mr. Katell stated the concern again is the difference between the elevation at the road and the 
backs of the properties and where it is going to drain ultimately out to. He asked what is going to 
guarantee him and his neighbors that this pond isn1t going to back the water up to their properties 
as opposed to pulling it away. 

Larry Nissen stated he has a suggestion they might want to consider. He stated he didn't know 
what kind of constraints they have with regard to the amount ofland available to them or the area 
that they have worked out. He stated he would take a look at moving the pond itself further away 
from the backs of the property and closer to where the creek is. He stated he thought it would 
work better down in that area. Mr. Valerio stated if Glidden owns the land, they can probably do 
that. Larry Nissen stated it might work out better for them and for the residents, as welL 

John Cross stated there are some smaller retention, detention ponds north of King Road that they 
talked about that need to be cleaned out and they need to show some dimensions on them. 

John Cross questioned an area on the plans. Mr. Valerio stated Hill will be the future sec:uo.n. 
He stated that is not part of this application. 

John Nowicki asked what kind of design storm is this pond for. Larry Nissen stated the spillway 
has to be designed for at least a 50-year storm, which generally means the pond has to be 
designed for 50 years. Mr. AverJCs staff member stated the spillway is designed for a 50-year 
storm. John Nowicki asked if the maximum capacity is for a 50-year storm. Larry Nissen stated 
that1s correct. He stated not now; it will be. 

Larry Johnstone - 154 King Road 
He stated he was very disappointed. He stated last month he expressed the importance of making 
sure the Board and Mr. Valerio as the builder take seriously the concerns they have along King 
Road as far as the drainage. He stated he was not faulting anybody. He stated but the fact that 
somebody did not submit enough forms and didn't check if there were enough submitted, and a 
Board gets left out, concerns him because that is why he was was the drainage. He stated 
he was very disappointed that happened. He stated he hopes that that is rectified by the time they 
have another meeting so they can speak on what has happened and what concerns they have. He 
stated he would like to see the Town Engineer and the engineer for Mr. Valerio are all on the 
same page so they Wlderstand, as homeowners, that they are not going to be adversely affected by 
this subdivision. 

Mr. Johnstone stated the original question he had, which he brought up last meeting, was the road 
situation which he believes Mr. Valerio said they would call D.O.T. to see ifthere was a way they 
could stripe the road. He asked did anybody contact anybody. He stated if they did, he would 
like to follow up on that phone call. Mr. Valerio stated they did not do that. Mr. Johnstone 
stated he would appreciate them doing that, and then he would appreciate them letting him know 
who it was so he could follow up or call, too, to try to put pressure from two different directions 
to try to get them to respond. 

Mr. Johnstone stated his number one concern is drainage. He stated this Town wouldn't have 
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gone to court over the whole problem of drainage in that area if it wasn't a serious concern. He 
stated he would appreciate information on when the sewers would be extended. John Cross 
stated he had not heard anything. 

John Cross stated Mr. Johnstone could be assured the Board was not going to act on any 
application until they're satisfied that the problems that have been brought forth are rectified. 

John Nowicki stated this Board has been together for a lot of years. He stated the developers in 
this Town, many of them live in the Town and are quality people who have stood by their projects 
and answered a lot of problems and tried to solve a lot of problems, so there is confidence there. 

Rick Cole - 3 Gilead Hill 
He asked is this project going to connect King Road to Gilead Hill. Larry Nissen stated it would. 
Mr. Cole stated he was concerned about a traffic increase on Gilead Hill and other roads that 
would be affected, such as Springbrook, College and Parkway. He stated he was wondering if the 
Board has addressed any issues relating to traffic at all in that area. He stated Gilead Hill is now a 
cul-de-sac that is closed off. He stated all of a sudden they found out they're opening it up. 

John Cross asked if they would rather not see it opened up. Mr. Cole stated pretty much 
categorically the whole area would not want it opened up. John Cross stated they went around 
and around with this over the years, and they had to look at both sides of it. He stated a lot of it 
has to do \\ith safety and fire protection concerns, ambulance concerns, so that is why they 
recommended that those be tied in between those tracts. 

Gabe Drapp - 1 Gilead Hill 
He stated he did not see a reason for connecting that road or not connecting that road with the 
emergency vehicles they have today. He stated they feel as Gilead Hill owners, that they're going 
to have a through traffic problem He stated there is through traffic problem already existing 
between Parkway, Springbrook and College during rush hour, especially or on Sundays when 
churches get out in the Union Street area. 

John Cross stated tying that subdivision in was something that majority of the Board wanted to do 
back in '89. He stated th.ere was just no outlet up there. John Nowicki stated he was sure if they 
go back in the minutes they would :find what they're saying is probably true. He stated they were 
more concerned for emergency vehicles than anything else. 

John Cross stated they would the Traffic and Safety Board to review it 

Trish Berger - 21 Gilead Hill 
She asked if this connection has been approved. John Cross stated it has. Ms. Berger 
asked is there any way she could past history how that approval came to be. She asked are 

minutes that she could get copy of John Cross stated could ask the Town Clerk for a 
of the minutes. 

Ms. Berger stated their knO\ving that was cul-de-sac, it would have been a concern when they 
bought their homes if emergency vehicles weren't going to be able to get to them. She stated she 
certainly does not want to see that connected. 

John Cross stated they're concerned about the other subdivision to the northeast of there, that all 
that area needs to be covered. Ms. Berger asked isn't there access of King Road. John Cross 

there was no other access. Ms. Berger stated she was a new homeowner in that area 
bought her house because it was on a cul-de-sac. She stated she had no knowledge of the 
that it was going to be connected. She stated she has two small children. She stated she 

moved out of the city from a busy street and bought a home on dead-end street purposefolly. 
She stated she is very disappointed that this is going to connected. 

Ms. Berger asked if there is a connection, will their street to be \videned. John Cross stated 
no. it \vill not be. He stated all built to Town code now. Larry Nissen stated his 
understanding is it wouldn't be widened. Larry Nissen stated the street is 20 feet \vide, but the 
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right-of-way is 60 feet. 

Mr. Cole stated their analysis will show traffic will triple for people on that road. Larry Nissen 
stated they should submit their analysis to the Board. John Nowicki asked how did they do their 
analysis. Mr. Cole explained how he performed his analysis. 

Mr. Drapp stated there are 19 homes on their street and 49 vehicles registered to those 19 homes. 
He stated there are also 21 children under age of and two other women are now pregnant. 
He stated he doesn1t see any reason they need to complete this 

John Cross asked Larry Smith if he recalled any discussions 
Smith stated he was not with the Town then. 

about this years ago. Lany 

Mr. Cole asked could this be resubmitted for review. He stated a lot of things happened 
years. Keith O'Toole stated the existing project already has an approval. He asked how many 
houses have been built in the subdivision so far. Mr. Valerio stated in this development they 
haven't built anything. Keith O'Toole asked have they done improvements. Mr. Valerio they 
have not. He stated they have just worked with the County on the sewer. Mr. Avery stated there 
is another person that built Gilead Hill. 

Larry Smith stated they purchased an approved subdivision. Mr. Valerio stated they didn't have it 
totally approved. He stated they came in and got final on 90 lots as part of a contingency of 
their purchase. Mr. Valerio stated they let the final expire. He stated they had preliminary before 
that. 

"tY1r. Cole stated eight years involves a lot of people buying houses told it is a cul-de-sac. 

Ms. Berger stated she was under the impression this was a dead-end street. She stated she did 
not want her two children living on a busy street 

"tYfr. Stefaniak stated the realtors should have told these people about 

John Nowicki stated there are rights on both sides. He stated the developers have rights. 
stated they buy the land and the projects. John Nowicki stated people have to understand that 
they have to do research on their own. He stated they just sit there and say since they see a 
dead~end street there, nothing will happen. 

Ms. Berger stated nothing has been done for eight years. She asked why can't they resubmit for 
approval. Keith O'Toole stated it was his understanding there have been some homes built, if not 
by this developer, but then by the prior developer, and it doesn't matter who actually built them, 
but where they built them He stated the original submission was approved based on their 
environmental and traffic and other calculations, and then the homes were built. He stated now to 
a certain extent the developer's options are constrained because of those homes, so they can't ask 
them to go back directly to the drawing board and start from scratch because of those homes. He 
stated they have to work around those homes, those streets utilities and all of that. He stated to a 
certain extent the developer can argue he has vested rights whether he built them or didn't. He 
stated the fact is theyre there. 

Keith O'Toole stated the applicant bought whatever Glidden He stated and what Glidden 
had left over was approved. He stated the law says at least up to a point the applicant may, in 
fact, have certain vested rights, and for the Town to say they want to send them straight back to 
square one, just does not fly. 

Dario Marchioni stated if the developer would chose not to connect that road, he could choose to 
do that. Keith O'Toole stated as he recalled, the Town Planning Board asked Mr. Valerio to 
move the road and he said he would look at it, he came back and said He stated Mr. Valerio 
has been doing things the To'Wn bas wanted him to do. He stated they have to balance out 
equities. 
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l'v1r. Valerio stated they were also asked to provide a connection and redesign their layout to 
accommodate the King Forest subdivision so they could make a connection. He stated they lost a 
lot when they did that. 

Keith O'Toole stated it was his understanding with the prior litigation there were drainage 
problems. He stated he assumes the Town Engineer is going to keep an eye on those problems 
and review the drainage improvements which should address those issues. He stated so if they 
want to start back with what was originally approved, that may not be in Town's best interest. 

John Cross stated for the people that live on Gilead Hill that have concerns about the traffic, they 
can work with Traffic and Safety and the Public Works Commissioner for speed limit signs and 
road bumps to slow traffic down. John Cross asked are there any posted speed signs Mr. Drapp 
stated there is a 30-mile-an-hour sign there. He stated four out of five cars are exceeding 30 miles 
an hour there. 

John Limbeck asked the residents how many times have they called the sheriffs. Mr. Drapp stated 
his friend is a sheriff. He stated they do what they can do. 

Dario Marchioni stated Mr. Valerio lives in Chili and has built fantastic subdivisions. He asked is 
there any way they can look at this thing to see if they have to connect this road. Mr. Valerio 
stated they would look at it. He stated obviously they never intended the temporary cul-de-sac to 
be pennanent or it would have been paved. He stated he was not sure it is to the standard of a 
foll-sized cul-de-sac. John NO\vicki stated the To\Vn has standards for the size of a cul-de-sac. 

ivlr. Valerio stated in terms of the connections, they have one in the back, too, at Parkway, so 
there will be another connection there. Mr. Valerio stated when West Forest came in, they were 
told they needed another connection for traffic and safety, which benefits both of them. John 
Cross stated he believes the Fire Commissioner was involved in that. John Cross stated he didn't 
know that they can change that, but they can try to work \cvith the residents getting the Traffic & 
Safety Committee to make sure that signs are posted. 

Mr. Cole stated eight years ago this put in a proposal that got approved for doing this 
project. He stated he fulfilled half of it and put in half the houses. He stated at that time he 
left the rest sit. He stated people moved in and they have no say over anything that will happen 
for the rest of that road. He stated it has already been approved. He stated that is not right. He 
stated there should be some limitation on this proposal. He stated it is eight years later. He stated 
there is a whole new set of families. 

John Cross stated the original traffic studies that were done were based on full build-out and were 
not just based on a few years. Mr. Cole asked did they take into account Union Square or 60 

going by King Road a day. John Cross stated not Union Square, because that wasn't built. 
Mr. Cole stated it should be reevaluated. 

Bill Wilcox - Stuart Road 
Bill Wilcox stated he is on the Drainage Board. He stated he went to seminar a couple weeks ago 
and one of Lu Engineers' engineers is one of the top designers of drainage ponds. He stated he 
thought she should get involved here. He stated this pond, this shape will never go. Larry Nissen 
stated he would ask Fran Reese to look at it. 

John Limbeck stated he was very comfortable with Larry Nissen reviewing all applications 
because his experience has been proven over the years also. 

Beverly Neder - 82 Attridge Road 
Ms. Neder stated from attending many Planning Board meetings, she k11ew all the developers 
have anxiously been awaiting this sewer that finally came through. She stated now they're going 
to have all kinds of new residents move in and take advantage of these sewers, yet people who 
have lived in this Town and paid taxes for many years that have septic problems on King Road 
can't take advantage of these sewers. She stated she doesn't think that is fair. She asked why 
some of the developers don't have to ex1end the sewer line so that it would be available for the 
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people on King Road. 

rvtr. Avery stated theyre bringing in a sewer line. He stated so theyre going almost to the road 
down there. He stated the connection to the sewer is expensive. He stated theyre going to have 
a stub there. 

rvrr. Johnstone stated theyre going to widen King Road or do something. He stated with all this 
traffic coming, with all the traffic with Union Square, that is pretty much inevitable. He stated 
when they do that, they will have to put sewers because their septics are tapped out. 

John Nowicki stated the residents could petition for a sanitary sewer district extension to get it 
approved. Keith 0 1Toole stated that is one option. Mr. Johnstone asked do they petition the 
neighborhood, the expanded neighborhood or the whole Town. Keith O'Toole stated whoever 
would benefit from the extension. Larry Smith stated if they 50 people that need sewers, 
they should get 50 people to petition the Town Board to form an extension to the district. 

John Nowicki commented then they have to pay. Keith O'Toole people in the district who 
benefit from sewers, pay for the ex1ension. John Nowicki it would have to be paid off over 
20 to 30 years, and he stated they would have to pay a hook up to get tied into the sanitary 
sewers. John Cross stated it has to be approved by the Attorney General, but the County 
Pure Waters agency would be the one that would install 

John Nowicki made a motion to table 
was all in favor of the motion. 

application, and John seconded it The Board 

DECISION: Unanimously tabled by a vote of 6 yes until 9, 1997 meeting. The 
following concerns should be addressed by the applicant prior to the September 
9, 1997 Planning Board meeting: 

L Provide all correspondence to D.E.C. the proposed pond on the 
south side of King Road to the Planning Board and Commissioner of Public 
Works for 

Applicant should contact the Monroe County Soil and Water Conservation 
District representative to assist in the design and aesthetics of the proposed 
pond south of King Road. 

3. Applicant and his engineer should address elevation concerns noted by 
tlie Town Engineer and the concerns of adjacent neighbors to proper drainage 
from this project to the proposed pond. 

4. Applicant to provide Commissioner of Public Works with documentation 
regarding a proposed pump station for the drainage of this project. 

5. Applicant should contact the Chairman of the Chili Traffic & Safety 
Committee regarding the concerns of residents of Gilead Hill Road, with tlie 
connection of Gilead Hill Road to King Road. Contact the Town Fire 
Marshal regarding his concerns to this matter. 

No one was present to represent Application John Limbeck made a motion to table the 
application, and John Novvicki seconded the motion. The Board was all in favor of the motion. 

DECISION: Unanimously tabled by a vote of 6 yes without prejudice until the September 
1997 Planning Bpard meeting for the following reason: 

L Applicant failed to appear for the public hearing. 

The meeting ended at 9:20 p.m 



CHILI PLANNING BOARD 
September 9, 1997 

A meeting of the Chili Planning Board was held on September 9, 1997 at the Chili Town HalL 
3235 Chili Avenue, Rochester, New York 14624 at p.m. The meeting was called to order by 
Chairperson John Cross. 

PRESENT: Ray Bleier, Mitch Rakus, John Nowicki, Jolm Limbeck, 
Dario Marchioni, John Hellaby and Chairperson John Cross. 

ALSO PRESENT: Keith O'Toole, Assistant Counsel for the Town; Larry Nissen, Town 
Engineer; Charles Robinson, Conservation Board member. 

Chairperson John Cross declared this to be a legally constituted meeting of the Chili Planning 
Board. He ex-plained the meeting's procedures and introduced the Board and front table. He 
announced the fire safety exits. 

1. Application of Terry Radigan, ow11er; 939 Chili Scottsville Road, Scottsville, New York 
14546 for prelinlinary subdivision approval of one lot to be known as Radigan Subdivision 
at property located at 939 Chili Scottsville Road in AC. zone. 

Terry Radigan was present to represent the application. He stated he is requesting a subdivision. 
He stated when he went to get a building permit, it was discovered that in 1981, the previous 
owner did not get a proper subdivision, so he is requesting to get that subdivision done properly 
according to the Chili Code so that he could get his building permit okayed. John Nowicki 
commented they're just trying to correct a \vrong that was done a long time ago. Mr. Radigan 
stated that's correct. 

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE: 

James Vonglas - 96 l Chili Scottsville Road 
He stated he was just wondering if the applicant plans on building another house or does he want 
to add onto his house. Mr. Radigan stated this subdivision was done in 198 L He stated he is not 
subdividing. He stated the prope1ty to 105 acres. He stated he actually ovvns 20 acres. 
He stated is he not subdividing 

John Cross made a motion to declare the Board as far as SEQR, found this to be an 
unlisted action and made a determination of uo "''F.UU.•'"'"'" enviromneutal impact, and John 
Limbeck seconded the motion. 

John NO\vicki stated they need to make it a condition this property joins the drainage district. 

DECISION: Unanimously approved by a vote 7 yes with the follmving condition: 

J. Petition the Town Board (within 30 date of this letter) to include 
this subdivision in the Chili Consolidated Drainage District. 

Note: Final subdivision approval has been waived by the Planning Board. 

2. Application of Hess Station, c/o Mark Oswald, Sherwood Road, Palmyra, New 
York 14522 for preliminary site plan approval to erect a 24' x 48' canopy over fuel pumps 
at property located at 437 l Buff.1!0 Road in G.B. zone. 

Mark Oswald was present to represent the application. He stated be was present to 
represent Amarata Hess who presently leases tbe site. Mr. Oswald stated Hess is spending a lot 
of money to upgrade facilities, improve appearance, improve and traffic flow across station 
sites. He stated they propose to replace the two canopies on site \\.ith one canopy and two 

J'17 
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islands. 

Mr. Oswald stated the square footage of the new canopy \vill be less than the existing canopies. 
He stated by going to one canopy, it will prevent congestion on the site. He stated it will allow 
for more room for parking. He stated the canopy ·will also be equipped with a overhead fire 
suppression system to ensure the safety of the customers. He stated it will also provide a larger 
area of protection against snow and rain for the customers while fueling. 

John Nowicki stated the letter ofintent indicates that are they going to install a new 24 by 48 foot 
lighted canopy and one new 28 foot lighted Hess sign. Mr. Oswald stated the Hess sign was 
denied through zoning. Mr. Oswald stated they're not discussing that this evening. 
John Cross asked what size sign will they now be installing. Mr. Oswald stated no sign is 
proposed. He stated the existing sign would be left ;n place. 

Ray Bleier stated one of the notes on their plans calls for repaving of their entire lot. He asked 
when is that going to take place. Mr. Oswald stated that \Nould take place, if things as 
scheduled, in a couple of mouths, dming the construction. Ray Bleier asked if they are moving 
any pumps or anything. Mr. OS\vald stated they are uot. He stated the pumps are actually at a 
remote locatiou from the tanks. He stated this is a pressurized system, so the dispensers where 
one foels a car, there will be two new ones installed on the island on the dra\ving, \vhere the 
canopy is located. 

John Nowicki asked if their intent is to remove the two that are on the Union Street side of the 
statiou. Mr. Oswald stated that's correct. He stated the island and canopy on the Union 
Street side would be removed. 

Mitch Rakus stated he was looking at this as an improvement. John Hellaby asked if the canopy 
would be identical in construction to the one they're replacing presently at Buffalo and Long 
Pond. Mr. Oswald stated yes, it would be the same construction. John Nowicki asked are they 
proposing to install any new lighting other than the canopy, the lights 011 the canopy. Mr Oswald 
stated there is actually four yard lights that are sho\vn on the drawings. He stated there would 
two on Buffalo Road and two on Union Street. 

John Cross asked have they had any communication with the Fire Marshal about this application. 
Mr. Oswald stated he did not believe he has. John Nowicki stated the Board did not have any 
notes from the Fire Marshal about this, but he stated that was something that the applicant might 
want to make sure they do. 

John Nowicki asked what they haven't finished on the site plan yet Mr. OS\vald stated they have 
uot started any construction. John Nowicki asked wheu do they exlJect to get this all done. Mr. 
OS\vald stated as it is proposed 1ight now, they would start next month. He stated it will be done 
by the end of October. John Nowicki asked if that included the pavement. M1'. Oswald stated all 
ofit would be done by then. John Nowicki stated they're pretty close to plant shutdowns. Mr. 
Oswald stated that is true. 

John Limbeck asked if the abandoning of the existing lines in place and fill has been approved by 
the DEC. Mr. Oswald stated yes, it has been approved. 

Dario Marchioni asked if the ingress and egress easements will be black'topped, that area, on 
Union Street. Mr. Oswald stated no, that would not be repaved by them. Mr. Oswald stated 
they're going to pave to basically the square arouud the building. Mr. Oswald stated the easement 
will not be affected by the construction. He stated they're going to patch as far as they need to to 
make it look right and also to take care of all of the areas that are disturbed. Da1io Marchioni 
asked are they changing the hours of operation at all. ML Oswald stated he was not aware of that 
change taking place. 

John Limbeck what type of dumpsters are those in the back of the building, and how is the trash 
removed. Mr. Oswald stated that is actually a masonry dUlllpster enclosure. He stated they have 
an image that they want to maintain. He stated it is actually white castlerock, about 6 feet tall 
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above grade. He stated the front where the dumpsters would be placed in, those gates are white 
aluminum or white and green, their image. John Nowicki asked are those roll-out dumpsters 
or roll-on dumpsters. Mr. Oswald stated that's correct. 

Larry Nissen stated he also wanted to clarify a note on the plans indicates they will repave the 
entire lot, including entrance ways. He asked do they intend to get beyond their property lines on 
Union Street or Buffalo Road. Mr. Oswald stated they do not. Larry Nissen stated if they do, 
they may need a work permit from New York State D. 0. T. Mr. Oswald stated that would not be 
the case. He stated other than the curbing tl1at would go to the property line, that is the closest 
they would have to get as far as patching asphalt. Larry Nissen stated it matters not to him if they 
decide to do that or not, but was just telling them so they know. 

Charles Robinson stated the Conservation Board had no recommendations at this time. 

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE: 

Dorothy Borgus - 31 Stuart Road 
She asked if the applicant would put a map up so the people in the audience could have a little 
more idea what is going on. The applicant put a map up on tl1e bulletin board for the audience. 

Beverly Neder - 82 Attridge Road 
Ms. Neder stated as she understood it, they're going to be taking out the gas pumps on the Union 
Street side. Mr. Oswald stated that's correct. Ms. Neder asked do they have to take out the old 
tanks. Mr. Oswald stated the tanks are new that are existing right now, so iliey will not be 
disturbed. Mr. Oswald stated they're not putting in any new tanks. Mr. Oswald stated ilie new 
island locations and dispensers for fueling the car and the new canopy are all that is involved. Ms. 
Neder asked if there would be extensive digging. Mr. Oswald stated they'll have to uncover the 
tops of the tanks. He stated ultimately theyre to two-blend dispensers. He stated they will 
only store two grades of product, and then at the dispenser it is blended to make ilie different 
octane levels. He stated so ultimately two of these tanks \:vill be cyphoned together, so two of 
them will store regular unleaded fuel and one of them will store premium. 

Ms. Neder stated several ago when they were digging there and replacing something, they 
hit the underground springs and they quite a problem for quite a while \Vith water bubbling up 
and draining down iliere. Mr. Oswald stated they're aware of that. He stated ilie only ex'tent 
of their excavation is just to remove the and there is some piping modifications between 
the tank and that concrete pad. He stated theyre not doing any further excavation. 

John Cross made a motion to declare ilie Board lead as far as SEQR, found this to be an 
milisted action and made a detennination of no significant environmental impact, and John 
Limbeck seconded the motion. The Board all voted in favor of the motion. 

John Nowicki stated in lieu of fact there are no landscaping plans involved in the project, the 
Board should ask the applicant to contribute to the tree planting program in the Town of Chili. 
John Nowi.cki asked ilie appli.cant if he was familiar v.1th that. Mr. Oswald stated he was not. 
John Nowicki stated typically when an application is reviewed by their Conservation Board, 
landscaping plans would be submitted. He stated he understood because the sign was really 
the onJy consideration at that point for landscaping, and the has not gone through, obviously 
that creates a situation where they're not to do any significant landscaping. He stated what 
the Town requires oftentimes for a site plan improvement is that the applicant make a donation to 

Town tree planting fimd, which is typically equal to l percent of the project cost. He stated 
once they determine what their total project cost would be, they would write a check out to the 
Chili Town Clerk towards the tree planting fund. Mr. Oswald stated he would think if that is 
what this pemrit was contingent upon, that they would do that. 

John Nowicki asked Nick Barbata, Drainage Committee Chairperson, if the applicant is in a 
drainage district. Nick Barbata stated did not know. 

Mr. Oswald asked if they did not contribute to that fimd, could they take the same amonnt of 
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money and use that on the site. Charles Robinson stated for landscaping, by all means, they could 
do that. He stated that donation is in lieu oflandscaping. 

John Limbeck asked Charles Robinson, if they were going to plant something, would the 
Conseivation Board want to see a plan then. Charles Robinson stated they would need to see a 
licensed landscaping plan. 

DECISION: Unanimously approved by a vote 7 the following condition: 

1. In lieu oflandscaping on site, applicant is to contribute 1 % of total 
improvement constmction cost to the Chili Town Treeplauting Fund. 

Note: Final site plan approval has been waived by the Planning Board. 

3. Application of John Perna, owner; 3785 Chili Avenue, Churchville, Ne\v York 14428 for 
preliminary site plan approval to allow a U-Haul trailer and truck storage business at property 
located at 3510 Union Street in G.L zone. 

John Perna and Don Avery were present to represent the application. Mr. Perna stated basically 
he wants to have a stone driveway across the front of the property to the back with a small gravel 
parking lot to park U-Haul trucks and trailers. He stated he would like to run the office out of his 
service station until it takes off. He stated until it takes off, it would be financially unsound to 
have an office at the property. He stated he would like to leave the one-story house that 
somebody is renting right now as rental prope1ty. He stated what he proposes to do should not 
interfere with them at all. 

Mr. Perna stated all he would be doing is putting in a driveway \Vith a parking lot in the back He 
stated it is not going to be a business that will fly overnight. He stated if by chance it does take 
off, he would come back and have the house converted into an office. He stated that is in the 
future. 

John Nowicki stated he had a rep01t from the Monroe County Department of Planning and 
Development, and most of the items are standard points, but there are three comments that were 
made by the New York State Department of Transportation. Mr. Avery stated he talked to Jerry 
Schuman, and he is the one that recommended that they upgrade the driveway so it is light 
commercial. He stated he said that they could revise it from the paved edge back so it would be 
to the standards. Mr. Avery stated that is even though this maybe only be used 5 percent of the 
time for the U-Hauls. Mr. Avery stated Mr. Schuman stated he wanted it that way in case of an 
accident, the State might be liable if that driveway was not up to use for a commercial business. 

John Nowicki stated they want a 24 foot vvidth. Mr. Perna stated just got Jerry Schuman's 
letter last week when Mr. Schuman was on vacation, so it did not a lot of time to resolve 
this issue. Mr. Perna stated he would not be able to do anything until the State gives him their 
blessing on this. Mr. Perna stated in the meantime, hopefully he could move on with the Planning 
Board's blessing and then he could get all the wheels in motion. 

John Cross questioned what they would do about the recommendation of paving the driveway to 
a certain point. Mr. Avery stated they would pave it right to the right-of-way. Mr. Avery stated 
that was a new driveway put in about two years ago when tbey changed the highway. 

Ray Bleier stated when they were in for infonnal discussion, he thought the question was asked 
how many vehicles do they anticipate being on their property here at any one time. Mr. Perna 
stated he is figuring possibly in the beginning there may not be any trncks. He stated there may be 
three or four trailers. He stated U-Haul does not bring them and leave them to sit. He stated if 
somebody rents a vehicle from him, he would have to retrieve it from the U-Haul place, the 
closest one where they operate and then they may come back and it the nex.1 day for 
somebody else. Mr. Perna stated when he was doing it before, he didn't have any more than two 
trucks and trailers on the premises. He stated then he found out he wasn't supposed to do it 
without having the good graces of the TO\vn. Mr. Perna stated it is not something where thev \\lill 

v • 
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leave 20 trucks sitting idle, because they want that stuff to be moving all of the time. 

Ray Bleier stated he sees the proposed parking area is by He stated that seems like it 
would hold a fair amom1t of vehicles back there, a combination of trucks and trailers. Ray Bleier 
stated he thought that he would 1ike to make sure that that is the only area where trucks or trailers 
are going to be stored on that property. Ray Bleier stated in the future if it grows, then they 
would have to come back to the Planning Board. 

John Nowicki asked with that size, if they were to have stake bodies in there, how many could 
they park in that area. Mr. Perna stated they figured 15. He stated they might be able to have 
two big trucks, four medium trucks, four little trailers. He stated it depends on the size of the 
trucks that would be there. Mr. Perna stated since the original proposaL he decided he doesn't 
need any vehicles parked in front and he doesn't need a He stated he just wants to use the 
facility as a parking area only. 

Ray Bleier asked when are they going to finish construction on Union Street. Mr. Perna stated it 
is killing him He stated he didn't know. He stated his gas sales are dow'Il 50 percent. He stated 
just for him to go visit this piece of property, all the way dovm Chili Avenue Exiension and down 
Attridge and Davis Road, it takes an hour to go an eighth of a mile. 

Mitch Rakus stated most of his questions had been answered. He stated he looks at this as not a 
high traffic problem. He stated he thought the appearance should satisfy their Conservation 
Board. 

John Hellaby stated the area back there right now seems extremely overgrown. He asked is there 
an attempt being made not to disturb more than they have to along the edges as far as tree 
plantings. Mr. Perna stated he has already gone back and just cleared out the area. He stated 
there is a natural hedge row that goes on either side and there is a natural wide area in the back 
where it is all wetlands. 

John Hellaby asked if the area they're actually going to put this crushed stone parking area in is 
already mowed do\vn. Mr. Perna stated that is right. He stated he will not take out any trees on 
the side of the house because there was enough room in between them to get through, so he can 
leave all of the mature trees 011 site. John Hellaby commented it is pretty secluded back 
there. Mr. Perna stated no one can see anything from the road. Mr. Avery stated that is a federal 
wetland area. John Hellaby stated there are an a\vfid lot of cattails back there. Mr. A very stated 
it is a federal wetland. He stated they can be up to that line and they would not infringe on that. 

John Nowicki asked do they have to do any filling in the area, in the back. Mr. Perna stated he 
would just remove the topsoil and use it for a little ben11 arom1d t11e areas and then just fill it in 
\vith gravel and leave everything flat. Jolm NO\vicki stated obviously with the landscaping and 
planting the bem1, that should be reviewed by the Conservation Board. 

Charles Robinson stated when the applicant has his plans, he is going to have to resubmit them 
shO\ving the tree plantings, sizes and and have them stamped. Mr. Perna stated he did not 
want to make any waves, but thought that whenever they do landscaping, it has to represent a 
certain percentage of the project. John NO\vicki stated t:wically, be thought it is 3 percent. Mr. 
Perna stated he did not see spending more than $1,000 here, so 3 percent of a thousand would be 
$30. Mr. Perna stated he is just putting a in. Charles Robinson stated regardless what 
they spend, the fact they're planting in there, Conservation Board rules are that they do have 
to submit the plans and they do have to stamped by a architect. 

Mr. Perna stated that \vill cost him more than what he is required to spend for the landscaping. 
J\fr. Perna asked why couldn't he do what Hess did and the Town a check. Charles Robinson 
stated the applicant would have to take that up with the Planning Board or Glenn Schneider. Mr. 
Perna stated this is a mature piece of prope11y. He stated be only wanted to put little shrubs 
around the gravel, which is probably not even necessary, just so that nobody can see the gravel 
driveway from the road. 
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Charles Robinson suggested the applicant come and address the Conservation Board. He stated if 
the applicant did not want to wait that a long, then he could talk to Glenn Schneider and it would 
be based on Glenn Schneider's desire and the desire of the Planning Board. 

John Nowicki asked the existing stone driveway on the north side, is that encroaching on the 
property of Colleen Boyack. Mr. Perna stated originally it did, but she used to O\Vll both pieces 
of property. He stated there was a turnaround for this piece of property. He stated he bought the 
one piece and she still owns the one in the middle. Mr. Perna stated he did not put that gravel 
turnaround there. He stated it was there existing. He stated be feels he does not have to remove 
it because it is not on his property. He stated he has no reason to use 

John Nowicki stated he would assume that people that are going to rent there are going to use 
and they will be encroaching on someone else's property. Mr. Perna stated the people that are 
living there now were renting from her, and they have been mO\\ring that piece of property for her 
Mr. Perna stated that was between them, that they could still use it. Mr. Perna stated he brought 
it to their attention that he does not own it, so they can't use it. He stated he can't monitor if 
somebody else parks on somebody else's prope1ty. 

John Nowicki asked Keith O'Toole what he felt about the tenants \:vill be renting using that 
area that does not belong to Mr. Perna. John Nowicki stated Tmvn liability was his concern. John 
Nowicki asked what if the owner, Mrs. Colleen Boyack complains. Keith O'Toole stated that is 
really au issue between the two prope1ty ow11ers. He stated the same thing arises with the 
encroachment for what appears to be a turnaround off the stoue driveway. He stated just the fact 
that it exists from a title point of view, insurance issues aside, that is something between them. 

John Nowicki stated the dra\.\':iug he had in front ofl1im does show on proposed stone 
driveway some plantings of some whatever they are, but it also shows around the proposed 
Ciusbed down parking area for the vehicles some type of planting also. He stated it should be 
something that should go before the Conservation Board and worked out with them so the 
Pla111ling Board could have a repo1t back on what was settled on. He stated the question here is to 
try as best they can to block and screen some of these things out. He stated he agrees there is a lot 
of green stuff in there, but it still needs to be addressed by the Conservation Board. He stated 
they should not really try to negotiate for the Conservation Board. 

John Limbeck asked are they anticipating any fencing or any lights. He asked if the applicant 
thinks security would be a problem. Mr. Perna stated he did not think there would be any 
problem. He stated for anybody to come from the back, it is shmbs and bushes and cattails. 
He stated there would be people on both sides and his tenants that would be living there. He 
stated he did not see security as a problem. 

John Limbeck asked if this business took off do\vu the road, would the applicant be looking to 
pave this and fence it in. Mr. Perna stated if it took off down the road, he would possibly remove 
the house and build a professional office there. He stated there are no plans for that right now. 

John Nowicki asked the applicant does he have any rights to the second piece that Colleen owns. 
Mr. Perna stated he approached her to buy it, but she was unclear about it. He stated if he could 
have purchased that, it would have made the whole deal easier. He stated he has no agreements 
with her now on that. 

Charles Robinson asked if the applicant if he wanted to in front of the Conservation Board the 
first Monday of the month, or would he want to talk to Glenn Schneider directly for his decision 
and the desire of the Planning Board. Mr. Avery stated they would go in front of the 
Conservation Board. Charles Robinson stated whatever they do, it is the desire of the Planning 
Board. Mr. Avery stated they do want to put something in in the fall because that is the best time 
to do it. Charles Robinson stated if they're going to do it, they have to do it quick because now is 
the time to do it. He stated they have to do it at the next meeting. 

Mr. Perna stated he already bought some shmbs. John Nowicki commented he hopes they are big 
enough. John Nowicki stated the applicant should just make sure he gives the Conservation 



Board a list of plantings and the sizes. Charles Robinson suggesied the applicant go talk to a 
landscape arch.itect for a plan to be stamped because it is a lot easier. 

Ray Bleier stated he thought for the of this project it is totally unrealistic to ask the applicant 
to get a licensed landscaping architect to have these p1ans stamped. Charles Robinson stated 
there is always the other option, to make the donation. 

John Cross stated he thought it is absolutely mandatory here that landscaping be completed. He 
stated it is a matter of the Conservation Board revie'"'ing it and approving it Charles Robinson 
stated the Conservation Board is wining to either way, depending on which is feasible based on 
the nature of the project. John Nowicki stated but they could recommend that the landscaping 
plan requirement be waived by the Conservation Board. Charles Robinson stated that is the desire 
of the Planning Board. John Nowicki stated he was sure that the Conservation Board has a list of 
landscapers out there that sell landscape products that would be glad to do a landscape plan that 
ivill not cost them an arm and a leg. Charles Robinson stated if the applicant talks to Glenn 
Schneider, they may not have to do it. 

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE: 

Dorothy Borgus - 31 Stuart Road 
Ms. Borgus stated she does not live very far from this station and has always been concerned and 
continues to be concerned with the appearance of this area. Ms. Borgus stated she was 
wondering how many of these trees that they show on their map are there now. Mr. Perna stated 
all the trees he shows on tl1e map are there. He stated tl1e only proposed plantings would be the 
little shrubs he would plant arolllld the gravel driveway. The applicant offered to Ms. Borgus to 
meet her there tomorrow to her a tour of the property. Ms. Borgus stated that would not be 
necessary. Mr. Perna stated the trees are probably older than everyone present. 

Ms. Borgus stated \V1th regard to their plan, it is interesting there is nothing mentioned about the 
overgrov.m wetland behind, and th.e trees are behind the parking lot. She stated she would 
think the trees should be in front of the parking lot to provide screening as opposed to on the 
back where really it doesn't matter. 1\1r. Perna stated they did not want to plant trees near a leech 
field. Ms. Borgus asked is the leech field for the house. Mr. Perna stated it is. 

Ms. Borgus asked if the house shown to the left is what they plan on leaving. Mr. Perna indicated 
on the plans where the house Mr. Pema indicated where there is a 34-inch maple tree, a 
32-inch maple tree, an 18-inch maple a 12-inch maple tree and a 24-inch maple tree. 

Ms. Borgus asked what are the dimensions of this prope1ty. Mr. Perna stated the dimensions of 
the property are 100 by 100 by 383. and 387.19. Mr. Perna stated it is almost an acre. 

Ms. Borgus stated she has two problems with this. She stated it seems to her like it is supposed to 
be evidently some kind of a fits all operation. She stated they have a piece ofland that isn't too 
i\oide. She stated it is an average building lot with a house on it. She stated they want to leave the 
house and leave the house's driveway. Mr. Perna st.ated the people have to have a place to park. 

Ms. Borgus stated they do not want to have an office here, and yet, they want to use it for 
commercial purposes. Mr. Perna stated he wants to use it for what it is zoned for, and just use it 
as a parking lot Ms. Borgus stated but then that doesn't include a house. Ms. Borgus stated it 
seems as though they have to go one way or another. 

Ms. Borgus stated she has a real problem with hearing from Mr. Perna that he wants to have the 
office for this business at his service station. Ms. Borgus stated not too long ago Mr. Perna was 
before this Board because he had trailers and trucks from U-Haul parked at his service station at 
the comer of Union and Chili, and he was brought before the Board because it was illegal. She 
stated he presented a proposal, and he was turned down by this Board. 

Ms. Borgus stated she was much afraid if the office for this business is at the gas station, the 



trucks will end up at the gas station, and this will be a front Ms. Borgus stated it looks to 
her like this is nothing more than a house that a driveway that is put through and they're 
turning it into a parking lot and theyre still going to do business down at the comer of Union 
Street and Chili Avenue. She stated it looked terrible when he had the business there. She stated 
he doesn't have room for those trucks or trailers. 

Ms. Borgt1s stated she did not know how in the world the applicant plans on doing business at 
two sites. She stated she was very much afraid this is nothing but a 

John Cross made a motion to declare the Board lead agency as fur as SEQR, found this to be au 
unlisted action and made a determination of no significant euvironmelltal impact. 

John Nowicki stated he had a question in regards to this. He asked on this particular site, will 
there be any storage of fuel oils of any kind. Mr. Perna no, there would not. Mr. Pema 
stated only the trailers and the U-Haul trucks would be there. He stated possibly he might leave 
his plow truck there to open up the driveway. 

John Nowicki asked the applicant how does propose to handle when he leases or rents one of 
these vehicles, the gassing of those. He stated the applicant will have to obviously take them to 
his station. Mr. Perna stated he has U-Haul trucks that pull into his station now for fuel. John 
Nowicki stated but obviously they will not be stored there. Mr. Perna stated they may be there 
for a few moments. 

Ms. Borgus questioned the washing of the vehicles. Mr. Perna stated he may repair them at the 
service station, but he was not going to repair them on the new site because that would be in 
conflict with environmental concerns. He stated right know he repairs U-Haul vehicles already at 
his station. John Nowicki stated but there \vill be no on-site storage of these trucks. 

Ms. Borgus suggested that there would be a certain number of hours maximum that these vehicles 
could be at the station at any one time. Jobn Nowicki stated he didn't know how they could 
enforce that. John Nowicki stated they could condition approval for no permanent storage. Ms. 
Borgus stated permanent could be just that, forever. John Nowicki stated they could condition it 
no storage of vehicles on He stated if the applicant has one vehicle inside being repaired, that 
is fine or if there is one being fueled, that is fine. Ms. Borgus stated she did not have any problem 
with them passing through there. She stated she did not want to see them sit there. 

Mr. Perna stated occasionally there may be one left overnight and the morning they would go 
through. He stated he will not store them there. 

Ray Bleier asked could the Board impose conditions on a different that the applicant has for 
this a particular application. Keith O'Toole stated that is questionable inasmuch as the 
applicant has indicated that his operations are related because his office is going to be located on 
that site, they could make the argument, but it is a bit of a reach. 

Dario Marchioni stated he thought the applicant should the benefit of the doubt. He stated 
they should see how the operation Keith O'Toole stated they should keep in mind he is not 
permitted to have U-hauls at the gas station, so if he does store them there, then the Building 
Inspector can issue an appearance ticket. 

Jack Libber - Stottle Road 
He stated he did not see any problem with this. He stated it is commercial property and should be 
used as commercial property. He stated the State has a parking lot a stone's throw by the 
expressway there and they store all kinds of different things there at their leisure. He stated the 
applicant should be able to do what he wants to do on his commercial property. He stated the 
State can park anything they want to there. He stated it would be nice to have U-Haul trailers 
not down in Chili Center. He stated they would be out of Town a bit. He stated he lives around 
the comer a little bit. 

John Nowicki clarified Mr. Libber meant he agreed the applicant should be allowed to store 
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trailers on the Union Street property. :Mr. Libber stated it would be nice to have U-Haul trailers 
in Chili that are easily accessible. 

The vote on SEQR was the Board was all in favor oftl1e motion. 

Ray Bleier stated his own. personal opinion is to have the plans stamped by a licensed landscape 
architect is not necessary. He stated he would like to see them work that out without that 
stipulation. John Cross stated he agreed. He asked iftl1ere was anybody in disagreement. John 
Nowicki stated he is not in disagreement, but he would say rather than usurp the powers of the 
Conservation Board, that board should make that decision. 

Charles Robinson stated the applicant still has the option to do a l percent donation to the tree 
planting fund. John Nowicki stated the landscaping is what they want. He stated they do not 
want the donation. Charles Robinson stated if they want the landscaping, it is really depending on 
the project. 

There was further discussion of conditions. 

Ray Bleier stated they bad a hearing on the type of storage on the Chili Avenue site. He stated 
that was denied. He stated it is not necessary to have that type of condition on this approval. 
John Nowicki asked did the applicant actually come in for formal application or was that a matter 
for discussion. Mr. Pema stated he came in two years ago for discussion, but five years ago is 
when he came in that they shut it down. He stated he already had the business in operation, and 
he had two trucks and two trailers on site. He stated no one knew he was doing it until someone 
complained about it. 

Ray Bleier stated he would like to have a condition that they not exceed the storage area as 
shown on the plans. 

DECISION: Unanimously approved by a vote of 7 vvith the following conditions: 

1. Petition the Tov .. 11 Board (\vithin 30 days of tl1e of this letter) to include 
this parcel in the Chili Consolidated Drainage District 

2. Pending approval of the Tow11 Engineer. 

3. Applicant must mitigate comments ofN.Y.S. Department of Transportation 
as per the Monroe C01mty Development Review Committee review letter 
dated August 28, 1997. 

4. Submit landscaping plans to the Conservation Board for review and approval. 

5. Rented vehicles to be only in area as designated on the site plan. 

Note: Final site plan approval been waived by the Planning Board. 

4. Application of Mary & Elizabeth Goodberlet, owner; 196 StI)1ker Road, Scottsville, New 
York 14546 for preliminary subdivision approval of one lot to be knO'wn as Isaacs-Stryker 

Subdivision at property located at 196 Stryker Road in PRD & FPO zone. 

Don Avery was present to represent the application. He stated he was also accompanied by the 
0\\11er. Mr. Avery stated this involves Stryker Road, right near Stottle Road, about 730 feet east 
of the intersection, on the south side of the road. He stated the property also includes an area 
over across the road. He stated this is a separate parcel they're talking about, Lot 1. 

Mr. Avery stated they have over 7.5 acres, and they only need 5 acres in that area. Mr. Avery 
stated they have shown sight distances w1rich are sufficient He stated they have a waterline in 
front now of the property that they will into. Mr. Avery stated they have done the perk tests, 
and they did have mineral deposits. He stated they have the perk test shm'im on the plans. Mr. 



Avery stated the house has quite a setback from the road. ML Avery stated certainly from the 
property to the west it is also set back. He stated it is graded in such a \Vay that he wants to have 
a walk-out basement, and he has shown a gravity drain to the proposed pond. 

Mr. Avery stated the driveway is on the west side. He stated is a little hill in the back and it 
is wooded. He stated it is not used for agriculture at the present time. Mr. Avery stated the note 
on the map indicates this is only the approximate location. 

Mr. Avery stated the Conservation Board, for a will a plan. Charles Robinson asked 
what Board did that. Randy Isaacs, also present to represent the application, stated the Soil and 
Water Conservation Board did that. Mr. Isaacs stated they would like to start building as soon as 
they get the permits. 

John Nowicki stated there was a concern from the Drainage Committee that the home would be 
built in a low point on the property, thereby subjecting the basement to flooding. Mr. Avery 
stated they have the house set up. He stated actually there is a gravity drain and they don't even 
have a sump pump. He stated it is set up such that there would a gravity drain from the tile 
around the basement to the pond that they're putting in. Mr. Avery stated Mr. Isaacs met with tbe 
people from the Soil Conservation Group about a week 

Mr. Isaacs stated they did not see any problem with that draining down toward the pond with a 
slight spillway in there. He stated the elevations where the house would be located are at the 
higher points of the lot. John Nowicki asked would be a walk-out basement. Mr. Isaacs 
stated that's correct. John Nowicki asked if the perimeter drains in and out. Mr. Isaacs stated 
that's correct. John Nowicki stated the water would move. He stated that would not be a 
problem. He stated they should waterproof the walls good. 

John Cross asked what would be the depth of tl1e pond. Steven Berghash, the prospective 
property owner, was also present to represent the application. He stated he met with the Senior 
Technician of Monroe County Soil and Water Conservation Board, who designed and engineered 
the pond. Mr. Berghash stated the pond is just over a quarter acre. He stated it is .28 acres. He 
stated they did three deep bole tests when they came out to design the pond. He stated those 
deep holes were down to 12 feet. He stated the design of the pond in front of the Board shows a 
depth of 10 feet. He stated if they wanted to go deeper, the Senior Technician, Mr. Burkunas, 
who actually comes out and supervises the excavation, would make sure that everything is done 
to specification. Mr. Berghash stated he had to actually put a deposit down with the Department 
of Soil and Water, a $500 deposit to help ensure that they construct and engineer the pond to 
their specifications, which is really quite detailed. 

Mr. Berghasb stated the pond is approximately 120 feet long by 100 feet wide. He stated it has a 
slightly irregular shape to be compatible with the trees and shrubs that are in that area. He stated 
they're trying to maintain as many shrubs and trees as possible and have a nice natural landscape 
back there. He stated their intention for the pond is a ·wildlife and conservation area. 

Mr. Berghasb stated when the site contractor does the actual excavation, Mr. Burkunas would 
supervise the entire process and make sure everything is done properly, that the pond will hold 
water, that the berms are done correctly and that drainage is as it shows on his plans. 

John Nmvicki questioned the notation 011 the plans of grouud nest hornets. Mr. Isaacs stated Mr. 
Burkunas is allergic to them, so that is why he noted them, so he remembers where they are. 
John Cross asked that the Board receive follow-up copies correspondence from Mr. Burkm 
to the applicant. 

Larry Nissen stated he has not seen anything on that plan. Mr. Berghash stated they just got that 
plan at 5 o'clock today. Mr. Avery stated he submitted the plan to the Water Authority with the 
calculations and also the Health Department, because they do want to get going on it. He stated 
they found no problems with either of those agencies. He stated he has talked to Larry about the 
plan. Larry Nissen stated he would not have a problem vv1th this because he does not even think a 
pond is required here. He stated for that reason, he would not nitpick it. 



Larry Nissen stated he would like to see what the Soil Conservation Services is recommending. . ~ 

He stated it might be applicable to other areas. 

Mr. Berghash stated to address the it '"'ill be a square foot Colonial. 

Ray Bleier asked on the plans, what a cellular under drain meant. Mr. Avery stated that is the one 
around the footings that he wants to connect and have brought back. He stated it was suggested 
that it be on the inside and outside. Larry Nissen stated it is the outlet or the discharge point for 
the drainage that collects in. He stated uuderdrain should be one word on the plans. Larry Nissen 
stated there will be a pump to bring it out. Ray Bleier stated with the three words he was trying 
to figure that out. 

Mitch Rakus asked will there be drainage on the outside and the inside also. Mr. Isaacs stated 
that is correct. Mitch Rakus stated he was familiar with the site for many years. He stated as 
long as the flood plain is addressed and as long as the TO\vn's Engineer and the applicant's 
engineer agree on drainage, he has no argument here at all. He stated it looks like a good project. 

John Hellaby stated he did not have a problem ivith the subdivision per se. He stated he wants to 
explore the pond situation just a little bit further. He stated these things seem to be popping up all 
over South Chili. John Hellaby stated he is a little unclear even though the Soil and Water 
Conservation Department engineered this what actually feeds the water into this pond. He 
asked if it is just runoff Mr. Isaacs stated it would be runoff He stated they \\'ill not be 
eliminating any waters that would have there or tliat would pass through it. He stated 
waters come down from Stottle Road because the grades are higher that run through the 
property, so there would be a spillway at the other end pond to continue the runoff like it 
normally would. 

John Hellaby stated he understands their concern and they would like a pond. He stated 
everybody out in South Chili has been having ponds. He stated they have extremely steep banks 
to keep the cattails from collecting in them. Mr. Berghash stated it is a 1 to 4 slope, and that is 
what he typical1y designs. 

John Hellaby stated if they're to have mnoff to fill this and the water depth is 8 foot, if 
one of his children slid off the down into the pond, they could not get out of there. He 
stated that is his only concern so tbe applicant is aware of that. John Hellaby stated he 
unfortunately thinks ponds are nice in the beginning, but over the course of time, 10, 12 years 
do\Vn the road, they tum into a mosquito haven and a mess. 

Mr. Berghash stated he has a one-year old son, so the safety of this pond structure is most 
important to him. He stated he thought long and hard about installing a pond when they started 
with tl1is project, and he is committed to maintaining the pond. He stated it will not become 
overgrown or a mosquito baven. He stated he ivould not want to live near that. 

John Hellaby stated the cattail situation, there is a very nice spring fed pond that has been there 
for a long time up on Humphrey Road that is owned by the Seuunlers, and he has noticed in the 
last five or years, the cattails are coming up and they are just unbelievable. He stated it is a 
maintenance problem. Mr. Berghash stated he would maintain 

Mitch Rakus stated Ballantyne Road used to be knm\tn as Mosquito Point Road. He stated no 
matter if they put a pond in or they do not put a pond going to have the mosquitoes 
regardless. 

John Nowicki ~tated he concurred with the safety issue of this, but he would also appreciate the 
beauty out of die pond and the wildlife. He stated he was sure will be creative with it. 

John No\Vicki asked how many courses high are the basement walls. Mr. Berghash stated 12 
courses. 



COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE: 

Beverly Neder • 82 Attridge Road 
She stated she was just wondering if there is a requirement for the pond to be fenced in. John 
Nowicki stated he did not believe so. Ms. Neder stated her neighbor, when their houses were 
built, put a pond in and the Town required him to fence his pond. 

Keith O'Toole stated he was not aware of any ordinance to that effect. Ms. Neder stated her 
neighbor would be glad to know could take his fence do~1i. 

John Nowicki asked if that pond is a swimming pool. Ms. Neder stated it is a pond. Larry Nissen 
stated that question should be addressed to Larry Smith. He stated that should be passed on to 
Larry Smith. Ms. Neder stated her neighbor was told if it was an existing pond, a farm pond or a 
pond that was needed for drainage, they're not required to be but if it is a pond that is for 
wildlife, natural beauty, et cetera, it had to be fenced for safety. 

Mr. Berghash stated if it ends up being a requirement for C of 0, then they will fence the 
pond. He stated they as parents \Vill be more of an advocate for protecting their child than anyone 
else. Ms. Neder stated her neighbor's children were teenagers and they had to fence it in. She 
stated it looks ugly with the fence around it. John Nowicki stated there are a lot of ponds around 
Town that do not have a fence around them. Ms. Neder stated the Town made him put the fence 
m. 

Ray Bleier asked was that a residential area. Ms. Neder stated it was. Ray Bleier stated this is 
not a residential area. He stated that might be a difference, because of the zoning. 
Jolm Cross stated they would have Lany Smith review that point. 

John Cross made a motion to declare the Board lead agency as far as SEQR, found this to be an 
wtlisted action and made a detemrlnation of no significam environmental impact, and John 
Limbeck seconded the motion. The Board all voted yes on the motion. 

DECISION: Unanimously approved by a vote of7 yes \vith the following conditions: 

1. Pending approval of the To\\'n Engineer. 

2. Petition the Town Board (within 30 days of the date oft11is letter) to include 
this subdivision in the Chili Consolidated Drainage District. 

Note: Final subdivision approval has been waived by the Planning Board. 

5. Application ofHome Properties ofNY, 850 Clinton Square, Rochester, New York 14604 
property owner: College Greene Residence, Inc.; for final subdivision approval of lots to 
be known as College Greene Section 3 at property located at 67 Park--way in PUD zone. 

Laurie Willard was present to represent the application. She stated the sheets handed out 
represent a couple small revisions. She stated the only difference is the lot lengths. She stated it 
would be Lots 77 through 83, at the bottom where originally some of them were 116 feet. She 
stated she also handed out their typical house plan, and the house plan itselfis 120 feet. She 
stated if a person puts a porch on, then they need probably a foot in the front and a foot in the 
back for margin of error. John Nowicki stated they would still be in compliance with all of the 
measurements for the building. 

Ms. Willard stated in these revised plans, they could put that house on almost any lot She stated 
there are two lots too narrow to get it and sbe has another house plan that they put on the lots 
that go around the pond area. 

Ms. Willard stated she is the Project Manager at College She stated currently they have 
sold 78 homes. She stated they have about 30 lots in inventory currently. She stated so far they 
have sold 18 houses this year, so if they don't subdivide over the \.vinter, they will be running into 
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a shortage by the end of next year. She stated t.hey would like to do this over the winter so that 
they can have the remaining lots available for spring development 

Ray Bleier stated he was out on the site and it really looks great. He stated he noticed there is not 
an awful lot of construction debris around either. Ray Bleier asked vvi1at is their occupancy now 
in the apartments. Ms. Willard stated they are full. He stated they have a one-year waiting list for 
a one-bedroom and a two-year waiting list for a two-bedroom apartment. 

John Nowicki asked is this the last section. Ms. Willard stated it is. 

Ms. Willard stated as a suggestion to the other applicant, if they have a l on 4 four pond, as was 
recommended when they developed this, and they did have some cattail problems, muskrats eat 
cattails. She stated they got some muskrats and this year they did not have a problem She stated 
now they have the little holes around, but they don't have a cattail problem. Ms. Willard stated 
also they lined part of the perimeter with some of the e:\.tra stone they had from the pond they had 
to blast, so that reduced the cattails, too. She stated they do have a 1 on 4 slope, and it is 
working pretty well. 

John Nowicki stated whenever he drives through there, everything seems to be working very well 
with the ponds. He stated the ducks and swans seem to be very happy. Ms. Willard stated they 
have population control there. She stated they collect all eggs. Ms. Willard stated they collected 
over 300 eggs this year. John Nowicki asked if they tum them over to the DEC. Ms. Willard 
stated they are domestic eggs. John Nowicki stated he has had occasion to stop by the 
crossing there to wait for the little ones to get across the ::.1reet. 

Mitch Rakus stated as long as everybody is satisfied, especially their engineer with the drainage 
situation, he was looking forward to their finishing this project because he liked it very much. 
Mitch Rakus stated he knew a lot of Kodak retirees that are living there, and they say positive 
things all the time. 

John No\Vicki stated the landscaping they have done in some of those backyards is amazing. 

Dario Ma.rchioni asked the two lots, numbers 66 and 67, are they going to be developed. Ms. 
Willard stated yes, they will. She stated they are flag lots. She stated there will be a driveway 
that will come up where the two naffow strips are. She stated she would assume they would 
share a driveway. She stated they would share the maintenance of the driveway. She stated it 
would be one driveway going up there. Ms. Willard stated then it would Y off. She 
stated those two lots are situated higher than the other lots that they're behind, so they won't 
necessarily look right at each other. She stated there would be an elevation change. 

Dario Marchioni questioned what would happen to the land suffounding the two lots. Ms. 
Willard stated that would be owned by the Homeowners' Association. She stated it would be 
retained by that group. Ms. Willard stated they have kind of a buffer area that goes around a 
good portion of the property that is owned by the Homeowner's Association. 

Larry Nissen stated he had a couple of questions that he would direct to the applicant's engineer 
concerning grading into adjacent sections, but other than that, the plans look fine. 

Dario Marchioni stated the two flag lots would have to come in agreement with sharing the 
driveway. 

Keith O'Toole stated at 11 feet for drive\vay, if they wanted to, conceivably they could use 
those as independent driveways because they are wide enough, but in terms oflaying out utility 
lines, presumably they would want to have some sort of common driveway agreement with 
maintenance provisions. 

Charles Robinson stated the Co11se1vation Board would just like to see a street tree planting plan. 
Ms. Willard stated what they have been doing is withholding $300 from the closing price, and 
when each individual resident plants a street tree of their choice from the list that Chili approves, 

30"1 
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they're refunded $300. Ms. Willard stated a lot of people move in in a season when it is not 
conducive to necessarily plant a tree immediately. She stated plus like to get the ground 
settled. She stated they do withhold that money until they plant a street tree. 
John Nowicki suggested they send just some correspondence to the Conservation Board 
regarding that. Charles Robinson stated they should put that in writing and address that to Glenn 
Schneider. 

Larry Nissen stated it seemed like a time to bring an issue up. He stated they have been 
requiring that monies be posted by the developer within a letter for the installation of 
street trees. He stated realistically it is very difficult to adtninistrate that on the Town's behalf 
because street trees are generally planted loug after improvements are installed, such as roadways 
and storm sewers. He stated the naturally want to be done with their letters of credit 
long before street trees go in. He stated and then they do in, generally the Town 
Engineer does not know about it, installed on a meal basis as the lots are 
sold. He stated to go out and to check on street trees is basically not feasible. He stated it is not 
a workable situation, so if they could come up with some alternative they have the 
Conservation Board representative here and the Planning Board, just wanted to make the 
Board aware of that. He stated he would be definitely open to some of alternative guarantee 
for the installation of street trees. Larry Nissen stated be would like to see it taken out of the letter 
of credit process. 

John Nowicki stated they might even Ms. Willard's procedures. Ms. Willard stated she 
thought it works very well. Larry Nissen stated that is a possibility. He stated it could be 
contingent upon issuance of a ce1tificate of occupancy. Ms. Willard stated even then not much 
can be done because of time of year. Larry Nissen stated seasonal consideration is another factor. 

Keith O'Toole stated they could issue a conditional C of 0 sufficient for closing purposes. Larry 
Nissen stated that is a nightmare for Larry Smith to have to go through all that paperwork 
because street trees are not installed. Charles Robinson stated he would note it as an action item 
for the Conservation Board. 

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE: 

Dave Robbins - 54 Springbrook Drive 
He stated he lives adjacent to Lot Number He stated there is a low spot that has collected a 
lot of trash over the years. He stated he was concerned about what would happen to that. He 
stated he was sure the owner of Lot 66 would be concerned about too. He stated there are 
about eight property owners around the rim of this property who would be concerned. 

Mr. Robbins stated they enjoy watching the property develop, but beautification is his main 
concern. He stated the neighborhood feels that way. 

Mr. Robbins stated the other concern he has is north of Lot Number 61, there was at one time 
proposed a right-of-way through there. He stated he did not know what happened to it. He 
stated it would go up to Springbrook Drive that now dead He stated it is not going to 
become a main street as he understands it, and that is fine with him He stated there were just a 
couple ofloose ends that he would want addressed. 

John Nowicki stated if he recalled, the Homeo'hners' Association is going to care for the adjacent 
lands that Mr. Robbins was speaking of next to Lot 66. Ms. Willard stated the way things are 
going right now, that would be owned by the Homeowners' Association when everything is done. 
She stated right now when they have basement dirt, sometimes they need to find extra places to 
put basement dirt. She stated she would have to study the site. She stated if there is a low spot, 
they would have an opportunity to lose some dirt there, in which case it would get graded and 
certainly they would be sensitive to the drainage in that area, however they end up grading it. 

Ms. Willard stated the other issue that she has been recently reconsidering seriously is the 
emergency access, which they do want to provide, that is located where she indicated on the plan. 
She stated the two flag lots that are in Section Numbers 58 and as she has been studying it, 
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they are also at a higher elevation, and she is starting to think it would make more sense to 
connect their driveway accessing the end of Springbrook Drive and then deed that to the 
Homeowners' Association instead of to the individual lots as they had originally subdivided it. 
She stated they could provide a firm gravel base such that emergency vehicles still could be 
coming through there and make it a pedestrian walkway such that residents from College Greene 
could have access to walk through there. She stated it would be a good short cut for them to get 
up to Union Street Plaza area. 

Ms. Willard stated plus with the higher elevation, there is quite a steep grade change through 
there. She stated they could make it accessible for emergency vehicles but not blacktop it, which 
they had intended to do, in order to bring driveways up for those lots. Ms. Willard stated she was 
thinking it might behoove them to have the driveways actually access off there and just have an 
emergency access through the entire area. Ms. Willard stated she would be glad to discuss the 
specs of that Vv1th the engineers. 

John Nowicki stated maybe Larry Nissen could follow that up with the applicant's engineer. John 
Novv1cki stated the emergency access was in the original proposal. Ms. Willard stated that's 
correct. 

Larry Nissen asked is that just north of Lot 5 9 A Ms. Willard stated that's correct. John 
Nowicki asked would the emergency access be something they could use to get into there. Ms. 
Willard stated originally it was intended to used to get into the flag lots, but she was thinking it 
would be better to not have so much blacktop there. She stated there would be a greater 
temptation for vehicles to try to jump would be a 20 foot strip as opposed to a 100 foot strip 
of gravel. 

John NoVv1cki stated he sees they have eliminated the emergency strip. He asked if they want to 
keep that in there. Ms. Willard stated they would still keep it in there as gravel, but it would 
become a walkway. Ms. Willard stated if it was a driveway, for one, it would be private property 
and they couldn't use that as a shortcut to walk through there. 

John Nowicki asked is that something that they would want to bring back before the Board to 
look at if they redesign it. Ms. Willard stated she didn1t know who she would have to bring it 
back to because they would have to resubdivide those two lots, was her assumption. John 
NoVv1cki stated that would not affect this application. Ms. Willard asked do resubdivisions have 
to come through the Planning Board. John NoVvicki they do. 

Ms. Willard stated if the Board had any comments or suggestions now, she would be glad to hear 
them. John Nowicki stated he thought idea is creative, especially getting people back there 
both ways. He stated he was sure people from the other area would like to come over to look at 
their ponds, ducks and geese and everything else over there, so it would not be bad for interaction 
amongst the communities. 

John Nmvicki asked Ms. Willard if she felt comfortable in addressing the gentleman's issues as far 
as cleaning up th.e property. Ms. Willard stated on the plan it looks like a lot of area, but it is not 
that big of area once the houses are built. 

John NoVvicki asked what does their schedule look like as far as starting the last section as far as 
road work and utilities. Ms. Willard stated over the winter. She stated they would certainly pave 
it by May. 

John Nmvicki asked if the trash in that area that was adjacent to Lot 66 is building materials. Mr. 
Robbins stated it is mostly branches, garden debris, all of which will decay. He stated 
environmentally it is very good, but it looks unsightly at the moment. He stated he and his 
neighbors have put some there. stated all do it. 

Mr. Robbins stated his one concern is drainage there because it is low. He stated if they put 4 feet 
of dirt from the excess dirt pile, they might back water up on all of the prope1ty if they don't drain 
under it. 

]II 
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DECISION: Unanimously approved by a vote of? vvith the follo'W1ng conditions: 

L Pending approval of the Tovv11 Engineer. 

2. Submit a letter to the Chainnan of the Chili Conservation Board explaining 
applicant's procedures for street tree planting hold back. Copy that letter to 
the Planning Board. 

6. Application ofKevin Wehle, ovv11er; Stottle Road, Churchville, New York 14428 for 
preliminary subdivision approval of three lots to be ki10M1 as Weltle-Chili Subdivision at 
properties located at 26 & 32 Stottle Road iu R-1-20 zone. 

Kevin Wehle and Don Avery were present to represent the application. Mr. Kevin Wehle stated 
he has a piece of property that he acquired about three years ago. He stated he would like to 
subdivide it into three lots. He stated Lot l and Lot 2 would be for his sons to build a house and 
Lot 3 would be put onto his property that he lives at 32 Stottle Road right now. He stated Lot l 
would be built on sometime this year hopefully and Number 2 would be in the future for his other 
son. 

MT. Avery stated the drainage, they have talked to Joe Carr he did not feel there was any 
problem because there was already a drainage channel. He stated they are not asking for any 
variances at all as far as the lot size or setback. Mr. Avery stated theyre on a sanitary sewer. He 
stated they have public water. Mr. Avery stated they have addressed the concerns ofD.O. T 
Mr. Avery stated Lot 3 would be added to the existing lot Mr. Kevin Weble ovvns now. 

Ray Bleier stated was surprised the State didn't say something about the two proposed curb lots 
over there. Mr. Kevin Wehle stated he is meeting witb Mr. Schuman on that Thursday at 10 
o'clock. He stated that would be his first meeting on that. Ray Bleier stated they might want to 
suggest a common drive, but there is the drainage channel. Mr. Kevin Wehle stated be talked to 
Jerry Schuman about it and he said they would have to jump the ditch; it is a concrete ditch that 
the Town is going to put in, so he is going to need two driveways. Mr. Kevin Wehle stated the 
proposed house for his other son would be back further with a driveway coming in back there. 

Ray Bleier asked is that fill on part of their property, the little driveway. Mr. Kevin Wehle stated 
that was put in by the Water Authority when they put the pipeline that goes through his property 
behind his mother's and across the creek. Ray Bleier stated on Stottle Road, there is a little cut in 
there where there is some fill going in. Mr. W ehle stated that is Steve Hendershott's 
property. 

Mitch Rakus asked is Lot 3 going to be landlocked. Mr. Kevin Weble stated it will all be on bis 
property. He stated it will be added to his property. He stated he will not build on that. 

John Nowicki asked how is the drainage working do'Wn through the ditch. Mr. Kevin Wehle 
stated pretty good. He stated it gets a lot of silt in there. He stated be keeps up 'With the Town to 
make sure they clean it out. He stated it ends and dumps into little big chunks of gravel. He 
stated he talked to the To\\11 and will have them dig out the ditch that mns between Steve 
Hendershott's property and his. He stated they talked to the County and they're going to dig out 
the other area. He stated it is scheduled to be done in the fall and then they would have the To\\11 
come in there. He stated it was dug like five years ago and now all of the stuff has filled flat n1. 

Dario Marchloni stated actually they could also have an exit to Stottle Road. He asked what 
made them choose to go on Chili Avenue. Mr. Kevin Wehle stated there is not enough room in 
there because there is a ditch that his father put in there for drainage from the lot, and it goes 
around there and along his property and com1ects into the other ditclt, so there is no way of 
getting across that ditch. He stated that ditch drains most of the property in there and his sister's 
property. Mr. Kevin Wehle stated that is why be stopped the property at that point, instead of 
giving his son the other part. Mr. Kevin Wehle stated there is no way of having one common 
driveway, so that is what he has to talk to Jerry Schuman about on Thursday. 
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John Nowicki asked that the Board be copied in on any correspondence the applicant gets from 
the State D.0.T. so they could have it for the record. 

Dario Marchioni asked where the concrete swale is, and then to the east of that, is there any 
chance of rounding that off so the people on Lot Number I would have to jump the ditch there to 
go and cut the grass on the other side. Mr. Weh1e stated it is not steep. He stated the only 
place where it is steep is up where it comes widemeat11 the road. Mr. Kevin Wehle stated he cuts 
it now. He stated he can get across it with the tractor. He stated he does not have a problem 
cutting it or maintaining it. 

Jolm Nmvicki stated the Drainage Committee comments indicate that the applicant should petition 
the Town Board to be included in tbe Chili Consolidated Drainage District. 

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE: Noue. 

Jolm Cross made a motion to declare the Board lead agency as far as SEQ~ found this to be an 
unlisted action and made a determination of no significant environmental impact, and John 
Nowicki seconded the motiou. TI1e Board was all in favor of the motion. 

DECISION: Uuanimously approved by a vote of7 yes ~~th the follO\ving conditions: 

L Pending approval of the To\'Vn Engineer. 

Petition tb.e Town Board (within 30 days of the date of this letter) to include 
this subdivision in the Chili Consolidated Drainage District. 

Note: Final subdivision approval has been waived by the Planning Board. 

7. Application of C & M Forwarding, Inc., Oak Street, Rochester, New York 14608 for 
conditional use permit to allow a warehouse/distribution facility at property located at 45 
Jet View Drive in LI. zone. 

8. Application ofC & M Forwarding, Inc., 322 Oak Rochester, New York 14608 for 
preliminary site plan approval to erect a 27,000 sq. ft. warehouse/distribution facility at 
property located at 45 Jet View Drive in L.I. zone. 

JeffBonnenvith was present to represent the applications. Mr. Bonnerwith stated he was present 
on behalf of C & M Fon:vard.ing for the development of Lot l 09 of the Jet View Industrial Park. 
He stated this park has been around probably before he came to Rochester. 

Mr. Bonnerwith stated this site currently has all of the utilities available for it as far as storm 
sewer, sanitary sewer, public water and the dedicated road fronts the parcel. Mr. Bonnerwith 
stated he would like to point out drainage on the site, which is along the north side and the rear 
side, there is a significant size drainage ditch which is fed by a 36-inch CMP on Jetview Drive. He 
stated that then empties into a concrete channel which is along the west side of the rear side of the 
parcel. Mr. Bonnenvith stated on the rear of the parcel there is a large excavated area that serves 
for detention which was installed at the time that the building dimensions were determined there. 
Mr. Bonnenvith stated it is approximately 27,000 square feet 

Mr. Bonnerwith stated they are proposing 16 non-handicapped parking slots vvith two Jdditional 
spots and ten loading dock slots. Mr. Bonnemith stated they also have a proposed dumpster site 
in the rear of the building. He stated they have graded that so that can be accessed at grade from 
the rear of the building and for pickup as well. 

Mr. Bonnerwith stated theyre trying to accomplish basically surface drainage as much as 
possible. He stated the proximity of the drainage ditch and the concrete channel enables them to 
do that. He stated basically they would direct the drainage right into the storm system of the 
Tovm. 
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Jeny Dailey was also present to represent the application. Mr. Dailey stated the nature of their 
operation is that they will be doing some distribution work there for various manufacturers of 
Monroe County. He stated they would distribute freight and possibly hold freight within the 
facility for a period of time and only release it wben their customers tell them it is time to be 
released. He stated that is the idea of having the 27,000 square fuot building. 

Mr. Dailey stated their operation historically is about 16 years old. He stated the company 
itself has always been in the City of Rochester. He stated the area in question where they are, 
when the new stadium was constructed a couple years ago, all building of properties came to a 
halt because ofMonroe County, the State of New York and Eastman Kodak Company, so theyre 
like a landlock salmon. He stated they're trying to come to the Town of Chili to construct the 
building in question. 

Mr. Dailey stated they would have approximately nine driveways. He stated there are no vehicles 
other than trailers tl1at they store on the property. He stated their trucks are leased through 
DeCarlos Truck Rental and are held at DeCarlos' facility. He stated theyre dispersed there in the 
morning and are returned there in the evening. 

Ray Bleier asked how many employees will they have on at any one time. Mr. Dailey stated 
at any one time, they would have approximately 13. Ray Bleier asked are the proposed parking 
areas P 1 through 16 where their employees will be parking. Mr. Bonnerwith stated they looked at 
the parking capacity as far as the zoning goes. He stated it was kind of unclear where they fit in 
with that slot. He stated they believe any additional parking, ifit becomes necessary, that they 
have plenty of area to accomplish that. He stated for the time being, from what he understands 
they need for parking slots, and they don't have a great deal of visitors coming and going, that the 
parking theyre proposing currently should suffice for them. Ray Bleier asked is it going to be 
paved parking. Mr. Bonnerwith stated yes, it will. 

Ray Bleier asked if they will just have the one cut on Jet View Drive at the north end. Mr. 
Bonnerwith stated that's correct Ray Bleier asked typically what hours of operation will they 
have that the trucks might be coming and going. Mr. Dailey stated their basically operation would 

start at approximately 8 o'clock in the morning and if all well, they cease about 7 p.m. at 
night. He stated the only time that that could change would be a road truck coming in to drop a 
trailer, and then the tractor would go back to DeCarlos Truck Rental. 

John Nowicki stated an item that was not clear to the County was how the load.mg dock area is to 
be accessed. He stated they feel it is important to reduce conflicts between the users of the 
parking area and vehicles using the loading dock. He stated they indicated that should be clarified 
prior to final approval of the proposed site plan. Mr. Bonnerwith stated short of providing a 
separate access for the trucks, basically as tl1e owner has said, the trucks will be coming in the 
morning and in the evening. He stated as far as time wise, he tl1ought that would be probably 
before the employees come and go. He stated short of a separate access, he was not positive 
what theyre getting at there. Mr. Bonnerwith stated the trucks do come and go and pull 
straightforward, back in and leave. Mr. Bonnerwith stated their parking is there, as well. Mr. 
Bonnerwith stated he was not positive what theyre getting at. 

Lany Nissen stated he was not sure what theyre getting at either. John Nowicki stated their 
employee parking versus their loading dock area parking, he assumes there is a difference in 
elevation here. He asked is tliat going to be a retaining wall, or is that graded. He asked are they 
proposing to put in a cast-in-place curbing to identify their employee parking separate from the 
loading dock area. Mr. Bounerwith stated they are. He stated be should have shown on the 
parking, slots 1 through 9, are definitely curbed. He stated they would like not to use a retaining 
wall but rather some sloped stabilization, maybe some large stones \Vith some plantings as well. 
He stated they would like to keep away from a retaining wall or something like that. Mr. 
Bonnenvith stated there is approximately a little over a 4 foot difference tl1ere. 

Jolm NO\vicki stated so what theyre looking at then, where their P-9 and P-10 slots are, theyre 
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going to see a concrete radius curbing coming around there. Mr. Bonne:rwith stated that's 
correct. John Nowicki stated it will go down around into the loading dock continuous into the 
building. Mr. Bonne:rwith stated the curbing is around 9 do\\'11 to 1, because that is elevated John 
Nowicki asked what does it do as they exit and turn left to the loading dock area. He asked does 
that curb continue around and do\\rn and then take another curve back to the building. Mr. 
Bonne:rwith stated he had not intended that, no. John Nowicki. stated this is what he thought 
they're driving at. He stated they don't have a clear picture what the applicant's intent is. Mr. 
Bonne:rwith stated just more or where significant changes are is where the curbing 
would be. 

John Nowicki asked how will they make that transition on P-9 if they have a poured curve in there 
and make that radius. He asked where will they end the concrete. Mr. Bonne:rwith stated just 
beyond the curb itself. He stated the curbing serves no use to a vehicle once it gets past parking 
Lot Number 9. John Nowicki stated so thev will not have a radius there at all, a curb radius. He 
asked will they just have a radins to the road. Mr. Bonne:rwith stated they have a radius as far as 
curb 9 goes, east around the curb. He stated it is transitioned into the ground at the point of 
tangency going into the roadway, continuing back into where the trucks go. 

John Nowicki asked what happens with P-10. Mr. Bonne:rwith stated he had not proposed it. He 
stated he didn't know as far as the specs for the parcel, would allow that. He stated he 
personally has no problems with John Nowicki stated he thought they have to define that a 
little bit better and clear that up so they can that straightened out. 

John Nowicki stated the Conservation Board might want to make a note of that to maybe watch 
that sloping area between the loading dock area and the parking area to make sure that they get 
that creatively done in there somehow. 

Mitch Rakus asked what kind of repairs are they going to do on site. Mr. Dailey stated they don't 
have any trucks repaired there. He stated the maintenance is done by DeCarlos Truck Rental at 
their facility. He stated the only thing would handle is if they a flat tire. Mitch Rakus 
stated that is understandable. 

Mitch Rakus asked just exactly \vhat kind of material would they be warehousing. Mr. Dailey 
stated it is probably commodities. He stated it could be a TV set. He stated it could be a 
sterilizer to be shipped to a hospital. He stated it could be printed matter for one of the printing 
houses in town. He stated they release the freight, but then their client tells them to 
hold it for a day or three and then they they're it to the customer in question. He 
stated as far as HAZMATs, basically they have none. He stated if they get maybe a 500-pound 
shipment of a non-hazardous chemical from somebody, wouldn't be any problem there. 

John Hellaby asked the architectural look of the building, what would that be. David Hurlbutt 
was also present to represent the application. showed the a Board colored rendition that 
defines the building material. stated the top portion would be an architectural metal panel. He 
stated it is broken up with a stucco mate1ial band. He stated the rest would be concrete 
block, and they would have a darker band across the middle to break up the height. 

John Hellaby stated it is very similar to the building that is going up to the south of that lot right 
now, color wise. John Nowicki asked are those the approximate color schemes. Mr. Hurlbutt 
stated it would be a warm John Nowicki there are several other buildings in there 
that are that color. 

John Hellaby asked what would be the overall height of the eve there. Mr. Hurlbutt stated 21 
feet. John Nowicki stated it looks a little better than when he first saw the drawing. He stated he 
was concerned over the stretch front elevation, especially above the white band. He stated 
now that he sees some color to it, his concerns are not as strong. John Nowicki stated he did 
have some concerns over that. Mr. Hurlbutt stated is why played up the horizontals. 
John Nowicki stated he wasn't about but it on him a little bit. 

John Limbeck asked \vill the sign be out at the front of the road with nothing on the building. Mr. 
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Bom1erwith stated they talked about that both ways. He stated he thought the way they left it was 
the sign would be on the building. John Limbeck asked would that be back lit. Mr. Hurlbutt 
stated they have not really explored much about sign.age. 

John Limbeck asked will this be a sprinklered storage area. Mr. Hurlbutt stated it would not be 
sp1inklered. John Limbeck stated he didn't know based on what type of material is stored in there 
if it would be required or not. John Nowicki stated the applicant better check with the Fire 
Marshal on that. John Limbeck asked have they reviewed this \'Vith the Fire Marshal at all. Mr. 
Hurlbutt stated they have not. 

John Limbeck asked do they receive items from common carriers. Mr. Dailey stated on occasion 
they do. He stated it is mostly them coming to them for pickup and sometimes their customers, as 
well. John Limbeck stated his concern is if a common canier gets there at 8 o'clock at night and 
nobody is there. He asked have they ever had problem with guys parking overnight. Mr. Dailey 
stated the common carriers they would be dealing with are local that already have trucking 
termiuals in the area of Monroe County or the City of Rochester. 

John Limbeck stated west of this facility there is a residential area. He stated he has a concern 
with the guys sitting there all night idling. John Limbeck stated they talked about the stored 
materials. He stated they said they don't traditionally handle hazardous materials. Mr. Dailey 
stated as a rule, they don't. He stated in the course of a given year they may handle maybe 10,000 
pounds, but not at one time. He stated they're just not into it 

Dario Marchioni asked will this be a heated building inside. Mr. Dailey stated it will be heated 
inside. Dario Marchioni asked if that would be true for the whole building. Mr. Dailey stated as 
far as he knew, yes, it would be. 

John Nowicki asked as far as outside lighting, what is proposed. An unidentified male with the 
first name of Carl was also present to represent the application. He stated they would have wall 
packs, down lit wall packs, diffused dovvn. John Nowicki asked is that mostly for security. Carl 
stated that was correct. Mr. Dailey stated he was over there the other night to see how the 
building looks and what the other buildings have would be sufficient for them. 

John Nowicki stated most oftl1e buildings in the park have done a uice job landscaping wise and 
lighting wise, and they were paying attention to the sensitive nature of the area. He stated they 
have won a lot of awards in there from various organizations. Mr. Dailey stated the bulk of the 
people in there they do business with in some way, shape or form. 

Larry Nissen stated he only had minor comments with the site plan that he intended to take up 
with JeffBounerwith. He stated as John Nowicki pointed out, the slope between the loading 
dock and the parking area, he would like to investigate that a little further. Larry Nissen stated he 
has some minor oilier comments, but other than that, he thinks it is a pretty good plan. 

John Nowicki stated they talked earlier on about the number of parking spaces required. He 
asked will they be going for a variance on that. Mr. Bonnerwith stated according to the zoning 
ordinance, it goes anywhere from l to 400. He stated he thought they may be required to have 68 
spaces. He stated they do not need that. John Nowicki stated that is obviously too much to for 
their need. John Nowicki stated they can follow through 011 that with the ZBA 
Keith O'Toole stated he didn't know that there is necessarily room for it, but they may want to 
provide a place for future parking. Mr. Bo1merwith stated they basically thought even showing 
something dotted that tlie site that has the capacity to hold that, they could do. He stated they 
have 16 spots proposed. 

John Nowi')ki stated also he remembered in a discussion they had a few weeks ago, they were 
going to the Fire Marshal about the hydrant situation. He asked has that been resolved now. Mr. 
Bounerwith stated they have a hydrant at the entrance, and they seem to have again some 
conflicting information as far as whether the hydrants need to be within 300 feet of each other, or 
do the hose lengths have to be within 300 feet of each other. He stated it is basically whatever the 
Fire Marshal is going to require them to do, they are going to do. 
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John Cross asked Larry Nissen what his understanding was of the need for tl1e fire hydrant 
location. Larry Nissen, stated the Water Authority has to review the plans, and also the Fire 
Marshal. He stated bis understanding was the requirement was every 300 feet. 

Charles Robinson stated they're going to need to have the landscape plans stamped. He stated 
where they have the trucks along the north side there, the Conservation Board would like to 
recommend some type of screening on the barrier there. Charles Robinson stated they feel along 
Jetview Drive, in front of the building, should be some kind of foundation plantings to 
access that. 

Mr. Bonnerwith stated the submitted plans were prepared by himself and he is not a landscape 
architect. He stated they have since gotten some plans from a real landscape architect to give to 
the Conservation Board. 

311 

John Limbeck asked what is their construction schedule for this. Carl stated the goal would be to 
start in October. He stated they would complete the project in the end of May. 

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE: 

Dorothy Borgus - 31 Stuart Road 
Ms. Borgus stated she was curious how big is the current facility on Oak Street. Mr. Dailey 
stated the facility itself is approximately 3800 square feet. Ms. Borgus asked iftheyre going to 
27,000 square feet. Mr. Dailey stated that was coITect. 

Ms. Borgus asked on Jetview Drive, where is this located compared to Jacobstein's. Mr. Dailey 
stated they would be north ofit by maybe 100 yards or so. Ms. Borgus asked if they would be 
the nex1 building. Mr. Dailey stated they would be across t11e street. 

Ms. Borgus stated she realizes that is a warehouse and a distribution facility, but she thought 
they could raise the bar a little bit on appearance. Ms. Borgus stated she knew it is not supposed 
to be a palace, but it is important tbat they maintain some kind of an architectural standard in 
Town. 

Ms. Borgus stated they're ahvays anxious to see new companies come to Chili. She stated they 
need to spread their tax burden a little bit, and t11ey1re always glad to see people want to locate 
here. She stated however they do like to see companies pay their fair share for the services they 
use. She stated she was wondering if they plan on applying for COMIDA funding. Mr. Dailey 
stated they do not. 

The Board discussed the length of time for the conditional use. The Board felt three years would 
appropriate. John Cross explained to the applicant. John Nowicki stated that would give 

them the opportunity to review their project so that the housekeeping is maintained and the 
landscaping is maintained. He explained to the applicant it gives them an opportunity to talk to 
the applicant as the owner so they can maintain their property values in this community to a high 
standard and make sure everything is going fine and also to make sure their business is doing all 
right. 

Dario Marchioni thanked the applicant for choosing Chili. 

On Applications 7 and 8, John made a motion to declare the Board leagues agency as far as 
SEQR, found this to be an unlisted action and made a detennination of no significant 
environmental impact, and John Limbeck seconded the motion. TI1e Board was all in favor of the 
motion. 

TI1e Board discussed the conditions for two applications. 

DECISION ON APPLICATION #7: Unanimously approved by a vote of 7 yes \vith the 
following conditions: 
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1. No outside storage of materials. 

2. Obtain a variance from the 4.JV•·•=r-, 

required. 
of Appeals for number of spaces 

3. Submit landscaping plans (signed and sealed a licensed landscape architect) 
to the Conservation Board for approval. 

DECISION ON APPLICATION Unanimously approved by a vote of 7 \Vith the 
follov1ri11g conditions: 

1. No outside of materials. 

2. Obtain a variance from the Zoning Board of Appeals for number of spaces 
required. 

3. Submit landscaping plans (signed and sealed a licensed landscape architect) 
to the Conservation Board for approval. 

4. Pending approval of the Town Engineer. 

Note: Final site plan approval has been waived the Planning Board. 

9. Application of Stephen Skvarek, ovvner; 598 Chestnut Ridge Road, Rochester, New York 
14624 for conditional use permit to convert single-family dwelling to a two-family dwelling 
at property located at 3820 Chili Avenue in R.M. zone. 

INFORMAL: 

l. Application of Stephen Skvarek, 598 Chestnut Ridge Road, Rochester, New York 14624 
for review and request for relief of condition placed on approval granted in 1989. 

Steve Sk-varek was present to represent the application. Mr. Skvarek stated originally this was a 
single residence there that his wife and he resided at, and back in he kind of remodeled the 
upstairs of that existing house to make provisions for at that time a bigger family that they were 
planning on. He stated that did not turn out that way. He stated then in 189 they got approvals 
from the Town to put up a six-unit complex there that was approved in a two-phase project, 
which Phase 1 he would be able to put up two of the units, one duplex and leave the existing 
house positioned where it was on the lot He stated and then Phase 2, which has not come about, 
the remainder of that six-writ strip that would be all one strip would be put up and then the 
existing house in the front there would be torn down. He bas not got to Phase 2 at this point. He 
stated it is a little bit bigger project than his pocket has been able to handle. He stated he thought 
funding would be more readily available, but that hasn't come about 

Mr. Skvarek stated at this point, the existing house he was renting out as a single-family house 
from 1990 until '93 when that particular family moved out, and he stated he had a very difficult 
time renting it out as a single-family because of the amount of money that he had to get to just 
break even with this property \\tith the mortgage he has on it now. 

Mr. Skvarek stated he went ahead and got the upstairs as a little studio that he remodeled in '87 
for his own purposes. He stated there was a little kitchenette up there already existing. He stated 
that is why he was present, to ask for a conditional use so it would be legal 

Mr. Sk-varek stated he guessed he assumed too many things. He stated back in '90 when he 
finished the Phase 1 part of the project, he had asked Lanyr Smith, the Building Inspector, what 
would be required to get a C of 0 for the existing house. He stated he did not clarify himself: 
because he wrote him a letter back saying that the Town of Chili does not issue C of Os for 
existing properties. He stated he kind of assumed that he bad approvals for six and that he wasn't 
going to be out of compliance. Mr. Skvarek stated had Phase 2 happened, the blue house would 



be removed and then he would be in compliance with the original plan. He stated that is where he 
is right now. 

John Nowicki stated the applicant has indicated in a letter be has ttied to sell the property. Mr. 
Sk-varek stated he had the property listed, and actually that is what brought this whole situation 
about, was he had listed it as a four-family piece of prope1ty, and not until the day of closing did 
the buyers' attorney call the Town and find out that it was technicaUy a three-unit zoned property, 
and that kind of blew that whole deal. He stated that is why he was before the Board. He stated 
he is out of compliance with his original approval. 

John Nowicki asked the applicant ifl1is intention, though, is to complete Phase 2, or if he would 
sell the property to the new owner. Mr. Skvarek stated his original intention when he did this was 
he is a self-employed individual, and this whole project was basically going to be up the road a 
long~term type of project. He stated he would like to complete the project Phase 2 like it is 
originally approved for and the blue house, the front house would go at that point. He stated but 
at the same time, financially needs at least $220,000 to complete that project, the Phase 2 part 
ofit. He stated ifthat is not in the financial plan, that is why he is asking for an amount of time so 
that if he could find the money aud it will work out, he would like to complete it. He stated if 
uot, he would like to be able to make the payments now he needs those for rents coming in, is 
basically what he needs. 

John Nowicki stated Phase I, the applicant has completed one and two. Mr. Skvarek stated that's 
correct. John Nowicki stated the applicant originally was going to live in the existing house on 
the property. Mr. Skvarek stated that's correct. 

Mr. Skvarek stated what they did was when Phase l was completed, he moved his wife and them 
up into unit one. John Nowicki stated when they originally came in, that house in the fr.-:mt they 
said in their letter they were remodeling that to make it better for their family or for a larger 
family. Mr. Skvarek stated that was back in '87. Mr. Skvarek stated that was before this project. 
John Nowicki stated at that time, they weren't converting that to a two-family unit. Mr. Skvarek 
stated he was not. John Nowicki stated it was just for the applicant's family. Mr. Skvarek stated 
that's correct. 

John No\vicki stated then they came in did Phase 1 and they built two units behind it. Mr. 
Sk11arek stated that's correct. John Nmvicki asked since then, have they gone and remodeled this 
house into a two-family unit, the house, a studio apartment upstairs. Mr. Sk-varek stated 
not exactly. He stated he made those provisions for 11imself in 

John Nowicki stated but it never was identified as a two-family unit. Mr. Skvarek stated that's 
correct. John No\vicki stated so now the applicant is asking this Board to give its blessing on that 
two-family unit. Mr. Skvarek stated for a conditional use penuit, that is correct. 

John Nowicki stated then the applicant is saying also that he is not in any position today to go 
ahead with Phase which would trigger the removal of that house. Mr. Skvarek stated that's 
correct. 

John Nowicki asked if that is wby on the infomml discussion description, it indicates a request for 
relief of the condition placed on that approval granted in 189 for item three, which would be the 
existing house must be removed from the before the first C of 0 is issued for Phase 2. John 
Nowicki asked why they would do that. 

tv1r. Skvarek stated he did not see he has to change anything. He stated the existing house 
doesn't have to be removed until Phase 2 is under He stated that is when that house has to 
be moved. John Nmvicki asked why is the applicant asking the Board to take that condition 
off Mr. Skvarek s.tated he never Mr. Skvarek stated he never had an informal 
application. 

John Nowicki stated the infonnal item indicates the applicant is present for review and rerequest 
for relief of condition placed on approval granted in '89. He stated he thought that was to do \\1ith 
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the condition number three for the existing house to be removed from the site before the first C of 
0 was issued for Phase 2. John Novvicki but the applicant is because of his inability 
financially to continue with developing Phase that he wants to keep that house up front rezoned 
as a double and keep it there unlimited. Mr. Skvarek stated he wonld like a conditional use 
permit for that front house so that he could keep the flow of income coming in to pay for this 
project. He stated at the same time, if financially the nexi two years he can go ahead and 
complete that project, then the blue house would and the other four units will go up. He 
stated and if that is not done in Phase if the property is sold, it wonld have to be sold under the 
same conditions that whoever wanted to complete that project, that the blue house would have to 
come down. John Nowicki stated so they could just scratch the informal discussion part of it. 
John Nowicki asked why are they discussing this. 

John Nowicki asked the applicant are they renting both m1its now. Mr. Skvarek stated he is. 
John Nowicki asked do they have the property on the market to sell to someone else at the 
present time. Mr. Skvarek stated it is off the market John Nowicki asked if they were trying to 
sell the house in the front with two tmits of rental property and two units in the back. Mr. 
Skvarek stated he was. 

Ray Bleier stated the applicant is in violation right now. John stated he needs approval 
to use that front property as a double. Dario Marchioni asked for how long will he need that. 
John Nowicki stated that is the question. He stated he does not really know what the timing is 
financially. He stated the applicant is looking for about six years to complete their options. 

John Nowicki asked if they do nothing, what happens then. John Nowicki stated the Building 
Inspector wonld have to inspect the house to conve11 it from a single to a double as indicated in 
number 9. 

Mitch Rak"Us asked if the two units are presently rented. Mr. Skvarek stated that's correct. Dario 
Marchioni asked is there a lease for that upstairs apa1tment presently. Mr. Skvarek stated there is 
no lease. Dario Marchioni asked is it on a montbly basis. Mr. Skvarek stated it is. Dario 
Marchioni asked could the applicant tell those people they would have to move out in a month. 
Mr. Skvarek stated they wonld have day' notice. Dario Marchioni asked what kind of rent 
do they get up there. He asked is it that much that it balances this whole thing. Mr. Skvarek 
stated yes, it does. He stated he needs all of the rental money coming in. 

John Nowicki stated he thought they should continue to work on Application Number 9 at this 
point. He stated he did not think they need to have any change in the conditions placed on the 
project for this approval in 1989. Keith O'T oole stated not that he could see, unless the Building 
fuspector has a different lead on this. Keith O'Toole stated he thought they might want to have 
some sort of condition on the conditional use pemnt to the effect that it doesn't replace the 
conditions of the May 12, 1989 site plan, so there is no misunderstanding. 

Jolm Nowicki stated a future buyer is going to have to w1derstand if he comes h1 there with the 
idea he is going to go and advance this project, that that house will come do\vn before Phase 2 
starts. Keith O'Toole stated particularly since this permit would come after the original site plan 
approval, they did not want there to be a misw1derstanding that it replaces the original approval. 
John Nowicki stated he would put a conditional use on this one of maybe two years max. He 
stated he wonld want to keep track of this project. 

Mitch Rakus stated however, that house could be used as a single-family house. Keith O'Toole 
stated that is correct. Ray Bleier stated that is only until Phase 2 is started. He stated when Phase 
2 is started, it has to be tom down regardless of how many units are in there. Dario Marchioni 
stated but the whole point here is tl1ey are not going to do Phase 2 because they're saying 
financially they can't do it, so really the applicant is saying they want to sell this property and the 
new owner might be able to do Phase 2. 

Mr. Skvarek stated because of the situation with the real estate person he is dealing with, they're 
advertising it and targeting it to that type of person that would want to develop it and complete 
the project the way it was originally approved for. He stated it is a unique situation now that he is 
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not going to find very many people coming in off the street that even have what it takes 
to complete that project. He stated be even found that out himself He stated someone needs 
deep pockets to get involved in a project like that. 

.1:21 

Dario Marchioni stated so what the applicant is trying to tell the Board is Phase 2 might never 
happen. MI. Skvarek stated maybe not by him. Dario Marchioni stated so the applicant wants an 
approval for four units on that prope1ty right now. John Nowicki stated it would be for two. He 
stated he has approval for two. Mr. Skvarek stated he already has approval for three units, the 
single house and the two-family. He stated he is legal with that right now. He stated he just 
wants a conditional use pennit, and then he can go to Larry and get the building permits that he 
needs. 

Mr. Skvarek stated Larry Smith's was back in '87 when he remodeled it, he never filed his 
building pennits for the remodeling job, so he would like to come in there and make sure that 
everything is current. He stated that is why he was before the Board. He stated othenvise 
everything would have been running smoothly. 

John Nowicki stated he thought what was confusing is the secretary typed on the agenda for an 
infonnal discussion to review and request relief of the condition placed on approval granted in 189, 
which was to remove the house. He stated she must have thought they didn't want to remove it 
period. Mr. Sk"Varek stated that was not his intention at all. Mr. Skvarek stated he just put down 
the time of 2003 because he wasn't sure. He stated whatever the Board can come up with as a 
time frame is going to be fine with him. 

The Board discussed that this application did not get filed the drainage district. 

Mitch Rakus stated if the applicant sells the property, it would go back to a single-family 
house. John Nowicki stated if he sells it, if whoever buys it wants to go ahead with Phase 2, 
before they can go ahead with Phase 2, they would have to tear that house down. John Limbeck 
stated the conditions of'89 still applies. 

John No\vicki stated the conditions go with the land. Keith O'Toole stated tl1at's correct. John 
Hellaby stated there is no to ever actually force this issue. He stated this could stay here 
indefinitely. Ray Bleier stated yes, it could remain as two two-family units on the property. He 
stated the applicant is approved for a maximum of six family units on the property, period. John 
Nowicki stated every two years the applicant \\ill have to come back here and stand before the 
Board and tell them what is happe11ing. John Hellaby stated that is the only control they have. 

Ray Bleier stated he wants to be clear that the conditional use will state that there are never going 
to be more than three two-family 1rnits on this piece of property. John Limbeck stated he thought 
they should state that the conditions of '89 still apply. John No\Vicki stated the approval does not 
change the original conditions of May 12th of'89. Mitch Rakus stated they are being more than 
fair. 

John Cross read the list of proposed conditions. Joh11 No\.Vicki asked if there was anything else 
that should be in there to protect themselves. Keitl1 O'Toole stated not that he could think of 
John Hellaby stated the only thing that brought this to light was when the applicant tried to sell 
this, that there were three units and he was trying to advertise it as a four-unit property. He asked 
now if they advertise it as a four-unit and everything goes through and it is sold, how would the 
prospective buyer become aware oftl1is. 

Keith O'Toole stated the prospective buyer's attorney should be doing a little due diligence by 
contacting the Town and finding out whether everything is in compliance. He stated the 
prospective buyer's attomey should know that single-family homes do not require a C of 0, but 
multiple families also have code violations and they should make the call and get a letter from the 
Building Inspector saying everything is up to code. Keith 0 1Toole stated they could drop 
something in the chain of title regarding these conditions, but that doesn't necessarily mean that 
the attomeys will make the call. He stated it just tells what the conditions are, not whether they're 
in compliance. 



Da1io Marchioni stated the intent originally was applicant was going to develop this whole 
piece of property for the six units. He stated they were led to believe that this was going to be a 
beautiful project with the si.x units and the applicant would tear the old house down. John 
Nowicki stated that is right. 

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE: 

Dorothy Borgus - 3 1 Stuart Road 
Ms. Borgus stated this property is within than a mile so she has a real interest here. 
Ms. Borgus stated the applicant has stated that the house is not currently on the market and yet he 
says that the realtor he is dealing with wants to do thus and so. Ms. Borgus asked is it or is it not 
on the market. Mr. Sk'Varek stated it is not on the market at the present time. Mr. Skvarek stated 
that is not to say that he is not still in contact with his reahor. 

Ms. Borgus stated one thing that hasn't been discussed is that under tlie To\\11 law, there is a 
minimum size for apartments. Ms. Borgus stated she didn't know how many feet are in tliis 
house, but it is a small house and tliese must be nvo very small apa1tments. Ms. Borgus stated 
how many people live in tliere would be an interesting question. Mr. Skvarek stated tliere are 
three people tliere. 

Ms. Borgus asked is the downstairs a one-bedroom apartment. Mr. Sk'Varek stated it is a 
two-bedroom apartment. Ms. Borgus asked what is upstairs. Ms. Skvarek stated a studio 
apartment. 

Ms. Borgus stated she was present through the discussions when tliis was originally approved. 
She stated she remembers Mr. Skvarek agreeing that that front house would be torn down. She 
stated he applied at the time and indicated it would be a short time before completion. Ms. 
Borgus stated it has been eight years, and it is not a beautiful project and it is still not finished. 
She stated it is an eyesore the way it is. She stated it is an odd looking arrangement with a nice 
looking duplex, squeezed in behind an old house. She stated this was never meant to continue. 

Ms. Borgus stated it is bad if it continues like it is, for whatever reason, financial or whatever. She 
stated she has always kinds of empathy for tlie applicant not being able to complete tliis, but tlie 
rest of them have to look at. She stated she remembered thinking at the time it was not a well 
conceived plan, and time has borne it out this is the way it 

Ms. Borgus stated if deed it is to stay that way, she certainly as a landowner and a home ovvner in 
the neighborhood does not want to see this as a two-family house. She stated tlieyll attract Lord 
only knows what kind of people, especially with such small quarters. She stated she was not in 
favor of tliis at all. She stated she thought this will drag on and tl1eyll have a bad situation 
become worse over time. 

Ms. Borgus stated if it is to stay like it is and Mr. Skvarek can1t afford to finish tlie project and/or 
he wants to sell it to somebody who can, she still thinks it is in the best interest of the Town and 
the neighborhood ift11is is a one-family house. 

Ms. Borgus stated a couple months ago there was somebody before one of the boards because a 
house next door was illegally converted into apartments. Ms. Borgus asked now Mr. Skvarek has 
an illegal apartment. 

John Cross stated tliis is zoned for multiple residence. Ms. Borgus stated but not that particular 
home. She stated the property is, but it was meant to be new dwellings. 

Ms. Borgus stated whether Mr. Skvarek keeps it or sells it to somebody else who will complete 
tlie project, she thought in the interest of the neighborhood and in maintaining some of the nice 
areas they have, tliis does nothing as a multiple-family home to add to the neighborhood. Ms. 
Borgus stated, in fact, it subtracts. Ms. Borgus stated she would like to see that maintained or 
put back to a single-family residence aud left that way until this project can be completed as 



planned. 

John Limbeck asked have they had any instances where they have had problems with the tenants 
that are there now. Mr. Sk·varek stated no, he has not. He stated he had a family in unit one, one 
of the new units. He stated unit two is vacant. stated they just moved out. John Limbeck 
asked about the house that has been converted. Mr. Skvarek stated the house itself: no. He 
stated he has been fortunate because it is small that he has been able to attract single people. He 
stated, in fact, the girl he has in there now is a nurse and she works night and is clean as a whistle. 
He stated he wished all his tenants were like her. 

Mr. Sk-varek stated his wife and he just recently purchased another house in Chili. He stated 
they're paying taxes. He stated they have been in that neighborhood for 16 years. He stated they 
have lived in unit one and were present landlords until last year. He stated he is up there eve1y 
weekend. He stated he maintains the grass as best as possible. He stated Jeffrey Wehle comes up 
and cuts it for him now on a weekly basis. He stated he is maintaining the aesthetics to keep it up 
as good as possible. 

John Nowicki asked have they had any prospective buyers in the past, any people that could put it 
together. Mr. Skvarek stated they just had that one deal and that fell through. Mr. Skvarek 
stated basically the people got cold feet. He stated they were going to live there and rent it 
out and be landlord o\vners and continue with Phase 2. He stated the Board has copies of his 
original site plan. He stated all potential buyers will see what it is approved for, because it is 
obviously a selling point to somebody that could continue that project. He stated that deal fell 
through not because of this situation of why he was present. He stated they got scared as far as 
he could tell because they began to realize what it was entailed to maintain a property like that. 
Mr. Skvarek stated, in fact, they bought a single house, the same people. 

John Cross made a motion to declare the Board lead agency as far as SEQR, found this to be an 
unlisted action and made a determination of no significant environmental impact, and John 
Limbeck seconded the motion. The Board was all in favor of the motion. 

DECISION: Approved by a vote of 5 yes to 2 no (Mitch Rakus, John Hellaby) with the 
following conditions: 

1. Petition the Tovvn Board (\vithin 30 days of the date of this letter) to include 
this parcel in the Chili Consolidated Drainage District. 

2. 111is conditional use pennit is granted for a period of two years. 

3. Approval does not change conditions of original site plan approval granted 
May 12, 1989. 

FOR DISCUSSION: 

l. Joseph Klee - proposed car wash at Chili Avenue. 

Al Arilotta was present to represent the application along vvith his client Joseph Klee. Mr. Arilotta 
stated his client operates four Mobil stations around Monroe County. Mr. Arilotta stated the 
applicant's broker, Bill Howard, and his attorney, Mr. Cranbury, were also present. 

Mr. Arilotta stated it is the applicant's intention to have a car wash. He stated they started this 
project actually last July. He stated they were into the Zoning Board for a use variance, a use for 
a carwash in neighborhood business. He stated they were denied at that meeting. He stated the 
major concerns were traffic, noise, trash or debris and access onto Fenton Road. Mr. Arilotta 
stated the Zoning Board recommended that they look into single-family housing or multiple 
dwellings of that sort. 
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Mr. Arilotta stated to cover their bases, they advertised for that and came up with site plans 
showing single-family homes and they got no responses. stated and naturally they should not 
have gotten responses for a single-family dwelling on that corner. He stated it sites between 
Carpenter's Service Station and Schiano Sales, which are pre-existing, nonconforming. He stated 
the allowable uses are a grocery store, a barber or beauty shop, a clothes cleaning business, a 
drngstore or soda fountain and a dog kennel. 

Mr. Arilotta stated since the last Board meeting that were denied, again to cover their 
bases, they advertised for a grocery store, all of the things. He stated they got no response. He 
stated they did get one quick response from a drugstore chain, a national chain, but the property 
was too small for that. Mr. Atilotta stated so at that time they determined that they were going to 
again try and revise the site plan and somehow make changes to incorporate the problems that the 
Zoning Board felt they saw. 

Mr. Arilotta stated since then, they the plan to show a bay self-service 
carwash, not a six-bay. He stated they have added additional landscaping. He stated they have 
added a fence on Fenton Road. He stated they have removed the Fenton Road access. He stated 
at that time they had a one-way circulation pattern through the site, getting onto the property 
from Chili Avenue and then leaving the property off Fenton Road. He stated they have gotten rid 
of that curb cut. He stated they have increased the setback off Fenton Road and reduced the 
can:vash to a five-bay self-service carwash. 

Mr. Arilotta stated the prope1ty has been for sale the ovvuer He stated it has been 
listed with King Arthur Prudential l He stated a way the To\\n has some 
responsibility in this hardship. He stated they closed off the road and most of the frontage to this 
property when they changed the alignment of Chestnut Ridge in 1981. He stated right now the 
owner has nowhere to go except for a single-family dwelling that will not sell on this property. 
He stated she has been paying taxes. He stated she is to continue to pay taxes. He stated 
between a service station and Schiano Sales, they don't see what could possibly go there. 

Mr. Arilotta stated tonight they have decided to come back to the Planning Board and get its 
opinion or recommendation on what they should do, what they would like to see there, what they 
can envision there and where they can go from there. John Nowicki asked was the owner the 
owner when it was a restaurant bar and grill. Mr. Arilotta stated has owned the property 
since 1953. John Nowicki asked if that burned down. Mr. Arilotta stated yes, it did. It was 
determined that used to be the Short Stop. 

John Nowicki stated they had ingress and on Fenton Road at that time. Mr. Arilotta stated 
that's correct. John Nowicki stated and Chili Avenue. M1» Arilotta stated at one time this 
property was pretty much accessible with pretty much one big curb cut. 

John Nowicki asked if somewhere along the the Board recommended to not use 
Fenton Road for a means of ingress and egress. Mr. Arilotta stated the Zoning Board didn1 really 
object to that. He stated that was more the neighborhood that objected to the access to Fenton 
Road. He stated they were worried about the businesses. He stated it is already inhibited by the 
businesses on the comer. 

John Nowicki asked on Fenton Road, isn't that where the florist Beverly Griebel stated there is 
a florist and a hair dresser there. Mr. Howard stated there is also an accountant there. John 
Nowicki stated there is a Klee who is an accountant that he is thinking of John Nowicki stated 
that is basically a neighborhood business environment. 

John Nowicki asked if the picture of the proposed car wash was something that they would have 
to live with. Mr. Arilotta stated it is not. stated that is a He stated another one of 
the Zoning Board's concerns was that they were to the general stereotype of the 
self-serve, pre-engineered metal building with small overhead doors. He stated they were trying 
to convince them it would not be that type. Mr. Arilotta stated the picture they presented shows 
a car wash he did a year ago in Webster. 
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John Nowicki asked Mr. Arilotta if he did the car wash for Spaziano in Spencerport. Mr. Arilotta 
stated yes, he did. John NO\vicki stated that is pretty nice looking facility. 

John Nowicki stated they mentioned this would be a self-service, in other words a coin-operated 
system Mr. Arilotta stated that is right John Nowicki asked if there would be any attendants on 
site. Mr. Arilotta stated there would not be any attendants. 

Dario Marchioni asked would this be a 24-hour operation. Mr. Arilotta stated they vary. He 
stated they generally open up on limited basis and then explore what hours will work and what the 
hours are depending on the conditions and where it is placed. Mr. Klee stated it probably would. 
operate about ten hours initially just to see if there is more demand for that. 

John Nowicki asked what is a laser bay. Mr. Arilotta stated the laser bays now are a new system 
out where one can pull in, overhead doors close, and a laser comes across their car and analyzes 
the shape of the car, washes the car and the overhead doors lift up and one can leave. He stated 
theyre rather ex-pensive, but they put that in for future use. He stated that is why the bay is 
kicked out. He stated that would probably become a self-serve bay first and then do-wn the line if 
they see business as profitable, the laser bay would be put in. 

Dario Marchioni questioned the maintenance on these operations. Mr. Arilotta stated the 
maintenance, the building is an asphalt shingled roof with a wood tmss. Dario Marchioni stated 
he meant the upkeep for the paper. Mr. Arilotta stated that has to be kept up. He stated there is 
a lot oflawn there and a lot oflandscaping. Mr. Klee stated every day they would go there. Mr. 
Arilotta stated they have to collect coins. Mr. Klee stated three to four hours a day someone will 
be there to do general maintenance around there. He stated usually they look for a retired person 
that is looking for part-time work. 

John No\vick:i asked the applicant does he have a carwash now. Mr. Klee stated he has a ton of 
them now in Henrietta. He stated he has one on East Henrietta Road and Lehigh Station Road. 
He stated that is a Colonial, completely Colonial building. John Nowicki stated that is why he was 
asking about the design. Mr. Arilotta stated that is much like Spaziano's. Mr. Klee stated 
Spaziano copied his. 

John Nowicki asked Mr. Klee of his other car washes are coin operated also. Mr. Klee 
stated they are not. He stated they're a foll tunnel. John Nmvicki asked does Mr. Spaziano have 
a laser bay up in Spencerport, or is that just self-service all the Mr. Arilotta stated there are 
only two laser bays, two operational bays in the county right now. He stated the equipment for 
the laser bay alone is 100,000, so not too many people are n1 investing that kind of money right 
now. 

Ray Bleier stated he is very familiar \:vith the area since lives fairly close to it. He stated 
Pmdential, which is a professional office building, is on Fenton Road on the comer there. He 
stated right behind there is the other professional office building. Ray Bleier asked did they try to 
market this as a professional office building. Mr. Arilotta stated with parking requirements they 
were able to fit a 2,000 square foot office building on there. He stated that would be cost 
prohibitive for a tenant in there. 

Keith O'Toole asked did they ever think about getting an area vaiiance from the Zoning Board of 
Appeals for parking for an office building. Mr. Arilotta stated they ran through that. He stated at 
the same time, they looked at it as an building salability wise on a comer between Schiano's 
and the service station, and it is just not a good setting for a house or professional office building. 

Ray Bleier stated but across the road, they have a professional office building. He stated right 
behind it is a house that is used as a professional office building. He stated he would love to see 
that there rather than a car wash. Ray Bleier stated personally, he did not think that is a good site 
for this particular application. 

Jolm Nowicki stated Carpenter's Service has been there a long time. He stated they have been 
servicing a lot of cars in the area. He stated they have a car business there and Schiano1s used car 



lot next to there. He stated if this is done correctly, such as some of the newer ones he has seen 
that are very, very attractive, especially iftheire well maintained, it would be a good thing. 
He stated he would .like to have the traffic off Chili Avenue out Fenton Road, one-way traffic. He 
stated that is the ouly way to handle this. He stated the architecture of that structure would need 
to be well done to be attractive for the area. He stated car washes are very clean 
looking. He stated they're not noisy. He stated people them, especially if the price is right. 

John Nowicki stated he thought the other businesses on Fenton Road are a mix. He stated he 
agrees with Ray Bleier there are professional office buildings there. He stated there is the Wilson 
Fann Market, a florist shop, so it is a mix of nice little businesses that are clean and neat in the 
area. He stated those are services that the people need. He stated he just happens to feel that this 
is a needed service if it is well done and the building is designed correctly. 

Ray Bleier stated a left tum from Chili Avenue into this facility would inviting disaster. He 
stated he did not believe a road cut on Chili Avenue is appropriate at alt He stated the one and 
only entrance that is suitable is on Fenton Road if tl1ey went ahead with this project. John 
Nowicki stated they had au entranceway there when it was a bar and grill. 

John Limbeck stated when they Chestnut Ridge Road to Chili it ended up on 
Fenton Road. Mr. Howard stated he thought there is still a curb cut there off Chili Avenue. He 
stated the Town also has the park on Chili Avenue and if anybody wants to go into the park that 
the Town owns, they also have to make that left-hand tum. Dario Marchioni stated he used to go 
iu there when he was younger and it came off Chili He stated he never remembers going 
out Chestuut Ridge. John Nmvicki stated they did that Towu park for Chili, the Chamber of 
Commerce did that. He stated he remembered the day planted the bushes and shrubs there. 
He stated they did come off Chili A venue at that time. 

Ray Bleier stated Schiano's is 120 perceut maxed out on his prope1ty. He stated they all have to 
agree he has far too many cars there aud it looks like hell. He stated theyre right up against the 
road. He stated Carpenter's is a successful business, but they are l 00 percent maxed out 
around on their property. Ray Bleier suggested they offer the property to those two sites. John 
Nowicki stated they have been typical busiuesses in Chili for a lot of years and have been good 
ueighbors. 

Mr. Howard stated to let everybody know he has also approached Carpeuter's and Schiano's to 
see if they would like the property. He stated they do not want it. He stated he even proposed 
they split it and each take half: but they don't want it. He stated he asked them if they would sell 
their property. 

Mr. Howard stated he asked Carpenter's if they would to sell their property. He stated 
he ran into a problem with contamination and the tanks had to be dug out, et cetera. He stated 
the head mechanic has first option on buying it. He stated is not willing to sell it. He stated it 
is not like they haven't been trying to do the leg work here to try to something to work. 

Mr. Howard stated they had the luxury of having this prope1ty since 1993 and putting tons of 
advertising dollars into it and Ms. Falcone wants to know why they can't get it to move. He 
stated he tried offices. He stated he even thought of moving their offices over there. He stated 
they have outgrown their building. He stated he has 1200 square in a finished basement. He 
stated he wouldn't want his professional office between those two existing businesses. He stated 
otherwise, the price is right and he could probably do it. He stated it just doesn't make sense. 

John Nowicki commented he was not sure a bank would someone tl1e money for that kind of 
proposition. Mr. Howard stated CVS wanted to buy his corner, the Wilson Farms building from 
them, to put a CVS there. He stated he tried to put them on this site, but it wasn't big enough. 

Mr. Howard asked if the To\vn would \\illing to sell the Town park. He stated if there is a 
problem with this left-hand turn that Ray Bleier mentioned, maybe they could have the applicant 
purchase the park. He stated he thought that the Town kept to stop any bar from going back 
in there. He stated he thought that was the whole purpose. 



Mr. Howard stated the problem is the hardship has been to Mrs. Falcone. He stated she has been 
paying the taxes and she has to have the grass cut. He stated they have to hire to have it done. 
He stated she keeps paying the bills. He stated they keep reducing the price. He stated the only 
thing that keeps coming back to is a self-se1ve carwash that seems to fit in there. He stated that is 
the only thing aesthetically pleasing that they think would work. 

John Nowicki stated those lands were given to the Town when the new road went in. Mr. 
Howard stated that used to be a prime comer and now it turned into a landlocked little piece. Mr. 
Howard stated he did not think they could be denied a curb cut on Chili Avenue. 

Dario Marchioni asked why do they have to go before the ZBA. Mr. Arilotta stated in a 
neighborhood business zone, a carwash is not a permitted use. He stated they only 
have those four or uses that are really out of date. 

Mr. Arilotta asked should they go back to the Zoning Board and see what they say and be denied 
again. Keith O'Toole stated there are a couple ways they could go. He stated one would be a 
rezoning to whatever use they want. He stated the code also provides if this Planning Board 
makes a finding that their intended use is similar in character to the other conditional uses, that, in 
fact, they can get a conditional use pennit there in fact, the Board makes that finding. 

Ray Bleier stated he remembered when they came in for approval for the real estate business. He 
stated the neighbors that were present from Ivy Circle were not happy. He stated there were a lot 
of people present. He stated they are going to a large contingent of those same people again 
for this type of proposal here. He stated it is not an easy sell. 

Mr. Howard stated it is not easy for Ms. Falcon. He stated she is stuck with a piece on a primary 
corner there and they don't know what to do. 

John Nowicki stated they could see if the Town would be willing to negotiate something for an 
easement for something across the lands to change it around maybe and help it out a little bit. He 
stated they could also approach the State to see if the curb cut is available. Mr. Howard stated it 
is there, pre-existing. John Nowicki so they have some flexibility there. 

John Nowicki stated they might poll the Board to see how the Board feels about it. He stated 
there are only two of them that have spoken, one one against. He stated they may want a feel 
from the rest of the members to see how they foel about it. Mr. Arilotta stated that would be 
great. Dario Marchioni stated it some options to go, either a conditional use permit or 
rezoning. John Nowicki stated he would they would probably want to go with a conditional 
use. Mr. Arilotta stated he would think they would. John Nowicki stated that is the way to control 
it so they could come back the Board. He stated they should have control over this. 

Keith O'T oole stated such a straw poll vote might be interpreted as a finding, that it is, in fact, 
similar to permitted uses in the district, and therefore they could come right in and get their 
conditional use pennit for the asking. John Nowicki asked so what is the bottom line. 

Keith O'Toole stated the bottom line is the Board would have to think before it votes. John 
Hellaby stated he has to admit he agrees with John, just general statement purposes. He stated 
he had the opportunity to talk to an individual that lives on Fenton Road that was totally opposed 
to this project a or so ago when it first came around. He stated he found out what his 
opinion was and why he was real unhappy and real upset. He stated they talked a couple of 
minutes, but when he fom1d out who was proposing this project, all of a sudden the man changed 
his mind because he knew of every Mobil station the applicant owns. He stated the man told him 
the applicant keeps l1is properties immaculate. John Hellaby stated the man told him he would not 
have such a big problem after all. John Hellaby stated thought the man's biggest concern was it 
was going to be a trash hole, nmv knows who is buying it. he is not so concerned. 

Ms. Klee stated he spent on nn·iuP•rc for four locations. He stated if anything ever goes 
there, he promises the Board vvill not unhappy v .. ~tb what they see when they drive by there. 
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John Hellaby stated it is a doable situation. He there is a little bit of work that might have 
to be worked out as far as the ingress and egress out of this thing, but would not have a 
problem with it. 

Dario Marchioni stated the applicant could consider some public relations work with the 
neighbors to show them that he would be a ftiendly neighbor and that they're going to do things 
to upgrade the area. 

John Nowicki stated he would not walk around showing the residents a picture of the car wash in 
Webster. He stated it would have to be more residential in character and should be a good job 
from the architectural side. 

Keith O'Toole stated it should also be noted that one of the neighbors, a Mr. Simon has raised 
some issue regarding drainage, and the man may be right or he may be wrong, but he brought 
about an engineer or at least c01Tespondence to the last Zoning Board hearing on this issne. John 
No\vicki stated he is the gentleman that took Town to court. Keith O'Toole stated that was 
conect. 

Mr. Arilotta stated at the Zoning Board meeting they addressed those concerns and their engineer 
at the time did not see a problem \;vith those concerns in addressing those at the time of 
constrnction. 

Keith O'Toole stated as he read code, they would have to look at a business of the same 
general character as the permitted uses, and penuitted uses are in 115-15, 1 through 5: A 
grocery store, barber shop, drngstore, clothes cleaning business or a soda fountain. He stated he 
did not read that as saying similar to the conditional uses even though there is State case law that 
says a conditional use is virtually the same as a permitted use. 

Mitch Rakus stated he was not going to vote on this. He stated, however, assuming that ifthere 
was some work done on this, it could be a workable situation. He stated he agrees \vith the 
situation of making either au entrance or au exit on Fenton Road or vice versa, maybe a little extra 
design. He stated he liked the high board fence there. He stated it is a small spot. He stated be 
agreed with everybodys discussion that it is a tough one to work out Mitch Rakus stated this 
comes very close to making it doable. 

John Limbeck stated he agreed \vith Mitch Rakus. Dario Marchioni stated he agreed with Mitch 
Rakus. Dario Marchioni stated the Town owned land in that area needs some improvement. ML 
Howard stated if they could purchase it, maybe it would be easier. 

John Nowicki stated he thought this is a workable application. He stated it needs a lot of work, 
but he thought that the use of it can be accommodated. He stated if it is done right, it is possible. 
John Nowicki stated it is almost like a natural extension what they have on both sides ofit. 

Lany Nissen suggested that the traffic situation be looked at by a qualified traffic consultant. He 
stated Fenton Road doesn't look that great to him because have a curve right there. He 
stated sight distance may not be adequate for a left tum out of this site onto Fenton Road. He 
stated it may be a concern. He stated he thought it deserves a professional look. 
Lany Nissen stated he thought that would aid them in their discussion with the Zoning Board 
also. 

Mr. Arilotta stated if he had to list one concern, it would be traffic. Nissen stated at least 
on a conceptual level, they should get an opinion as to what is the best way to handle the traffic 
flow on the site. 

John Nowicki stated they would have to submit a fonnal landscaping plan to the Conservation 
Board for their blessing. He stated he thought if it was properly landscaped, it could improve the 
looks of that particular area. 
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Dario Marchioni stated his first question with regard to drainage would be where is the discharge 
point. He stated he assumes there is a point somewhere available in the area where they can send 
drainage from this site. He asked is there a point that \\-ill receive drainage, a readily accessible 
point. Mr. Arilotta stated right now it is to a small swale. Larry Nissen stated that could be 
a problem. 

Larry Nissen stated they're hemmed in by their neighbors, Fenton Road and Chili Avenue. He 
stated there are not a whole lot of places to take the drainage. He stated he was pretty s•rre the 
flow of drainage in that area is predominantly to the south. He stated it is something theyre going 
to need to work out, probably ·with New York State D. 0. T., in conjunction \\rith an access permit 
and a permit to install a curb cut for access to this property. Larry Nissen stated when the State 
installs a storm drainage system along Chili A venue or any other rights-of-way, it is to drain the 
roadway, not to drain adjacent properties. He stated it doesn1t look like theyre going to 
generate a lot of additional drainage here, except what they're going to generate, but it may be a 
little bit expensive if the State requires them to participate in the cost to install a storm sewer on 
Chili Avenue. He stated it is worth investigating. 

Mr. Arilotta stated at the same time they were going to the Zoning Board, they did not get that 
deep into it. Larry Nissen stated the location of the point that \Vill accept their storm water 
drainage is important. 

Mr. Arilotta asked when they go back before the Zoning Board, how do they word it that they 
were present before the Planning Board. John No\\~cki stated Beverly Griebel, the Zoning Board 
Chairwoman, was present in the audience. 

MJ·. Howard asked could they just come back to the Planning Board for the conditional use. Jolm 
Nowicki stated that is assuming that all things go well with the State and the engineer. Jolm 
Nowicki stated for their information, too, the comments from t11e Drainage Committee are that at 
the time of their formal application or presentation, they should apply to enter a drainage district. 

The meeting ended at 11 µ.m. 



CHILI PLANNING BOARD 
October 14, 1997 

A meeting of the Chili Planning Board was held on October 14, at the Chili Tow11 Hall, 
3235 Chili Avenue, Rochester, New York 14624 at 7:00 p.m. The meeting was called to order by 
Chairperson John Cross. 

PRESENT: Ray Bleier, Mitch Raln1s, John Nowicki, John Limbeck, 
Dario Marchioni and Chairperson John 

ALSO PRESENT: Keith O'Toole, Assistant Cmmsel for the Tovvn; Larry Smith, Building 
hlspector; Larry Nissen, Tovvn Engineer; Charles Robinson, Conservation 
Board memuer. 

Chairperson John Cross declared this to be a legally constituted meeting of the Chili Planning 
Board. He explained the meeting's procedures and introduced the Board and front table. He 
announced the fire safety exits. 

PUBLIC HEARINGS: 

l. Application of Joe Benson's Service, O\vner; I Scottsville Road, Rochester, York 
14624 for renewal of conditional use pennit to allow the temporary storage oftowed and/or 
unlicensed vehicles at propeny located at 142 l Scottsville Road in G.I. zone. 

Joe Benson was present to represent the application. He stated he was present to renew his 
request. He stated he has been before the Board many, many times. He stated they try to stay 
within the limits the Board set fo11h. He stated in most cases they're constantly trying to improve 
the looks of the garage and keeping it to a minimum what they leave undesirable, which is 
sometimes almost impossible. He stated whatever length of time the Board feels they deem is 
correct, they would like for the renewal 

Ray Bleier asked has anything changed with the operation. Mr. Benson stated not really. He 
stated it is pretty much the same thing. Ray Bleier asked are they still storing cars out back. l\1r. 
Benson stated they are. Ray Bleier asked approximately how many do they have out there right 
now. Mr. Benson stated at one time, maybe ten. He stated it changed now that they don't do 
the sheri:tfs towing any more. He stated they do do the Thruway towing, but that is the only kind 
of towing that they do that creates a wTeck. 

Mitch Rak'Us stated lie goes by the prope1ty quite He stated he did not see anything 
bad lately. He told the applicant to keep up the good work. 

John Nowicki stated be would hold any que&1ions uutil he heard from his counterpans and from 
the Conservation Board. 

John Limbeck stated there \Vas one note from the Conservation Board about continuing to 
improve the cleanliness and beautification of the area. John Nowicki asked Larry Nissen have 
there been any complaints from any of the businesses about Mr. Benson's operation. 

Charles Robinson stated the Conservation Board noted that there was no beautification done 
according to the conditions of the last permit and that the only concern they had is they would like 
to see plans submitted this time around. Mr. Benson stated since they have applied, they have put 
bushes in railroad ties across the fence in front of the building, or on both s;des of the building. 
He stated they have cleaned up the flower beds. He stated they have also !·llt a berm in between 
the two parking lots that are there and that has some Arborvitae's on it th t were requested, so 
they have done some things to the propeny. 

Charles Robinson asked are there any plans that show that. Mr. Benson stated no, there are no 
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plans. Charles Robinson stated the Conservation Board has not seen them. He stated they would 
like to see at least a set of plans showing what they did. Mr. Benson stated they never suggested 
any plans before. He stated they were to just continue the beautification. Charles Robinson 
stated the Conservation Board would like to see landscaping plans. 

John Nowicki suggested perhaps the applicant could just draw an outline of the property and put 
dmvn an indication of where they planted the flowers and bushes. Mr. Benson stated he would be 
glad to do that. John Nowicki asked would it be possible just to take photographs in various 
directions and indicate on the photographs what they have done for the record. He asked if that 
would be acceptable to the Conservation Board. Charles Robinson stated he did not see why that 
would be a problem. John No\\~cki stated the Town could have it a permanent record to look at 
the next time around. John Limbeck stated he thought a sketch an.d some photographs would 
work well. Mr. Benson stated that would not be a problem. 

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE: None. 

John Nowicki stated they will have to apply to be entered into a drainage district. John Nmvicki 
told the applicant to see Carol O'Connor at the Clerk's Office. John Nowicki explained to the 
applicant when an application comes before the Board, they have the Drainage Committee check 
with the Clerk's Office to make sure that they are currently in a drainage district, which they are 
not. He stated it slipped through the cracks in the past. He stated the Town Clerk would have an 
application to be filled out. He stated it is a simple procedure that the Tovvn Board \\ill make a 
resolution to enter their property into a drainage district. He stated the Town would charge him a 
couple dollars a year for taxes for drainage. 

Mr. Benson asked if they were talking about like an underground drain. John Nowicki stated it is 
not to do any drainage work on the property, but if there is any drainage work that is required in 
their area, at least they're helping to pay for it. l\.1r. Benson stated that would be no problem. 
Larry Smith stated it is only about $20 a year. Mr. Benson stated that is cheap. He stated he did 
not have a problem. Larry Smith stated it may be is more for commercial properties, but he was 
not sure. l\fr. Benson stated it would not be a problem. 

DECISION: Unanimously approved by a vote of 6 yes with the following conditions: 

I. Petition the Town Board (within 30 days of the date of the decision letter) to 
include this parcel in the Chili Consolidated Drainage District. 

2. Applicant to adhere to previous conditions granted on 5/16/94. 

3. Submit landscaping sketch plans with photographs of plantings to the 
Chili Conservation Board for review and approval. 

4. Granted for a period of three years. 

2. Application of Robert Fallone, owner· 70 Quail Lane, Rochester, New York 14624 for 
resubdivision approval of one lot in the King Forest Section 2 Subdivision at propeny 
located at 2 Robetts Drive in R- I-15 zone. 

Nory Fallone was present to represent the application. Mr. Nory Fallone stated they're requesting 
a re subdivision of Lot 215 in King Forest Estates. He stated they have a customer that wanted a 
house with a three-car garage and tbe lot was not big enough, so they need more room to put the 
house on there. He stated that is the reason for the change. Mr. Nory Fallone stated they took 12 
feet out on the south side of the lot, and they're requesting that the Board give them an 8 foot side 
setback on that side, too, so that this house can fit on there. 

John Nowicki asked on the south side they need how many Mr. N01y Fallone stated 8 feet. 
John Cross asked is that the extent of it. Mr. Nory Fallone stated it 

Ray Bleier stated it was not clear in his mind why they're not trying to add more to this lot so that 
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they don't have to get the side easement, the variance. He asked if they want a variance also to 
build 8 feet from the property line. Mr. Nory Fallone stated that was correct He stated the 
house is about 73 feet long, and at the front setback there, right now the way it there is about 
71 feet, so if the Board would give them the 8 foot side setback, it should just make it. He stated 
there is an easement on the other side, a storm easement on the north side, so they couldn't do 
anything on that side. 

John Nmvicki asked if they were asking for a setback. He stated increasing of the 
lot. John Nm.vicki stated they don't really need a setback He stated they need a larger lot. Mr. 
Nory Fallone stated that was correct. He stated they made it 83 feet wide. He stated it was 71 
feet before. He stated they added 12 feet to the width of the lot. 

John Nowicki stated they're not here for a variance. He stated they just 'vant to make the lot 
bigger. Mr. Nory Fallone stated that was correct. John Nowicki stated that is what he wanted to 
clear up. He stated they want it so the lot is big enough to handle a three-car Mr. Nory 
Fallone stated that was correct. John NO'wicki asked if their side setbacks would remain the same 
as before. Mr. Nory Fallone stated they would. He stated he just wants to make sure they have 
an 8 foot side setback. 

Lan-y Smit11 stated that is the minimum, but they have to have 10 percent of the lot width. Mr. 
Nory Fallone stated then they would not have it ifit is 83 Larry Smith stated that was right. 
Larry Nissen stated it is 83 in the front. stated it is 121 in tl1e back. Larry Smith stated they're 
looking at the frontage. Larry Smith stated what the Board granted him was a side setback being 
l 0 percent of the lot width. He stated he was attributing that as the width on the street, 8. 3 feet, 
so they have to have 8.3 feet there or go to the Zoning Board for a variance. 

John Nm:vicki asked if that was for each side. Lan-y Smith stated that's correct. Mr. Nory Fallone 
stated the uorth side is all right because there is a storm easement there that they have to stay out, 
so there is l O feet there already. Larry Smith stated 8 foot is too close to the lot line. 

Dario Marchioni stated so they're saying the applicant needs 85 foot of frontage. Larry Smith 
stated if he has 83 feet of frontage, the 10 percent of the front lot width is what the Board granted 
him for approval there, so he has to have a minimum of 8.3 feet setback from each side on this 
particular lot. He stated on the next lot down it might be 80 feet, so he would have to have 8 
feet. He stated there was a minimum put on there of 8 feet. Larry Smith stated they will need 
more than the minimum because the frontage will be greater. 

Mr. Nory Fallone stated he was asking the Board if they could give him the 8 feet on this one 
since he was before the Board. Lan-y Smith stated it is a different board that handles that. Keith 
O'Toole stated if this is a 281, the applicant could the reliefbefore the Planning Board here. 
Mr. Nory Fallone stated he would ask for it theu. Larry Smith stated the applicant was amending 
bis application to ask for a variance of of a foot. Lan-y Nissen stated a little over 3 1 
inches. 

Dario Marchioui stated they better add more because the mason might slip. Larry Nissen stated 
they should ask for 4. John Nowicki asked how many feet do they want Larry Smith stated 
8 foot, 4 inches the applicant is asking for. Larry Nissen asked is the setback measured at the 
house. Larry Smith stated it is measured at the corner of the house. 

Lan-y Nissen stated the lot widens. He stated it is at the front and 121 at the back. He 
stated depending where the house sits as far as setback, may have more than what they need. 
Larry Smith stated so they would not want the va1iance then. 

Mr. No1-y Fallone stated he talked to his engineer and he set the house at that point, the setback 
line, and measured 71 feet. Larry Nissen asked if that was between the easements. Mr. Nory 
Fallone stated so he needs about 73. Larry Smith stated tbe setback applies to the property line. 

Larry Nissen stated as long as they don't intrude upon the easements, they're okay. He stated it is 
the property line that is involved. John Nowicki stated if they come back to the setback line, 
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they're going to be about feet. Larry Nissen stated that's possible. John NO\vicki stated so if 
the house is 73 feet, they have 20 feet to play with, 10 feet on the other side if they center it, so 
they should fine. John Nowicki stated so what the applicant is asking for is sufficient. Larry 
Nissen stated it could well be. 

John Nowicki stated so the applicant vvill stick with 8 foot then. Larry Nissen stated he thought 
they can probably place the house so they won't need a variance for the 8.3 foot minimum 
setback. Mr. Nory Fallone asked what would happen if it doesn't fit. 

Larry Nissen stated their surveyor said it is 71 feet. Mr. Nory Fallone stated right there, it is. He 
stated they're taking 10 off there. Larry Nissen stated that is 16 feet there because they use 
the whole lot, even with the easement. Mr. Norv Fallone stated there is no easement there. 

Larry Smith and Larry Nissen discussed the plan dimensions with the applicant. Larry Smith 
stated the applicant is not going to ask for a variance. Larry Nissen stated they do not think he 
needs a variance. 

John Nowicki asked is the applicant going to go ahead and make the lot bigger. Larry Nissen 
stated he will need to enlarge the lot in order to meet setback requirements. He stated he will 

to push the house back a little bit to keep it \Vithin the easement lines within the property 
lines. He stated they do not want him intruding on the easements. He stated his setback is 
measured to the darker lines, the property lines, between easements. He stated at the setback line 
is 71 feet, and the house is feet, so they're suggesting that if the house is set back a little bit 
fu1ther on the lot, because it widens out, the distance between easements widens out, if the 
applicant sets it back 5 or 10 feet from the minimum setback line, he can get it within the lot, 
outside of the existing easements and enough from the property lines without a request. 

John Nov.1icki stated would not have to change the easement line given to the Town of Chili 
for stom1 sewer purposes. Larry stated that's correct. John Nowicki stated they're back to 
· the straight 8 foot 

John Nmvicki stated they \\~ll have to shove that house back quite a Mr. Nory Fallone 
understood that. John Nowicki asked will that house look out of character if they push 

that house back that Larry Smith it won't be a problem that location. John Nowicki 
stated \Viii be pushing it back 12 to l 3 off that line, so the total setback will be roughly 
almost 60 feet back. He stated that will be set back quite a from the other houses. 

Larry Nissen stated he know that there is requirement that the applicant hold the house 
only to the minimum setback. Larry Smith stated on this particular lot, it might enhance the 

entrance of the development. John No\vicki stated especially if they tilt it a little bit. John 
Nowicki stated as long as the applicant w1dersta11ds and the owners understand that, because they 
might have a siting problem. Mr. Nory Fallone stated they might have to go back 7 to 10 feet to 
make it fit. John Nowicki stated that \Vould cut the backyard down a little bit if they're going to 
be thinking of somebody putting a pool in back or something like that. Mr. Nory Fallone stated 
the lot is pretty deep, though. John Nowicki stated as long as they all understand each other so 
there is no misunderstanding what can happen if something is out of character. 

Larry Nissen stated it seems to him that the resubdivision application could be considered and in 
the event that there were further difficulties, the applicant wouldn't be prevented from coming in 
and requesting a setback variance if he needed to. John No\\~cki stated as long as everybody 
realizes sometimes when they resite something, they can change the character of the 
neighborhood and have a little marketing problem. He stated as long as everybody is comfortable 
with that, he did not have a problem. 

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE: None. 

John Cross made a motion to declare the Board lead agency as far as SEQR found this to be an 
tmlisted action and made a detennination of no significant environmental impact, and the Board all 
voted yes. 
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DECISION: Unanimously approved by a vote of 6 V\ith the follmving condition: 

l. Submit revised plat map to Monroe County Smvey Office for filing. 

3. Application of Gates Albert, ovvner; 3434 Union Street, Nmth Chili, New York 14514 for 
preliminary site plan approval to erect a 1,227 sq. fl:. addition at property located at 3434 
Union Street in L.l zone. 

Randall Peacock, the architect of record for the applicant, was present to represent the 
application. He stated they were present tonight seeking hopefully preliminary and final approval 
for what they consider to be a very minor addition to the existing Gates Albert manufacturing 
facility. 

Mr. Peacock stated they're proposing the construction of a 21 foot, 4 inch by foot, 6 inch 
addition on the north side of tl1e building. He stated the addition \:\rill house an expanded quality 
control area aud allow for the reanangement of some other interior functions such as shipping and 
receiving and some parts cleaning functions inside the building. 

Mr. Peacock stated the addition will be constructed V\rith concrete block painted and it wiU match 
the existing building in terms of the fo1mdation, stem wall and the overall look of it. He stated it 
should really blend with the entire structure as it stands now. 

Mr. Peacock stated the addition \lill not affect any of the parking facilities the structure. He 
stated it does lap onto some grass area. He stated approximately two-tl1irds of it sits on existing 
grass and the other third sits on an paving area that is in the loading and maneuvering 
space for the overhead doors. He stated it does not infringe on them in a way that would deter 
the maneuvering of vehicles on the He stated the addition is the same height as that existing 
portion of the building. He stated he believes they actually went about 6 to 8 inches taller in order 
to overlap the roofs correctly for drainage. He stated drainage off the structure \\rill come down 
through dovvnspouts and mil be dropped onto tlie grade surface tl1e same as tl1e drainage for the 
existing building works cunently. 

Mr. Peacock stated the building, the property cunently isn1t in a drainage dist1ict He stated that 
application has been filed and the hearing is pending on el!.tablishing them joining a drainage 
district, so that action is in the process. 

John Cross asked if they had landscaping plans. Mr. Peacock stated building is currently quite 
well landscaped. He stated they don1t feel this wananted additional landscaping on the 
structure. Larry Smith stated theyre required to have at least l percent of the construction cost 
put into landscaping. Mr. Peacock stated he was sure they could come to some agreement as to 
what additional landscaping should be done. 

Jim Adams, also present to represent the application, stated there is all pavement aro1md the new 
addition. Larry Smith stated it could be done somewhere on the Larry Smith stated that 
is up to the Conservation Board. 

Charles Robinson stated the Conservation Board did want to see landscaping plans stamped by a 
licensed landscape architect He stated in terms of screening, they wanted some emphasis put on 
the northwest comer of the addition. 

Ray Bleier asked if that was of the addition or the front of the building. Nissen stated that 
would be next to the tanks. Larry Smith asked what is the projected cost of this project. Mr. 
Adams stated $100,000. 

Mr. Peacock asked when was the Conservation Board's request made. He stated he didn't receive 
any notification of that Charles Robinson stated that was just a rnling that had that they are 
just bringing to the table now. John Nowicki asked doesn't code require them to do that. 
Larry Smith stated it requires that they put 1 percent into landscaping. 
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Mr. Peacock stated he was sure if it is required, they'll produce documentation and produce a 
landscaping plan for the l percent. John Nowicki stated the applicant should have its landscape 
architect put something together and have it reviewed by the Conservation Board. Mr. Adams 
stated that was fine. Mr. Peacock asked if they could go ahead with that being a condition of 
approval for this project. John No\vicki stated they could do that. Mr. Peacock stated given the 
cost, they're looking at $1,000 worth oflandscaping and that would provide an opportunity to do 
some screening on that corner of the addition. 

John NoVvicki stated time the Planning Board gets an application, the request is made is to 
improve the community the best they can. He stated ""'ithin those guidelines, whatever their 
landscaping architect can do to improve the project in any way from a beautification standpoint, 
they all benefit from that. 

Ray Bleier stated he was a little bit interested in the contairuneut dike and their solvent tanks. Mr. 
Peacock stated currently that facility has two tanks that are located on that north wall. He 
stated they just stand there on a scaffold on that wall so that they work by gravity draining into 
the interior of the stmcture. He stated there is no containment structure right now. He stated in 
the event there were a leak in filling the tank or there were a leak of the tank itself, it would go 
into the ground. He stated the intent is to create a basin that those tanks \vill sit in to contain a 
leak if that happened. He stated the tanks are there now. He stated they're legally permitted to be 
there. He stated they're providing a secondary protection of outside just the tank wall itself to 
stop any solvent from entering the groundwater or entering the ground there. 

Ray Bleier asked was the Conservation Board aware that condition that was out there, with those 
solvent tanks \\ithout any possible containment in the case of spills, when th.ey reviewed the 
original application. Charles Robinson stated not according to his notes. 

Mr. Peacock stated those tanks have existed there for over 20 years. Mr. Peacock stated those 
tanks have been there probably since the stmcture was built. He stated he doubts that was 
thought of when they built the stmcture. Mr. Peacock stated they're trying to make an eff01t to 
correct a situation that could happen. 

John Nowicki asked is the solvent used for cleaning purposes. Mr. Peacock stated it is for 
cleaning parts, yes. John Nmvicki asked is it recyclable materials. Mr. Peacock stated yes, it is. 
John No\\icki asked are the material safety data sheets available on that. Mr. Adams stated yes, 
they are. Mr. Adams stated the Fire Marshal has been out to the site also. He stated the Tmvn 
has all of the records on the materials. 

Larry Smith asked what is the material. Mr. Adams stated it is a standard safety solvent basically, 
like kerosene. Larry Smith asked if it is tri-chlor or anything like that. Mr. Adams stated no, it is 
not 

Mitch Rakus asked if they have had any contamination problems with the DEC coming in and 
checking them out or anything like that. Mr. Adams stated no, they have not. He stated they 

a DEC permit that is not even required. 

John Nowicki stated as long as they can come up with something to satisfy the Conservation 
Board on the landscaping and as long as the material safety data sheets are presented and are on 
file, he did not have a problem ""'ith the application. He commented it has been there a long time. 
John Nowicki asked was that company bought out a couple years back. Mr. Adams stated the 
so11 bought it from the father. John Nowicki asked were they located over in Gates. Mr. Adams 
stated they were. 

John Limbeck asked if the tank on the ground is in use right now. Mr. Adams stated no, it is not. 
John Limbeck stated looking at the left-hand side of the tank as one faces it, there seems to be a 
lot of scale on the bottom and it looks like it is rusting away. He asked are the tanks checked. 
Mr. Adams stated they plan to replace them \Vi.th a new style, double-baffle tank, so that takes 
;nvay the need for the dike, but they're going to do it anyway. 
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Larry Nissen asked are there any site plan improvements proposed other than the constmction of 
the buildings and the dike. Mr. Peacock stated there are none other than that, except for 
landscaping. 

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE: None. 

John Cross made a motion to declare the Board lead as as SEQR, found this to be an 
unlisted action and of no significant environmental impact, and the Board was all in favor of the 
motion. 

DECISION: Unanimously approved by a vote of 6 with the following conditions: 

L Petition the Town Board (within 30 days of the date of the decision letter) 
to include this parcel in the Chili Consolidated Drainage District. 

Pending approval of the To\vn Engineer. 

3. Submit landscaping plans signed and sealed by a licensed landscape architect 
to tl1e Chili Conservation Board for review and approvaL 

4. Submit material safety data 
Marshal 

to the Building Depa1tment and Fire 

Note: Final site plan approval has been waived by the Planning Board. 

4. Application ofMr. & Mrs. Daniel Wing, owner; West Forest Drive, Rochester, New York 
14624 for conditional use permit to allow an in-law apartment at property located at 72 West 
Forest Drive in R-1-15 zone. 

No one was present to represent the application. John Cross indicated the Board would recall 
application later. 

5. Application of Anthony Comunale, ovv11er; 51 King Road, Churchville, New York 14428 
for preliminary site plan approval to erect a x 32' addition to garage at property located 
at 51 King Road in LI. zone. 

Anthony Comunale was present to represent the application. Mr. Comunale stated be wants to 
put an addition onto the existing building which would be on the back side. He stated if someone 
is driving by, they would see part ofit, but it would come off towards the back. He stated the 
ridge will be perpendicular to the way the rest of the building 

Jolm Cross asked the applicant will he park Iris o~'ll tmck in there. Mr. Comu11ale stated he will. 
He stated he has a te11-wheel dump tmck that he has always parked back there. He stated lie has 
all the present area occupied with shop equipme11t. He stated lie thought it would be a big 
advantage to him to have a place to keep the tmck inside out of the weather and be able to work 
on it when he needs to. Mr. Comunale stated that is the main purpose for the extra space. 

John Nowicki stated it appears that the applicant been moving some ea1th around the propeity 
recently. He asked the applicant to explain what he was trying to accomplish there. Mr. 
Comunale stated that is something he has been doing over the last few years because the prope1ty 
was all low. He stated he has been gradually filling it. 

Mr. Comunale stated tl1ere was an irregular lot line that the property originally had. He stated he 
got some property behind hinl now. He stated thls project has wanted to do for a long tinle, 
but because of the way the property line he would have needed to come in and ask for a 
variance because he would only have had about l 0 feet for a setback, so he waited until be was 
able to acquire the property in the back. He stated after he did get that, the land was just all 
woods and overgrown, so last year they cleaned that all out, graded it and landscaping it and put a 
berm across the back area. 
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Mr. Communale stated when they did all of that, it had an effect on the drainage, and they knew 
that. He stated they incorporated that into what they did up to a point, and then they needed to 
do some more work to get it to follow the natural drainage that that property needs to have to get 
out to that invert at King Road, which is what they finished doing this year. Mr. Comunale stated 
they have graded it and put topsoil in there, and he is hoping to get it :finished and seeded if the 
weather will hold out. He stated if not, he would have to wait until spring to finish that. He 
stated those are areas that are way to the other side and they go out to the front. He 
stated they also went down along the back and cleaned out to the tree line. He stated he thought 
it is a big improvement. He stated they were able to basically pretty much get that finished off to 
make it all work right. 

Mr. Comunale stated the property that is behind the garage and house, it all pitches back, so they 
kept it that way, and it works good. He stated now they have put about 120 feet of pipe in the 
ground, 12-inch drainpipe to catch all of the drainage, and it takes it over to a swale that they 
have created. out to the road. 

Mr. Communale stated about a week after they :finished it, they had a real steady rain all night 
long. He stated his whole property collects the water from all around there. He stated there is 
always a lot of water flowing through there, but it was working real well. 

Mitch Rakus asked are the rooflines going to blend in with the rest of the property when they put 
the addition on. Mr. Comunale stated he thought it will. He stated the roof shows it witl be 
higher than the existing one, but they're going to hip it back into the existing roof, so it should 
blend in. He stated as far as the building itself, it is going to be sided and trimmed and hopefully it 
wo111t look like an addition. He stated it will look like it was always there. 

John Limbeck stated right now the applicant bas two trucks there. He asked is one of them for 
parts. Mr. Comunale stated it is not for parts. He stated that is one that he bought and he is 
working on it. He stated until this addition, he has had no place to work on that truck in the 
winter when has the time to do rt>n•HrC 

John Limbeck asked is tbe addition big enough for the two trucks or \vill one be relocated to tbe 
lea1Ho on the side of the addition. Mr. Comunale stated the addition will be big enough for the 
both of them. He stated the temporary shelter that been there will be gone. 

Larry Smith stated be would like to see the drainage patterns shown on the other lot. He stated 
the applicant is saying he has been doing work in there to take care of tbe drainage problems on 
the one lot, but the applicant does not show anything on the plans what is being done to the 
original lot. Mr. Comunale stated he had a complete site plan for that whole area that is file. 
Lan)' Smith asked if the applicant is doing tbe grading according to an existing site plan. Mr. 
Comunale stated that's coffect. 

Rob Fitzgerald, also present to represent the application, stated that site plan was filed in 
Febmary. Larry Smith asked when was it done. Mr. Comunale stated that was done maybe four 

ago. Larry Smith asked if that was done for a fill permit.. Mr. Comtmale stated that is right. 
John NO\:vicki stated be remembered discussing it. 

Charles Robinson stated they're going to need landscaping plans for tbe entire development 
stamped by a licensed landscaping architect. John No\vicki stated he did not think the applicant 
needs a landscape architect to draw up the plans. He stated it is a pretty small property. Charles 
Robinson stated the applicant needs to get a decent set of plans that tbe Conservation Board can 
look at. John Nowicki stated the applicant could work it out \vi.th his engineer to put together 
something for a landscaping plan. He stated usually they require that an applicant spend about l 
percent of the construction cost. Mr. Comunale stated be bas spent more than l percent already. 

Mr. Fitzgerald asked if the Conservation Board seen this site. Charles Robinson stated no, 
they have not. Mr. Fitzgerald stated tbe applicant has done a nice job. He stated there are shrubs 
all along the property. Larry Smith stated iftbe applicant does not landscape the property, 1 
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percent of the cost of the project would have to be donated to the TO\Nn anyway. He stated they 
would rather see the landscaping on the 

Charles Robinson stated he would think the applicant would want to put money on his own 
site. Charles Robinson stated once it is done and once it is approved, somebody from the 
Conservation Board would check and see it is done. He stated right now they have no concept of 
what the applicant is going to do in tenns of beautification. 

Mr. Comunale stated last year and again this year, they did a considerable amount of clearing 
land, grading it, seeding it. He stated he did construct a berm in the back that they were plalllling 
on planting some sort of the trees along that area. Charles Robinson stated that is the kind stuff 
the Conservation Board is looking for and they have 110 way ofk110\\ting the applicant did that 
unless they see some type of plan. 

Ray Bleier suggested somebody from the Conservation Board get together with Mr. Conumale 
and go out to the site to give him a little guidance and to see where they would want to go. 
Charles Robinson told the applicant to give Glenn Schneider, the Chairperson of the Conservation 
Board, a call and he would set something up with one representative of the Conservation Board 
to see what could be worked out. Mr. Comunale stated he had no objection to that. 

John Nowicki stated the applicant over the last fow years bas done a Jot of work out there. He 
stated it is too bad they didn't have before and after pictures. John Nowicki stated when the 
Conservation Board representative comes out, the applicant \Vill have to show and tell him/her all 
that was done. 

Mr. Comunale stated along the original property is a big row of trees that nm on an angle. He 
stated this summer they went through there. He stated there were trees growing on top of trees, 
so they took probably a half dozen good sized trees out of there because they weren't doing the 
other ones any good. He stated they opened it up and made it look better. He stated be wanted 
to keep as many of the big old oak trees that were there. He stated he bad somebody come in and 
take those down and remove the stumps. 

John Nowicki stated the gentleman across the street from the applicant has done a magnificent job 
on his property and there is a lot happening in that area. He stated they have kept it up nicely and 
there are a lot of nice homes being built there. He stated it is critical they all work together. Mr. 
Comunale stated this is not the first time he has been before tbe Board. He stated be has always 
said that he wants things to look the way be would like to see them look. He stated he has to 
look at it himself every day. 

John Nowicki asked if the addition would have water, electricity and all utilities. Mr. Comunale 
stated it will. He stated he \\ill take them right off the other building. 

Dario Marchioni asked the applicant what kind of siding will he use. Mr. Comunale stated T-111. 
John Nowicki asked what is on the existing building. Mr. Comunale stated T-111. Mr. 
Comunale stated it \\ill be all sta.ined and fiuished the same as the existing building. 

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE: 

Khym Kaupelis - 110 King Road 
1k Kaupelis stated he lives right down the street from the applicant and he is strongly in favor of 
his proposal. He stated he has seen the work the applicant has done over the years to the 
property. He stated it has improved the value of the whole area tremendously. He stated this 
addition is about as discreet as it could probably be. He stated it is off the rear of the building. 
He stated he has no doubt it will improve the value of the property. 

John Cross made a motion to declare the Board lead agency as far as SEQR, found this to be an 
unlisted action and of no significant environmental impact, and the Board all voted yes in favor of 
the motion. 



DECISION: Unanimously approved by a vote of 6 yes v.rith the follo\\ing conditions: 

L Pending approval of the Tovm Engineer. 

2. Submit landscaping plans to the Chili Conservation Board for review and 
approval. 

Note: Final site plan approval has been waived by the Planning Board. 

John Cross asked if there was anyone present to represent Mr. or Mrs. Daniel Wing. No one 
responded. John Cross stated the Board would have to table the application until they resubmit 
the application. 

John Nowicki some people present in tbe audience iftbey were present for the Wing 
application. The people indicated they were present in opposition to the application. One 
gentleman identified himself as Glen Ferguson of74 West Forest Drive, just north ofthe property. 

DECISION ON APPLICATION Unanimously by a vote of 6 yes to table for the following 
reason: 

1. Applicant fuiled to appear for the public hearing. 

The meeting ended at 8:00 p.m. 



CHILI PLANNING BOARD 
November 18, l 

A meeting of the Chili Plamung Board was held on November 18, 1997 at the Chili Town Hall, 
3235 Chili Avenue, Rochester, New York 14624 at 7:00 p.m. The meeting was called to order by 
Chairperson John Cross. 

PRESENT: Ray Bleier, J\tfitch Ra:kus, Jolm Nmvicki, John Limbeck, 
Dario Marcluoni, John Hellaby and Chairperson Jolm Cross. 

ALSO PRESENT: Keith O'Toole, Assistant Counsel the Town; Larry Smith, Building 
Inspector; Larry Nissen, Town Engineer; Charles Robinson, Conservation 
Board member. 

Chairperson John Cross declared this to be a legally constituted meeting of the Chili Planning 
Board. He exJ>lained the meeting's procedures and introduced the Board and from table. He 
announced the fire safety exits. 

PUBLIC HEARINGS: 

l. Application ofBarbara Galbraith, ow11er; Scottsville-W. Henrietta Road, Scottsville, New 
York 14546 for resubdivision approval of four lots in the Dumpling Hill Subdivision at 
property located at 2252, 2272, and a portion of2250 Scottsville Road in 
AC., FPO, FW zone. 

Jolm McCloud was present to represent the applicant He stated they are proposing a 
resubdivision of the resubdivision of the Dumpling Hill Farm. He stated the subject property was 
before the Board several years ago. He stated it was apparently approved but didn't go any 
further. He stated it did not get filed or recorded. He stated they're taking tl1is opportmuty to 
again revise the original resubdivision. 

Mr. McCloud stated basically the original lots were as he indicated on the maps. He indicated on 
the maps Lots R-1, R-2, R-3 \vith a stretch up to the road; R-4, which is now the Dumpling Hill 
Bed and Breakfast; and R-5. Mr. McCloud stated they have made several revisions. He indicated 
on the map how they want R-1 to be reconfigured. He stated they want R-2 to go down to a 
point, following the roadway to the bed and breakfast and then up to the road. He stated R-4 
would be unchanged. He stated R-5 would deeper and across to a point up to meet the owner 
of the bed and breakfast. He stated R-3 would have a narrower strip down from the road, 
following a line, going down deeper and so forth. 

Mr. McCloud stated in each case, the lots that have been changed are somewhat bigger than they 
were originally. He stated R-1was1.35 acres and now it will be 1.94 acres. He stated R-2 was 
1.11 acres and is now 1.4908, whlch is 4/10 larger. He stated R-3 was 2.64 and it is now 3.65 
acres. He stated it would be an acre larger. He stated R-4 would be ilie same, L 6 acres. He 
stated R-5 was 4.851 and now would be 5.1079, a quarter of au acre bigger. 

Mr. McCloud stated they are aware that they're going to have to go to the Zoning Board of 
Appeals to get the undersized lots approved. Ray Bleier asked how this is all tying in now. He 
stated he noticed the Galbraiili.s own the prope1ty still surrounding this entire thing. 

Mr. McCloud showed the Board the line ofilie original resubdivision that did get filed. He stated 
then iliey started with another resubdivision which does not appear on the map he was shov.iug 
ilie Board tonight. John Cross asked if that was the one they were present for a few years ago. 
Mr. McCloud stated thaes correct. Jolm Cross stated it was approved at that time. Mr. McCloud 
stated iliat's correct. He stated why iliey did not file he was not sure. He stated they just lost 
interest, he guessed. 
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Ray Bleier stated he was surprised about the resubdivision coming in, the size variance. He stated 
he thought they were all set with that. Mr. McCloud stated part of the problem came up because 
the house buildings are all for sale. He indicated on the map which house they had a prospective 
buyer who wanted more land than it originally had. He indicated on the map where there are 
existing homeoVvners that also wanted more land. 

John Nowicki stated the lot involving the bed and breakfast he understood. He asked what are 
the reasons for the other four lots changing. He asked why aren't they trying to conform to the 
existing zoning. He stated the existing zoning calls for 5 acre lots and they're cutting them back 
do\\n. Mr. McCloud stated 5-acre lots don1t fit well when they try to preserve what is left. John 
Nowicki asked are they selling them off or somebody is buying them. 

Mr. McCloud indicated on the plans where people are living currently. He indicated where there 
is a barn. John Nowicki stated that is on a 5-acre parcel. Mr. McCloud stated that's correct. 
John Nowicki stated that meets the zoning requirement. Mr. McCloud stated the others are 
smaller. John Limbeck stated Lots I, 2 and 3 are smaller. He stated 4 stays the same. Mr. 
McCloud stated the orange lines on the plan are the existing lines of the original resubdivision, 
and the green outlines are the lots that they were present for today. 

Larry Smith stated he had a problem with the comer lot on the left-hand side of the plan. He 
stated they have a roadway/driveway going back there and they have cut that down to where it is 
an illegal size. Mr. McCloud stated they could revise that. Larry Smith asked why did they take 
the wedge off of that. Mr. McCloud stated he was asked to make it there. He stated they could 
always put it back. Larry Smith stated if they don't put it back, they have to get a variance for 
that. Mr. McCloud stated he thought the reason for that relocation has something to do with the 
farm line, but that is out in the middle of a field. Larry Smith stated it has to be at least 40 feet. 

John Cross asked if Barbara Galbraith was present. Mr. Galbraith, also present to represent the 
application, stated he is her husband. He stated he did not know all the reasoning behind the 
resubdivision. 

Mitch Rakus stated the purpose of this is to increase the size of the lots. John Cross stated 
this is what they saw the last time, except the lots are a little larger nmv. Mitch Rakus stated if 
Larry Smith has a question about the lot on the left-hand side, the applicant should to meet the 
requirements there, but other than that, he did not have a question about it. 

John Hellaby stated he remembered on the frame barn over on the side, there was an a\vfiil lot of 
rigamorole a good number of years ago about the setbacks on that. He asked does changing any 
of the lines on that affect the setbacks on that. Mr. Mccloud stated if they went over, they would 
still come do\\'11 to the original approved line through there. John Hellaby stated so they are not 
changing those setbacks. 

John Nowicki asked how is the bed and breakfast doing. Mr. McCloud stated he had no idea. He 
asked when did Dumpling Hill become Dubbling Hill on the sign. He stated that area was 
Dumpling Hill as far as he has known it. John Nowicki stated it was very attractive. He asked 
did they recover from the fire. Mr. McCloud stated apparently they have. 

John Nowicki stated the last time this was done it wasn't filed. Mr. McCloud stated that was 
correct. John Nowicki asked ifthey1re going to file this one if it is approved. Mr. McCloud 
stated he thought so. John Nowicki asked does everybody involved know when they1re selling 
these parcels off that are under 5 acres, they will be restricted to what kind of animals are allowed 
on the properties, under the zoning ordinance. Mr. McCloud stated the applicant should know 
that He stated he did not. Larry Smith stated no animals are allowed on property under 5 acres. 
John Nowicki stated they did not want to see any animals on these sites. Mr. McCloud asked if 
dogs count. John Nmvicki stated they do not. Larry Smith stated dogs and cats are fine. John 
Nowicki stated if people think they are going to have horses and cows on these lots, they are 
going to bave a problem. Mr. Galbraith stated any of the people buying the houses \\ill not have 
horses or cows. 
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Dario Marchloni asked did the ZBA approve the previous Planning Board approval. Mr. 
McCloud stated he thought so. Dario Marchioni asked is this in a drainage district. John Cross 
stated no, they're not. John Nowicki stated he has nothing against horses and cows. John Cross 
stated the Board did not get any drainage comments on this. He stated on the application it is 
checked off they're not in a drainage district, so the Board would make that a condition of 
approval. 

Larry Smith stated on the zoning approval, he was trying to figure out what they did. Ray Bleier 
stated regardless, since they have different dimensions here, the previous approval is not valid. 
Larry Smith stated the barn at one time, they had a property line running right through the barn on 
the south side on the south lot, and then they changed the boundaries around the barn. He stated 
he thought they got a variance on that or they were supposed to. He stated he was trying to see if 
he could see that in the file. Larry Smith stated he wanted a review done on this to see if 
the variances were granted. Larry Smith stated he would check on that tomorrow. 

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE: None. 

John Nowicki stated they probably had requested drainage district inclusion before and it was 
pushed aside. There was discussion about putting the drainage district condition on the decision 
letter this time. 

John No\vicki asked how come on the application it is marked the property is not located in flood 
plain or wetlands. Mr. McCloud stated pait of it is. John Nowicki asked why was it checked no, 
that they're not in the flood plain. Mr. McCloud stated he would say that these particular 
buildings are not in the flood plain. Larry Smith stated that question refers to the parcel, not the 
buildings. Mr. McCloud stated it goes out to the river, so it must be. John Nowicki stated they 
have to amend the application in that regard to indicate they are in the flood plain. Mr. McCloud 
asked what is the procedure on amending that. Larry Smith stated the Board just amended the 
application. 

John Nowicki asked ifthe Board had County Comments on 
John Cross stated it is a local matter. 

John Cross stated they did not. 

John Cross made a motion to declare the Board lead agency as to SEQR found this application to 
be an unlisted action and of no significant environmental impact, and John Limbeck seconded the 
motion. All Board members were in favor of the motion. 

John Nowicki asked it be a condition that the Chairman not sign off on the approval until the 
drainage district condition has been taken care of. Keith O'Toole stated the Town Board has the 
right to say no. John Nowicki stated he was tired of having applications come back before the 
Board every time that were not entered in the drainage district. Larry Smith stated it was not a 
condition of the last approval. 

John Cross added the condition to the approval that the Planning Board Chairperson will not sign 
the final sub map until the drainage district has been filed. 

DECISION: Unanimously approved by a vote of7 yes with the following conditions: 

L Petition the Town Board (within 30 days of the date of this letter) to include 
this resubdivision in the Chili Consolidated Drainage District. 

2. Apply to the Zoning Board of Appeals for requires variances. 

3 .• t\mend Item of the application fom1 to reflect that property is in a flood 
zone. Indicate same on the subdivision plan. 

4. Planning Board Chairman \vill uot sign final plan until papers for drainage 
district are filed in Town Clerk's Office. 
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2. Application ofUlti.Jllate R.C. Hobby Store, clo Charles Masters, 56 West Amy Lane, 
Rochester, New York 14626, property owner: Chili Plaza Associates; for preliminary site 
plan approval for a change of use in portion of building to allow a hobby store at property 
located at 3240 Chili Avenue in G.B. zone. 

Lawrence Fenity with was present to represent the application. He stated essentially what his 
clients are intending to do is, in a portion of the plaza that is presently the Claridge Decorating 
Center, about an 8,000 square foot ~'}lace, they would like to install a use which is essentially a 
hobby store that would have an indoor RC or radio-controlled track in it. 

3Y.8 

Mr. Fenity stated as to the site plan, theyre not anticipating any major changes. He stated there is 
quite a lot of parking in the area. He stated one thing not shO\vn on the plan is there is existing 
handicapped parking at the end of one of the rows, which he indicated on the map. Mr. Fenity 
stated they are not anticipating making any major changes to the existing building. Mr. Fenity 
stated they would be changing the sign and perhaps removing the overhead door at one end. He 
stated they do not anticipate making any major changes to the site plan. 

Mr. Fenity stated bis clients anticipate putting in the space a portion that would function as a retail 
hobby store, similar to any other hobby store with train sets, models and all that sort of things, as 
well as a lot of gear that is used in the radio controlled hobby. He stated then the major area 
would be a large track, indoor track about 110 feet long and about 30 feet wide where people 
could use these radio-controlled vehicles inside, both just to try them out and also for 
competitions between them. He stated there would be an area for when people come in for the 
competitions, where they could work on their vehicles, perhaps repair them, do a little bit of 
tuning up. 

Mr. Fenity stated there would be a small snack area. He stated they would not prepare any food 
there. He stated they would just be selling candy and drinks and preprepared foods. He stated 
they would be upgrading tl1e existing toilet facilities. 

l\1r. Fenity stated tl1e partners involved in this have been involved in the hobby for many, many 
years. He stated they have also nm a similar business for a number of years. He stated it is a nice 
family-oriented use. He stated the store portion of it would be open typical store hours. He stated 
he believed it would be noon to 8 and that they would be open a little later on Fridays and 
Saturdays in order to accommodate some of the gatherings \Vhen they have the competitions. He 
stated he did not think it would be any later than 11 o'clock. Mr. Fenity stated Bill Mosher was 
also present to represent the application. 

John Cross asked where is their shop presently located. Mr. Mosher stated he does not have a 
shop presently. John Cross asked if they have experience operating this type of shop. Mr. 
Mosher stated yes, he does. John Cross asked the applicant has worked in someone else's 
shop. Mr. Mosher stated he helped out a shop similar to this out in the Brockp01t area the last 
two years. He stated he helped them operate their hobby store and their organized racing. 

John Cross asked are they going to be occup:y~ng the full square footage where Claridge is now, 
or just part of it. Mr. Mosher stated it would be the full footage. 

Ray Bleier questioned whether there would be outside lighting for the entranceway there. Mr. 
Fenity stated there is presently lighting underneath the sign right at the entranceway. He 
stated there is an overhanging type apparatus that would stay in place. Ray Bleier asked what 
about signage for the new facility, is it going to require a zoning variance for size. Mr. Fenity 
stated it will not. He stated the anticipation is that they will stay within the requirements of the 
zoning code. 

John Hellaby asked are these all battery operated type devices. Mr. Mosher stated that was 
correct. John Hellaby asked if there is any noise involved or any fames. Mr. Mosher stated there 
is no noise involved or any fumes. 

John Cross asked typically how many people would be involved in a competition. Mr. Mosher 
stated 50 to John Cross asked how often does that take place. Mr. Mosher stated usually 
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once a week, Saturday evenings. John Nowicki asked if Claridge is going out entirely. Mr. 
Mosher stated he believes they're relocating in the plaza. John Nowicki asked how long is their 
lease for. Mr. Mosher stated two years. 

John Nowicki asked where did they operate the store prior to this location. Mr. Mosher stated it 
was in Brockport on Sweden-Walker Road. John Novvicki asked were they successful there. Mr. 
Mosher stated the owners were, yes. He stated he just ran the operation. 

John Limbeck asked if there will be any fueled vehicles run on this track inside. Mr. Mosher 
stated no, there would not be. John Limbeck asked all the building code stuff such as redoing 
the bathrooms, all the ADA requirements and that type of stuff has been taken care of. Larry 
Smith stated it will be. Jolm Limbeck asked if they have public assembly in there, ivill they need 
sprinklers. Mr. Fenity stated the building is presently sprinklered. 

Charles Robinson stated the Conservation Board was in the of conside1ing the plans, but 
they had some notations that they made on it. He stated most noteworthy was the legend key. 
He asked did they get the plans back \vith the notations the Conservation Board made. Mr. 
Fenity stated they did not. He stated theyll be happy to make whatever changes there are. 

Charles Robinson stated those things would have to be addressed the Conservation Board 
would consider it. Mr. Fenity asked if essentially it is a legend that is needed. Charles Robinson 
stated the plans need a legend on them outlining the plantings. He stated they also made a couple 
notations where they would like to see some other little plantings. He stated they need to address 
the plans. He stated it is nothing major. Mr. Fenity stated be was sure would be happy to 
work \vith the Conservation Board on that, not knm:ving what the changes are. 

Charles Robinson asked who should Glenn Schneider contact. Mr. Feuity stated himself. He 
stated the address was on the plans themselves. Charles Robinson stated he would have Glenn 
Schneider get a hold of Mr. Fenity. 

John Cross stated he and John Nowicki were looking at this and chatting about it. He stated they 
thought the Conservation Board's point is well taken, however, they did not know if the applicant 
has the responsibility to follow through on it. He stated that Inight be the plaza owner's 
responsibility. Charles Robinson stated he is quite sure of that, but he stated they were wondering 
what happened to the plan.s. Charles Robinson stated this was just for the Conservation Board's 
own clarification so they know exactly what the drawings were depicting, the sizing, the nature 
and the variety of trees put in there. 

John Cross asked do they have anything like tliat in the Building Department, from the plaza 
owners. Larry Sinith stated the only way they'll get them to upgrade that plaza and dress it up is 
at site plan review when they come in for change of uses. He stated it is a site plan review. He 
stated if there are deficiencies in site plan, they should start doing a little at a time. He stated to 
just ignore the whole situation over there, the asphalt jungle, is a Inistake. 

John Nowicki suggested they call the owners in before the Board and tell them they would like to 
review the entire landscaping plan. Larry Smith stated they Inight want to ask them to come in, 
but this is the only time they will legally come in. He stated this is the only time they would come 
in for a reason. John No\vicki stated that is right. He stated they have Valvoline aud Kentucky 
Fried approved. Larry Smith stated KFC is out the window. He stated that is on another parcel 
of property, though. He stated the only time they do have them in for an application for this 
parcel is for a revised site plan of use. He stated that is about the only time they can get 
the Conservation Board to look at it and see if some things need to be done to upgrade the site. 

John Nowicki stated they should request the owners to be present as these changes of use take 
place. John Limbeck stated they could make it a condition without holding the applicant up. 
Larry Sinith stated tltls is the only time they can get them in before the Board. John NO\vicki 
stated he was not disagreeing on that. He suggested rather than holding the applicant up, why 
don't they make it a condition that the owner of the plaza come back before the Board to address 
the landscaping in the plaza. Larry Smith stated that would work. 



COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE: None. 

John Cross made a motion to declare the Board lead agency as far as SEQR, found this to be an 
unlisted action and of no significant environmental impact, and John Limbeck seconded the 
motion. All Board members were in favor of the motion. 

Mr. F enity asked at what point would his clients' site plan be approved or not approved in terms 
of their time schedule, in terms of the condition with the landlord coming in. Larry Smith stated 
they did not want to hold these people up, so they should make it a condition that the landlord 
appears. He stated they should not say they have to have an acceptable plan. John Cross asked 
\Vhat if the developer is going to Florida for three months. Larry Smith stated they could send a 
representative. 

John Cross stated maybe just a letter to the owner is adequate. Smith suggested they make 
the landlord's appearance before the Board a condition, but don't require their presenting an 
acceptable plan. Keith O'T oole suggested the condition indicate the property owner shall appear 
before the Board with a phased landscape mitigation plan within 180 days, 90 days or something 
like that. Larry Smith stated he would not make it that long. Dario Marchioni stated they are 
usually very cooperative. 

Dario Marchioni made a motion to write a letter to the landlord requesting his presence before the 
Board, instead of making an acceptable landscaping plan a condition of approval. John Nowicki 
seconded the motion. The Board was all in favor of the motion. 

John Cross asked when is their lease in effect. Mr. Mosher stated December. John Cross asked is 
Claridge still operating in there. Mr. Mosher stated they're in the process and are almost done 
moving out. John Cross stated with the holiday time, it would be important for them to get up 
and operating. Mr. Mosher stated that's correct. John Cross wished the applicant good luck. 

DECISION: Unanimously approved by a vote of7 yes \'\1th no conditions. 

Note: Final site plan approval has been waived by the Planning Board. 

3. Application of Pikuet Paving, Inc. 70 Chestnut Drive, Rochester, New York 14624, property 
owner: M!M Steven Pikuet; for preliminary site plan approval to erect a 32.3' x 32' storage 
and equipment building at property located at 110 Golden Road in R-1-20 zone. 

Don Avery was present to represent the application. Steve Pikttet 'vas present to represent the 
application also. Mr. Pikuet stated this is an extension of an existing building that is 
approximately 25 years old that they have operated out of, and they're at a point where 
the1~re hanging out of it and they need to enlarge it to things back inside a little bit. He stated 
it is basically an agricultural building, a pole barn. He stated they plan on exiending pretty much 
with the same construction so it will look pretty much the same. 

Mr. P:ilruet stated they have a cow pasture on the soutl1 side. He stated they did at one point put 
some evergreens along there a buffer. He stated they intend to extend that down into the 
newer area. He indicated where the original area was with the black outlined area. He stated they 
have ex'tended that back a little further to accommodate a parking and storage area. 

Mr. Pikuet stated the building would have two bay doors on it. He stated it would be just for 
cold storage. He stated there is not even a plan for a floor. He stated there would be just a gravel 
floor. He stated the western expressway is on the other boundary. He stated it is a pretty 
excluded area. He stated the summertime it is pretty much covered over with trees and it can't be 
seen back in there. 

Mr. P:ilruet stated there is a retention pond in the area and there is a natural retention pond that 
has always been there. He stated that is preexisting and it fills in the wintertime but empties out in 
the summertime. John Cross asked where is that detention pond. Mr. Pikuet stated it is on the 
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neighb01"ng property, the Graham property. stated it is not a pond, but just a spill over area. 
He stated when they get a lot of rain, the "'VT'r"''"c"""" water flows one way, and when it stops 
raining, it flows back the other way. 

Mr. A very stated in answer to the comments from the County, they will show some erosion 
control. He stated they \vill put some straw bales around that side where they will build the 
building. He stated Number they have no water supply to this building and there is no sanitary 
sewer to this building. He stated they do not have anyone in the building during the daytime when 
they're working. He stated they're out. He stated they pick up the equipment and they bring it 
back. He stated if at any time iu the winter they might do some repair, it is just Steve and his son 
that are the only ones there. He stated they may there only part of the day. He stated there is 
no mailbox or rubbish collection there, so there is no dumpster involved. 

Mr. Avery stated number 3, floor drains, there will be no floor drains. He stated there \vill 
probably just be an asphalt floor. He stated the applicant's business is growing and he wants to 
have a place to store his trucks since he has some new paving equipment He stated there is 
no existing water service. He stated this "'ill not be filed with the Monroe County Clerk's Office 
because this is an existing parcel. 

Larry Smith stated the floor bas to be a concrete floor they will motor vehicles 
there. John Cross asked if drains are required in the concrete floor. Larry Smith stated it depends 
how they pitch the floor. He stated if they put a drain in the floor, it bas to tie into a sanitary 
system. He stated if it is a pitched floor, it would just spill out. Mr. Pikuet stated it would be 
pitched. Mr. Pik'l!et stated there would be some minor electrical extension for ceiling lights and 
that type of thing, but other than that, that is all it would be. 

Ray Bleier asked the applicant if they are just storing their equipment these two facilities. Mr. 
Pik"Uet stated that's correct. Ray Bleier stated one thing he did notice when he was out there, 
there was some debris out there. He stated there were some tires and some metal things before 
one gets to the building. He stated they need to get that cleaned up. Mr. Pikuet stated they're at 
a time where they're just trying to shut down the business, and when they have a slow time in the 
vvinter, they get their act back together and everything gets tossed. He stated they always have 
that situation where there are going to be tires and they have to dispose of those. He stated they 
have asphalt that they have to dispose of He stated every night the trucks have to be cleaned out, 
and occasionally they have a pile there that has to be trucked out and recycled. He stated it is just 
the nature of the business. 

Ray Bleier asked if there is a large amount of asphalt there. Mr. Pikuet stated there is not. He 
stated they have been working at that. He stated generally in the midst of summer, the asphalt 
softens up where they can back into it and reload it out and it is taken to a supplier where it is 
reground and recycled. 

Mitch Ralms stated they need to improve the appearance. He stated saw some drums out there 
and tires. He stated it is isolated, though. 

John Hellaby asked would the proposed addition be the same height and configuration as the 
existing building. Mr. Pikuet stated basically the same thing. He stated the siding may not be 
exactly the same color, but it will be as close as they can get. 

John Nowicki asked what type of vehicles would be stored inside. He stated the building is 
approximately 100 feet long by wide. Mr. Pikuet stated there would be pavers, rollers, 
backhoes. He stated they would like to get some of the trucks John Nowicki asked where is 
the maintenance performed on all of the vehicles. Mr. Pikuet stated they do some in the one end 
ofthe building. He stated they do have an area where they do work, but they do that themselves. 

John Nowicki asked where would they store a11 oftl1e new oil and the old oil that is being put in 
and taken out. Mr. Pikuet stated it is inside the building presently. He stated there are drums 
around there now that they have liquid asphalt in. John Nowicki asked do they have a contract 
with somebody to pick up the old oil, or how do they get rid ofit. Mr. Pikuet stated they take it 
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out. John Nowicki asked how do they prevent oil from getting into the surrounding ground areas. 
Mr. Pik:uet stated they change the oil inside the building. John Nowicki asked how are they 
preventing it from getting outside the building. Mr. Pik:uet stated it doesn't get outside the 
building. John Nowicki asked how often do they have the oil picked up. Mr. Pik:uet 
stated they take it themselves. He stated they have a place where a supplier \vill use it, so they 
deliver it themselves in barrels. He stated they do that once or twice a year. 

John Nowicki asked the proposed gravel storage area, what is the purpose of that. Mr. Pilruet 
stated they do have materials pile up. He stated they stockpile a little bit so they can run out on 
odd jobs with small quantities. He stated sometimes they have to empty the trucks out, and they 
do keep a small pile in reserve for that, so that is what that is for. John Nowicki asked would that 
mean something like 10 foot high, 12 foot high. Mr. Pikuet stated it would be 8 to 10 foot high at 
the most. 

John Nowicki stated very close to the property line is an existing concrete pad and fuel tanks. He 
asked are those above ground. Mr. Pikuet stated they are. John Nowicki asked are those 
currently being used. Mr. Pik'1let stated yes, they are. John Nowicki stated he had the same 
questions and concerns over the housekeeping of the site. 

John Nowicki stated he was not crazy over the fact that they are going to change the color of the 
building. Mr. Pikuet stated it will be as close a red as they can get to the original siding. He 
stated the original siding is probably not available. John Nowicki asked is it the same make of 
building. He asked is it a Morton pole barn or a different brand. Mr. Pikuet stated they have an 
Agway now. He stated this wouldn't really have a brand name. He stated a private contractor 
would erect this. John Nowicki stated so they couldn't match it if they went back to the Agway 
people. Mr. Pikuet stated Agway does not make them any more. He stated the existing building 
has been up 25 years. Larry Smith commented they would never match it anyway because the 
existing building has faded. Mr. Pikuet stated there is a very similar red sheeting that is pretty 
close to it. 

John Nowicki asked do they store any types of chemicals or oils or fuel oils inside the existing 
building. Mr. Pikuet stated just motor oil. John Novvicki asked if anything else flammable is 
stored inside that building. Mr. Pikuet stated it is not. John Nowicki asked if they have any 
hydraulic fluids or transmission fluids. Mr. Pikuet stated just small quantities for the daily use of 
the trucks. He stated nothing of any consequence. 

John Nowicki asked has the Fire Marshal been aware of this building. Mr. Pilruet stated he has 
been there a number of times. John Nowicki asked do they have safety equipment inside that 
building to put out a fire. Mr. Pikuet stated yes, they do. 

John Limbeck asked if the proposed gravel storage area will be contained by Jersey barriers, or 
would that be just along the property. Mr. Pikllet stated presently it is just there. He st~ted 
theyre probably going to contain it. John Limbeck asked if they store a lot of propane there. Mr. 
Pikuet stated no; there are 4 or 5 tanks. He stated they basically need the gravel area for tire 
storage. 

John Limbeck stated on the westem pait of the prope1ty there is a huge wood pile. He asked if 
that is part of a separate business. Mr. Pikuet stated no, that is just for their 0\\11 use. 

Dario Marchioni stated he noticed this is not in a drainage district. John Cross stated he already 
wTote that down as a proposed condition. 

Charles Robinson stated the Conservation Board wanted to see some landscaping plans with 
plantings and tree sizes on there. He stated they didn't think that having it stamped by a licensed 
architect was necessa1y, but tbey would like to see sorne plans anyway. Mr. Avery asked if the 
Conservation Board had any suggestions they could to them. 

Charles Robinson stated tbere is frontage. He stated there ·will be two great big buildings there 
with a gravel storage area. He stated there could be a screening in front of that so anvbodv 

L J w 
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passing by wouldn't just see those two structures there. Mr. Pikuet stated that is a11 wooded there. 

Ray Bleier stated he did not think anyone in the area would notice the difference. Charles 
Robinson stated he hasn't seen the property himself Mr. Pikuet stated there is a very heavy hedge 
row along there presently, and it is a toss up to destroy the hedge row and plant evergreens 
because the hedge row presently is a real good barrier. He stated they will probably take some of 
that out of there and clean it up. 

John Cross asked have they gone to a Conservation Board meeting. Mr. Avery stated not on 
application. Charles Robinson stated that would probably be the best thing to do. Mr. Avery 
stated they would be glad to attend a meeting. Larry Smith stated the uex1 Conservation Board 
meeting is the first Monday of the month. Charles Robinson stated by that time one of the 
Conservation Board members \vill go out and take a look at it. 

CO!v1MENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE: 

Charles Havens - 760 Chili Avenue Ex1ension 
He asked do they require zoning vaiiances for this application. Smith stated it is a 
preexisting, uonconfonning use. Mr. Havens asked is it okay to have an ex1ension on a 
preexisting use. Larry Smith stated on this, it is. He stated it is not a substantial addition. He 
stated if they were doubling the size of it, then it \Vould be a substantial ......... ,..,,.,. 

John Nowicki asked were plans submitted to the Conservation Board on this application. Charles 
Robinson stated they were not. He stated that was one of the reasons wby they just can't approve 
it, without looking at something. John Nowicki stated he would like to see the Conservation 
Board get a chance to review this application. He stated he would prefer not to waive final. Ray 
Bleier suggested the Board take a vote on whether to waive final. Ray Bleier stated he could not 
see where final \vill be any different than what was being presented this evening, subject to 
discussion with the Conservation Board. 

John Nowicki stated his argument is why didn't it go before the Conservation Board. He stated 
all other applications go before the Conservation Board. He asked why is this application any 
different than anybody else. Ray Bleier stated not everyone goes to the Conservation Board. He 
stated most go to the Conservation Board. He stated there are some cases where they do not go 
prior to coming in before. the Planning Board. 

John Cross stated the Board would make it a condition that they submit adequate plans to satisfy 
the Conservation Board. John Nowicki asked how will the Planning Board know they have done 
that. Larry Smith stated the Board would get a stamped drawing back with the approval of the 
Conservation Board. John Nm.vicki stated he was not necessarily interested in a stamped drawing 
as the Conservation Board indicates. Larry Smith stated the Conservation Board stamps a 
drawing approved, is what he meant. 

John Nowicki stated then he would request the same thing he requested before, that the 
Chairperson doesn't sign off on the plans Ulltil they have the drainage district formed and the 
Conservation Board has satisfactory plans ~ubmitted to them Ray Bleier stated he thought they're 
getting into a little dangerous ground here. John Nowicki stated he did not think so. He stated 
they're just asking that they get it approved. He stated they were supposed to do it up front like 
everybody else does. John Nowicki stated they're not asking for anything more than anybody else 
has to do in Town. Ray Bleier stated he thought that is going one step further. 

John Nowicki stated the main thing here is the drainage district. Jolm Nowicki stated he was 
concerned because he has a couple of notes on a couple of projects in Town where their 
landscaping has been, as far as he is concerned, very poor in execution and maintenance, on two 
new projects. He stated it has been very disappointing to see it happen in the Town. He stated he 
would bring that matter up at the end of the meeting. 

John Nowicki stated he would relinquish his request to not waive final that as long as the other 
two concerns are addressed. 
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John Cross made a motion to declare the Board lead agency as far as SEQR, found this to be an 
unlisted action and of no significant environmental impact, and Dario Marchioni seconded the 
motion. All Board members were in favor of the motion. 

DECISION: Unanimously approved by a vote of7 yes with the following conditions: 

1. Petition the Town Board (within 30 days of the date of this letter) to include 
this parcel in the Chili Consolidated Drainage District 

2. Submit adequate landscaping plans with emphasis on screening. If plans 
meet Conservation Board approval, landscaping architect stamp will be 
waived. 

3. Maintain outside appearance of grounds. 

4. Planning Board will not accept final site plan application until drainage 
district papers are filed with the To~n Clerk and the Conservation Board 
approves the landscaping plans. 

The meeting ended at 8: 11 p.m. 



CHILI PLANNING BOARD 
December 9, 1997 

A meeting of the Chili Planning Board was held on December 9, 1997 at the Chili Tovm Hall, 
3235 Chili Avenue, Rochester, New York l at 7:00 p.m. TI1e meeting was called to order by 
Chairperson John Cross. 

PRESENT: Ray Bleier, Mitch Raklls, John Novvicki, John ...... a .. nu'"'"'"· 

Dario Marchioni and Chairperson John Cross. 

ALSO PRESENT: Keith OToole, Assistant Counsel for Town; Tony 
Substitute Assistant Building Inspector; Larry Nissen, Tow11 Engineer; 
Charles Robinson, Conservation Board 

Chairperson John Cross declared this to be a legally constituted meeting of the Chili Planning 
Board. He explained the meeting's procedures and introduced the Board and front table. I-Ie 
announced the fire safety e~·dts. 

OLD BUSINESS: 

1. Application ofTI1e James Group, Paul Road, York 14624 for revised 
final subdivision approval of 20 lots from 19) to be knmvn as Springbrook 
Section "F" (approval previously granted in 4/89 as Glidden at prope1ty located at 
I 48 and portion of l 60B King Road in R- l-15 zone. 

Jamie Valerio was present to represent the application with Don Avery and Rob Fitzgerald from 
Avery Engineering and Steve Hall, their attorney from Gallo and Iacovangelo. Mr. Valerio stated 
they're back for final subdivision approval of20 lots in Phase I. He stated they were tabled at 
July 8th meeting. He stated they were also tabled at the August meeting, and this evening they're 
here for final approval of Phase l. 

Mr. Valerio stated this subdivision had final approval back in 1989. He stated final approval was 
for all 80 some lots in the development. He stated they were present with some responses this 
evening and they have made some changes. 

Mr. Valerio stated the first thing he would like to do is 
Planning Board on August 15th to address some of those Mr. Vale1io the letter 
indicated the Board's concerns should be addressed by the applicant prior to the Septernber 
meeting. He stated they have made significant changes, so they were not able to get back to the 
September meeting. He stated that is why they're back in December. 

Mr. Valerio stated the first big change is they have eliminated pond on tbe south side of King 
Road and substituted ponding and retainage and detention areas on the north side of the road on 
lands that they also own. Mr. Vale1io stated there are ten acres, approximately ten acres of 
property that they call the Chapman property that is involved. He stated that area is outlined 
yellow on the plans he was showing the Board. He indicated ou the plans what is Phase 1. He 
stated they have proposed some ponding in that area. Mr. Valerio stated that land was planned 
originally for some 19 lots \Wlich they were going to come back with il1 later phases. He stated 
they'll probably use at least two lots, maybe three lots in moving the ponding to the side of the 
road. 

Mr. Valerio stated they have given up a significant benefit from being able to use Gil Glidden's 
property, which is pa it of their contract agreement to use the land across the street He stated but 
because of difficulties with the land and concerns addressed by the Board, they chosen to 
with tltis method. 



regarding the pond on south side, that is no longer applicable. He stated Item 2, regarding 
contacting a Monroe County Soil and Water Conse1vation representative to assist in the design of 
the proposed pond. He stated they'll do that when they do the final wet pond. He indicated on 
the plans where there 'vill be a final wet retention pond. 

Mr. Valelio stated incidentally, at the request of the To\\111 Engineer and Joe Carr, they have been 
requested to design the pond the future for a 50-year storm, which even though they \vill do, 
this evening they're going to ask the Board to look at the Stage l design, which was basically an 
improvement to the detention that is already there. He stated then in foture phases, they'll design 
to a 50-year storm. He stated they·have agreed to that. He stated at that time they'll be more 
than happy to consult with the Monroe County Soil and Water Conservation District. He stated 
they have had a lot of experience in building aesthetically pleasing ponds. He stated they think 
they can continue to do that. 

Mr. Valerio stated the next item in the letter related to the applicant and engineer needing to 
address elevation concerns regarding proper drainage from the south side. He stated there was 
concern about elevation of the pond. Mr. Valerio stated that has been addressed. 

f\1r. Valerio stated they were supposed to contact the Chairman of the Chili Traffic & Safety 
Committee concerning residents of Gilead Hill regarcling connection. He indicated on the map 
where they would make the connection to the existing Gillead Hill. 

Mr. Valelio stated he had a letter from the Traffic & Safety Committee dated October 8th 
reviev.iing two items. He stated for fire safety reasons, the Committee indicated a thoroughfare is 
good idea and that they support the original plan. He stated they're just following the direction of 
the Traffic & Safety Committee on that. 

Mr. Valerio stated they went through preliminary in 1989. He stated that was through the 
Planning Board at the direction of a court order. He stated in the spirit of cooperation, ,md as 
they come back revised final, because they do have preliminary, they have agreed and 
wholeheartedly \vant to work with the Tow1i. He stated it is obvious they're willing to do that in a 
reasonable fashion to be sure that they make improvements to the drainage situation. He stated 
they're more than \villing to do that. 

Mr. Valerio stated all they want in return is a reasonable response. He stated based on the 
improvements, they a great of time, effo11 and a great deal of money invested. He 
stated they're back for final this evening and they would like to leave it with that. 

Ray Bleier stated he would like to kno\v a little bit more specifically about the pond that they're 
proposing to accommodate this particular phase as to what of storm it will handle mid what 
is the nature of the constmction, the depth and the size. Mr. Fitzgerald stated light now it will be 
a dry pond for this phase, Phase I. Ile stated they recalculated the pond for a 50-year stonn. He 
indicated on the map what area that is controlling, the whole water basin that is contributing to it. 
Mr. Valerio stated that is for the whole development. 

Ray Bleier asked if there would no pond there for Phase l. Mr. Fitzgerald stated there is a 
pond there now. He stated they're to increase the volume of it. Ray Bleier asked what w-ill 
be the size of the pond, \Vhat depth will it be. l\fr. Fitzgerald stated smface area will be .8 acres, 
approximately 4 deep. Ray Bleier asked what is the little ex1ra ponding down forther. Mr. 
Fitzgerald stated that is for the future section. Mr. Valerio stated that will be pait of the future 
e:iqrnnsion of the 50-year pond design. Fie stated it may be a series of pouds. He stated the space 
between blue lines \\iU a foture He they're going to with the Town Engineer 
on that. 

Mr. Valerio stated in addition to meeting with Joe CaIT and LaITy Nissen about two months ago, 
they had discussions \\ith them since then, since the response has come back from the Drainage 
Committee, through Joe Carr and Lany Nissen, anci they have proceeded according to those 
discussions. 



Ray Bleier stated he would like to hear from Nissen at the appropriate time, seeing that 
there \vas a letter addressed, and that Lu Engineering had some concerns. 

Lany Nissen stated they have been with the applicant. He stated received a revised 
drainage report for the revised drainage scenario a couple ago with their regular package 
of materials. He stated after looking it over, they felt it wasn't well enough documented at the 
time to clearly put fmth what was proposed here. He stated since then he has met with Mr. 
Fitzgerald and also spoken with him a number of times on phone, and also with Jamie Valerio 
and Jim Perna, and they have come to an understanding of wbat they're looking for here and the 
things that need to be looked out for. Larry Nissen stated he thought all on the same 
now as far as what they feel should occur here, and he added he that there should be 50-year 
detention. 

Lany Nissen stated there was some coufosion initially as to the of the drainage basin. He 
stated theyre still going to be looking for documentation, but it appears to be acres. He 
on that basis, the developer has proposed to provide detention, which he feels is 
approp1iate for this area. 

Larry Nissen stated he thought another major concem is the capacity between the 
proposed pond and King Road and the size of the culvert under King Road. He stated generally 
speaking, where they would limit outfall from the detention pond to a predeveloped an 
additional criteria will be also the culvert under King Road and capacity to pass those flows. 
Lany Nissen stated so there may be a further reduction. He stated Engineering is aware of 
that, and they're working on a solution now, taking that into account. He stated so 011 that basis 
he feels much more comfmtable. 

John Cross stated he had a conversation \:Yith Joe Carr today, the Commissioner of Public Works, 
and he basically said the same thing Larry Nissen just did. lie stated they have had several 
meetings with the engineers, the developers and they're at the point where theyre on the same 
page with the changes that they would like to see made 011 the drainage report. He stated he was 
told they feel confident that they can work together on it to make everyone happy and \vork well 
for the subdivision in the Town. 

Mr. Avery stated they're using the existing pipe across King Road. Larry Nissen stated 
previously there was a new pond proposed lmder or on south side of King Road. He it 
was proposed to install a new storm sewer under King Road at the entrance to this subdivision. 
Lany Nissen stated all that has been eliminated. He stated outfall from the proposed pond at that 
point would be to an existing culvert uuder King Road. 

Lany Nissen stated he would also like to point out this is somewhat of a differeut situation. He 
stated they have an existing subdivision. He stated they have a detention pond there that now 
they're not exactly sure as to its adequacy. 

John Nowicki asked where is that pond. Lany Nissen stated it is in the approxilnate location of 
the proposed pond. He stated they're looking to just expand the existing pond to both 
accommodate the new development, the 20 lots that are proposed at this but also what 
theyre doing by insming they have 50-year detention they're insuring they have 
detention for the previous portions of the subdivisions that been built, \Vhich basically brings 
it up to todays standards. He stated they had uo documentation on what was put in initially. He 
stated they didn't know what the design crite1ia was at the time. He stated he did not believe they 
had record drawings of what was even proposed at the time, what the design plans looked like, so 
they had nothing to go on today. 

John Nowicki asked do they have that today. Larry Nissen stated they do not He stated he 
hasn't seen anything on that. Larry Nissen stated on that basis he felt it should be brought up to 
standard. He stated that is the safest way around it He commented particularly because of the 
fact there were reported drainage problems in the area. · 

Ray Bleier asked, assuming they get approval for their lots for this particular phase, when do 
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they anticipate when this nex1 phase might commence and they would be back. Mr. Valerio 
stated the second phase, he would like to be optimistic and they could sell 20 lots out in six 
months, but he thought in this day and age, that is probably overly optimistic. He stated so 

thought probably a couple years they'll into the nex1 section. He stated he thought that is 
probably realistic. 

Ray Bleier asked when might come again and give the Board an idea how well they did 
or poorly they did \vith this pa1ticular design so that they can understand the effect. Larry Nissen 
stated the design as put forth at tbis time hydraulically is adequate to function as a permanent 
pond. He stated they have not relaxed the standards in view of the fact that it is at this point 
proposed to be temporary nobody can really be sure what temporary means at this point. 
Larry Nissen stated all the best of intentions. 

Mitch Raklls asked have they built any safety factor into the of this pond just in case that they 
needed the additional capacity. Larry stated they have met the requirements of Town 
code. He stated Tovm code says that area to be drained is greater than a tenth of a square 
mik which equates to roughly there should be detention volume adequate to mitigate a 
50-year storm. He stated that is what does. He stated in addition, another point \vithin the 
Tow11 code is that an auxilia1y spillway should be provided in the event that flows greater than a 
50-year storm are realized. He stated there is a spilhvay available for excess water to escape. He 
stated basically what that does is protect pond. He stated it doesn't protect the dovvnstream 
residents, but it does protect the pond and its Lany Nissen stated if they get a storm in 
excess of a stom4 eve1ybody \\fill He stated there is not much they can do about 
that. He stated it is designed to mitigate a occutTence interval, which means statistically a 
storm of a size that would occur once 50 which is, of course, a very large storm. 
Mitch Rakus stated his main concem is the drainage in the area. 

John Nowicki asked could the engineer of the applicant show him approximately on the map 
where all water is to He stated if they're talking about an emergency spillway, he 
wants to see where it \vill Mr. Fitzgerald indicated where the pond is going to be roughly. He 
stated there is the stream that already exists. He indicated where the flow is, a 30-inch culve1t 
lmder King Road. 

John Novvicki asked if they knew the condition of King Road. Mr. Fitzgerald stated they do. 
other than the capacity. He asked is it filled. He asked 

is it partially He asked is it flowing properly. Mr. Fitzgerald stated it 
is flo-vving good. He stated he looked at it the other day and it was actually d1y. Mr. Fitzgerald 
stated that is what they detennined tlieir outflovv on, is the capacity of that type. 

John Nov-.~cki dow11stream they're any channelization. He asked are they 
proposing any new channels. Mr. Fitzgerald nothing new. John Nowicki asked what is the 
condition of the channel today. Mr. Avery knew that the Tow11 has cleaned out 
channels. and they came over Paul Road to care of the new subdivision ofFallone's. He 
stated then they went \vestward and took care of the ditch west\vard until they came to a sharp 
right angle tum. which this goes to. l'vtr. Avery stated they maybe only ran up 200 feet 
up in that area there. He stated he thought it is only around feet He stated they went about 
500 feet there and then they went to the no11h. He stated he could not tell the Board for sure if 
they \vent aU of the way to beginning of the pipe, but he could check it. He stated it was done 
recently and was a good job. 

John Nowicki asked the channel north of the road back to their pond, hmv does that channel look. 
He asked is it open and defined well. Mr. stated that channel will have to be designed to 
carry the overflow. MT. Fitzgerald stated did some calculations on that channel to see if it 
could handle capacity that is exiting pond, and the calculations show it can. John 
No\vi.cki asked if that is for a 50-year storm. Mr. Fitzgerald stated that's conect. 

John Nowicki asked are they thinking about as far as the spillway in case they have a 
situation. Mr. Fitzgerald stated it is basically on the south end of the pond. He stated there will 
be a pipe that goes fron1 the north pond to the south pond. He indicated on the map where 



that would be. 

John NO\vicki stated the aesthetic part pond, he thought, was one of the concerns of the 
Board. He asked ho\V \vill the aesthetics of these ponds so that Board is going to 
foel comfortable and wam1 and fuzzy about Mr. Valerio stated iuitially this is a dry pond, not a 
pennanent wet pond. He stated he thought that is for about the first 10 acres of20 lots. He 
stated when they get into the next phase, they would make that a permanent wet pond and it \viU 
probably need to be. He stated aesthetically want it to a wet pond. He stated that is their 
plan long-term, not a whole lot different than they see at Chestnut or Whispering Winds where 
they have numerous ponds. 

John Nowicki asked how will they work that into process so that the Planning Board is 
comfortable with their designs, spillways and aesthetics. Larry Nissen stated t11e developer's 
engineer has to show him that they can meet Town requirements for pond. He stated not only 
for the proposed rate or discharge rate from the pond, not only will they take into account 
predeveloped rates, nmoff rates, but also be has asked Engineers to look into the capacity 
of the downstream channel and the culvert under King Road. He stated that is not only with 
respect to this subdivision but with respect to the entire drainage basin, because the King Road 
culvert drains not only this subdivision but areas. He stated the total upstream water shed 
that that culve1t services is something on tbe area of a quarter of a square mile, on the order of 
160 acres. 

John Nowicki asked will the pond or these channels all become part of an easement process for 
maintenance and who \vill do the maintenance on all of these ponds and channels. Mr. Valerio 
stated it will go into the drainage distiict. He stated there \ViU be an easement on the pond, the 
pipe and anything the To\v11 needs the right to access. 

John Nowicki asked have they thought about the access points or easements yet at this point. 
He asked if they have been dravvn up or considered. Mr. stated they not drawn them, 
but they do have the 60 foot right to the road. He stated it is in there now. He stated that 
certainly would be an access that would 

John Nowicki questioned going back to the ponds. Mr. stated have to have an 
easement armmd the pond area, too. He stated they also have the road there, too, which is 
essentially an easement that will belong to the road. John Nowicki stated they don't the 
easements yet. Mr. Avery stated they will have He st,1ted they will have those easements in 
place before theyre approved. 

Mr. Fitzgerald stated he discussed that with Joe He knew what wants. John 
Nowicki stated he is hearing "but the Planning Board wants something, too. He stated 
the Planning Board is what they are addressing. He stated he wants to know where the easements 
are and where they are go.iug. He stated he was not interested in what Joe Can thinks at this 
particular moment in time. 

Mr. Avery stated they will be up. He stated there easements to Tow11 with 
meets and bounds. He stated it will be done to the satisfaction ofKeith O'Toole. 

John Limbeck asked could they e:q,lain a little bit how they vvill do street trees for this section, 
Mr. Avery stated they have a dra\ving that they to the Co'nservatiou Board on the street 
trees. He stated they have approved He stated have a planting schedule. John Limbeck 
stated he wanted to make sure that tbe developer would do it and that they wouldn't it to 
the agreements \Vith the homeovvners. 

Mr. Valerio stated in this subdivision, it will be the responsibility. He stated actually 
they do it with agreement by the homeo\vners in the other development, but they stiU pay for 
John Limbeck asked when will plant them. Mr. Valerio stated they do is 
do those in groups. He stated they don't plant a tree they close on a house. He 
they do four or five homes at a ti1ue and then ask for a letter of credit release on that a lump 
sum He stated they don't ask for a letter of credit release time they plant a tree. 
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John Limbcck stated the Board kicked it around after one of their meetings and Larry Nissen 
suggested they get away from the letter of credits because they hold up the developers. He stated 
they're trying to look for a better to do this. He stated they didn't know if they wanted to tie 
it to a C of 0 type of thing. He asked what would work better . 

.lv1r. Valerio stated that is an interesting question. He stated the problem with tying it to the C of 
0 is, is a lot of times they finish all of the items they need. He stated C of Os are temporary 
and sometimes banks do not want those. He stated they do have escrows regarding lavvns, for 
example, in the winter. Mr. Valerio stated he could not see where they couldn't have an escrow 
for a tree in the winter. He stated it is a thought. 

John Limbeck stated he is happier with the fact that t11ey're doing it rather than the homeowners. 
Mr. Valerio stated the other development was related to the fact they had an association there and 
it vvas a different plan. He stated iliis is strictly fee simple and there are no common areas. He 
stated they'll be responsible for the trees. John Limbeck stated they're trying to get away from the 
letters of credit because it just muddies everything up. He stated that is something that could be 
worked out with Lany Smith on how they're sure that that is done without doing a letter of credit. 

John Nowicki asked how was it done over in Chestnut. Mr. Valerio stated they were tied to the 
letters of credit. He stated the problem is one of the last things they do is that, so they do hold up 
letter of credit releases many times because they hold t\vice the amount in the letter of credit as to 
the value of the item. He stated pinning lots is another example. He stated they can't pin lots 
because they have to grade and finish their 

John Nowicki stated they had a couple situations over there where they never got trees on lots. 
:Mr. Valerio stated there might be a of those, but there are situations where they have planted 
trees according to the agreements and they drive by and the trees are gone, they die or people 
transplant them. He stated it is hard to keep track ofit. He stated it happens generally within a 
landscape schedule, wl1ich is not always when they close on a house because of weather and 
because they have provided their home buyers in Chestnut with a reimbursement for some of the 
landscaping after 8 months or months, so some of the tree planting doesn't get done until later. 
He stated but they have been held to the letter of credit requirements and where they have gotten 
releases, they have planted trees. 

John Cross stated they did talk maybe a month ago on this He stated he thought Lany 
Nissen and Larry Smith tried to work something up. Lany Nissen stated he hasn't spoken with 
Larry Smith about that. He stated he thought it is something that they need to run by him, also. 
He stated at one time there \Vas a builder's guarantee discussed. He stated thev haven't come to 

~ w 

conclusions on how it should handled. He stated he would like to get the trees out of the 
of credit because he thought it is a very cumbersome thing to deal with. He stated he 

thought speaking, he would like to find an easier for the developer to comply, 
because he generally feels the they make it for the developer to comply, the better the 
results they get Town. Lany Nissen is just looking for an easier way for the Town to 
administer it and for the developer to supply them with the street trees they're looking for. 

Mr. Valerio stated they would happy to do it sooner. fie stated it is probably a little more 
involved for them to do it individually than when they have a of them.., but it is not 
a problem. 

John Nowicki asked how much time do they think they need to work that out with Lany Smith. 
Lany Nissen stated a couple months. John Nov.icki asked Larry Nissen if he could repo1t back to 
the Board in February on that. Lany Nissen stated he would. John Nowicki stated that way they 
would have a reasonable idea what they're doing before spring starts. He stated they want control 
on that. He stated they want that issue tmder control. 

John Limbeck stated he would not use that to hold the applicant up. John No\vicki stated he 
would not either. Larry Nissen stated it is something he \vould pursue with Lany Smith. 



Da1io Marchioni asked what do they mean by a dry pond, for sake of some people that do not 
understand. Mr. Avery stated it means it would hold water during times of heavy rainfall, but it 
would slowly sleep its way out as the rain stopped in maybe a couple of days. Dario Marchioni 
stated in other words the vegetation \Vill still be there. He stated all the natural vegetation \vill 
still be there. Mr. Valerio stated there is a large dry pond in existence on Chestnut Ridge Road 
between Paul Road and the railroad tracks on the northwest side of the road there which is a dry 
pond retention area that holds water during rains. Ile stated six hours after rainfall, the \Vater is 
gone, but it slows the water dowu significantly so Hillary Heights doesn't get the water all at 
once. 

Dario Marchioni asked those ten acres, are they in a drainage distiict, or is that a separate parcel. 
1V1r. Valetio stated he knew there is a drainage dist1ict which was done at the direction of the 
Board back in 189. He stated there is a drainage district fur the whole subdivision. He asked if 
the ten acres is in it. Mr. Avery stated that ten acres may not be. He stated they would have to 
put that in a drainage district. 

Tony Knope stated just touching on the C of Os, what they do at this thne of year, like with 
la\vns, putting in the landscaping or if there is paint on the outside, they w1ite out a C of 0 with 
conditions that they keep, and usually at this time of year they give them to the lst of June, rnaybe 
15th of May when the weather starts breaking. He stated they have a note of it and they go back 
and check. He stated he could never recall having any trouble with the Pernas on tl1is at all. 

Mr. Valerio stated the main reason is the bank bolds money back for those items. so if they don't 
do them, they don't get paid. Tony Knope stated they never had any problems with the buildings 
here. He stated they are ahvays done. 

Larry Nissen stated one other thing \vith the street trees, another thing they discussed is on the 
landscaping plan, the number of trees that were proposed to be planted on each lot should be 
show11 on the plans so it would be clear to the Building Inspector or whoever went out what is 
supposed to be in there. Mr. Valerio stated according to code, that is the vvay it is laid out. Larry 
Nissen stated the code says 50 feet thereabouts plus or minus, but what their intention is, is if 
there is one tree on the lot, they don't care where it is as much as it is there. Larry Nissen stated 
they want to know how many trees are required on each lot. Mr. Avery asked doesn't the code 
require trees about every 50 feet. Lan-y Nissen stated yes, it does that, but the end result is a 
lot may receive one tree or two depending on its frontage, and they would like it illustrated 
some way on the landscaping plan how many trees are intended to be planted on a lot so it is easy 
for whoever is monitoring it. 

Charles Robinson stated that usually appears in the tree planting list, the total number of trees that 
appear on a lot. 

John Nowicki asked what is the guarantee for getting lawns planted. Mr. Valerio stated that is 
not part of a C of 0. He stated lawns are optional. He stated they don't put a lawn or driveway 
in on every house they close. He stated they put do\\rn stone. He stated trees are required by 
letters of credit, but those items don't end up in a temporary C of 0 situation because they're not 
pa1t of the C ofO requirement He stated be would not want to see that happen. John Novvicki 
asked vvhy is that Mr. Valerio stated because it is expensive enough to build a house and try to 
make it marketable, let alone to add another $1,000 in cost for lav.'Il and typically $1,200 in cost 
for asphalt 

Mr. Valerio stated over the past several years they have had a lot of new things come down the 
pike that are requirements in houses sucb as smoke detectors in every room have to be 
hard-\vired, whicb has added significantly to the cost of houses. He stated the list is endless. He 
stated there are lots of others. He stated he didn1t know of a to\\'11 that requires a driveway or a 
lawn, but he dreads the day it happens, because it is a very ex-pensive proposition and it is ve1-y 
difficult to be competitive, especially on the low end homes. 

John Nowicki stated unfortunately they're impacting people's values. Mr. Valerio stated people 
don't expect it. He stated they buy a new home and ex-pect it to be incomplete a couple years. 



He stated they move in a subdivision and it a couple years to get the asphalt and lawns. 
He stated they give people incentive to do He stated they provide them \vith a reimbursement 
in the first eight months if they plant the law1L He stated they give them credit. He st?ted more 
than 50 percent of the houses they built last year included la\vt1s and driveways. He stated they 
do keep a couple contractors very busy, but it comes to if they're negotiating, that is 
one of the things that the eliminates, not them. 

Charles Robinson stated Don came to the last Conservation Board meeting and revie\ved 
the landscaping plans and tree plantings. He stated that was one of the deficiencies at the last 
time, but everything was accepted. John Cross stated so the Conservation Board was 
satisfied with the plans subrnitted. Charles Robinson stated that's conect. 

COJ'vfMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE: 

Dorothy Borgus - 31 Stuart Road 
She stated she is a little skeptical about the drainage plan partly because the same builders have 
presented her and her husband \vith a very serious problem with Whispering Winds' drainage 
pond. She stated they ought to be specific about their plans here before they get permanent and 
fmal approval. She stated it is all well and good to say that this water is just going to go away 
and across other people's land it is going to be okay. but one doesn't just wish that. She 
stated they need to make it happen. 

Ms. Borgus stated is the only landow1ier between the ~11ispering Winds pond and Black 
and just being the one landow11er, the easements have turned in to be a real headache and a 

problem. She stated she did not know how many landmvuers there are between this particular 
ofland and relief of the water into Black Creek, but she thought that they're looking at a big 

headache here. She stated not everybody wants to give the Tom1 a permanent easement across 
their property to provide access for this water. 

Borgus stated in her husband's and her case, they have offered the To\.vn a temporary 
easement to in clean the drainage ditch so that the \Vater does leave their pond, but they 
won't take it. She stated Town wants them to give them a pennanent easement across a good 
long piece of property to accomplish it. She stated so if tbe is not going to be willing to 
take temporary easements from all of the lando\.vners that are going to be between this piece of 
property and Black did not know how they're to their drainage problems 
do\v11 the line, and should aware of that now. 

Ms. Borgus asked how many Iando\vners are there between ofprope1ty and Black 
Creek. Mr. stated he would have to guess, but once it across the railroad, it goes to 
Union Processing, then the Aroneck Industrial Park and they have an easement there. He stated 
then it goes under Union Street. He stated across the road is a big fam1 there about 72 
acres. and then it connects up with other branches that go to Black Ms. Borgus stated it is 
a problem. MJ. A very stated they have two or three branches that come dow11 from No1th Chili 
and this one. and they go across and go into Black Creek. by the turkey farm. 

Ms. Borgus stated they go across a great many farms and a lot different property owner's land. 
She stated the Tomi, she could tell from personal experience, is not satisfied with a temporary 
easement to go in and clean the drainage ditches out. She stated no fam1er is going to want to 

the To\.\11 a pemianent easement across hundreds of acres ofland to accommodate a To\vn 
and a builder. She stated it will not happen. She stated they are looking at a big, big, big problem 
down the line. She stated they ought to be aware of that before a permanent approval is given to 
the project. 

John Cross stated a lot of people may not be aware of this, but when the final approval for this 
project was given, there were concerns at time of this and it went to co mt and the 

ruled in the developer's 

Ms. Borgus stated she was aware of that. John Cross stated they're trying to mitigate now how 
can the final to make some improvements. Ms. Borgus stated she realized that. She 



stated but the thinking is different now than it was in '89 about water and what it does to 
downstrear1 people when they just arbitrarily decide they can drain this property and it 
She stated now they have to know how it to where it is going. 

Ms. Borgus stated she also clearly understands from the the words 
responsibility. 11 She stated she beard that loud and clear. Sbe stated the Planning Board members 
have a responsibility to be sure that people 20 years from now don't a problem they 
don't have a clue as to bow they're to solve they approval to this tonight. 

Ms. Borgus stated she could also speak to the fact these gentlemen they have ex-perience with 
developing aesthetically pleasing ponds. She stated would ask who that to 
come and look at the Whispering Winds pond at any time during a fairly summer. 
this summer it was so bad that she understood people in there ow11 development were thinking of 
suing. Ms. Borgus stated it was smelly and horrible. She stated they had the Health Department 
out there trying to decide what was even growing in it. She stated she thought their experience 
with aesthetically pleasing ponds is questionable at 

John Cross stated they asked the applicant to work with the Monroe County Conservation 
Department to address those concerns. He stated they have ah'eady started a dialogue \vith them, 
and they will continue and they'll be kept abreast of that 

John Neder - Att1idge Road 
He stated Ray Bleier asked the question as to how to the proposed 
pond and he never beard au answer. Mr. Fitzgerald stated it is a pond right now He 
stated it is a dry pond. He stated at foll it is a storm, happens once 
years. He stated it will fill up to 4 feet maximum. 

Larry Nissen stated on maintenance, it is perhaps that Board should consider in 
conjunction with Joe CaIT, that eventually the Tm~m will take maintenance responsibility for the 
drainage improvements. He stated there is 110 other entity in place that is \villing to do that, so it 
\viU become a Town responsibility. stated but thought something that should 
considered is responsibility eluting the course of construction. He stated as subsequent phases are 
built and as sometimes subdi\isions don't built out for he thought something they may 
want to consider as a group is how they should handle maintenance responsibility of drainage 
improvements during the time that a subdivision is being constructed. He stated there is he 
thought some give and take that may be available there. He stated it seems to him that the 
developer should take some responsibility for maintaining drainage facilities when, in fact, 
upstream areas are being developed and is land being buried and erosion. stated it 
makes a drainage facility dmvnstream much more difficult to maintain. He stated at some point 
time they should give some consideration to that question, who should responsibility for 
maintenance during the constrnction and ifthere is a over of responsibility, at 
what time should that come about. 

John Nowicki stated they could make that a condition of approval. Nissen stated he usually 
asks that maintenance responsibilities be iudicated on the plan, but that is eventual. He stated in 
this case it \vill be the Tow11. He stated but the point becomes at what point in time does it 
become the responsibility of the Town. 

John No\vicki asked doesn't it happen at build out. Larry that is a good question. 
He stated he did not think it is clear. John Cross stated maybe that is something Keith O'Toole 
could research for them and make a recommendation. 

Dario Marchioni asked if the Engineering Department, once is built, unanimously approves all 
of the gradings and evel)thing else if iliis is built according to plans. Nissen stated he was 
talking more about maintenance in the future. He stated ponds silted in. He stated drainage 
channels get silted in. Da1io Marchioni stated when they enter it into a drainage dist1ict, the 
whole area is being taxed as a district for that purpose, so they raise those funds to maintain it, to 
do all that type of work. He stated they have a crew on well equipped, 
with experts on it. 
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John Cross stated thought what Lany Nissen is refening to is the time period between the 
starting of development through the final phase and approval of the build out. He stated that can 
go on and stretch out for anywhere from 5 to years, depending on the market, and the concern 
is if the developer sold it, it would have to be a condition that the buyer has to pa1ticipate in 
maintaining the drainage ditches and the ponds until it is built out. 

Larry Nissen stated there is more stress put on a drainage system during the construction process. 
He asked does the Town want to take responsibility for that and maintain it during the 
constmction process, during the development of upstream areas, or does the Tmvn want to hold 
off tmtil the development is entirely built out before they say okay, they will step in. 

John Nowicki asked who is paying the taxes. He stated if the drainage district is formed 
immediately, are they paying taxes on it as if it was totally built out. Larry Nissen stated he didn't 
kno\~·. He stated he could not answer that. 

Dario Marchioni stated the taxes are based on the value, the prope1ty value. He stated they're 
prorated on the value. He stated the more houses that go there, the more taxes they collect. He 
stated in the past, once the detention pond is built according to specification, the Town Engineer 
vwites off and the Tovvn usually takes control of it 

John Nm.vicki stated it is a good point because if they're a contractor, he would assume they are 
going to maintain those ponds just for their own aesthetics and ov:v11 marketing strategies to keep 
everything looking neat and clean Ulltil they have enough sales in there, enough lots sold off that 
they have enough taxes coming in that the Town takes it off their hand. 

Larry Nissen stated he did not exlJeCt it is an issue they would be able to come to an agreement 
tonight, but he just wanted to bring it up. 

John Cross stated he had a note from Traffic & Safety Committee dated October 8th, '97 
regarding Sp1ingbrook Subdivision, Gilead Hill Road, from Fred Trott, Vice Chairman, Secretary 
of the Traffic & Safety Committee. He stated it states that for fire and safety reasons, the 
Committee feels the thoroughfare is, in fact, a good idea and suppo1ts the original plans. 

John Cross stated SEQR is not necessary to be done this evening. John Cross read a list of 
proposed conditions for approval. 

John Nowicki stated he would like to know when Lan)' Nissen has anived at final design and he 
is comfortable with everything as a professional engineer and that they have accepted the 
aesthetics of the pond. Lany Nissen stated he would not probably comment on the aest.J.etics, 
only on the hydraulics because the To~n bas no standard for aesthetics. He stated he would be 
glad to update John Nowicki on the final disposition. 

Da1io Marchioni asked would that include the way do~11stream. Lany Nissen stated he is 
mostly concerned with the situation to under King Road. 

Mr. Valerio asked what was second proposed condition. Jolm Cross stated the original plan is 
to build a I 0-year dry pond, the larger portion in Phase 2. which would be a 50-year pond. l\1r. 
Vale1io stated the dry pond is also . He stated the wet pond for discussion wi.th 
Conservation Board is in future phases. He stated they're not doing the \Vet pond nm.v. 

DECISION· Unanimously approved by a vote of 6 \\ith the follmving conditions: 

I. Petition the Tow11 Board (within 30 days of the date of this letter( to include 
this subdivision in the Chili Consolidated Drainage Dist11ct. 

2. Final wet retention/detention porid to designed for 50-year stonn. Request 
assistance from the Monroe County Soil and Water Conservation District 
regarding design criteria for aesthetic considerations. 
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3. Provide drainage easements .to the Tow11 of Chili all drainage, including 
ponds, for maintenance and safoty puqrnses. Indicate easements on the final 
plan. 

4. Pending approval of the Tow11 Engineer. 

PUBLIC HEARINGS: 

l. Application of Gates Alben, Inc., 3434 Union Street, Nmth Chili, New York I 14, prope1ty 
ov,rner: Robe1t Brinknrnn; for rezoning of approximately 9 1 acres from R- l-15 (Residential) 
to L.I. (Limited Indusnial) at property located at 3420 Union Street. 

Jim Adams, Executive Vice President, was present to represent the application. Mr Adams 
stated tight now they want to change the zoning to industrial so that they can at least plan fhture 
ex-pansion. He stated the nine some acres was used as a gun club. He stated they leveled the 
prope1ty and had the building burned dO\vn a couple years, so they can't do anything until they get 
it rezoned. He stated that construction will not stan 111ltil sewers are put in 011 Union Street. 

Jolm Cross asked what is their latest cmnmunication \Vith Tovv11 officials or the Countv regarding • '- v 

the installation of sewers. Mr. Adams stated there is a little verbal volleyball going back between 
the County and the Tow11 tight now as to who is going to responsible for it. I le stated the 
Tow11 is going to put it back on the County at this point. He stated they thought six months ago 
\\ith the intercepter line being put down King Road, they were going to be able to tap onto their 
prope1ty from that line, but that did not happen. 

Mr. Adams stated the plans fi)r construction, it \vould just a ball size at this time, probably 
about 53,000 square foot. John Cross asked how does that compare to their present building. 
Mr. Adams stated their present building is 30,000 square feet. John Cross asked do they have 
another operation somewhere else the County that they would be moving over here. Mr. 
Adams stated they have another operation in the To\Vn of Gates right now on Albert Street where 
they're landlocked in. He stated the plan would be to possibly bring that operation over, which is 
basically a tool and die type operation. 

John Cross asked do they have a timeline for this project to be built out Mr. Adams stated not 
really. He stated the next two years possibly. 

Ray Bleier stated he knew exactly where the property is. He asked how much frontage is entailed 
n1 that 9 112 acres. Mr. Adams stated he is guessing around 400 to 600 feet. Ray Bleier stated lie 
was just wondering how many additional square footage there are bet\veeu there and King Road. 
Mr. Adams stated there is another lot opposite that. Ray Bleier stated it is a good time to 
consider rezoning that, as well. 

John Nowicki stated the map he had shows 13.5 acres. He stated somebody had mentioned 9 
acres here. He asked what is the difference. Mr. Adams stated that is probably the total parcel 
for both properties. Dalio Marchioni stated it shows a dotted line on the plans. 

Ray Bleier stated n1 revie\Ving the Coll1lty's response, there was one very interesting comment. He 
stated the comments indicate there should be no question of spot zoning as it applies to this 
request. He stated they made a particular point to cite that. He stated in the nex1 application 
they're going to see there is an omission of that statement. John Nowicki stated this is as it 
conforms to the master plan. Ray Bleier stated he thought maybe they ought to explain to the 
people what is happening on the rezoning application, what the role of the Plan11ing Board is. 

John Cross stated the Tmvn policy is if an applicant ow11s a piece ofland that does not meet the 
code as to their envisioned improvements that they would like to make or new construction, that 
if they choose to approach the Town to rezone that particular piece of prope1ty, the policy is that 
they apply to the Planning Board for a review of their request, \Vhich is what they're doing this 
evening. He stated based on the comments that they received from the applicant and hopefolly 
the positive effects that it would have on the Tow11 and the general neighborhood of the project, it 
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would then be up to the Planning Board to make a recommendation or a denial of the applicant's 
request to the T0\\111 Board. He stated the To\Vll Board would make the final decision on the 
rezoning. He stated the Planning Board would act as an advisory board to the To\\ln Board in 
gathering the information they feel is necessary to make a determination. He stated theyre not 
rezoning this prope1ty tonight. He stated that would be discussed at a future To\\111 Board 
meeting. 

Mitch Rakus stated he did not have 
ex1)ansion of the situation. 

questions at this time but would just welcome the 

Dario Marchioni asked if their recommendation to the TO\Vll Board could include that this 
property be put in a drainage district at this Ray Bleier stated that would be done on site 
plan approval. 

Mr. Adams stated the existing prope1ty was just put in a drainage district because they are doing a 
small addition on that currently. 

Charles Robinson stated the Conservation Board has no problems with the expansion. He stated, 
however, the Conservation Board is currently concerned about contaminants on what appears to 
be waste by-products on the south side of the lot line. He stated it appears that those products 
could leeching into the adjacent He stated they would ask the applicant to identify 

products to ease their concerns. 

John Cross asked the applicant if they were familiar with that conm1ent. Mr. Adams stated they 
were not. 

Charles Robinson stated one of the Conservation Board members said that on the south side there 
appears to be some type of waste by-products or whatever that is coming up on tbe side of the 
building or oozing out of the side of the building. Mr. Adams stated that is not tbe property 
they're referring to in this application. Charles Robinson stated that is tme, but that was just kind 
of a by-product that was brought up. He stated the Conservation Board's concern is they have no 
problem \\lith what they're doing now, but they have this overarching concern of what they 
happened to pick up and notice. so they would like to have that addressed. 

Mr. Adams stated new constmction would be a somewhat different manufacturing process, so 
that would not be the same situation over there. Charles Robinson stated again, they're just 
throwing it out for the Planning Board's awareness. John Nmvicki asked the applicant would they 

willing to investigate that and just contact the Conservation Board and let them know what 
that is about. Mr. Adan1s they would. l-Ie stated they did soil samples. He stated they had 
an underground tank removed a couple years He stated there is nothing in the ground. John 
Novvicki suggested the applicant just get some correspondence back to the Conse1vation Board to 

them know what situation is. 

COJ\1i\ifENTS OR QUESTIONS FROl'v1 THE AUDIENCE: 

Beverly Neder - Attridge Road 
She asked is there any clean up by the DEC from all of the gunshots and things, the lead. 
Mr. Adams stated they hope not. He stated \Vith any new development, of course, they need site 
plan approval for anything that would be constmcted on that site. He stated there would have to 
be soil samples and things taken stated it was a gun club for many years and 
about two years ago they were concerned because there was a lot of clay back there from clay 

and maybe lead from buck shot, but it seems to be dissipated. 

Ms. Neder asked they idea how many employees or added traffic would be generated 
this. Mr. Adams stated generally with the size they're looking possibly 100 employees. Ms. 

Ned er asked if there would be any big trucks coming in and out Mr. Adams stated not any more 
than there are now. ' 

John Cross stated when applicant comes in for site plan. they should be prepared to answer 
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the questions about the DEC's feeling of that fo.rmer use as a gw1 club and the lead spent. Mr. 
Adams stated they have to do test borings and soil samples and they would do that at the same 
time. 

John Cross stated there is no necessity for SEQR at this point. 
recommendation to the T 0\\11 Board. 

stated this is just a 

Councilman Don Faso stated the Planning Board recommendation should request that the Tm\11 
Board be the lead agency for SEQR if the Planning Board so chooses. Ray Bleier stated he 
thought it is appropriate that they are lead agency since theyre the ones that are going to make 
the decision. 

Ray Bleier stated he believes this is a consistent action to the comprehensive plan and the Tovvn 
might want to look into possible rezoning of the remaining parcel ofland ex1ending to King Road. 
Mitch Rakus agreed with Ray Bleier. Da1io Marcl1ioni agreed w~th Ray Bleier. 

DECISION: Unanimously approved by a vote of 6 yes to recommend to Tow11 Board to 
rezone the property to limited Industrial, the follovving conditions: 

l. Applicant to address Conservation Board concerns regarding \Vaste products 
on present manufacturing operation. 

2. T0\\11 Board to lead Agent under the SEQR review process. 

Note: 111e Tow11 Board \Vil! notified of the decision by a copy of the decision 
letter. 

2. Application of Pearce Memmial Church, Buffalo RoMl, Nonh Chili, New York 
14514, property O\:v11ers: Robens Wesleyan College & 111elma Jakeman; for preliminary 
site plan approval for a parking lot at properties located at and 71 Orchard Street 
in R-1-15 zone. 

Todd Pavone, with MRB Group, was present to represent the application along with Mike 
Sponable. Mr. Pavone stated with them were also representatives from Pearce Church, Katherine 
Martin, Pastor Art Brown, Bill Ogden and Mark Logan. Mr. Pavone stated from Roberts 
Wesleyan College, LaNora Lal1tinen was also present 

Mr. Pavone stated they have been before the Board a couple months back vvith a concept plan, 
talking about the idea of a concept and the parking lot to accommodate tl1e needs of Pearce 
Memorial Church. He stated there are continuing to be cooperative efforts between the College 
and Pearce Mem01ial. He stated a need for Pearce Memorial to have parking needs 
accommodated for growth plans. 

Mr. Pavone stated they have submitted to the Board plans for review. He their intent is to 
have final site plan approval. lie stated they have also had a re~ew with the Town Engineer and 
with the Conservation Board. He stated they do have additional sets of drawings with a couple 
minor revisions to their plan since their submittal. He stated they have made a copy of the 
request to the Conservation Board. 

Mr. Pavone asked if there were any comments on the project overall. He stated if there were no 
questions on the background and need, he would tum it over to Mike Sponable to the 
specifics of their proposal. 

Mr. Sponable stated they're requesting site plan approval for a 109-space parking area located 
west of Orchard Street behind the Roberts Wesleyan office the Jakemau's property. He stated 
the area is zoned Residential, single-family, R-1-15. He stated the church is an associated use with 
a prior conditional use. 

MJ. Sponable stated the grading of the site is so that mnoff from rain storms would be 
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directed away from the neighboring lands and directed into the proposed dry wells. He stated the 
number of parking spaces proposed is I 09. He stated the parking area will be lighted during 
specific church functions to provide safo access. 

Mr. Sponable stated the landscaping plan shO\vs as that many of the existing trees as possible are 
to remain. He stated additional landscaping was also added to the parking islands and along the 
property line. Mr. Sponable stated this plan has been by Chili Conservation Board 
and reflects their comments. 

Mr. Sponable stated access to the 
Church's existing driveway. He 
Conservation Board's comments. 

v.ill gained off of Orchard Street, immediately across the 
they have responded to the Town Engineer's and the 

Mr. Sponable stated the Monroe County Development Revie\v Committee did not have any 
issues or suggestions related to this project. 

Mr. Sponable stated they are requesting site plan approval for a 109-space parking area. Ray 
Bleier stated they did see this plan once before at a previous infom1al hearing. Ray Bleier stated 
he was just wondering if the applicant needs to a conditional use for this. He asked if there 
has to be a use permit for the parking lot. 

Tony Knope stated he thought they do. He stated be did not get to talk to Larry Smith on this. 
Tony Knope stated he have to ask Lany Smith about that. 

Keith O'Toole possibly, inasmuch as it had not come before, he assumes the Building 
Inspector made some sort of interpretation. He stated he would want to talk to Larry Smith 
about it. John Cross stated he did ask Larry Smith to review the applications and leave any 
comments about concerns, and he did not say anything different about this, so he thought it is 
okay. 

John Cross stated he was looking for a letter that be had received previously from some of the 
neighborhood residents. He stated he could not seem to put his finger on it. A woman from the 
audience produced a copy ofit. John Cross stated the letter was dated September 10th, '97. He 
read the letter. The letter will be on file with the Building Department. He stated the letter 
indicated the homeowners of Orchard Street are quite concerned about the idea of having any 
parking lot placed on the west side of Orchard Street. He stated the letter indicated they do not 
want their prope1ty values to be diminished by a parking lot. He stated the letter indicated they 
feel there are other places available for their puq)Ose such as across Buffalo Road, behind the 
church on the Buffalo Road side, or other nonresidential area. Jolm Cross stated the letter 
was signed by 14 homeo\v11ers, of which of those signed as husband and wife. 

John Cross stated he also had a from the Traffic & Safety Committee dated October the 8th, 
'97. He stated the letter indicated the Committee reviewed the proposed parking lot plans and has 
no issues with it. He stated the indicated tlie Committee suppmts any attempts tv solve the 
Church's and the College's parking John Cross stated the letter was signed by Fred 
Trott, Vice-Chain11an/Secreta1y of the Traffic & Safety Committee. 

Joltn Cross the Monroe County Development Review comments were just standard items. 
He stated there \\•ere no recommendations or comments regarding any health or safety issues, 
nothing from D. 0. T. or Water Conservation, nothing from Health. 

Ray Bleier asked the proposed wells, do they feel the design of those will be 
adequate. Lany has not a final det.em1ination on that yet. Ray Bleier stated 
regardless of what drainage control measures are used, there will be no excessive ammmt of 
runoff Lany stated be had a question that. He stated they're a little concerned \vith 
snow melt He stated if the snow is pushed off the parking lot, which he assumes it would be, he 
\vas \vondering where that is to be directed to. He it is a question that they have not 

an answer to He they have not put it to the yet, but he has spoken with 
Carr about it. Larry Nissen stated Joe Carr called because he had a couple of concerns about 



this and that was one of them that he brought up. Lany Nissen stated 
preliminary basis and responded to the applicant on a prelimina1y 

did review this on a 

Ray Bleier asked is that Tow11 propeny behi11d the parking lot. John stated he thought 
there is a cemetery there. Mr. Pavone stated is a cemetery behind John Nowicki 
stated the three out of four homes on Orchard that abut the property are Roberts 
Wesleyan's. He stated the no11h and south are privately O\v11ed. 

Ray Bleier asked will this parking lot used services of Pearce Mr. 
Pavone stated it will be for at church, a Wednesday night program and also for 
events. He stated there arc a few special events during the year outside of a Sunday or a 
Wednesday program. He Pearce Memorial also has a Saturday evening so it \\ill 
be used for those functions. 

Ray Bleier asked will the people that are going to the art center there use this parking lot Mr. 
Pavone stated he did not believe that is the intention. He stated now this is primalily for 
Pearce Church. He stated that is not to that that couldn't coordinated \vith the if 
the College needed that. but that was not in any of their discussions at this time. He 
would be primarily for Pearce Church. 

Mitch Rabis asked do they have any kind a traffic study on this 
affect Orchard Street and how it will affect Buffalo Road. Mr. Pavone 

how it is going to 
the real benefit to 

the project is right now on Buffalo Road at the of Orchard, there are several cars that 
park on Buffalo Road eluting church services, on Sunday mid-morning time 
periods. He stated that is a traffic concern both for the Church and for the Town. He stated this 
would relieve some of the traffic and intersection difficulties. He stated if they come up on 
Orchard Street on Buffalo Road, the sight distance is difficult if almost nothing. He stated one 
has to pull out onto Buffalo Road. He stated that capacity and growth issue to Memorial 
is to provide adequate and safe parking for the people that vvill attend services. He they did 
not do traffic count volumes per se for Orchard Street. He stated they ·were not asked to do that. 

Mitch Raln1s asked have they investigated any other spots they could have a parking lot ve1y 
close to what they have proposed here. Mr. Pavone stated they :ti-ave talked \\ith the Planning 
Board about that. He stated about a year they came to Board \\ith a plan on a parcel 
across the street on Buffalo Road. He stated it was a smaller piece ofland and an opportunity 
that the Church had to purchase and to provide the parking lot. He stated the amotmt of 
there were about 30, 35 parking spaces, which is certainly not the need that the Church has for 
the number of spaces, but also the improvement costs were quite high. He stated it was not cost 
effective for Pearce Memorial. He stated one of the difficulties they had, a State highway, 
the D. 0. T. was resistant to pedestrians crossing at that point to access church. He stated they 
have difficulty on the south side that they have a State highway. 

Mr. Pavone stated there has been effort to coordinate with College to try to find spaces \vithin 
the campus. He stated they are separate entities. He stated the College has some growth, too, 
that they're looking at. He stated so the opportunities and locations came do\\n to this idea that 
they have here. He stated the Church has spent a great deal of time in the past year looking at 
potential areas. 

John Nowicki stated he was familiar with all of the efforts have put researching this 
problem vvith the parking. He asked is the lighting in the parking lot going to be a style and 
profile oflow wattage so it is not going to be shining into adjoining neighbors' ho1nes. Mr. 
Pavone stated yes, it will. He stated they bave illumination plans show that. He stated they 
did try to eliminate the spillover onto adjoining properties. John asked if the lighting 
would be profiled dO\vn. Mr. Pavone stated that's correct. 

Da1io Marchioni asked what are the steps foel they're going to this project to 
insure property values of the residents are not impacted . Mr. Pavone stated probably the biggest 
measure would be the landscaping and the aesthetics of the parking lot. right 110\v they 
do not plan any signage out front or any pennanent He stated on Stmday they may have 



a temporary sign. He stated the visual aspect, they talked to some of the residents to try to keep 
the asthetics intact of the neighborhood. He stated the visual impact, if they look at the location 
ofit, it is behind the houses on Orchard Street. He stated theyre providing additional landscaping 
as much as they think there needs to and they could certainly add as needed to make sure that 
the visual screening is placed there. He stated he thought that would be the largest effort is the 
asthetics, landscaping. 

Mr. Pavone stated the lighting is limited. He stated the lighting system \vould not be in operation 
without a church fimction. He stated they would have a security at the entrance to the 
parking lot which would normally be closed and locked. He stated for a church fonction they will 
open the gate and also tum on the power to the lighting system, so with a photo cell, the lights 
will turn on as needed, and so when the gate system is closed, the lights vvill shut down. He stated 
they're trying to keep that controlled to minimize the amount of impact to the neighborhood. 

John Cross stated he thought he heard the applicant say that the lights \vill not go on unless the 
cars start to enter the parking lot. Mr. Pavone stated the lights would not be on unless there is a 
fimction and they open the gates to use that parking lot either on a Wednesday night or on a 
special event at night. 

Dario Marchioni questioned this involving a conditional use permit. Dario Marchioni stated 
Larry Smith was asked to review that and he did not comment that it had to be a conditional use. 
Dario Marchioni stated he was concerned once it is up if it really affects some of the neighbors, 
that they could make some changes or ask them to address those concems at a later date because 
they really don't know \vhat the problems would be. Ray Bleier stated that is true of any site. 

John Cross stated he thought, if the neighbors have specific complaints. that number one, 
they should to address them with Pearce Memorial or the College, and if they don't feel 
satisfied with the results they're getting, then they can contact the Tovm Building Inspector and 
see if he can have a little dialogue with all the He stated he thought they're dealing with 
applicants here who will honor tbeir neighbors' request. He stated he did not think they can do 
anything regarding a conditional use pennit for this application. John Nowicki stated it is 
encouraging to see this t111e of an operation grO\:v. 

Dario Marchioni he was just about the letter and the neighbors' concerns. He 
stated if they could put some control on it, he would feel better. 

John Cross stated he thought that the applicant stated a short time ago that they're going to try to 
control the times that the lights on in the parking lot, and that is something that is a little new. 
He stated he had not heard about parking lots being unlit \vhen not in use. John Nowicki 
stated and the landscaping \\rill be a mitigating factor here. 

Nissen stated has a couple questions with to drainage, but it is mostly with 
respect to the fact that this dry is something that he is not used to seeing and it is 
something that needs a little more to look at. He stated he wanted to make sure that he 
feels comfortable with the methodology. He stated what the applicant has proposed may be 
adequate. 

John NO\vicki stated they have seen it before Planning Board and the Town. He stated he 
thought Don Avery has some for dry wells that come ni. 

Lany Nissen stated his concern at this point is particularly at the south end of the lot, there is a 
fairly steep grade dow11 to adjacent prope1ties, he not really see anything to prevent 
snow melt from running dO\vn into those backyards. He stated he didn't know if those houses are 
close to this proposed parking if it may affect their foundations. 

Mr. Sponable stated a curb was added to the.water on the parking lot on the revised plans. 
Larry Nissen stated he did not see that. Mr. Sponable stated the ones that he delivered showed 
curbing was added to the water flo\\lng to the appropriate location. Lany Nissen asked 
how high would the curbing 
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Larry Nissen asked where do they anticipate fil10w would be stored. Mr. Sponable stated some 
could be placed by trees. Mr. Sponable indicated on the plans where they could place some 
snow. Larry Nissen stated he sees this as a problem waiting to happen. Mr. Sponable stated they 
could discuss that aspect with the Engineer. Larry Nissen stated they have some trees 
there. He stated it would be a shame to loose them, but they can take a look at that. 

Charles Robinson stated the applicant bas 
with their changes being made as requested. 

the Conservation Board two copies of the plans 

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE: 

Beverly Neder - Attridge Road 
She stated she hates to see the erosion an older residential neighborhood. She stated this is 
probably the first step. She stated they have all seen it happen in other areas. 

Ms. Neder stated she also has noticed in drives the church that a number of youths 
have been using the front of the church in the summertime for rollerblading and in-line skating. 
She stated she believes that this is probably with the Church's permission. She stated she doubts 
they would be biinging ramps and jumps up there if they were not given pem1ission the 
Church. She stated she would like to know if this activity would be allowed in this parking lot 
Ms. Martin stated she is the administrator for Pearce Memorial. She stated the skating 
moved. 

Ms. Neder asked has any consideration been given to mayb·;; renting space in the medical 
community across the street at the College Greene facility. She stated she believes that place 
closes at maybe 5 o'clock at night and they are not open on Saturday or Sunday. She stated 
are a good number of parking spaces in there. She stated maybe \Vith a provision of a shuttle bus, 
that would solve their problem at less exi>ense. Ms. Martin stated they cunently nm a shuttle bus 
from College Greene. She stated, however, the Church only owns actually 51 parking spaces at 
this time, so even those additional parking spaces do not meet their needs. 

Ms. Neder asked does that include the at the medical center. Ms. Martin stated they have 
encouraged, begged and pleaded with people to park at the medical center. She stated they have 
current permission to use that and they do currently nm a shuttle bus from the College Greene 
Medical Center and also lots at Robe1ts, but there is 110 way they can force people to use those 
outlying lots. She stated that is a good distance. She stated they're trying to address it in all of 
those manners and they do run a shuttle. 

Ms. Neder stated they mentioned a curbing at the south 
adjacent prope1ty. She asked with the snowfall of maybe what is 
that snow as it melts from overflowing that curb down onto the adjacent prope1ty. Mr. Pavone 
stated that is the Town Engineer's comment that they'll be addressing. He stated they'll be looking 
at snow storage and where it \vill be located to minimize that. Ms. Neder she just hates to 
see a residential neighborhood eroded and eventuallv dow11graded. 

~ ~ ~ 

Dorothy Borgus - 31 Stuart Road 
Ms. Borgus asked if somebody could explain to the audience where snow would be pushed 
snow removal was necessary there. Mr. Pavone stated that is a new item that tl1ey have just 
brought up to discuss. He stated they'll be looking at some of the details on that. stated 
maybe the west end of the property would be used. He stated there is a fair amount of space 
could be used on the west end. He stated the more critical section would be the southern end of 
the parcel. Mr. Pavone stated they'll look at that further. 

Ms. Borgus asked the line on the west, does that imply landscaping. Mr. Pavone indicated \:vhere 
there are existing trees. He stated there are proposed on the north end. He stated 
there are proposed plantings in islands in the parking lot. Ms. Borgus is the cemetery 
west of that line. Mr. Pavone stated that's correct. 
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Ms. Borgus stated she was just thinking if they got too much water on that west line, they would 
present some real serious drainage erosion problems nex1 door for their neighbor into the 
cemetery. She stated that would not be a good idea either. Mr. Pavone stated they do have 
accommodations in their project to contain the drainage as far as mnoff He stated they have a 
dry well system for the runoff 

Ms. Borgus asked how many dI)' wells did they plan and where are they. Mr. Pavone stated they 
have five dry wells that are not shown on the plan he had up on the board. He stated theyre 
shown on another detail. He stated they're spaced throughout the parking lot. Mr. Pavone stated 
there would be three in the center and three on the south end. Mr. Sponable showed Ms. Borgus 
on the map where they would be. He stated the parking lot is sloped to collect the water in the 

wells. 

Ms. Borgus asked is this parking lot to be paved. Mr. Pavone stated eventually, it is designed to 
be paved. He they're not sure at this point whether the Church \vill pave any or all of the 
parking lot at this time. He stated it is designed for in the future when it will be fully paved, as far 
as mnoff is concerned. Ms. Borgus ;tated she thought their runoff problems would be greater if it 
was paved than if it was left. Mr. Pavone stated that is correct. 

Ms. Borgus asked who O\vns the four houses shovv11 on the plans. Mr. Pavone stated three are 
owned by Roberts Wesleyan College and one is owned by the Jakeman Estate. Ms. Borgus asked 
is there any plan in the foreseeable plans to remove those houses and tum it all into parking. Mr. 
Pavone stated there are no specific plans for that now. 

Mr. Pavone stated this project is to provide 109 behind the houses. He stated there 
have been discussions, but there are no specific plans for that at this time. Ms. Borgus stated that 
is a big loophole. He stated "no specific plans" doesn't mean that two years down the line they 
couldn't come back, and now theyre halfway through this project, and there would be no 
turning back. She stated she thought the people on Orchard Street deserve some kind of a 
commitment along that line. 

Mr. Pavone stated this is an application for this parking lot as they see it. He stated anything that 
would change would come before Planning Board for or approval. Ms. Borgus 
stated she understood that, but dmvn the road there would be fu1ther sympathy for the Church for 
their problem. She stated she hears it tonight. She stated she is sorry they have a problem, but 
they enlarged that Church and expanded through there through the years knowing they didn't have 
parking. She stated it is a problem of their ow11 making. She stated they ex-panded there \vithout 
any parking, and sympathy is all well and good, but they also have the rest of the people on that 
street to think about. 

Ms. Borgus stated it is a beautiful street. She stated the people dovv11 there take a great deal of 
pride in their homes. She stated she feels it is too bad \Vhen they begin to take a perfectly 
residential street and begin this 

Kristin McCabe 
Ms. McCabe stated she lives at 55 Orchard Street. She stated they heard about this whole project 
through rumor and investigated a little bit found out that this was the plan. Ms. McCabe 
stated she knew that the people of the Church happy when they got their letter, but they 
didn't know anythjng about it prior to that. 

Ms. McCabe stated they did have two meetings with the Church, the people at the church. She 
stated they were told the people on either side of her have been offered a proposal to buy their 
house, which is au L-shaped lot that goes directly behind her house and the house right next to 
her, for future parking. She stated at the meeting at her house, they were told that in the future 
their plan was to have the have a land contract \\iith the CoUege so that in probably five 

tops, ten years, when those houses wouldn't be needed as offices any more, their plan at 
that time was to extend the parking out to Orchard Street. 

Ms. McCabe stated she was told she would have a buyer for her house, which means they want to 
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take her house dovvn and the house nexi to her all of it parking. She stated that is their 
main concern. is the future. She stated have kind of conceded as a result 
that if this has to be. it has to be. Ms. McCabe but she would want to go on record 
not want to see any further plans for fiuther street. 

John Cross asked what were the answers were Church Directors regarding 
buying the additional prope1ties and expanding the Ms. McCabe stated they said there 
was a proposal made, but they don't know if there was ever an answer. 

Mr. Logan stated he is a Board member of Pearce Memmial He stated he was present at 
both of those meetings. Mr. Logan stated the question that arose at both of those meetings was 
do they have any immediate plans to take those houses down. He for a little clarification 
here, they don't have immediate plans to take those do"vn at this point in time. He stated 
they are in the process of purchasing them by land contract from Robe11s Wesleyan College. Ht: 
stated Robe1ts Wesleyan College would continue to utilize those buildings for a period of time. 
He stated obviously the Church is not in the long-term rental business, so ten down the 
road, they don't know. He stated they don't know \Vhat their plans are as far as the 
ex"{)ansion goes. He stated it is hard to speculate at this point in time. He 
to accommodate an answer to the question based on the knowledge that they have. 

Greg Brattsman - 49 Orchard Street 
He stated he was also a signer of the letter that was submitted. He to 
that the Church has made many effo11s to accommodate the aesthetic for the parking lot 
He stated he attends Pearce Memorial. He stated he appreciates the things that 
done to meet the community pa1t way and make things as good as He stated this is a 
critical need that the Church has. He stated there is no question about but he also would like to 
go on record as saying that be hates to see communities tom dowu for pavement. He stated so 
with his neighbors, he, too, this must be and hopefolly will all be worked out and worked out 
well. He stated but for the future, it is his hope that it doesn't go any further. 

John Cross stated if the Church should decide in the future to continue that approach, they would 
have to come back to the Planning Board for a review. He stated it is anyone's guess as to what is 
going to happen. He stated they can't anticipate that right now, but theyre all basically concerned 
for the neighborhood and the community, and they will listen to everyone's concerns at that time 
that should happen. 

Ma1ilou Egan 
She stated she lives on Sunnyside Lane. She stated her property backs up in the curve to the 
subject property and it is directly above her. She stated most of the neighbors on her street don't 
know anytWng about this. She stated no one has notified them, and unless they drive by and read 
those signs on Orchard Street or read a publication, they wouldn't be here. 

Ms. Egan stated she is really concerned about what she has heard tonight about drainage. She 
stated she did not want to wash away. She asked how the Board would like to walk out 
into their backyard and look at a parking lot through the trees. 

John Cross stated, as far as being notified, the policy is to place the up and notify 
immediate neighbors. Ms. Egan stated she bet her neighbors are not aware ofit. She stated they 
back up to it. John Cross stated they're following the legal procedure. 

Ms. Egan stated the concem for the water is something she did not even think about until she 
heard it mentioned this John Cross stated that is of great concern. He stated they 
depend on their Town Engineer to applications, and based 011 his expert knowledge, they 
would make sure that the proper drainage implementations were taking place. 

Carol Fox 
She stated she lives on Orchard Ms. Fox stated right now they have the College traffic 
going dm-v11 the street She stated they have the Church traffic going down the street. She stated 
theyre cut off between Buffalo Road and Westside Drive, so they have people taking a short cut 



going through the street and now they're going to have more of the parking behind the house. 

Ms. Fox stated when they mentioned Buffalo Road, having a small parking lot over there, that 
was before two other houses in the same area went up for sale. She stated those houses on 
Buffalo Road, there is a garage, there is another house and another house, all of which would give 
them probably more than 109 spaces. She stated she thought the D.O.T. \vould put a light there. 
She stated she did not think it has been investigated enough, across Buf£1lo Road. 

Aithur Bro\vn stated he is the Pastor of Pearce Memorial Church. He stated that is the very 
property that they were present for a year ago, talking about putting the parking lot on. He stated 
it looks like there is more prope1ty there than there is. He stated they started off at about 60 or 

spots and it kept getting smaller. He stated there is another small lot that is also available, but 
it is not contiguous and it is quite small. 

Ms. Fox stated there is property where the garage is facing east on Buffalo Road going towards 
the city. She stated they have an empty lot there. She stated they have another house up for sale. 
She stated the one after that is for sale, and then beyond the Resident's house of the College, there 
is a whole prope1ty there where they used to have a fruit stand. She stated that is all right across 
the street. 

Pastor Brmvn stated the contiguous property across the street is what they developed. Ms. Fox 
stated there are two houses plus a lot plus another garage that are all for sale tight now. 

Ms. Lahtinen stated the College 0\\11s the property that they're speaking of on Buffalo Road. Ms. 
Fox stated they ov.n the prope1ty on Orchard Street, too. Ms. Lahtinen stated yes, they do. She 
stated the property that is for sale is 44 Buffalo Road, a yellow house \Vi.th green shutters. She 
stated then there is a house that they do not own between it and the garages. She stated that 
house is ow11ed Tirnothy Cowley. Ms. Lahtinen stated the yellow house \Vith green shutters 
does not meet the prope1ty that the College O\vus that the t\VO garages that is up for sale now. 
She stated so that prope1ty does not connect to either piece of property that the College O\\lllS. 

Ms. Lahtinen stated they offered to sell that propeity to the Church, but it doesn't meet their 
needs. She stated when it was left. to they would have been pleased to cooperate in that 
aspect. She stated there is a critical parking problem out there. She stated from the College's 
aspect, they have worked with Pearce Memorial to try to satisfy it without having to enlarge 
anywhere because it is costly to do it, but the College is grovving, as is Pearce Memorial. She 
stated she did not see another solution to it other than to allow parking to ex'J)and the way they 
are proposing this evening. 

Ms. Fox stated they built the cultural center with 40 parking spaces. Ms. Lahtinen stated that is 
not causing this problem. Ms. stated but if that had been okayed to build more, which would 
be on the east side, away from the residential area, they would have had parking spaces over there 
whjch they could share, which would save tbe residential side of the street. Ms. Lahtinen stated 
they choose not to add to the college parking. Ms. Fox stated they have chosen that but that does 
not help them. 

John Cross stated there was a concern from the Town's Traffic & Safety Committee about the 
crossing, pedestrian crossing across Buffalo Road, and there were no guarantees that the State 
would help with signalization. Ms. Fox stated she thought if they got the neighbors on Orchard 
Street to help, they might get someplace with trying to move the State to do something about it 
She stated the more people they have, the more they would Ms. Fox stated she was 
asking them to look at another option. 

Mr. Pavone stated they did look at that about a year ago when they looked at the Buffalo Street 
property. He stated they talked a lot \Vith the Traffic & Safety Committee about that. He stated 
they would have pedestrian traffic crossing Buffalo Road, but there would be no increase in 
vehicular traffic. so he did not think would warrant a signal light at the Orchard Street 
intersection because it is just pedestrians. He stated they spent a lot of time and money and eff011 
v.ith that property to make that work for Pearce Church. He stated they came before the 
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Planning Board with final site plan for that parcel. He stated they came that far mtb it in 
hopes of using that side of the street, only to coine up with several road blocks, both financial and 
on an administrative approval basis. He stated he thought even if it was larger, they would 
had more difficulties \\1th the D.O.T. and the fact it is a State highway. 

John Cross stated the Traffic & Safety Committee supports the application. John Cross stated 
when they vote on this application, if there is an approval of the request, he had a couple 
conditions to discuss. He stated one was the Drainage Comrnittt:e suggests that the applicant 
petition the Town Board to join a drainage district. John Nowicki stated he believed the College 
is in a district He stated he believes the Church may be. John Cross stated they'll have to 
investigate that \\itb the Tow11 Clerk's Office. 

John Cross stated, of course, they would have to have the Tow11 Engineer's approval, especially in 
regard to the placement of dry wells and the calculations of draining the south side and snow 
removal. Ray Bleier conm1ented and storage. Ray Bleier stated he felt that there might be some 
serious concerns there concerning the drainage and the water retention on the site. He stated he 
thought he would feel ve1y awkward voting on waiving fiuaL 

John Cross stated that is something that they'll have to have a \ot of tmst in their Town Engineer 
to review how they could solve any drainage or foture drainage concerns. Lany Nissen 
apologized he did not get a chance to review the revised subn1ission before the meeting. He 
stated they reviewed it preliminarily and received the second submission three or four days before 
the meeting and he just didn't get a chance to look at it, othenvise he could have repmted on it 
tonight. He stated he would look at it as soon as they can. Ray Bleier stated he thought that is a 
good opportunity, too, if they do not waive final, to get the question answered with regard to the 
conditional use, too, before the next appearance. 

John Nowicki stated with the weather the way it he did not think they will get nmch 
construction done on this anyway. 

John Cross asked if the Conservation Board is all set. Charles Robinson stated yes, it 

John Cross made a motion to declare the Board lead agency as far as SEQR, found this to be an 
unlisted action and made a detennination of no significant environmental impact, and the Board all 
voted yes. 

DECISION: Unanimously approved by a vote of 6 yes with the following conditions: 

1. Petition the Tmvn Board (within 30 days of the date of this letter) to 
include these parcels in the Chili Consolidated Drainage Disuict. Final site 
plan application mll not be accepted tmtil this is done. 

2. Pending approval of the Town Engineer. Detailed emphasis must be given to 
the proposed dry wells in the parking lot and storage and removal of snow in 
the south side of the proposed parking lot. 

3. Application of Mr. & Mrs. John Alexander, owner; 2432 Crooked Stick Drive, Winter Haven, 
Florida, 33881 for rezoning of 1. 8 acres from R-1-15 (Residential) to G.B. (General Business) 
at property located at 44 79 Buffalo Road. 

Dou Avery was present to represent the application. He stated they were present for the 
rezoning. He stated he just had a few comments 011 the plan and then he would tum it over to Bill 
List, who was also present to more particularly address the questions of why the rezoning is 
necessary. 

Mr. Avery passed out some photographs. Mr. Avery stated on the plan, he has sho\\11 what the 
existing conditions are. Mr. Avery stated after they go to the Zoning Board and they go to the 
Tmvn Board, then they would come back to the Planning Board and the site plan would be 
complete mth all of the landscape architect work on it He stated he just wanted to show the 



Planning Board the current plan so they could form a little judgment in recommending or not 
recommending this to the Town Board. 

Mr. Avery stated the black area on plans is \vhere the asphalt is right now. Mr. Avery showed 
the Planning Board where there would be additional parking area that would be required for this 
facility if it was rezoned for General Business. 

MI. Avery ~iated there are two apartments upstairs, and they would remain. He stated he has 
provided for parking places for those units. 

Bill List, Associate Broker "1ith Notlmagle Realtors, was present to represent the application. He 
stated he joined Notlmagle in I 983. He stated this property was originally listed ·with his sister, 
Audrey Smith, back in September of He stated Audrey has now since retired and moved to 
Floiida. 

Mr. List stated they checked and valued what the property was worth. He stated they came up 
\Vith $179, 000. · He stated Morgan & Stam\ix did a complete appraisal for the Alexanders in 
1991, and that appraisal came out to $200,000, so the Alexanders felt $179,000 was a deal. 

Mr. stated they marketed it every other week. He stated they bad ads in tbe D & C. He 
stated they spent extra money for tbe adds in tbe Better Business Journal, and they had numerous 
people coming out there. He stated one of the first questions tbey always raised was what can be 
done with the property. He stated their answer was they really did not know. 

Mr. List stated it is zoned Residential. He stated if the inforrnation he has is correct, at one time 
over the years, it was a furniture store. He stated way back it was a hardware store. He stated 
they thought initially it was set up for business, because looking at the building, he couldn't see 
any other use for it. 

Mr. List stated afler they brought all folks through and no one seemed to know what they 
could do with it and didn't really want to through the process, after months it was taken off 
the market and the Alexanders, through his sister's recommendation, which coming from a realtor 
is not tbe greatest idea. but she suggested that it auctioned off 

Mr. List stated some time was spent by the Alexanders, his sister Audrey and the auctioneer from 
Hanis Wilcox, and the question again was raised. He stated they questioned what would they 
auction it off as that \:vould have any type of marketable value to that prope1ty that would satisfy 
the needs of the Alexanders, seeing they still owe a mortgage on it. 

Mr. List stated so back a number of months ago the Alexanders gave him and said they could not 
afford to auction it off either because they can't identify what it is going to be used for that they 
can get their money back out to break even. He stated they said they would be interested in 
listing it for $119,000. He stated he questioned that figure, because he could remember back just 
a few months earlier he had trouble getting them to come dow11 to $179,000 for the asking price. 

Mr. List stated he listed the prope1ty for $119, 000 and had a couple people again immediately 
thJough it. He stated the people asked what could they do \vi.th it. He stated he said he really did 
not know. He stated he told them it would have to be up to the Tovv11, the Planning Board and 
the Town Board as to what it could used for. 

Mr. List stated he had an interested person come fi::ntb, present an offer with a contingency that 
the zoning had to be changed back to General Business or the property would be really of no 
value to the buyer iflater on in life, decided to take and dispose of that property, because 
they would be in the san1e position as the Alexanders. stated the prospective buyers said the 
only way they would be interested in the property is if the Alexanders took the initiative and 
e)qJense to that zoning changed to General Business, which brings them to where they are 
tonight. 

Mr. List stated he has been in that building numerous times \\ith well over 20 potential buyers. 



and as many times as he has looked at it and talked to individuals, he could not personally see 
what else it can be used for other than some of General Business that would be acceptable to 
the Tmvn. Mr. List stated he has bar people come in and would like to make it a 
bar. He stated he told them to that He stated he told them could not imagine a 
allowing a bar in a middle residential area. 

Mr. List stated when the fellow came Peter and said he would like to move his 
hardware store there from and Buffalo Road to more space and make a future for 
himself and his family, he thought this was an ideal marriage and ideal customer. He stated it was 
passed onto the Alexanders and they it would probably 

tbe 

John Cross stated he could understand Mr. Sharp's for moving from his current location. 
John Cross stated it looks like he has a thriving little business up there and he some 
ex1ra room Mr. Sharp stated that is right 

John Cross stated one of the concerns that a potential buyer mus into is financing with a 
He asked is their lender in auy way that they rezone this or is this between 
Mr. Sharp and the present owner Mr. Sharp stated currently with the banker that 
he has dealt with for his business directly since February of l 
General Business commercial property in order to speak \vith them futther about the financing of 
it. He stated othenv:ise they can't justify the value of the property. 

John Cross stated the reason he asked is they do have other options in zoning code which 
would be a more appropriate fit for Mr. Sharp's needs and one of them would be Neighborhood 
Business zoning with a conditional use pennit for a hardware store. He stated he wondered if Mr. 
Sharp had given any consideration to that. Mr. Sharp stated the only thing he knew as far as the 
banking situation and the financial part of it, as far as loans, is tl1at it would have to a General 
Business or commercial property. 

Keith O'Toole stated typically a cmmnercial lender wants proof that the proposed use conforms 
with the Building Inspector's requirements and plan and everything else. He stated most cases 
they don't dictate a particular type of zoning. He stated, in the zoning can change dowu the 
road anyway. 

John Nm:vicki stated so in other words what theyJre is even was Neighborhood 
Business with a conditional use permit, it doesu't make a difference to the bank. Keith O'Toole 
stated he would think so. He stated he could perhaps see a scenario where might 
appraisal problems if they had a very naITow zoning, so naITow, that it was like archaic, 
but N.B. allows a number of uses. John Cross stated be thought their zoning code is pretty clear 
on what they can approve for a conditional use. 

Councilman Don Faso stated it has been a while since he read the General Business regs, but be 
thought hardware is specifically listed in General Business. Councilman Don Faso stated if a use 
is specifically listed in a zoning category, theu it is very difficult to justify it as a couditional use in 
another zone. He stated if it is specifically listed and the word "hardware" is, then it becomes not 
a conditional use in another zone. 

John Cross stated he may be mistaken that it was not listed Business. Councilman 
Don Faso stated the word 11hardware11 is listed in General Busirtess. John Nowicki stated it is 
listed that way, but there has been concern ou the Plalllling Board that GB in that area is rather 
harsh. He stated there is so much Residential in that area, where the only way they back it dovvn 
is where they back it down to NB where they have some control under conditional use. He stated 
on NB under Item 6, they it allows them to do that 

Councihnan Don Faso stated but hardware is specifically listed as a principal use in another zone. 
John Nowicki read the six items. Councilman Don Faso stated he would yield to Keith on that. 
John Nowicki stated they1re trying to make it fit for all parties, for the To\\n be comfortable \>vith 
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it and for the applicant to be comfortable with it because GB is just too broad of a use in that 
area. He stated they could end up \vith a real problem there. 

Councilman Don Faso stated he frequents Mr. Sharp's shop. He stated it is small and tight. John 
Cross stated to accommodate the situation, they felt NB with conditional use would give them 
control of the property. He stated that site could be a problem with ingress/egress. He stated 
they have a lot oftl:Ungs to look at on that site if they start to look at it as a business. He stated 
the State will not be happy with that kind of traffic going in there unless they have controlled 
ingress/egress on that. He stated he thought that is what they are trying to do. He stated they're 
trying to help the applicant and at the same time to protect the TO\vll. 

John Cross stated he thought it is very important to note that in time if~1r. Sharp should decide 
to move to Florida, then they have a problen1 with what a buyer can do at that site. He stated 
there are a number of other GB operations that can go in there legally at that point if it is rezoned 
to GB, and it may not fit well with the neighborhood. He stated so they just want to kick that 
arotmd a little bit and see ifthere are others that might have better control \Vitli the Neighborhood 
Business and a conditional use pennit. He stated they're going to have to ask their legal counsel 
to advise them as to whether they should pursue that approach or leave it GB. He stated he 
thought the consensus he felt is that there is a danger on denial or no recommendation to the 
To\vn Board if it stays as a GB. 

Keith O'Toole stated the code provides them with some time to make the decision. He stated 
they don't have to make a decision tonight. He stated secondly, he understood the argument 
Councilman Don Faso is posing. He stated he didn't know that it is binding. He stated he could 
certainly go take a look at some case law on it. 

Ray Bleier stated he would love to see a hardware store there. He stated he felt that the GB is a 
little severe. He stated one of the more basic issues is the fact that if they're going to rezone this 
prope1ty, they are spot zoning. He stated there are no ifs, ands or buts about it. He stated it is 
spot zoning and is contrary to the comprehensive plan. He stated it is a tough situation for that 
piece of property 

Ray Bleier asked has there been any consideration of subdividing it into residential lots. Mr. List 
stated he was in a position back a few months ago to take it into consideration buying it and doing 
something himself v.~th it. He stated he is not in the constrnction business, but he looked at the 
residential market as it taking the frontage and breaking it dow11 into three lots. He stated to 
go through the e>..1Jense of tearing the building down, removing that debris, then going through 
the expense of subdividing and tl)~ng to get even $25,000, $30.000 per lot, there is no way they 
could even make a profit fie stated it is definitely a negative type investment. 

Mr. List stated he understood the quandary of the Tmv11 Board. He stated the building has been 
there for years and years and years for different types of cornmercial enterprises. Ray Bleier 
stated they all have lived within the residential zoning, though. He stated they have not had to 
rezone it the past. He stated now they are being requested to do that. 

Mr. List stated this is shown as commercial prope1ty by taxes. He stated it wasn't until people 
stmted asking questions necessa1ily they found out they were residential. He stated 
everything shows commercial until they involved with the T0\\11 Building Depa1tment. He 
stated but with residential, there is no \vay they could even possibly break even on that. 

Mitch Rakus stated the Board will have to wait for legal advice on this. He stated he also th.inks 
General Business is too severe for the neighborhood. He stated if they can work arotrnd it, a little 
Neighborhood Business or something like that, he would feel a little more comfonable with that. 
He stated they have to put a handle 011 

John Nowicki stated he has already stated the severity of the GB. He stated he hopes the 
applicant might be aware of the site plan approval process, too. He stated it is not necessarily a 
done deal. He stated that can be a little tricky. He stated he would not \Vant to see GB in there. 
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John Nowicki stated he agrees \vith Ray Bleier, ·they're going right in the face of good planning 
practice. He stated what do they do with the property, he didn't know. He stated he agrees with 
Mr. List it is a negative situation unless they turn it into a multiple-family, and maybe then they 
might be able to make it work. He stated that is about the only thing they can do, and that would 
be a different ball game from a commercial aspect. He stated they could probably do it on a 
multiple-family basis. 

John Cross stated that was a good point. He stated maybe it is something that the applicant wants 
to pursue with the engineers, to get an idea what the involvement would be to go for a site plan 
eventually for the use that they want to use it for. John Cross stated there some additional 
engineering costs and constrnction costs for the cmmnercial pmposes. 

Mr. List stated they looked at that through Mr. Avery. He stated they were told basically the 
configuration as it is, w1th some minor changes to confonn whatever the TO\vn's needs 
would be, which could be trees or sidewalks or whatever, could be done at a reasonable cost 
without making a change in the whole complex as to its configuration or appearance, other 
than just dressing the area up. 

lYlr. Avery stated they talked to him about how it was used as a day care v\1th the buses. Mr. List 
stated they had up to 50 some children iu there every day, and they had buses transported the 
children in, sometimes full size buses. He stated those buses were going in and out.,of there all 
day long. He stated when he discussed the traffic \\ith the Alexanders, they laughed at him and 
said there would be nothing worse than those buses going in and out \vith kids. Mr. List stated he 
\Vas not really involved with that project then to see the buses going in and out. He stated he was 
told there was a fair amount of heavy vehicles going in and out versus a passenger car or a van. 

John Cross stated it probably wouldn't do any hann, though, to contact the local New York State 
D.O.T. people to mu it by them to see what they say. Mr. Avery stated they realize all these 
things will have to be done. He stated they were present for the Board's advice on this. 

Dario Marchioni asked if changing this to an NB would present any difficulties to them. Mr. 
stated he thought that is up to the buyer. He stated Mr. Sharp was specific in his office it 
had to be changed or the deal would be dead. He stated now whether Mr. Sharp would reconsider 
that, he could not speak for Mr. Sharp. He stated he was sure he has not talked to his banker on 
that Mr. Sharp stated wit11out further review and more insight on that condition, he did not 
an answer for that at this point. 

Dario Marchioni stated all the Planning Board does is make a recommendation to the Tovv11 
Board. Keith O'Toole stated that's correct. He stated they could make a recommendation to the 
Tow11 Board and the Tow11 Board can basically reject the recommendation and ship it back to the 
Planning Board. 

John No\vicki stated they are talking about probably tabling the application for fu1ther legal study. 
He stated they'll want to listen to the audience and just table it \vithout prejudice until they find 
out what everybody wants to do here. 

Mr. Avery asked if it was Neighborhood Business and it were a conditional use, would there be a 
time where they would have to reappear for the conditional use. John Nowicki stated they could 
have to come back for whatever review the Board asked for. John Cross stated t:y1)ically on the 
first application, approval wit11 conditions, they would go perhaps two to three years, and after 
the first review at the two or three-year application process, they often \\ill extend it to five years 
to review the conditions again. He stated so if they like what they see the first time, there is a 
good chance that they wouldn't review it for every five years. He stated that is typically the 
maximum review time. 

COl\1MENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE: 

Dorothy Borgus - 31 Stuart Road 
Ms. Borgus stated she would like to preface her conunents by saying she thought it would be, 



zoning problems aside, a wonderful spot for a hardware store. She stated she also frequents Mr. 
Sharp's establishment. She stated it would be much handier to have it on the main road. She 
stated his business would probably be better. She stated she thought it is a good idea if they can 
overcome zoning problems. 

Ms. Borgus asked how long have the Alexanders mvned this property. Mr. List stated since 186. 
Ray Bleier stated the application indicates since '85. Ms. Borgus stated she definitely remembers 
when that was a furniture store. She stated she remembers when it was a day care center. 

Ms. Borgus asked how in the world did it operate as a furniture store when it was zoned 
Residential. She asked was it something other than Residential at that point. John No\vicki stated 
he bad no knowledge. John Cross stated he had no history on that. Ms. Borgus stated it was a 
furniture store for a long time. Jolm Nowicki stated strange things happened years ago. 

Councilman Don Faso stated it probably fell under pre-existing, non-confomring. Ms. Borgus 
asked what was its use \vhen the Alexanders purchased it. She asked was it still a furniture store 
at that point. Mr. List stated he it was fomiture store then. He stated it might have been 
vacant. 

Ms. Borgus asked how many square are in the building. Mr. List stated over 5,000 total. 
Ms. Borgus asked how much would be for the hardware store if this were granted. Mr. Sharp 
stated he thought it is more like 4,200 square foet. Ms. Borgus asked if that is on the lower level. 
Mr. Sharp stated·that was correct. 

Ms. Borgus stated she noticed the minute amount of paving on the map. She asked what would 
be the purpose of adding the smail amount of additional parking. Mr. Avery stated to 
accommodate it if it \:\<·as a hardware store and still have parking for two cars for each apartment. 
Ms. Borgus asked if, other words, that exira attached space is just necessary to meet To'Wn 
requirements for parking. Mr. Avery that's correct. 

Ms. Borgus asked was the day care center a legal and approved use by the TmNu when that was a 
care. Ray Bleier stated it was approved the Board. Tony Knope stated that was in 1985. 

He stated in 1984 and 1985 is when the current codes came into and that is why they 
did because of stuff where people were like rnnning a business in a Residential area. 

Ms. Borgus stated she could the predicament that mvners are in wanting to 
sell it and not being able to a buyer, but on other hand, if they bought it after this problem 
existed, it is kind of a question the buyer should have been aware of it. Keith O'Toole stated for 
use variance application, that is correct. 

John Nowicki made a motion to table this \vitbout prejudice for fo1ther legal study. Mitch Rakus 
seconded the motion. Ray Bleier stated thought it is up to the applicant if he wants to push for 
a decision, a recpmmendation by the Planning Board for General Business, that is his call. 

John Cross stated the applicant has the option to withdraw to have some time for his legal counsel 
to advise them on which type of zoning might be the best approach here. John Cross stated their 
concern is that they did not want to bogged down \\1th recommending a rezoning to GB and 
have a worse scenario occur whereby business does move again and the next five or ten years, 
there could be applications coming in for harder use tyve situations that they did not want there. 
He stated so he thought they could it. He stated they could take another month or so to 
determine \Vhat is the best approach. 

Mr. List stated he would ask the Board to table it because he would like to confer \v1th the 
Alexanders. He stated if this is turned d0\\11, he didn't know where Mr. Sharp is going and he had 
no idea what Alexanders would do with it. He stated he wished he had an answer. He stated 
they're at \\its end. 

John Cross stated they want to do the best thing for the propet1y owners and the potential buyer, 
but they have some concerns that they need to address to make sure that everybody is confident 



that theyre making the right decision. John Cross asked the 
get back to the Town by the Janua1y meeting. Mr. List 
stated he would ask that they table it 

did think they could 
could. Mr. List 

John Cross stated the applicant requested tabling. He asked is there a them to vote on 
that Keith O'Toole stated just a motion to John made motion to 
application, and Mitch Rakus seconded it. 

DECISION: Unanimously tabled by a vote of 6 yes for the follo,ving reason: 

1. Applicant to give further study to of to Neighborhood 
Business with a conditional use permit rather than rezoning to General 
Business. 

4. Application of Robert Bean, owner; 155 Sheffer Road, New 
preliminary subdivision approval of one lot to be known as Bean-Sheffer Subdivision at 
prope1ty located at Sheffer Road zone. 

Don Avery was present to represent application. Mr. Avery the property was cut by 
the Tirruway in 1940, 1944, 194:5, somewhere in there. He stated they want to just make a 
separate account for the two lots. 

MT. Avery stated there is a cobblestone house on the west side. He stated they have acres on 
the one side and about 7 acres on the other, but that would still one of property. He 
indicated on the plans what is separated out. Mr. Avery indicated what right now is only being 
used for agriculture. He stated that is why they did an Ag Statement on that. Mr. Avery 
indicated where there are some wetlands. He indicated there is a barn. He stated it is 
pretty high ground in there. 

Mr. Ave1y stated they went to the County and received comments. John Cross stated the 
County issued their general comments. He read the comments. The comments vvill be on file 
'vith the Building Department. He stated the Monroe County DRC has reviewed the subject 
application and has identified the following points that require appropriate action prior to 
submission of final plans for approval. He stated number one, the staff of the Monroe County 
Depa1tment of Health has reviewed this plan and has no comments. He stated Number 2, the map 
for the subject property has to be filed in the County Clerk's Office. He they indicated 
monumentation must be checked by the Monroe County D. 0. T. Office. He stated they 
included the standard engineer's request on monumentation. 

John Cross stated the comments :fiuther indicate the plans should submitted to Mr. Ga1y Can-, 
New York State Tirruway Authority, Buffalo Division. Mr. Avery stated he had a letter from the 
State Thtuway Authority whlch indicates they have no comment on the proposal to resurvey their 
property at this site. He stated, however, if they intend to access the Titruway right-of-way, they 
are to contact Mr. Ed Scholanski for a permit and insurance requirements. He submitted that 
letter to the Board. The letter \\rill be 011 file with the Building Department. 

Mr. Avery stated there are no buildings on the lots at this time. He stated if there would be any 
building, they would have to come back to the Board. He there are no plans of any 
construction on these two lots. 

Dario Marchioui stated there is a house tight there now. Mr. stated is. Dario 
Marchioni stated that should be put in a drainage district. Mr. Avery stated if that is a 
requirement, they will do that. Dario Marcbioni commented only where the house 

COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE: None. 

John Cross made a motion to the Board lead agency as as SEQR, found this to be an 
unlisted action and made a determination of no significant environmental impact, and the Board 
voted yes. 



DECISION: Unanimously approved by a vote of 6 yes \\ith the following condition: 

1. Petition the Town Board (within 30 days of the date of thls letter) to include 
this subdivision in the Chili Consolidated Drainage District. 

Note: Final subdivision approval has been waived the Planning Board. 

There was a recess in the proceedings. 

INFORMAL: 

l Application of LeRoy Stone Corp., owner; 6895 Ellicott Street Road, Pavilion, New 
York 14525 for final site plan approval to ex1Jand use to include a railroad terminal yard for 
storage of concrete and mixing mate1ials at property located at 1535 & 1613 Scottsville Road 
in G. L & FPO zone. 

Doug Hicks with Genesee Leroy Stone, Jeff Holly and Kevin Brov.n were present to represent 
the application. Mr. Hicks stated they last met on July 8 to discuss the two applications. He 
stated the resubdivision was approved \vithout condition, and the application for preliminary site 
plan approval was approved \vith four conditions which were subsequently addressed in a letter 
from Jeff Holly to the Planning Board on November 19th. 

John Cross asked the applicant would they just review those for the audience. Mr. Hi1.;ks stated 
the first request of the Board was for the applicant to submit a drainage report to the Tovvn 
Engineer for review and approval. He stated the report was prepared by Clark Engineers of 
Rochester, New York and \v'as submitted to the To\m Engineer. He stated that was done in 
September 1997. 

Mr. Hicks stated the second request of the Board was to petition the TO\\n Board within 30 days 
of the approval to include these parcels in the TO\v11's drainage district. He stated they have the 
petition prepared and apply for the ex1ension of the district upon approval of the final site 
plan review. 

Mr. Hicks stated the third Board was for the material storage piles not to exceed 40 
foet in height. He stated that request has been taken into account and an updated site plan map 
has been sulnnitted show"ing the stock piles will not the foot height limitation. 

Mr. Hicks fourth request of the Board was for them to address the Conservation Board 
at their next scheduled meeting to comment on the Plamling Board's concerns and to schedule an 
on~site as requested. He stated the members of Genesee Stone met with the 
Conservation Board on September 8th and they were asked to constmct a benn parallel to 
Scottsville Road on a frontage parcel. He stated they agreed to do that. He stated that is shmw 
on the plans, and in addition, they have proposed the Conservation Board's request of 
planting of approximately 38 trees, to help forther screen the entire operation from 

Ray Bleier stated he wanted to hear 
thought everything else has been met. 

Nissen's comments. He stated other than that. he 

John Cross stated Larry Nissen asked that if the Planning Board approves the application, that it 
be contingent upon the engineer's approval. John No\V~cki stated he was not present at the 
meeting when these gentlemen came before the Board. He stated he assumes hls tmsted 
colleagues on the Board put their to the so he had no questions. 

John Limbeck stated the applicant has done a nice job addressing the concerns. 

Charles Robinson asked did they ever give Glenn Schneider the final landscaping plans. Mr. Holly 
stated they were submitted to the Town and one copy was addressed to his attention. Charles 
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Robinson stated at the last meeting he had a notation that they needed was final landscaping 
plans. He stated they know the applicant made the changes, but they did not have any 
documentation nor have they seen the final landscaping plan. He stated they need two copies. 
Mr. Hicks stated they could certainly provide two copies if they were not provided when 
submitted. 

Ray Bleier stated generally the Board does not open it up to public comment on informal 
applications. John Cross stated that was right. He stated they have listened to the applicant 
before and they had public comment earlier. John Cross stated they did SEQR. 

John Cross recognized Supervisor Kelly in the audience. He stated at an earlier discussion on this 
application, he thought there were some thoughts that perhaps company could do something 
to work with the Tow11 in the future on a light-of-way to use the railroad bedding there. He 
asked if there was anything new on that. 

Supervisor Kelly stated they certainly \vould like to explore that possibility cooperatively with 
them. He stated he thought they just alluded to it the initial instance. He stated they would like 
to maybe pursue that a little more if that was possible the line. Mr. Hicks stated that was 
ce1tainly possible. 

Supervisor Kelly stated there is a sizable railroad siting they intend to use. He stated there is also 
a tight-of-way on the other side that the RG&E has. He stated they're interested in some depth of 
access in there somehow. He stated they're not too sure what they're after, but they would like to 
continue to e:x'})lore that possibility. Mr. Hicks stated they're certainly open to that. 

DECISION: Unanit::nously approved by a vote of 6 yes with the following conditions: 

1. Pending approval of the Tow11 Engineer. 

2. Applicant to adhere to previous conditions of preliminary approval granted on 
July 8, 1997. 

3. Applicant to submit two copies of final landscape plans to Conservation Board 
for approval. 

4. Applicant to continue to consider the possibility of allowing the Town access 
for future use of the railroad bed. 

2. Application of Hilton Enterprises, c/o Al Spaziano, 
14624 for re-approval of final site plan granted in I 
located at 4201 Buffalo Road in N.B. zone. 

5 Buffalo Road, Rochester, Nevv' York 
for third office building at prope1ty 

Al Spaziano was present to represent the application. The question was raised why was Mr. 
Spaziano present for this. Mr. Spaziano stated he is the contract vendee to purchase the two 
existing office buildings that are there and to construct the third one that was approved final in 
1986. He stated he came in with the plan that basically fits the configuration, aud he stated it is 
going to be used for medical space which is leased. 

Mr. Spaziano stated the utilities are in. He stated the parking lot for the building is He stated 
there are no changes. He stated the buildings will look the same as other buildings there, same 
brick tone:,. He stated he was told he still had to come before the Board for a final final or retinal. 

John Cross asked Tony Knope did Larry Smith leave any notes on this. Mr. Spaziano stated the 
property today is all improved. He stated the sewers and water are iu there. 

John Nowicki stated there used to be a haul road. Mr. Spaziano stated that is all cleaned up. He 
stated even the parking lot is in for the third building. Tony Knope provided John Cross vvith the 
notes from Larry Smith on this. John Cross stated the notes indicate construction vehicles are to 
use the haul road on the northeast side of the property from Westside Drive to the southernmost 
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pole at corner of neighbor's property. John Cross asked is that the same haul road that Mr. 
Spaziano stated was cleaned up and is not used. John Nmvicki stated that is gone. John 
Nowicki stated they cleaned all that up. 

Mr. Spaziano stated when he took over Mayflower, he went in there and cleaned up a lot of the 
problems that \Vere there. John Nowicki stated that is exactly right. 

John Cross stated the notes indicated there are boulders to be replaced on the Westside Drive 
entrance before C of 0 is issued. John Cross stated he thought when they asked him not to use 
that haul road any longer, they had put boulders out on the Westside Drive. Mr. Spaziano stated 
that \vas correct, so nobody would just tum in there. He stated plus it was for the kids, for the 
day care. John Cross stated it sounds like something they will have to work out with Larry Smith, 
to remove those boulders. Mr. Spaziano stated that is not a problem. 

John Nowicki questioned why Mr. Spaziano was present. Iv1r. Spaziano stated he came in to get 
a building pennit. Tony Knope asked Mr. Spaziano did he talk to Lan)' Smith himself Mr. 
Spaziano stated he did. He stated he gave him the plans. Tony Knope asked Mr. Spaziano when 
did he talk to him. Mr. Spaziano stated the lease was signed for the space three weeks ago. He 
stated he called and asked if thev could start building and was told thev could not until thev came ,,,, v .,,- ,., 

before the Planning Board. 

Mr. Spaziano stated at that time be told Lan)' Smith he already had final approval. Iv1r. Spaziano 
stated there are two existing buildings up. He stated aJl the site work is done. He stated 
everything is ready to go. He stated he thought it was all set. He stated he told Larry Smith he 
was purchasing the other two existing buildings. Mr. Spaziano stated he asked Larry Smith if he 
was saying there was not an approval for the third building. Mr. Spaziano stated Larry Smith said 
he was not saying that. He stated Larry Smith indicated he was telling him he had to come back 
to the Board again. 

John Limbeck asked would the reason be because it has 11 years since the last approval. 
ML Spaziano stated it could be a time factor. He stated he thought maybe Larry Smith had a 
concern it would be used differently. 

Dario Marchioni asked Keith O'Toole if they could give him another final tonight. Keith O'Toole 
he was not sure what Lan)' Smith was thinking. He stated he was looking at the code. He 

stated there is a sunset provision regarding approvals under ce1tain circumstances, and he did not 
know that that necessaiily applies in this instance. 

John Cross stated they have gone through tl1is as as SEQR. John Limbeck stated they could 
affirm the conditions. Keith O'Toole stated it becomes empty if they make no changes. Dario 
Marchioni suggested they approve it again just in case there is something there and Mr. Spaziano 
could get on his way. .... . -

Keith O'Toole stated they should assume he was present for a reason, and therefore, they should 
act accordingly .. 

Mitch Rakus asked what kind of business is going into this office. Mr. Spaziano stated it is 
Rochester General Hospital's group of doctors. He stated they're governed by them. He stated 
they're taking the whole building on a l lease. 

Datio Marchioni asked are there handicapped 1)arking spots. John Nowicki stated that is a 
building code issue. He stated it has nothing to do with the Planning Board. 

Tony Knope asked Mr. Spaziano if he bad a temporary C of 0 right now. Mr. Spaziano stated he 
did not m>v11 the two existing buijdings now. He stated is buying the two existing buildings and 
the third parcel will take the third building. 

Mr. Spaziano stated he told Lany Smith he wanted to close on the piece before the end of the 
Ms. Spaziano stated he asked Lany S1nith if he could start the building. He stated he told 
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him he has a lease. He stated Lany Smith told him could not sta1t on it until he went before 
the Planning Board. Mr. Spaziano stated has to get these people 

Jolm Cross asked, as a courtesy, if there \vere any questions or comments from the audience. 

Councilman Don Faso stated, as a resident of Mayflower Village, he remembered when they 
sta1ted this process. Councilman Don Faso stated Councilman James J. Powers is President 
of the Homeowners' Association, and any time there is a problem, Mr. Spaziano has been more 
than willing to work with the Association to conect Councilman Don Faso stated thought 
Councilman James J. Powers \Vas going to be present at the meeting this evening. 

Councilman Don Faso stated Com1cilman James J. Powers had a problem about some of the 
water runoff from the parking area on what is now a dedicated street He stated he will probably 
be calling Mr. Spaziano to discuss that. Mr. Spaziano stated just would like to started. 

DECISION: Unanimously approved a vote of 6 yes with no conditions. 

FOR DISCUSSION: 

L Mr./Mrs. Samuel Gallo - proposed four-lot subdivision at 160 Morgan Road and 4 Krenzer 
Road in AC. zone. 

Don Avery was present to represent the application. Sam Gallo was also present to represent the 
application. Mr. Avery stated this is informal. He indicated on the plans where Krenzer and 
Morgan Roads are. He indicated what comer they are looking at. Mr. Avery stated they had 
some pictures to pass around to give the Board au idea of\vhat the applicant would like to do. 

Mr. Avery stated this was proposed for a four-lot subdivision. He indicated what lot is already a 
built lot. He stated they have to go for rezoning of this area to have it for what the applicant 
originally intended to subdivide. He stated before it was RA-20. 

Mr. Gallo stated he bad a letter dated December 20th, 1993 from he and Patricia Gallo of 4 
Krenzer Road to Don Faso, Chairman of the Board Chili Planning Board Town of ChilL He read 
the letter. The letter indicated back in 1960, he and his wife purchased acres ofland on the 
comer of Morgan and Krenzer Road. The letter indicated two surveys were made due to an 
8-inch gas line that flows diagonally through the property prior to the building of their existing 
home. The letter indicated two lots were sold off. The letter indicated they were informed by the 
Zoning Board at that time that they could sell up to four lots vvithout subdividing. 

The letter further indicated on October 1966, the resubdivision map was made by licensed 
land surveyor George W. Craffin showing four parcels, l, 2, 3 and 4, with a proposed 
right-of-way along -with perk tests by Sear-Brmvn Associates. The letter indicated on the 10th of 
March, 1969, Parcel 1 of the resubdivision was sold to David and Nancy Corman and was 
recorded in Book 3970, Page 186-187 of the County of Monroe, State of New York, in which the 
map is referenced in the deed. 

The letter further indicated they were left with the impression by Board at that time that as 
long as the map was recorded in an official deed, it was legal. TI1e letter indicated as matter of 
fact, they were infom1ed by one of the Board members at that time they could record them as they 
were sold. 

Mr. Gallo stated many years have past. He stated this is always been part of his retirement 
package. He stated he was instrumental in fom1ing the Morgan Road Water District due to 
serious hardship in that area. He stated they were told that when their area staned to ex1rnnd in 
growth, their water tax assessment would go down. He stated that never did happen. He stated 
in the early 1970s, the entire area was rezoned from one-half acre residential to RA-20. He stated 
he never even recalls being notified. He stated as a matter of fact, it was already into effect when 
he first beard ofit. Mr. Gallo stated a copy ofth.e subdivision map was enclosed along with the 
letter he read. 
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Mr. Gallo asked does he have to go through this all again, even though he addressed this many 
years ago. He stated the time has come where plans to do something w1th it. He stated he 
hopes to enhance that portion of the T0\\11 \vith some attractive real estate. 

Mr. Gallo stated there were four lots there. He stated one of them was sold. He stated his son, 
Stephen Gallo, would like to build on one of those half-acre lots. He stated they had perk tests 
and everything taken in 1966. · He stated he would imagine they1ll probably have to go 
through all that again. 

Mr. Gallo stated the reply from Don informed him that the nexi step he would have to do is 
take it to the Plruming Board. Mr. Gallo stated he never took it any forther, only because he was 
still working then. He stated he is retired now. He stated he has a son that would like to build on 
one of those lots. 

Ml» Gallo stated the tax map right now, it looks sort of all garbled up. He stated what they would 
like to do is get their at 4 Krenzer Road separated from the rest of the four lots. He asked 
is there any possibility where it could be considered a grandfather clause. He stated there were all 
half-acre lots up there at the time. 

1\1r. Gallo stated the TO\.vtl Attorney at that time told him not to file them back then because it 
would cost him a lot more money. Mr. Gallo stated be was told to wait until they sell them and 
then file them. Mr. Gallo stated a copy of the map does exist in the County courthouse, but they 
were never really officially filed as building lots. 

Mr. Gallo stated they put a lot of money into their place on the comer of Krenzer Road. He 
stated it is a palace to them. He stated it was w1ldemess when they moved out there. Be stated it 
was just a dirt road when they broke gr01md. 

Mr. Gallo stated the south of Morgan Road has a steep hill there. He stated it probably raises 
from road level up 10 or 12 foot He most of the driveways are tunneled in. He stated 

snow cover in the w1ntertime. He stated had foot of frontage up there on Morgan 
Road and 400 foot on Krenzer. He stated the terrain on the north side of Morgan was identical to 
that on the south side. He stated it was real high, real steep. He stated what they decided to do 
\vas get heavy equipment in there at that time. He stated they went from the front of the road 
back l 00. 1 feet and cro\w1ed the whole thing dovvil. lie stated the north side of Morgan Road 
has a nice gradual incline up to the homes. He stated the southern portion of Morgan Road has a 
steep incline up to it 

Mr. Gallo stated they took all that fill off of Morgan Road, taking about five days to do it. He 
stated they had Mr. Turner at the with heavy equipment in there, panning that whole 650 feet 
of frontage 150 foot back, peeling back all of the topsoil, removing aU of the subsoil, bringing that 
all dovvn armmd the comer of Krenzer Road. 

Mr. Gallo stated when they the basement, Jack Miller come at the time and removed the 
topsoil, pushed the topsoil aside, poured the foundation, their basernent in 12 courses 

grade, and then, of course, all that fill was brought in and it \vas all filled around the 
basement. He stated that two drain systems in He stated there is a perimeter drain 
around the inside of the basement. He stated there is another pe11meter drain around the outside. 
He stated evet)thing is He stated their basement out there is dry. 

l\irr. Gallo stated do have 27 acres behind them, too. Mr. Gallo stated the tax map on 4 
Krenzer Road he thought right now shows or acres. He stated what they wanted to do 
is to split that into lots. He stated their home would have a little more acreage. He stated 
they would 2 acres or something. He stated then there is a 60 foot tight-of-way that 
gets to the t\vo rear parcels. Lots 3 and 4 back th~re. 

Mr. GaUo stated mavbe not in his lifetime, but some\vhere along the line if he turns this over to - ~ 

the children some day, he sees a possibility for some nice homes, nice real estate back there. He 



stated that is nice high ground. He stated the elevation out there is 700 above sea level. 

Mr. Gallo stated standing on Number looking in the northerly direction,, there are a bunch 
of pines in there. He stated there are probably 7 or 8 acres of pines in there. He stated they're 
huge pines at this time. He stated he would like to see if there was someone interested in maybe 
developing that, putting up or real nice homes up in there. stated he was not talking 
half-acre lots. He stated that would be way downstream. 

Mr. Gallo stated the reason they put the 60-foot right-of-way in there at one time was just to 
to those nvo rear lots. He stated they bought that other parcel ten some odd ago. He 
stated he was trying to a pole barn put up on it because to a few Black 
but he found out be could not do it until it is it is an illegal parcel according to 
the Town. He stated when they purchased it, it was by deed alone. He stated John Glavin was 
his attorney. Mr. Gallo stated thought could help him to resurvey that at 
the same time they got the other lots surveyed and see if they couldn't it all squared away. 

Mr. Avery stated they wanted to come before the Board they too much more money 
to get the Board's opinion on the undersized lots in the area. He stated they're open to whatever 
the Board has to say. Mr. Avery stated they have done some perks up there, but they didn't want 
to carry the expense further until have input from the Board. 

John Cross asked Mr. Gallo when did they originaUy purchase the 1 Morgan and 4 Krenzer 
property. Mr. Gallo stated they purchased that in the 1960 tin1e frame, and they broke ground 
the fall of 1962 and moved in in April of 1964. Tony Knope if July of I sounded right 
Mr. Gallo stated it could very well be. 

Tony Knope stated the records show a building pennit was issued in July of I Tony Knope 
stated that is for 160 Morgan. Mr. Gallo stated that is another property. Mr. Gallo stated they 
broke ground in October. Tony Knope stated the records show they added a garage in l Mr 
Gallo stated they did add a three-car then. He stated they had to have a variance to put 
that on. 

Mr. Gallo stated it is a beautifhl but they are half-acre lots. He stated they 
were approved at one time. He stated, of course, they came t11rough and He 
be did not file them earlier as building lots because he was infom1ed tax it would cost a lot 
more money. He stated he was told when they were going to sell them, then they should record 
them. He stated then the Town came along in the early '70s and rezoned everything from 
half-acre to RA-20. He stated there is a lot of one-acre lots up in that area. 

Mr. Avery stated the lots across the road are about 100. Mr. Gallo stated lots across the 
street, Schiano was t11e builder at that time. He stated that was back in the early Mr. Gallo 
stated some of them go all the way back to the Thruway. He stated they're 100 by I 17 foot deep. 

John Nowicki stated the map bas no beating whatsoever because it bas never been filed. Mr. 
Avery stated that is absolutely tight John Nm:vicki stated they have a reason for but it 
doesn't have any merit as far as trying to make a decision it because it never got :filed. John 
Nowicki stated it is only a piece ofreference. He stated it has 110 legal status whatsoever to the 
discussion. 

John Nowicki asked Mr. Gallo ifhe was aware of the current zoning of his property. Mr. Gallo 
stated he thought it is down to five acres now. John Nowicki stated t11at is right. He stated they're 
in an Agricultural Conse1vatio11 Dist1ict. He stated they have incentive zoning options over there 
they have to take a look at. He asked Mr. Gallo how many ac,res do they own all toget11er in the 
suffowiding area. Mr. Gallo stated there are acres back there, but there is not much they can 
use. Mr. Gallo stated there are only 7 or 8 acres that are high ground. He stated t11e rest is pretty 
low. 

John Cross asked wouldn't it be \Viser to look at the whole project and try to make lots and 
use the whole parcel. Mr. Gallo stated they would have a problem \:vith drainage, septic systems. 



John NO\vicki stated the thrust of the Agricultural District, the purpose of it was to encourage a 
proper environment for mral residential and agricultural uses, to protect agricultural soil 
and to coordinate residential densities vvith available utilities. 

John Nov.icki asked Mr. Gallo if he sewers out there. Mr. Gallo stated he does not. John 
Nowicki stated this might be a good test case for the incentive zoning if they horse traded to a 
smaller lot size. 

Mr. Gallo stated they have a railroad bed that goes down thrnugh there now that is wide open. 
He stated he has heard talk about a sewer line right do\vn that bed tight into the treatment plant. 
John Nowicki stated that is not a practical solution. 

Mr. Avery asked John Nowicki if he was thinking about going 281 or 276, working it that way 
where they could have the smaller lots. John Nowicki stated they would have to get to the TO\:vn 
Board to get into the incentive pa1i of it to see ifthat is something that is workable for their 
situation. He stated it may be something they want to research before they do anything. He 
stated they could look at an agricultural conservation district, the incentive zoning. 
John Nmvicki suggested Mr. Gallo look at his holdings, sit down with a Town Board member and 
take a look at situation and explore that before he would do anything. 

John Cross stated and also there is a concern \Vith the County Health Department \Vi.th septic 
systems on half-acre lots. Mr. Gallo stated Sear-Brovvu tested them way back when. He stated it 
is all sandy loam up there. He stated he has no doubt in his mind it wouldn't perk. He stated he 
knew they have allowed one-acre parcels up in that area. He stated he was not worried about 
downstream. He stated his present concern is his boy would like to build on one of those parcels. 
John No\vicki stated may have to build 011 a larger parcel. 

John Nowicki told Mr. Gallo the Planning Board can't solve the problem for him. He stated there 
are some scenarios where they can be creative and come out with something reasonable 
for Mr. Gallo's son, the Town and everybody involved. John Nowicki stated if some of the 
lands are not good for building, they're wetlands or what else and they get into incentive zoning, 
they can be creative there. 

Mr. Gallo stated be had no idea wlrnt p1ice of real estate was. He stated he knew half-acre 
lots on the corner of Morgan Road were built four or five years Mr. Gallo stated he could 
not think of the fellov/s name, but it is the first or second house there that is on a half-acre lot and 
was just built. John Nowicki stated. probably had a map on it 

Keith O'Toole stated filing a map by itself doesn't guarantee development rights. He stated if 
someone has not built improvements on the lots and they still own them in one big pot, the To'"'u 
can come back in years later and change the rnles of the game, and that is what happens with 
zonmg. 

Dario Marchioni stated if Mr. Gall o's greatest concern here is to build a house for his son, if he 
gets two acres together and they go to the Zoning Board for a variance on an undersized lot, 
maybe that would be a way. 

Keith O'Toole stated Mr. Avery stated there is a house on it already. Keith O'Toole stated with 
the AC zoning, which unlike their other zoning provisions is rather unique, there are some ways 
they can build without going for a variance. He stated presumably if they have opportunity, they 
have to avail themselves of that oppottunity before the Board grants a half-acre lot. 

John Cross asked what is the appropriate board that they should deal with to pursue that aspect. 
Keith O'Toole stated they have to sit down, look at all of the holdings, at least the holdings they 
have any thought of developing dow11 the road and kind of vwrk with some layouts to see what 
they can do with the existing zoning, figuring they have to come up with septic fields and such. 
He stated and then having done that, they have to Egure out if there is any open space or 
agricultural lands they can set aside and provide as incentive. He stated then perhaps they could 
approach the TO\vn Board on that. 
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Keith O'Toole stated the Town does not want their wetlands, their pit, and so they have to 
actually preserve some real open space. He stated he thought Mr. Avery is really going to have to 
sit down and go over code provision line by line, because it is a rather unusual provision. 

Mr. Gallo asked is there any possibility if they were to come back with a provision for a one-acre 
lot, because right down the road there are two of them that were just granted within the past four 
or five years. He stated Dorothy Wing applied for one-acre parcels and she has them right across 
the street from this area. Keith O'Toole stated the Board can only deal \.vith Mr. Gallo's land. He 
stated he was not familiar about Ms. Wing's zoning. He stated be did not recall when she applied. 

Keith O'Toole stated theoretically they can come up \.vith a one-acre lot as long as they can get 
septic in there, but in tum, they to the Town something then. He stated the whole 
purpose of zoning is to keep open space open. He stated it is a challenge. 

Mr. Gallo stated there is a pipeline going across the parcel all way down through, and it sort of 
separates the high ground from the low ground. He stated would like to see the pipeline out of 
the picture. He stated there are 7 or 8 acres up in there all on nice high ground. He stated it 
overlooks the city. 

Mr. Avery stated they would look at the total prope1ty all together and come back \.vith some 
plans. He stated they may meet with Larry Smith or somebody on the Planning Board just 
informally and see what they can do \.vith the whole area. 

Mr. Gallo stated he envisioned going through there and taking out what trees they need to build 
and leave the existing pines. He stated they could make it an exclusive area in that part of Chili. 
He stated it would be something the Town would be proud of 

John Nowicki asked in this case \vith an AC Distiict like this, would it be up to the eugineer or the 
applicant himself to come up \.vith a plan, a creative plau and basically to the Tow-11 Board, or 
would they come to Planning Board fust in a case like this. Keith O'Toole stated he thought it is 
the Town Board. Councilman Don Faso stated when they vvrote it, it was Planning Board, but 
the Town Board actually accepts the incentive. 

Keith O'Toole read the provision that indicated prior to making such determination, the Town 
Board shall request an advisory recommendation from the Planning Board. 

John Nowicki stated once they see a plan and they sort of fit it to an AC District, then they could 
take it up to the Town Board and horse trade it and see what they could get for incentive zoning. 

John Cross stated he would also think it might be a good idea for Mr. Gallo to run this by his legal 
counsel and maybe help him miderstand that AC zoning, the mcentive part of it that the Tow11 
Board will be looking for. 

The meeting ended at 11:08 
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